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This volume is a companion to the two previously published editions of Northrop Frye’s notebooks, *The Late Notebooks* (2000) and *The “Third Book” Notebooks* (2002). The material in the present volume comes mostly from the decade of the 1970s when Frye was at work on the first of his books on the Bible, *The Great Code*. But the volume begins with an exceptionally rich notebook from the late 1940s (Notebook 3), in which Frye writes chiefly on religious topics, and it concludes with two notebooks not directly associated with *The Great Code*. The first of these is a notebook from the mid-1980s (Notebook 23), written after Frye had completed the first of his Bible books and had begun work on the second—*Words with Power*. The second is a notebook from the 1960s devoted in large part to Frye’s reading of Dante’s *Purgatorio* and the first ten cantos of the *Paradiso*. Altogether there are eleven holograph notebooks and three sets of typed notes. The volume concludes with a transcription of twenty-four lectures Frye gave in his course on “The Mythological Framework of Western Culture” in 1981-82. These lectures appeared originally in spiral-bound booklets that accompanied the videotapes of Frye’s lectures, entitled *The Bible and Literature: A Personal View from Northrop Frye*, a video series produced by Robert Sandler and issued by the Media Centre at the University of Toronto. These lectures are reproduced by permission of Victoria University, and with the cooperation of Robert Sandler and the Media Centre. The title given to the lectures in this volume, “Symbolism in the Bible,” is the one Frye used before the course was expanded in 1973-74 to include a complementary series of lectures on Classical and Near Eastern mythology taught by another member of the Victoria faculty (see headnote to the lectures, pp. 415-16).

Frye’s career can be seen as falling rather neatly into ten-year in-
vals, each decade associated with a major writing project: the 1940s with *Fearful Symmetry*, the 1950s with *Anatomy of Criticism*, the 1960s with Frye’s titanic struggle to produce what he called the Third Book, the 1970s with *The Great Code*, and the 1980s with *Words with Power*. But the sweep of Frye’s grand vision is more seamless than this symmetry suggests, and one evidence for continuity comes from the various threads that connect Frye’s notebooks to each other. Frye’s “confiscated gods” (Hermes, Eros, Adonis, and Prometheus), for example, appear in every major notebook he wrote following *Anatomy of Criticism*, and the issues Frye treated in *The Critical Path* receive their notebook formulations in both *The “Third Book” Notebooks* and those in the present volume. In fact, in Notebook 11f Frye goes back and forth between notes for his Bible book and those for *The Critical Path*. Similarly, his extensive note-taking for the Birks Lectures at McGill (1971) appears in both Notebook 21 in the present collection and in Notebook 24, which is in *The “Third Book” Notebooks*: much of the material in these two notebooks was written concurrently. Notebook 23, which I initially identified erroneously as a *Great Code* notebook, properly belongs in one of the volumes of the *Late Notebooks*, but it does provide a transition between the present volume and the *Late Notebooks*. If Frye’s interest in sacred texts receives its fullest formulation in the two books on the Bible and *The Double Vision* at the end of his career, Notebook 3 (1946–48) is evidence that such texts were central to his speculations at the time he was completing his work on Blake: his regard for the centrality of the Bible in our cultural heritage spanned his entire career.

The principles that Michael Dolzani and I have used to organize the seventy-seven holograph notebooks, along with the expansive body of typed notes, are by and large thematic and chronological. Still, some notebooks do not fall naturally into a single period or thematic cluster. Notebooks overlap, dovetail, and change direction. For example, it was not until Frye had completed three-quarters of Notebook 34 (to be published in Frye’s notebooks on romance) that he discovered that his notes had evolved into a “free association of symbols around an exhaustive study of the Bible” (par. 70); and after 145 entries in Frye’s notes for a book on religion (Notebook 21), he abandons his intention to write that book and turns instead to notes for the Bible book, which would not be published until nine years later. In the present volume, the thematic principle is primary: while it is true that the notebook that focuses on Eastern religion and the notebook on Dante did not fit conveniently into
any of the four or five notebook volumes that await publication, Frye himself often put Eastern and Western sacred texts side by side, and he did consider the Commedia to be one of the great examples of the religious quest. The present volume, then, focuses on religious texts, but it does have numerous links with The "Third Book" Notebooks, written at about the same time, and The Late Notebooks, written in the 1980s. Except for the placement of Notebook 45, I have arranged the notebooks in chronological order, as best this can be determined. The notebook numbers themselves have no significance: they represent simply the order in which the notebooks were catalogued during the summer of 1992. As in Northrop Frye's Late Notebooks (2000), the typed material is referred to as "Notes" to distinguish it from the handwritten notebooks. A sequential numbering of the notebooks that have appeared to date is found on pp. xxi–xxii. The Chronology on pp. xxvii–xxix is a list of Frye's addresses, publications, and travels that are referred to in the text and annotations of the present volume.

I have transcribed the notebooks with the intent of reproducing exactly Frye's holograph manuscripts, retaining his own spellings, capital letters, and punctuation (including the absence of accents in typescripts), even when his practice on these matters varies. There are two exceptions: I have regularized his use of double quotation marks with periods and commas, following the usual North American practice, and I have italicized the words and phrases he underlined. Frye's own emendations of his holograph texts are recorded in the notes. For the one previously printed typescript, "Symbolism in the Bible," I have followed the conventions of spelling, capitalization, and punctuation used in the Collected Works for previously published typescripts. The substantive changes to these lectures are entered in a list of emendations at the end.

Frye will occasionally use an asterisk to mark the place where he wants to insert a later comment. These comments appear at the end of the entry itself, in a paragraph following the entry, at the end of the page, or in a separate paragraph several entries removed from the original asterisk. For ease of reference I have regularized these by putting all of the material marked by an asterisk at the end of the entry containing the original asterisk.

Editorial additions are in square brackets. These include brief citations, an occasional definition of a foreign word, paragraph numbers, and question marks for words that I have been unable to decipher.
(question mark only) or that are conjectures (question mark following the inference). I have also used square brackets to expand Frye’s abbreviations that are not immediately obvious, but abbreviations that are obvious to a native speaker of English, such as “lit. crit.” for “literary criticism,” have not been expanded, and when an abbreviation appears more than once in an entry, only the first instance is expanded. Frye’s abbreviations for books of the Bible have in most cases not been expanded. Quotations from the Bible in the lectures and the endnotes are from the Authorized Version (King James) unless otherwise indicated. From time to time Frye uses a symbolic code, explained in the endnotes and in the introductions to the notebooks already published, to refer to various parts of his lifelong writing project. He calls this project his ogdoad, the eight parts being Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, Rencontre, Mirage, Paradox, Ignoramus, and Twilight. When Frye uses one of his shorthand symbols, I have given its name in square brackets following the symbol, though again I have not repeated the name if the symbol reappears within a single paragraph.

In citing the notebooks in this volume I have used a shortened form that incorporates the notebook number and the paragraph or note number. Thus, “NB 23.117” refers to Notebook 23, paragraph 117, and NB 3, n. 17 refers to note 17 of Notebook 3. References to material in published notebooks are to page numbers; references to unpublished notebooks and notebooks in the present volumes are to paragraph numbers. In the endnotes for a given notebook, references both to paragraphs and to notes within that notebook omit the notebook number. They are of the form “See par. 18, above” and “See n. 84, below.” I have replaced Frye’s own square brackets, which he uses sparingly, with braces: {}. 
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Abbreviations and Shortened Forms

Frye's own abbreviations have been expanded in square brackets, with the following exceptions: O.T. (Old Testament), N.T. (New Testament), Xy (Christianity), Xn (Christian), c. (century). Books are by Frye unless otherwise indicated.

AV  Authorized Version
CW  Collected Works of Northrop Frye
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations and Shortened Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NFF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NFL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RSV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U of T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Published Notebooks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notebook or &quot;Notes&quot; No.</th>
<th>Volume Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on the Bible and Other Religious Texts</em> (CW, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Published and Forthcoming Notebooks
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<tr>
<th>Notebook or &quot;Notes&quot; No.</th>
<th>Volume Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>The &quot;Third Book&quot; Notebooks of Northrop Frye, 1964–1972 (CW, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on the Bible and Other Religious Texts (CW, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on the Bible and Other Religious Texts (CW, 13)</td>
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</tr>
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</table>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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</tr>
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A selection of Frye’s typed notes, not yet assigned a “Notes” number, will be included in *Northrop Frye’s Notebooks on Fiction, Music, and Other Subjects.*
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1942: Publishes “Music in Poetry” (incorporated into AC).
1944: Publishes “The Nature of Satire” (incorporated into AC).
1949: Publishes “The Argument of Comedy” (incorporated into AC).
1950: Applies for a Guggenheim Fellowship, which is awarded for the following year.
1950: Publishes “The Four Forms of Prose Fiction” (incorporated into AC).
1950: Publishes “Levels of Meaning in Literature” (incorporated into AC).
1951: Publishes “The Archetypes of Literature” (FI, 7–20)
Summer 1951: Teaches at the University of Washington, Seattle.
1957: Publishes “Quest and Cycle in Finnegans Wake” (FI, 256–64).
1957: Publishes “Blake after Two Centuries” (FI, 138–50).
1963: Begins service as a consultant for the Committee on the Revision of the Hymnary of the United Church of Canada.
1965: The English Institute devotes a session to Frye’s work; the proceedings published as *Northrop Frye in Modern Criticism* (1966).
November 1968: Delivers “The Ethics of Change: The Role of the University” at Queen’s University (*DG*, 156–66, and *WE*, 345–59).
June 1970: Gives a BBC talk in London, England, published the following month as “Communications” in the *Listener*.
September 1971: Delivers a paper on “Wallace Stevens and the Variation Form” in Istanbul, Turkey. Published in *SM*, 275–94.
October 1971: Delivers the Birks lectures on “Revelation and Response” at McGill University, Montreal.
May 1972: Delivers convocation address at the University of Waterloo. Published as “Universities and the Deluge of Cant” (RW, 117–21, and WE, 465–9).


April 1975: Delivers the Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard University. Published as The Secular Scripture (1976).


December 1976: Travels to Guyana.


April–May 1977: Travels to Japan.

June–August 1978: Lectures at six universities in New Zealand.
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Introduction

I

The full extent of Frye's notebook writing, which began in the late 1930s, is uncertain. Some notebooks he discarded, and others disappeared. But what has been preserved is a considerable body of work—close to a million and a half words counting the typed material. Frye's justification for this verbal torrent is that his note-taking provides the building blocks for his books: the writing itself is a matter of transforming into a continuous sequence the discontinuous entries that come to him aphoristically. The argument has already been made that Frye wrote at least a good portion of his notebooks with an audience in mind. But the process itself, in spite of all of Frye's dizzily intricate outlines, is seldom measured. His particular fear, he remarks in the earliest notebook in the present volume, is that his notebook speculations will not turn out to be definitive (NB 3.178), but this is a fear that he is soon able to vanquish. The pace may initially seem to be almost frenetic—the drive of a man possessed to record every nuance of the "obstinate questionings" of his active mind. But when we stand back from the notebooks as a whole the mood they convey is neither fear nor frenzy. It is rather a process of speculative free play, "of letting things come & not forcing or cramping or repressing them" (NB 3.120). Frye is in no panic to bring things to closure, moving as he does at a leisurely pace, releasing himself from all inhibitions, and not worrying that his schemes "go bust immediately." "Perhaps that's the reason I have them," he muses (NB 21.203). Sometimes anxieties about the efficacy of the incessant scribbling arise: "Why do I try to keep notes like this, when forty years of experience shows me they don't do me any good" (NB 33.80). At other times boredom sets in
“because so much of what I put into [the notebooks] is just a form of masturbation: an empty fantasy life making the scene with beckoning fair charmers who don’t exist” (TBN, 332). But this sentence is followed by the single, telling word “however,” which signals, of course, that the doubts he might have about the value of recording his imaginative life do not deter him from moving on immediately.

In one of his notebooks from the 1960s Frye issues these tactical instructions to himself: “in beginning to plan a major work like the third book, don’t eliminate anything. Never assume that some area of your speculations can’t be included & has to be left over for another book. Things may get eliminated in the very last stage . . . but never, never, exclude anything when thinking about the book. It was strenuous having to cut down FS from an encyclopaedia, but . . . major works are encyclopaedic & anatomic: everything I know must go into them—eye of bat & tongue of dog” (TBN, 74–5). Frye goes on to say that all of his major books are essentially “the same book with different centres of gravity: interpenetrating universes. Give me a place to stand, and I will include the world” (ibid.). This “same book” theory means that we encounter many iterations and echoes of the same idea. Repetition was a feature of Frye’s published work, which, as he said, assumed the shape of a spiral curriculum, “circling around the same issues” in a way that produced a gradual continuity over time.² He justifies the repetition in his books and essays by noting that the principles he keeps returning to are the only ones he knows. Like thematic returns in music the same ideas can be presented in different contexts, and repetition can be a sign of a consistency of conviction: “repetition charges the emotional batteries & suspends the critical faculties. What I tell you three times is true. What I tell you three hundred times is profoundly true.”³

The repetition in the notebooks, however, is of a different kind. Like Daedalus, who set his mind to unknown arts, Frye uses his notebooks for invention and discovery, returning again and again to the archetypes of his mental landscape in an effort to get the architecture and the verbal formulation right. The repetition can be vexing, but it is nonetheless an example of Frye’s following the principle underlying his most important educational advice: develop the habit of Samuel Butler’s practice-memory. “The repetitiveness of the Koran would drive a reader out of his mind if he were reading it as he would any other book” (NB 21.294), and one could almost say the same thing about the discontinuity of Frye’s notebooks: they contain no linear argument, even though there are many
occasions where sequences of paragraphs focus on a single, obsessively pursued issue. Still, the entire notebook enterprise is based on a theory of verbal meaning that turns Aristotle's notion of causality upside down. Frye writes at one point that there is "a convergence causation founded on the analogy of space," as opposed to linear causation, which assumes that writing is a temporal sequence of effect following cause (NB 21.616). Such convergent causation, which is close to the first-phase language of metaphor, is the kind that governs the notebooks.

II

If one abandons both linear causation and a concern for continuity, then the principles of the figurative use of words become more important than conceptual meaning. Frye's fertile and energetic mind is always pursuing similarities or, as he is fond of calling them, links. Aristotle says that the ability to perceive likenesses is one of the marks of genius, and if that is true then the notebooks reveal the mental dance of a genius. Perceiving likenesses requires the free play, not of the imagination, but of fancy, as Frye writes in one revealing entry:

I am intensely superstitious; but there are two kinds of superstition, related as self-destructive melancholy is to penseros melancholy. There is the superstition based on fear of the future: this is based also on my character as a coward & weakling, & is of course to be avoided. There is another kind which consists of removing all censors & inhibitions on speculation: it's almost exactly what Coleridge calls fancy. It may eventually be superseded by imagination: but if there's no fancy to start with there won't be any imagination to finish with. Let's call it creative superstition. It works with analogies[,] disregarding all differences & attending only to similarities. Here nothing is coincidence in the sense of unusable design; or, using the word more correctly, everything is potential coincidence—what Jung calls synchronistic. (TBN, 211)

Once the similarities Frye observes begin to organize themselves into patterns, then the imagination has taken over. One does not read far in his published work before encountering some spatial or linear form. In the notebooks this inveterate pattern-making is raised to another power.

One of Frye's more elaborate organizing schemes is in Notebook 21, where he develops a scheme based on the number seven that he labours
over for more than two hundred entries. It begins with what he recognizes as a correspondence between the chapters of his Bible book and a rather odd division of the Tarot pack. "My first chapter," Frye writes, "corresponds to the Juggler, the second chapter to the four powers, the third, on the double analogy, to the four virtues in Adonis extending from Love to Justice, the fourth to the Hermes group, the fifth to the Prometheus death-of-nature lot, the sixth to the apocalyptic group. The seventh would be the book of the Fool" (par. 187). He then abandons the idea of a book of "sevens" in favour of several other schemes, one a four-part, twenty-chapter book, observing that "it's not Tarot sequence, evidently, but the hell with that. Nor does it follow the seven days sequence. The hell with that too. Anyway, the exact sequence doesn't matter at this stage" (par. 221). But then forty-seven entries later he returns to the principle of seven, saying that "the book is in 14 chapters, of which 5 & 6 are the analysis of Biblical imagery & Biblical narrative respectively" (par. 268). As he works out what is to be in the twelve remaining chapters, he discovers that a given theme will have to be restated in more than one chapter, and so the principle of seven begins to disintegrate: the math does not work out properly for the number seven.

Undaunted, Frye suddenly declares that the book is a spiral curriculum: "The spirals are 1, 7, 11; 2, 8, 12; 3, 9, 13; 4, 10, 14. 2 & 4 make 22 & 28 respectively; 1 is the lucky numbers of the creature; 3 are the female lunar (Queen) numbers" (par. 326). In this somewhat cryptic code, we have three columns of four chapters each. Adding the chapters on narrative and imagery to these twelve still gives Frye his fourteen, and even though the Tarot has disappeared from the discussion, seven is still implicit in the three by four arrangement and in the doubling of seven. By saying that "2 & 4 make 22 & 28 respectively" Frye is referring to the sum of the numbers in the second and fourth horizontal axes (2 + 8 + 12 and 4 + 10 + 14). The lucky numbers are those in the first horizontal matrix: 1, 7, 11; and the lunar numbers are those in the third matrix: 3, 9, 13. All this numerological musing does not lead to anything ostensible, but Frye devotes an astonishing amount of energy to working through what he sees as contained in each of the twelve chapters (the familiar narrative and imagery chapters, standard material that he need not elaborate for himself, are mostly put on the shelf). Sevens and twelves figure prominently in Frye's schemes, and this is partially because of their connection with two temporal and two spatial categories: seven with the days of the week and the planets (in the ancient reckoning) and twelve
with the months of the year and the signs of the zodiac. He does not actually chart the intricacies of his spiral curriculum, but most readers will have to work out their own diagram, such as the one on pages xxxvi–xxxvii, to be able to visualize all of Frye’s categorizing.

Frye eventually declares that “the Tarot analogy may be all wrong” (NB 21.395), proceeds to develop another twelve-chapter outline, and then, about seventy entries later, announces that “maybe it’s a 14-chapter Tarot outline after all” (NB 21.466). But this is only half the story. All the while that he is working out his “spiral curriculum,” he has imposed on top of his four-by-three chart one of his more familiar circle-quadrant diagrams, saying that by tracing the circle he can perhaps “get by on one doodle” (NB 21.321).

Frye incessantly engages in this kind of fanciful schematic play, wandering freely through the labyrinth of myth and archetype. “Sooner or
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiral One</th>
<th>Spiral Two</th>
<th>Spiral Three</th>
<th>Numerology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;Approaching&quot;</strong> (1-4)</td>
<td><strong>&quot;Examining&quot;</strong> (7-10)</td>
<td><strong>&quot;Considering&quot;</strong> (11-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Discontinuous prose</strong></td>
<td><strong>7. Ear &amp; Eye (Liberal)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bible as unity of objective art</td>
<td>• society under law</td>
<td>• objective art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• text: discovery of Deuteronomy</td>
<td>• text: burning bush</td>
<td>• passage from innocence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• internal continuity of Bible</td>
<td>• epos kernel</td>
<td>to experience; beauty;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• writing vs. oral culture</td>
<td>• revolutionary and dialectical turn to the Word</td>
<td>the miraculous; the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• papyrus point: the word endures</td>
<td>teleological; the dream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• sea and land (visible world and its mirror)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Myth &amp; History</strong></td>
<td>*<em>8. Pastoral &amp; Sacrifice (Tragicomedy)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bible translated as imagery, not doctrine</td>
<td>• rediscovered pastoral</td>
<td><strong>Druid analogy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Arthur; Plato's Bible</td>
<td>• drama kernel</td>
<td>• revolution in consciousness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• history of Bible as story</td>
<td>• relation of myth to act and scene</td>
<td>• life after death &amp; abolishing of telos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• movie focus: pastoral nomadism &gt; agriculture and ritual calendar &gt; city with central hill &gt; temple &gt; Holy of Holies &gt; new pastoral</td>
<td>• epiphanic vision or “divination”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The Second Light (wisdom of the Bible)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Translation</strong></td>
<td><strong>9. Hebel &amp; Maya (Anticlimax)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• language as sound, abstraction, imagery</td>
<td>• individual descent</td>
<td><strong>fulfilment</strong></td>
<td>female lunar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bible as mythical counterpoint to history</td>
<td>• prose kernel</td>
<td>of wisdom</td>
<td>(Queen) numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• jump from ritual bind to prose possession (St. Clair revelation)</td>
<td>• transforming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Language of Myth</strong></td>
<td><strong>10. Law &amp; Gospel (Rencontre)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• deus absconditus</td>
<td>• the redeemed social order</td>
<td><strong>doctrine of Body-only</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• literal meaning</td>
<td>• lyric kernel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• objective world as body of man</td>
<td>• comminution of wisdom in Gospels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• recovery of projection or reversal (also theme of 12, 13)</td>
<td>• focus on Gospels as recognition scene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme:</strong> upper creator-Logos-solar wheel and Mother-afterlife-judge of dead projection</td>
<td><strong>Theme:</strong> belief fulfilled by vision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Nexus of polarization
    Sevenfold Revelation chart

6. Tracing the circle (the circle with its four quadrants superimposed over the “three spirals”). See “Tracing the Circle” diagram, p. xxxv
    Cardinal points: N = God, W = Incarnation, S = human pharmakos, E = Resurrection
    Messiah Quadrants: NW = prophet, SW = priest, SE = teacher, NE = king
    Opposite quadrants: NW and SW = social, SE and NE = individual
    Reversals: W = law to Gospel, S = response of creature to Poetic Genius or creation of art, E = ascent of soul to resurrection of body,
    N = voice of God to apocalypse
    History of Bible as story
    Discontinuous series of epiphanies, as in Rumi

* In NB 21.322, Frye has a slightly different order: 8 = individual descent, 9 = redeemed social order, 10 = rediscovered pastoral
“a book of mine ought to fall into a traditional orbit, but I don’t know which book or which orbit” (NB 21.187). The “spiral curriculum” is just one of hundreds of Frye’s notebook schemes. There is, first of all, the Great Doodle, the somewhat mysterious diagram of diagrams. Frye writes at one point that he’s not revealing what it is, because he does not really know (NB 7.190), but his frequent references to it reveal that it is primarily his symbolic shorthand for the monomyth. Originally Frye conceived of the Great Doodle as “the cyclical quest of the hero” (TBN, 214) or “the underlying form of all epics” (TBN, 241). But as he began to move away from strictly literary terms toward both religious language and the language of Greek myth and philosophy, another pattern developed, one with an east–west axis of Nous–Nomos and a north–south axis of Logos–Thanatos. At this point the Great Doodle took on an added significance, becoming a symbolic shorthand for what he called the narrative form of the Logos vision: “the circular journey of the Logos from Father to Spirit” (TBN, 260) or “the total cyclical journey of the incarnate Logos” (TBN, 201). But the Great Doodle is never merely a cycle. Its shape requires also the vertical axis mundi and the horizontal axis separating the world of innocence and experience. These, with their numerous variations, produce the four quadrants that are omnipresent in Frye’s diagrammatic way of thinking. In Notebook 7 he refers to the quadrants as part of the Lesser Doodle (par. 190), meaning only that the quadrants themselves are insufficient to establish the larger geometric design of the Great Doodle.

But the Great Doodle has still further elaborations. In the extensive notes he made for his Norton Lectures at Harvard (The Secular Scripture) Frye remarks self-referentially that in book 14 of Longfellow’s Hiawatha the heroine “invents picture-writing, including the Great Doodle of Frye’s celebrated masterpieces” (NB 56.455). The reference is to Hiawatha’s painting on birch-bark a series of symbolic and mystic images: the egg of the Great Spirit, the serpent of the Spirit of Evil, the circle of life and death, the straight line of the earth, and other ancestral totems in the great chain of being. Frye elaborates his Great Doodle in a similar way, the Hiawathian “shapes and figures” becoming for him points of epiphany at the circumference of the circle—what he twice refers to as beads on a string (TBN, 241, 245). The beads are various topoi and loci along the circumferential string. They can be seen as stations where the questing hero stops in his journey (NB 50.813) or as the cardinal points of a circle (TBN, 147–8, 159, 177, 198, 200, 204, 249, 254). Frye even over-
lays one form of the Logos diagram with the eight trigrams of the *I Ching*, saying that they “can be connected with my Great Doodle” (TBN, 209), and one version of the Great Doodle recapitulates what he refers to throughout his notebooks as “the Revelation diagram” (NB 21.285), the intricately designed chart that Frye passed out in his Bible course.¹

The Great Doodle, then, is a representation, though a hypothetical one, that contains the large schematic patterns in Frye’s memory theatre: the cyclical quest with its quadrants, cardinal, and epiphanic points; and the vertical ascent and descent movements along the chain of being or the *axis mundi*. It contains as well all of the lesser doodles that Frye creates to represent the diagrammatic structure of myth and metaphor and that he frames in the geometric language of gyre and vortex, centre and circumference.

There are other large frameworks that structure Frye’s imaginative universe, such as the eight-book fantasy—the ogdoad—that he invokes repeatedly throughout his career, or the Hermes-Eros-Adonis-Prometheus (HEAP) scheme that begins in Notebook 7 (late 1940s) and dominates the notebook landscape of Frye’s last decade. The ogdoad, which Michael Dolzani has definitively explained,⁶ is fundamentally a conceptual key to Frye’s own work, though it is related in a slippery and often vague way to the Great Doodle. The HEAP scheme, in its half-dozen variations, is clearly used to define the quadrants of the Great Doodle, and there are countless other organizing devices, serving as Lesser Doodles, that Frye draws from alchemy, the zodiac, musical keys, colours, the chess board, the omnipresent “four kernels” (commandment, aphorism, oracle, and epiphany), the shape of the human body, Blake’s Zoas, Jung’s personality types, Bacon’s idols, the boxing of the compass by Plato and the Romantic poets, the greater arcana of the Tarot cards, the seven days of Creation, the three stages of religious awareness, numerological schemes, and so on.

IV

Why all of this imaginative free play, with its incessant spatial projections and schematic doodling? As already suggested, it is an uninhibited form of free writing that eventually distills itself into Frye’s books and essays. But more importantly, it represents the many stages in his own religious quest. He remarks in Notebook 21 that his “particular interest has always been in mythology & in the imaginative aspect of religion.... The whole imaginative picture of the world which underlies both reli-
rion and the arts has been constant from the beginning” (par. 96). Notebook 21 begins by Frye’s announcing that while his immediate object is to collect ideas for his 1971 Birks Lectures at McGill University, his ultimate aim is to work through his “thoughts on religion” (par. 1). Religion for Frye is not a matter of belief, though it stems from the conviction that life has a point. “All attempts to find out what that point is are religious quests” (NB 21.205).

If the ubiquitous spatial projections of the notebooks form the dianoia of Frye’s critical and imaginative universe, his meandering quest is its mythos. But a quest for what? Well, for the great code and words with power. “For at least 25 years,” Frye writes in the early 1970s, “I’ve been preoccupied by the notion of a key to all mythologies” (NB 21.311), and what he really wants to discover, he writes at one point, is “the myth of God, which is a myth of identity” (TBN, 69). Identity is perhaps the ultimate principle in Frye’s universe, the principle he returns to again and again in his speculations on the paradoxes of literal meaning, metaphor, and the Incarnation. From the perspective of the imagination, the telos of knowledge comes from the ability to perceive not differences but identities. While knowledge is clearly not divorced from perception, Frye’s quest has to do more with seeing than with knowing; hence, the centrality of light and sight, of recognition and vision and illumination.

Frye often organized his categories in cyclical patterns, the most familiar of these being the specific forms of drama and the thematic convention of epos and lyric in Anatomy of Criticism, along with the phases of the four mythoi. But the quest itself for Frye, including his own, was not cyclical. He in fact disliked the implications of the cycle. The treadmill of endless repetition, the dull sameness in the myth of the eternal return, the Druidic recurrences of natural religion, the doctrine of reincarnation—all of these cyclic myths were not congenial to Frye’s belief in the Resurrection, one of his firmest religious convictions. The cycle always preempted what he called the revolutionary culbute or overturn in individual and social life—the possibility for a genuine reversal and a new beginning. One of the most powerful verses of Scripture for Frye is Revelation 22:17: “And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.” These words at the very end of the Bible signal for Frye a new beginning, a new creation, and this new beginning is in the mind of the reader. To be able to see the possibilities in such a new beginning is another way of formulating the goal of Frye’s
quest, but there are numerous other ways to phrase it: the Everlasting Gospel, Milton's Word of God in the heart, the interpenetration of Word and Spirit.

The quest movement in Frye, then, is not cyclical. It moves rather up and down a vertical axis. At the top is the point of epiphany of the Logos vision, the transcendent moment of pure illumination. There is a strong tendency for Frye, especially in his earlier work, to move up the axis mundi to the point where Word and Spirit are identical, a place where space and time interpenetrate. The answer for Frye is not to be found in history, which is mostly a series of repeating nightmares. In the dialectic of his thought the search for the moment of pure illumination, the anagogic vision, represents his Platonic, Longinian, and Romantic inclinations. The movement is from Eros to Logos. But the katabatic movement down the ladder is equally important for Frye: in his later writings it appears to be even more important. The study of archetypes in Words with Power begins with the mountain and the garden but it concludes with the cave and the furnace.

There are numerous examples in the notebooks of the power that the katabasis had for Frye. One is related to what he refers to more than a dozen times as his Seattle illumination, an epiphany he had when he was teaching summer school at the University of Washington in 1951. The references to this epiphany are somewhat cryptic: they centre on what Frye calls the passage from oracle to wit. To understand what he means by that we have to unravel the definitions of the two terms, or at least the associations they had in Frye's mind. The oracle was one of Frye's four or five "kernels," his word for the seeds or distilled essences of more expansive forms. He often refers to the seeds as kernels of Scripture or of concerned prose. The other microcosmic kernels are commandment, parable, and aphorism, and (occasionally) epiphany. Frye sometimes conceives of the kernels as what he calls comminuted forms, fragments that develop into law (from commandment), prophecy (from oracle), wisdom (from aphorism), history or story (from parable), theophany (from epiphany). There are variations in Frye's account of the kernels (aphorism is sometimes called proverb, for example), but those differences are not important for understanding the oracle-wit illumination.

Oracle is almost always for Frye a lower-world kernel. He never gives a concise definition of oracle, so we have to infer its meaning from its associations. It is linked with thanatos, secrecy, solitude, intoxication,
mysterious ciphers, caves, the dialectic of choice and chance, and the
descent to the underworld. The locus of the oracle is the point of
demonic epiphany, the lower, watery world of chaos and the ironic
vision. The central oracular literary moments for Frye include Poe’s
Arthur Gordon Pym diving for the cipher at the South Pole, the descent
to the bottom of the sea in Keats’s *Endymion*, Odysseus in the cave of
Polyphemus, the Igitur episode in Mallarmé’s *Coup de Dés*, the visit to
the cave of Trophonius, and, most importantly, the oracle of the bottle in
Rabelais, who was one of Frye’s great literary heroes.

As for wit, again, Frye’s gives no definitive exposition: we have to
piece together the resonances of the word from several dozen hints he
provides. Wit, in the context of the Seattle illumination, is related to
laughter, the transformation of recollection into repetition, the break-
through from irony to myth, the telos of interpenetration that Frye found
in the *Avatamsaka Sutra*, new birth, knowledge of both the future and the
self, the recognition of the hero, the fulfilment of prophecy, revelation,
and detachment from obsession.  

Frye calls the Seattle illumination a “breakthrough,” and the experi-
ence, whatever it was, appears to have been decisive for him. He was
thirty-nine at the time, literally midway through his journey of life. One
can say with some confidence that the Seattle epiphany was a revelation
to Frye that he need not surrender to what he spoke of as the century’s
three A’s: alienation, anxiety, absurdity; that he realized there was a way
out of the abyss; that he embraced the view of life as purgatorial; that, in
short, he accepted the invitation of the Spirit and the Bride. “The door of
death,” Frye writes, “has oracle on one side & wit on the other: when one
goes through it one recovers the power of laughter” (*TBN*, 162). Oracles
are, of course, ordinarily sombre, and wit is light-hearted. Pausanius
tells us that the ritual of consulting the oracle in the cave of Trophonius
was so solemn that the suppliants who emerged were unable to laugh for
some time: but they did laugh (*Description of Greece*, bk. 9, chap. 39, par.
13). Similarly in *Gargantua and Pantagruel*, when Panurge and Friar John
consult the oracle of the Holy Bottle, there is, if not literal laughter, an
intoxicating delight that comes from the oracle’s invitation to drink; and
we are told that the questers then “passed through a country full of all
delights.”  But laughter here is more than a physical act. It is a metaphor
for spiritual liberation. In Notebook 12 Frye writes, “Coming out of the
oracular cave, where the Earth-Mother becomes the World Spirit or
Anima Mundi (cf. Browne’s identification of this with the Holy Spirit),
you have to form an inner spirit or anima... If you sin against the Spirit, you’re left in the lower world” (TBN, 198).

Exactly what happened in Seattle and why it happened will no doubt remain mysteries. But there is no difficulty in accepting Frye’s judgment that the intuition was a breakthrough. Nor is there difficulty in understanding what he means when he says, “I’ve spent nearly eighty years trying to articulate intuitions that occupied about five minutes of my entire life” (LN, 2:636). The Seattle illumination may not have involved laughing in the face of irony—the telling moment that Frye saw in Trophonius and Rabelais. It may have been closer to the vision of dice-throwing in Mallarmé’s Igitur, which Frye summarized some years later this way: “in Mallarmé the dice represent a world where, in Yeats’s phrase, choice and chance are one. Throwing dice is a commitment to chance that does not abolish chance, but is in itself a free act, and so begins a negating of negation that brings something, perhaps everything, into being again” (WP, 292). Frye’s point is that one must not try to avoid or escape from the abyss, but to enter it and emerge triumphantly on the other side. It may not be for Frye, as it was for Heraclitus, that the way up and the way down are one and the same, but he sometimes comes close to suggesting that: “The principle of the higher or unfallen world is harmony or concord; the principle of the lower world is metamorphosis, the passing out of one state of being into another. But perhaps a sufficiently penetrating wisdom could see in metamorphosis itself a kind of harmony, a principle of change moving in correspondence with the worlds above.” To pass through the door of wit permits one to embark on the purgatorial journey, that journey of spirit-making that figures so importantly in the notebooks and finally gets articulated in the final chapter of Words with Power. In any event, moving in both directions on the axis mundi is the double movement of Frye’s quest, and the present notebooks form a substantial part of the grand anatomy of the spiritual vision that defines and is defined by Frye’s religious quest.

This anatomy includes, of course, Frye’s expansive speculations on the Bible. His interest in the Bible can be traced to his childhood, but The Great Code derived ultimately from the course on the English Bible that Frye taught for some forty years before the book was published. He was fond of telling interviewers the story of his complaining to his chair John
Robins that he couldn’t teach *Paradise Lost* to students who knew little about the Bible, whereupon Robins suggested that Frye teach a course in the English Bible as a literary text. Frye obliged, and by the late 1940s he was teaching the course as both a first- and fourth-year Religious Knowledge option. But even before this, beginning in 1940, Frye had led informal discussions for small groups of students, sponsored by the Student Christian Movement, on Biblical symbolism and typology.

In the Preface to *The Great Code* Frye remarked, “The book (with its successor) has been on my mind for a long time” (ix), and indeed his intention to write on the Bible can be traced to entries in his earliest extant notebooks. A study of the literary symbolism of the Bible was part of the plan Frye sketched for his first book in 1939, to which he gave the code name Liberal, antedating even *Fearful Symmetry*. His intention to write a book on the Bible goes back, then, almost four-and-a-half decades before *The Great Code* finally appeared. In a notebook dating from 1946 to 1948 in the present collection Frye writes that he would “like to do a potboiler on the Bible in four chapters, outlining among other things my theory of its symmetry,” and he contemplates an article on Biblical symbolism that “conceivably could expand into a short book like the Spenser one” (NB 3.131, 145).

*Anatomy of Criticism* contained a sketch of a typological study of the Bible in the context of epic forms (315–17, 324–6), and following the completion of *Anatomy*, Frye considered writing a book on the epic, its three parts being devoted to Homer and Virgil, the Bible, and Dante (NB 18.1, 27). Spenser later became part of the equation: Frye’s Guggenheim year (1950–51) was to be devoted to producing a book on Spenser. But as we know from the Preface to the *Anatomy*, his interest in a theory of criticism had displaced the study of Spenser he had intended to write after *Fearful Symmetry*. The plans for Frye’s third book went through numerous and complicated outlines, as we see throughout *Northrop Frye’s “Third Book” Notebooks*. “Should I do the Bible book after all?” Frye asks in Notebook 19 (TBN, 7), and during the 1960s he remains uncertain, speaking in his notebooks written during these years sometimes of a separate book and at other times of a section or chapter of the “third book.” Liberal was the code name that Frye attached first to *Fearful Symmetry* and then to *Anatomy of Criticism*, renumbering each of them zero once they were completed. By the late 1960s, Liberal had become attached to the Bible book, at least in one of the many ogdoadic schemes. “Liberal,” he writes, “is the Bible book as I’m now planning it” (TBN,
Frye was never able to write *The Critical Comedy* in the grand continuous form he had outlined it, but parts of the design, as Michael Dolzani has shown, did split off into smaller projects. One of these was the 1971 Birks Lectures at McGill, a project he began planning in 1969. But sometime after April 1971 he began to see the book on religion that would issue from the Birks lectures as merging with his handbook on Biblical symbolism. He contemplates doing "a small book on the literary uses of the Bible" (NB 21.1), but eventually decides he really is "going to do a 'big book on the Bible'" (NB 21.146), the Birks lectures book being now displaced by a seven-section book, the thirty-two chapters of which he outlines in some detail (NB 21.157). Twelve of the notebooks in the present collection are a record of Frye's effort to formulate and fill in (in that order) the structure of *The Great Code*.

Frye was always forthright in acknowledging the significance of the "mythological framework" he inherited. He was inescapably conditioned, he says, by the "cultural envelope" of the Classical and Christian traditions of Western culture, the Methodist heritage of his upbringing, and his white, male, middle-class identity. But while the tradition of Western liberal humanism in its Classical and Christian forms was obviously central for Frye, he was more influenced by the East than is commonly imagined and thus able not only to engage worlds outside his own cultural envelope but also to assimilate their religious principles into his own world view.

*Frye's* readers are aware of the occasional references to the religion and culture of the East—from his comments on Zen Buddhism in *Fearful Symmetry* at the beginning of his career to those on Eastern techniques of meditation in his posthumous *Double Vision*—but such occasional comments appear to lie on the periphery of Frye's grand vision. Yet his knowledge of Eastern culture, especially Eastern religions, is not inconsequential, and his interest in Buddhism and yoga was at times a preoccupation. This interest appears throughout his previously unpublished papers, especially the diaries and notebooks, and the central text for this interest in the present volume is Notebook 3. As Frye's Eastern connections are a little-known feature of his work, they deserve a brief commentary.
It is difficult to say precisely when Frye first began reading Eastern religious texts. A few references to Buddhism appear in the papers he wrote as a student at Emmanuel College, but his knowledge of Eastern religions at this time came mostly from *The Golden Bough* and Spengler's *Decline of the West*. The first Eastern text he seriously contemplated seems to have been the *Lankavatara Sutra*, a copy of which his student Peter Fisher gave him in the mid-1940s. It was also during this period that he was introduced to the *Avatamsaka Sutra* by way of D.T. Suzuki's *Essays in Zen Buddhism* and *Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra*; and during the 1940s Frye first read *The Tibetan Book of the Dead* and Patanjali's *Yoga-Sutras*.

The *Lankavatara Sutra* is a Mahayana Buddhist text, translated from Sanskrit into Chinese in the fifth century, which stresses inner enlightenment, the erasing of all dualities, the concept of emptiness, and the truth of Cittamatra or "mind only." The *Avatamsaka Sutra*, an extravagant and often ponderous text, provided the foundation for the Chinese Hua-yen school of Buddhism. In India the *Avatamsaka* was the central sacred book of the Yogacharins, and it eventually made its way to the sect known as Kegon in Japan. This sutra stresses the identity of all things or the interpenetration of all elements in the world, a paradox Frye found compelling. There are forty-eight entries in the diaries and notebooks where Frye records his observations on one or the other of the two sutras. For all their complexity the *Lankavatara* and the *Avatamsaka Sutras* became for Frye, as he says in one notebook, "vade mecums of practical meditation" (*LN*, 714). Both sutras advance a form of absolute idealism, which has a Western analogue in Hegel's *Phenomenology of Spirit*, but the *Avatamsaka* presents it in a mode that is often concrete and metaphoric, whereas the *Lankavatara* favours a more abstract mode of rhetoric.

Sometimes Frye seems to regard what he finds in the sacred texts of the East as analogies of Western ideas, as when he observes that the Protestant conception of conversion, different from the straight line of Dante's *Commedia* or the parabola of rise and descent in tragedy, is like the vortex of transformation that he finds in the *Lankavatara*: they are not exactly identical, but they "point in the same direction" (*NB* 3.45). At other times Eastern and Western conceptions seem to be practically identical for Frye. In the Buddhist conception of *maya* (the illusion of the phenomenal world which the unenlightened mind takes as the only reality) Frye finds both an affirmation and a denial of the law of noncon-
tradition, and he remarks that the “Christian conception of evil as the product of original sin & a fallen world is really exactly the same [as maya]: the same combination of something that exists & yet cannot exist” (NB 3.105). When identity rather than similarity underlies the East–West conjunction the result is an insight that helps to define Frye’s own position: in such cases Eastern ideas are constitutive.

Frye is wary of framing the connections in philosophical terms. He is attracted to the *Lankavatara* idea of *Cittamatra* (mind-only), but he finds that it “suggests pantheism to a Western mind” and that its rival in the doctrine of *Vijñaptimatra*, put forth by the rival Yogacara school of Buddhism, is “very like Platonic idealism” (NB 3.111). What draws Frye toward the *Lankavatara* is the presentation of its message, not in doctrinal terms, but in a kind of primary-phase language based on identity. The *Lankavatara*, he says, “does not teach a doctrine but inculcates a mental attitude” (ibid.). Thus, it stresses not just hearing or understanding the word but “actually possessing it” (NB 3.112), possession being one of the common metaphors in Frye for metaphor itself, the complete identity achieved when A internalizes B and becomes one with it. The ultimate Christian metaphor for Frye is the Incarnation, and the *Lankavatara Sutra* is “based on a conception of a divine-man” (NB 3.111). “I can take no religion seriously . . . for reasons I don’t need to go into here, that doesn’t radiate from a God-Man, & so Christ & Buddha seem to me the only possible starting points for a religious experience I don’t feel I can see over the top of. . . . I’m just beginning to wonder if Protestantism & Zen—not as churches but as approaches to God-Man—aren’t the same thing, possessed by the same Saviour” (NB 3.110). This, again, is not a matter of doctrine but of mental attitude (a good illustration of which can be found in NB 3.113).

Frye writes in Notebook 3 that he wishes he could get a good translation of “the Avatamsaka, or enough of it, & one of another Sutra, perhaps the one on the void [the *Diamond Sutra*], [so that he] might do a series of three essays called ‘certain wise men’” (162). What so intrigued him about the *Avatamsaka* was, again, the idea of interpenetration, an idea that he called on repeatedly over the years, usually in an effort to explain the concrete universal or the unity of the one and the many. This idea takes many forms in Frye’s published and unpublished writings—philosophical, social, metaphorical—but its primary context is spiritual vision. He associates the paradox of interpenetration, as I have attempted to show elsewhere, “with anagogy, kerygma, apocalypse, spiritual intercourse,
the vision of plenitude, the everlasting gospel, the union of Word and Spirit, the new Jerusalem, and atonement." In four different notebooks, spanning almost a decade, Frye refers to his "Avatamsaka hunch" (NBs 13.92, 18.123; TBN, 30, 231), which is a hunch about the universal decentralized vision and identity of interpenetration.

The one reference to the Avatamsaka in Frye’s published work has to do with interpenetration. It appears in the context of Frye’s explaining what he means by "the expanding of vision through language" and what Blake means by seeing the world in a grain of sand. This, Frye writes,

would lead us to something like the notion of interpenetration in Buddhism, a type of visionary experience studied more systematically in Oriental than in Western traditions. The great Buddhist philosopher D.T. Suzuki gives an account of it in his study of the Avatamsaka or Ganchayuha Sutra, the Buddhist scripture that is most fully devoted to it. Suzuki speaks of it as "an infinite mutual fusion or penetration of all things, each with its individuality yet with something universal in it." As he goes on to speak of the "transparent and luminous" quality of this kind of vision, of its annihilating of space and time as we know them, of the disappearance of shadows (see Song of Songs 2:17) in a world where everything shines by its own light, I find myself reminded more and more strongly of the Book of Revelation and of similar forms of vision in the Prophets and the Gospels. (GC, 167–8)

As for the essays on "certain wise men," Frye goes on to say that the "The Preface would explain that I know nothing first-hand about oriental culture, & that experts who do don’t need to read me. I’m just trying an experiment in the translation of ideas. That today we find both a lot of false antitheses about Eastern vs. Western thought & a general vague hunch that these antitheses are false" (NB 3.162). Perhaps the phrase "an experiment in the translation of ideas" best describes what Frye is doing in Notebook 3. He is trying to translate rather than reconcile. A good example of such translation is Notebook 3.127–9, where in a commentary on the Lankavatara Sutra Frye more or less equates his own project with what the Buddhist text is trying to reveal. The language he uses here—detached vision, the gift of tongues, imaginative totality, escaping the egocentric sphere, moving beyond subject-object distinctions, interpenetration, the three levels of understanding—signal the themes Frye circled around for the next forty-five years.
In Mahayana Buddhism, bardo, a concept that dates from the second century, is the "in-between state"—that period that connects the death of individuals with their following rebirth. The *Bardo Thödol*, literally "Liberation through Hearing in the In-Between State," distinguishes six bardos, the first three having to do with the suspended states of birth, dream, and meditation and the last three with the forty-nine-day process of death and rebirth. In *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*, which is the principal source for Frye's speculations on bardo, the focus is on the second three in-between states or periods: the bardo of the moment of death, when a dazzling white manifests itself; the bardo of supreme reality, in which five colourful lights appear in the form of mandalas; and the bardo of becoming, characterized by less brilliant light. The first of these, Chikhai bardo, is the period of ego-loss; the second, Chonyid bardo, is the period of hallucinations; and the third, Sidpa bardo, is the period of re-entry.

In recounting one of his Monday sessions with Peter Fisher in 1949, Frye writes, "we went on to discuss the life-Bardo cycle. Normally we are dragged backwards through life & pushed forwards through Bardo, & attempt to find some anastasis at the crucial points, or else go through a vortex or Paravritti which leads us, not to escape, but to implement charity by going forwards through life, as Jesus did, & withdraw in retreat from Bardo" (*D*, 118). Here we have the fundamental dialectic so often encountered in Frye: the raising up or removal to another level, represented by bardo, and the vortical descent or turning away from what bardo represents. Bardo is a subject Frye keeps returning to in his diaries (eighteen entries) and notebooks (sixty-five entries), even though he seldom mentions it in his published work. But what exactly does bardo mean for Frye?

In the 1940s Frye entertained the notion of writing a bardo novel, the point of view being that of a dead narrator looking at the world—a supernatural novel, but one based on intellectual paradox and without morbidity (NB 30m.20). In the late 1940s he abandoned the project after discovering that Robert Nathan, Henry James, and Charles Williams had already attempted such fiction. The ambition, however, gets resurrected in 1962: "How the hell would one write a good Bardo novel?" Frye asks, and he then proceeds to outline in some detail the narrative of a character who prepares for death, does die, and wakes up in bardo not
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knowing that he has died but living in some vision of a liberated world. But just as Williams's *All Hallows' Eve* had dissuaded Frye earlier from pursuing the project, so now the appearance of Katherine Anne Porter's *Ship of Fools* makes him realize, again, that he has been pre-empted. Thus he concludes, "my Bardo novel is not something to write, but a *koan* to think about and exercise the mind" (NB 2.18).28 And exercise his mind he does: once he has abandoned the novel project, he engages in a series of "translations."

Two aspects of bardo proved to be enigmas for Frye: its relation to Purgatory, which he worries about in a dozen or so notebook and diary entries,29 and what he refers to as "Bardo," a "will-o-wisp I've been chasing for thirty years." The in-between state of Purgatory is the obvious Christian link: "Purgatory was invented by the R.C.Ch. [Roman Catholic Church] to bring Bardo into Xy [Christianity]" (D, 131). Frye appears to see Purgatory finally not as a translation but as an analogy. It turns out to be too Catholic, and Catholicism always raises a red flag for Frye. He says, in any event, that Purgatory is "an illegitimate adaptation of Bardo" (D, 142) and that bardo as a "hyperphysical form of the Church" leaps over Purgatory by virtue of the vortex-creed of Protestantism (NB 31.52).30 As for the cryptic phrase "chess-in-Bardo," Frye associates chess throughout the notebooks and diaries with the theme of ascent and the world of romance—what he calls the Eros archetype.31 Solving the "chess-in-Bardo problem," he writes, "will give some indication of what it feels like to live in a totally mythical universe" (TBN, 56). Frye circles around the "problem" throughout his notebooks, associating chess-in-bardo with the *agon* or contest, with the recognition scenes in *Alice in Wonderland*, *The Tempest*, and *Finnegans Wake*, and with a vision opposite from that of the dice-throw in Mallarmé (the Adonis archetype). By the time he came to write *The Secular Scripture* (1976) Frye had caught up with the ignis fatuus that he had been tracking since the 1940s. In that book he clarifies the phrase "chess-in-bardo" in a brief commentary on *Alice in Wonderland* in which we see, again, the movement from oracle to wit:

Alice passing through the looking-glass into a reversed world of dream language is also going through a descent.... Before long however we realize that the journey is turning upwards, in a direction symbolized by the eighth square of a chessboard, where Alice becomes a Psyche figure, a virginal queen flanked by two older queens, one red and one white, who bully her and set her impossible tasks in the form of nonsensical questions. Cards
and dice . . . have a natural connection with themes of descent into a world of fatality; chess and other board games, despite The Waste Land, appear more frequently in romance and in Eros contexts, as The Tempest again reminds us. As Alice begins to move upward out of her submarine mirror world she notes that all the poems she had heard have to do with fish, and as she wakes she reviews the metamorphoses that the figures around her had turned into. (155–6)

Twice Frye writes that completing Anatomy of Criticism left him free to engage in free-wheeling speculations about bardo (NB 20.10; TBN, 190), which is a movement from structure to spirit and vision. What then is bardo? It is a link, to use one of Frye’s favourite words, to a number of features in what he calls his “metaphysical cosmology” (TBN, 21). It is a link with the reconciliation that emerges from the agon (NB 14.40; TBN, 150), with “the opportunity for the inspired act” (D, 131), with the timeless moment (NB 14.31), with a “plunge into another order of being” (NB 2.19), with the point of epiphany (NB 31.85; TBN, 150), with “the archetypal dream-state achieved after death” (NB 33.20), and with Blake’s Beulah. Frye almost always refers to bardo in a telic sense. It is not the end of the quest, as the dozen linkages with Beulah indicate, but it is a stage toward that end. Frye ordinarily speaks of it as the stage before Eden or apocalypse (D, 561; NB nf.90). But if it is a stage in the universal story, it was also a stage in Frye’s own life. A good example of one of his early insights about what follows from the bardo flash of insight is in Notebook 3.15.

VIII

One of the forms of yoga that figures importantly in the notebooks, especially Notebook 3, is that of Patanjali, the founder of the Hindu yoga philosophy in the second century B.C.\(^{32}\) In the 1940s Frye set out to follow Patanjali’s eightfold path so as “to codify a program of spiritual life” for himself (NB 3.78). He does not get beyond the fourth stage—pranayama, the control of breathing—but he outlines in some detail what he proposes to do in the first three stages—yama (withdrawal from negative habits), niyama (concentration and proper timing), and asana (meditative exercises and postures) (NB 3.78–88). Frye yearns for moments of withdrawal and concentrated attention, times when he can turn off what he later calls the incessant babble of the drunken monkey in his
mind (LN, 161, 326, 481). He looks to Patanjali for almost purely personal reasons, feeling that the Yoga-Sutras provide sound advice on how to cleanse the temple of his own psyche, to overcome the timidity and irritability of his cerebrotonic self (his own characterization), to repair the weakness of his body, to defeat inertia, and to establish a proper, relaxed rhythm in his life. Although he makes his way through only half of the eight stages (“genuine withdrawal, the pratyahara or fifth stage, is away out of my reach as yet” [NB 3.81]), Patanjali nevertheless provides him the occasion to engage in serious self-reflection and critique. Here the East-to-West translation has to do with his own physical, moral, and mental habits. Frye also finds analogues between certain Western ideals and Patanjali’s sattva (harmoniousness, uprightness, and composure). But there is a speculative side to Frye’s interest in yoga that goes beyond Patanjali’s raja or royal yoga, and his less personal speculations provide another example of the East-to-West recreation. “I seem to be trying,” Frye writes, “to interpret as much of the Gospels as possible in Yoga terms” (NB 3.29). Here is one such interpretation:

The Christian Gospel and Indian Buddhist systems associated with the word yoga seem to me to make sense of this process [of liberation from a fallen world], & perhaps the same sense. The advantage of using the latter is that Hindu Buddhist conceptions have for us fewer misleading associations of ideas left over from childhood, and the thunder of their false doctrines is less oppressive in our ears than the thunder of ours. . . . When Jesus speaks of “righteousness” the word is an English word . . . which in turn translates an Aramaic word I don’t know translating a concept with a Hebrew background. I have to recreate it into something more like “rightness,” but think how clear such a word as Tathagata is!33 (NB 3.4)

Frye is speaking here of Bhakti yoga, the path to the devout love of god. He associates Bhakti with both militant monasticism in Christianity and with Western mysticism, and finds Bhakti to be wanting because it is too partial and fragmentary, too much removed from the world (NB 3.29–33). It is “the expanded secular monastery I want,” Frye announces, adding that “there isn’t much for me in high Bhakti, & Jnana if not Mantra . . . is my road” (NB 3.34, 40). He says little about Jnana yoga, but unlike Bhakti, which relies on intuition and which for Frye remains on the Beulah level of existence, Jnana is the yoga of the intellect, in a Platonic or Shelleyan sense. “Jnana” in Sanskrit means “to know,” and it
has to do with both general knowledge and spiritual wisdom or illumination. Mantra is the form of yoga that aims to achieve union with God through the repetition of God's name. With the stress Frye puts upon the repetitive rhythm of practice and habit, one can understand how he would be drawn to the principle underlying Mantra yoga. "Yoga," he says, "attaches great importance to 'muttering' ritual forms (dharanii) and to the working word, the mantra or verbum unificum," and the Western analogue he finds is in the discipline of listening to music without any sense of "panic & laziness" (NB 3.9).

The problem Frye has with the yogas of whatever school is, finally, that they have no place for art and no real theory of creation. He thus proposes to develop one, which he calls, reversing Patanjali's terms, Sutra-Yoga. Such a yoga, Frye says, "would be identical with what I have been calling anagogy" (NB 3.47), a unifying principle that spiritualizes the law (NB 3.63). He explains the growing interest in poets such as Rilke and Rimbaud as stemming from their having made "a yoga out of art"; they "have employed art as a discipline of the spirit that takes one all the way. Rimbaud is the great denier & Rilke the great affirmer of this aspect of art" (NB 3.49).

Toward the end of Notebook 3 Frye returns to the sense of calm watchfulness he finds in Patanjali, combining it, in a rare third-person reference to his own approach to the life of the spirit, with the change in consciousness that is always for Frye the end of the universal quest:

The wind bloweth where it listeth, and the unconscious will is not on the same time clock as the conscious one, the S of U [Spectre of Urthona] which is always getting into a dither every time the clock strikes. We must not do things, but let them happen. This is the Chinese *wu wei*, Keats' negative capability, which imitates Milton's God in withdrawing from the causation sequence and simply watching with prescience. In Frye's thought this faithful watching is the literal apprehension of art, the willing suspension of disbelief which is the prelude to all understanding (at least all detached understanding). What the consciousness can do, perhaps, is take out the obstacles hindering the union of life & consciousness, the Indian yoga, the Chinese Tao (which means "head-going"). (NB 3.151)

It is not without interest that in a time when criticism in the Anglo-American world shows signs of collapsing in on itself, Frye's work more and more moves centrifugally out into the larger world. A substantial
part of the global movement is toward the East. There are now twenty-eight translations of Frye's books in Japanese, Korean, and Chinese, and three conferences on his work have taken place in Korea and China. Just as readers in the East have sought to assimilate Frye's world, so Frye for more than fifty years sought to assimilate the East into his grand encyclopedic vision. This assimilation—what I have called the translation process and what Frye called variously interpretation and recreation—did not merely enrich his thought but helped to shape it as well.

IX

As we saw earlier, Frye enjoins himself to "never, never, exclude anything," and the range of what he does include in the notebooks is expansive. In the course of ten sequential entries in Notebook 21, for example, he rushes breathlessly from Faust to Karl Barth, pausing momentarily to meditate on Joyce, Yeats, death, Buddhism, an epigram from a newspaper column, Eliot's French poems, Proust, reincarnation, a remark by a Hindu student, Bunyan, William James, ideology, escapist belief, ghost stories, Sir Thomas Browne, "art as secretion," William Morris, Shaker furniture, Hilaire Belloc, G.K. Chesterton, Christian heresies, Blake, and Milton. Sometimes the pace is more leisurely than this, but typically the stream of Frye's consciousness runs swiftly, giving the impression of a man obsessed with recording every idea coursing through his mind. But whatever the pace, the discrete and discontinuous reflections in Frye's notebooks are in the service of a larger two-fold unity—a unity of structure and a unity of vision. The difference is between what Frye calls at one point, when he is contemplating a book on religion, the Pisgah-view (the panoramic apocalypse) and the quest view (the participating apocalypse).

As a deductive thinker, Frye, as we have seen, almost always designs a skeletal framework for the house he builds before he even thinks about furnishing its rooms. He writes that he "never started a book, even an essay, knowing exactly where it was going & how it would end" (NB 21.252). But as the notebooks reveal time and again, the book will never go anywhere until Frye has worked out its schematic shape or structure. He is forever searching for unity, and what produces unity, first of all, is form, pattern, or structure. To take one of Frye's typical formulations, "Structure is the total image the narrative makes when it freezes into a unit" (NB 21.565).
As for the unity of vision, this is, I remain convinced, fundamentally religious. One would expect to find Frye wrestling with religion in a series of notebooks on the Bible. But even when he is not writing directly about the Bible, the religious themes are often in the foreground, as in Notebook 11f, where he keeps urging himself to write a book on religion after he completes *The Critical Path*. "I don’t want the reduction of religion to aesthetics," he writes, "but the abolition of aesthetics & the incorporating of art with the Word of God" (NB 3.13). Or again, "You can’t ‘substitute art for religion’ without making art include religion, & so recovering it from the individual or ego-centric sphere. That’s really what I’m trying to do” (NB 3.128). The religious imperative, broadly defined, turns out to be the base on which Frye erects his superstructure. Its form is mythical: it shapes the *mythos* of Frye’s own quest. Its form is also thematic—the *dianoia* lying behind the total organization of the imagination (the Great Doodle). At the top of the *axis mundi* of the Great Doodle is what Frye calls apocalypse, and apocalyptic reality is also the end of the quest. The particularly religious form of both is the participating apocalypse, the myths we live by or the existential response to kerygma.

The participating apocalypse is what happens to the reader at the level of revelation, or what Frye calls the “eighth category of being” (NB 11b.56). "The apocalypse is the top of the spiral ascent of narrative in which the sequence in time, which is narrative, is seen as displaced and the undisplaced vision of a single interlocking metaphor succeeds it. The second or participating apocalypse descends from the mountain of transfiguration back into the valley of vision” (NB 11c.12). What happens to us when we descend back into the valley of vision is left up to us: it is our response to the invitation of the Spirit and Bride mentioned above. Frye calls this “the passage through vision . . . to what Milton calls the Word of God in the heart” (NB 11c.5). His grand narrative can show us the world from the top of Mount Pisgah, but it is we ourselves who have to become Joshuas, which is what Frye means by saying that seeing is believing (NB 3.179).

Frye records his reluctance to add a fourth chapter to his book *The Double Vision*, which issued from his three lectures on the double vision of language, nature and time. But he overcame his misgivings because he discovered that “the total argument implied by them was still incomplete” without concluding with the double vision of God (xvii; or NFR, 166–7). He records a similar hesitation in Notebook 11f, when he reflects
on how to bring *The Great Code* to its proper conclusion: “Last chapter on belief: the fourth point is always the reader. The Second Coming starts where he is. Doubt & belief refer not to the events, which being myths are neither, but to one’s own capacity. One starts with doubt about one’s capacities; one believes only what one incorporates into one’s action. I’d like to make the book complete in itself without this last chapter, leaving it only for those who want it. Myth, of course, as the language of confrontation & the present tense. Oh, God, I’d like to say something new about religion & nobody really succeeds in doing so” (par. 20). For Frye belief is always in a dialectical relationship with vision. So while he often draws back from speaking of belief in an explicit way and is tempted even to call religion an intellectual and moral handicap (NBs 3.179; 21:21), the following question, which is about the relation between concern and action, is always in the margins of his large project: “what does religion as a whole say, when considered, not as *religio* or social observance, or as symbolism, which doesn’t *say* anything, but as doctrine, in the sense of an imaginative vision which is also existential and committed?” (NB 11f.161). Another variation of this is Frye’s “sense that religion moves from (a) religio & dromena to (b) belief & contemplation to (c) action & imagination—Homer-Dante-Blake” (NB 11f.259).

Much of what Frye says about vision, apocalypse, incarnational metaphor, and interpenetrating identity derives from and can be translated back into Christian terms. While there can be no doubt that Frye’s grand narrative is rooted in Christianity in its mythical and metaphorical traditions (though not in its institutional ones), it is constituted from other religious traditions as well—the dying god myths described by Frazer, the white goddess ones described by Graves, those embedded in Greek mythology and, as we have seen, in Eastern myth and metaphor. The notebooks are a rich source for arriving at a deeper understanding of these sources of Frye’s thought.

One final source, which is almost completely absent from Frye’s published work, is the esoteric tradition. Frye’s interest in esoteric spirituality extends from the German mystics at one extreme to what he calls “kook books” (NB 23.3) at the other. The latter are a group of highly speculative and often zany books, such as Robert Anton Wilson’s *The Cosmic Trigger*. Some of Frye’s reading in esotericism is Christian (Clement of Rome, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Boethius, Pseudo-Dionysius, John Scotus Erigena, Joachim of Floris, Meister Eckhart, Ramon Lull, Nicholas of Cusa, Jacob Boehme), but much of it is not: neo-
Pythagoreanism, Alexandrian hermeticism (*Corpus Hermeticum*, Hermes Trismegistus), Neoplatonism (Iamblichus, Porphyry, Philostratus, Macrobius), Giordano Bruno, Schelling, William Law, Madame Blavatsky, alchemy, astrology, Rosicrucianism, channeling, new-age science and religion (Wilber, Bohm, Pribram, Chew, Capra, Grof, Gurdjieff, Ouspensky, Pauwels, Ferguson, et al.), mysticism, Gnosticism, and transpersonal psychology (transcendental and ESP, experiences, altered states of consciousness, meditation, and other such supersensory phenomena). There are close to five hundred paragraphs in Frye’s notebooks that relate directly to these writers, topics, and traditions, and the present volume provides a number of glimpses of Frye’s excursions into esoteric spirituality—his “kook books,” alchemy, the Tarot pack, number symbolism, kabbalism, mysticism, and the like. “I have long had the ambition,” Frye notes, “to write something in religion that would gain some new perspective on the subject. My particular interest has always been in mythology & in the imaginative aspect of religion” (NB 21.96). The esoteric tradition is a significant part of this unified imaginative vision.
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There are two literary genres that have been interesting me lately. One is the science fiction trilogy (that is, its usually the creation of a world, with a story that occupies three volumes). Examples are Asimov's Foundation, Herbert's Dune, Zelazny's Amber world, Farmer's "Rimworld" books (not to the others, in my view), Ursula le Guin's Earthsea (and a number of others, Theoden's, I mean), from the huge success of the Tolkien trilogy and the books routinely compare them to Tolkien's but the Tolkien series was written before Tolkien. Today nothing of the Morris and De Re-earth series.

These romances all feature a nobility, which means conflict, which means fighting. What strikes about them is that, no matter how much futuristic hardware they include, the fighting is archaic: dwelling with at least the equivalent of swords. The "villains and subordinate" complex is still alive in them: The strong want to douse in chains, emperors with plotters and bureaucrats, assassins, sometimes magicians.

All this is part of the "return to romance, wondrously".

---

1 From NFF, 1991, box 24, Notebook 23 (courtesy of Victoria University Library).
2 From NFF, 1991, box 23, Notebook 11f
(courtesy of Victoria University Library).
From NFF, 1991, box 23, Notebook 11e (courtesy of Victoria University Library).
4 From NFF, 1991, box 23, Notebook 11d
(courtesy of Victoria University Library).
5 From NFF, 1991, box 22, Notebook 3
(courtesy of Victoria University Library).
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The entries in the notebook come from two different periods. Paragraphs 1 through 171 were written during 1946–48. In Notebook 12 Frye calls these entries his “mystical” notebook (TBN, 162). The last thirteen paragraphs, where he changes to a different nib, were written ten or so years later. In this section he refers to Rose Macaulay’s Trebizond novel, which was not published until 1956, and to Anatomy of Criticism (1957), so at least part of the final section is post-1957. The notebook, bound in brown cloth, measures 20.6 x 13.3 cm. and is in the NFF, 1991, box 22.

[1] If one translates the terms of conventional theologies into psychological terms, one gets some interesting results. Deism is psychologically the low water-mark of the religious life, with God sound asleep in the soul and the soul carrying on automatically. Two types of such Deism are theoretically possible: the Ijim or savage type, in which the organism works with automatic accuracy, as in Yeats’s Phase 2, and the Victorian civilized type, in which God becomes an external compulsion or superego.

[2] The religious life, then, begins with a call to this sleeping God to awake. In Isaiah & most of the prophets the experience is national as well as individual, and in most Christian thought it is an invitation to Christ to enter from the outside. In either case the awakening results in a mental revolution in which God seizes control of the superego and life becomes self-directed (a paradox latent here will be expanded later), “directed” implying, of course, a direction or way. The situation in Milton is striking: God begins the action by begetting his son, i.e., transforming himself into a principle capable of taking on human form, & can be overthrown through unawareness.
[3] Such a God at the beginning is a foreign body, a largely impotent critic of creativity, and as he gains more power he takes over more and more of the actor until he becomes the actor’s essential self, a self no longer individual but universal. This process is the liberation of the actor from his entanglement in a “fallen” world.

[4] The Christian Gospel and Indian Buddhist systems associated with the word yoga seem to me to make sense of this process, & perhaps the same sense. The advantage of using the latter is that Hindu Buddhist conceptions have for us fewer misleading associations of ideas left over from childhood, and the thunder of their false doctrines is less oppressive in our ears than the thunder of ours. The Christian conception of “sin” is heavy with moral significances that would be better away, especially when associated with ideas which defy Jesus’ explicit statements about the certainty of acceptance. Again, I’m certain that Blake is right in interpreting forgiveness of sins as the release of divine energy in the soul, & not as a cancelling of a moral account. Orthodox Christian thought, too, seems to rest on a hazy duality of soul & body, even when teaching the resurrection of the latter: look at Dante’s vision of the spiritual world as without bodies, waiting for a Last Judgment, yet substantially (if that is a good word) the orthodox vision of eternal realities. We seem so unwilling to believe that Jesus’ “word” healed as well as taught, and pooh-pooh the relationship of physical exercises to mental & spiritual development—prayer and fasting were Jesus’ instructions. The Catholics made an exception of ascetic and penitential practices, but only because they express an antipathy of soul & body. And the Christian God seems to persist in the spiritual life as an incubus or Isvara. The role of grace will doubtless become clearer to me later, but at present I feel sure that the abolition of Isvara is an essential preliminary step, that the Indians are right in subordinating the idea of God to the process of spiritual development. Finally, it’s possible to get more precise words in Indian thought, to feel however dimly something of the genius of the language in which they occur. Owing to what I suppose is a series of accidents (perhaps it proves the necessity of private judgment) the Gospel is a chaos of vague words. When Jesus speaks of “righteousness” the word is an English word, per se with moral, ecclesiastical and Christianized Pharisee overtones, translating δικαιοσύνη [justice], which is from Greek legalism and suggests the δική [trial] of that dismal idiot Euthyphro, and which in turn translates an Aramaic word I don’t
know translating a concept with a Hebrew background.⁶ I have to recreate it into something more like "rightness," but think how clear such a word as Tathagata⁷ is!

[5] The one thing that bothers me is the contrast between the visionary, evangelical spirit of Christianity, the collision with a stupid world which made Jesus suffer and die, not in spite of his harmlessness, but because of it, and the supreme conventionality of yogi as well as Aristotelian ideas—not that such conventionality isn’t pretty solidly established in Christianity too, of course. Blake says only the active Christ can be recreated,⁸ but that might as well as in Christ’s case lead to persecution & social disaster, whereas the yogi says that the practice of yoga tranquillizes one’s surroundings. Perhaps two different kinds of yoga are involved in a sort of Rintrah-Palamabron pattern—I’ll have to leave it until later. Note in the meantime that according to Blake Rintrah guarantees the integrity of Palamabron.⁹

[6] All the clean-minded authorities, from Patanjali¹⁰ to Castiglione, insist on an absolute identity of mind & body. All religions including the Protestant (alcohol) made taboos and fetishes in diet, for instance, & that’s the legalistic analogy of the fact that one does find oneself being poisoned by certain things (the most obvious instance in my case being an overdose of coffee) and perhaps narcotics & stimulants, perhaps even meat, do gradually fade out of the diet. I find myself unusually sensitive to alcohol: I feel perceptibly more stupid after a single drink. Breathing, too: I find it advisable to change the “lean” of my breath, as I often catch myself breathing in for a long time, which I think is a symptom of laziness and timidity. We’re told that the heartbeat comes under control in later stages, perhaps the adjustment of heart & lungs rhythms is the basis. Ascetic practices are said to be useful in breaking up habit: I should think it more essential to build up habits, & get rid rather of physical fears & phobias.¹¹ I haven’t got this clear: Suso seemed to know what he was about.¹²

[7] Patanjali says Sattva,¹³ Castiglione (or Hoby) grace & recklessness, Aristotle the mean. All three mean what Samuel Butler means when he speaks of complete knowledge as unconscious knowledge. The first stage of awareness is a “morbid” self-consciousness of which schizophrenia is the opposite, as lunacy is the opposite of creating forms & conditions of existence & atheism the opposite of secular mysticism.
Then comes, with practice and a continuous relentless analysis, a gradual overcoming of the rigidity begotten by this self-consciousness.

[8] A number of such "opposites" soon make their appearance. Serenity is the opposite of the sentimental cheerfulness advocated by professional optimists. Wrath is the opposite of irritation, being an expression of strength & clear-sightedness as the latter expresses weakness & panic. Carlyle writes out of uncontrollable irritation & fizzles & farts in a vacuum; Marx rises to wrath & explodes the world. Creative repetition, the spiral of practice, is the basis of everything worth doing; its opposite is the "vain repetitions" of all God-forsaken minds.\(^\text{14}\)

[9] Yoga attaches great importance to "muttering" ritual forms (dharani)\(^\text{15}\) and to the working word, the mantra or verbum mirificum. In the West, learning to listen to music easily and without panic is a valuable discipline: note that "cultivating a taste" for anything genuine is essentially the removal of the barriers of panic & laziness. For music, painting, & literature in one's native language at least, learning about the subject is of subordinate importance, and the plea of ignorance is mainly a rationalization of panic & laziness. That's why any difficulty in art breeds such resentment.

[10] Continuing with my idea of the oppositeness of wrath & irritation, I suppose we imply when we speak of the wrath of God that God is incapable of irritation. Wrath is the attitude of goodness contemplating badness, and safeguards its complementary emotion of pity (R–P [Rintrah–Palamabron] again). So when the Puritan has a conviction of sin he really means that God has already awakened within him and is in the impotent-critic stage I mentioned earlier [par. 3]. But he is prevented from articulating this correctly by his doctrine of the externality of God.

[11] An idea presents itself at first as a crystallization of experience, as something created out of the duality of knower & known. Many creators of ideas stick at the miser stage of development, and spend their time playing with them. Or rather, we distinguish here between accumulators of ideas (such as Yeats had in mind when he spoke of the American passion for ideas combined with the American intellectual indolence)\(^\text{16}\) and those who produce their own but have reverted to the original miserly impulse to play with their own excreta. But the idea is not really
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an idea as long as it retains the taint of objectivity in relation to its cre-
ator: it has to become a power of the soul. Freud remarks that the role of
sex in neuroses was well understood by Charcot, but that there is a
great difference between knowing a thing and realizing it: one is to the
other as a flirtation to the marriage expressed in the French phrase épouser les idées. I agree, except that marriage here implies complete
mental and bodily absorption.

[12] This is connected with the fact that the obvious is the opposite of
the commonplace. The aphorism represents most clearly the stage at
which the idea is able to pass into a power. If it does (following the
miser imagery above) it is potable gold & becomes medicinal; if it does
not it turns into shit, like fairy gold. The latter is the platitude, which is
what all aphorisms are that are not realized. Ask the greatest of intel-
lectuals to give you some help by indicating from his own experience how
to use the mind. What the hell could he say that couldn’t be translated
into the slogans of the sort of book Thurber deals with in Let Your Mind
Alone. Train your mind. Adopt regular habits. Concentrate your powers
on the task in hand. Eliminate prejudice & see the world as it really is.
Two dollars at your nearest drugstore. What more could Aristotle say?
What more does Jesus actually say? I suppose everyone knows this, but
one of the major activities of art consists in sharpening the edge of plati-
tudes to make them enter the soul as realities. A simple change in
vowel-quantity may (I don’t say it does) make the whole difference.

[13] When art becomes obscure it has forgotten the fact that the reason
for avoiding the commonplace is to discover the obvious. There can be
no such thing as the revelation of a mystery, and everyone knows that
perfect simplicity is the only way of expressing complex and original
ideas. I seem to be radiating off here into a paper, & had better write out
the paper. I feel that, just as there was a silly tendency in the romantic
period to glorify genius and talk about “mere science,” so a more mod-
ern tendency to glorify religious experience and talk about mere genius
may prove equally silly. I don’t want the reduction of religion to aes-
thetics, but the abolition of aesthetics & the incorporating of art with the
Word of God. Also I think that the romantic conception of a mysterious
& haphazard appearance of a “genius” qualitatively different from
other men leads to a decadent separation of art from life by associating
genius exclusively with hypertrophied specialization.
I’m not saying, with Carlyle, that a great poet could have been an equally great anything else, but I do feel that genius is a power of the soul and that powers of the soul can be developed by everyone. If to be a son of God is greater than to be a genius, the greater should include the less, not exclude it—there’s something more than mere word-jingles there. The fact that under the stimulation of a “great age” or certain period of clarity in art a wider diffusion of genius becomes actual suggests to me that it is always potential.

The Tibetans say that when you die you get a flash of reality (Chikhai [Chik-hai] Bardo) that for everyone except a yogi saint is bewildering & unrecognizable, whereupon you pass into a plane of hallucination (Chon-yid Bardo) & then seek a womb of rebirth (Sidpa Bardo). I don’t know about after death, but it’s an excellent account of all other crises of the spirit, & so may be true of that one. So often it happens in meeting someone who needs help & can be helped (or encouraged) there comes a sudden flash of the right thing to do, the courteous & beautiful act, instantly smothered under a swarm of spawning Selfhood illusions of timidity, laziness, selfishness & the rest, whereupon the moment of what we rightly call inspiration passes, and we return to the ordinary level of existence. It’s only rarely that we even recall having such a moment, & perhaps the capacity for having them could be destroyed. One of the major efforts of all discipline is to unbury the consciousness of the moment that Satan can’t find, as Blake calls it. Hence the importance of achieving spontaneity, Butler’s unconsidered control. In social relationships we always admire the person who acts, to quote Blake again, from impulse & not from rules, and we assume, however unconsciously, that such impulses can be trained to achieve adequate & accurate expression. That is perhaps why Jesus stresses the unconsidered life—I’m not thinking of the lily passage [Matthew 6:28] so much as the instructions to the apostles not to rehearse their speeches [Matthew 10:19-20]. It is true, however, that the way of achieving such development is to concentrate on the present moment, which implies that all idealization or brooding over the past, and all idealization or worry over the future, are diseases of the soul—hence the lily passage.

My idea of perfect discipline of this kind, at least in mental production, is not, or rather not only, the terrific concentration that it would be possible to develop in loneliness, but the swivelling flexibility of a
Mozart writing out a symphony with his friends around him. I tend to seek streetcars & restaurants when I want this kind of balance, but it's a sheltered sort of balance—a radio destroys it, my glance is cringing & blinded, and above all I want worn paths: I dislike exploring, except in rare cases. The radio is the subtlest attack on human peace of mind yet made, and constitutes a major obstacle, perhaps in many cases an insuperable one, to it. I know that music—often bad music—is continually playing in my semi-conscious, and when I shut it off, which I do with some difficulty, the sense of quiet is startling. I suppose radios incarnate the semiconsciousness of others, and of course increase the mental disturbance they're turned on to soothe. Note that third-degree tortures—glaring lights & loud radios—merely intensify what we all have to live with most of the time. Even the beating with rubber merely intensifies the vibrations of machines.

[17] Women find it much easier to achieve integration of spirit than men, I think, in spite of the very considerable handicap of menstruation. Something physical—their adolescence is shorter & I have obstinately felt that their bodily centre of gravity was lower & made them less gangling & awkward. The attention they put on clothes & physical appearance indicates that it is impossible really to fool them about the relation of mind to body, & this close relationship extends to the fact that their range of interests is very closely proportional to their eyesight: their bodies first, then their homes & families, then their acquaintances, & business, politics & abstract ideas a background haze. The concreteness of their education makes them more observant of the subtleties of behavior than men, although most of the humor & critical insight of this gets frittered away in an aimless tee-heeing. On the other hand, it's a limited achievement, & in old age they seem to give up & go senile more easily. But when urbanity is a present ideal in their education they can do extraordinary things—the spiritual discipline of Jane Austen's Elizabeth Bennett is an example, and Jane Austen's conceptions of sense, liberality & candour are in their way as searching as anything in Castiglione. I've spoken of urbane ideals, Patanjali's Sattva, Aristotle's mean, Castiglione's grace, as supremely conventional ideas [par. 7, above], and I think it significant that as many of our best novelists, whose duty is partly to illustrate such ideals as well as the privation of them, have been conventional to the verge of fussiness. The Jane Austen discipline for women has in part survived; the Castiglione tradition has
disappeared and no other male discipline has replaced it that is any good. Result, matriarchy and male infantilism, of the kind celebrated by all modern humor.

[18] The reason why the obvious is the opposite of the commonplace is that the latter is the valuation placed on the former by the instinctive resistance of the Selfhood to all efforts at improving it. I am, let us say, an intellectual weakling, chronically tired, depressed, nervous & irritable. A vulgar person comes in, slaps me on the back & says: "What you need is exercise—stick your chest out & get a lungful of God's air!" I fish my false teeth out of the wastepaper basket and go into impotent paroxysms of fury against his vulgarity. Yet, he may well be right—perhaps my posture is bad, & bad because of an apologetic subconscious dislike of showing any signs of competing with the physically vigorous. If I'm tall, I may bend over, or if I'm short stick my belly out, so as not to stand straight up like a damned soldier. Perhaps my breathing is gasping & convulsive & done at the tip end of my lungs & producing an unrecognized irritation on me all day for the same reason. Well, I say, even if this is true he had no damn business whacking me on the back. This fact takes me into the inner mysteries of Karma, which no one I know in the West has really explored except Samuel Butler.

[19] Karma means both act and destiny, creation to the self-directed man, the creation to the ordinary man. Misfortunes do not occur to the former: he may meet suffering & persecution & poverty, but he chooses them as part of his creation of life; he does not merely accept them as "sent." The misfortune is thus a sign of unenlightenment, & when the Erewhonians say that misfortunes are the fault of their victims, they are more nearly right than those who replace "fault" with "luck." There is a type of accident which is simply the result of being in a certain place at a certain time, such as being struck by lightning, & that indicates that self-direction has not penetrated through the consciousness to the instinctive level which would perhaps have preserved the life of an animal in a similar situation. But, of course, there may be an accident which is simply the result of being alive in an imperfect world, and on this much tragedy (The Book of Job, for instance) is based. The preoccupation of the Old Testament with "lot" (which to a Westerner is externally assigned by God or fate, & to an Easterner drawn by man before birth) reflects the same ambiguity. But, to get back to me & the vulgar person,
the situation is clear enough. If I had been properly adjusted, my back would have been somewhere else (not that I’d have dodged, of course) and his hand would have landed on an ink bottle or a filing spike.

[20] Patanjali says that the yogi first of all achieves absolute “kindliness,” whereupon other men, children & animals flock about him. I don’t know what the Sanskrit word is, but “kindliness” is clearly wrong.21 Pure kindliness is more likely to be an expression of weakness than of strength; it has an ingratiating, over-anxious quality that is as often as not resented. What really fascinates both men & animals is a magnetism of spirit in which a certain reserve & detachment is invariably present (Patanjali teaches this, of course, which is why I assume that his Sanskrit is all right). The leader for whom men will die is not necessarily a kind man, but he is necessarily a man who can suggest that he has no need of his follower, or at any rate that it is an objective duty to follow him. Not to show this is weakness, & I think that the qualities attracting other men are the same as the qualities that attract children & animals. Women, as is well known, employ the same reserve to enhance their attractiveness. This is the superstitious or idolatrous form of recognizing that if another man is detached from you he may be detached from himself.

[21] Otto’s book on mysticism says there are two different ways, a way of introspection & a way of unifying vision.22 That sounds like a Kantian or even Lockian assumption of duality. Surely the discovery of the self and the unifying of vision are and always must be the same thing.

[22] I suppose the most difficult decisions for an inspired man to make are those that don’t matter a damn. For the swift & automatic certitude of inspiration is always consciousness and reason in slow motion, & for a man in the position of a donkey equidistant between a thistle & a carrot—say between two turnstiles—there is no underlying reason, at most only some compulsion which a perfectly disciplined man shouldn’t have. I suppose he’d wait for several minutes, & then slowly turn anti-clockwise north of the equator & clockwise south of it, or whichever it is.

[23] At all costs one should keep out of moral rat-traps. I was recently thinking how clear was Jesus’ instruction not to swear, what a miserable
dodge the 39th (I think: the one on oaths anyway) Article was, & then I wondered whether I conscientiously take an oath in court. I shall not soon forget the sense of relief I felt when I suddenly refused to have anything more to do with this dilemma or any others of its kind. Again, a certain amount of hypocrisy, of pretending or giving the impression you’ve read something when you haven’t, is inevitable. The self-directed life says: admitting that you shouldn’t mislead students or kid yourself, your primary duty is to plug the gaps in your reading as soon as possible & in the meantime avoid distracting your students’ attention from their own ignorance to yours. The superego says: your primary duty is to be absolutely honest with yourself & them—a murderous piece of nonsense. Oh well, maybe I’d have sacrificed to idols in Rome—certainly I’d have lapped up the meat offered to them fast enough.

[24] I got confused in my discussion of karma and one’s “lot” [par. 19], obviously: my point is rather that most tragedy is based on a catastrophe which reveals the ambiguity of the conception, being neither the hero’s fault nor his destiny, but a compound of both in which both elements disappear. Hence Milton’s difficulty in trying to eliminate destiny from Adam; hence the emptiness of Shicksal [Schicksal] tragedies that exclude fault and, of course, of all interpretations of ἀνάγκη [necessity] & μοῖρα [fate] that are based on Schopenhauer & Hartmann. The conception of ἐβρυς [pride] allows the Greeks to keep tragedy conservative in respect to the gods: the radical revelation of tragedy is the Socrates-Jesus-St. Joan case of tragedy without ἐβρυς. Also, my point about wrath & irritation has ideally some truth—there is a difference between a strong impersonal desire for amendment & a weak personal desire to scare off—but in a world like this sharp lines can’t be drawn. Was it wrath or irritation that got loose in Luther when he raved against the Anabaptists? It was irritation masquerading as wrath & where we have masquerade we have drama, the hypocrite-actor. Luther’s case was tragedy, for himself & for all Europe, & some comedy (ass in the lion’s skin) if one could be sufficiently detached from its consequences. The μηνὺς [wrath] of Achilles is exactly the same tragic (& to some extent comic) masquerade.

[25] The first stage of awakening, the impotent critic stage, is a descent to the depths of darkness, & a preaching to those in hell. Christ at this stage is a censor, which is why he is so difficult to distinguish from the
superego (not that I'm familiar enough with Freud's later work to know just what the relation of censor to superego is). I don't know either whether at this stage one should conceive of oneself as incubating a stumbling & fumbling Christ, as attempting to grow towards unification with Christ, as the real self as a Christ attempting to become oneself, or not, and that's why it seems best to me to leave Christ out of the immediate picture. I want to get out of hell, like Dante, with the aid of the sort of thing that Virgil represents. But I want to go back through the wood to where I started from, to return from my exile from earth, to climb from Plato's shadow cave to the real new earth. But I don't want to find myself on the other side of that world scrambling up a moral bodiless purgatory. Hence my anxiety to split the self-directing censor off from the superego.

[26] And it is at this stage that one should remember that the perfect moral life of Jesus is an abysmally sterile conception. If one reads his interpretations of the 6th & 7th commandments in the Sermon on the Mount as a new & codified moral law [Matthew 5:21–32], one falls under an intolerable bondage. Better Moses' whip than Jesus' scorpion: these passages must be read in terms of a technique of progress, so that not looking at a woman to lust after her becomes a by-product of that progress & not an antecedent rule for it. Milton then is quite right in his conception of the divorce business.24 Surely that's what the Protestant insistence on faith alone ought to work out to. True, the moral law is the bedrock of all spiritual building, for, to change a dangerous figure, spiritual progress is concentric rather than eccentric. Doing what other people like to see you do is fine as a basis, but if one keeps on one discovers a philosopher's stone that will dissolve the bedrock. And that's what one has to know in the censor stage of preaching without healing, when the word has not yet acquired power.

[27] The present moment is both the opportunity to escape into reality, the moment Satan can't find,25 & a link in a chain of causation stretching indefinitely into past & future. The former has to be created on the basis provided by the latter. The past & the future are the two great enemies, of tyranny & mystery respectively, yet so much in them is essential that the problem of breaking off from them is not so easy. Blake says the imagination has nothing to do with memory,26 but that's only polemically true & is very misleading. Art is based on the creative repetition of
practice, which is memory coming into being, or Being, and similarly
many signs of imaginative health, from flair in sizing up a situation to
the instinct of self-preservation, relate to the future. But it is true that all
mental disease is born of brooding & worry, fear of past & future respec-
tively. Hemingway says cowardice (distinguished from panic) is the
inability to stop the imagination from functioning. Rather, it's the
inability to prevent the imagination from straying away from the
present situation to speculation on future possibilities. We walk easily
along a plank stretched between two trestles: stretched between the
roofs of two buildings it's a different matter. In the latter case the latent
Tamas death-wish of the Selfhood makes its appearance beyond the
self-preservative instinct in the form of giddiness. This, I think, is how
Milton conceived the pinnacle temptation [Paradise Regained, bk. 3]: it
was an assault on the inmost physical integrity of Christ, to see if he had
any death-wish (i.e., natural longing to worship Satan, expressible either
in a suicidal giddiness, for Satan is death & giddiness is homage to him,
or in falling off & hoping for external angelic aid, i.e., trusting to luck,
i.e., paying homage to Satan, who is luck) left in him.

[28] The older one becomes, the longer one's past record grows & the
narrower one's future possibilities become. Hence a creative resolution
has to some extent to be based on that, and a desire for something
entirely impossible on that basis, to add a cubit to one's stature, to start
at forty to learn to outbox Joe Louis or outplay Heifetz, points to a mal-
adjustment. The child is a being of no hampering past record & a future
of infinite possibility, which is why we smile at him, & say he is in the
state of innocence. Hence to take the present moment as a moment of
progress, without regard to past habits or future limitation, is a recovery
of innocence, a becoming as a child, & a new birth. The result is a spas-
modic effort at a new life which is energized by novelty & then peters
out, as the innocence of childhood itself does. Two motives are bad: the
ambition for specific rather than total rebirth, and a comparative rather
than a positive goal for the specific by-products. A resolve to practice
the piano, as opposed to attempting to live a life in which music has an
organic part, is an example of the former; a desire to play as well as or
better than someone else as opposed to the desire to integrate music
with one's life & one's life with music, is an example of the latter.

[29] I seem to be trying to interpret as much of the Gospels as possible
in Yoga terms. I am quite content to regard this as the lowest possible level of interpretation, but I think it may be the lowest effective level, the lowest level on which both preaching & healing are to be found. Preachers today adumbrate & shadow forth higher meanings, but their words are not with power: they can expound the Sermon on the Mount but they cannot get a paralytic scrambling to his feet, and even the stupidest psychiatrist makes a better job of casting out devils. I am beginning to wonder if the whole monastic movement wasn’t fundamentally a yogi interpretation of Scripture, & if the secularized monastery, freed from the oppression of a priesthood—the Abbey of Theleme, in short, isn’t (as in fact I have long thought it was) the real city of light. St. Thomas Aquinas & Luther were monks: Erasmus & Rabelais runaway (secularized) monks—well, Luther ran away too, but got trapped into another church.

[30] I feel that Yoga, like a golden age or great school in art, helps to develop and democratize the sort of development the mystics go through, instead of helplessly leaving it to the haphazard appearance of genius. I see nothing vulgar—quite the contrary—in adopting techniques for practising such developments, & that’s why I find this Underhill hag I’m reading now on mysticism so dismally unrewarding, except for her quotations & references. On p. 75 she quotes an article by one Godfernaux in the Revue Philosophique Feb. 1902 as remarking that romanticism represents the invasion of secular literature by religious or mystic emotion, & so a secularization of the inner life. She also refers to Brémond’s Prière et Poésie. Sounds like the cornerstone of Rencontre, if I ever write that damned thing.

[31] As I continue reading, it occurs to me that the word “mystic” seems to bifurcate. On the one hand, it relates to a specific tradition & approach, a high Bhakti yoga or practice of communion with Being in love. As such, it seems to me (this is subject to change without notice) perfectly valid as far as it goes, but inclined by its temperament & symbols to stay on the Beulah level of the married creature: fragmentary & disjointed in utterance (“Amor nescit ordinem,” says Gertrude More), humorless, because its search for unity makes it determined to overlook the incongruous, tending to apotheosize the female will, which is why so many women go for it (Lady Julian of Norwich says the Father “willed that the Second Person should become our Mother”), tending
to make its last court of appeal subjective, & of the type of mysterious orthodoxy which insists on how possible it is to have one's Nobodaddy & eat him too. On the other hand, if Plotinus & Eckhart & Sankara are mystics, one begins to see in what sense Plato, St. Thomas Aquinas & Dante, who all get extensively quoted in any serious study of mysticism, are also mystics. Here the term mystic tends to mean that large & more powerful comprehensiveness of mind (and speech and soul and all the other words) which makes a poet a Dante & not a Shelley, a composer a Bach & not a Wagner, a philosopher a Plato & not a Descartes, a contemplative a St. Theresa & not a Guyon. Now one can illegitimately confuse these meanings, as I think the Underhill woman unconsciously does, so as to suggest that a way is actually the way. Or one can unite the partial to the total, & see the complete mystic way as one of a group of means of developing the soul. I feel that this perception, this ability to see the whole process in perspective, is the true Raja Yoga, which differs from all others in being the power of perceiving other approaches as Yogas. Now Blake, though he takes art for his yoga, is very clear about the necessity of attaining this final perspective from which art appears as a means to its own end.

[32] Orthodox Christian experience seems to me to be mystical in its very essence, and (again subject to change) I think I see why the Indians claim that Bhakti is the shortest & easiest of the yogas. It doesn't take the world up with it, but slips out of the world, & uses Jacob's ladder as a back stairs. It gets to the same place, but without exercising the larger regenerative power of the prophet & the artist. Mysticism may be then the gospel that the Man of Sorrows gave to Theotormon, likely to remain, as Theotormon does in America, in bondage to the moral law & the female will, but provided with "care" (cura animarum [the cure of souls]): Otto says this distinguishes a Christian from an Indian mystic, & he may be right in the sense that the preliminary consciousness of the final perspective may have a congealing effect on the Indian) which is really the awareness of the value of other yogas.

[33] I've said that the monastic movement [par. 29]—at least that phase of it that ended with the great Benedictine period—was in a way Christian yoga, & as such the Church's conquest of it was perhaps a more remarkable assimilation than its conquest of local cults. Putting this beside my idea of orthodox Christian mysticism as a Bhakti Yoga, it's
easier to understand the association of such mysticism with militant monasticism. In the tendency of great mystics to create rival holy orders there is something of revolt, something of sacrifice, when the rival order is laid on the Church’s altar. Hence the number of saints produced by mysticism—saints in the cynical official Roman sense of those who have acquired a special cultic significance from the Church for having been remarkably useful to it. But Joachim of Floris has a hint of an order of things in which the monastery takes over the church & the world.

[34] That is the expanded secular monastery I want: I want the grace of Castiglione as well as the grace of Luther, a graceful as well as a gracious God, and I want all men & women to enter the Abbey of Theleme where instead of poverty, chastity and obedience they will find richness, love and fay ce que vouldras; for what the Bodhisattva wills to do is good.

[35] Speaking of grace, I don’t know what free & prevenient are supposed to mean; but surely the fact that so few develop spiritual power in life is a natural & not a supernatural fact. The rarity of saints represents, like the rarity of all forms of human greatness, the contraceptive & abortive apparatus of that whorish madam Nature operating on a plane where it has no business to be. The wind bloweth where it listeth [John 3:8] because it’s wind, & doesn’t know any better. The utter rejection of natural religion, then, entails the rejection of the notion, involved in most conceptions of predestination & election & the like, that God wills a selection from humanity. The implications of this go a long way: it seems at present to reverse Barth’s doctrine that to reject natural religion is to reject the analogia entis.

[36] The word Bodhisattva appears to mean enlightenment or vision & rhythm; theory & practice of reality. It is fascinating to become conscious of all one’s unconscious processes in order to become unconscious of them again: it’s a new birth, for though a very young baby can be trained to correct automatisms, they break up when the age of self-will begins, and a change of form or style is needed in life as in athletics. In studying one’s own rhythms one can gain some comprehension of the easy relaxed control of untrammelled power that there is in Bach & Dante. It isn’t a matter of stained-glass attitudes: it’s plugging the leaks in one’s hose: I suspect the irritability of minor writers may often be con-
nected with the difficulty with which they write. Walking & breathing without ugliness or grotesqueness; building the subtle sexual rhythms of two bodies into love; speaking in spinning, whirling, curling sentences, sitting still without fiddling with keys or coins or other substitutes for the *membrum virile*, being free of all silly compulsions to design & arrange things, of all panic & laziness, of all automatic stimuli that lead to convulsive or cringing movements, being able always to place & time one's personality with perfect accuracy, in conversation, in piano playing, in everything one does, being able to ignore the repulsive side of what one sees—all this is the sort of thing that leads to serenity. The same principles apply to the mind: the ability not to dislike any part of one's job, to follow music & foreign languages without distraction, to read, write, & practice without centrifugal fantasies & without distaste for difficulty or "dryness," to alternate steady persistence in a course of reading with relaxation into free critical association: in short, always to stand at ease & at attention at the same time: all this would be heaven too.

[37] Why do I want to live like this? Well, why do I want to write books? Not to make money, obviously: to acquire fame & a better job? These things are as easily got as money by quicker means. To increase my self-respect with the sense of a job well done? I could do without that. To make me happier? That's closer, for happiness is a by-product, but not a goal, much less a final cause. Because there's a deeper compulsion in me that says I must? Bullshit. I don't want to write books at all: I just intend to write them, & doing so is a completely unmotivated act. So with the other.

[38] The professors of high Bhakti have a ferocity of spirit that enables them to break & twist themselves, to pluck out eyes that offend them, to eliminate the centrifugal in matters of faith. They have not only the drive but the sense of direction to know what they're doing, & they are self-pruning plants. Beside Pascal's "depuis environ dix heures et demie du soir jusques environ minuit et demie, Feu," I suppose my placid Castiglione-Mozart reverie [pars. 16-17] looks very limp, pallid & decadent. But even if I have only a shrivelled last rose of summer to lay on the altar, I won't blame it altogether on the lateness & sophistication of the age. Granted that a late age of culture breeds a self-consciousness which tends to inhibit the creative powers of the soul by a premature
knowledge of their processes, this knowledge is not itself untrue, & yet it has undermined the old forms. Take the question of tolerance. The Spanish mystics in their monasteries were trying to live in the garden of Eden after the Fall, surrounded, like Brynhild, with a wall of fire, a hideously cruel & foolish Covering Cherub fed by the burning bodies of heretics. I do not deny Loyola's kind of courage, but I am more impressed by the heretics' kind, & hope it will prove more acceptable to God.

[39] Now this tolerance is not merely liberalism or weakness of spirit: it is a product of a type of knowledge, even of vision, that I dare not & cannot decry. How does high Bhakti express itself? In charitable works. That to me means working for the C.C.F. [Co-operative Commonwealth Federation]. In miracles of healing. I admire more the abortionist who risks a penitentiary sentence to help terrified women. In contempt of the world. My model there is an author who works for years on a book so "dirty" it gets banned. These are all new moral facts; they are not expressions of rebelliousness or perversity. And because of them we must look for aspects of God which we have not looked for before. The female saint that knows she is transferring the language of sexual love to God must have known as well as Freud what the "great wound" that began her development was all about. Naturally her censor suppressed the information, her readers cooperate, & even in the age of Freud it is still true that, as the sheriff says in a well-known folk tale, the just person who says cunt gets both barrels. Nevertheless it isn't new knowledge but a new power of knowledge, a new courage to know, that's important. Hence we must find our new courage, or rather found it in God himself. We must cling to a God who approves of blasphemy because he hates Jehovah & Nobodaddy & Zeus & Isvara & all the other kings of terrors & tyrants of the soul. To a God who appreciates obscenity because he looks not into the secrets of our hearts but into the hearts of our secrets, & knows that our bloodfilled genitals & cocking guts are the real battlefields, not that dull & respectable pumper.

[40] So I think, as I have always thought, that there isn't much for me in high Bhakti, & Jnana if not Mantra—the way of the artist as perceived by the critic, anyway—is my road. Before I have even started on the journey, I know that at the end of it the whole process becomes relative, & art is the one yoga that announces its relativity from the start. So I
must proceed to find out (still keeping in touch with all the great Yog-ins, of course, including the Bhaktis) something about the yogic processes underlying creation. I notice that Underhill says "In the artist[, the senses have somewhat hindered the perfect inebriation of the soul." You have to learn to do without pretzels.

[41] For civilized Palamabron types there has to be, I think, a more or less conscious renunciation of all virtue that lies outside the immediate love of vision & opportunity: the superego is always plunging at the horizon of virtue & getting into trouble. It's a Boy Scout who, seeing bedtime approaching with his good turn undone, leaps into the street & drags an old woman across the road who wanted to stay where she was.

[42] This is all the more essential in view of the way that intelligence increases the possibilities of thought in modern times. We are still influenced by the old eighteenth-century superstition about good impulses, & tend to respect most, among, say, non-thieves, not those who have overcome a temptation to steal, nor those who prefer not stealing but still see the possibility of it, but those to whom the possibility has never occurred. In a sense we are right, but the best of those in class 3 have graduated from class 2, a restless awakened teasing consciousness, exploring all aspects & creating endless fictions & fantasies about all situations, having finally been shut up. There is a disciplinary value in bad thoughts, & I don't believe in a God that says, "Well done, thou good & faithful servant, because thou didst not altogether know what thou wast doing (God, how this churns the language up!) & thy works have a refreshing naivete about them that appeals to my antiquarian eyes.”

[43] It's curious how insistently one tends to make cheap & flippant epigrams about things of which one is ignorant, & how much progress in wisdom is concerned with discovering the positive values of more & more things, or writers, & interpreting even their errors sympathetically. I still feel that in criticism everything positive stands, everything negative dates. As writing gets wiser it drops the tone of polemic, & I think it's as literally true as so figurative a statement can be that without charity one is a sounding brass [1 Corinthians 13:1].

[44] It is necessary for one deeply interested in books to acquire the detachment from one's reading that ordinary people have who are not
much interested in them: to have something of their massive indiffer-
ence which is not blown about by every wind of doctrine.

[45] Balzac talks about the contrast between the straight line of being &
ascent to God & the curved line of becoming & earthly life. Notice, by
the way, how Dante’s Commedia is a straight line & how all tragedies
are carefully plotted parabolas of rise & descent. There is a third move-
ment which is neither straight nor curved but vortical. Dante’s hell is a
vortex, as probably is Plato’s cave, the latter no doubt a literary adapta-
tion of something used in the Orphic mysteries. Hindus & Buddhists
insist on the revulsion of mind which sees reality as Mind, but generally
assume that it takes so long to get to it that one needs thousands of
rebirths. The mystics also think in terms of an ascent, a ladder of devel-
opment, usually to be completed after death—well, that’s the Catholic
doctrine of purgatory, which seems to me an effort to adapt the doctrine
of rebirth to Christianity. If I had to believe in either, I’d choose rebirth,
as purgatory as a set plane of existence different from this doesn’t make
sense—Dante’s purgatory is in this world, by the way. The Protestants
identify the initial conversion with the final vortex, & I wonder if this
Lankavatara Sutra I’m reading, in spite of its traditional guff about a
stock of merit accumulated for God knows how long, doesn’t point in
the same direction.48

[46] I suppose one thinks of one’s soul as that of a child because it is a
tiny fragment of reality, whose tininess & fragmentariness are inherent
in its birth as an individual, and who desires to unite to a Father to the
extent of giving up its separateness of identity, its original sin in having
been born a child. And I suppose something of this feeling enters into all
contemplation, even at the lowest stages, for if one only stares vaguely
at something there is still something of God in the way that a piece of
solid matter unwinkingly stares back.

[47] There doesn’t seem to be a recognized yoga of art, not that it mat-
ters, for there is one anyway, and I don’t have to pretend to myself, as I
should to students, that I know what it means. Suppose I call it Sutra-
Yoga. Sutra, like strophe & verse, means the turn,49 the vortical twist of
the mind in the imagined form. Sutra-Yoga, then, is identical with what
I have been calling anagogy, & I have to discover its principles—in a
sense have already done so. I apologize to the Underhill: she improves
as she goes on, & it’s only her opening chapters that are feeble. But what she has done with Bhakti I want to do with Sutra, & it’s not easy, as there’s no tradition until the most dangerous period, the romantic one, & anyway I want to begin with drama. I’ve already in some sense established the dignity & independence of Sutra as a Yoga that, in spite of the orthodox attempts to dismiss it halfway up the ladder, as Dante does Virgil, goes all the way as Bhakti goes all the way.

What people like Whitehead mean when they say that the Greeks began a tradition of reason which makes 50 years of Europe significant in a way that a cycle of Cathay isn’t I don’t know, & I don’t know either how anyone could bring himself to write down such obvious horseshit. If there is any spot in the world where reason had a clear field it’s India; & the whole set-up in China is—or rather was—an enlightened liberal Deism which makes our 18th c. look like what it was—cheap chinoiserie. There is some evidence, however, for saying that the Greeks did develop a yoga of art, a technique of visualizing imagination, more civilized, self-conscious & theoretical than the Hebrew development of prophecy. This yoga of art was developed & perhaps connected with another tendency of the West, the tendency to incorporate imaginative tendencies in institutions. Plato presents the interrelation of the creative & the institutional, their conflict, & the defeat of the creative. And the institutional side of Pythagoras & Plato had its centre not in Greece (the ideal Athens is not too far from the ideal Jerusalem) but in Magna Graecia where Plato wanted to found his republic, & its developments are Italian. Roman law & military organization propelled this institutional yoga into Christianity, where it still is. The jealous exclusiveness of Christianity is the other side of its unique cura animarum [cure of souls]. Hence all this cloven fiction, this the-west-is-like-this-but-the-east-is-like-that foolishness. The one unique thing about the West is its inability to perceive its lack of uniqueness, its dogma of peculiarity, its belief that God planned a high road for the West, with the Greeks contributing reason, Hebrews moral virtue, Romans law, English liberty, & Americans atomic bombs & sanitary napkins, & left the East to rotate helplessly around its own navel until rescued by the West. The fact that the bloody world is round is one of the first things we learn & one of the last we ever believe.

I think the current interest in such writers as Rimbaud & Rilke is also caused by a desire to study, not the “great” artists, but those who
have made most obviously a yoga out of art, who have employed art as a discipline of the spirit that takes one all the way. Rimbaud is the great denier & Rilke the great affirmer of this aspect of art.

[50] Part of any study of anagogy is then something I’ve always planned for the prose book: the study of the drama of high Bhakti, examining mystics’ autobiographies in search of anagogic & not psychological patterns. The Underhill of course hasn’t done this—I don’t, like Silberer, regard psychological & anagogical as complementary terms: I regard psychological & hagiographical as subjective & objective fallacies respectively, & anagogy as the combining form.\(^5\) She’s tried to add the p. & h. [psychological & hagiographical] together, not form them into a new compound, because she doesn’t realize that the critic or spectator of the mystic way is engaged in a mental process exactly the reverse of that of the actors in it. There’s a link here of course with the spectator & actor of tragedy, the latter kicked around by fate, the former taught how not to be kicked around by it by the process of seeing it projected as a drama. Once any drama is seen as a dramatic process, recruiting for actors falls off. If Marx as the critic & spectator of the revolutionary drama, the Aristotle writing the Poetics of that form of katharsis, had made a full impact, there’d have been no revolution after him: as it was there can hardly be one after Lenin. Something gets foreshortened & we go a little deeper into the analogy or mirror-world of the total speculation, before its Paravritti or reversal as our eye-lens.

[51] Thus the cycle is completed (it’s a spiral) in four movements: first ritual, the allegro of unconscious action, then the slow movement of tragic drama, ritual in a mirror, then the scherzo of comedy, the mirror of the mirror, then as a finale the allegro of unconscious action.

[52] And most of the mystics leave out the scherzo (what I used to call the schalk)\(^5\) stage. Huxley’s *Perennial Philosophy* is an impressive example, because the only good things he did as an artist were done in a spirit of demonic savagery. *Antic Hay* is fine; *Brave New World* is superb; but the more he laid his ears back & tried to be a great novelist the worse he got. I especially dislike such froth as *Point Counterpoint [Point Counter Point]* & *Eyeless in Gaza* because so many of his ideas run along the same lines as mine, I should make the same errors in taste he makes as a novelist, & I’m afraid to write novels because his are there to suggest how
bad my own might be. I do like this book about mystics [The Perennial Philosophy]: I find here my oft-thought good ideas well-expressed as well as my bad ones. But I have again that feeling of the Bhakti ducking out the back door. He's not in there slugging. And that rather unhealthy (as I think) mildness in him makes him miss the point of the great scherzo people—Blake most obviously, the Zen Buddhists, perhaps Rabelais. There's a curious example of this. He quotes a Chinese Zen as saying “He (the guru) has done all he could for you; he is exhausted—only able to turn round & present you with this iron bar without a hole.” “What precisely is the significance of that iron bar without a hole?” asks Huxley. “I do not pretend to know. Zen has always specialized in nonsense . . .”53 Well, I know. The road to this kind of spiritual energy lies through paradox, & Huxley has no feeling for paradox.

[53] If love is not a feeling but a capacity of acting, the jnana road to love is through the inexpressible comprehension of what a created thing is. I see a person as a whole being; I see utterly what he is; nothing I say about him can be an adequate expression of any part of my understanding of him. My idea of him is my power of grasping his entirety, a power which is incommunicable. I suppose that's what Gestalt psychology is about. But such “love” depends on knowledge, & it's a love that only a novelist could have for his characters. In real life such understanding goes with love in the sense of interested attached feeling, such as I have for Helen, whose face is vaguer to me in her absence than that of many casual acquaintances. One has to develop, for everything to which one is not attached, something of the novelist's total act of knowledge, the divine comprehension which has sympathy but not affection, wrath but not resentment.

[54] The faults of the academic temperament converge on a kind of indolent selfishness, an absent-mindedness prompted by laziness and a scatterbrained vagueness due to panic. Few academics are actively vicious. Hence the importance for me of trying to cultivate this total act of knowledge, the opposite of the shrinking from life that inspired my entry into the profession. For me, Mary's part is not only better but easier; hence an awareness of concrete duties, from remembering students' faces to fixing the bathroom tap, has a peculiar importance.54

[55] “He that hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin” [1 Peter
4:1]. For me, a certain awe, a certain sanctity, a certain visitation of the spirit of the crucified Lord, attaches itself to all people whose bodies have been mutilated by other men, for almost any cause. That is why we must not torture Nazis—they must not be allowed to drink of the cup of Christ.

[56] I'm very suspicious of interpreting submission to the will of God as acceptance of anything that comes along. That substitutes the idolatry of "Providence" for God, & assumes that He wills the course of temporal events, for which I see no evidence. All he wills is liberation, & one may have to accept responsibilities so that one's life looks from the outside like an ambitious climb for power & a constant calculation of the main chance. It all depends—that's a mystical enough phrase, by the way. I know that a lot of my cheerful resignation is just laziness, just as a lot of my friendliness is just cuddling.

[57] Further on my remarks about the interest in Rimbaud & Rilke [par. 49] as prompted by a feeling of art as yoga: two things confuse the issue. One, the big ideas don't always occur to the biggest people: imagine Frazer, undoubtedly one of the stupidest bastards who ever put pen to paper, getting the Golden Bough inspiration! and in this age of copyrights & private property we're stuck with him. A Deuteronomic redactor like me could make a terrific thing of the Golden Bough. Two, practically everybody confuses the merits of practising an art as a yoga with the objective merits of its products, sooner or later. That is, they want to give up their amateur standing as soon as possible. The irony of the situation is that if most writers of poetry & other dabblers would think entirely of the benefit to them & not at all of publication, the publishable merit of what they produce would be greatly & constantly increased.

[58] Professors are absent-minded, & it isn't the fun for them that it is for professional jokers. Like poets, they have to carry their work around with them & can never go about without their mental hands full, so to speak. Absent-mindedness with me is as real a disease as anything can be: great nauseating dizzy feelings sweep over me in waves, I can't seem to lift my brain clear of a directionless & generalized panic, & great forces of resistance make themselves felt as soon as I try to peep out into the Martha-world. I've said that this is all induced by the laziness endemic in academic work, & in fact I find that when the disease is at its
worst I'm never concentrating hard on a job—I'm just not thinking of anything at all. It's the state in which I feel so irritated at my stupidities that I get irritated at my irritation, which is a hell of an arse-biting state of mind to be in.

[59] Huxley turned out better than I expected: he's often stupid, but he does know what the perennial philosophy is, up to a point. I still feel that there's something rather soft & weak about him; but in any case I don't think I'll read much more about the Great Way for a while. I don't like the sort of thing it does to me: it rouses the priggish child in me & makes me keep saying "Am I like that?" "Should I be doing this?" even when it's an exhortation to forget the I altogether. I think I'll look up the Zen Buddhists, who decided that the best way to follow Buddha was to tell him to go to hell.

[60] I think Sutra-Yoga handles the problem of what to do with an inseparable ego better than the others. The best writer usually shows the greatest "individuality," which is one reason why the mystics distrust him. He suggests that the mystical conception of an antithesis between an ego & a Self, both active, is largely figurative, & that Citta matra can be inferred only from a remarkable, articulate, individualized personality. I know the difficulties, logical & others, in this, but essence is not identity. No, I don't like the smell of high Bhakti: both Underhill with her female gurgles & Huxley with his weak irritation seem to miss the point of the real people—Eckhart, for instance—and bring down to the reader the whole monastic conception of the spiritual exercise as what to do to keep from jerking off when you're alone.

[61] That moment in the day that Satan can't find—I can't find it either, but it must be at a point when the dawning of a reviving Orc catches a flash of what it's an analogy of—that instant of Chikhai Bardo we've all felt when the enthusiasm caused by novelty hits us. Perhaps it's in the early morning, the spot varying according to which of the Sheldon types Huxley uses, or misuses, one belongs to. For the viscerotonic it would be the instant just before waking, when the penis is in full erection & sleeping & waking consciousness seem to converge on a focus of reality, before one commonplaceness gives way to another. For the somatotonic it would be the dawn of the body, the rosy glow that follows the cold shower, the kiss of Venus rising from the sea which...
makes one "feel like a new man." For the cerebrotonic it would be that moment of breathless rapture when the success of the morning's cock is assured, & with it the day's mental clarity, when one has for a delusive second the sense of defecating the natural man.

[62] At such a moment the soul is an immaculate virgin, ready for the divine child. Then it goes out and gets fucked by the world all day long, & staggers back a baggy-eyed old whore, still hoping that after a sleep the Moment of purification will come again.

[63] I think most of one's feeling that mere observance of the law leads nowhere is derived from the fact that morality is inseparably bound to convention, conventions are often accidental & arbitrary, & hence Dharma presents itself as a loose bundle of acts. All forms of yoga look for a unifying principle in the loose bundle, & that unifying principle spiritualizes the law.

[64] The problems of philosophy are not solved, but we do succeed in losing interest in them. We have not solved the medieval realist-nominalist dispute, the arguments for & against the validity of the ontological proof, or the Renaissance controversy over innate ideas; but we have acquired an overwhelming sense of their unreality which is better than a solution. If I hear undergraduates arguing over free will & necessity, I can only sit there in a smug stupor of inarticulate ignorance in which I am as convinced of my greater maturity & wisdom as though I were drunk. My brain beats out a drone bass indistinguishable in sentiment from the intellectual tortoises they're trying not to be: "I don't know what you're talking about; but I have known, and you'll never catch me in that rat-trap again." For if you can express your reasons for finding the question unreal you're still arguing about it, & still involved in its illusion of reality. And while the individual is far enough from total understanding to keep himself articulate to the end of his days, total understanding is utterly inarticulate, the circumferential grasp (rather an illogical phrase) in which the understood thing is wholly imprisoned. I suppose similarly the more one knows the more meaningless become practically all propositions about one's knowledge. Perhaps a good mental exercise would be to take a sentence at random & ponder it until it becomes utterly meaningless, as I should think the proposition "there is a God" would be to a really religious man.
[65] The difference between love & lust is, of course, that the former is personal & particular, & the latter impersonal & general. Marriage is prompted by lust, desire for the body of a woman, more or less any woman capable of slaking the desire. Love develops the universal out of this particular, & transforms the woman picked more or less at random from a large possible number into the emanation, the only woman in the world, the personal response from what one loves. Romantic love & orthodox marriage are both the opposites of this love, & that's why they merge so readily into one another. Neither gets its mind above the gutter, the physical union which is the foundation of marriage & is therefore not the superstructure. Love is not for the only possible woman at first, as the romantics claim: the state of being in love is the sense of the infinite possibilities of what is to come. And not until the woman really is the only possible woman has the marriage been consummated & the two flesh become one & all the other things that Xy is talking about, none of which apply until then.

[66] I think it is normal to hate one's parents, in a rather more literal sense than Jesus had in mind [Luke 14:26], and not only the parent of the same sex. The point is that they are the visible symbols of the chain of "habit-energy accumulated since beginningless time," the heredity or Karma we are hoping to break. Again, if the child is an undeveloped human being, the parent, the complement of the child, is an imperfect one. Once the child matures, the parent must qua parent disappear & either become a personal friend as nearly as differences in age & tastes allow, or incur resentment. Worry over the social blunders committed by parents, a worry which is usually excessive & often created out of nothing, is a frequent expression of this resentment. I have always approved of the weak family feeling among the Fryes: differences in taste should not tie one too closely to the compulsory & conventional affinities of the family. That is, differences in taste should be indulged, not suppressed by convention. I imagine that many Victorian daughters who were stuck by society with an old man & compelled to waste their lives on him on the pretext that he was their father nagged him unmercifully.

[67] Virginity is of course a Selfhood symbol, and the surrender of virginity in marriage is part of the losing one's life to gain it pattern. By entrusting their virginities to one another, husband & wife recover their individualities, & advance from the purely generic physical relation to
the purely human one of companionship. Possessiveness & jealousy are thus the perversions or analogies of what really happens in marriage. Blake would say that the hymen was the home of the Amalekites.\textsuperscript{59}

[68] Tolstoy says there should be no intercourse after conception, that being the kind of thing Tolstoy did say in his dotage.\textsuperscript{60} But I wonder. Helen’s doctor, who is enough of an old woman to have a pleasant mixture of superstition & ancestral wisdom mixed in again with her medical knowledge, says the same thing, & remarks in connection with that that the loveliest babies are often those borne by unmarried mothers whose onlie begetters\textsuperscript{61} have cleared out after their discharge. That rings a bell in folklore, & seems to point toward the union of a virgin with a spirit of life that produced a perfect man. One can’t imagine the Holy Spirit hanging around, so to speak.

[69] Curious how the first few minutes of meeting people one doesn’t in the least want to meet are flushed with a rosy glow of friendship & affection, the rush of greetings & small talk & news creating an instant of the real thing before they settle down into being pestiferous bores. Even here Orc is reborn.

[70] I have often despised myself for posing, & I now realize that I was right, but only because I posed badly. The thing is to get a persona or mask that one can really wear. And posing well is important not as a necessary evil, but as a necessary virtue—unless, of course, one is born with the mask attached—is genuinely unaffected, as we say. The first step in all imaginative effort is to concentrate one’s faculties, achieve some sort of one-pointedness, charge one’s batteries. Religious devotees do it with icons; narcissists with mirrors; in ordinary society those with most distinctive & magnetic personalities are those who have thrown themselves into a part, & who use the strain of acting that part as a means of keeping their batteries continuously charged. The most successful are those who never think of abandoning the part when done; it’s those who try to keep slipping in & out of their roles who look like fools. The mere act of charging the batteries is in itself neither good nor bad: Hitler & the man in \textit{The Plumed Serpent} did it for evil reasons; Loyola for reasons considered good in some quarters. And it’s conventionally considered good to act alone with the same appearance of self-respect one displays in public.
[71] We speak of fruitful & sterile ideas, & it is perfectly true that ideas beget & reproduce like everything else alive, but it isn’t just a linear Orc-reproduction: we want novelty, but we want too a consolidating form, a family appearing as a single Man. And while one shouldn’t be a Thel, & should haul our ideas out into Generation & write books & take the bushels off our lights, still what really happens is simply a growth in our minds, a turning from a centre to a circumference. Hence, really, all ideas are unborn. If there is no death there is no birth either, and of course no life.

[72] Professors are absent-minded, as I say [par. 58]; but that doesn’t make them inefficient; on the contrary, they go about their business with a ruthless efficiency begotten of panic. Nazism itself was partly a pedantry maddened by the world.

[73] It is difficult if not impossible to write biography & criticism at the same time: I discover when trying to review a book by a personal friend that what I know of his personality is at once immediate and irrelevant, & confuses the criticism. Yeats’ doctrine of a mask or antithetical Self helps a good deal, but oversimplifies. Thus a poet (I’m thinking of Ned Pratt) may take his initial imaginative experiences from the grimness & terror of Newfoundland; this becomes a mask only because he builds up an anagoraphobic love of symposiums against it, the “apocalyptic dinner” in the winter solstice or just before dawn. Then the grimness of the mask frightens him, and he varnishes over his tragedies of waste (nature’s prodigality being a parody of his own) with epilogues postulating a cosmological cosiness. And yet if there weren’t this intersection between “will” & “mask” the personality would fall to pieces. It would be like the drunk who, because his own mind is dulled & slowed down, assumes that everything has brightened & speeded up, & sees himself as the Socrates of a wise & witty symposium where everyone else sees only a slobbering bum.

[74] History becomes organic when two or three are gathered together in the name of a creative act; for history to occur there must be the two or three right people. Two or three (four as it happens) in the Fabian Society in the 1880’s changed the whole course of British history to an extent we hardly yet guess at; two or three in Dublin in the 1890’s changed the whole course of English literature. And within the individual one of the
great archetypal forms of the character may be realized when two or three events come together, as a lonely bachelor listening to Ravel's Bolero on the radio & lying on a bed jerking off with a commercial magazine on one side of him & Henry James' Turn of the Screw on the other may suddenly obtain a vision of the modern world, its autoerotic stupor leading to the sterile orgasms of war & financial crisis, its technique of holding attention by a maddening repetition of a theme in advertising & propaganda, its cult of violence without thrill & terror without romance, its sick misery & accusing conscience howled down in a frenzy of auto-intoxication, its sense of being helpless in the grip of an external evil power that revisits and revisits until the dispossessed heart is stopped. Such visions are ordinarily accidental & depend on an accidental sensibility, hence they survive as memories rather than as fertilizing seeds.

[75] I have archetypal dream-memories which I can trace to childhood, or rather to one or two of the experiences of childhood that helped build it up. One involves gray city streets, a late afternoon, a rain, and sombre dark red houses with little gnome-like lights in them. The vision eludes me, though it points to Sherbrooke, & I think my year in England helped to nourish it. In any case it conditions my reactions to city streets, late afternoons, rainy days, & T.S. Eliot's early poetry. A much more recent dream concerns a maroon-colored book which mentions St. Augustine & explains everything; an archetype that started with Spengler in Edmonton & grew through the spring of 1940 when I was holding Lovejoy's Chain of Being in my hand and trying to find out about Neoplatonism. In my dream I don't write the book myself; when I wake up I know I have to. The difficulty with dreams is that they bring with them an emotional supercharge of significance which makes every approach to realizing them an anticlimax, a descent from Beulah into Generation. No, I don't want to be psychologized: I know what sort of thing would come out, & psychoanalysis is just medieval medicine all over again: it's guided by a mythical theory of the "temperament," and all it knows is purging & bleeding, along with an allopathic "occupational therapy" drug cabinet. Freud's id & ego & libido or "censor" (how Austrian that word is!) explain a lot, but so did the medieval theory of humors. The psychoanalyst's couch is Promethean, & perhaps Procrustean.

[76] In the first stage of university teaching one is an embarrassed medium, of limited personality, reading carefully from notes and trying
to let the subject reveal itself in the clarity & patience of the exposition. The second stage is less bashful; one wants to hold attention; one looks up more frequently from the now mastered notes, to teach this point to this boy, the next point to that girl over there. In the third stage (Robins’ stage) one takes the whole class in at once in a friendly personal address. Now at each step there is the danger of realizing how one looms before them, & consequently of becoming a Covering Cherub, an opaque black priest, or rather preacher, putting on a personal show for the benefit of one's own pride. The danger increases proportionately with the increase in confidence. I am more subject to it than Robins, & when I fall into it I command an admiration that falls short of affection, as he, being diffident & afraid to loosen his personal hold, commands an affection that falls short—just short—of admiration. I think there is a fourth stage in which one looks beyond the students to something they have to turn around to see (& hence away from the lecturer) & a fifth stage with which the lecturer has nothing to do, in which they realize that what they have turned around to see really is what is behind the lecturer, & accounts for his being there, so that the whole room from the professor's bum to theirs is full of the spirit of Marvell or Donne or Keats or whoever it is. The lecture is not an act of love, for the act of love is a synchronizing orgasm, and the lover of students uses sexual language: he worries because he had all his material ready, & yet it didn't "come off" & he blames their frigidity or his impatience. Doubtless some lectures do or don't come off, but in the act of vision the response is unpredictable. Some see; some don't see; some see something else, very intensely; some see nothing for hours & then suddenly come to.

[77] Children do lots of silly things, but they also do a lot of things they should keep on doing. Thus a child who tries to see how far he can go without opening his eyes is beginning an imaginative exercise, designed not to forgo the advantages of eyesight, but to increase the sensitiveness & confidence of the other senses. But because he finds nothing in his environment to encourage himself to explore the neglected regions of touch & kinesthetic rhythms, such games fade as quickly as the rest of his imaginative flowering.

[78] If I may now make an attempt to codify a program of spiritual life for myself according to the eight stages of Yoga: I do not at the moment see clearly beyond the first three, & only the outline of the fourth:
First is the stage I call Yama, the attempt to deal with the personal devil, the perverse imp who is the false self made by habit into an active homunculus or poltergeist. This is a negative stage of withdrawal, of breaking the bad habit, a stage of no pleasure, much priggishness, constant self-inspection & censorship, innumerable defeats, & above all, by itself completely useless. It’s the stage of cleansing the temple & driving out the demons, & is, according to Jesus, not only useless but dangerous, by itself, that is.

A weak body & a hypertrophied development of it (I am an intellectual chiefly because I was born cerebrotonic) led me through an unhappy adolescence into a state of chronic irritability, a neurotic fear of being bullied by vulgarity, and a deeply-rooted “sissy” complex. The result is a constant sense of spinsterish outrage fostered by panic & laziness, & fended off only by a relatively comfortable life. Here again is the perverse imp: I dislike a noisy radio not because of it but because of a personal resentment directed at the vulgarity of the person operating it. When I am told the irritating things that most people dwell with most of the time, excessive irritation is inspired in me because the creator of that irritation blends into a resentful memory of the bully I ran away from & wish to hell I’d beaten up. (I never scored a victory, as many children do, & in fact never rose to an occasion: cowardice was bred in me, as it is regularly, by premature, over-active & perverse imagination.) There’s no point in detailing confessions, I find: self-knowledge can do without that; but a habit of suppressing irritability & of resisting irritating stimuli (brooding over a slight or a bad review) is the first stage of Yama, & will give what I think is a natural cheerfulness a chance to emerge. A strict mental censorship over sterile & harmful fantasies has to be established.

Irritability with me is both mental & physical. A very hypertrophied love of reading & study (much of which is less genuine than it seems) breeds indolence. A habit of incessant masturbation in adolescence has left me with a lazy, disorganized & ineffectual rhythm of behavior, & the same hypertrophy has made me very ignorant of practical things. I’m unhandy, & shrink from taking the time to learn to be handy, which would be defensible if so much of my study time weren’t wasted through centrifugal dissipation of energies & masturbation-substitutes of which solitaire is a current bondage. I am shy & downcast
& often associate serenity with a blinkered withdrawal from experience (genuine withdrawal, the pratyahara or fifth stage, is away out of my reach as yet). The shyness with anyone, especially any man, of forceful personality, is a regular effect of self-abuse. It breeds in me masochistic fantasies of gross social errors & insults & ridiculous behavior which often, even when attributed to others, makes me cringe & wince physically, grimace or, if alone, shout & talk out loud. It also makes me sensitive of hurting others to an absurd extent, absurd because it's not really kindliness but just fear. Sudden neurotic fears (e.g. of putting letters in the wrong envelopes) may be a special thing, as I suspect it's partly hereditary. A habitual relaxation of the body, untwisting feet, relaxing shoulders, regularizing breathing, stopping the excessive bodily heat which is another by-product of self-abuse & the nervous jerking rhythms of speech, walking (including a good deal of scampering) & various nose & teeth-pickings, seems indicated. Behind all this is the hypertrophied cringing from the dull job, linked with neurotic aversions to dirt, etc. The fight against this latter will have to be reasonable & theoretical at first.

[82] I can understand why devils are usually conceived as a swarm, but to reduce them to a definite number (seven traditionally) is a stage in advance, & to make that number one is still another step. I believe in the real (i.e. the mental & present) existence of Poe's perverse imp. Nothing else accounts for my going into a pub by myself or reading a detective story (what on earth have I to do with reading for relaxation?) or any other form of an inconspicuous consumption of time. It's easy enough to catch the imp in operation. I hear a clock tick. If I will not to hear it tick, perversity instantly appears. It may also show itself in retiring to the superego, negative moral virtue being the usual scholar's mate of this priggish stage, but that worries me less at my age than it would have done earlier. The chief thing is to turn a river into the shit, & not try to pretend it isn't shit but something dignified like baser impulses. Misplaced erotic fantasies which have so obvious an origin have to come out, dearly as I love them. Outward habits don't need change: people who are, for instance, preoccupied with their diet usually keep on being preoccupied with their diet. The thing to stop is Ugolino cannibalism: biting my nails & fiddling with substitutes for my penis. The essence of the phase is self-detachment & self-observation: withdrawing the censor to watch the saturnalia, & when possible to guide it, but not leaving a
superego-centric Angelo in charge. The interest of the better self in the worse one should be humorous & interested, like a sensible mother, not thrashing the imp like an ascetic, or whimpering & nagging like a religious hypochondriac, or blustering and producing equally childish tantrums of self-hatred, but always trying to keep open the possibility of a wiser view, & never wholly possessed by the karma-soul, even in its charming & coaxing moods. The incessant observation of the naughty child by God is a reality here, & dries up the sources of passion. At least I hope it does: but to the Selfhood novelty & repetition are the same thing.

[83] Niyama, the second stage, is the positive aspect of this, without which the Yama stage is a useless & impossible one. The characteristics of it have been outlined earlier in this book; its key ideas are concentration and timing. By timing I mean what I meant earlier [par. 36] about hitting a middle course between the (Rajas) panicky, flustered, irritable, scratching & scampering rhythm, the kind that predominates when I’m shopping for something unfamiliar, and the (Tamas) dawdling, mooching, yammering, time-wasting & activity I go in for when confronted by a dull job or even a pleasant one. Concentration is an essential part of this. No matter how much I really want to read or write, the part of me that uses those activities as dopes gets restless, walks around, picks up another book with an intense but obviously phony interest, goes out to a restaurant or a pub to “withdraw,” or “relaxes” with some other damned foolishness (it’s real inertia, so it doesn’t want real relaxation like exercise). Of course it really does take time for my job to take shape, & not even the greatest mystics are immune from long stale “dark night” periods. But when the imp (well, it’s not really his fault) breaks down & admits what the job is, I should no longer allow myself to be confused by the impossibility of reading everything at once.

[84] I’m proud of my ability to swivel easily from work to distraction, to find ideas crystallizing on streetcars or restaurants, to be relatively undisturbed by yelling children, & the like. I think this ability really is valuable, & should be developed, but concentration when alone should be developed too, as long as no resentment at being interrupted affects me. If I can’t always get the sort of thing I used to get with coffee & solitude at 2 a.m., I should get as near it as possible, as often as possible. I find too that concentration & a sense of efficiency in work increase the
general competence & assurance of all the rest of my activity: I’m never so confused in behavior as when I think I am thinking & ain’t.

[85] Timing in ordinary behavior is a difficult problem and requires constant vigilance, & even vigilance doesn’t prevent diverging into panic or laziness. Practice in it should begin with the simplest things: walking, even breathing, but above all speaking. I scamper less in walking than I used to do, but I still scamper a lot in speech. From there I think I can build up a reserve of assurance that should, as Patanjali says, tranquillize my surroundings. I have a tendency to take my physical slightness very literally: I think men do tend to estimate one another’s weights & govern their conversations accordingly. Also I’m conscious in any dispute that most men can lick me & I have occasionally wondered if the Japs weren’t right in thinking that to possess a knowledge of ju-jitsu is essential to maintain the ascendancy of a cultured aristocracy. And if this is a childhood regression, it is still true that the folklore of capitalism continually encourages similar childhood regressions in others. The essence of will power, as far as its outward manifestations are concerned, is a habitual withdrawn calm combined of course with a sharply focussed vision of what one wants. I know that at times my mind is “noisier” than at others, as I say, & I must learn my own techniques for keeping it quiet.

[86] This is yammer. The interference of the true with the false self is, though highly desirable, a tentative & blundering business, as its first real test—making a decision—soon shows. One has to relax & let the divine spark have air to burn, a careful analysis of failures without stewing. I should build up a habit of masterful & rapid reading of difficult books; learn to listen to music when I want to & turn it off when I don’t; try to build up a do-ye-next-thynge attitude to any work; planning a day without worrying if the plan is upset except through my laziness; controlling fantasy & checking brooding & worrying; keeping the body relaxed & controlled at all times; study timing of conversation & rhythms of speeches. The purely negative checks of Yama are like the first man who tried to sweep the interpreter’s parlour.

[87] Asana, the third stage, is connected in Yogi with exercises & postures of meditation. As a great deal of experience seems to be behind these, I suppose they should be investigated, particularly those that go after nervous constipation. Learning to dance, piano lessons, speaking
lessons & a summer with a swim every day would be more immediately relevant. My curious difficulty in standing still without great fatigue should be investigated. The point is that no sharp line can be drawn between mental & physical attainment of relaxed & rhythmic concentration. However, I think of this as the expenditure of effort made possible by the preceding stages: it should attain its climax when I'm doing the Guggenheim.  

[88] Pranayama, the fourth stage, is supposed to be control of breath. I don't know about that, though, again, great experience demands some respect. I think of this stage as the release of power following the expenditure of it; the ability to write a story & get a big-paying fiction magazine to take it, for instance, or the ability to let some of my latent desire to compose music emerge. From here I can perhaps glimpse further stages: the conquest or rather surrounding of the unconscious through concentration on one's own unconscious potentialities; the magic & miracle implied in prayer (which assumes the identity of human desire or libido & an omnipotent creative power), and the roll call of powers in Patanjali.

[89] There are three sexual relationships: son-mother, husband-wife, father-daughter; three male organs of sexual activity, hand, mouth, & penis; three female erogenous zones, breasts, genitals, buttocks. Husband-wife, penis & genitalia relation form one obvious group; son-mother, mouth & breast form another. That leaves by elimination father-daughter, hand & buttocks. Can it be that the primary erotic urges, proliferating into all forms of refinements & perversions, are the desire of the son to suckle the mother, the desire of the husband to fuck the wife, & the desire of the father to spank the daughter? Is this last a pure perversion (in which case it would probably be an arrest of development somewhere between the other two, which seems inconsistent with the fact that old men are mainly subject to it), or is it a necessary or at least inevitable phase of erotic experience? Should we rank with Oedipus in importance the Lear whose tragedy was in giving his daughters the rod & putting down his own breeches? And if so, is Lear capable of a symbolic development like that of Oedipus in Jung? A Rahab desire to possess the daughter internally (or perhaps merely a Satanic one to beat her off) versus a Tirzah one to be wrapped up in the maternal womb? There's a very subtle reference to this theme in Molière's *Malade Imagin...*
naire (the Louison scene) where it’s linked with Harpargan’s infantilism, which shows how easily the transference of tenderness through not whipping can arise. Something comes out in the daughter-substitutes of older men, Chinese concubines, Arab slave-girls, sugar daddy’s chorus girls, which is neither sexual nor paternal nor a mixture of them. From the woman’s side (pleasure in surrender) we have the Elsie books: the Victorians did something with this urge, & it seems to be mainly Northern (le vice anglais & formerly very common in Russia; while the richest reward of the S.S. man was an opportunity to whip women). It’s a Shaun theme in Joyce’s FW [Finnegans Wake]. I think this deserves some consideration: a few hints in comic strips & movies make me wonder if American mores on this matter may not change very rapidly. It’s not a “sissy” fantasy: rather a somatotonic one, the Nietzschean warrior who relaxes with women & doesn’t forget his whip (note the encircling image: cf. Jung’s serpent, net & tree images). Rahab & war.

[90] Every once in a while in studying symbolism I feel a surge forward as though my unconscious has handed me another cabbalistic symbol from a kind of universal Tarot. Freemasonry I understand systematizes this into a technique. I think a similar process is the central part of the New Testament conception of the gift of tongues: whether actual languages in the literal sense were produced by collective excitement I don’t know: doubtless it’s possible, but would it be anything more spiritually valuable than a curiosity if it did happen? Surely the feeling of a pattern of universal meaning coming clear piece by piece, so that those who understand it could talk to each other in shorthand, would be predominant, & would be part of the so-called gift of prophesying.

[91] Jung says there is a consciousness, a personal unconscious (things we forget, repress, or don’t perceive energetically) & a collective unconscious; body, soul & spirit. Just so there is an earth reflecting astral reality from itself, a moon-world of lost souls & forgotten things, a Limbo of Vanities, and a sun-world of universal energy. The Beulah world is also one of exhalations; also it’s a subsoil world with geological & archaeological deposits sifting down on it. The archaeology-Beulah link is in FW [Finnegans Wake]. Orlando’s wits are in the moon: if they were in the sun he’d be not crazy but in Samadhi.

[92] Again, I think Jung’s conception of compensation in unconscious
visionary activity much more flexible & satisfying a formula than Freud’s suppressed wish fulfillment. Jung says that dreams, for instance, call attention to buried talents, or are progressive, or attempt to be, when the consciousness is regressive. But it surely doesn’t regress when the individual progresses: rather it focuses and visualizes the form of the progress, as The Integration of the Personality shows. Hence the unconscious is a gradually expanding power attempting to vitalize the consciousness: it attempts, that is, to convert rational into visionary understanding. To do this it takes advantage of every systematic & constructive psychic occurrence to consolidate a pattern: it follows a cumulative practice-rhythm which develops, as Samuel Butler was trying to say, a focus & not merely an accumulation. This is the Los rhythm of practice-memory, the real Golgonooza where nothing is forgotten.

[93] I notice that Jung also speaks of the shift from ego to self as a geocentric-heliocentric metaphor. Surely there are many layers of unconsciousness. On top, below the personal unconscious, is the family & racial unconscious; our heritage from parents & the mental & physical makeup that says I, for instance, will resemble the English and not the Zulus or Siamese. Below that is the human unconscious, then the animal unconscious, then the organic unconscious & finally the material unconscious. Now the consciousness is that which is aware of the unconscious, so there must be a corresponding sequence of expanding mirrors. The personal consciousness is aware of the personal unconscious, “reason” being essentially awareness of egocentric existence. The racial consciousness which is aware of the racial unconscious is that which is developed in us by the epic & dramatic poet. Human consciousness is reached by Scripture, & our nervousness today about stopping at the racial level shows how badly we need, & want, Scriptural comprehension. Animal consciousness begins with great music, the Dionysian absorption of the mind which includes the body, & which the mystic reaches, & perhaps passes. Organic consciousness is life in “heaven”: existence outside time & space in the body of a God-Man. Material consciousness, the alchemical redemption of the stone, is perfect Kaivalya liberation, the final Samadhi in which Samsara & Nirvana become the same thing.

[94] Consciousness is to the unconscious as the earth’s crust is to the earth, & it has taken exactly the same length of time to develop. Natu-
rally "awareness" must be on the same level, the above paragraph being awareness on the level of egocentric consciousness. This is just below the rational structure which is properly speaking the awareness of this level, & which apprehends the final Samadhi as a doctrine of entropy.

[95] When a man of eighty says he never felt better in his life everyone knows he has never been so near his death, but the statement may be true for all that. I used to think of people who never believed anything except on evidence or reasonable deduction therefrom as materialistically minded. Now I just think of them as stupid. That looks from outside as though I were getting bigoted & provincial, but I know I'm not, or if I am it doesn't matter. Peace, it's wonderful.

[96] It is good to sleep deeply, for obvious reasons; but I think it is good to sleep lightly too, so that the suggestions of the unconscious can come more readily into the consciousness, and be held there by the memory. I think drinking moderately has the effect of "compensating" one's lean, as Jung calls it: beer tends to extrovert me slightly, and also to stimulate a certain tendency to emotional nostalgia, which is curious, as I don't think that's repressed in me.

[97] Jung says the perception of the archetype is not caused by the individual's personal experience, but recreated in it, as one's personal experience of a mother recreates the mother archetype. For Jung, therefore, as for Plato, knowledge is recollection, the soul recognizing or becoming conscious of itself.

[98] Yet there is a difference between the artist who is possessed by the act of revealing, and the responder to the artist (which the artist himself can also be) who has to systematize the content of his revelation, giving rational, imaginative, & personally experienced segments of it all a place. (I chose "parts" first, as giving a less vivid metaphor of chopping up, then "segments" because I thought it dishonest to pretend that I wasn't using a metaphor of chopping up. Now I wonder if the literary tact in minimizing the metaphor isn't right. All these problems of the relation of tact to truth have to be threshed out in V [Mirage]).

[99] The perverse imp has a tendency to allow wrong expressions of acts he otherwise disapproves of. As a teacher, I should dominate &
overawe the ignorant & foolish, not as an ego, but as a spokesman of humane values. Actually I snuffle & look downcast, & I have the idea that if I ever did overawe anybody it would be some harmless chick who wasn’t well, & then my oversensitive conscience would go to work to stop any further overawing. Other people are the same: hence the hatred of Jews & negroes, whom even the most ignorant know perfectly well are not the real enemy. It’s because they’re not the real enemy that they’re chosen as victims. Of course the real enemy is inside, but a real Nazi is a pretty good externalization, and if Nazis were beaten up or lynched one could understand it as the normal response of a healthy society to a malicious & malignant enemy. But that never happens, & while there’s an excess of Red-baiting, the baiting & persecuting of Nazis doesn’t happen nearly as often as it should. Whatever one thinks of Communists, the excess of feeling against them looks suspicious, & any Social Democrat who goes in for it must be inwardly conscious of a slight betrayal.

[100] Freud’s pattern of the struggle of titanic amoral desire & the censoring reason is a true picture of the man under external (or for that matter externally conceived internal) law & a superego-centric wrath. The ordinary man does not, & the neurotic cannot, get beyond this stage. But, as Jung says, the subconscious has its root in the unconscious, & once the cruder forms of repressions are abolished the impulses from “below” surge up & we become conscious of something, first “compensating” for our conscious deficiencies, then expanding & bursting the ego so that the ego becomes revealed as the really inert principle, the subjective seed in an objective reality which is to the work of art what the censor is to the dream. Jung’s “autonomous psyche” is merely the repressed impulse of Freud released a bit: this stage corresponds to the appearance of the Siddhis in yogi. Note that occult powers & “spiritualistic” phenomena are thought of as external by those who have not really reached the level where they ought to be experiencing them. But the autonomous power isn’t the whole way either, because it is produced by the real Self. The artist with autonomous powers of inspiration, like Nietzsche, isn’t on the level of the Shakespeare who could write what he liked when he liked.

[101] There is an organic as well as a logical (mechanistic) unity in thinking, & everyone has big thoughts & little ones. The size has no rela-
tion to the subject matter—that’s the mistake everyone makes—but to
the thinker. A man may have little thoughts about God & big thoughts
about bicycle lamps, & his whole life may turn on a discovery about the
latter, while God remains a vague haze of random mental illusions. The
introvert and extrovert start from opposite sides, but tend as they
develop to meet in the middle. If they don’t the introvert’s ability to deal
with big themes becomes facile speculation & the extrovert’s practicality
gets no sense of perspective. Fairy tales & dingy realism are the result of
this in art. But the temptation to judge thought by the size of its content
leads extroverts to waste their time in premature thoughts about God &
destiny & the soul, & introverts to neglect their (often very shrewd &
sharp) perception of what is within their myopic range on the plea that
some big external activity like war is the really important thing to think
about just now.

[102] Adler like Freud belongs to the law: it’s no accident, by the way,
that Freud wrote a book on Moses [Moses and Monotheism]. The three
erotic impulses mentioned above [par. 89] are the hunger impulse, the
sexual impulse, & the mastery impulse. I wonder if Adler knows that
there’s really no difference between him & Freud because the mastery
impulse is an erotic one, centred on the theme of bodily possession or
slavery. Somewhere in here the proletarian origin of the Christian myth
fits. But an originally erotic impulse becomes quickly transmuted into a
sadistic one, a desire to whip the slave, lynch the negro, beat the Jew
(another proletarian symbol) or the Communist. But the Nazi, the man
with the whip, doesn’t inspire us with that feeling: we solemnly & reluc-
tantly execute him, & try to work up some erotic enthusiasm over the
preparation stage, the long-drawn-out “fair trial”—but they represent
our own vices & we feel tender toward them. When I say we I mean the
stupid, illiterate, vicious & brutal aspects of our society, which exist to a
degree within us. Funny about the Indian: I think it was because he tor-
tured his enemies with such enthusiasm that we didn’t torture him.
Also he never became a real proletariat, but attempted as far as he could
to maintain his aristocratic-nomad position, living in “reservations” like
the medieval game forests. We’ve always identified the Indian with ani-
mals (hence the game preserves) rather than humans, & so treat him bet-
ter. Note that the material of the whip is often a bull’s pizzle.

[103] Yes, Freud & Marx have the same natural-man myth of a titanic
amoral man buried under a rationalizing censorship; but the Hegelian element in Marx, as distinct from the Schopenhauerian element in Freud, provides for an ultimate synthesis that no psychologist (excepting again the Yogis) has worked out. On the other hand the element of antithesis in Hegel leads to a revolutionary pendulum-swing which buggers up the kernel of truth in Marxism, if I’m not mixing metaphors, & which the psychologists generally avoid—though popular psychology, release of repression & the like, twists this too into a revolutionary myth. Revolution against Urizen unharnessed by Los is merely the writhing of the buried Orc, & produces Druidism.

[104] We make our language to suit ourselves, & are often unable to frame conceptions because we haven’t the words for it [sic]. Nature is extraordinarily sensitive to the rhythms of the calendar: ragweed pollen, to take a familiar example, always hits Aug. 15 directly on the nose (my nose) whatever the climate is like. We can’t say that the ragweed plant “knows” that it’s time to break open, for knowledge means a specifically human faculty: to say that “nature knows” is merely a metaphor derived from a mother-goddess myth.85 We have no word for this unconscious vegetable awareness of Aug. 15, & consequently feel inclined to brush the question off as “mystical.” The awareness is a fact, but knowledge is not based on facts, but on language, and language is variable symbolism. Our awareness of the “fact” that the sky is blue is not knowledge, but a subconscious experience of contact with the environment like ragweed’s awareness of the calendar. The knowledge consists in our ability to form symbolic representations of that experience. I’m getting out of my depth.

[105] No, you can’t get along without the conception of active perversity, the personal devil, even if evil is fundamentally nothingness. What it works out to is something like this. I’ve said before, perhaps in this notebook, that the statement A is never also not-A is true, as it asserts the eternity of form; but the statement A is never also non-A is bullshit. I learned that from the Lankavatara Sutra, produced by the same Indian genius that said: it is absurd & inept to imagine that no-number could also be a number. O.K. Let’s see what happens when it does. The result was the discovery of zero, and all mathematics turns on similar postulates: a line, a thing of length without breadth, neither exists nor does not exist. That’s the doctrine of Maya,86 the attempt to get off the Beulah
mattress of a substantial or objective world. The Christian conception of evil as the product of original sin & a fallen world is really exactly the same: the same combination of something that exists & yet cannot exist. We’ve never looked this in the face: partly, I think, because we’ve never got beyond a heaven—a Beulah presided over by a father & mother where man is eternal creature—into a conception of real Kaivalya,87 & of course hell is the complement of heaven. The Ptolemaic universe retarded Christianity by postulating a sublunary sphere of fire. I’ll figure out what I mean by that later on.

[106] I’ve been reading Dale Carnegie, whose book is exactly what I thought it would be.88 It’s not really naive, but it meets a remarkably naive audience (it seems to me) on its own level. I imagine that its success is partly due to its complete integrity: Carnegie is no fool; he has a sharp insight into human nature as he knows it; & he begins with the human nature of his reader, who is the friend he wants to win & influence, so that his book must give an impression of continually practising what he preaches. His book is however only for extroverts, salesmen & executives, who have energy but lack imagination. Introverts like me, who are almost morbidly aware of the other fellow’s point of view (though not less egocentric on that account) need a companion volume on How to Stiffen Your Backbone even at the Cost of Losing your Influence Occasionally. He puts the motivation for courteous behavior entirely on self-interest, which makes him sound cynical, a fact he tries to ward off. He’s not really cynical, merely (this is the only naive thing about him) convinced of the absolute truth of the mores of the particular society he knows. He’s encouraged in this by Dewey, called by him America’s profoundest philosopher, whom he quotes as saying that the desire to be important is the fundamental urge of human nature. That seems to me a typically uncultured remark, for human nature there (whether Dewey said this or not is unimportant, as I’m not attacking Deweyism) means 20th c. American human nature as developed by a competitive economic system, a democratic political one, a deistic religious one, & an individualistic educational one. Thousands of Americans, including the author, regard Carnegie’s book as of far more value than all the Latin & Greek that were ever jabbered, the book itself containing testimonials to that effect; and it is very difficult to answer that assertion except by postulating a relativity of culture, the postulate on which the conception of the classic is founded. His book might have real
value if he had mentioned the importance of applying his techniques to the chorus of egos inside oneself.

[107] I’ve been wondering if the I.Q. test measures anything more than the degree of mental vigor, a sort of brain temperature. Surely health & energy have everything to do with the speed of response, which seems to count for a great deal in such tests. I feel that my reflexes have slowed down a good deal. Whack me on the knee & look for a kick in the balls anytime within the next three days. I have no doubt that my I.Q. would be down 20 points from what it was at 19. But I’m so much wiser than I was then: slow & controlled response is wisdom: lightning automatic flashbacks are evidence of gigantic I.Q. & very limited intelligence, if intelligence means insight. Intensity of vision delays the automatic apparatus of response: the pure contemplative can’t respond at all. So I.Q. tests, a cult of youth & a respect for the kind of “intelligence” that really just means a conditioned reflex & is produced by motor energy, go together in a mechanical civilization.

[108] Moral law is always trying to approximate scientific law. If you jump off a skyscraper you don’t “break” the law of gravitation; you break your neck, & so merely manifest the law. It is impossible to break such a law. Ideally, getting hanged for a murder manifests the law that perfect civilization cannot tolerate murder, & the punishment symbolizes that fact. It’s approximate, because in a perfect society it would be impossible to “break” the 6th law or commandment: the law could only be manifested as an idea, the breaking being in the outward shadows of possibility. That’s the freedom which is the same as necessity. Now such automatic physical laws are not necessarily Druidic: they are part of the solid bottom of art. Down to Nietzsche everyone thought of this solid bottom statically, which is why Blake warned against it: Nietzsche’s Wille zur Macht put such “nature” on a dynamic basis.

[109] I think at this point I should try to collect my impression of the Lankavatara Sutra. My feeling that there is something crucial for me in this book was inspired in me by Peter Fisher, who gave me my copy, and the childlike confidence I had in his judgment & the soundness of his instinct is curious in another man, as I don’t think he’s necessarily a “greater” man. I think Fisher is looking, as we all look, for a real home, of which one’s physical home is the analogy, & was therefore searching
for the real form of an original Baptist environment very similar to my own.

[110] I can take no religion seriously, for reasons I don’t need to go into here, that doesn’t radiate from a God-Man, & so Christ & Buddha seem to me the only possible starting points for a religious experience I don’t feel I can see over the top of. Hinduism has the complete theory of this in Krishna, and perhaps Judaism in the Messiah, but I’m not satisfied that even Hinduism is really possessed by the God-Man they understand the nature of so clearly. Now in Christianity & Buddhism I reject everything involved with the legal analogy, the established church, & so cling to Protestantism in the former & Zen in the latter. I’m just beginning to wonder if Protestantism & Zen—not as churches but as approaches to God-Man—aren’t the same thing, possessed by the same Saviour.

[111] Cittamatra, the doctrine of Mind-only, has otherwise no Western counterpart. Its rival of the Yogacara school, Vijñaptivatara, sounds very like Platonic idealism. And when we read that all things exist only insofar as they are seen of Mind itself, that suggests pantheism to a Western mind. Such pantheism corresponds to the hazy impression the Westerner has of all “Eastern” philosophy: that it is an attempt to forget that one is an ego & try to hypnotize oneself into feeling that one is a part of the great All. But it is clear, first, that the Lankavatara is based on a conception of a divine man; second, that it does not teach a doctrine but inculcates a mental attitude. Buddha is represented as saying that he discourses to the ignorant & helps the wise attain self-realization. And as here he is addressing a highly sophisticated audience of Bodhisattvas who can be trusted not to make the obvious mistakes, it follows that this Sutra [the Lankavatara] is not really a discourse.

[112] That is what accounts for the initial impression the Sutra makes on the candid reader of an almost intolerable prolixity & obscurantism. Mahamati asks a great variety of questions, but when he gets the same answer to them all after a deceitful promise of something more specific, one begins to wonder if the Buddha is really enlightened or merely obsessed. But the Sutra continually insists on the distinction between hearing or understanding something & actually possessing it. It distinguishes words from meaning to such an extent that even “all things are
unborn," after having been accepted as true earlier, is then denied as a statement. The thing it means is true, but its form is that of a thesis, with an implied negation or antithesis, & the Buddha will accept no statement of which an opposite can be predicated.

[113] When we read the history of Western philosophy we pass Aristotle & Plotinus & then find ourselves suddenly reading about "Christian" philosophers. Where did these Christians come from? Well, from Jesus. And what was his philosophical position? Well, he didn't exactly have one. Philosophy disappears into a vortex at that point. So with the Buddha here, who stigmatizes every attempt to make him define his "position" as "materialism," who answers all Mahamati's 108 questions by ignoring them all completely & then trying to make him grasp the mental attitude that will make answering them unnecessary. Buddha is not Mephistopheles, promising esoteric knowledge in exchange for your soul, & you can't talk to him in those terms. The Buddha is very subtle in analyzing the unconscious motive of panic in the desire to understand. Knowledge grasped at out of fear & bewilderment of ignorance remains grasped knowledge, that is, imperfect & inadequate knowledge.

[114] For we think of understanding something as grasping "it." I put the it in quotes because there really isn't any "it" that is grasped, except an "idea," and it's "materialism" of the crudest kind that makes us think of an idea as a thing, as capable of being possessed in a noumenal integrity. (This is the analogy of the proper materialism that identifies Nirvana & Samsara, & shows that just as an idea is only an aspect of the way a mind works, so all things are seen of Mind only). Well, it would be more accurate to say that attachment is ignorance, & knowledge disentangles us from the grip an unreal world has on us. A city man lost in the woods finds bondage in his ignorance of woodcraft: an experienced woodsman can detach himself from the woods by his ability to maintain himself independently of the clutching branches, tripping roots & stalking animals. Once we think of learning as a disentangling & relaxing process, we think of ideas tending toward wisdom, or the growth of a free spirit, instead of to more & more learning.

[115] You start life by accepting as desirable an ultimate freeing from all natural bondage which you yet cannot achieve through the will. Then,
with this acceptance, or faith, spinning around by itself on top, one goes ahead as before, but now all one's willed acts are provisional, on an "as if" basis, characterized by a kind of tentative pride. At a certain point the will finally is able to relax, the creative spirit surges in from nature & takes charge of it. At this point a Last Judgment takes place, a Paravritti, and time is ended. Now of course this passing of will, pride & time into the fullness of time never completely happens in life, but the conviction of acceptance is real enough: tentative pride does succeed to tentative innocence. The "certain point" seems to be reached when something circular (destroying the linear S of U sequence) takes place, when the shape of lost direction becomes manifest. The idea of grasping knowledge seems to me derived from this attempt to reach an end from which one can see one's starting-point, the Bering Strait between extremes of the same world. After that, the idea of knowledge as letting go becomes effective.

[116] Yet this letting go is at the same time the transformation of physical into mental reality, & it sets free the mind by recognizing the mental nature of reality, by seeing things of Mind itself. There's no other way to say it. This has nothing to do with "idealism," whether subjective or objective, because Mind only is neither a subject nor an object. The poor woodsman in the forest is helpless because all he knows is that the woods are "there," so & not otherwise; the good woodsman helps himself because he knows how to work under those conditions, & so is neither paralyzed by the "thereness" of the woods nor tries to pretend that they are not "there."

[117] Work is a curse, & the pursuit of wisdom has to begin in leisure & spread out from there. The great mass of people, whether rich or poor, suffer from too great a lack of leisure ever to develop much wisdom. This lack of leisure has two causes: one, the amount of time compulsively spent in uncreative work; the other, perverse dither. Wisdom would normally begin in real leisure as opposed to work, in real thought as opposed to action. That's why the law about the Sabbath is so fundamental. From there the spirit of leisure & wisdom & thought should irradiate & inform the rest of one's time. Blessed be he who has found his leisure, as Carlyle did not say, and has made his work the outward projection of his leisure. Now work is natural, & the product of a state of nature: it's ritual, the humorless customary basis of life. Reflec-
tion (literally) is thus linked with holidays. But leisure is profoundly unnatural, & hence most people fear it & put work or work substitutes (= dither) in its place. The history of the world, of course, is the class struggle of workers & ditherers. Leisure begins by repairing the tissues: dither develops wild tissue or cancer, frantic efforts to be entertained by something non-progressive. Practically everybody, & this goes for me too, has enormously greater leisure than he thinks he has. The connection of this with the foregoing is that the goal of leisure is to develop a sense of time, to develop a creative rhythmic beat on one's time, to subdue the S of U [Spectre of Urthona] by Los.

[118] The law pushes time around in a circle, & builds up the Sabbatical week & the calendar year. The gospel creates a form of time & frees itself from the cycle, and a fortiori from linear time, by recreating the progressive aspect of linear time. This is the Bergsonian intuitive recreation of instinct, the grandson's apotheosis. Perhaps this third or spiral level is only moral, & has an anagogic one above that recreates the cycle.

[119] Here is a speculation which probably makes no sense whatever: Christians & Buddhists have the same sense of escape from time, but the Westerner says we never die because he thinks of immortality as continuity of energy, & the Easterner says we have never been born because he thinks of immortality as release from karma or causation. But both are equally true, or untrue, whichever you like. When the Westerner tries to absorb the idea of unbornness, he tumbles into the "predestination" pitfall; when the Easterner tries to get clear about deathlessness, he gets into the "reincarnation" one. There are forms of these doctrines which make sense, of course: the ones that don't, the babies slated for hell & the there's-that-man (or beast)-again superstitions, illustrate the difficulty.

[120] A certain amount of free, in the sense of irresponsible, speculation is a good thing, because it's part of the wise process of letting things come & not forcing or cramping or repressing them. That's what Goethe told Schiller, anyway. At present I have "unity of being is the analogy of the non-rising of discrimination" as a governor twirling around on top of my thoughts, until I realize that it neither makes sense nor does not make sense. But this is speculation, relaxing the eyes by focussing them on distance. In all forms of communication everything depends on a
passionate desire to tell the truth, not as a moral principle, where it's subcivilized ("did you or did you not steal the jam?" is the level of moral truth), but as the normalizing or balancing principle of all articulate speech; as, in short, our only guarantee of sanity.

[121] I have been reading Sarah Binks with great pleasure & admiration, & think it is probably a monument to a buried ambition: he must have wanted to be a great poet pretty badly himself to make so systematic a mockery of greatness; his mask conceals his failure but reveals the emancipated conscious awareness of ambitious ritualism which is the beginning of laughter. Is it possible that my "real" desire, or ritual one, is to write musical comedies or funny stories & make a lot of money & live the life of Riley, & that my books are the shadow that desire has thrown into reflective laughter in its turn?

[122] In the arts the philosopher's passionate desire to tell the truth becomes a passionate desire to construct the poetic pattern. Hence, when discriminated, poetry & philosophy are mutually exclusive. Shakespeare's H5 [Henry V] gives the poetic pattern of war: had he started by trying to tell the truth about war he'd have buggered the whole scheme like a modern war novelist. The philosopher has to be banished from the poet's republic: perhaps the Symposium says so. Yet there's a point at which they merge, & that point is where & [Anti-climax] begins: prose fiction.

[123] If I understand Jung correctly, he's talking about a katabasis into the unconscious, the dark underworld of autonomous demons which is also memory, the imprisoned ghosts of the past. They are our ancestors, & to have our backs to them & advance at their head is the unthinking Orc progression which begins from them & ends in them. We must explore & expand the surface or extent of consciousness. First, so I understand, is Beulah, the Limbo of unbaptized infancy, the world of father & mother, especially mother, the Bower of Bliss where the titanic egocentric demon-self is coddled & nursed.

[124] I was reading in a recent article on Kafka in a Horizon that spoke of painting, music and writing as linked with the three fundamental categories of perception, space, time & causality respectively. I think this is dubious, but the association of writing with causality is very suggestive.
Certainly the attaining of it has always been the major (almost the only) problem of my writing. I visualize L [Liberal], T [Tragicomedy], & ∧ [Anticlimax] as carrying out a linear conscious systematic rhythm of causality, bringing the cyclic vision of eternity into continuous time. ∧ [Rencontre] should have a leaping intuitive rhythm; V [Mirage] should pull out chapter-forms as solid pieces; ⊥ [Paradox] should be all solid piece; ⊥ [Ignoramus] should diffuse into a void. Also, incidentally, I think the emancipation of consciousness is the main theme up to ∧ after that, perhaps, my personal descent should accompany my books. If there really is a flight of steps.

[125] The crisis for my questionings at the moment is: is Jesus a Bodhisattva, or rather, that being obvious enough, does one reject the essence of Christianity by rejecting the uniqueness of Christ? I know the alleged “Catholic Church” is an analogy, or physical perversion of something, & maybe the real Catholicity that permits one to feel that Christ is universal & not unique, & therefore Buddha & Krishna as well—or rather what Buddhists mean by Buddha, which is a far bigger thing than Gautama. The lunar madness of the Occident seems to me connected with this centrifugal expansion of an analogical crusading religion from a central point in time & space: Christianity, Mohammedanism, Communism, all have it. All these things are unique & exclusive, therefore analogical. Empirical science has something of the same movement. Is a literal understanding of “no man cometh unto the Father save by me” [John 14:6] something that turns Christ into a Peter or a Covering Cherub, a unique doorkeeper? Does this, if accepted, make some “Catholic Church” inevitably accepted too, in place of the Everlasting Gospel? The craze for uniqueness in Christians would take, if visualized, the form of a pyramid, narrowing to the single point of Christ. But, if we see in Christ a God-Man rather than the God-Man, are we forced into reincarnation thereby? Anyway, I’m trying to work out this idea of centrifugal expansion as the analogy of catholicity from Morris, in a different way. Spiritually there’s only one Christ, of course; but must he be attached to only one historical analogy of himself? Is there only one Bible? Is it possible not only to preach Christ to the heathen, but to find Christ there?

[126] Part of the answer is of course under my nose: the positive Christ, the teacher & healer, is universal & consubstantial, & as much Buddha as himself. It’s the Satanic Body that must, by its very nature, be histori-
cally unique & exclusive. Christianity is the Everlasting Gospel focussed on its Druidic analogy, the essential dramatic episode or epiphany. Hence unlike Buddhism it continually articulates its legal analogy, giving the West its time-consciousness as well as its lunar madness. Buried here is perhaps the essential \& [Rencontre] complex. Now, what about reincarnation? Do I dig that out of Samuel Butler & Jung?

[127] The Lankavatara says there are three levels of understanding: imaginary or materialistic, interpenetrative, \& detached. Learning a language by laboriously boning it up is knowledge on the first stage; getting a swift intuitive knack or flair for languages belongs to Paratantra: the gift of tongues is on the third level.

[128] One thing I didn’t have too clearly in mind when I wrote the Blake book is that the total imgve. [imaginative] power we feel in a language or a religion is, like the Bible, sifted by tradition so that it is a cultural product, \& a cultural product suggests imgve. totality as no one man can ever do. The individual’s powers are limited \& predictable, or if they aren’t he soon passes out of our range. But a big library really has the gift of tongues \& vast potencies of telepathic communication. You can’t “substitute art for religion” without making art include religion, \& so recovering it from the individual or ego-centric sphere. That’s really what I’m trying to do.

[129] The 18th c. English philosophers, reflecting a mercantile civilization, thought of ideas as possessed things; Plato, reflecting a community, thought of them as an order to be entered. We have to disentangle ourselves from such subjects \& objects.

[130] I must brood about irony. Meaning is either univocal or equivocal, \& all the arts are based on equivocal or rhetorical meaning. (Ultimately all meaning is equivocal, just as all melodies, in non-contrapuntal forms of music, are yet potentially contrapuntal). Equivocal meaning may be either true or false. An example is the simultaneous playing of parts in music, which produces contrapuntal music if the relation is true, but only a meaningless noise if it is false. In literature false equivocal meaning makes something ambiguous in the pejorative sense, that is, confused, obscure or self-contradictory. There are two forms of true equivocal meaning: allegory \& irony. We have irony when there is contrast between
the meaning-parts; allegory when there is a complementary relationship. I don’t know if there is a corresponding distinction in music, though counterpoint in contrary & similar motion has a figurative connection. I think polyphonic music is allegorical & homophonic, where the emphasis is thrown on a contrast of melody & accompaniment, ironic. Burke’s theory of the corporate state is allegorical: Mill’s theory of a two-party system working in a government-opposition relation is ironic. Pilgrim’s Progress is allegory: A Tale of a Tub, using an emblematic story in a very similar way, is irony. The simplest irony is the most direct contrast: “a fine mess,” & the like.

I’d like to do a potboiler on the Bible in four chapters, outlining among other things my theory of its symmetry. The Xn O.T. is divided into Law, History, Poetry & Prophecy. The N.T. illustrates the same things in the same order, but in Christian terms. First, there is Christian Law, or Gospel, not a book of rules, but Christ illuminating a series of existential situations. Secondly there is Christian History, or the Apostolic Acts. Thirdly there is Christian “Writing” (Kethibim), letters designed occasionally to meet existential situations. Fourthly there is Christian Prophecy or Apocalypse.

At any given point a piece of contrapuntal music is a single chord or harmony. In allegory this harmonic chord is the symbol. That’s the only way I’d contrast symbolism & allegory, as harmony & counterpoint. A symbol doesn’t always have to mean the same thing, any more than the chord of F in a piece in F will always be the tonic chord, if the music has in the meantime modulated to another key. Note that allegory may be polyphonic, like Spenser’s (cy. [contemporary] of Palestrina) or romantic & evocative, like Shelley’s (cy. [contemporary] of Chopin). The sense of infinite meaning we derive from symbols is partly the rc. [romantic] sense of vague or indefinite meaning.

When we begin mathematics we expect it to follow the outlines of & comment on the physical world: arithmetic & geometry at this stage are counting & measuring physical objects. When we pass into algebra & trigonometry mathematics begins to get “useless”: that is, it becomes an autonomous language, a form of mental comprehension of reality which interprets reality within its own system: it is no longer a second-hand illustration of the second-hand illustration of the reality which we
know as physical nature. The arts develop from illustrative imitation into autonomous comprehension in the same way. (In the process physical nature becomes mathematical or pictorial reality). Literature similarly is an autonomous comprehension of nature in which the physical world is transformed into verbal reality.

[134] The function of science is prophetic, as it is the function of astronomers to predict eclipses. (By “function” I mean the continuing relation of science, itself its own mental transformation of the common field of experience, with that common field). But real prophecy is fulfilment of law: the astronomer in predicting eclipses merely watches the law of eclipses manifesting itself. The same is true of Biblical prophecy. By the way, if the social function of science, as distinct from its essential nature, is to make nature predictable, what is the social function of art? Watches fulfilment of gospel and prophecy as imagination, I suppose.

[135] I suppose the notion of a soul in the body is derived from the fact that the body is the place where the soul (there being only one soul) is in the focus of consciousness. For the world of subjects, like the world of objects in Jeans, is a “crumpled continuum,” or one brain, mind itself.

[136] I say only one soul: the occult tradition, which for some curious reason has got itself stuck to the name of Plato, says only one spirit. The soul-world to them is, first, the total magnet or anima mundi which accounts for mesmerism, telepathy, clairvoyance, second sight & magical healing cures; second, Bardo, the world of dead “souls” who in some systems are reborn & therefore unborn, & who are asserted to communicate with spiritualistic media; third, elementals & other non-human forms of more or less conscious existence. I wish I had a consistent idea about this soul-world, which I may call Akasa. The Catholic purgatory belongs to it. I rather wish I could throw out this world: I don’t like its rumor basis of quasi-fact, its vague Beulah fluidity (it’s not a real Beulah, though artists draw on it, as Shakespeare drew on the “elementals” Puck & Ariel, the ghosts (that’s different, though, as they aren’t in Beulah) & the magical healing of Helena.) I wish I could get a Beulah grasp on this Akasa world that would eliminate the subject-object dilemma about it.

[137] It has a lot to do with the world of dreams. I’ve had no contact with it except some conscious examples of extrasensory perception in
regard to books, & I don’t want any as long as it presents the impression of a design just going to take form & never doing so, as one’s “luck” in cards does. Maybe that’s where the idea of the false-promising devil comes in. Yet there must be something in B [Beulah] as complete and well organized as there is in G & E [Generation & Eden], though maybe it’s only the U [Ulro] skeleton of B after all. Yes, by golly, that’s a point: maybe apprehending B as a unit of apprehension is exactly what turns it into U, or part of U. I say part, because of the ferocious enmity between the Akasa people & the so-called materialistic skeptics. Is G, lying between the is of Beulah where no dispute can come & the is not of Ulro, the analogy of the liberated world? Anything can happen in Beulah: that’s why it’s the unborn reservoir of art.

[138] I worry about it, because both my “day” studies in Greek drama & my “night” studies in German romance would converge on it, one by way of Shakespeare’s green world & the other by way of the dream, one Tharmas and the other Urthona. And of course eventually the G [Generation] world itself has to be seen as an Akasa figment. One tiny bit I have to hold on to is that dreams can be read & even if they can’t, are continually translating themselves into action & further thought. Dreams are the digestive process of the mind. They rearrange the data (food) of experience into the libidinous form of either a comic resolution or an “anxiety” tragic one.

[139] The Delphic oracle urged man to know himself, meaning not an increase of introspective knowledge, but the struggling of consciousness which at the same time apprehends the world more accurately. Dreams are subjective, but maybe a dream fully interpreted would become a vision. There must be a point at which it ceases to be true that it’s a subjective experience. Dreams aren’t Ulro nightmares: in general, man lives in G [Generation] during the day & B [Beulah] at night, as, perhaps he lives in G from life to death & in B from death to life.

[140] Just before I go on with that: in a reincarnation theory, you don’t get to a higher phase of existence until you get there. In the Christian doctrine of a unique life, intention is everything & achievement nothing (faith & works), so that human life is an esoteric symbol interpreted by God & translated by him into another life. You don’t do the reading, but form a letter of the Word.
Silberer shows how the subjective, psychoanalytic aspect of dreams can be also seen, without change of content, as anagogical. The former is the Freudian tradition, which starts with the dream remembered in consciousness. Such a dream implies light or disturbed sleep. The dreams we don't remember are likely to be the important ones. Normally some experience will remind me, like the echo of a plucked string, of something I dreamt the night before & cannot otherwise remember. Freud says nothing about the therapeutic value of sleep & why we spend a third of our life unconscious. The facile "rest" theory is nonsense. Nothing vital rests, not even the brain—least of all the brain. Animals sleep lightly because they never really wake up. No, I think sleep is the key to memory, the continuity of consciousness. If I can't sleep, thoughts race through my head in a stream or else circle around one point—often an anxiety point. Sleep digests the stream of impressions & transforms them into a mental circulation of ideas: the myths of dreams are the chyle of sense experience. Even Freud says that the content of a dream is that on which the mind has not yet slept, & everyone knows how problems are solved by a night's sleep. Old people sleep lightly & lose their memories. Sleepiness comes when we have wakened to repletion, & need to digest the sense-stream—the after-dinner nap unites both processes, & is often, as in Napoleon's case, the sign of continuous administrative power. It isn't only ideas that are digested, but motor acts too: piano practice & so on: the axiom that we skate in summer & swim in winter extends this.

Sleep is an entry into Beulah, a Paradise in which all desires are granted & in which the censor stands as a Covering Cherub. His function is to prevent the wish-fulfilment fantasy from becoming destructive: it's a release of the infant Orc, but not the opening of the Western Gate. I imagine that, as sound sleep is proverbially the reward of virtue, a soul at peace with itself has the profoundest and Wittiest dreams, that these are usually not remembered, but manifest themselves in a habit of virtue. Monitory & compensatory dreams would be remembered, otherwise there'd be no point to them, but as a rule conscience is a daytime activity, & appears in dreams only in severe censor conflicts. Nightmare is to dreaming what vomiting is to digestion—it's the violent rejection of hostile increment—and practically all that we remember of dreams is excreta: Freud actually uses that metaphor. The Upanishads say that deep sleep is the analogy of Samadhi, when man is at the circumference of the universe.
On my mission field 14 yrs. ago I was awakened suddenly at 5:30 a.m., & surprised my mind churning up some kind of pattern in which [Francis] Quarles & John Wesley formed links in a continuous evangelical tradition. Doubtless there were sexual wish-fulfillment allusions here, but the primary point is that dreaming is a kind of thinking that is necessary to consciousness yet cannot be done by consciousness. Last night all I can remember of my dream is an attempt to realize that Bernard Shaw is not of the tradition of Mill, as I say in lectures, but of Carlyle—this links with the "frustrated royalist" idea of Shaw I have always had. If I had not remembered that dream it would have affected my thinking about drama anyway. A monitory dream occurred three nights ago. I was in Muskoka107 for the weekend, tempted to stay for a week, without books. I dreamed that I had spent a year's post-graduate work in Chicago which had been utterly wasted & in which I'd got a second in my exams (a reference here to Graham Cotter, a student who failed in Chicago after I had recommended him because of a too-absorbing interest in Jung)108 & I dreamed also that I tried to run the motorboat & ruined the engine with one poke. Just why I should interpret this as a feeling that I should return to Toronto I don't know, but I do know that the interpretation is correct. I suppose that the fact that practically the first thing I read this morning was a newspaper story on Shaw might interest the J.W. Dunne people, though not much.109 Beulah is certainly outside time, but the Dunne argument has something screwy about it: he hasn't got himself clear of S of U [Spectre of Urthona] fatalism.

Samadhi is not what Jung insists on calling it, the triumph of the unconscious or the powers of subjective introspection. It merely looks that way from an inferior point of view. A man sitting reading a book in a library while a mouse ran past him unobserved would not be in a more subjective state than a cat, but he would appear so to the cat. A desire for a contest with reality is psychologically quite different from a desire to escape it.

Roll-call of work done or to do on the Trivium and its appendix:110

1. An article on the argument of Paradise Regained. (Probably Toronto Quarterly).111

2. An article called "The Function of Criticism at the Present Time," to be offered to the Toronto Quarterly.112 Concerned with the opening semantic ideas of L [Liberal].113
3. An article on the argument of the first book of the Faerie Queene, perhaps to be expanded to a short book on Spenser. For PMLA or some such outfit.\textsuperscript{114}

4. An article on the parallel (O.T. & N.T.) symbolism of the Christian Bible, which conceivably could expand into a short book like the Spenser one. Somewhat speculative.\textsuperscript{115}

\textsuperscript{1} [Tragicomedy] 1. An article on the argument of Comedy (done for the English Institute).\textsuperscript{116}

2. An article expanding the first section of the preceding on the psychology of New Comedy, dealing with the material left out of the paper & using ideas about Molière & Shaw.\textsuperscript{117}

3. An article on folklore themes in Shakespeare & the meaning of the green world. (Speculative & may be combined with a study of Elizabeth or Sidney symbolism, the Peele archetype, the Endymion & lunar patterns, or the Shakespeare canon.) Perhaps a study of masque symbolism.\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{1} [Anticlimax] 1. An article on the four forms of prose fiction (done, offered to Virginia, & completely superseding the Manitoba Anatomy article, though some material in the latter is still good & unused).\textsuperscript{119}

2. An article on the myth of Finnegans Wake: some comparisons with Blake.\textsuperscript{120}

3. An article on the language of Finnegans Wake (speculative). Possibly a follow-up article on \textsuperscript{1} [Anticlimax 1] would absorb \textsuperscript{1} 4 [Liberal 4].\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{1} [Rencontre] 1. A study of music in poetry (done).\textsuperscript{122} Some notes for imitative harmony in poetry were left out of this & could overlap with \textsuperscript{1} 3 [Anticlimax 3].

2. A study of the two forms of lyrics.\textsuperscript{123}

3. A study of the psychological patterns of romance. This might be based entirely on Poe, or a general account of the psychic world. It could expand into a short book.\textsuperscript{124}

4. A study of William Morris.\textsuperscript{125}

5. A study of Yeats (done).\textsuperscript{126}

In addition, my satire paper (done)\textsuperscript{127} counts as \textsuperscript{1} 4 [Anticlimax 4]. Out of these tentative suggestions I can extract a zodiacal agenda, three for each book: \textsuperscript{1} Liberal, Semantics, Spenser, Paradise Regained; \textsuperscript{1} Tragicomedy, New Comedy, Green World, Masque; \textsuperscript{1} Anticlimax, Four Forms, Sequel, Myth of Finnegan; \textsuperscript{1} Rencontre, Romance, Morris, Yeats. Nos. 7 & 12 are already done.\textsuperscript{128}
The past is hell, the eternally fixed state where the ghosts of dead sins & errors are forever imprisoned. The future begins in childhood as a world of infinite potentiality. As life goes on, the future becomes steadily more predictable, & the life consequently less interesting. Children fascinate us; old men bore us because they conceal no surprises. At death the future finally merges with & joins the past—in Dante's hell the future but not the present is known. Life reaches its crisis nel mezzo del cammino, the sun at its highest in the sky, realizing with a shudder that it is bound to a cycle & must now descend. Hence the importance Jung attaches to the 35-40 period: its timing may depend partly on the length of the life, which of course the unconscious always knows. I think one has to be reborn now & start in fancy all over again in relation to a new kind of life, as though the sun at zenith were to think of itself as at the bottom of reality & start rising straight up. That way, the imagination may grow stronger as the foolish body decays. The optimism I have inherited from my father, the feeling that next year things may be quite different & much better, should be conserved, though some of it is dodging. I have inherited another feeling, of wanting to get rid of things that are lost, or spoiled, or a bother, as quickly as possible instead of trying to recover or patch them up, & there is a certain danger of applying this to my own life & going off the deep end over reincarnation. This conception of hell as the past may be useful. Dante was psychoanalyzing himself, & straightening out the kinks in his character by analytic reduction, in going into hell. In connection with that, I suppose the psychological value of the doctrine of original depravity is in upsetting the smugness of the egocentric consciousness. The consciousness is transitory, and we derive our idea of the present from it. Each dimension of time breeds fear: the past, despair & hopelessness & the sense of an irrevocable too late: the present, panic & sense of a clock steadily ticking; the future, an unknown mystery gradually assuming the lineaments of the consequences of our own acts. Hope is the virtue of the past, the eternal sense that maybe next time we'll do better. The projection of this into the future is faith, the substance of things hoped for. Love belongs to the present, & is the only force able to cast out fear. If a thing loves it is infinite, Blake said, & the act of love is itself a vision of a timeless world. Oh, God, how well I talk. Deteriora sequor. Or do I just say that because of an obscure feeling that such statements are somehow approved of by some atavistic God in my infantile shadow world?
I think Freud’s & Jung’s point about a fuller life as a reintegration of consciousness & life, or ego & id, has meaning on the historical level too. Europe is an ego, the East an id, & the barrier between them, which isolated the West & made it into a Thomist-Cartesian frenzy of consciousness, was Islam. Islam thus occupied the place of the superego: it held possession of the married land where the tomb of the Son was. If the Crusades had achieved their objective, the centre of the world would have moved back from the Ego (Rome) to the Self (Jerusalem).

Whatever takes place in sleep must have a powerful drive toward resolution. Hence the affinity of the wish-fulfilment dream with comedy: hence too the solution of problems in sleep. The therapeutic role of dreams must ultimately be that of enlarging vision, & dreams should be interpreted on the same principles as works of art: observe faithfully (literal), note all references to external events (allegorical), place in relation to your own libidinous urges (moral) & then aim for anagogic completeness.

Evidently the superego transforms the Ego-Id relation into an Ego-Tu one. The ego swallows its parents and puts them to guard the door of the Id. As obstacles, they’re Satan & Rahab; as transparent, Los & Jerusalem. The ego, the reality-principle, deals with conflicts of truth & error; the id, the pleasure principle, with conflicts of good & evil. As opaque, the parents are narcissistic, reflecting the ego on itself, & also presenting the pleasure-pain values of the id in terms of a moral law of good & evil. Freud says that the id is inherited & the ego isn’t; the superego, being the boundary, is a memory which may be a revived inherited memory, Jung’s archetype. Anyway, what the ego has to do is swallow its parents a second time, in their second or permanent death, & occupy their place. When it does so it is, in Jungian terms, the Self, between the ego & the id.

My mother was very subject to autonomous appearances from her unconscious: they fascinated her & made her feel that she was especially en rapport with spiritual phenomena. Her attempts to interpret her dreams & automatic voices were, as I think, premature, & tended, with her deafness, to shut her in. My father is completely indifferent to all such matters, or appears to be so, though I believe he had a couple of minatory dreams. I trace both tendencies clearly in myself. From early
years I have deliberately frightened myself with my own shadow, or hoped to see visions, though I no longer am much interested in the world of objective spirits—neither in a way was mother, who despised spiritualism. Yet there are still twinges, & old superstitions still persist: even on this plane the flattering of the ego which is the beginning of magic can be traced.

[151] The wind bloweth where it listeth, and the unconscious will is not on the same time clock as the conscious one, the S of U [Spectre of Urthona] which is always getting into a dither every time the clock strikes. We must not do things, but let them happen. This is the Chinese *wu wei*, Keats’ negative capability, which imitates Milton’s God in withdrawing from the causation sequence and simply watching with prescience. In Frye’s thought this faithful watching is the literal apprehension of art, the willing suspension of disbelief which is the prelude to all understanding (at least all detached understanding). What the consciousness can do, perhaps, is take out the obstacles hindering the union of life & consciousness, the Indian yoga, the Chinese Tao (which means “head-going”). In Milton these obstacles—bishops, censors, kings—are superego ones. Bergson has something too to say about taking out obstructions in the egocentric consciousness, also of course Butler.

[152] The link between Jung’s “unconscious” & the Holy Spirit (sometimes by the way identified with the anima mundi, as in Browne), is this: he says the collective unconscious is a total human, not a racial principle, yet individuation integrates it with the ego. So the individual is part of the body of all Man, & if you want to call that God I don’t see where you contradict any religion that accepts an *incarnate* God. The dark fourth, who appears in the furnace as one of the gods, is man, whose final assumption makes the trinity a quaternity, as Satan is part of man, his shadow perhaps, Satan is transformed into an angel of light. By the way, there’s a link between Freud’s superego & the shadow that Jung says we meet first. The shadow can only be the diabolos or accuser, the agent of the moral law.

[153] The literal apprehension, or the faithful observation, is a product of leisure. As I say, all culture originates in remembering the Sabbath [par. 117]. The ceremonial & moral law are ultimately the same thing, but the ceremonial proper grows out of this sense of the day set aside.
Hence the calendar emerges as the basis of art & religion. The ceremonial act is the solemn act, a word which originally meant festival.

[154] If I’m right in saying that the therapeutic value of dreams is ultimately to expand consciousness, then primarily it sets up a fight with consciousness proper, & the result is the Freudian dream, a blind stupid nihilistic pleasure-pain assertion of unconscious will, Titans chained under a sky-god censor. But if the authority of the superego begins to dissolve, & the censor consequently loses his authority, & we pass out of the hellish reversed perspective of the sky-god as the real Satan & the bound Titan as a Promethean friend to men, then what happens to the dream? Isn’t it all set now to go on the Jung journey? It will still have the erotic content & the comic resolution, but its form will become autonomous. In drama note how “Freudian” self-consciously naughty plays with a censor in front of them are, like Plautus & Congreve’s Love for Love. Other comedies have love & a happy ending, but they’re different, & The Tempest has certainly gone on Jung’s journey.

[155] Mandala note: a red rose on a green plant is Eden emerging from Beulah: Jung, SGF, compares the fiery Christmas tree. Cf. in a plant the ovary in the depth of the unconscious (which must be an alchemic furnace if the result is to be a burning bush), the style as chain of being, the stigma as the Church, the female body of receptive souls, & above them, in Eden, the male principles of Paradise, the sperm of the stars scattering down, & out of all this a new birth. The same pattern exists in the form of root, stem, leaves & flowers, & sun & rain.

[156] I think now I have finally grown to distrust yoga & Buddhist insistence on diet, not that I ever had the least intention of observing a vegetarian or teetotaller diet. Bernard Shaw made the initial impression on me. It’s a kind of empiricism I think one can do without. If beer makes me feel stupid & sleepy, I have to put more energy into remaining awake, that’s all. Of course there are limits. One should not say, with Lawrence (T.E.): “the only rule is to have no rules” because that’s self-conscious, & still negatively preoccupied with the rule. Gandhi, perhaps even Hitler, is a more difficult case than Shaw. Such things with them may be indispensable symbols of concentration. Being an introvert, I tend to attach oracular significance to outward events, & the latter are at present partly alcoholic.
[157] Many of my university friends are still in a stage I'm sure I've outgrown: a stage of violent attachment to art. This begins in an assumption of the moral duty of self-expression, an egocentric notion, much more the last infirmity of noble mind than love of fame is, which I am gradually shaking off. It's connected too with a desire to perfect attachment by organizing the rhythms of attachment. A woman, married, can live this way, but a man who undertakes it has really had it, as he has to unite the feats of male & female organization. A man like Robert Finch\(^{137}\) must be very preoccupied with rhythms, & I don't know why the strain hasn't killed him! Pure laziness helped me past that stage. The life of Oscar Wilde seems to me an almost quixotically heroic saga of integrated rhythms, like John Milton's father writing an In Nomine of 40 parts.\(^{138}\) The homosexual streak in him was perhaps at bottom—his bottom, not his lover's—a hermaphroditic one, a desire for completeness. Whatever it was, calling him a pansy is like calling Mark Antony a pimp: true on one level of truth, but not a very interesting level.

[158] Attachment to art, of the kind that makes Wagner a symbol of Nazism because something in his music is, is, like all attachment, a glorifying of the ego, a magical feeling that the people who know art have the keys to reality, & can discern the real form of everything Nazi in Wagner's music. This is a kind of occultism, & carries apotropaic magical movements with it. As long as I remain attached to music, I cherish the corresponding idea of ego-substance in the music, & will, for instance, walk out of a restaurant where bad music is played because it sounds like a personal insult to me. Fisher\(^{139}\) points out that even in the single world of Ulro there are still two factors, the ego & the enemy.

[159] When I said something to Helen about this rhythm business, she said "Well, you haven't any sense of rhythm anyway." The remark sounds pretty idiotic (mine above, not hers) when I think of all the preoccupation with rhythm & "Sattva" conceptions at the opening of this notebook [par. 7]. Yet there may be something in this conception of rhythms of attachment, stylizing life, though I haven't got it straight. One thing, I'm certain that one of the functions of convention in poetry, or even more in music, is to detach both the creator & reader from the subject—Campion's lyrics ("When Thou Must Home") are excellent examples, & Bach, Handel & Mozart can tear you to pieces emotionally by just following the rhythm of a convention.
The conspiratorial theory of history is more interesting than it looks. It can’t always be laughed off, because to demonstrate, or to assert, as is more usual, that there is no Jewish or Catholic or Freemason conspiracy never converted a single person holding such phobias. The reason is that the conspiratorial fallacy makes only the mistake of attributing to consciousness what is unconscious. Jews do want to bend the world to their will; so do Catholics & Masons. Certain phenomena in society appear in consequence, not of deliberate manipulation or planning, but simply as the natural & inevitable manifestation of certain attitudes. To laugh off anti-Semitism is to commit the old fallacy of asserting that what is not conscious doesn’t exist. That was why Nazis talked about thinking with their blood, and wrong as they were, we need a study of the social unconscious.

One should think of truth, not only statically as the correct formulation of propositions, but dynamically, as the normal current of the energy of the soul. These correspond to the allegorical & moral levels in Dante. A lie is to the intellect what a neurosis is to the emotions, a blocking point which dams up the current; a stone around which it forms whirlpools. Hence imaginative people who keep spinning spider-webs in their minds make the best liars, as they make the best use of neuroses. For vigorous extroverted people “living a lie” is an intolerable burden, & confession for them has the quality of a physical compulsion. A great deal is said about the psychological rightness of Catholic auricular confession: as usual, the priest absorbs both the indwelling Christ & the social community. The point about “know thyself” is to pervert self-deception, so that the lies one is obliged to tell in the interests of the persona won’t stay in the mind—thus Johnson’s “clear your mind of cant.” Probably one has to lie to men—certainly to women—but not to know that one is lying is to lie to God. Honesty with oneself carries off social lies in a private excretion. Honesty with others follows: you can’t interpret James’s “confess your sins to one another” [James 5:16] as the Oxford Group does, because shitting in a group is a perversion, or rather a fixation of childish curiosity. One has always to remember the dynamic nature of truth, and hence of reasoning. “My father has money; I shall have it when he dies; I need money now; he must die now.” Depending on the extent of one’s capacity for parricide, that sequence may be anything from irrefutably logical to unthinkable.
Referring back to my Lankavatara notes [pars. 45, 105, 109–16, 127]: if I could get a translation of the Avatamsaka, or enough of it, & one of another Sutra, perhaps the one on the void, I might do a series of three essays called "certain wise men." The Preface would explain that I know nothing first-hand about oriental culture, & that experts who do don't need to read me. I'm just trying an experiment in the translation of ideas. That today we find both a lot of false antitheses about Eastern vs. Western thought & a general vague hunch that these antitheses are false. And so on.

To call a man a fool, as Jesus meant it, is to make him a pharmakos, to exclude him from the social community, & thereby deny his humanity. Those who do this are trying to project the devils within them on someone else, & as this is wrong, or at least futile, they are themselves in the state (hell) which they are trying to incarnate in others.

I am not today a great novelist because I have never been actively interested in fiction. Had I been, I should, from the age of eight or so onward, have been reading incessantly any form of contemporary fiction that came to hand, not passively for entertainment, but actively for analysis & imitation. I should have been analyzing plots, to begin with, & imitating the stories in the slicks, rewriting them in different forms, fitting different characters to the same plot or vice versa, & copying out or noting every bit of description or information that would supplement my very imperfect knowledge of life. After many years of incessant practice at this, I should have acquired a technical facility in handling formulae and a capacity for divining potential stories in situations that might have begun to pay off surprisingly soon, in spite of my grotesque social immaturity. I grew up imagining that literature was a product of life, and needed direct experience of life to nourish it. It has taken me a long time to realize that literature is an autonomous verbal organization, & that one should not copy life but other books.

Not having done this work or anything corresponding to it, I now find myself in a mental block about writing fiction: I've by-passed all the simple stages, & now the themes which it seems worthwhile to handle demand vast technical powers I don't possess. One, which I've recorded elsewhere, is a study of the impact of a fifth Gospel, according to
Thomas,\textsuperscript{143} & undoubtedly as genuine as the existing four, which is dug up & published before the Church gets a chance to suppress it.

[166] The New Yorker some time ago, reporting on a televised broadcast of the UN, spoke of the camera's catching the flash of contempt on Malik's face when a vote went against him. There was just at touch of apologetic awe in the account, as though the contempt had something in it impressive & convincing. But the contempt of the limited for the flexible mind is one of the ultimate demonic data of life, & it has nothing in it to be noted except its danger.

[167] All embittered failures & envious people have in them a kernel of genuine vision. The clairvoyant perception of other people's stupidity is right in the main. This is wrath, the feeling I defined in the beginning of this book [par. 8] as the opposite of irritation. The human mind is incapable of persisting in wrath, as it has nothing better in its possession: it has to become what it beholds, & so is taken over by envy, jealousy, spite, & the rest. Jesus may be touching on this when he speaks of the house swept & garnished ready for more demons than ever [Matthew 12:43–5]. This also enters into the P.R. [Paradise Regained] situation. When I got scooped on Blake by Schorer\textsuperscript{144} my feeling that his book is a soft, silly, second-rate book was correct; my feeling that the people who preferred his book to mine were fools was to that extent correct. If I were actually a person of no greater ability than he, I should feel his limitations as strongly as ever, & be just as right. The fact that I am actually a far greater critic is my way of escape from this particular rat-trap: it seems like taking an unfair advantage of the people who are helplessly caught in a hell of malignant observation, besides being very like thanking God that I am not as other men are. The fact that comparisons are relevant only to inorganic quantities and that all qualitative units such as human souls are incomparable takes a long time to get over.

[168] The fascination the Lankavatara has for me has something to do with my feeling that art is the zero of knowledge, the no-fact that turns out to be the essential fact, the unnumbered Fool of the greater trumps, my eighth book\textsuperscript{145} & Blake's eighth eye. There seem to be two antithetical forces here: there is the Hegelian dialectic of A and not-A, which leads to revolutionary dialectic action by turning ideas into half-ideas, truths into half-truths, in order to sharpen their cutting edge; and there
is the cultural dialectic of spiritual authority, the dialectic of A and non-A, of "this is" and "let this be," the ultimate in conservation & the ultimate in liberality. Perhaps non-A will turn out to be the Kantian noumenon after all, except that the noumenon also "is."

[169] I feel that children go into a spiritual vacuum if they're over-indulged. A child in a tantrum is working up toward an orgasm, a union of his libidinous will with a censor, & if he doesn't get slapped or bawled out or in some way "brought off" he feels gypped and frustrated. There's nothing to give him the nervous shock and squall that's the erotic end of his tantrum. And just as there may be a real connection between unloved children & supporters of power politics (being unloved is the only sure way to acquire the essential proletarian archetype of exclusion from society), so there may be a real connection between indulged children and their predestined victims. It seems to me that coddling is likely to breed masochism, partly by consolidating the child in his protected & privileged bourgeois environment, & so making him unable to resist any challenge to it, in fact making him hanker for the stern denials he's been denied. On the other hand, the whacking that 19th c. children got enabled them to keep their feet firmly on lower-class necks & build empires at the same time. The battle of Peterloo was won on the flogging-blocks of Eton.

[170] The fool eateth his own flesh: that's the Jungian autoerotic ring I've previously noted: masturbation & all the narcist tooth-picking, nail-biting, pocket-fiddling derivations of it. As soon as one makes the original act of self-knowledge, the feeling that "Je est un autre,"

146 the ego, the instant it's recognized, begins to bite and scratch—on one's own flesh. It gibbers and lampoons & mocks: it drags all one's associations over toward some embarrassing or foolish thing one did—that is, it did—in the past, & generally it behaves like the accusing Satan or betraying Judas it is. Once thoroughly roused, it'll never go back to sleep, hence one has to be all the more careful of not taking one's eye off it. The ego is a perennial adolescent, with the adolescent's ready combination of personal resentment & acceptance of external (i.e. outside the family) authority. (Or rather, any authority that's of the gang, or aggregate of egos, as against anything that's a telos or community.) It keeps the mind as an adolescent keeps his room—fully lighted & with a noisy record of music playing. The fact that I'm an introvert doesn't make me love soli-
The complementary centripetal-centrifugal movement I discovered in literature exists in life. The real individual I, not the ego, is expressible as an organic thinking being, struggling to unify its impressions & combine them to get new ones. Outside is the world of duties & events that one tries to affect with this thinking being. My "rights" as an individual are my powers of self-unification, which are primarily intellectual, as I'm one of Jung's thinking types. First comes the unification of the book; all others derive from that. The ego, which always wants to "rest" or be truckled to or coddled, doesn't get into this except sporadically, in a certain rhythm I can't define.

I've noticed a curious form of e.s.p. in me: whenever I dream of writing something in fiction somebody else who really does write gets the idea instead. This has happened to me so often that it was no surprise to me after thinking about a historical novel situated at Trebizond, to find that Rose Macaulay had the same idea.¹⁴⁷ (In my childhood I dreamed of becoming a great astronomer & discovering a new planet beyond Neptune that I was going to call Pluto). The reason for Trebizond was the length of time it had been inhabited & the variety of its cultures. But perhaps Trebizond never got that curious sense of awareness of itself as a centre, implicit in the metaphor of "capital," which Athens & Rome & Paris & doubtless Yeats's Byzantium had. In Lady Murasaki it's a matter for ridicule if a fashionable person or courtier has not been born in Kyoto. In Yeats' poem Byzantium, in, not the Tale of Genji so much as the passages Waley quotes from the diary in his introduction, I have a feeling of being in a "Magian" romantic palace of shaded lights & a continuous kind of Christmas festival, where characters are not so much people as projections of a dream.¹⁴⁸

Some kind of romance about some such dream city has always haunted me: that's my "Tragicomedy" or dark-red archetype, so far as it's rooted in a level of imaginative creation below the critical consciousness I use at present. The "Anticlimax" or green archetype is a book of aphorisms, a century of meditations.¹⁴⁹ I wonder if, in the significant phrase, I shall ever "get down" to such things. Ned Pratt told me once to write out my critical views & then turn to fiction after I'd said what I
had to say, & Peter Fisher said that after a few years things would become too clear to me for me to write them out. Both statements impressed me deeply, because I wanted them to: they form a kind of ideal progression in three stages, the third being that of the religious teacher who does not write, but speaks & writes by proxy.

I have a number of paranoid females who cling to me, & their resemblance to what I do myself puzzles me. I've always felt that the neurotic qua neurotic has nothing really, & I still feel that. The kind of free association I get in Norma's letters is, as such, very similar to an operation in my own mind. In the same way, the process that results in doggerel resembles a process in great poetry. The operation of what I call babble & doodle goes on in the poet at a very deep level, & is invisible, except by implication, in the poetry: in doggerel it's all visible. A controlling form takes hold in one & not in the other. Norma is convinced that she could write a much better book than the Anatomy if I'd support her while she did it: but nothing in anything she writes takes a genuine shape. It's execution & not reproduction.

I wish I could articulate the real distinction here, which is a most important one. To use the Jungian distinction again: the ego blocks, the individual releases. The Freudian dream work is egocentric & hieroglyphic, puzzling even to the dreamer & of no communicable value. If Jung had spoken of a communicable instead of a collective unconscious people would have worried less about it. When Norma writes me she seems constantly trembling on the verge of articulating something, but just as she gets to the point where it might be stated there's a sudden swerve into her ego & it disappears.

Leaving that for the moment, I think of the creative Anti-climax as discontinuous aphorism, many of them perhaps uninhibited associations like the one on p. 55 [pars. 154–6] of this notebook. Fool persisting in folly is the point. I think of Tragicomedy as more continuous, & in the Tolkien area, a recreated world of the deep consciousness: the kind of symposium world, where the characters are romantically projected but not manipulated, that all prose romance gropes for. The world of the Decameron & of Castiglione, of the London club where romance radiates, the Faerie Queene's court, perhaps Paulina's chapel. It's clear from all this how completely I'm still a critic. But I've always
felt that the only kind of book I'd want to write in fiction would be the one I'd most like to read for relaxation. And that book would go straight down to this dream of the red chamber at the heart of a fairy world full of golden lamps in a green night.

[177] A problem I touched in my Blake bicentenary essay was: what are the shapes of vision we impose on what the outer world suggests? This could be to some extent determined experimentally by isolating the subject from all sense experience. The deeper & more elusive problem I touch on here is: what is the shape of human society that we impose on what society suggests? It's a problem stated in The Sacred Fount, I suppose.

[178] I've spoken of my fixation about musical composition in my adolescence. I find the same pointless machinery operating in these notebooks. I have a notebook fixation: afraid to write anything in one for fear of its not being definitive or something afterward. Particularly true, as one would expect, of my "creative" writing fantasies.

[179] I feel dissatisfied with, even contemptuous of, the religions I know. It isn't the religion itself that bothers me but what it does to people. It doesn't seem to be anything more than an intellectual, even a moral handicap: how intellectually honest or genuinely charitable is it possible to be without it? Yet (Christ, I don't mean without it: I mean in spite of having it. I hate this pen, & it bothers me.) Yet a definite repudiating of religion doesn't suit me either: the orthodox Marxist & Freudian teachings are quite obviously horseshit. Do I want a new religion? No, not in doctrine, anyway: I don't find at any level of my mind an ideal of belief. One dead, one powerless to be born: there must be some other way of formulating the whole problem. Seeing is believing, must be the answer: if I want to believe more than I see I'd better improve my seeing apparatus.

[180] I've been reading Yeats' letters & wondering why Canada, apart from the lack of a historical tradition, hasn't anything corresponding to what he found in Ireland. Ireland was the last stronghold of the old world—the world that lasted from the New Stone Age to 1940: Canada is a symbol of the new world that floats in space & has no centre, the world of cars & motels & shopping centres, & high rise apartments that's replacing the sense of a fixed centre "downtown" or, earlier, in a market square.
What Yeats was trying to say about Swift & freedom was the Burke doctrine that tradition is the freeing force. Youth today has little sense of tradition: this is connected with neurotic unhappiness because neurosis is the process of being caught in compulsion, & the normal effort to break compulsion is antithetically, through some kind of dogma—Freudian anti-religious, or religious, or simply through the reason’s effort to be reasonable. None of these things can really liberate the current, though they may be good as iconoclasm, smashing the obstructions.

The Christmas festival is really a New Year festival, its main figures being the Infant of the New Year and the old man (Santa Claus) of the old. A new year is normally a time for trying once more to align life with myth, & such periods, according to Eliade, are preceded by periods of chaos. Christmas season then is a deliberately induced period of chaos & hysteria designed to assume stability after the New Year. In contrast to Easter, which is carefully synchronized with the Passover, the Gospels don’t seem to care when Christ was born: the infancy stories are late anyway, & they seemed content to let the half-apocryphal notion of the birth of Christ be taken over by the old winter-solstice festival. The result is that Christmas, as the Puritans kept insisting, never was primarily Christian. Its Germanic Romantic framework expressed a pastoral myth centripetal in shape, the large family installed in a big home eating huge amounts of food, which seems oddly in contrast with this very centrifugal civilization. Hence although the New Year resolutions don’t amount to much, there is a curious stock-taking at Christmas, an attempt to face one’s childhood perspective.

There ought to be a word to describe the kind of treatise which is ostensibly about science or literature or what not, but is actually using its ostensible subject as a material for a myth designed to explain or rationalize his actual commitment to some religious or political attitude or institution. By “his” I mean the author’s, of course.

I wonder what it would really be like to get one’s mind completely clear of the swirl of mental currents. It would be like walking across the Red Sea to the Promised Land, with walls of water standing up on each side.
Internal evidence reveals that this notebook dates from 1969–70. It was written while Frye was working on both the Bible book and The Critical Path (1970): between paragraphs 240 and 241 he announces that the final draft version of The Critical Path has been completed. The last part of the notebook was written when Frye was at Oxford University, sometime after his arrival there in late March 1970. The notebook, containing 111 numbered pages and measuring 20.5 x 12.8 cm., is beige with a dark brown fabric on the spine. It is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

[1] I think that for the opening chapter I shall have to introduce my theory of myth, setting out the contrast between mythical & displaced or realistic form. How, with the rise of writing culture, truth came to be regarded as descriptive truth, & called “literal.” How efforts to domesticate or make realistic the life of Jesus seem somehow injured by their relation to the O.T. The great cry on the cross seems less human when identified as a quotation from Ps. 22; the realistic detail of Judas’ 30 pieces of silver less realistic when referred back to Zech. [Zechariah 11:12-13] & so on.

[2] But nobody takes the Bible literally in this sense. “The Kingdom of Heaven is within you” [Luke 17:21]. We may disagree on what that means, but we all agree on what it does not mean: it does not mean, “literally,” that the k. of h. is inside us in the sense in which the food we have just eaten is inside us. Consequently all discussion of the meaning of the sentence has to start with the interpretation of a metaphor. It is the same even with doctrine: Christ is God & Man; his body & blood are the bread & the wine, are doctrines expressible only in metaphor. It
is the attempt to translate them into "literal" or reasonable language by such concepts as hypostasis that is not simple.

[3] We sense that the Gospel writers were rather plain & simple people—true. This is not an established fact, only a subjective impression; but it is widely enough shared for me to feel that it is something more than subjective. We tend to assume that plain & simple men would write "literally," in the language of accurate descriptive historical narrative. But the Gospel writers were still plainer & simpler than this: plain & simple enough to write in the language of myth & metaphor. Also—far more important—they already regarded what they had to say as too important to be entrusted to the language of description.

[4] 25 years ago, when I started expounding these views, I met with the most strenuous resistance from my students; today I have the feeling of battering down an open door. The reasons for the change are of great significance. In the last generation, we were all in the grip of a writing culture. There could be no truth except truth of correspondence conveyed by simple & accurate description. Their questions were loaded with value-assumptions: is it all just a myth, only a myth, nothing but a myth? They had been educated the wrong way in literature, by educators who disliked & feared lit. & trained them first in "communication arts," then circled cautiously over to prose, & ended by surveying poetry as Moses did the Promised Land, dividing it into allegorical themes or topics. What poetry had been taught them had been metered gabble of the Longfellow-Whittier kind, on the theory that this would be the kind of poetry that would connect with their ordinary experience. The result was that when they collided with genuine poetry in the university, with Yeats or Rimbaud, they did not think of such poetry as a direct, forceful, natural, even primitive form of utterance, but as something wilfully & perversely obscure & difficult. Educators today seem to be as silly & ignorant as ever, but they can no longer cripple their victims to such an extent. Young people educate themselves today, partly through films & television, media that are capable of great symbolic concentration, partly through listening to folk singers & rock & roll music which introduces them to what is, for all its obvious limitations, a more normal poetic idiom. As a result mythical habits of thought seem natural to them.

[5] When I am asked if I "believe in" ghosts, I usually reply that ghosts,
from all accounts, appear to be matters of experience rather than belief, & that so far I have had no experience of them. Similarly, the question “did it really happen like that,” when applied to, say, the feeding of the 5000, is one that cannot be answered either by a believer’s “oh, yes” or by a doubter’s “I should imagine not.” A better way of putting the question is “If I had been there is this what I should have experienced?” It is only in these terms that belief or doubt arises, & what does rise is nearly all doubt. The doubt is of oneself rather than of the event, which, as just said, eludes the categories of doubt & belief. When I reflect on myself & on the limitations of my capacity for experience, I begin to appreciate the wisdom of Sir TB’s [Thomas Browne’s] remark Q. The disciples themselves, it seems clear, had very little understanding of what they were experiencing until much later. If I had been on the hills of Bethlehem in the year one, I do not think I should have heard angels singing because I do not hear them now, & there is no reason to suppose that they have stopped.

[6] What one believes is not = but ≈ show that we believe. Anything else is more mental lumber. If we feel that there is some virtue in believing that if we had lived a few centuries ago & a few hundred miles away our pattern of experience would have [been] totally different, that in that world we might see Elijah whirled up to the sky in a chariot & Korah swallowed by the earth [Numbers 16:30–2], then, if we feel this, we should do well to dwell on it as little as possible. It is really a displaced giantism, an assumption that in one world are windmills & in another one hundred-armed giants, & such displacements are very hard on the mind. They account for much of the infantilism & hysterical anxieties that are so often found in the neighborhood of religion. There is some point in discussing these questions even though those preoccupied by them are unlikely to have read so far in this book.

[7] The language of myth is a human language: if the Barthian view of revelation is correct, myth cannot be the form of revelation.

[8] 1. The Language of Myth
2. Apocalyptic & Demonic Imagery, the Messianic Narrative
3. The Messianic Quest, Patterns of Biblical Imagery
4. Applications: Job, Ecclesiastes, etc. Myth and Wisdom
5. Myth and Belief.
[9] 1.: My present introduction, set into a full discussion of the difference between oral & written cultures, the superior hold on & relation to oral culture in the Bible as compared with the Greeks, the revival of oral culture in our day, the new tolerance for myth, the rejection of historical-philosophical developments within the canon (as Philo & Josephus). The inauguration of "literal" meaning: how it arose; the subordination of history to myth everywhere in the Bible including the Gospels.

[10] There are three accounts of the birth of the Messiah in the N.T., one in Mt., one in Luke, one in Rev. 12. The last has never been regarded as anything but a myth: does it therefore stand on a lower plane of reality?

[11] Are the gospels a hoax? One has to face this question to the extent of recognizing that a fraudulent Gospel would have been much the same in form. Such a Gospel could be cooked up: in fact that has been done in that foolish Graves-Podro book. But it would be too clever & ingenious to carry conviction. Watch the zany plot Gospels, though.

[12] 1. Birth of the hero: mysterious father; calumniated mother; threatening of hero's life; exposure or exile; picked up by strangers or nursed by animals. Moses, David, Jesus, even Elijah. Israel in the wilderness.

[13] 2. Recognition or epiphany of hero: Moses as leader & burning bush; Jesus' baptism. Sacred marriage: Song of Songs: Psalm 45; the Book of Ruth; Isaiah's Beulah; Ruth on Jezebel; Hosea & Mrs. Hosea; Ezekiel's repentant harlot; the Magdalene. Israel under David (Solomon).

[14] 3. Suffering servant: David's humiliation before Michal; Penitential Psalms; Exile & defeat of Israel; destruction of Temple; swallowing of Jonah; hiding of book.

[15] 4. Return from exile; the Esther reversal (also in Paul); the Resurrection & the Second Coming; Day of Yahweh; Christ as Judge; Ps. 23 & the pastoral kingdom of Isaiah.

[17] Jerusalem whither the tribes go up: symbolically the highest point in the world, vs. Tower of Babel. Journey of “degrees” up to the rain of God (Zechariah); cf. the great Mt. Carmel epiphany. Transfiguration of Christ. The seven hills of 2 Esdras vs. the hills of Rome.

[18] Creation: sodden world; dry land; fertilizing mist, Flood; flooded world; dried off mt.; rainbow. Release of water through killing the water-monster.

[19] End of 23rd Psalm: the centre becoming the circumference. Something here about the catholicity of Xy, which bothers so many people: I don’t see quite how to deal with that.

[20] Last chapter on belief: the fourth point is always the reader. The Second Coming starts where he is. Doubt & belief refer not to the events, which being myths are neither, but to one’s own capacity. One starts with doubt about one’s capacities; one believes only what one incorporates into one’s action. I’d like to make the book complete in itself without this last chapter, leaving it only for those who want it. Myth, of course, as the language of confrontation & the present tense. Oh, God, I’d like to say something new about religion & nobody really succeeds in doing so.

[21] When people say they don’t accept the idea of God or what not what they mean is that such ideas have never been present to them with any urgency.

[22] I did have a comparative religion sequence but don’t know how useful it’ll be, as it takes me outside the Bible.


[25] 3. Urbanization of city & temple: father-god presiding over infe-
rior official aristocracy of gods. King as adopted son of this God. Tabernacles.

[26] 4. World-empires & monotheism under a sun or sky ruler. Hebrew cultus had the world-empire ideal. Though of course only negatively. This is where the Bible starts in the form that we have it. Hence the other three all got converted: that’s why we have the conversion of the bride theme in Ruth. Dedication of temple.

[27] 1. birth of hero > Israel in wilderness > ark
2. recognition of hero > capture of Jerusalem > temple
3. defeat of hero & exile of Israel > temple destroyed
4. return of hero > return from exile > rebuilt (cleansed) temple.

[28] There are also stages in the Word: 1) The Word in the Desert 2) The found or purloined Word (Deuteronomy in Kings & Christ’s ministry) 3) The apocryphon or word sealed up or hidden (or even eaten) until the time 4) The unsealing: the Last Judgement in the soul. (I suppose eating the roll [Ezekiel 3:1–3; Revelation 10:8–11] really goes here).

[29] The miserable bureaucratic parody of religion that says that all those who are not good enough for heaven must be bad enough for hell, when it’s so obvious that nobody is fit for either. Something here that blocks up the doctrine of immortality. No serious person will listen to such nonsense. The creation is not in the past; the Last Judgement is not in the future; we must get a proper view of creation that isn’t a projected sexual or artefact myth: when we get it the Last Judgement conception will clear up, & when that clears up there shall be a way open for a conception of life without birth & death that isn’t either before birth or after death.

[30] Job indicates something of this in the way that it parodies or repudiates the Genesis contract, & the restoration of Job is an apocalypse only to Job. The blocking off of the First Cause by all the rhetorical questions. (Note however the intensity of belief in God as Creator implied). Yeats quotes Berkeley as saying that the creation of sun & moon was the entry of sun & moon into time & human perception. He also says, apropos of Louis Lambert, “The Word is that which turns number into movement.”
[31] This last suggests incorporating my hunch about ear to eye, Word in the dark to visualized city, thence recovery by the reader.

[32] For the last chapter I should not start with some fundamentalist straw man (or woman: my mother for example), but should live up to my promise in the course of showing how the Bible has affected conceptual myth, as in the doctrine of substance. How in the Middle Ages the axioms of faith became major premises for an analogical philosophical structure. How this broke down under Protestantism, connected with the Baconian separation of nature & grace. How with the Romantic period the source of spiritual authority shifted from reason & dogma to imagination, from the Bible as a source of doctrine to the Bible as myth. What this does to the problem of belief: it shifts it to the reader. Barth's challenge: if myth is a human language, it can't be the content of revelation, or truth, which is revelation through a person. 18

[33] Along with this goes a number of other points: the "liberal" area of the original cultural orbit, as opposed to the kidnapping of the Bible. Many developments (e.g. St. John of the Cross on the Song of Songs, and the fact that the whole N.T. alignment of the Messianic figure in the Psalter with the crucified Jesus) are preposterous critically, but that doesn't matter: they're on the winning side. But if we are ever to get to an ecumenical & not a kidnapped translation of the Bible (ecclesia [church], arton epiousion [daily bread], metanoia [repentance], episcope [bishop], etc.) we have to revert to the historical context.

[34] Projection & accuracy: the less we grab the Bible & the more we let it go into its own cultural orbit, the more we recover it from projection. Seeing it as a myth completes that process. Milton on the Word in the heart: 19 myth as the language of confrontation & the present tense.

[35] The continuous contract: our intellectual traditions go back to Socrates, & everybody approves of that framework because they think it's emancipating. But a lot of people disapprove of the Biblical framework because they think it's restrictive. But it isn't all that easy to break out of a mythical framework. 20

[36] The first chapter then is reasonably clear: the last is clear in general direction. The second & third, or the structure of imagery & the Messi-
anic narrative, are what I have material for: the difficulty will be in keeping them apart. The fourth chapter needs a unifying theme: all I know about it as yet is that it continues my Job & Ecclesiastes material. Something about prophecy as wisdom.

[37] Two things splashing around in my mind may be relevant: the narrowing of commitment in a revy. [revolutionary] movement that makes Xy intolerant to start off with, & Protism. [Protestantism] narrower than Catholicism. The other is the fact that defenders of the revy. thinker (and Jesus was one) resist "revisionism" (vide Marx & Freud), & keep going back to his primitive Gospel. 21

[38] Chapter Two: Start with the manic-depressive chart, 22 I should think for both chapters, because it goes in two directions: the dialectic of imagery, with Edenic symbols on top & demonic ones below, and the Exodus-Christ parallel. It seems to me that the latter is the more likely first one, though, because the full dialectic takes in what I now call the Logos vision, involving Ezek. 1 & others.

[39] a) the up & down movement ascribed to history.
   b) consolidation of paradisal symbols.
   c) consolidation of demonic symbols.
   d) consolidation of Messianic symbols.
   e) Genesis-Exodus narrative movement.
   f) Biblical comedy; also in Job & prodigal Son.
   g) Exodus narrative as typical.
   h) Parallel of Exodus & Gospel.
   i) Original creative movement. Dragon-killing theme.
   j) Place of this in the Psalms.
   k) Incorporation into Gospel. Dragon-killing there (apocryphal).
   l) Logos vision: sevens & twelves.

[40] (Note the apocryphal nature of the dragon-killing myth in the prophets, psalter & just outside the N.T.: even the descent into hell is weak. Keep in mind Yeats' remark, apropos of L.L. [Louis Lambert]—oh, I've got that [par. 30].)

[41] I need I suppose the suppressed mother-creation myth—the demonizing of the lower world—Witch of Endor, Great Whore, etc.
Seems to me this is all one chapter, though a long one: if so there are only four.

[42] m) four typical phases of the Messianic narrative.
   n) birth: mystery & terror: Moses, David, Jesus.
   o) recognition & second marriage: Ruth, S of S [Song of Songs], Ps. 45.
   p) ritual humiliation (David) suffering servant, exile.
   q) repentant harlot & nature redeemed.
   r) culbute\textsuperscript{23} & second coming: Esther, martyrs in Revelation (Paul too).

[43] I think Revelation may be something more than a thematic coda; it’s also the transition to the Logos vision that runs through to Dante.

[44] Anyway, the Job chapter should probably explicate Job first, then go on to Ecclesiastes, then start on a very baggy area: the discontinuity of the Bible: kernels of commandments, aphorism (proverb), parable, & oracle; the pericopes of the Gospels. The relevance of this to the whole argument isn’t clear, but, God, it’s there. It’s really the key & lead-in to the last chapter. It still feels like five chapters, with this the mysterious fourth.

[45] The discontinuous sequence is the form that permits, or rather requires, the highest concentration, as per WTC, Essay 2.\textsuperscript{24} There’s a lot of work on formulaic phrases in the O.T., which is part of it.

[46] Certainly the characteristics of a revy. [revolutionary] movement are built in to the Bible and the J-Xn [Judaean-Christian] tradition. The resistance to “revisionism” which produced the Reformation, as above; the emergency hysteria that produces pious frauds (Peter II)\textsuperscript{25} and anti-intellectualism; the blacking out or vilifying of all opposing positions or cults; the focussing on the arrival of a New Deal in history. This revy. sense has of course a more genuine side, the side that Blake responded to, and Blake was right in seeing that it was not there in Greek culture. The Greeks, though not democrats apart from Pericles, are the source of the bourgeois balance that maintains democracy.

[47] The comminution, as I used to call it,\textsuperscript{26} of the Bible, into verse-units is partly a matter of isolating units of belief, or at any rate of receptivity.
Commandment says: this do; aphorism says, this understand; parable says, this see; oracle says, this hear. If that's right, there is a movement from oracle to parable (S to N) and from commandment to aphorism (W to E).

[48] At the same time commandment falls into a sacramental analogy, and aphorism into the corresponding analogy of being. It's the other axis where the real stuff belongs, & yet even hearing & seeing are still only metaphors.

[49] One: I'm not attacking belief, only questioning whether the assumption that belief depends on a writing culture's conception of reality is really a sound one.

[50] One: introduce the conception of displacement. There are three accounts of the birth of the Messiah in the N.T., in Mt., in Lk. & in Rev. 12, the last in its purely mythical & undisplaced form.

[51] Four: Imagery into Wisdom: the conceptual myths of the Bible. The sacramental analogy of the law (i.e., the law as taught by the prophets), thence Job, thence the existential phase of Ecclesiastes, thence to the comminution of the Bible into kernels & pericopes, thence to the theory of the text & the world of the Word. Allegory (Paul on Hagar & the ark) comes in here somehow. [?] [have?] anyway. The close adherence to oral mentality here also is certainly a point. I suppose I box my compass again: the opening on the language is an Eros climb from alienation to vision; the Messianic narrative is an Adonis pattern: wisdom is a Hermes descent, & then I come out with Prometheus in [any?] [?].

[52] The whole guts of the course goes into Two & Three, but I'm not sure what the breaking point is. I don't really see how I can keep imagery & the Messianic narrative separate. The up & down graph: the identity of apocalyptic & demonic images; the Messianic types; the Exodus-Gospel parallel: these are the main things, & may constitute a chapter in themselves. Then the graph is expanded by the downward or Genesis movement, introducing the typical life of the hero or Israel myth. Mysterious & threatened birth; recognition (S of S, Ruth, Ps 45); humiliation & death; culbute (Esther) & second coming. Then (unless it has to come earlier) expanding the graph by an initial up & down move-
ment from chaos to creation: this introduces the dragon-killing theme &
the whole underworld or St. George conception of the Messiah; the sign
of Jonah & fishing.

[53] Perhaps three could be a gathering together of subsidiary patterns
of imagery around the central Messianic & apocalyptic-demonic pat-
tterns. There are certain symbolic clusters which have turned up year
after year in my lectures without really getting integrated. One of
these was the Melchizedek-Moses/Elijah-Four Zoas complex; another is
the wilderness-Lilith-scapegoat complex. Then again, I need to know
more about Daniel & Ezek. 28 than I do: I have only Blake leads on them
at the moment.

[54] Oral to writing: Greek culture made this transition completely:
hence the axiomatic assumptions of our scientific & philosophical trad-
tions descend from the Greeks. The Hebrews clung to the mental habits
of the oral tradition, revisualizing but not conceptualizing. Greek art
visualized Zeus, but art & philosophy split: they didn’t integrate. The
Hebrews integrated on the ear: aural culture.

[55] Also my false god point, of course. The development of idolatry
from the nomadic-moon-goddess through an agricultural stage to the
urban one, & thence to the monotheism suggested by the world-empire.
Reversed as the idealized pastoral or martyred-Abel stage, the cycle of
harvest & vintage festivals, the centralizing of worship at Zion, & the
one True God.

[56] Seven, eight, ten & twelve go in 3, I suppose. From Alph to
Onoth. 28

[57] Arnold on culture: to adapt a pattern like dragon-killing without
"believing" it is cultivation: belief, being commitment, is uncultivated.
Hence Arnold’s "Hellenism" as the mark of the liberal. 29 The identity of
the revy. [revolutionary] mentality with the Biblical framework is
emerging as a central point of the book.

[58] This revy. [revolutionary] quality is built into the exodus pattern:
the Jews were the only revolutionary monotheists: that’s why they’re the
basis of a unique revelation. Cf. Blake’s MHH—the dinner with Isaiah &
Ezekiel. In Xy, the revy. carried the liberal down to about the 18th c.; then it began slowly to reverse. Of course the revy. feeling shifted to the next-world centre of gravity, but the duplication of the imperial organization of Rome by the church, so that the church could go underground, or what Marcus Aurelius calls their *parataxis*,\(^{31}\) was what gave Xy the temporal victory over Rome. Also the revy. social structuring around church and synagogue: also the medieval strike powers of interdict & excln. [exclusion];\(^{32}\) also the developing of a specific social morality around attending church & participating in sacraments.

[59] Four is the transitional chapter to this, from the allegorizing recreation & universalizing of imagery to existential wisdom, then to the kernels as axioms of action (praxis) as well as insight (theoria). This axis of praxis & theoria becomes the basis of the revy. [revolutionary]-liberal dialectic of Five. Except that on the critical path the revy. is E [East]. Perhaps the sacramental analogy is the conservative reversal of the original revy. impulse, so *that* belongs W [West]. The thing is that revolution always turns conservative as soon as it seizes power, so that the really progressive impulse becomes the liberalizing one.

[60] This book does not say that the Bible is literature: it says that it is literary, that it has literary qualities.\(^{33}\) It will be said (that the Bible is not just a work of literature, &) that it is ridiculous to put Moses & Jesus into the same category as Odysseus or Oedipus. Of course it is; but the Bible is not "just" a work of history or doctrine or factual statement either, & there are (also difficulties, perhaps) equal difficulties, in putting them, Moses & Jesus into the same category as Lycurgus or St. Francis or Charles V or Loyola (Alfred the Great or St. Augustine).\(^{34}\)

[61] Perhaps our conclusion will be that the Bible is the only work of literature that ever succeeded in getting beyond literature. I am not at this point discussing the Bible's truth or reality, only the language in which that truth or reality is being presented to us. That that language is mythical seems to me unanswerable. And if myth is a human language, then either the uniqueness of the J-X [Judaeo-Christian] tradition falls to the ground or the myth is not the content of revelation. I wonder if Barth really does have anything to say on this point.

[62] Monotheism, I've said, is fundamentally an imperialistic establish-
ment idea: it's the idea of a world state & people like Akhnaton & Dar-

ius I, who are monotheists. It's the final consolidation of paternal

authority & the superego of the waking consciousness, and therefore

(why it's a therefore is another question) its symbol, from Akhnaton to

Louis XIV, has been the sun.\textsuperscript{35} For revolutionary monotheism, such as

we have in Judaism, the one God is rather a storm god, benignant in rain

(Zechariah & Mt. Carmel)\textsuperscript{36} which breaks the tyranny of the sun,
destructive in thunderbolts. The descending Word has its lightning or
two-edged sword aspect (cf. the passage corresponding to the Incarna-
tion in the Book of Wisdom) [Wisdom of Solomon 18:14–16].

\textsuperscript{63} I've been thinking about five chapters, though symbolically there

should be at least six, & preferably seven with an eighth numbered zero.

I rather wish I hadn't boxed myself into making it a sequel to The Critical

Path, though it's true that it helps a great deal to get all that myth of con-
cern stuff siphoned off. I regret chiefly the incorporation of the lan-

guage-of-belief stuff in part 4 of CP.\textsuperscript{37} Wonder if a series of sequels to CP,

including a general essay on Shakespeare & perhaps others on Milton &

Blake, would be possible. I could do it without returning on my tracks,

which I loathe doing.

\textsuperscript{64} Anyway, the five sequence is:

1. The Poles of Biblical Imagery. ⊥ [Tragicomedy]
2. The Messianic Narrative. ⊥ [Liberal]
4. Myth and Wisdom. ∧ [Anticlimax]
5. Myth and Revelation. ∧ [Rencontre]

\textsuperscript{65} To which could be added:

0. Introduction: the Language of Myth. ∨ [Mirage]
6 (7). What Gets Compared in Comparative Religion? ⊥ [Ignoramus]
7 (8). Beyond Life & Death: The Twilight of the Gods. ⊤ [Twilight]

\textsuperscript{66} Death is a process, not a condition. A stone is not dead: when did it
die?\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{67} The Bible is a work in which authorship counts for very little &
editing & redacting & glossing & conflating & expurgating a great deal. Because of this it's also a \textit{translatable} book, in contrast to the Koran,
which is so dependent on Arabic that the Arabic language has had to go everywhere Islam does. The Koran seems to me a simple, logical, & totally inadequate conception of a sacred book.  

[68] (Probably something else entirely.) The release of inhibitions is just as compulsive & hysterical an operation as the suppression of them.

[69] In my R.K. [Religious Knowledge] course is a clever & plausible remark about the Koran: suras arranged in order of length only means that if the Koran is the Word of God, God doesn't give a damn about narrative sequence. Hence the rise of narrative literature and of causality structures (science) in the Christian culture founded on the Bible. There may be still something in this; but it may be balls too. After sura 1, an obvious opening invocation, sura 2 outlines the same old fall-exodus recapitulation, sura 3 adds Xy to it; sura 4 deals with points of law like Leviticus, and so on. It's just possible that the length-order is the right one, moving from a sort of East Coker laying down of the law, in roughly continuous prose, toward a shower of lyrical apocalyptic sparks, charms, riddles, curses, etc.

[70] In any case I need to study the form of the individual revelation, of which the Koran is the archetype, & which has its literary imitations in, e.g., Nietzsche's Zarathustra & Lawrence's Plumed Serpent.

[71] Anyway, the Koran is, of course, deadly dull. All sacred books are neurotic in proportion to the amount of yelling they do about the punishments of unbelievers, and the proportion in the Koran is high. The neurotic impression is increased a hundredfold by the oral pre-literate style, which depends on & demands endless repetition. The definitive, or once-for-all, statement is either existential—an oracle applying to a certain person at a certain time—or written down. Written unique statements become Promethean, & afford a clue leading out of the labyrinth, when they're chained together by a dialectic, whether conceptual or poetic.

[72] Jesus, Buddha, Mohammed, proclaim their revelation only in the open air & the sunlight (at least it's difficult to think of the Sermon on the Mount as delivered in a pouring rain). The Koran, Sura 6, speaking of Abraham, says that Abraham at first worshipped sun, moon & stars
when they rose, but when they set he turned his attention to the God behind them [Koran 6:75-9]. In other words, he stayed in the upper world, & refused to go down into the world below the horizon of Nomos [law] & Nous [mind].

[73] This lower world, the world of signs, of secrecy, & of oracles, is also the world of writing—proclaimers have to depend on a writing secretary or keeper of the secrets. Xy, Islam, & probably Judaism, have the conception of the secret books of life in which some angel writes down our largely forgotten acts, & confronts us with them at the Last Judgement. The dark world is the world of signs, of which the archetype is the sign of Jonah, the prophet who descended to that world. It stretches from the paleolithic cave of magic animal pictures to the descent to the cipher or oracle which we have in Arthur Gordon Pym, in Endymion, in Rabelais’ bottle oracle. This all contrasts with the claim of Jesus & Mohammed to have said nothing in secret—secret traditions always have a gnostic, sufi, mahayana sense of heresy about them: the exoteric tradition is what is primary & holds society together: the gospel, not the mystery cult.

[74] The society of initiates is the gold wrapped in black archetype, the ark which is hidden but contains the Schekinah.

[75] I’ve been reading Hopkins & wondering about the kind of morality the lit. critic tends to develop about creativity. He tends to assume that it has priority over everything, & that if a poet has genuine talent, it’s a sin not to arrange his life so that he produces the maximum amount of poetry. Hopkins’ view of poetry as something that one gives up for Lent seems perverted. The creative view modulates into a view of the healthiness of the release of inhibitions. Hopkins stands by a discipline, or psychological class structure, in the soul, which sublimates and represses. One becomes compulsive & hysterical only when one loses, when discipline, through weakness, becomes anarchy. But the release of inhibitions is always compulsive & hysterical, because the emotions have nowhere to go when released. They’re like caged birds who, let out of the cage, are not free but merely homeless.

[76] The Koran thinks of every object in nature as at once useful, or potentially useful, in relation to man (bee for honey, stars as guides
through the labyrinth of nature, etc.) & as significant in relation to God: as phenomena, all things are signs of God's activity. It also, of course, regards monotheism as the form that all enlightenment takes, whether intellectual or moral. Note the close interdependence of monotheism & the doctrine of signatures: it's impossible to hold such a view except in relation to one infinite personality. Hinduism & Buddhism, however, refine this i.p. [infinite personality] out of sight. Not a simple problem, but monism seems to be essential to symbolism. A symbol throws meaning across, & only a theist God, or some refinement of him, to whom everything can be thrown across, can support a conception of total symbolism.

[77] The idealism of youth is inseparable from its egotism, & moral denunciations of hypocrisy are proclamations of self-righteousness, superego squallings of the "O daddy, why did you do it all so wrong?" type. The evils of society are the same kind of bitchup the human situation has always been in. The young will have the responsible jobs twenty years on; they'll make the same balls of it that everyone else in human history has made, & by that time their children will be whining at them. The leader, nowadays, is treated with Messianic rituals suggesting that he's going to do this & that, & is required to make promises to that effect. But actually he inherits a tradition & tries to continue it. If he's a leader in a very great power, he has power to destroy, but almost no power to innovate or create. This is connected with the fact that many things are technologically feasible that will not be done unless there is some powerful economic or political motive to do them.

[78] A century ago, the sense of continuity was reinforced by teleological art, virtues like thrift & independence, the authority of seniority, & so on. Craftsmanship was a continuity element also. Now we have an anti-teleological art, the assertiveness of youth, inflation (which is the transvaluation of the one real value, stable money), and technological obsolescence, even planned obsolescence, & an economy of waste—a kind of revived potlatch mentality. One hopes that it will be James' moral equivalent of war, with its phony sacrificial symbolism. Meanwhile, the compulsory continuity of the social order keeps going, with all these forces discouraging it.

[79] I think I have a second essay emerging, all right; but I'll certainly
have to transfer the end of CP 4 to it, & make it the cornerstone of the (0) introduction.45

[80] To those accustomed to written books, a synchronic orally composed book like the Koran is intolerable. But Moslems wouldn’t think of it diachronically, with unrepeated statements gaining the emphasis of repetition by being in dialectical sequence. They think of the Koran as words descending from heaven as rain descends from the sky, all over the place at once, and if you’re looking for rain to break a drought, you don’t complain that one raindrop is much like another.

[81] The dianoia, I said in AC & the Harvard myth paper in FI,46 is the mythos in stasis. The dianoia is synchronic, the mythos diachronic. The diachronic sequence is given, & may be, as in the Koran or Ecclesiastes, given very much at random. Samuel Johnson has an excellent passage somewhere on the rationalizing Leibnizian tendency of critics to demonstrate that a given sequence is the best of all possible sequences.47 But it isn’t, necessarily. Anyway, we arrive at the synchronic dianoia through metaphorical identifications. In the Koran Mary is Miriam, Haman a contemporary of Pharaoh, Gideon & Saul & David’s Goliath-killing all the same story. It isn’t necessarily muddling, but synchronic identity,48 like Milton’s “blind fury” [Lycidas, l. 75]. (No doubt they were muddled in Mohammed’s mind, but that’s not the primary critical problem.)

[82] Still with the Koran: it’s a perfect example of my concern and imagination thesis. Mohammed was a very great inspired poet, but he found that this quality was precisely what made him distrusted. So he insisted that he wasn’t a poet but a prophet, & started brainwashing his followers with interminable repetitions of the you-just-wait type. Islamic culture, Sufi mysticism, geometrical art, mathematics & the like, descend from the suppressed poet; Islamic fanaticism descends from the paranoid prophet. Yet, human nature being what it is, there would never have been any Islamic culture without the brainwashing paranoia. Ugh. But I think we’re finding the moral equivalent of war (see p. 26 [par. 78]) and the next thing to find is the moral equivalent of concerned paranoia. One element in this is counter-prophecy, of the sort Blake describes in his Watson-Paine notes.49 A prophecy that, without being facile or “optimistic,” points out the positive opportunities in each situation.
[83] Well: the critical issue of this Bible essay is not Sidney or Shelley, but me & my conception of two acts succeeding one another in time: the pre-critical participation in the mythos, & the critical simultaneous vision of the dianoia which succeeds it. Now, I've said that the dianoia is the mythos in stasis, which is true. But I have to modify this principle in order to recognize that the mythos is simply the given, or “thrown,” formula of participation, & that when we enter dianoia we see that the mythos is only a given formula, one of many possibilities. There’s no definitive mythos-sequence, no perfect narrative.

[84] The shift from mythos to dianoia, therefore, is the shift from somatic to mental response, and from the individual known by sense to the universal really known. There’s a second shift from the mental to the pneumatic, the existential response required by religion (and ultimately by all scripture, including literature) which recaptures some of the somatic spontaneity & challenge to action (hence the role of commandment in religion). Here’s where my brown-book treatise on the soul finally goes, I think.

[85] Further: a mythos is an individual existence; dianoia an essence. The meaning of King Lear is not the meaning of the printed text, though this, being stationary, comes close to it: it’s a meaning made up of an infinite & constantly growing number of readings, editions & performances; this is one reason why commentary is inexhaustible.

[86] Many identities, Blake says, proceed from one essence. This is the key to the puzzle of my apocalyptic diagram: many individuals are identified with one thing, though each is identified as itself.

[87] The mythos of the individual life is also thrown or given. The real life is the one revealed by the total recognition scene of the Last Judgement, the opening of the definitive (but now secret or apocryphal) book of one’s life. Such recognition is of the total essence of that life’s dianoia which must be either of the apocalyptic or of the demonic world. The next stage is to recognize not that the individual continues as such within a society, but that its life is both eternally unborn and eternally dead.

[88] Stage 2 is form, image & essence: not abstraction or generalization, but concrete universal. It leads one to the mythical form of existential
language, but ultimately the medium isn’t the message. At stage 2 we withdraw into the Last Judgement of non-existence. At stage 3 (the subject of 4 & 5) we recover the existential.

[89] So, if I’m right, my 5 chapters are really all there is. My course essentially is covered in 1 & 2. 3 introduces the conception of two stages, & takes us as far as monotheism can go—the Koran doesn’t get beyond the Last Judgement. 4, based on Job & Ecclesiastes, takes wisdom—the conception of maya & the existential or scorners of the three A’s to the limit of stage 3; which is as far as most Far Eastern religion gets. 5, on how what’s revealed isn’t ultimately the language of revelation but the fact of creation, winds it up. Through mysticism to dialogue—interpenetration of Word.

[90] In my early Yeats paper I talked about a hyper-physical world. This appears to be the world of unseen beings, angels, spirits, devils, demons, djinns, daemons, ghosts, elemental spirits, etc. It’s the world of the “inspiration” of poet or prophet, of premonitions of death, telepathy, extra-sensory perception, miracle, telekinesis, & of a good deal of “luck.” In the Bible it’s connected with Lilith & other demons of the desert, with the casting out of devils in the gospels, with visions of angels, with thaumaturgic feats like those of Elijah & Elisha, & so on. Fundamentally, it’s the world of buzzing though not booming confusion that the transistor radio is a symbol of. The world of communication as total environment which inspires terror. Shakespeare’s Tempest as heard by the imprisoned crew. Chaucer’s Houses of Fame & Rumor (because no information that gets on that circuit is really reliable). The world of drugs, multiple personality, and hallucination. Before we come out on the other side of it, we recognize that ordinary life is a part of it, a Bardo perspective out of which apocalypse, or stage 2, finally comes. It’s the polytheistic world of contending & largely unseen forces; it’s the world of terror that McLuhan associates with the oral stage of culture: twitching ears, & a poor sense of direction.

[91] The key to stage two is monotheism: you can’t have recreation or apocalypse without that. The key to stage three is divine humanity, which gets past mysticism of the “Thou art That” type. I don’t want this to turn out an apology for backwoods Canadian Methodism, but—well, we’ll worry about that later.
[92] 4 and 5 will have to deal with such questions as: the Word of God in the heart; the figure of the secret book or apocryphon which we all write & which is revealed at our death (sometimes written by a recording angel); the dialogue with a Thou figure; the condensing of dialogue into a monologue when the Thou figure doesn’t say anything; the Word in the heart as the model book; the final sense of interpenetration as the key to dialogue as well as identity; concerned prose as dialogue of writer & reader.*

*interpenetrating dialogue, that is: note that Plato, the inventor of dialogue, goes in an anti-dialogue direction. He begins what Aristotle, especially in his conception of telos, greatly develops: the tendentious argument, the writing cat-walk leading to an end, the end being really the justification of existing authority. The culmination of tendentious philosophy is St. Thomas, who’s pure Adonis quadrant, everything graded & hierarchical & deductive, descending from God to the lower world.

[93] Monotheism brings with [it] the Kantian sense of a single noumenal world as being; maker of things visible & invisible brings with it such conceptions as the unity of spiritual substance.

[94] In my apocalyptic table, the whole chain of being is there; that of which the river is the human form is chaos, which is sea in the demonic context. Note that in the apocalypse the chain is pulled up, as identity includes equality.

[95] The chain is polarized not only by form & matter, but by a kind of association of space with the lower & time with the higher grades. The earth is just there: plants grow; animals move; man thinks (faster movement in time). Angels here have passed beyond space altogether, as God has passed beyond time.

[96] If everything in the apocalypse is (spatially) identical with everything else, then every moment of time is identical with every other moment of time. And as in the apocalypse unity is particular & universal but not general, & the opposite of uniformity is likeness, it follows that the Parmenidean universe, where every moment is just like another, is demonic. Hence the Thomist association of God with the totally synchronic, the complete dianoia of self-knowledge.
Anyway, the concept of the identity of moments of time links with my old point about oneself at the age of seven. Reason can only understand identity by supplying some connecting mode of likeness or commonness, such as substance or being. The refusal to supply this and to accept identity without it has to do with the phenomenological reduction, I think: I don’t know how or even whether, because I don’t understand phenomenology, but there’s some lead there. Again, the conception of interpenetration has to apply to movements of time too.

This in spite of the irreversibility of time. It’s only in nature’s Heraclitean fire that time is irreversible. Hopkins is impressionist, he likes “dappled” things, because that preserves the sense of identical particulars while coming to terms with the dissolution of all form. But the resurrection isn’t just a comfort, or even what makes the particular adamant or immortal diamond: it’s something that stops the irreversibility of time. What is immortal is not the life we are going to live after death, but the life we have lived. The Resurrection must be retrospective.

I can see that some lives, lives given up to destruction & cruelty & massacres, could be conceived as lost, that is, not as tormented in hell forever, but as forming no part of the risen body of Christ. But victims, the slaves & the downtrodden & oppressed, can hardly be lost souls: they form part of the resurrection because their lives have been part of the divine agony & endurance. Job, of course: but doesn’t this give them a future?

It’s very difficult to conceive of this pure present, of all moments of time as identical, without falling into its demonic opposite, & all its preposterous nightmares of predestination. Stage one is habitual participation in religious acts, where there’s no difference between religion & superstition, creative & inorganic continuity. Stage two is the revolt of the death-centred consciousness. The buzzing confusion becomes monotheism because the mind is individualized; the mind is judging & projects a (future) judgement of God. Stage three is the return to participation after we’ve stopped projecting, when the act in time has become interpenetrating dialogue. Meanwhile, of course, all the institutions on stage one are clamoring for us to return to church, to the sacraments, to conventional moral habits, to “this do in remembrance” [Luke 22:19].
Is stage one theistic or atheistic? Atheists say that the personal God is a projection. I’m looking for an infinite reality that’s identical with the human, & hence is personal, & yet isn’t “all too human” (stage one, mostly). My paranoia principle, derived from Kierkegaard, that it’s only what is true only for me that’s really true, comes in here.

“Thou art That.” Who says so? Whoever it is, he begins with “Thou,” & so implies a communication of particulars as well as identity. I’m a theist because I think the human is divisible, part of it being “all too human” & only a part divine. Man is a twofold being, Blake says. But I don’t want an unseen likeness-link, whether it’s God or being or what the hell. It’s partly a question of context: it can’t ultimately be true that the divine is part of anything, whether human or not. We’re all pantheists in the resurrection, when God is all in all.

This part-greater-than-whole paradox comes into my struggles to make sense of the conception of immortality. Surely if death does anything at all, it does what it is utterly obvious that it does: puts an end to the individual. Some revolution that cuts through the individual & reassembles personality entirely must be involved. I see this in the O.T., and in the N.T. I can’t believe the sheep & goats of Jesus’ parable as people [Matthew 25:31-4]. People aren’t sheep & goats: inconsistent mixtures of charity & pride. Individual life may be a vale of soul-making, as Keats says, but if so the soul that’s made isn’t an individual soul. Man’s building up a heaven & a hell, and can’t live wholly within either, though the focus of will & consciousness may, perhaps, find its centre of gravity in one or the other. Once the separation is achieved, of course, hell, the narcist mirror of heaven, is lost, & only the reality is left.

St. Thomas on God in the Summa Contra Gentiles seems to me to be just pushing verbal counters around: if we take such words as God, being, essence, infinity, goodness, etc., in their usual & accepted meanings, we can readily show that “God” is essence, being, etc. Nothing is proved or established: all that’s established is linguistic acceptance, & so the arguments are poetic in the sense of establishing the powers of words. All these words, when associated with God, are made absolutes in the sense of having emotionally a sense of ritual purity about them. He also says that we have to abandon the imagination when we’re discussing the incorporeal, so the terms are abstract in Blake’s sense of
spectral poetry. Thomists may condemn angelism, but Thomism is pure verbal angelism. The poetic imagination is earth-centred: I'm getting a little close to my feeling about Xy being really an underground religion. That is, it's really the death on cross-harrowing of hell-resurrection pattern, and the nativity-ministry[-]ascension ghost of it is the romantic idealism of an ascendant social class.

[105] Angelism really begins with the fact that we know nothing about death except what we see, & the blocking point, when we want to think & are determined to think that something else happens, starts us off on all this God-is-pure-essence stuff. Poe's Blackwood article joke. This is where what W. James calls the music of monism begins, in the withdrawal into the paradoxical state of death-as-observant-consciousness.

[106] I wonder if the whole father-in-the-sky-making-the-world complex is, as Blake insists, the essential superstition, and if genuine religion isn't the redemption of humanity from death-consciousness (S to E [South to East] or Promethean quadrant). The frontispiece to Europe is the Aristotle-Thomist idol, in that case. Nothing much new here, except some implications, including the implication that Bachofen & Graves are ultimately right—not that the bitch-goddess is really there, but the womb-tomb is.

[107] To start another subject apparently but not really unrelated: the relation of communication, community, & communion. We think of communication as a message from an active A to a receptive B. On this basis we make a distinction between popular & educational programming, just as the BBC has a “Light” & a “Third” program, Third being a euphemism for Heavy. One says “this is what you really want,” & provides a narcissist mirror of escape based on simple-minded inference from the work ethic: you're tired & want to take your mind off your work. The other says “this is what you really ought to want,” & assumes an informed & responsible elite in the more sedentary middle class. In this set-up the entertaining is by definition the opposite of the boring.

[108] But now we have a society which is not just post-literate but post-electronic, & heading straight for being post-communicative. The entertaining is becoming the boring, because people build up resistance to being treated passively. Here's where a good deal of the generation gap
comes. The educational "this is what we want you to want" is more honest than the commercial "this is what we know you do want," because the former is at least trying to get by the we-and-they mentality of popularity ratings and the like. But the former isn't really justified either. People today, especially young people, want to participate in something which (and because) they've thought of, or helped to think of it.

[109] Communication is the force holding together a community; at the centre of community is communion—the icon or concept symbolizing unity. In a medieval town the market place was a community focus; & this in turn was around the church, where communion in a single body was going on. The Queen draws crowds for the same reason. The Protestant sense of a Word being revealed in church was theoretically even better than Catholic real presence; but both became spectacular dramas, & so ultimately boring. Why don't people go to church today? Because the kind of communion it stands for no longer holds a community together: if the faith in community goes, nothing will get them back.

[110] The simplest form of communion is sexual communion, represented by the male singer & the hordes of squealing damsels, or by the strip teaser & the bald-headed row. A more sublimated kind is critical communion, which is the ideal of education, symbolized, though seldom represented, by the seminar, a discussion or similar social event focussed on knowledge. Watching a hockey game is not directly a spectator sport, because anyone interested enough in hockey to watch a game knows how the game is played, & through that knowledge can see much more of what is going on, with or without a commentator, than the players. Modern theories of education assimilate it to the bridge table, where learning, or acquiring information, corresponds to waiting with bowed head while the hands are being dealt, so that you can pick up your information and start playing. Similarly with the newscast. Newspapers are, or should be, addressed to those who have already heard the newscast, & are prepared for a more participatory role.

[111] The refrain-&-chorus type of ballad, & its dramatic congeners of happening & the like, are also in this neighborhood. McLuhan's medium & message formula was an effort to show that each medium is a mode of perception, & not just different ways of presenting the same content. But nobody seriously thinks of television as a viewer's mode of
perception; he thinks of it as *his* way (if he's a producer or advertiser) of reaching a viewer. We were astonished when blacks started to smash & loot: we hadn't thought of television as *their* way of seeing an affluent white society gorging itself on luxury goods & privileges. No matter how much he wants people to look at his product, the advertiser doesn't realize that television is their way of looking at him, & not his way of reaching them.

[112] So we still haven't grasped the implications of the fact that contemporary unrest is *middle-class* dissatisfaction. If the medium is the message, & newspapers & magazines & radio & television all carry the same message, it follows that they're all pretty much the same medium. McLuhan's distinction of cool or low-definition media & their opposites is really a distinction between media where the mode of perception is an essential aspect & the modes that are primarily spectacular, like the movie & the ballet. Spectacular forms tend to a kind of entropy: the film avoided this by developing an "involving" vortex technique of symbolism that sucks in the viewer & puts him there—2001 was a corny but effective example. The drug cults have a lot to do with the desire to develop new modes of perception which the mass media have cheated & let down.

[113] Because, of course, there's a certain humiliation, a certain feeling of being subordinated, about being a pure spectator, whether one is being "entertained" or instructed. (There isn't much difference, because what an audience wants is what it has been taught to want.) Youth today form not a television but an anti-television generation: the resentment against being taught forms part of it. It has often been noted during student demonstrations that hundreds of students suddenly discover that they have political convictions as soon as the television cameras arrive. They express their aggressiveness, in other words, by putting themselves on the other side of the tube.

[114] Thoreau: it may be that America & Britain have nothing to communicate (cable in his day as great an advance as the satellite is now)... When cn. [communication] forms a total environment, nothing is being ctd [communicated] ... the medium is the message, but the real media are not the electronic gadgets, whatever they are, but words and images ... Anyone even slightly acquainted with people in the broadcast business
knows that they are honest men who would rather do a good job than a bad one & want to be of service to the public & not parasitic. But, like the political leader, he inherits a job he did not create, & so can't really look into the question of what he communicates and why . . . Maybe the persons are right & I should go back to the Bible.

[115] Still, that communion focus makes it all distantly relevant. The religious quest of youth today shows up in the search for human contact, encounter groups, folk singers, the sense of comradeship attained in demonstrations (of course it's the enemy outside that makes it all so cuddly, not the friends inside). Television is like a telescope, a new method of perception which tells us more, but also makes what it sees look cold, dead, and inconceivably remote. Global village my ass.76 (Every idea contains its own opposite or antithesis.)

[116] The "flow of information," which is mostly misinformation, is actually a presentation of myths. And people are increasingly rejecting the prescribed myths & developing their own counter-myths. Take another McLuhan phrase, "global village"—one early satellite broadcast was called "town meeting of the world." The myth behind this phrase assumes that every technological development creates new amity & understanding—that a village is a community of friends. But, of course, a village may be a community of cliques & feuds & backbiting & gossip of a ferocity far worse than any metropolis, like those hideous little towns at the divisional points of railways, where the conductor's wife couldn't compromise her dignity by speaking to the brakeman's wife. So when communicators, with a schoolteacher's bright & glassy smile, say: now we're going to be able to create a dialogue with Paraguay & Tanzania, & won't that be nice? the reaction is, very often: we don't want all those people in our living room: we want to get together with the people who speak our language & share our beliefs & prejudices, including, if we're lucky, a minority that we can have the fun of kicking around. Separatism, except when it is a genuine effort to escape from tyranny, is in most respects a mean, squalid & neurotic philosophy, but it is the strongest force yet thrown up by the age of total cn. [communication].

[117] Thesis and antithesis eventually shake down to a synthesis: we are going to have all those people in our living room anyway, not because we want them, but because they are going to be there. The thing
is, not to think of cn. [communication] as a message from A to B, from a mouth at one end to an ear at the other, from an active to a passive centre. This is what produces the elitism of “this is good for you,” & the subversive “this is what you want” underneath it. So, as explained, the latter becomes not the popular but the commercial, & as more & more money gets bound up with the commerce, producers, including the CBC no less than the producers, lose the power of creating or initiating & simply carry on the situation they’ve inherited. The A to B notion of cn. survives in the phrase “flow of information.” Anybody in a field like mine—I.e. [literary criticism]—knows that most of the information available to him is actually misinformation, & the trick is to get rid of it, not to absorb it.

[118] Cn. [communication] is an expression of community, a two-way street, a shared myth. The one-way street always means a sales pitch, whether it’s a comedian selling toothpaste, an educator selling integral calculus, or a clergyman selling Christianity. And a sales pitch meets resistance, even if one buys the toothpaste, learns calculus, or accepts the religion. It pretends to be sharing a myth, but it’s really interested in something else. Resistance is an unbreakable datum—theories of education, for instance, ought to be based, not on a student’s alleged willingness to learn, but on a teacher’s willingness to share. Cn. simply must outgrow the whole baited-trap or product-selling aspect, including the government-propaganda type.

[119] Communities define themselves by what they exclude, & enrich themselves by what they include. Total cn. [communication] threatens a community’s identity by attacking it from without: it’s what a cy. [community] can absorb, not what it can reach that’s important. There’s no reason why exclusion should be hostile: whether or not good fences make good neighbors, the fence certainly creates the neighbor.

[120] The entropy of the spectacular: the first landing on the moon was an unforgettable spectacle, but the eighty-fifth landing will not be. Where cn. [communication] is a total environment nothing is cted. [communicated]: the person who leaves his TV set on until it shuts off automatically at one o’clock is learning nothing from it: it simply replaces the babble in his subconscious. Similarly, where travel is so easy, nobody is travelling. Every airport is alike—Rome might as well be
Texas—but, more important, the sense of enlargement through the remote disappears. The circus was the most spectacular entertainment ever designed, & much of its appeal had to do with the circus coming to town, with people in Podunk seeing elephants & zebras. Today the circus is as dead as the great auk, because nothing can come to anywhere anymore: it’s already there.

[121] The discussion of controversial issues is group monologue. Like a Chekhov play, everybody talks to himself & the beams in the roof, and nobody listens. Nobody, performer or viewer, budges an inch. There must be better ways: what I call the critical communion is one.

[122] I’m not saying that the phrase “nobody is travelling” should be taken literally: on the contrary, everybody wants to travel because he wants to individualize his perceptions. It’s for that reason that the automobile destroyed the train: being a passenger is also being subordinated. People will travel more, but the traveller wants two contradictory things: he wants to see new things & he wants his immediate surroundings to be in continuity with his personal habits at home. The Hilton Hotel in Katmandu—in other words the movie-illusion of a foreign country within that country—is the answer. Tourist trade increasingly creates an illusion of a country which is presented to the traveller as the exotic aspect of that country, as what he came to see. Real life is hidden behind, some of it appalling in its poverty & tyranny, some of it assimilating itself to life elsewhere. And then of course there’s the increasing possibility that the traveller from Spokane will meet somebody else from Spokane in the hotel lobby, & so help to recover his identity.

[123] The charitable attitude to undeveloped countries is another aspect of the one-way street. How can we help Pakistan to become nearly as good as we are? I saw poverty & disease in Pakistan, certainly: I also saw, in the midst of it, many beautiful & utterly serene people. What impresses me, by contrast, is the poverty & disease of my own country. Cultural poverty in the appalling ugliness & meanness of our streets; disease in our noise pollution & the subtler polluting of the eye from the millions of glinting hard metal surfaces & the like. The ribbon development of used car lots & hot dog stands is filth.

[124] I’m beginning to see dimly a three-stage scheme of religion, corre-
responding to body, mind & soul. The first stage begins in the bodily response to religion: rituals, or things done (dromena); dances; epiphanies & hallucinations brought on by drugs, solitude, mental disturbance & the like; a close association with magic; polytheism which at the beginning hardly distinguishes a god from a nature spirit. This development begins in the nomadic food-gathering flocks & herds stage, usually under the moon. It begins in the heart, or more accurately the womb, of mystery: the cave.

[125] As it moves through the food-raising agricultural phase into cities & trade, it moves from the buzzing confusion of undefined psychophysic energy towards order. The regularity & recurrence of natural phenomena are now observed, and the flood recedes. The chain of being appears in the tohu-bohu deep, & the ruler is a ruler through order rather than will. Gods, & spiritual beings like angels, outrank nature spirits & demons. Hence they move further up, from animal spirits to a mountain-top departmentalized aristocracy, thence to stars. This first stage ends in imperial monotheism, where a world empire suggests one God. It ends in the new heart, or more accurately the tomb, of mystery: the pyramid. Cf. the cult of the tomb in the Crusades of medieval Europe, the stupa in Buddhism, Lenin in USSR.

[126] The second stage is the mind’s withdrawal from creation into the death-consciousness of contemplation and observation. God here becomes a first cause and (as in St. Thomas) a clearing-house of absolute terms—essence, being omni- this and that. Here everything is focussed on the judgement that accompanies death, which in turn is the inevitable consequence of an act of creation, a making of the world. As it proceeds, its one God becomes less personal, & the stage ends in “Thou art That” mysticism, the so-called perennial philosophy. It starts with a personal Creator & ends in a “hid divinity,” a God beyond God.

[127] The third stage is founded on this communication-community-communion triad, or the Word & its revelation, on dialogue, on the sense of the human presence of God, on the revolutionary transformation of society through the sense of divine presence. It begins in the revolutionary monotheism of the Hebrew prophets, & to some extent with an idealization of the original pastoral or nomadic genre. I don’t know much about this yet, but it’s a phase where literature acquires a rele-
vance it doesn’t have in stage two, where it’s subordinated to conceptual language, or in stage one, where it isn’t differentiated as the language of concern.

THIS IS A BOOK.

[128] The carburetor, so to speak, of religion is emotional motivation. In Hindu & Buddhist thought, the phase of Yeats’ soul, “the crime of death & birth” [A Dialogue of Self and Soul, 1. 24], is almost literally accurate. Should one acquire this sense about ordinary life? If one should, how, in our middle-class world of animal comfort? I’ve often said that the opposite of faith is not doubt, but the inability to see what all the fuss is about. From its point of view, St. Augustine’s sense of sin is morbid, & so is the association I make a few pages back, of ribbon development & noise with poverty, disease with filth [par. 123]. Religious movements often begin with this sense of abhorrence, whether of idols or of the existing way of life, & it’s a sense beyond argument. It’s connected too, deeply connected, with my point about the criterion for superstition: the revulsion against a persisting habit rationalized in various ways. Also with my point that Hebrew religion got its drive, not from believing its God was true, but from believing that other gods were false.

[129] Abhorrence is not quite fear: fear assumes the reality of what is feared. Teaching the fear of hell was blasphemously wrong: teaching the abhorrence of hell was right.

[130] The first stage is the body; the second stage is the intellectual-emotional withdrawal from engagement which can be called either the mind or the soul; the third stage is the integration of awareness with engagement which is the spirit. The ultimate achievement is the spiritual body.

[131] The Bible is the great smash through from the second stage to the third. The prophets, being revolutionary, break through authoritarian monotheism; wisdom literature breaks through mysticism & simple identity; the gospel breaks through mere ethics.

[132] I start with the apocalyptic & demonic tables of symbols, as always. The demonic represents idolatry, hence ultimately nature,
which in turn is ultimately the wheel of death & birth. The point in literature where colossal spirit-magicians turn into a cloud of insects should be noted: P.L. i; F.Q. i, and the whole “lord of flies” complex. Azazel [Leviticus 16] & Lilith [Isaiah 34:14]: the scapegoat, the Gadarene swine [Luke 8:26–36], and the city abandoned to the demons of the desert. Apart from the fact that they’re all inside the leviathan, I don’t know yet what to say of them. Sodom is one link there.

Two: the Messianic narrative. First, the leader: Abraham as patriarchal & pastoral, the good shepherd. Then Moses, the focus of the whole business. Then David. Then Zerubbabel [Ezra 2:2]. Then the Maccabees & the Hashmonean [Hasmonean] dynasty. Then Jesus. Note the tanist figures who build up the threefold prophet-priest-king complex. (King is simply the leader before David, not the hereditary Lord’s anointed.) Thus against Abraham we have Melchizedek, the priest king who brings Abraham bread & wine & represents the original claim to Jerusalem (cf. the Aeneid). Moses has three tanists: Aaron the priest, Elijah the prophet, Joshua the conquering warrior-king or chief. David has Solomon, the wise man in the temple. Ezra has Nehemiah, & Zerubbabel has another Joshua. Jesus has John the Baptist the prophet or reborn Elijah.

Then comes the descending Messiah, the second Adam, the suffering servant, & the symbolism of sacrifice. The scapegoat ritual has something to do with objectifying evil that I haven’t quite got. This descent pattern, the Jonah image, is what gives Xy its central tragic drama, which no other religion has.

Then comes the very tricky business about the bride. The bride is in origin the old earth-mother, whose marriage is also a conversion, a leaving of her own land. Hence Ruth the Moabitess, and Ps. 45; thence to Beulah & the Song of Songs bride, thence to the separating of the virgin mother, the redeemed bride, and the Sophia-figure of the wisdom-daughter, who gets absorbed into the Holy Spirit.

And of course I would be reminded at this point that in Shakespeare’s PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle] there’s a prophet or herald bird, a priest bird, a king bird, and a weeping black figure who’s alternately male & female (besides a banished demonic bird): cf. Teiresias in Eliot.
I've been reading St. Thomas on God, & am chiefly impressed by the attempt in him (SCG) [Summa contra Gentiles] to get a ritually purified concept, something interchangeable with being, existence, essence, all the omnis, and of course all the moral perfections. The mystics, on the other hand, start with a negative purification, or what I call the deification of the void. I suppose these are linked with Eliot's plenitude & vacancy, but neither seems to me to be Biblical. The ritually purified *victim* is something else again: Christ's moral perfection.

The reason for the abhorrence of idolatry is partly that they that make them are like unto them. They become what they behold: they live out the myths they have created or accepted. Why is it important that Parzival should ask his uncle why he has this pain in his balls? Because up to that time the old ball-snatcher hasn't even noticed it. The question *why* is the call to awake out of the ritual sleep of acting out the myth. (I don't know, though: maybe the quest of the question is part of the breakthrough from 2 to 3, the disturbance of the sleep of authoritarian monotheism, for which the aged impotent fisher king is an obvious symbol[)]. Note that abhorrence is ascribed to God in Isaiah & Revelation [Isaiah 66:24; Revelation 3:16]. (Laodicea, smoke in my nose) [Isaiah 65:5], etc.

SCG [Summa contra Gentiles]: St. Thomas again: he proves that God is good, that there is no evil in him, etc., mostly out of arguments derived from Aristotle about the unmoved mover. When he finishes his argument, he quotes Scripture as saying that God is good & that there is no evil in him. This is in accord with the Newman principle that Scripture proves doctrine & doesn't teach it. But this procedure eliminates the whole dialogue relation between Scripture & church, the interpenetration of a talking book & a silent reader. It's the triumph of the written word concept: Scripture is a set of illustrations to theses, instead of a set of fables implying morals.

One footnote supplied by a man in Schenectady: In talking about the development of writing culture from Aristotle to St. Thomas I skipped over a most important point: the high prestige of *rhetoric*, including poetry, in Augustan Rome, which makes Virgil, Ovid & Cicero immensely important later on. It went with a low prestige of philosophy, hence humanism, which was also anti-philosophical, was
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primarily a revival of Cicero, to whom even Plato was assimilated. Also, for St. Thomas “the philosopher” was Aristotle, but for Dante it was Virgil, who to Dante was *philosophus* as well as *poeta*.

[141] I can see how the unmoved mover business gets to be so important for St. Thomas: creation & motion are related as Father and (I suppose) Spirit: maker & sustainer.

[142] In the big third book\(^9\) the key quadrant is Prometheus, because I start with Eros on the other side of it, and the key to Prometheus is resurrection. Resurrection brings the future into the present. It’s the Xn (or Jewish-Xn-Moslem) revy. [revolutionary] doctrine corresponding to the Buddhist Eros journey to the unborn world. They both destroy the irreversibility of time, but perhaps the essential Xn work (in the alchemic sense) is to *achieve* the resurrection, presenting it—not expecting it in the future. The resurrection of Christ, we are told, fulfilled the past. A scientific discovery, made at a certain date, is *of* what always was true; and similarly the event of 28 A.D. or whatever meant that all the Egyptians who wanted to rise with Osiris or Pharaoh were right. Hence it’s retrospective, as I’ve said; but it’s the reversing of the future that’s important. (Retroactive, really.)\(^9\)5

V.

[143] The social good is greater than the individual good, but it is only in the individual that any awareness of what the social good is can be achieved.

[144] Death is not the opposite of life; death is the opposite of birth. The new birth that Jesus spoke of to Nicodemus [John 3:3–8] is also a release from death. Matthew & Luke have infancy narratives about a babe wrapped in swaddling clothes; Mark & John start with the symbol of the second birth through water & the spirit. Coming *out of* the water *with* the redeemed *from* the dragon.

[145] The first birth, of course, repeats the fall & the second birth the redemption and creation. (There are *two* creations, one of which is the fall: that’s a point I never quite got clear with Blake*. ) The first death follows the rhythm of the second birth, the second death that of the first birth. Hence the latter could be, in some contexts, a reincarnation. The
first death is Chih-Kai [Chik-hai] Bardo, the second either the demonic choice in Chön-yid or Sidpa. [96]

*Yes you did.

[146] The more I think about the Schenectady man’s comment, the more important it seems: important enough for a short essay connecting the Critical Path with this one.

[147] The elements of humanism seem to be:

   Historical: Essentially a rhetorical or oratorical conception. Established in Augustan Rome during a period of uncertain religion, a low valuation of philosophy, especially logic & metaphysic, and a need for a myth of concern to rationalize the new imperial order. Cicero is the intellectual basis of it, deriving his attitudes from Stoic ideas of *humanitas* I don’t know much about. The cultural development was entirely poetic, & comprised mainly Virgil, Ovid & Horace. This attitude revived in the Renaissance as part of a secular myth of concern, distinguishing itself from the study of God and of nature. It accommodated itself to Christianity, but I think “Christian humanism” has been overworked as a concept: its focusing on Stoic & Caesarian ideals does create some tension.

   As an idea, humanism has to do with the conception of style, specifically literary style, as the expression of social coherence. Coherence, not authority. The Machiavellian man of will is the prince; the humanist’s goal is that of Castiglione’s courtier, the servant or adviser to the prince. Of course the ideal is the cyropaedic one, but even then the spectators know more of the implications of the game than the players.

   Hence humanism has a lot to do with amateurism and homo ludens. The humanist, like Tom Sawyer, transforms his work into play: he does everything with *sprezzatura* or dash. Versatility is essential, not for its own sake but to gain some perspective on the variety of social phenomena. The *professional* humanist hardly exists; if I am a humanist, I’m one in virtue of my interests & social attitudes, not my job. I call myself a professional rhetorician, but actually I use rhetoric for saving situations—the vocation of eloquence. [97]

   Perhaps humanism is fundamentally the adaptation of the poet, in the largest sense, to the mental habits of a writing society. It’s the unacknowledged legislator period. [98] It’s conservative in the sense that it conserves the tradition of culture and helps in the ritualizing of society. It’s always opposed to unconditioned will, whether of dictators or of mobs, and assumes a telos or social end of the whole community which the
individual can articulate. Burke begins a humanist development carried on by Arnold & Newman. Opposition to extreme specialization is incidental (the same person can be a humanist and a specialist), and it need not be opposed to technical language, only to jargon or debased language. Nor is it opposed either to religion or to science (Eliot is more profoundly humanistic than Irving Babbitt): it is merely distinguished from them.

Who is not a humanist? I think humanism belongs, in my terms, to the Eros-Adonis semicircle. The social explorer or pioneer is something else. Erasmus is, Luther isn’t. Freud, though, is & D.H. Lawrence isn’t. The prodigal isn’t & his older brother is; yet Odysseus, who only wants to get the hell home, is & Achilles isn’t. Anxiety, dread, abhorrence, are anti-humanistic drives. They’re unconditioned will operating in culture itself. I’d demur a little from calling William Morris a humanist, because of the rejection of contemplative culture from News from Nowhere; yet the evolution of work into creative act is profoundly humanistic.

Serenity & contemplation seem to be associated with humanism: what the contemplation is of is, I suppose, an idealized vision of society gained through the study of literature. Humanism is thus founded on the conception of the relevance of literature. Again, the humanist is conservative in the sense of seeing the possibility of transition between actual & ideal society, hence the serenity. Those driven by anxiety & abhorrence are not humanistic. This is because of the Shelleyan argument about the dialectic of love. The revolutionary thinks dialectically and understands what he wants by defining its opposite. The humanist thinks in a process of expansion & containment.

I’m very grateful to the man from Schenectady, because this suddenly gives a point & direction to a reading plan I’ve had from the very beginning of teaching. I started teaching two honour courses, one in the Renaissance & one in 17th c. thought, which were really the beginning & end of humanism, & the immense importance of Cicero, along with Virgil & Ovid, has haunted me ever since. Perhaps there should be a second essay, an addendum or pendant (I almost wrote pudendum) to the concern & freedom essay which would develop a theme missing from it & be a better & more logical introduction to the Bible essay. (Possible titles: “The Things that Are Caesar’s”; “The Orbit of Virgil.”) It could absorb the Pakistan stuff that got excluded from the Daedalus essay, & if it could also absorb the communications stuff on pp. 39–45 [par. 107–19] the latter would be almost relevant.
One of the stock responses to me is that I try to separate literature from life. But of course it's the people who go in for documentary criticism, whose first impulse it is to relate literature to the non-literary, who really make the separation.

Although I think humanism died, organically, about the time of Matthew Arnold, it's still, & necessarily, the cultural foundation of criticism. Naturally my spiritual authority article belongs to this investigation. Also the essay, if it can be an essay, needs to nail once & for all that Johnson-general Blake-particular business. And perhaps it's here & not in the Bible essay that I need to get the phenomenological basis of metaphor clear.

Anyway, the poet isn't a humanist. As I've said, the humanist values of literature are for the consumer, & the poet makes the primitive existential protest against the order that tends to collapse into inertia, as Shelley says. The dissemination of the poetic attitude in our day is more or less anti-humanist. But I need to think a lot more about this style-as-the-key-to-order notion which exists on all levels from Pound's unwobbling pivot to popular superstitions about "good grammar." Note the survival of magic in it: the word of power, the word of command, the word of courtesy in Spenser's Q6—in fact the whole Renaissance bit about the Word—I must look at Reuchlin—also the lineal descent from concerned prose, along with my four kernels.

The passing reference to Nietzsche in the CP needs amplifying: the conclusion to Ecce Homo is preposterous, because Dionysus is the dying god: he meant Prometheus. But it's interesting that Nietzsche's real criteria are humanistic ones of good manners, the gay science, & the like, with the aristocratic overtones of humanism, even though he isn't what we think of as a humanist. But I suspect Ecce Homo is a humanist title; and of course he began as a classical scholar.

Style or grammar as the key to civilization: Ascham; Milton (it's a humanistic topos by then); Pound's ching ming. The connexion with communication is this: the media of the latter are words & images. In a given social situation, American quasi-capitalism or Russian pseudo-socialism, all media are the same, with the same message. Now the humanist's function, as professional rhetorician, is to save the situation,
to articulate a social event. The event is ritual play of some kind, & the orator descends from the mythological poet who explains ritual by myth. I’ve got three things mixed up here: poet or artist, whose originality creates new words & images (new combinations of them); the critic, who studies the social function & meaning of literature; & the humanist amateur orator, or professor of things in general. The stock response to me is addled humanism—the gentleman is an amateur, & by finding technique in criticism I’m withdrawing it from life, which is all wrong. It’s only in literature that this superstition exists, & decayed humanism is the main target now under attack, elitism rationalized as democracy.

[153] Humanism starts with Cicero, in a period of rhetoric in which philosophy is made “relevant” by being popularized & assimilated to cultivated speech. Themes are “existential” “limit-situations” like de Senectute.\(^{110}\) Forms are the epistle, or personal communication of the general; the Tusculan disputation or cena;\(^{111}\) the rhetorical attack or defence (apology); the essay; the Utopian treatise. Plato’s forms of dialogue & vision are incorporated: the Somnium Scipionis takes the place, for Christian Europe, of the vision of Er.\(^{112}\)

[154] The orator’s style is continuous, but the crux is the high-style sententia, which speaks with the authority of concerned prose. An aphorism is not a cliche: it penetrates & bites. It has wit, and consequently an affinity with satire. It appeals to the instinct in us to say “I don’t care if a man’s right or wrong; all I care about is whether his mind is alive or dead.” Naturally this will not do as a guide to thought, but it’s normal & healthy as an occasional reaction. Christ speaks in aphorisms, not because they are alive, but because he is. But communication is a two-way street: the living word can only be heard by the living. The result of concerned communication is therefore what I call the symposium, the esoteric society, Jesus & his disciples, or some kind of elite (Plato’s Laws).

[155] There are two foci of concerned prose: the articulation of Utopia or ideal society—the Castiglione courtier of a nation—and the articulation of history: the speaking event, like Lincoln’s second inaugural. The humanist, as such, generally gets buggered by the latter: Cicero supported Pompey,* who was described by Mommsen as having the mind of a drill sergeant.\(^{113}\)

* And I suspect that, although Cicero is referred to separately in Shake-
Shakespeare's Brutus is partly Shakespeare's comment on the political role of Ciceronian humanism.

The cult of style is of course rhetorical in the sense that it's based on the twofold aspect of rhetoric—figuration and persuasion. The devices are part of the verbal pharmacopia. In the Renaissance this gets mixed up with neo-Platonic & Cabalistic verbal magic. Here my humanism essay, if that's what it's going to be, expands into my third book, where I'm beginning to feel that I really am the man who's found the lost chord, somebody who really can, on the basis of literature, put the Tarots & alchemy & kabalism & the rest of it together into a coherent speech & language.

But the deepest & most teasing problem is still phenomenological metaphor. The jewel is the lotus, and not by virtue of any common identifying factor like substance, which is a concession to reason & ends in the mysticism of stage 2. Stage 3 is what Buber calls dialogue: identical & separate. Even interpenetration is suspect, as it's still a formula of connexion. So is communion, the analogizing of a community to a single body. Blake says it's one man at a distance, but who the hell ever gets to that distance? The resurrection of the body means the resurrection of other bodies too.

In my speeches I often speak of earlier moments of intensity. They were usually not moments of intensity, but only look so when I remember them. In a sense, therefore, I'm simply lying. But perhaps this is what the memory is for, to bring to life past moments. If so, the memory, like the sensory apparatus, is selective & exclusive. Screen memory is the only memory. Nietzsche says that when the memory says "I did that" & pride says "I didn't," the memory gives way. I wish to hell mine would, & that I didn't remember so many silly & humiliating things. Maybe it's a disease that it doesn't, & it should. Perhaps that's the meaning of Lethe, losing the memory of sin, in Dante. Of course an old man in complacent dotage, with a battery of stories showing him in a good light, isn't exactly the noblest work of God. But memory is the key to identity. And perhaps (as Coleridge once suggested) the key to resurrection too. My own memory, employed in this way, brings an almost intolerable weight of nostalgia with it: I want to go back to an earlier & simpler time when all those people were alive. Maybe, as Vaughan says, we go back to heaven & not on to it [The Retreat].
But, of course, there's that difference between Plato's *anamnesis* & Kierkegaard’s repetition: the inhibiting memory that Blake says has nothing to do with imagination, & the habit or practice memory that makes imagination expressible. Yet even Blake includes the conception of the apocryphon of the heart, the secret book we all write every second of our lives, which according to the Koran (and the Bible too) confronts us at death [The Children of Israel 17:13–14; Revelation 20:12].

Well, *The Critical Path* is a sequence of three long (100-page) essays. The first, *Concern & Freedom*, is already written. The second, with some such title as *The Humanist Era*, starts with the two attempts to unite concern & freedom. The first is the way of deductive synthesis, of the Thomist *Summa* shattered by Protestantism, of the Hegelian synthesis shattered by Marxism. I don’t know much about this, & don’t propose to devote much space to it. The other is the way of humanism uniting them in a life-style rather than a system of thought. There is such a thing as Christian humanism, but it has a powerful secular undertow.

The third, as I now see, is an essay on the typology of the Bible leading up to the question of what comparative religion compares, or, what does religion as a whole say, when considered, not as *religio* or social observance, or as symbolism, which doesn’t say anything, but as doctrine, in the sense of an imaginative vision which is also existential and committed? I don’t believe in a “perennial philosophy,” but there is something here.

At a class a girl asked me if I “believed” in Jung’s collective unconscious. I don’t believe in anything that is to be believed: that is, I don’t trust anything that remains in the dark as an object of belief. The collective unconscious has been postulated, & I’ve had it explained to me (in Syracuse) in a way that made sense. But it never gets off the ground: Jungians keep repeating the phrase but don’t show it in action, so it can only explain things in a circular way, like opium in the *Malade Imaginaire*. It’s a postulate, but not a practical axiom.

Reading the opening of Heidegger’s *What Is Metaphysics?* In public school my teacher was demonstrating a vacuum with a suction pump, & said it was a big vacuum. I said “What would there be if you got all the air out?” He said (impatiently, to a silly question) “There’d be
nothing there, of course.” I’d asked the question because it had suddenly floated into my 12-year old mind that I couldn’t take in the notion of nothing. Something with nothing inside it was still something; “a vacuum,” being a noun, is something; even if I say with Gertrude Stein “there is no there there,” I’m talking about something. Empty space is something, namely space; the act of perceiving it is an event in time. No matter. I suppose all Zen “koans” are really about that.

[164] The second essay (how that phrase recurs!) seems to me to be taking this shape: at the centre of my circular diagram is the humanist synthesis, supported by Nomos & Nous. One side is turned toward the symposium & the other toward the cabinet. An esoteric group among themselves—the Christian disciples, revolutionaries, Rosicrucians, Castiglione’s courtiers, Arthur’s Round Table—they nevertheless both give & receive authority to & from society. The question is always of the identity of the prince in their midst.

[165] Then there are the two hemispheres, the above & the below. The upper world is the Logos-dominated world of the Incarnation, ministry & ascension, and for it the central point of time is the descending kairos, the Incarnation timeless order coming down into time, Eliot’s still point, symbolized by the stilling of the sea (Nativity Ode, of course), & by all Milton’s harmony imagery. It’s the cultural impulse of the deductive synthesis: its dialectic is the two-edged sword cutting the darkness off (Book of Wisdom Incarnation).

[166] The lower world of death, harrowing of hell & resurrection is the counterpart. Here the central point of time is not the beginning but the end of the process, the ascending kairos thrusting up from below. The real God, from Blake on, is not the descendit de coelis God of imposing order & recreation, but the Promethean God tearing loose from death & hell with smoke & grime all over his face, the mad treading-the-wine-press Messiah of Isaiah. Note that this blood-soaked figure appears in the south gate, repeating the extermination of the Canaanite tribes of the Egyptians at the Passover. (The transfer of the bride from the “monster” is glanced at in Ruth), which has a ritual connexion with the Passover.)

[167] The beginning & end contrast is important, because of the conservative past-sense of the Logos & the revolutionary future-sense of Tha-
natos. Those who think of an ordering Logos normally confuse the Resurrection with the Second Coming, the day of wrath in the future which completes the separation from the dark world.

[168] I'm following out the Christian imagery, though that is supposed to go in the third essay, the second one being concerned with the revolution-end existential ascending question vs. the imperialist descending answer. In the second I should take a more positive view of humanism than I suggest. What it symbolizes really is freedom, spiritual authority, and the balancing centre of society: the answers above and the questions below are the areas of concern that threaten it, sometimes take it over, but can't ultimately replace it.

[169] There must be something buried in Cicero connecting the orator-individual with a humanist society. The latter starts with the Platonic symposium: in the Renaissance, after the deductive synthesis which had inspired the idea of the university had broken down, the humanist revolution, with its cult of the amateur, homo ludens & the spoken word, took over the university. The corresponding scholars (that's why the epistle is so central a humanist form) digging out manuscripts, & the body of advisers or courtiers in Castiglione, are modulations of this central balancing group. Arthur's court held together by chivalry is a romance topos developed into a humanistic one by Spenser.

[170] In the nineteenth century this society, at least in England, became a liberal group. The Mill & Arnold developments I have. Arthur's court is still going in Tennyson, and as an undergraduate I used to play around with the "ring" idea which I felt was lurking even in Browning's Ring & the Book symbolism—this was long before Tolkien's romance appeared, of course. Still, I suppose that the chivalric or crusading ring is something else: it's more a symposium of the Eros-Adonis hemisphere, not the Nomos-Nous axis. Conspiratorial & esoteric groups belong to the lower semicircle—my Yeats & Fabian society links.

[171] Harold Bloom asked me what prayer was: I told him I thought it was an effort at self-knowledge that doesn't come from introspection.

[172] No, I think two essays: the Bible, the original subject of this notebook, is something else. The second essay is on humanism & beyond. It
takes in the central balancing area between God & nature, the amateur, homo ludens, oratorical & epistle-writing community, the symposium & chivalric ring, etc. The "beyond" part goes by way of Republic X and the Somnium Scipionis [see par. 153], into a reincarnation vision which adumbrates the theme of the third book. Perhaps into some consideration of whether one can get, via literature, from one specific religion to what religion as a whole is saying.

[173] What's new here is the use of literature to guide one to the problem of what gets compared in comparative religion. Literature itself doesn't say anything: if there's a perennial religion, or rather a total religion, a telos of religious impulses, that would say something. I suppose I'm really talking about my ground plan of the conceptual displacements book: maybe I've just been hypnotized by the lucidity, almost the luminousness, of my Critical Path essay. I feel that a sequel to it that was the Huckleberry Finn to its Tom Sawyer, so to speak, would be something fairly definitive for our time.

[174] I've said that American youth coming to Canada as draft-dodgers suffer from an emigré mentality: they're not coming to Canada, but only leaving the States, & they live in a social limbo awaiting an amnesty or similar change. However, they may get their amnesty: they're not as badly off as the emigrés in time of the younger generation, who expect some gigantic revolution which will not come, or if it does will be in a form more disillusioning than the status quo. I don't see much future for them except psychoneurosis. It's all very well for Blake to say that fear & hope are vision, but when both fear & hope are concentrated on what are not & cannot be there, the vision becomes fantasy, of a drugging and will o' the wisp kind.

[175] Agenda:

1) A hundred-page essay on the humanist tradition and its relationship to revolution and religion, conceived as a sequel to my Daedalus essay. The two essays together will form a book called The Critical Path, and the first essay will be renamed "Concern and Freedom."

2) A small book on the typology of the Bible, based on my R.K. lecture notes. I had thought of this as a possible third essay, but on the whole I think not.
3) Studies in sentimental romance:
a) a paper on the Waverley novels.
b) a study of Melville, based essentially on the Biblical symbolism of *Clarel*, which may be preceded by a study of Poe, perhaps even Hawthorne.
c) that essay on William Morris I’ve always wanted to do.

4) The third book, now fairly clear as a scheme.¹³²

[176] Time Table:
January to June of 1970 will be taken up mainly with overdue commitments.
I could perhaps start on the Eros section of the third book in Oxford,¹³³ while reading Scott, so as to have a Scott paper ready for 1971. The Melville essay has to be postponed, I think.
I don’t know about the Bible book: I’ll have the outline of that by the end of the year. But I want to make money out of it, and that means careful selecting of material.

[177] Point in the humanism essay: a large part of humanism consists in comparative mythology. And all good mythographers have two characteristics: one, they sound like cranks or nuts (not typical of the humanist pose, of course); two, they show a great respect for the “wisdom of the ancients.” This is in contrast to the pseudo-Darwinian “rational” views of history, which want to make man as apelike as possible, as recently as possible.¹³⁴ All gradualist, or sham evolutionary theories of progress, whether bourgeois or Marxist in their setting, are imperialistic theories. Their conception of “primitive” is exactly my formula: if two societies collide, the one that gets exterminated or enslaved is the primitive one. In other words, progress always means (explicitly in Marxism) technological progress. It doesn’t follow that Australian whites are more intelligent than Australian blacks, though of course they would score much higher on I.Q. tests, as long as they set the tests. Once we accept the fact that human beings at least as intelligent as ourselves have been around for half a million years or so, our perspective on the “primitive” mind changes somewhat. The question is, what were these “primitives” interested in? If they were interested in mythology, they could perhaps construct far better mythologies than we can: more ingenious & complicated, more subtle & imaginative.¹³⁵
And yet I mustn't think of humanism as an ideal—my ideal—but as a historical development between Linacre & Arnold. (There have been great humanists before—Grosseteste, Alcuin, even Alfred—and since, but that was the organic period.) Well, in historical humanism there was a strong progressive illusion—coming out of the murk of the Dark Ages as well as reviving Classical glories—and this increased after Dryden (remark in the Essay on Poesy) to Gibbon & Johnson. In a sense Romanticism was anti-humanist, despite Arnold or Celtic literature.

No, I think the real job is the one I've been avoiding. An essay on something like "Humanism and Its Limits" is an integral part of the present Critical Path, and has to be stuffed into it, not made a second essay. The point across [par. 177] I've tried to make introductory to L [Liberal], but it won't do: it simply has to be stuffed in to what I've got.

Everything I can say about humanism—the Gutenberg era alliance between literary scholarship & humanism that had a beginning & is now ending as our forces have to be regrouped—is already a part of what I've written. I think the communication bit is too, along with a new feeling I've had that every major technological element in our time makes for introversion. Television & automobiles are introverted in a way that books & trains never were.

Further, if I stuff the present essay, the passage on the Bible might become more functional. (Imperialist nature of monotheism seen in the intense centralizing tendencies of Judaism at Jerusalem after the D [Deuteronomic] code & thereafter, Xy at Rome, Islam at Mecca, even in the 3 revy. [revolutionary] developments of it.) (Note tendency of Black Power to turn Moslem because Xy is the "white" religion, forgetting that Islam was the religion of the Arab slave-traders.) I'm beginning to feel that one of the key figures of history was that repulsive idiot Antiochus Epiphanes: without him neither Judaism nor Xy would ever have come into focus.

I wonder if something about the anxiety of continuity doesn't belong here. It takes the literary form of a father handing on proverbs to his son, wisdom being traditionally the beaten path. The story of Ahikar: here a father showers an (adopted) son with proverbs; the son
betrays & tries to kill him; he escapes, returns in wrath, imprisons his son, & showers him with more proverbs, this time in a more menacing context.\textsuperscript{140} The story impressed the author of Tobit (cf. the Tobit-Tobias relation there) enough for him to claim A. [Ahikar] as a relative of Tobit; it’s in Classical culture (Aesop) & in the Koran (Loqman).\textsuperscript{141} Cf., later, Polonius to Laertes & Chesterfield: the Hamlet context is significant because of the central importance of legitimacy in the history plays.\textsuperscript{142}

\textsuperscript{[183]} As we have it, the Ahikar story is confused because Ahikar has no son: he adopts one at the command of God, & gets a lout who wants to do his own thing, hence God becomes a fool. One expects a displacement from a prodigal-son theme—after all, the whole anxiety of Jewish & Xn religions is directed toward the breach of continuity between God & his son Man. Similarly in Job: the ordeal of Ahikar may have been instigated by God originally. This theme is a central Hermes motif, & so belongs in \textit{L} [Liberal];\textsuperscript{143} but some of it goes here, in connexion with the Burke theme.\textsuperscript{144} Note the hysteria in Proverbs & Ecclus [Ecclesiasticus]: teach the way of wisdom to your son, and beat the shit out of him if he doesn’t listen. In satire, of course, the \textit{Tale of a Tub}.

\textsuperscript{[184]} I’ve just written an introduction to \textit{L} [Liberal] that doesn’t fit there, but has to be inserted into the H.G. Wells passage.\textsuperscript{145} I can’t finish a book until it’s finished, & the \textit{CP} isn’t finished yet. I think the stuff from my education paper\textsuperscript{146} could be cut a good deal and the communication stuff from this notebook put in. The Children’s Crusade is obviously running out of gas, & too much of it in the \textit{CP} would date it.\textsuperscript{147}

\textsuperscript{[185]} Re the introverting effect of most consumer technology (the automobile, television, the plane): our society lacks festivals: our Christmas is an introverted German Romantic affair, & its Dickensian propaganda assumes a retreat into the cavernous depths of the middle-class family.

\textsuperscript{[186]} The third section, on Sidney & Shelley, could be expanded to take in my more recent humanist ideas. Perhaps some of the jokes in section one could go back in, if I could remember what they were & if they aren’t repeated in \textit{SS}.\textsuperscript{148} (I think I threw out the old MS, in my usual dithering way.) The cn. [communication] part probably goes late, in section five or six, and some of the points in the Pakistan paper\textsuperscript{149} could go into the final cadences (some, like the Forster reference, may belong ear-
I seem to be gathering my forces to make it a preface to Liberal, a personal Milton statement before that Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{151}

\textbf{[187]} Also my Arnold CA [Culture and Anarchy] reference\textsuperscript{152} could go into the humanism section & round off a conspectus of the tradition. Humanism contained a mythological criticism in embryo, because it ascribed genuine learning to the poets—Virgil was preternaturally learned to the Middle Ages, & hence Servius & Fulgentius & Macrobius. This in itself is rather the encyclopaedic tradition—in Shelley, the Encyclopaedists have gone down to the second rank.

\textbf{[188]} I think perhaps there should be a more connected account of the four kernels of concerned prose. Note that continuity here is existential. Continuing the commandment produces law, continuing the aphorism produces wisdom (the Ahikar example).\textsuperscript{153} Perhaps the other two, parable & oracle-epiphany (Isa. vi & Ezek. i, along with the ascent of Elijah, which may be a vulgarized form of a third) are radically discontinuous, microcosms of the encyclopaedia. Well, the sequence of epiphanies is the only concerned way of depicting a life, and a sequence of parables history.\textsuperscript{154}

\textbf{[189]} My present recasting of CP is:
2. The thesis of concern & freedom & of the fact that Judaism, Xy & possibly Islam are revy. [revolutionary] in origin. Apoc. pseud.\textsuperscript{155}
3. The defence of concern in deductive synthesis (St. Thomas, Hegel), the revy. attacks on it (Protsm [Protestantism], Marx) & the accommodation provided by humanism. Sidney.
4. The cult of antiquity in humanism; its progressive gradualism & the two senses of primitive: humanism breaks down into mythology. Shelley.
5. Mythology & the open society. Arnold (also Colenso).\textsuperscript{156} The language of religion mythical.
7. Conclusion.

\textbf{[190]} Note the contradiction in tendency between the revy. [revolutionary] origin of Jewish & Christian concern, with its resistance to "revi-
sionism," & the deductive synthesis which a myth of concern develops after it has reversed its revy. role & become an establishment.157

[191] It’s interesting to read persons struggling with residual belief, & watch their adverbs. The word “certainly” almost always betrays the uncertainty of concern. Cf. Blake’s “presumption is no proof.”158

[192] The most subversive question that can be asked of any myth of concern is: what about the success or prosperity or virtue or wisdom of those who reject it or have never heard of it? Medieval Christendom simply turned off its hearing-aid when it thought of the virtuous heathen: Pope Gregory could get Trajan out of hell because he was impressed by his merits & an emperor was conspicuous enough for a Pope to have heard of him.159 Legend, but it represents a real truth. As soon as one concedes that some people can live just as well outside the myth, the whole missionary aspect of it is considerably weakened. And of course a missionary enterprise can hardly restrict itself, say, to pure religion: the whole social & political setup of the myth it’s attached to, or at least its whole cultural setup, is inseparable from it.

[193] Another anxiety, stemming from the anthropocentric perspective of a myth of concern, is the indifference—and the permanence—of nature. Cf. the Syriac Baruch (2): “And now I see that the world, which was made on account of us abides; but we, on account of whom it was made, depart.”160

[194] As soon as the original bluster of a myth of concern (“I am the myth of concern; it’s me or else”) is denied & the definite article is reduced to the indefinite, the element of existential choice in belonging to it or attaching oneself to it is recognized. I may not have this quite right, but a choice is not the choice: it is a symbol of something we can never see, the Deuteronomy choice between life & death [Deuteronomy 30:19] in a context outside our experience. That’s one reason why we can never complete the cathedral of knowledge & faith.

[195] The “fundamentalist” creed in which I was mainly brought up asserts that it sticks by the Gospel: actually it’s founded on the Gnostic heresies. One, there is only one Gospel, for the four existing ones are reconcilable at every point. Two, Jesus, or the Holy Spirit, wrote the Gospel,
the four evangelists being merely dictaphones. Three, it was written in such a way as to guarantee the complete purity of the text & infallibility of translations. These all being clearly nonsense we are brought back to the question, Why didn't Jesus write, or dictate, or, better still, invent the printing press? The answer has something to do with the inspired tact which keeps my adherence: the Biblical counterpart of the tact that Catholics find in the history of the Church & the Papacy, & which I certainly don't find there. Xy never committed itself, as Mithraic & various pseudepigraphic & apocryphal texts did, to definite statements about the order of nature. It may imply, or even assume, that the earth is the centre of the universe, that there are waters under the earth, that heaven is in the sky: but it never definitely says so, in a way that destroys its authority when these things are shown to be false. It keeps an end open, & science can develop through that open end. The absence of a definitive text written by the Master himself is part of the same tact. Interpretation, criticism, dispute, are all part of the open end that suggests the infinity of revelation.

[196] The Children's Crusade, however profoundly significant as a symptom of social malaise, was not in itself a social development of major importance, & its intellectual contentions negligible: in fact it often prided itself on not having any. A preoccupation with a movement which even at the time was obviously running out of gas would only have dated the book.

[197] Jesus says that the "law" is more permanent than heaven or earth [Matthew 5:18; Luke 16:17]: if this means that 635 precepts about not seething a kid in its mother's milk [Exodus 23:19] & the like will outlive the subsiding of the universe into entropy, the statement is obviously bloody nonsense. I think that when heaven & earth pass away, the old alliance of moral & natural law is dissolved, which means that the "law" becomes something very different. It's the light, or the clue, that we carry with us when we descend to the labyrinth of the dead. The true witnesses are the martyrs, who go down into the silence alone with their vision, & come back from the grave with the body of the redeemed. The false witnesses (here of course I'm back to Blake) are the Watchers, the "spheres that testify," as Baruch calls them [2 Baruch 19:3], who form the body of the Covering Cherub. (Curious Hebrew tendency in my handwriting: when I go over it again to make it plainer, it's almost
always the vowels that need attention.) Here as elsewhere one begins with the Hermes descent: that’s the law of existential choice.

[198] One thing that comes into the cn. section is the way that all arguments become personal: I have this, but it develops in the direction of objective guilt on the one hand, and of the expediency of truth on the other. Concern always focusses on the tactically necessary lie—it has since Plato. If you decide on the social cause of boycotting grapes in California, and someone puts on a show of being arrested or beaten which is pure pantomime, purely for the benefit of TV cameras, anyone who sees it & says it’s pantomime becomes a reactionary. Sure it’s true, but that’s not as important as your being a mean old reactionary for pointing it out. Because you’re really pointing in the direction of left faire, is the implication. And of course to be strictly impartial one should perhaps add the point I have about objective truth not being the only criterion, because objective truth can only prevent concern from consolidating. The point I’m driving at is that cn. is as much mythical as it is informative. Does there have to be a lie at the centre of all myths of concern? I’m getting very close to saying so. Certainly a closed myth must lie.

[199] I’ve always been a little doubtful about Jung’s introversion & extroversion principle: it’s really a difference between the contemplative & the active approaches. If, for example, I were younger, could hold an erection, & were interested in the pursuit of women, I wouldn’t pursue them: I’d pretend to be interested in something else until they came up to me, virgins to a unicorn. It’s the same instinct that makes me a critic, withdrawing from experience until it becomes oracular. It goes back to my lack of physical confidence, or, more accurately, to my realization that that lack of confidence has a very sound basis. I am not one of those who attack & conquer events & surroundings: I turn away until they settle down. I’m an Archimedes who could move the earth if he were standing in a different place, but when he is, he can do his work only in the absence of the murderous louts of Rome.

[200] Re rhetoric in cn. section & residual irony in advertising: in Thomas Pynchon’s brilliant satire, The Crying of Lot 49, a radio announcer, finding that he can’t pronounce such formulas as “rich,
chocolaty goodness" with the appropriate sincerity, goes on hard drugs, which of course disintegrate his sense of individuality & make him a pure mob-voice. \(^{167}\)

[201] In the present [chapter] 5 it’s important to note that a written Scripture democratizes a community by providing an accessible source. The oral tradition becomes esoteric. In Islamic countries it democratized the religious set up, making every man his own priest, but not the political one. The hierarchy of interpretation is, as I have it, another form of oral tradition. Not having a definitive written document, on the other hand, releases the liberty of prophesying.

[202] The deductive synthesis sets up an elaborate imitation of science. \(^{168}\) Priests become imitation doctors: a spiritual substance is an imitation substance, or generally the spiritual world is a ghostly shadow of the physical one, reversing the Platonic claim.

[203] Re Pynchon across [par. 200]: I don’t think I have my hypocrisy-is-a-virtue point, except in a sermon, but it’s essential to my moral distinction between advertising & propaganda. This part should be clearer now that in L [Liberal]—or at least in the red notebook—I have the separation into Dionysian mob & Apollonian individual as the end of the upper or Eros-Adonis cycle. \(^{169}\)

[204] In working out the final draft of any important piece of continuous writing, I need a motto on my desk that adapts Truman’s: the buck stops now. In the Daedalus draft\(^{170}\) I could throw in the manipulating-myth aspect of all verbal formulation, note that it pulled the chair out from under my whole argument, and leer at the reader. Well, that is, as I dimly realized at the time, the keystone of my whole argument, & has to be fitted into place. As soon as God speaks, he condemns himself to death—this is in L [Liberal]. As soon as man speaks, he starts to lie: the first speaker in the Bible, after God, is the serpent. The reason is that words are a recreation: they can’t describe: they twist away from the object and around the man speaking.

[205] That’s why (a) no myth of concern can ever swallow the myth of freedom (b) every closed myth of concern is a lie, the imaginary winning
out over the imaginative (c) the best we can hope for is an open-ended modus vivendi between the two myths, the myth of freedom having always the power to revise itself.

[206] One reason why myth always lies is that (as I discovered with Burke) it can’t distinguish appearance from reality. What things ought to be is primary; what they are is secondary, & hence a selection must be made, from the things that are, of the things that symbolize the way things ought to be. A sacramental pious fraud.

[207] Chapter 2 outlines the concern & freedom thesis: Chapter 3 divides the relationship into 3 stages. First, concern’s attempt to develop a deductive synthesis absorbing the truth of reason. Second, the humanist attempt to set up an amateur or ludens life-style. Third, the development of science. The second, which is the only one that directly concerns literary theory, is illustrated by Sidney & his rhetorical analogue.

[208] Chapter 4 begins with Peacock & his paradox, then examines Shelley as part of the Romantic movement, a secession from humanism which split off the mythological aspect of it. Classical tendency here.

[209] Chapter 5, on Arnold (taking in the Colenso business & Arnold’s religious waffling generally) connects the mythological tradition & the open society. Humanism organically ends with Arnold: mythology carries on. This is where the myth-as-language-of-religion goes.

[210] Chapter 6 is all about cn. [communication] theory—oh, shit, I’ve got this all straight: start writing, not doodling.

[211] One thing emerges more clearly from Blake that belongs in L [Liberal] but needs a note here: Urizen is the anxiety of tradition & continuity: hence concentration on the law in the past and the whole Ahikar complex about “wisdom.” One is the hope of reversal in the failure. One should have both: cf. William Morris & Marxist interest in archaeology. Humanism is a cult of an élite, Toynbee’s creative minority, neither dominant (Urizen) nor conspiratorial (Orc), but informing (Plato’s symposium). Its genera are the cena discussion (pure community), the formal epistle (individuals separated but dramatizing a cy. [community]), and the rhetorical defence (ind. before the gen. public). Its educational
program is the encyclopaedic one of concern, & its central conception is the social effectiveness of words.

[212] The happy few conception (I must look at Löwith & his saving remnant again)\textsuperscript{172} comes to a crisis on the Arnold-Colenso business. In a crisis, the liberal Arnold turns reactionary because of his fear of breaking down the inner group. Only a few are capable of, etc.\textsuperscript{173} But in a world like ours "only a few" could still be several million. I think it's a superstition anyway: the real fear is of disintegrating the social framework around the group that preserves tradition & continuity, the anxieties of writing. Colenso is not so important except for his courage & honesty, & it is impossible to go along with Arnold's motives—this was not token liberalism like the deceased-wife's sister bit.\textsuperscript{174} So this makes the transition from the humanist era to the mythological era. Humanist values are transferred, e.g. to Ezra Pound, who rejects the humanist social pact but adopts the topos of culture as the key to life (signature: the Ruskinian element in Pound which he gets from \textit{ching ming}). Nietzsche, again, is typical of a new humanism (cf. with his Dionysus vs. Christ guff, & Pound's copulation good or bad for the crops).\textsuperscript{175} But Pound is still hanging on to the old happy-few thesis in his notions of a small group of investors vs. the people who give you what you can find elsewhere (patent analogy). It continues the rarity-of-genius theme that is Rcsm's [Romanticism's] superstition. "Only a few" is not so much true or false: what's significant is the nervousness of the person who wants it.

[213] My Archimedes point on p. 82 [par. 199] belongs here: my whole value thesis is bound up with a denial of the happy few or selected tradition thesis. Also my Griffin article on historical csm. [criticism]\textsuperscript{176} takes on a new relevance.

[214] The conspiratorial novel (Crying of Lot 49) as an adumbration of the falsifying of history by myth. This is the demonic side, the 1984 side, of Shelley's one-poem thesis.\textsuperscript{177}

[215] Arnold on fraternity. The myth of freedom, as such, doesn't really come to grips with relations among people. You get, first, the deductive synthesis, to which Newman is still trying to attach himself in the 19th c. Second, the life-style of humanism, with its continuous anxieties, running through to Burke & Arnold. Third, some technocratic community
of experts, but nobody trusts this: amateurism is one of humanism’s strongest points. The university is the community. But the social organization of the creative minority, as it spirals downward from symposium at the centre to saving remnant to eight souls in the ark, is a problem I don’t tackle in the present CP.

[216] The telos of social development is, perhaps, the identification of work & creativity, which would be play on Tom Sawyer’s principle, & would therefore be the actualizing of homo ludens, though restricting play to self-expansion & shucking off the competitive side of it. This is the original Marxist goal—it has to be everybody’s goal.†

†It’s the Ruskin-Morris goal, & has been ascribed to a humanistic Marx I can’t buy.

[217] Revolutionary monotheism is really a discovery of the future dimension of time.*

*Future in the sense of (a) a social future of rebirth as distinct from the individual one which can only be death, as in Tiresias’ prophecy to Ulysses (b) a distanced future unlike the imminent one of divination described by Vico.

[218] Primitive vs. barbaric: a barbarian is a man for whom some group of people is sub-human. Enemies: Samson & the foxes [Judges 15:4–5]. Slaves or “workers”—snobbery is barbaric. Fascist pigs. The tactically necessary lie. Trojans have full dignity, hence a genuine civn. [civilization] can be founded on the Iliad.

[219] Oral tradition is linear, with an esoteric tendency. A written scripture is a centre, the focus of a cy. [community]. The more accessible it is, the more democratized society becomes, or can become. Humanism & the printing press.

[220] Western philosophy for some reason got bogged down in a contract of knowledge: “subject & object & the nature of reality.” Here we are, & there it is: how did we get in contact with it? What right have we to know anything? What guarantee is there that we know?

[221] I mustn’t forget my point that ties together my distrust of a single élite & my conviction that the university is for a few, that’s the dissemi-
nation of the élite: élites, like scholars (who form a small part of them) are pluralists.

[222] "Permissiveness" as the cause of student unrest & the like. There are three kinds. One is not tormenting & humiliating people but respecting their dignity. One is cowardice, or giving in to a vociferous ego which can be reckless because it doesn't have to consider the consequences of anything it does. Finally, there is the kind which results from the lack of faith in an ideal society. The anxiety of continuity, where wisdom is the following of the path, gives great prestige to elders, especially parents, because they are the presbyters or priests of society, of the ideal society of the perfect law as well as actual society. Where the ideal basis of the society is believed in, continuity appears as a kind of minimum requirement; where it is not believed in, the parent has no authority except his own personal authority, so it's just one ego against another.

[223] The plurality of elites is the necessary complementary conception to democracy.

[224] The happy-few conception is the anxiety of continuity confronted with crisis: it becomes the selective tradition in criticism. Rarity of genius in Pound, as above [par. 212], and, as I've often said elsewhere, it's the canonical illusion.

[225] Conception of "testament": not a syntheke [covenant] but a diatheke, a contract in which God limits himself. The uncontracted God leads to the hideous superstitions of predestination, necessary as the conception itself was to the breaking of the line. When secular myths of concern developed, we have [sic] the human creative contract reappearing in Shelley: man creates cities, gardens, laws & his own mythology. But in Burke we have the demonic side of this, the abhorrence of the unconditioned will of the people, which is now called totalitarianism.

[226] Phylogenetic development of concerned verse in children & their demands for unaltered oral transmission of nursery stories & rhymes.

IV.

[227] I don't want to repeat, much less to weaken, my very effective point about Arnold & Ruskin in the AC in this book. But the fact that
Arnold & plain-sense humanism is the voice of the past, & Ruskin & sig-
nature mythology the humanism of the future (Nietzsche, Frazer, Frobe-
nius, Pound, Eliot in WL [The Waste Land]) is very central, & I must work
out the formula.\textsuperscript{186}

[228] In tragedy, in particular, we see how powerful a force concern is
& the traitor, who breaks with the cy. [community] of concern is the bas-
est of villains; the coward who runs away from the fight is despised; the
hero is inseparably attached to his social function & position. In tragedy
he is isolated by external forces: if anyone in a tragedy undertakes iso-
lation voluntarily like R3 [Richard III] with his Q [Queen], we can be sure
that he is up to no good.\textsuperscript{187}

[229] We are told that Stonehenge & the Pyramids embody a great deal
of complicated, accurate observation of nature. But a building which
requires an immense organization of labor is the most socially con-
cerned response man can make to the order of nature. It is certainly not
a socially disinterested response, any more than moon landings are dis-
interested astronomy.\textsuperscript{188}

IV.

[230] Arnold, to get back to him, is torn apart into the Colenso challenge
& the Huxley challenge. There really are two cultures, but neither of
them is humanistic in Arnold’s sense: that’s gone. I keep thinking of
Ezra Pound, a Ruskinian who supports all the humanist topoi but some-
how isn’t a humanist.\textsuperscript{189}

IV.

[231] a) outsider vs. insider. Pound is a “traitor” & an expatriate. The
humanist works inside his society.

b) crank vs. gentleman. Students of mythology often tend to be
cranks. If they don’t they suffer for it, like Frazer, who was so stu-
pid whenever he tried to be rational. Even Freud, whose rational-
ism is the one thing that dates him. The humanist is sane, balanced, judicious.

c) specialist vs. amateur. The humanist is not a professional: his com-
prehensive perspective would be limited if he were.

d) revolutionary vs. conservative-liberal. The humanist is never a
prophet or an angry young man, nor does he seek any transvalua-
tion of values. He avoids both technical & colloquial jargon.\textsuperscript{190}
[232] Then of course there's the canonical selected-tradition stuff, which hampers Pound equally. The two cultures are both professional: what's left of the humanist synthesis can only lie in the social area that unifies.

IV.

[233] Something too about the sententious—best that has been thought & said.\textsuperscript{191} And the fear of irony, present in the Colenso business as well as in the 1853 preface.\textsuperscript{192} In L [Liberal] terms it's the fear of the Promethean upsurge.

[234] It isn't easy to distinguish the rational from the rationalized, but one sure sign of rationalization is offering inconsistent arguments, on the any-stick-is-good-enough principle. Arnold argues against Colenso (a) that the general public shouldn't get to hear of such arguments because only a few are capable, etc. (b) the general public knows all about them anyway.

IV.

[235] This is important, not just because the Colenso confrontation marks the end of humanism that had begun with Grocyn & Linacre, but because the 18th c-based case against me—Brower & Wimsatt particularly—is part of it. And I still haven't got the real point.\textsuperscript{193}

[236] The anxiety of continuity assumes the identity of contract & Utopia. God made the contract (diatheke): he voluntarily obligates himself, politically in Judaism, intellectually in Thomism. The unconditioned non-contracting God of Calvinism, as aforesaid [par. 225], is a demon. In Burke the contract is defined, not as origin, but as way of life, as procedure going from present to future, & the anxiety of continuity is built on that. Similarly with Newman. Out of this comes the donkey's carrot progressivism & the Wellsian gradualism.\textsuperscript{194} It's a lot better than the quixotic anxiety of seeking the long lost path again, which is destructive in the same way Quixote was.

V.

[237] The anxiety of continuity exists also in the personal life. Because of the variety in moods, our ego exists in a discontinuous sequence, a theme with variations in which the theme never appears as such, though it is always there & its structure is recognizable. Anxiety imposes consistency in the form of resolves & vows. In L'Allegro & Il
Penseroso we have the paradox of choosing a consistency even in mood, which certainly does enter into life. This connects with my sex point. Consistency is a source—perhaps the source—of virtue: it’s one’s personal contract. Somehow or other this is tied to my point, which I haven’t fully grasped, about spiritual authority being (a) consistent (b) founded on freedom & not on concern. Sense experience & environment also change, of course.

V.

[238] Of course the degree of consistency wanted also varies: what is dignity in one age may be only obsession in the next; what is versatility and a distribution of interest & experience for one generation may be merely dither for another. “Maturity” may mean a valid goal of life for one person & compulsive hysteria for his neighbor.¹⁹⁵

VI.

[239] Negative concern: the “escapist” desire to identify appearance and reality that turns off an intelligent TV program to listen to situation comedy.¹⁹⁶ Positive concern has the same desire, but is more humorless & committed (see Queen’s talk)¹⁹⁷ & so it’s easiest stage is an obsessional neurosis like French Canadian separatism. Here reality & appearance are assumed to coalesce after a crisis: when we get this everything will be all right. “This” is an oversimplified issue like revolution, independence for a colony, or partition to isolate a certain linguistic or religious group.

[240] I seem to have everything for this essay except the essential connecting ideas.

Final Draft Version Completed.

[241] I think I should rearrange 4, 5, & 6: nearly all of 5 should follow directly on 3, & if 4 & 6 go together the predominance of 19th c. thinkers won’t look so funny.

[242] As the language of concern shifts to the conceptual, it becomes thesis or Hegelian half-true statement, which suggests the opposition statement.¹⁹⁸ This is an essential connecting link—it’s straight out of Shelley & goes straight in the whole 4-6 (which ought to be 5-6) complex.
[243] I once had a graduate student, specializing in the Victorian period, who dismissed a number of standard books on Victorian literature as "totally lacking in social awareness." Investigation disclosed that "social awareness," for him, meant an extended treatment of the Chartist movement of the forties regardless of the announced subject of the book.¹⁹⁹

[244] I suppose I should try to read that ass Crews & see if I can understand what he thinks he wants.²⁰⁰ But a priori objections to whether I have a right to do what I'm doing don't interest me. A theory that explains a lot of facts is a good theory, & theory & facts have to be in the same plane. A psychological theory can only explain psychological facts; literary facts can only be explained by a literary theory. This is so obvious & elementary that I simply can't communicate with anybody who questions it, or thinks he's questioning it.

[245] On the opposite side there's the question (I don't know where it comes from, maybe Crane,²⁰¹ though he shouldn't be so philosophically illiterate): this is all very well as a clarifying device, but what about the uniqueness of the work of art? This comes from the half-assed Scotism I mentioned earlier.²⁰²

[246] First, uniqueness is not in itself worth studying, the world's worst poem being as unique as the best; second, uniqueness is unknowable. We cannot know the literary work except in terms of what is typical.²⁰³ I should have a sentence about the decline of the humanist into the man of taste.

[247] And, now that the CP is roughly in shape, maybe I can go back to earlier notes about religion. Apart from the Bible book, I have a short book on comparative religion in me, in three main sections, summarized earlier.²⁰⁴ One: from epiphany to monotheism. From the womb of the cave-mother to the tomb of the sky-father. Not impossibly this may absorb a good deal of what I now think of as the introduction to the Third Book. It traces the above & below symbolism, the transfer of the dying god from mother to father, the political analogy leading to the great pyramid & the tomb of Lenin & the Crusades.

Two: from the conceptual synthesis to the deification of the void. This starts with the deductive synthesis & the linguistic ritualism in Thom-
ism & elsewhere: the “of God” part of all systematic theology. It finally goes over from knowledge to experience, on the Maritain degrees-of-knowledge principle, & ends with the Eckhardtian [Eckhartian] God behind God.


[248] I have all this on pp. 48-9 [pars. 124-7]: I'm thinking about it because in another few sentences I should have CP really done, and can turf it out of this notebook. There looms the Third Book. But I've come to the point where I think I have still to do a lot of thinking about the Third Book. The compass-boxing aspect of it bothers me: it's too much like painting by numbers. And there's always the question of what the hell to read for it, or not so much what to read as what order to read everything in.

[249] If I did such a book as this I'd read comparative mythology for the first part, philosophy for the second, & a Bible-based typology for the third. And that's pretty well what I want to read for the third book, so if it didn't work out I'd still have had the reading done for the Third Book.

[250] What is perhaps more likely to happen is a merger between the two ideas, producing a 33° structure on a ziggurat basis rather than a compass.

[251] I suppose I should follow my own leads on the question of reading. When I was reading the Charles Pseudepigrapha, I was really onto something: reading in that area is easy for me, so it must be good. Reading comparative mythology is easy; modern poetry is pretty fair; fiction I do a lot of resisting with; philosophy I do too, but I think if I had a sense of direction about it I could read it.

[252] A quest book is a better type of book to write & more fun to read than a Pisgah-view book, where one sees everything all the time & no road ever turns a corner. I think that's the real reason why this compass scheme bores me. I've never started a book, even an essay, knowing exactly where it was going & how it would end.

[253] So the quest of this book would be, what the hell is religion?, and
it would have three main sections, as above [pars. 124–7, 247]. In the first the quest would be illustrated by descent symbols in literature; in the second by the Logos-Eros-Adonis complex; in the third by literature itself as the telos of mythology. The abhorred; the adored; the explored.

[254] Oh, God, I could be ecstatically happy for years if I could work out the scheme of a 100-section book so that I could work on the total scheme in my head. In fact it would make me so happy that I’ve simply got to have one. Question: will it be a real or simply a mnemonic one? Never mind that now.

[255] 100 sections with an occult meaning for every damn one; patterns of repetition connecting them; climactic sequences 27–33, 60–66, 90–99; prime numbers after 50 perhaps philosophical. Odd numbers cyclical, especially 7, 11, 13 & 17; even numbers dialectic, especially 8 & 16; five & decimals mixed, that sort of thing. It isn’t just childish, either: Dante & Joyce do it.

[256] The scheme which is in the foreground just now is a ternary one. Perhaps the complete compass could repeat three times (i.e. twice). Two would be the conceptual & then the alchemic-turned-on-its-side process. So Eros might be the hortus conclusus in 27–33, the interpenetrating-mystical Plato business in 60–66, the Bardo world in 90–99.

[257] It probably won’t work out, but God, it would be wonderful to have a scheme one could work on as women do with knitting. A hundred big filing cards, to be played with like a Tarot pack. Every other piece of writing I’ve done has been a spider-string filament strung painfully from my own guts: a straight line in the work has been to keep it from becoming a web. A pattern sufficiently discontinuous—oh, well, there’s no point going on & on about it. Can I do it, & if I do will it be normal scholarship or specifically creative? Or is it only one of those creative farts I’ve let from time to time?

[258] The reason for all this silly nonsense is that I have an idea for a long book on poetic imagery on a compass scheme, and an idea for a short book on the symbolism of religion which seems to have a spiral scheme. And I was wondering, not so much whether I could combine them, but whether they were in fact different aspects of one scheme. A
quaternary scheme, say Eros 1–25, Adonis 25–50, Hermes 50–75, Prometheus 75–100, combining with (it couldn't in that form, of course) a ternary scheme, Thanatos 1–33, Logos 33–66, axis of Nomos & Nous 67–100.

[259] The obvious, but wasteful, thing to do is to start writing both books & see if they're the same book or not. The thing is that I can't risk a purely mnemonic scheme or anything like my Kenyon-Anatomy shift of seasons again. Another possibility is to work out the literary analogues of the various types of religion—the Homeric Hades & tragedy; epiphanic gods & romantic comedy; revolution & comedy, etc. Nuts. And again I'm thrashing around inside the AC scheme, where 1 & 2 were down & up, 3 & 4 a compass. The principle of narcism, of course, might legitimize a certain amount of repetition. But my 48–9 stuff [pars. 124–7] does click with a lot of central things: the triad in the brown book, my sense that religion moves from (a) religio & dromena to (b) belief & contemplation to (c) action & imagination—Homer-Dante-Blake. Then there's the question of the shape of the Bible.

[260] I want to have a book to write that (without being a diary) will be more fun to write than any book will be to read. I suspect Yeats was in this state while writing the Vision, when he could only read detective stories at night. Also Joyce with FW [Finnegans Wake]. I'm so determined to find the formula for such a book that I may not start writing at all until I've either found it or become convinced it doesn't exist. But of course it does exist: all such things do. I think I'm up there with Yeats & Joyce; maybe I'm down with the Baconian cipherers. The merit of such things is a separate question: this is a world where everybody is what he thinks he is.

[261] I may have to settle for a 1–33 book of loci & topoi; but I'd prefer a number like 100, because a smaller number suggests chapters rather than sections, & chapters suggest the old spider-web-out-of-the-guts I'd like to get away from. But of this it can't have the concentration of Dante & Blake. Still, I think the CP indicates a movement toward what I call concerned prose. I'm in Oxford now, & from my point of view the greatest book ever written at Oxford is the Anatomy of Melancholy.

[262] My scheme, however, as I've said, can't be just mnemonic: it has
to correspond to something that's there. Dante's three worlds aren't there, but they're here.

[263] Also I don't know why you dither about whether to start the compass E with Eros or W with Hermes, when it's obvious it should start NNW with Adonis & the birth of the hero. After the general topography in 1, the Great Doodle\textsuperscript{211} could follow as 2 & the ground-plan of 1–33. This means that by about 8 I should have the Absalom cluster & the Nomos pattern; the Oresteia conclusion & the sinking into the water. Then I should reach the full Thanatos vision by about 16 & get to 24 by Easter morning. The great 27–33 sequence would then be the upper Eros & Logos climaxes of the compass.

[264] This takes me to the end of the epiphanic \& [Rencontre] sequence of loci & topoi, stations of the cross or place-marks of the hero's journey \& [Liberal]. I also, in the 27–33 sequence, follow the Dante Pg-Par [Purgatorio-Paradiso] progression. By 33 I'll be in heaven, ready to start on another sequence.

[265] The way I see it now, 34 would take me into St. Thomas & the linguistic purification bit. Thence I'd go to Aristotle's teleological constructs, \& so on around to Plato & Platonic mysticism in the upper 60s. This isn't quite what I have on p. 48 \& [pars. 124–5], but it doesn't have to be: it's all very hazy as yet; I haven't any notion of how this theme combines with dramatic \& [Tragicomedy] \& fictional \& [Paradox] plot-patterns. It sounds more like \& [Anticlimax], yet I think the 67–100 sequence may be more specifically the religion as literature \& history section. There's also the old prophecy recorded in Eden that this section moves from Nomos to Nous, law to resurrection. Maybe 66 or 67 is specifically the interpenetration section, which of course disintegrates the whole spatial diagram, so I can start again where I like.

[266] But 1–33 is a little clearer as an epiphanic sequence ending in the Logos vision as the highest of these. 34–66 is about causality, both of thought \& plot; 67–100 is the real simultaneous apprehension \& the oracles of concerned prose/verse. And perhaps 33 is the vision of the dead monotheistic god after all, or at least 34 is. The second series may be my marble-board, ending in the centre. Of course in Blake the centre is the East, which is the end of III. My St. Clair revelation\textsuperscript{212} is in the II area.
[267] I'd always thought of the conclusion as the search for the centre, which could be begun by 67 as the omni-centered universe. 1–33 is epiphanic & ends with the search for the end, which sounds tautological: it's really the recognition point which is both end & beginning. Ch'ien\textsuperscript{213} at 33 is that too, but there it's a special metaphor of prospect, an inclusive or encyclopaedic vision. The recognition point is where rather than there: there's where, as ALP says.\textsuperscript{214} The centre of course is here.

[268] In a sense the whole epiphanic sequence is really earth-centred; even though it begins & ends in heaven, heaven remains a projection. Also the hero journeys like Jesus in the Gospels through a discontinuous sequence of manifestations. Forgot what my point was going to be: travel worries.\textsuperscript{215} Of course the tomb of the father could be in the sky: something too about FW [Finnegans Wake] & the restatement of the oracular in III. Oh, I know what it was: the doctrine of creation, and specifically the conception of creation as identity, belongs in II, or at least can hardly be a main theme before that. The 1–33 sequence really takes place in the female cycle that never was. So in a sense 34–66 really is about the creating father-god, with the accompanying paradoxes: he's a projection of man judging, yet man has to cease to exist to understand him. This cease to exist business, which I associate with Sartre, is probably one of the themes of the 60s.

[269] Perhaps the contrapuntal quaternary scheme is taking shape dimly here: earth-mother to about 25–26; sky-father to about 50, descending son to about 77 or 78; ascending son in the final 22 thrust. Four volumes, or parts, would of course clear up the whole bloody ogdoad. And in a sense I suppose the L-A [Liberal-Rencontre] cycle could clear up around 28, the teleological displacement around the fifties, the conceptual analogies ending where the Tarot pack does, & the last thrust being the V-J [Mirage-Twilight] coda. However, nothing must take over: I have some idea of what the units are in 1–33, but no idea at all of the rest of it. And I still haven't a directed programme for reading which such sequences would give me.

[270] Something emerged before, even out of meanderings and ditherings as footling as this. Of course the 34–100 part of it is more nebulous than I ever remember any part of AC being. But then it may represent
two later books. The vagueness is partly fishing, for earlier patterns. Then & there; when & where; now & here. The main pattern still looks ternary.

[271] Of course maybe I should start with Eros 27-33 anyway, on Ned Pratt’s principle of avoiding anticlimax, and then work back (and forwards, because Spenser as well as Dante is involved).

[272] Besides, some of this clueless haze would clear up pretty fast with a more real lead. I’m not waiting for more or new information: I’m waiting to see what shape the information I actually have actually has. The question of what kind of repetition is involved, for instance. And some of the unsolved problems of the Anatomy: the difference between the fiction cross & the drama circle, the difference if it is a difference, I’m not sure—between the drama circle & the Great Doodle, which is older than the Anatomy but never got into it, except by implication.

[273] If I get a schematic device that really works it might drain off a lot of silly obsessions & compulsions that waste my time & mental energy.

[274] Regarding repetition: the 27-33 section can be my Eros stuff revolving around Dante (SS [Song of Songs], Spenser, Milton, moderns), as I have it. The 6os can then be mostly Plato, & some Buddhism, ending in the Avatamsaka principle, but making rather more of the reincarnation business. The 90s would be Eros swallowed up in Prometheus & the Resurrection: Utopian, millennial & other such aspects would I think be 6os.

[275] Similarly, birth of the hero & tragedy & pastoral elegy (Lycidas, Fern Hill, etc.) to the Absalom complex would be the regular Adonis pattern in I; the imperialistic philosophy of Aristotle & its attendant fiction-plots (the typical teleology of the moral in Green Henry, Proust, Old Wives’ Tale, belongs here except when twisted into New Comedy) occupy the same space in II, where there’s more emphasis on Nomos; in III it’s probably absorbed in the Hermes patterns that have emerged in sentimental romance.

[276] I, the cycle of life & death; II the dialectic of life & death; III the dialectic of life & the birth-death cycle.
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[277] Look up, if they're any use, the 24-Preludes scheme in the blue book and the stuff in the early brown books about the series of epics ending in the Avatamsaka Sutra.\(^{217}\) Anyway, I should start reading the Myth of the Birth of the Hero, Campbell's 1000 Faces, the older Hinkle translation of Jung's book on libido symbols,\(^{218}\) & all the Frobenius I can get.

[278] And I mustn't forget the list of axioms from previous books outside the numbering.

[279] Nous, Aries; Eros, Taurus (low) & Gemini (high); Logos, Cancer; Adonis, Leo (early) & Virgo (late); Nomos, Libra; Hermes, Scorpio (upper) & Sagittarius (lower); Thanatos, Capricornus; Prometheus, Aquarius (lower) & Pisces (higher). L, 1; Nm, 9; Th, 17; Nu, 25; L\(^2\), 33.\(^{219}\) I & II are solstitial, III equinoctial.

[280] I is what I used to call the Druid analogy;\(^{220}\) II is my version of the perennial philosophy; III is Biblical.

[281] I imagine that I box the compass in II as well as I, though in a more flexible way: in III the cycle doesn't disappear, but gets sublimated.

[282] In II I suppose the quadrants are: Adonis, New Tragedy, including a great deal of the moral; Hermes, Old Tragedy & a good deal of sentimental romance; Prometheus, Old Comedy, satire & anatomy; Eros, New Comedy.

[283] The greatest Eros poet in English is probably Marvell; for prose, I must look at the Letters to Eliza.\(^{221}\) The Keats Odes are Eros-centered, but they have, probably, third-movement affinities. Browning is a good example of a second-movement poet; Tennyson is an Adonis poet.

[284] Part One: The Wheel; Part Two: The Cross; Part Three: The Spiral. Part One is an "inferno" partly because it intensifies the kind of thing I'm always attacked about: the absence of historical development, literature as suspended in time, never improving, revolving around its classics, & so on. This is one aspect of literature, as it is one aspect of the historical process itself. It's connected with the reason that Yeats fell into the moon.
Part Two, being dialectical & dealing with the contrast between consciousness & existence, also slights the historical process, which comes in for full treatment in III & the Purgatorio. The spiral is the wheel in motion, number (or repetition) becoming Word. Blake's Seven Eyes\textsuperscript{222} form a historical spiral, but Blake never quite clarified his view of it, beyond its expanding quality. The Seven Eyes sequence seems to have come to him as a solid chunk of revelation or dictation or whatever, which he repeats but really doesn't seem to understand.

I'm back among other things to my idea of a Golden Bough-length commentary on The Phoenix and the Turtle. Part One is the assembly of fowls, with the seven birds arranged in a circle; Part Two is the complaint of reason, who can see only a tomb full of ashes; Part Three is the apocalyptic consummation off stage.

Part Two I suppose begins with the myth of creation as identity, God condemning himself to death as soon as he opens his mouth & becomes a Word. That part has to do something about the creation myth; Part One, though it deals with the traditional Christian framework, is based on a cycle which contains the cross. The mother eventually triumphs; the 16–17 cyclical vision is vindicated, and all things are reincarnation. Eliot, Hopkins, Blake, won't fit in here; it's fundamentally a Joyce-Yeats book.

The second part begins with the withdrawal of consciousness from existence which is projected as creation, because what it creates is the objective world. The withdrawal creates the existential state of fear or terror, which becomes anxiety when death enters the world. The fear is of, first, the word (Vico's thunderclap),\textsuperscript{223} and second, of the glance (the evil eye).

Section I has the up & down stuff, & the general introduction. It should be written when the book's fairly well along, I think. It establishes the Logos sky-father world & the Thanatos cave-mother one, the upper as a cycle of the same & the lower as a cycle of the different. The question about I is: does it include the apocalyptic & demonic tables? I think it should, and also the traditional Xn four levels.

Puzzle: where the hell does the Romantic level-diagram go? In 16,
with the justification of the cave-vision? In 25, with the Resurrection, the
return of the same, as the conquest of the cycle of the other? (I don't see
much connexion there). I'm beginning to wonder if 33 shouldn't be a
closely written counterpart to I, summing up the cycle & transforming
the apocalyptic vision into a cycle again. But it's pretty late if it only gets
into the very end.

[291] Anyway, 2, the Great Doodle, should also be an introduction to
Adonis symbolism. Here's where the double rhythm of Xy goes. Also,
perhaps, the fall of Narcissus: the lower world as the mirror of the
higher.

[292] In your previous AC diagram the crucifixion was around SSW: in
this one it seems to be hovering around Nomos, with the Absalom com-
plex. Note that the Adonis archetype is distinct from the Attis-Absalom
one: the hero who forsakes Venus to go hunting is not the dying god
hung on a tree. Osiris, again, has Hermes affinities. Jesus has Attis &
Osiris connexions, but no Adonis ones that I see. So I should be careful
about saying that Jesus follows the Adonis path in his Agape move-
ment.

[293] I suppose 8 could be Adonis-Lycidas premature death of the hero;
9 the Attis-Absalom-Xfn [Crucifixion] one, & 10 would be the logical
number for explaining Nomos.

[294] However, I should tackle Eros first: that's what I know.
26: the alienated lover & the vita nuova.
27: the sublimated quest: Dante & the Bible: Vaughan & Eliot.
28: the sexual quest.
29: the earthly paradise & the hortus conclusus.
30: allegro & penseroso culminations.
31: Utopian & New Comedy affiliations
32: the debate on the point of epiphany
(33): the Logos vision & the returning cycle.

[295] Nothing so far: I'll have to start writing. Things to keep in mind:
(a) the Utopia, with its odd mixture of aristocratic & revolutionary
themes, is pure romance, & an E-N one. (b) The journey up the mt.
[mountain] continues, in Dante, as a journey into the stars, towards
identity with the divine. It has of course Mithraic & other ancestors. The Logos vision isn’t a *stasis*, necessarily. (c) as the real Utopia is the educated mind, the theme of the moralities (Hawes, 224 etc.) of the journey into the arts & sciences belongs too.

[296] So 26 might more logically be a conspectus of all Eros visions, with special emphasis on the distinction between the purgatorial (implicitly cyclical) and the paradisal (final identification with God). Then 33 could be the counterpart to 1, the *interpenetration* of the cyclical & dialectical.

[297] The Resurrection is the conquest of the lower world, which is a world of rebirth in another form. The Eros journey is the response to this, & culminates (for Dante, anyway) in a second resurrection in the soul which passes beyond the point of debate.
This notebook was written over a period of five or six years. The first paragraph refers to the Birks lectures, which in late 1969 Frye was invited to give at McGill University and which he presented during the fall of 1971. Following paragraph 144 Frye wrote, “Easter Sunday, April 11, 1971,” and at the top of page 198 in the original, preceding paragraph 625, he wrote “1976.” The notebook, measuring 20.2 x 12.7 cm., has a blue paper cover and a red cloth spine. It is in the NFF, 1991, box 24.

[1] This is a working notebook concerned with thoughts on religion. Its immediate object is to collect notes for the Birks lectures at McGill. The small book on the literary use of the Bible is also to be kept in mind, and the GI.

[2] One major problem is that the language of understanding religion is always a human language. That language is mythical, as we know after the failure of efforts to conceive it as historical or rational. But mythical language is just as human as the other kind. So if myth is a human language, then revelation must be something other than myth. Or it’s accommodated language coming the other way.

[3] Immortality is a part of revelation, but we don’t know anything about it: revelation is not knowledge in that sense. For knowledge is a new sense of what we knew before. Maybe that’s what St. Thomas meant when he said that to know at the top level you had to cease to exist.

[4] There is such a thing as the Incarnation of the Father, or at any rate
of Jehovah: the epiphany of the burning bush, where God names himself, limits his essence to the God worshipped by the Jews, despises all other gods as false, and assigns himself a specific historical role. This begins the Jewish revolutionary myth of concern, of course, and from a Xn point of view it's a stage in the evolution, so to speak, of Christ.

[5] The creating God is (let us say) a projection of man's power to make things. Creation begins with consciousness, which is possible only to an individual, hence the one God projects the unity of the individual.

[6] Creation begins with a voice, the Word. For God, fiat lux means fuit lux: this is projected from the echo to the human voice. The human sense is terror: this is projected as Vico's thunderclap. Along with the voice goes the eye: note how the evil eye, the counterpart of the fearful thunderclap, is so widely believed in.

[7] As soon as God speaks he condemns himself to death, for his consciousness withdraws from existence.

[8] To create is to identify. Adam's naming of the animals was a repetition of the creation.

[9] The writers of the Gospels say that crucifying Christ was wrong: it did not occur to them that crucifixion was wrong in itself, and worse than anything the criminal did (cf. Luke 23:41). So Xy had no defences against its own brutality when it came to power. But burning heretics is wrong whatever the motivation, and this eventually draws out the discovery that the good motivation (zeal, charity, etc.) was phony.

[10] Incidentally, the sequence creation-burning bush-incarnation is a historical & dialectical sequence, which explains why there's no reincarnation in the Bible. Cf. the moderns, from Goethe's Faust to Yeats & Joyce.

[11] Death is a process, not a condition. A stone is not dead: when did it ever die? Death is not the opposite of life: it is the opposite of birth. Hence the world that for Xy is undying is for Buddhism unborn. One says you get born but don't die; the other says you die but haven't been born.
I'm not often impressed by epigrams, but here's one that is impressive: “to the living we owe understanding; to the dead only the truth.” Out of Needham’s column. Only they have to be good and dead: the recently dead, whose personalities are still rippling towards the shore, have to be treated with understanding too.

In Eliot the past surviving into the present throws an ironic light on the present (“le forme précise de Byzance” [Lune de Miel, l. 18]). (Only the damn beds would have been still buggier in Byzantine times: the irony is partly phony, & would be sharper with an immaculate motel). But the other side of this is Proust’s principle of the real paradise being the lost one. Presence spoils the past (“pierres écroulantes” [Lune de Miel, l. 18]).

If I believed in reincarnation I should want to be reborn as a perfectly educated man, i.e. able to distribute rhythms properly, social, intellectual, spiritual, physical. I suppose that’s why music is the ideal art.

Speaking of reincarnation, there’s my friend who was told by a sincerely worried Hindu student that because he ate beef the best he could hope for in his next life was to be reborn as a dog. One can’t prove that one is not going to be a dog in one’s next life: nevertheless, the only possible response to such a notion is “the hell with all that stuff.” It’s relatively easy for us to do this with Hindu beliefs, but with our own conditioning the same principle holds. The less we believe the better: faith is not a virtue in itself: the principle of Occam’s razor applies to belief as well: Christian’s burden of sins was not nearly as bad for him as the burden of his beliefs; William James’ principle that we believe as much as we can is another way of stating the doctrine of original sin.

My principle that what we believe is what our actions show that we believe is only a definition of functional belief. It’s the first step in getting rid of ideology, and ideology is, I suppose, most of what Jesus meant by hypocrisy. But it doesn’t even define the sincere belief, for a functional belief may be deliberately chosen for the worst possible reasons.

“Escapist” literature deals with escapist belief. Sitting around in a
cosy circle (a) wondering if ghosts exist & deciding there may be something in it (b) abusing an absent scapegoat figure produces (a) ghost stories (b) detective stories. Browne's coy & irresponsible delight in "impossibilities" is Baroque ornamentation, I suppose.¹¹

[18] Art as secretion, the pearl in the dirty oyster. Morris on medieval art; Shaker furniture as the product of a rather silly obsession.

[19] Another form of silly & irresponsible escapist belief is the kind of thing I got from Belloc & Chesterton, & later from the Thomist clerks: muttering darkly about the horrid (unspecified) disasters that would have followed if Europe had succumbed to Arianism or Manicheanism. Nothing could have been worse than the beliefs Xy did adopt (e.g. hell), except a religion more difficult to wriggle out of. Such people are playing with serious ideas, playing not as poets do, but frivolously. Unless, with Blake, one is prepared to realize that Xn "orthodoxy" is mostly devil-worship, to be repented in sackcloth and ashes, not merely taken on tender from all of [sic] like the parting Genius in Milton (Milton, of course, got that particular context right [Lycidas, l. 183]), one's not being serious, about Xy or anything else.¹² Cf. Barth and his parson's bluster about the Ascension.¹³ Also the ritualists and their belief in some hazy catastrophes following the wrong order of acts.

[20] All of which circles around one of my favorite topics, "The Frivolousness of Religiosity." But when I'm on the Hymnary Committee I talk on the other side of my mouth about the necessity of historical imagination & preserving the continuity of tradition.¹⁴ Then I say it's cutting the devil out of Luther's hymn that's frivolous.

[21] The answer is again in Blake: all antitheses, including that of God & the devil, good & evil, are of the abstracting intellect, and have no counterparts in nature or experience. It's when those myths of religion are projected into that world that they become false.

[22] I must also pick up my point about religion as an intellectual handicap again. I used that the last time I was at McGill.¹⁵

[23] Education (or genuine religion) helps to transfer the continuum of identity from the ego & memory to the individual and imagination. In
the process memory becomes practice memory or habit. Here the continuum of identity is to some extent discontinuous in time. The Son is presented as discontinuous in the Gospels, but an inaccessible mysteriously continuous Father lurks behind him. After Christ's death he became Jehovah, Blake says, the same yesterday, today, & forever; and it's the Spirit that descends discontinuously. But I wonder. According to Evelyn Underhill, St. Thomas defines the Holy Spirit in terms of my "interpenetrating" hunch.

[24] The medieval Christian Church had the model of a totalitarian state, consolidated by the fear of hell. People say very silly things about Protestantism, but no movement except one shaped the way it was could possibly have broken the monopoly of that Church. One feels, reading Erasmus & Rabelais, perhaps even More, that a far greater Reformation was prevented by anxiety & intolerance, but no other Reformation would have been even remotely possible. This means for me that any religious beliefs I hold have to be connected with Protestantism. Because I believe in the revolutionary nature of Christianity: that is, my first belief about the Church is its need of radical reformation.

[25] I suppose the belief in a third age of the Spirit is one of the permanent archetypes in the human mind—that is, the form of it is Western & post-Christian, but the Third Age is something else again.

[26] When I was younger I could throw myself into something like a trance by simply thinking of myself as an ego, a perceiving subject here, this consciousness. I suppose this is what that second-rate master Gurdjieff (maybe he's better as a teacher than as a writer, at first or second hand) means by self-remembering. Increasingly, as I go on, this self-remembering becomes projected as a nostalgia in time—Proust's lost paradise. My happiest & most intense moments are remembered moments associated with specific places like the streets of Toronto. The tearing down of houses & other familiar landmarks I find emotionally disturbing, yet of course at the same time I understand how phony that feeling is.

[27] In remembering the moments of the past are suffused with an intensity of pleasure, plus an intensity of nostalgia. At the time I was living in my usual mixture of dither & apprehension, but in the past it becomes purified. We are constantly dying, and our past lives enter
heaven to be lived over again with pleasure, or into hell to be forgotten or remembered only for purgation—in fact purgatory would be better, as there's no hell in that sense. (It's not that hell is other people, but hell is certainly what other people do to you.)

[28] Anyway, remembering of this "false" kind is creative: making the past present by means of a myth is what the artist does. It doesn't matter that it falsifies the past: reality is dead, and only hallucination can live. It follows that ego-substantial life is a hallucination, as the Buddhists say, though not necessarily ego-centered life, if the latter is the interpenetrating presence of God as Spirit.

[29] Anyway, the nostalgic feeling, with me, is not arrived at so much through a repeated experience, as with Proust, but rather through the sense of the temenos, the sacred enclosure, the place where (e.g. the murder of Becket very-spot-where business in Canterbury). An occasional smell will recreate this sense for me, but in general my only command of experiential repetition is through tunes—often very silly tunes, evangelical hymns, e.g., an aspect of my childhood that I think might have been better omitted.

[30] So I come back to the feeling that one's eternal existence is to be connected, not with where one is going after death, but with where one is at death. I suppose that senile people who have lost their memories are in effect dead in this sense. Blodwyn [Blodwen] used to say (perhaps from Alice Bailey) that the "soul" stayed around for 56 years to see if anything interesting was going to happen, but if it didn't gave up around then and buggered off—I don't know where to.

[31] The things that emerged from my hermeneutics lecture—I mean emerged from, not in the lecture:

[32] a. Revelation seems to turn on the mystery of creation. The first awareness seems to concentrate on Genesis: creation as the beginning of things. The prominence of natural religion, nature as a second revelation, is connected. In the second awareness creation is the creation of the archetype at a moment in history (burning bush or baptism), which makes every resembling myth a demonic parody. Hence my "false god" point about the Jews. The third awareness concentrates on apocalyptic
creation at the end of the Bible: behold I make all things new [Revelation 21:5].

[33] My examples are good: they might include, on the critical side, Borges’ story about the man who wrote *Don Quixote*.24

[34] Iconic vs. iconoclastic religions:

   Egypt, etc. Begins in projection: animals symbolize mysterious powers outside man. Polytheism implies a visual focus. Centripetal development of agricultural & urban societies, focussed on a ruler. Gradual consolidation of visual symbols into the sun. The association of the ruler and the sun: Egypt, Caesarian Rome, Louis XIV: the crown, the salute. Goes with imperialism: the daily victory over the dragon.25

[35] Israel: burning bush just to catch Moses’ attention: real point the voice. God as invisible but audible: a Word or voice. Dialectic development: true God unseen; visual foci are idols or “false gods,” a new conception. Goes with (a) unsuccessful political role. God in burning bush says he has a name & a political role: dialectic against heresy & revisionism. Hence thrown forward to the future: the Day of Jehovah. Goes with (b) the idealizing of the nomad-wanderer stage: Cain & Abel; Moses in the wilderness.

   At the same time the *written* sacred book also provides a visual focus: stage where writing emerges as centre of community (Josiah story).26 Powerful internalizing revolutionary force in the discovery of idolatry, though not a higher stage or “in evolution.” It’s what I call the second awareness: Egypt is the first.

   The same situation recurs after Xy was established, on a second awareness basis. In the medieval church a strong visual emphasis reappeared: in the monstrance, the Corpus Christi doctrine, & so on. (Incidentally, the second awareness is the conception of revolution: the first awareness is natural religion). Similarly the “visible” church became imperialistic or “catholic.” The intellectual tendency of the first awareness is toward completeness: it tends to try to “reconcile” everything reconcilable, but subordinate everything to the fundamental principle of supremacy.

[36] Luther, the second awareness of the second phase, renews the emphasis on the Word. The attack on images, the prejudice against the
visual arts, & the incorporation of the objective order of nature into the religious synthesis.

[37] The third awareness is neither imperialistic, catholic, natural-religionish & reconciling-through-subordinating, nor revolutionary-existential-dialectical. It’s imaginative, approaching religion as myth rather than doctrine or ritual (visual foci immobilize the body, & so diffuse a sense of ritual ordering through society). (The hearing metaphor initiates a course of action through a word of command, and a pursuit of dialectic through a series of either-or simplifications[)].

[38] But I still have to figure out how to define the third awareness. Its intellectual principle is interpenetration & the destruction of all projections & spatial metaphor. At the same time it doesn’t confuse the human with the merely human, like Marxism.

[39] There have been three phases of Western history. The first phase was founded on the first awareness. This is represented by the religions of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece & Rome. Its poets include Homer & the Greek dramatists. The second awareness of the first phase (1^2) is represented by the Bible & its poets. The nearest approach to 1^2 is Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which is why it’s been the sacred book of poets ever since. The rest of Ovid & Virgil are less complete examples of 1^3.

[40] The second or Christian phase, founded on the second awareness, had its first period (2^1) with St. Thomas & Dante’s “clear visual images.” 2^2 is Luther & in poetry Milton (to a lesser extent Rabelais). Nothing could have broken the hold of the medieval church on the Western mind except a movement shaped the way the Reformation was, hence 2^3, which is Shakespeare, could not have existed except in a Protestant country.

[41] The third phase begins with the Romantic movement. 3^1 is Hegel, with his reconciling & subordinating synthesis, and Goethe is his prophet. 3^2 is the existential & revolutionary reactions against Hegel, including both Marx & Kierkegaard, both of whom liberate instead of trying to contain dialectic. Their prophets are Dostoevsky & perhaps Beethoven. 3^3 is the whole mythopoeic tradition adumbrated by Blake. Note that Blake is a visionary painter, that is, the iconoclastic internalizing of images has been carried one step further. (This may be why the
Magdalenian cave-paintings were in caves (cf. catacombs). The essence of the third phase is cosmological fantasy or something: I haven’t got it all clear yet. It looks like a big book & I don’t see how I can squeeze even the main thesis into the Birk[s] Lectures.

[42] I had thought of outlining the 1¹ & 1² contrast in One,²⁷ then a purely iconoclastic lecture on hermeneutics for Two, demonstrating that we know bugger-all about revelation as doctrine, then setting up 3 in general for Three. Maybe. The second one takes most of my hermeneutics lecture. That scheme follows the iconic-iconoclastic-synthesis scheme. (Only 3 isn’t the synthesis of 1 & 2 in any Hegelian sense: it’s rather in a Bergsonian sense of 1 set up again without its contained antithesis. I don’t know what that means. Anyway, it’s a damn big book, & it’s mostly the book on its side, what I thought of as following the Third.²⁸

[43] Late Plato goes in 1²: he tried to compose a Bible all by himself: Timaeus-Genesis; Critias-Exodus; Laws; the Republic as the underlying Utopian Ezekiel prophecy. Plato’s forms are the gods internalized.

[44] In traditional Christian philosophy there are two levels of nature: the “fallen” physical nature & the lost but original home of man. In recovered terms, this means that there are two levels of human life: the merely human and the genuinely human. When I say that 3 recovers 1, I mean partly that there’s a good deal of tolerance about belief in 1 (not of course in the medieval church, 2: but the corresponding principle is the plurality of saints). Similarly 3 transcends the dialectic this-or-that structure of 2.

[45] In 1 the conception of law is founded on ritual habit; in 2 law is internalized, but 2 soon collapses into 1; Israel becomes Canaan & Protestantism a pinchbeck Catholicism. 1 is Urizen, 2 Orc, 3 Los.

[46] Anyway, the difference between the merely human & the genuinely human is crucial; it lets the daylight of the infinite & eternal into the closed human situation. It transcends Marx and Nietzsche alike. How to articulate this is probably the major problem.

[47] In 1 we get from experience to Eden through ritual obedience: the
sacraments, the habit of virtue, the lot. In 2 we get there through an interruption of ritual habit by grace. Again, the outward result is much the same: there’s a subjective quality about 2 that doesn’t get it away from 1. The reason is partly that revelation is still being conceived in natural terms as special information, true by tests of fact & reason, containing great mysteries no doubt, but to be accepted by the same kind of mental process that we accept truth of correspondence.

[48] Sectarianism is inherent in the second awareness: Israel was a loose congeries of tribes, & later a divided kingdom. The first thing that hit Luther was not the Papacy in front of him, but the Anabaptists stabbing him in the ass. The reaction against Hegel was of a complete segment from far left to far right of people who had nothing in common except disagreement with Hegel.

[49] My other notion of merely human existence as a phantasmagoria, and of education as the encounter with reality, has a close connexion here: education is a set of analogies to a genuinely human existence, of which the arts are the model. Merely human life is of course a demonic analogy or parody of genuinely human life. That is, Ulro is pure projection, Eden full recovery; in between come two degrees of recovery, Beulah being that of recovered belief where no dispute can come. Ulro is the projection of tyranny; Generation of constituted authority; Beulah of democracy; Eden of the kingdom of ends, the pure fraternity of individuals.

[50] The first two lectures are reasonably clear now: it’s the third that’s difficult. But perhaps they all ought to be on a far bigger scale. Perhaps the first one could introduce the third awareness, & so carry on the story to Hegel & the anti-Hegelians. Then the second could not just be a destructive essay on hermeneutics, but could treat Ovid, Shakespeare, modern mythopoeic poetry and the current struggle of “image” versus iconoclasm. The point of the second lecture could be that the second awareness is a law which is partly annihilated (revolution as historical & conceptual information or understanding) and partly fulfilled (iconoclasm as internalized imagery).

[51] Paleolithic cave-drawings, the catacombs & Byzantine mosaics, Blake’s paintings, are visual projections of internalized imagery, & form the introduction to the third awareness. Next comes [come] the poetic
conceptions of metamorphosis & of elemental spirits as projections of internalized "confiscated gods," fauns, satyrs & the like. Witch-hunting and, probably, table-turning go in the opposite direction. Saul & the Witch of Endor is important, I don't know just how at the moment. Note that there are two opposed forms of projection here.

[52] The CP [Critical Path] said that man can't live in continuous freedom, only in cycles of concern. Hence the association of heroic enterprise and recurrence: Nietzsche, Yeats, Eddison's *Worm Ouroboros*, Antony & Cleopatra. But in the course of cycles of concern freedom grows, & eventually man will have to make do with it or bust. Because of course the destructive side of what progresses, science & technology, progresses too.

[53] Hence the ultimate issue really is, after all, Nietzsche's "Dionysus versus Christ." Except that he thought D. represented the affirming and C. the denying of life. What they actually represent is resurrection, the upheaval of man from the chaos of time, versus continuous death & rebirth.

[54] The anxiety of continuity is expressed in the father-to-son proverbs & in the commandment, the prescribing of behavior & ritual. Prophecy cuts across with the direct voice of God in a trance-like state. Importance of trance is in its internalizing power: similarly with the cave oracle, & maybe the Witch of Endor belongs here. I've said that revolution is a second-awareness concept, & a message from an infinite mind demands an abnormal stretching of a finite receptacle. Ordinary sense experience is too selective & self-preservative to take it in.

[55] So prophecy & revelation complement the law. Moses is the law founded on the spirit of prophecy, as we know to be the historical order.

[56] The first awareness, as it develops, seeks consistency, which means verbal continuity. If you write enough you can eventually "reconcile" anything with anything else. Hence the enormousness of commentary around revealed scriptures. Missing links are the great enemy of continuous thought, in whatever field. As the first awareness develops we get a growing sense of an idealized contract in the past. The voice of revelation is stilled; the age of prophets & miracles is past; the revealers themselves are assigned a tape-recorder theory of inspiration.
[57] In first awareness natural religion must be present. God is the creator of the order of nature; hence that order, though never numinous in Xy, becomes a second revelation. The 1st aw. [awareness] is the identity of belonging; the contract; the law; the anxiety of continuity; the sense of the catholic continuum. The revelation is entrusted to an authoritative body of interpreters.

[58] The highest developments of first awareness continue this Genesis perspective of an idealized past & the visual metaphors of enlightenment & insight. I was going to cite Buddhism in this connexion, but I think Buddhism may be the second awareness of Hinduism, & that Zen may represent its third awareness. The sacramental act and the apostolic succession are first-awareness trademarks.

[59] The role of repetition in Kierkegaard’s sense of “behold I make all things new” has to be worked out. Also some more definite views about the cycle in FW [Finnegans Wake] and perhaps in Pound too.

[60] Contrast between the 1st aw. [awareness] descendit de coelis\(^{30}\) conception of Christ as the Redeemer who comes from the place of order to quiet chaos by perfect obedience to the law & moral conformity, vs. the winepress-treader & the god who bursts out of hell with smoke on his face. (Of course the Gospels wash him, as Cato did Dante [Purgatorio, canto 1, ll. 95–6]).

[61] For the 2nd aw. [awareness] revelation is a series of proof-texts which are axioms of conduct. Note increase of manic response in the “pentecostal” sects: liberty of prophesying & the gift of tongues.

[62] The dead end of the 2nd aw. [awareness] is Quixotism, the recreation of the present in the image of an imaginary past, as in South African apartheid & some of the Puritan theocracies, as well as the various Anabaptist Utopias from Munzer onwards.\(^ {31}\)

[63] But why interpenetration for the third awareness?

[64] Begins in the fact that the 1st starts with a there in space. Here is what you belong to: there is the ruler, the centripetal focus. The 2nd starts with a there in time: this is the revelation: follow it. The 3rd eman-
icipates by breaking down the historical & doctrinal contexts of defini-
tive meaning (as in my Aristotle diagram) leaving us only with the
deeper underthought of the myth.

[65] In the 1st aw. [awareness], resemblances among myths are subordi-
nated to an over-riding doctrine; in the 2nd they're split into a true-false
dialectic of revelation & demonic parody; in the 3rd all resemblances
among myths are positive.

[66] I suppose on my way from 2nd to 3rd awareness I have to by-pass
mysticism in the sense of a deliberate effort to transcend ordinary con-
sciousness. This is because of the conservatism of mysticism: what it
doesn't try to transcend is the quality of awareness, only its intensity.
Hence a curiously facile element in its (mainly allegorizing) treatment of
myth: Browne's "easy & Platonick" description. The profundity of St.
John of the Cross on the Song of Songs is very great, but it would make
an O.T. scholar shudder. Imagination unites sanity & the ecstatic, as in
Shaw's St. Joan.

[67] Numinous quality of imgve. [imaginative] power: the Muse; the
analogy with a creating God in Rc. [Romantic] theory. Conception of a
definitive experience in modern literature, as CP: I'll have to refer to it at
least, if not develop it.

[68] False interpretation, of the kind Susan Sontag attacks, is based on
a 2nd aw. [awareness], or "this is what it means," axiom. It makes the
elementary fallacy of concentrating on the overthought or discursive
meaning. Also a false creative (i.e. free associative) process in criticism:
the emendation that says, not "this is what Sh. [Shakespeare] is most
likely to have written," but "this is what Sh. might well have written if
he had thought of it." Also points like my "remora" one about the
Ancient Mariner.

[69] Every Christian feels the enormous paradox of trying to hold to the
identification of the Christ who is the divine element of every man with
the historical Jesus who was a specific man, & looked like this & not like
that. That's I suppose why the Gospels keep Jesus within a discontinu-
ous mythical framework, avoiding everything that the Sunday schools
do.
The first awareness, then, is Egyptian in origin: its organizing myth is the continuous cycle of concern which the heroic effort renews. The central mythical figures are the eniautos-hero & the serene female will who in a sense never dies, as she's fundamentally the continuous life of the earth (modulating in the Isis-Mary sequence to the continuous order of heaven). This myth is in Nietzsche & Yeats, both of whom ignore, play down, or resent the female will; also in Graves & Eddison, who got this side of it clearer. Its greatest treatment in literature is Antony & Cleopatra, the Queen of Egypt as ouroboros or cyclical serpent.

This conception of the cycle is quite different from the cycle of the Nostos or return home—the Odyssey theme, repeated at the end of Tolkien. Whether this is part of the second awareness I don't know, but if PR [Paradise Regained] is that, the last line is important. Samson, incidentally, regards the return home as a temptation to be beaten off.

Something very important about the subjecting of the spirits. Yeats, confused by their ignorance & malice, vs. Prospero. In the 2nd awareness the projected gods turn into flunkeys of the one true God: in the 3rd they are recalled to the human mind. The fear of autonomous technology is the cy. [contemporary] equivalent (the demonic computer in 2001, etc.). I suppose I should learn something about dissociated personality: the transition from polytheism to monotheism unifies God in a way objectively corresponding to the unifying of personality.

However I get through to this (the 3rd aw. [awareness] cycle is the Kierkegaard-Joyce repetition one, I suppose), there clearly has to be a fourth awareness. This arises from the point on the first page of this book, that no human language can constitute a revelation. Something must arise from contemplating the infinite variety of literature, of the sort indicated in the epilogue to The Tempest. Of course this makes the literary critic a prophet, or at least gives him a prophetic function, but I can't help that. Hear the voice of the Bard. Whatever the Bard has heard himself, he's making too much noise to hear himself, or, more accurately, what most bards have heard is a damn garbled version of the Holy Word.

I wish I knew what a spirit was. The youth stuff that bothers me so much bothers me because it's spirits out of control. Poltergeists, in short. The totalitarian state is diabolic possession. A genuine aristocracy is better
than that, because it does represent an ordering of spirits, even if it's the wrong kind. Anyway, there's a formidable body of opinion, including Jesus & Buddha, which seems to maintain that there's no substantial ego, & that what we call the ego is an ecclesia, an assembly of spirits.

[75] Short version: the Birks Lectures.
2. The Hermeneutic breakdown (my fall lecture).
3. The Third awareness (i.e. the mythological one).

[76] Longer version: a book about the length of the CP.
1. The first two awarenesses as an antithesis (Orc-Urizen).
2. The two awarenesses as a cycle: i.e., the hermeneutic dilemma of the second forces it back into the first.
2a. This cycle, with its Hegelian antithesis, as a cycle of concern, within which a third vision, the scientific myth of Tharmas, progressively emerges as the basis of a myth of freedom. May not need a whole chapter on this.
3. The next step is the vision of Los, i.e., the third awareness properly speaking (because the Tharmas vision is not directly religious). This goes with the fulfilment of the myth of freedom by liberating the voice of the imagination. Transition from 2nd to 3rd in Ovid; in Shakespeare.
4. The third awareness cycle of Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard, & the mythopoeic poets from Blake on.
5. Coda: the fourth awareness or the recapturing of the whole progression. Myth is a human language, so it isn't revelation. So what is revelation? What comes through human language the other way.

[77] Maybe I should make the Tharmas scientific vision 3, and the release of imagination 4. Then the counter-movement of revelation would correspond to the "fifth monarchy" or Messianic kingdom of Daniel. This (3) emerges in Ionia as what people insist on calling "reason," as though reason were unknown in China or India—however, the sense of its uniqueness is justifiable.

[78] I think Awareness 3 grows out of Awareness 1—polytheism & natural religion lead to a sense of natural law. Similarly Awareness 4 grows out of 2. 5 is the circumference. Do 3 & 4 form a cycle like 1 & 2?
1. (The Burning Bush). The first two awarenesses.
2. (The Eating of the Scroll). The hermeneutic difference.
3. The Liberation of the Law (Science, secular humanism).
4. The Liberation of Prophecy (Mythical Imagination).
5. The Quest for Revelation.

[79] That God speaks may be a corruptible notion: that man listens is less of one. To speak is to enter into a set of linguistic & historical connections. How obvious can you get?

[80] The first awareness is natural religion.

The second awareness is revelation conceived as a revolutionary social movement. Such a movement cannot break out of the circle of the law.

The third awareness is scientia, genuine knowledge, science, philosophy, scholarship. It liberates the first.

The fourth awareness is creative imagination, and produces the arts. It liberates the second awareness.

Revelation is the reversal of this current, the making of all things new.

[81] I imagine the Hegel-Marx stuff could go in 2. The present scheme buggers up my original third awareness point, and I'm not sure if it has a principle corresponding to interpenetration.

[82] The reversal of the current is or can be a very suggestive notion: it's in fact the notion inherent in conversion, paravritti [reversal], Milton's peripeties, & the like. I wonder if there are degrees of it: if the mystical response is based primarily on the first two & the visionary or critical on the last two (as well). If so, mysticism might conceivably go at the end of 2, as the third response after the agenda of 1 & the credenda of 2.

[83] I sure would like to have five straight chapters, instead of starting at the 1–2 point. That would mean a whole chapter on natural religion, which in turn would mean transferring some of my third-book stuff.

[84] 1. Natural religion as the sense of numinosness in nature. Natural theophanies; animal gods; the temenos [magic circle or sacred ground]. The centralizing on the sun-king. Later developments: Blake's Europe. The cycle as the containing form: Nietzsche on the heroism that defines
itself by accepting it. Eddison & Graves: the female will. Yeats & the recurring “self”: the world-soul, or consolidation of animism. Sisyphus & the acceptance of the absurd. The eye & the image.

[85] 2. The burning bush: eye vs. ear; imperial vs. revy. [revolutionary]; tolerance of myths vs. dialectic; centripetal farming vs. centrifugal nomadic movement. Writing the sacred book. Revelation as special knowledge or information. Normal & abnormal forms of receptivity. The hermeneutic dilemma & the return to legalism. The recurrence of the iconic-iconoclastic cycle in Xy: medieval & Protestant tendencies. Mysticism as the final form of second awareness: direct apprehension of revelation. Conservatism of mysticism: the active-contemplative cycle.


[87] 4. The creative imagination as the liberation of the second awareness (revelation as imaginative & not as special knowledge). The way revelation (2nd) fucks up science (3rd) by what’s called God-building, & the way the arts move in the “all religions are one” direction. The consolidation of the arts on a social vision. Interpenetration.

[88] 5. Revelation as the reversal of the current of awareness. I don’t know all of what this implies, but its importance is pretty crucial. Inspiration as creation reversed; insight (better look at that damn book) as scientia reversed. Only it isn’t individual only but a social vision as well. Reversal is the opposite of projection: that’s a very important principle. Resurrection is the reversal of rebirth. Reversal is not anything like a Hegelian antithesis or like a Yeatsian double gyre movement. Those are parodies of it (and Yeats’s version is a demonic parody).

[89] To some extent the reversal principle will already have appeared in the argument, e.g., Shelley’s principle that imagination reverses the current of inertia & habit in perception.

[90] I suppose my metaphor and simile point, if anything comes of it, goes at the beginning of 4: it picks up the Marxist reaction to Hegel.
[91] Is it at the point of reversal that the genuinely human splits off from the all-too-human? Or can we start the process earlier in the 4th a. [awareness], as Blake seems to believe?

[92] I wonder if I do have to use up the present introduction to the Third Book on 1? It's consistent with my general shoot-the-works policy: if it fits I'm all right. But I wonder if it isn't going in a different direction. The present 1a [first awareness] seems to be building up towards an analogy. First the cycle of the different, the numinousness of nature, animal gods, & the holy. Then the later vision of the cycle of the same, the sky-father making the world, the sense of order & identity. This progression builds up a hierarchy on the analogy of the body. The sun king is the source of visibility united to the figure that enables society to see itself as a society—the Queen in the crowd. Seeing in this way is projection, of course. Note that the burning bush takes us back to the epiphanic, the temenos, the charmed circle & the holy ground.

[93] So it looks as though I have to work out my Ra-Osiris antithesis here. For 2a [second awareness] seems really to start again at the Osiris point. Only 1a [first awareness] leads to an authoritarian vision psychologically as well as politically: the brain & head rule the “body.” The revolution in 2a doesn’t alter that: it intensifies it; & similarly with Hegel & Marx. Similarly, 3a [third awareness] leads to a dictatorship of the brain, & therefore to a cult of simple location. The bodily revolution involved in 4 thus leads ultimately to interpenetration. Politically, that’s the goal of the anarchist ideal too.

[94] There’s no “evolutionary” or gradualist development in time: 1a & 3a are spatialized & conceptual; 2a & 4a are temporal, but not progressive. Everything comes at once; 2a, being revy. [revolutionary], is teleological; 4a is the raising of the experience of time to the Beulah level, the cycle to the dance.

[95] Hence the rhythm of poetry & music. Home, or upper space, is I suppose really actualized in 3a. I don’t know, though: maybe that’s 4a too: 3a is just what’s there, however alienating.

[96] I have long had the ambition to write something in religion that would gain some new perspective on the subject. My particular interest
has always been in mythology & in the imaginative aspect of religion. I have at least not addled my wits with any nonsense about "evolution" in religion. I do not mean that evolution is nonsense in its own sphere, which is biology, but when human institutions are assumed to develop from the ape-like to something like what the writer approves of, we do get nonsense. Briefly, my thesis is this: imagination has been a constant since paleolithic times, as the cave drawings prove. The whole imaginative picture of the world which underlies both religion and the arts has been constant from the beginning. What has "developed," "advanced," etc. has been certain social & political forces, mostly of centralization. That has shifted emphasis away from local cult, epiphany, vegetation gods, & so on, towards the sky-father.

[97] The general progression of the argument is from projection (1 & 2) through recovery (3 & 4) to reversal (5). 3 begins by pointing out that polytheism is closer to scientific & philosophical developments than monotheism, where there is so little sense of an order of nature. I don't know quite how I reverse this argument in 4; polytheistic Greek culture developed better art than revelation. Nor am I sure of 3: Klibansky is someone to read on this: i.e. on the Christian sources of modern science. Except that my notions about Plato's Bible have some freshness, 3 is likely to be a rather second-hand chapter.

[98] 2 ends with the Word of God in the heart, the Holy Spirit translating revelation accurately: this is ultimately reversal rather than recovery, but it has to go through recovery first.

[99] Let's not get tied down to this five-chapter outline: I have to get the medieval-Lutheran stuff in, for instance, before the dilemmas of revelation start.

[100] Animating nature is not the point of natural religion: that's too socially disinterested an activity for simple societies. What animals, e.g., are is signatures of social conceptions—what they still are in the bestiaries.

[101] The disinterested imaginative core of mythology is what develops into literature, science, philosophy. Religion is applied mythology.
[102] In medieval times the focus on the sun helped Xy in its work of destroying the numinousness of nature.

    Deores with huere derne rounes,
    Domes forte deme.\(^{45}\)

There's a whole world of experience here that Chaucer's bright French mind knows nothing about.

[103] At a certain point the Logos vision turns mathematical & the scientific imagination is born.

[104] I have an idea that the reversal which is real revelation is also to be connected with the death-to-life of modern literature, which Yeats hitches onto dreams, the fairy world, the process of shaping the image. Apotheosis of Osiris.

[105] I think ch. 1 should probably end with Stoicism, where Him Who Is vanishes into That Which Is. Whether Hegel can go on from there or not I don't know: I should think probably not.

[106] Ch. 2, after the hermeneutic dilemma, should probably go through the mystical response to the dialogue one, which I take it is Barth as well as Buber, & go via Milton's Word of God in the heart\(^{46}\) to the imagination.

[107] I would think perhaps 4 chapters, as I don't know enough about \textit{scientia} to make a separate chapter of it. But do I know enough about reversal to make a chapter about that?

[108] Consciousness is released by \textit{scientia}: conscience is released by imagination.

[109] The first chapter begins with religion as applied mythology (\textit{religio}), outlines the two cycles, & shows how as centralized authority increases the focus comes on the upper one. Out of power the conception of justice & law emerges: in itself an equalizing & ordering conception, though hardly a democratic one.
Three stages in this: Aristotle's distinction of being from beings; Stoicism, or the conception of the tyrannos as the personal mediator of order, and scientia, or the final emancipating of the ordering aspect of the mind. Perhaps I could carry One through St. Thomas & Hegel.

Two would then deal with the revelation-existential tradition, carrying through the anti-Catholic Lutheran & anti-Hegelian reactions.

Maybe I have to articulate the skeleton of the GI first, and maybe this is the lying-on-its-side book where I do it. Anyway, One seems to be shaping up as a coordinated Nous vision. The opposite pole, the goal of Nous, is the point where Dionysus merges into Eros (Nomos is the point where someone, perhaps Adonis, merges into Osiris, the calm judge of the dead. Apollo is more symmetrical, I suppose).

And when you get to the Nous point, what you find there is not Nous at all but the Nomos pharmakos, the one thing you couldn't fit into Nomos & had to squeeze out, who's sneaked around by the Thanatos black underground & turned up in the Eastern gate. Dionysus versus Christ. I dislike thinking along these lines, but for this book perhaps I have to. That phrase, in Nietzsche's sense, seems to me to be not just wrong but insane, & not just insane but the very voice of insanity itself. It belongs to the hell group of mental possessives.

This group are the wrong & silly rumors floating up from Thanatos. The Xn doctrine of hell, the heroic conception of the war in a cycle under the female will, Rimbaud's dérèglement, Nietzsche's will to power—these are some of the dogmas coming out of Pandemonium. How much of the GI great doodle has to come in?

If I'm right in thinking that my D major project is the real shape of this one, I suppose the Nous recognition point really has a double reversal. The re-cognition of Thanatos leads into a re-cognition of the Logos vision too. My Apollo XI hunch, whatever it was. The more immediate technical problem is what role the Osiris complex in the myth of One plays in the development of the rest of the argument, including Two.

The Buber I-Thou formula may be a bit gimmicky, but I think it's
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quite deeply embedded in the argument. One is based entirely on the
depersonalizing process of scientia. Every Thou ultimately becomes an
It. When you have God calling himself “I am,” depersonalization is not
only impossible but pointless.


  2. Of revealed religion.
  3. The liberation of natural religion: organization of space.
  4. The liberation of revealed religion: organization of time.
  5. Of the liberation of man.

[119] One: the animation of nature; divine animals, epiphanies, etc.
  The two cycles & creation myths.
  Focussing on the upper cycle.
  The sun king: the sky father.
  Aristotle: The liberation of being from beings.
  Stoicism: The liberation from personality.
  Gnosticism: The creator as trickster. Job.

[120] Two: oh, the hell with it.

[121] Prophecy is epiphanic & discontinuous: then comes the n.r. [natu-
ral religion] flattening out of this into a conceptual system. When revela-
tion is liberated by the creative imgn. [imagination], the discontinuous
re-enters. Each effect of the imgn. is self-contained (cf. the flowers in
Baudelaire’s Invitation au Voyage), & doesn’t worry about consistency: cf.
Graves’ poem on the broken images. So one can see poetry negatively
as “a heap of broken images,” an imgve. [imaginative] sparagmos,
or positively as an infinite series of centres for an interpenetrating
universe.

[122] Obvious points come last. Natural religion & its centripetal view
is spatial, later conceptual. Gods are there, out there in space. Revelation
is of God in time & history: God is then, the day of apocalypse. Scientia is
the liberation of space, & is mathematical in organization. The Greeks
were the masters of number, & after them the Romans—Pythagoras was
from both Greek & Italian cultures. “The Liberation of Space” could
even be the title of Three, & interpenetration could come at the end of it & be assumed at the beginning of Four. But of course scientia in that sense begins with Copernicus & Galileo: it’s a neo-Platonic movement basically.

[123] Then Four can think of art, particularly poetry (the context is shifting, I see) as the liberation of time. Yeats says the Word is Number in movement. Myth is a stylizing of time, ritual being a temporal repetition of myth, & revelation is historical, future-centred. Joyce on Shaun & Shem.

[124] The liberation of time is not Darwin: the misapplication of Darwinism to human life brought nothing but disaster. Marx is much closer to it: the historical process designed to end history.

[125] Perhaps interpenetration, a sense of the universal here, is not the end of scientia but is rather the first half of the revelation-reversal chapter. The rest of it would clearly have something to do with my Prometheus & Eros formulas, both pre- & post-Romantic, because they’re the ones that reverse time.

[126] In One: note that there are two creation myths. The sexual one has no real beginning: it describes a world of pure process. The artefact one, though founded on the solar vision, introduces a historical dimension & is therefore the beginning of Two as well as the end of One. Evidently there’s a 1–2 double gyre as well as the big 1 > 4–5 one. So there’d be a 3–4 one too, & a 2–3 one is dimly possible.

[127] The Holy Spirit conception originates from the earth-mother & the Thanatos world, the Father from the Logos one. But Nomos is the only possible human metaphor for the Father, & I suppose Nous for the Spirit. The Logos moves in the big double gyre, first E > W (the descendit de coelis movement), then back again by Thanatos.

[128] Things got mixed here. Maybe the gyres are within the chapters. One starts with the Thanatos-mother-becoming-process vision, & winds up with its exact opposite, the Logos-Father-being-order vision. (Logos as Nomos). Two starts with the creating & revealing Father of history laying down a law for the process world, & ends with the Son busting
through hell & the grave. One goes environment > spatial world > being; Two goes beginning > historical world > revolutionary reversal.

[129] Of course revolution isn’t the reversal of history or the time principle corresponding to interpenetration. Resurrection is. Revolution is only a form of rebirth.

[130] Maybe revolution-rebirth is the telos of Four, in spite of what I’ve said, its 5 reversal being resurrection. Maybe the universe contained in the mind, the apocalypse of that wonderful Juhasz poem, is reversed by interpenetration. It’s the same principle of everywhere is here inside out. Similarly, resurrection is rebirth’s “Behold, I make all things new,” inside out. The consubstantial risen Christ?

[131] Now: the lower cycle produces, e.g. Egyptian animal gods & the Osiris cult: i.e., it reflects an agricultural society. The upper cycle comes into prominence with the city, which is (a) artificial & hence suggests an artefact creation myth (b) has a centripetal structure focussing on temple & palace (c) has streets or ways through, in imitation of the labyrinth-dance of the stars.

[132] Revelation as we know it is connected with pastoral and nomadic idealizations. The upper focus is the moon, the lower one the oasis. Hence the moon becomes the mediator, the connecting link between sun & earth, the top of the lower cycle & the bottom of the upper one. So it’s the circumference of experience. Traditionally, as the source of moisture, it has e.p. links. How did Yeats get so damn moon-conscious?

[133] One can readily see how this centrifugal development could go in the direction of sacramental imitation: the labyrinth dance below imitating the one above. Hermeticism: tasks below & flasks above.

[134] The moon of course is central to the whole regenerated-female complex, as in Blake’s Beulah. Re across [par. 132]: the poles aren’t moon & oasis, but moon & cave. When the father-god makes the heavens the most sacred object is the sabbath or moon-phase.

[135] The present version of One has good stuff in it, but it was of course written originally for something else. All the stuff about the
flood, literature as the *telos* of mythology, & the like, goes into Four. One should start with the two cycles & the shift from one to the other.

[136] Two should include the point the S.A. [*Samson Agonistes*] paper[^77] starts with: that the Xn view of Gk. mythology wavers between the contrapuntal or natural-analogy view & the demonic parody view. Even in Blake this waver is still to be found, and in Hopkins. This takes me back to the old analogy-as-demonic-analogy point in Blake.

[137] This is my current notebook, so I may record a number of *obiter dicta* of no definite use:

One hardly knows which are the more absurd & dangerous: the false analogies to business at one end of the university, or the false analogies to democracy at the other.

Science cannot destroy mythology: science cannot destroy anything except an earlier version of the same science.

I am always being asked: can a man write a poem outside your system? The motivation behind this question is often a view that thinks of poetry as the rhetoric of personal assertion, & many, especially the young & aggressive, like to feel that there are no limits to that.

[138] Back to the book: of course 1–4 is really all about natural religion. Note the looming obstacle: revelation by the Word ought to have given the Biblical tradition a poetic superiority over the Greek one which it sure as hell doesn’t have. I can only solve this by pulling away from stereotyped projections of my own thesis.

[139] For one thing, revelation, as developed in Two, tries not to be a human activity but a human response. Its revolutionary quality in itself merely sends it down the revolutionary drain: content, or what is said, is everything, & of course it isn’t. But in that case what *liberates* it? I think the space-time business is decisive here. It’s history & the sense of time that’s distinctive.

[140] What factors are involved in the 5 reversal. Well, take the theme of liberty. In Two this is what God gives man, & so it ends in slavery. In Four it’s what man wants & can get for himself, & so it ends in slavery. In Five it’s what the infinite God-Man wants, & so it ends in liberty. That’s the sort of line, but whether I can formulate it is another matter.
There seems to be a formatting issue. Please provide the content in a readable format, or describe the content you wish to extract.
imagery bit, including the Exodus-Jesus parallel. Apocalyptic &
demonic imagery, the conquest of Leviathan, etc.

[149] 3. The Double Analogy. This is the concealed-revealed business, &
is the place to deal with conceptions of figura & the like. Probably such
things as the third try (Jesus following Moses & Elijah), Melchizedek.
The Four Zoas, & maybe the Song of Songs unless earlier, etc.; sacrificial
symbolism.

[150] 4. The Ear & the Eye. Here's where I dump the stuff about the two
creation myths & the Robinson Crusoe narrator; also the revy. [revolu-
tionary] & dialectical nature of the Hebrew tradition.

[151] 5. The Wisdom of the Bible. Based mainly on Job & Ecclesiastes, &
whatever in the N.T. sticks to that. The discontinuous.

[152] 6. The Classical Analogy. Plato's Bible; Ovid's Bible; the analogy
of Eros; the centripetal language of poetry.

[153] 7. Myth is the form of human language appropriate to the revela-
tion of religion. Revelation is mythical in form & content, but its direction
is reversed.

[154] There will be no Birks Lectures book: this is it. And the Third
Book follows.

[155] What I might do, perhaps, is make another special feature of the
footnotes, which I could use as references to poetry. I rather dislike the
notion of an excursus & appendix.

[156] Or, Chapter 6 could go on to include analysis of, say, Eliot's AW
[Ash-Wednesday], D. Thomas' Altarwise sonnets, etc. That chapter
might have 8 sections, the others 4.

1. The Bible Itself.
2. History & Myth.
4. Embers of Dead Tongues (Translation).
II. The Comic Romance: The Poetic Firmament. \left[\text{Tragicomedy}\right] \ W
5. The Canonical Shape.
6. Apocalyptic Imagery.
7. Demonic Imagery.

III. The Double Analogy: Land & Water: Plants. \left[\text{Anticlimax}\right] \ SW
9. Law & Gospel.
11. Types to Spirit.
12. The Gyre of Sacrifice.

IV. The Eye & the Ear: The Heavenly Order. \left[\text{Rencontre}\right] \ S
13. Natural Religion.\footnote{51}
15. The Recurrence of the Struggle.
16. Scientia \& the Moving Numbers (\textit{Halfway Chapter})

V. Wisdom: The Voice from the Cave: Fish & Birds. \left[\text{Mirage}\right] \ SE
17. Job’s Argument: The Deuteronomic Law.
19. Maya or Vapor: The Mosaic Dialectic.
20. Discontinuous Epiphany \& the Gospel.

VI. Tradition: The Image of God: Land Animals \& Man. \left[\text{Paradox}\right] \ E
21. The Platonic Bible. (Classical Analogy).
22. The Ovidian Bible.
23. The Analogy of Eros.
24. The Romantic Shift.
25. Eliot’s \textit{AW [Ash-Wednesday]} \& Quartets (NE)
26. Blake’s Milton
27. Comus \& P.R. \textit{(Paradise Regained)}
28. M.M. \textit{[Measure for Measure]} \& The Tempest.

VII. The Contemplation of the Word \left[\text{Ignoramus}\right] (\left[\text{Twilight}\right]) \ N
29. The Language of Myth.
30. The Reversal of Direction.
31. Further Perspectives.
32. All Religions Are One.
(Perhaps: VIII–33: Afterword).

\footnote{158} My science \& art business won’t work. I wonder if this would: sci-
entia as the human language, in both science & art; art as the reversal of scientia. That’s closer to Blake, & it’s the Shelleyan pattern.

[159] For the 25–28 series I want: 1) example of typological reading, of the Altarwise type 62 2) example of spiritual reading 3) example of Romantic reading like Blake’s Europe 4) example of integration into lit. trdn. [literary tradition], like MM [Measure for Measure] or T [Tempest].

[160] Chapter Four, if I keep the chapter divisions, is the halfway point, and the last 4 sections are its recapitulation & reversal.

[161] One of the things that Chapter Five should do is make suggestions about the question of an “after-life.” It seems to me that conventional Christian notions of this make the same mistake that a lot of reincarnation doctrine makes in the East: the assumption that it’s the ego-centred personality that enters heaven or hell or comes back.


[163] Anyway, 12 takes in (or on) the Hanged Man crisis in the argument, and 16 is perhaps where my Revelation diagram goes. 63 In a sense it’s the end of the typological section.

[164] There’s a paperback called History of Biblical Interpretation, put out by Macmillan. Author’s name is Grant. 64

[165] I can’t dump the whole thing into this book, but there’s just a chance that it might be L [Liberal], and some things start crowding forward, like the blood-hungry souls of the dead. Thirsty.

[166] To make 1–4 primarily mine I’d have to get away from the handbook idea altogether. This means that 1 acquires all my shape-of-canon & definitive myth vs. Koran stuff. 2 is about myth as a present-tense counterpoint to history. 3 is really my hermeneutics lecture, and 4 acquires some of my prose-of-concern points.
[167] Once again I have a lot of hard thinking to do.


[170] Three: Authorial vs. editorial “inspiration.”\textsuperscript{67} Changes, e.g. Chronicles & Kings. No point in anticipating the whole of Fourteen here. Perhaps it’s really here that the shape of the canon goes. At any rate: it seems logical to make this the counterpart of Two: myth as against \textit{doctrine}.

[171] Four: What I have on translation, ending with the point about tr. as literal of the underthought. Vs. Koran again. Linguistic accidents: the presence of these in religious lit.\textsuperscript{68}

[172] Five to Eight is fairly straightforward: I don’t see that major changes here are possible or desirable. My main trouble at the moment is: up to 12 it seems roughly O.K. as I’ve planned it. But should I reverse IV & V, thus?

[173] IV The Second Light: Wisdom, Law & Order. Job (13 & 14). Eccl. (15) Comminution of Word (16). Then V, the Ear & the Eye. 17: The Language of Myth. 18 Visual Myth: natural religion. 19 Aural myth: revealed religion. 20. The interpenetration of the traditions. 17, at that rate, would take my Robinson Crusoe up-and-down points. At 20 I begin a centrifugal movement away from the Bible in the direction of All Religions Are One. It’s possible too that 20 is right & I should avoid too much literary commentary; that’s a handbook idea again, but not the same handbook.

[174] So my R.K. course as I give it goes up to the end of (new) IV, with the comminution chapter. The new stuff & the language-of-myth business takes over from there. In 21–24 I may have some Plato & Ovid, but
the main emphasis is on things like rebirth & resurrection, the cycle in its ironic & repetitive aspects, anamnesis & repetition, etc.

[175]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{L [Liberal] Bible book} & \text{V [Mirage] Third Book} \\
\text{(this one)} & \text{reverse?} \\
\text{\textbackslash [Tragicomedy] Book on Shakespeare} & \text{\textbackslash [Paradox] Anatomy (done)} \\
\text{\land [Anticlimax] (Book on Dante? \$100)} & \text{\land [Ignoramus] Turned-on-side book} \\
\text{\textbackslash [Rencontre] Book on Blake (done)} & \text{\Gamma [Twilight]} \\
\end{array}
\]

[176] I think the unity-of-canon stuff isn’t really in One: Two & Three deal respectively with the sham history & sham doctrine in the Bible. With Homer there’s been attention towards the unity of the two poems, which has been assumed to mean that there was a Homer or two. That doesn’t follow. One deals with the background of Biblical lit., origin & development of the canon. Perhaps I should reverse Two & Three. Two, then, would deal with my prose-of-concern points & the difference a writing culture makes. Also the unity of the canon & the fact that that unity is not authorial.

[177] I recently glanced at a book on the Song of Songs, put out by a reputable publisher, which said it was probably by Solomon, because it resembled other compositions by Solomon. True, there were things like Persian loan-words in it, but that, he said sagely, only affected the version we have. Well, yes. There is no more reason for tracing the SS back to Solomon than for tracing it back to the Witch of Endor. There are symbolic reasons for associating it with Solomon, & we don’t know anything about the origins.

[178] One: mostly “factual”: other people’s facts, that is. As I have it, plus more on the making of the canon. Its point is the author-vs.-editor one. It might conceivably have the canon, but I think that belongs rather to Two or Three. I should think Two will deal with the theme of editorializing continued: the smoothing out of “contradictions,” the tape recorder theory of inspiration, etc.

[179] The points I want to make in the first four sections are: that the Bible is not history but a historical parable-myth; that the canon has a unity & that this unity is editorial & not authorial. Try this:
The Sacred Book: The Origin of Light.  
One: The Bible Itself, as now plus canon stuff.
Two: translations & the prose of concern bit.
Three: Myth not history: the language of the present.
Four: Introduction to Myth.
The Comic Romance: The Poetic Firmament  
Five: Beginning & End; the m-d [manic-depressive] chart, the metaphor
Six: Apocalyptic Imagery.
Seven: Demonic Imagery.
Eight: Egypt & Christ; Christ as the Third, etc.
The Double Analogy: Land & Sea: The Vegetation God.
Nine: Law & Gospel.
Eleven: Types to Spirit (Pastoral & Agricultural Myths).
 Twelve: Sacrifice & Sacrament.
The Personalizing of Truth: The Second Light.
Thirteen: Job’s Dilemma.
Fourteen: Job’s Vision
Fifteen: Hebel & Maya.
Sixteen: The Communion of Epiphany.
The Eye & the Ear: Creatures of Water & Air.
Seventeen: Natural Religion.
Eighteen: Revealed Religion.
Nineteen: The Analogy of Faith.
Twenty: The Analogy of Vision.
The Everlasting Gospel: Beasts & Man.
Twenty-One
Twenty-Two
Twenty-Three
Twenty-Four
The Mirror in Reverse. The Contemplation of the Work.
Twenty-Five The Reversal of Creation
Twenty-Six The Reversal of Apocalypse
Twenty-Seven Rebirth & Resurrection.
Twenty-Eight All Religions Are One

[180] Not all clear, but I think 1-4 is essential information plus the essential points. 5-8 is the guts of my R.K. course, 9-12 a part of it that I do in bits & pieces, 13-16 the Job-Eccl. stuff. I should think Ten is the
place for my Revelation diagram,\textsuperscript{71} or Eleven. Twelve introduces the theme of reversal: it's the Hanged Man trump. 17–20 is the new stuff I've been getting lately on the eye & ear. Somewhere around 22 I leave the Tarot-Hebrew alphabet sequence for a more centrifugal movement, taking in perhaps the Platonic Bible & the analogy of Eros (24 is Omega). Maybe I haven't enough ideas for 28, but there's the childish wish to keep the 7 days of creation. But I should keep to the Bible for this book & not bugger around with Ovid & Shakespeare & stuff. The first two chapters, a good deal of the third, most of the fourth & at least half the fifth are pretty clear in my mind now. Six & seven aren't. Six has the point of contact with other religions, & perhaps deals with the ultimate categories of mythical perception: time & space, existence & essence, immortality & personality, etc.

\[181\] Meanwhile my three-awarenesses dialectic seems to have got squeezed out. I suppose it's all in V, & the last two deal with imagination as the reversal of \textit{scientia}. \textit{Scientia} is the human consciousness propelled by a hierarchic society; its god is the Stoic Governor, or something analogous to it. My essential monotheism. Scientia emancipates n.r. [natural religion] & its reversal r.r. [revealed religion]: that's the new form of my argument. So VI ought to be the implications of scientia; VII the implications of reversal.

\[182\] Six is the universality of Biblical symbolism. The dying god is the link with Mediterranean polytheism & mother cults, hebel with Buddhist maya, the break with creation in Job with the existential-humanist revolution, the discontinuous epiphany with mysticism. Look up Brunner's point of contact.\textsuperscript{72}

\[183\] This may come to nothing, and it mustn't attempt to take over, but there may be a link between the organization of this book & the Tarot sequence.

\[184\] The Greater Trumps seem to me polarized between the Juggler & the Fool. The Juggler seems to me to be God when seen by Man as the Creator of himself & Nature; the Fool, or what Waite calls the "ineffable in zero,"\textsuperscript{73} is whatever in man can be redeemed by God: his archetype is the nothing or abyss out of which he was created. Hence the two poles of being are the binary of one and nothing.
In between come five groups of four. The first four, Priest, Priestess, Emperor, Empress, are the figures of spiritual & temporal activity, the red & white establishers of order. The next four, usually called Fortitude, Justice, Temperance & the Lovers, represent the original establishment of eros. The next four (not necessarily in sequence) are Stars, Moon, Sun & Universe: the original establishment of nature. Then comes the group of human death, Death, Devil, Hanged Man & Hermit (hebel or maya) & the group of natural death, the Wheel, the Tower, the Judgment & the Chariot. Human life is the NW quadrant, natural life NE, human death SW, natural death SE. The quaternary of power is the holding centre of the quincunx, & are arranged Emperor SW, Empress SE, Priestess NE, Priest NW. There are three principles in Tarot: the circular & simultaneous (Great Trumps), the hierarchical (the four face cards of earth suit) & the demotic (the forty numbers). They correspond to hieroglyphic, hieratic & alphabetic (demotic-numerical) systems of writing. The one-to-ten sequence is the progressive, numerical, self-hypnotic scientism that's reversed by the one-zero binary.

Card symbolism seems to have an affinity to Mrs. Battle's "quadrature or square," whereas chess, as Alice discovered, is a mirror game. There's the major mirror of red & white, & the minor mirror of the doubled bishops & knights & castles. The curious ambiguity of seven & eight recurs: chess, like the I Ching, is ogdoadic: 8 powers, 16 pieces, 32 total pieces, 64 squares. The Tempest chess game is an Eros breakout of the mirror; the Waste Land of course is the demonic narcist kind. Maybe it's the hermaphroditism of the lovers, though. Tarot symbolism recurs to sevens; also to π, the 22–7 proportion (the Fool being 0, it isn't quite 22). Note the septenary principle in card-playing, preserved in bridge: four are playing but only three play. Similarly with the medieval Tarot, I understand. The total number, 78, is often mentioned by Rabelais.

My first chapter corresponds to the Juggler, the second chapter to the four powers, the third, on the double analogy, to the four virtues in Adonis extending from Love to Justice, the fourth to the Hermes group, the fifth to the Prometheus death-of-nature lot, the sixth to the apocalyptic group. The seventh would be the book of the Fool. I don't know: something tells me that sooner or later a book of mine ought to fall into a traditional orbit, but I don't know which book or which orbit. Revelation has 22 chapters—no authority, of course, but it has.
Two: The gift of tongues. Introduce the prose-of-concern theme in One & pick it up in Two. Xy began with a Greek-Hebrew polarization, so its word was a translatable word from the beginning.

Everybody contains an implicit total word, every explicit statement of which is inadequate because it’s explicit. This is the kernel of truth in the fading-coal theory. Probably in Chapter 4 somewhere, or wherever I introduce the Word in the heart.

The reason I’m hung up on the Tarots at the moment is that a pack of cards has a close technological resemblance to a series of pericopes & kernels of concern. A new sequence appears every time they’re shuffled. They’re also a kind of original or hieroglyphic alphabet, & while the sequence is infinitely variable, the total simultaneous pattern always extends from alpha to omega.

In VI bring in the point about Jesus as a refined homosexual celibate who had a beloved disciple, whose last words to a woman were “don’t touch me” [John 20:17], and who was so hung up on sexual intercourse & Oedipal trauma that he insisted that his mother was a virgin & his father not his real father. Self-defensive attacks on bulgars & the like try to cover this up, but it revives in the “pagan” Lawrence-Nietzsche-Yeats attacks.

I suppose the real point about agape is that it is non-possessive love, the love the model of which is the parents’ love for a child—when that love is of a kind that does leave the child free, as Blake’s “Storgous Appetite” never does. This is connected with my smiling-at-children-in-the-state-of-innocence point.

I wonder if Six could deal with analogies of Christian symbolism or the basis of Jung’s circle of types, thus:

Twenty-One: The Analogy of Feeling. Paganism as a free fuck: Christ as sex-starved spinster: Xy’s defensive anti-buggery feeling; Lawrence. Expansion of this into the Nietzsche-Yeats foolishness, as above.


Twenty-Three: The Analogy of Sensation. The alliance of trdnl.
tional] religion with the occult or miraculous: the heart-of-darkness approach. Empirical evidence.

Twenty-Four: The Analogy of Intuition. The mystical effort to recreate the state of inspiration. Maybe Seven is the reversal of these things. The core of feeling is the desire to go on living: its opposite is the reversal of apocalypse, the incarnation of life after death. The core of intellect is the sense of the "is," which is reversed into I am. The core of sensation is creation, i.e., the presented order of nature, which is reversed into recreation. The core of intuition is identity with "that," which is reversed into the second coming of Christ in the soul, or something. I mean that I think this is the right area, though these may not be the right hunches. The cycle business is in the feeling area.

[194] One very important though utterly simple & obvious change in Five:

Seventeen: Up & Down: the Robinson Crusoe mythmaker; Father & Mother creation myths: the two poles.

Eighteen: The City of the Sun: Development of natural religion to Stoicism & its focussing on the sun as the centre of order & essence.

Nineteen: The Burning Bush: God as I am; revelation; idolatry; the cult of the ear.

Twenty: The Spectacle of the Future, or the Postponed Epiphany. This should be where my Rev. [Revelation] diagram79 goes & the Biblical exegesis as such winds up.

[195] One–Four is the language of Myth: it takes my flood points, myth as the language of the present tense & of confrontation, & as the central language of revelation. As revelation has to be in accommodated language, it doesn't matter if we call myth a human language & speak of the Biblical as a human invention. There's no way of distinguishing God from the human redactor or glossator, but a mythical approach can accept every syllable. The metaphor of "within you" [Luke 17:21].

[196] I wonder too about an aesthetic analogy: I'm not sure that even Blake figured that one out. The "Code of Art" means the Bible indicates the final epiphanic vision, which comes tomorrow but never today, the ultimate synthesis. No finite or explicit statement of this is more than tentative. Greek art may have underestimated the degree to which an explicit aesthetic formulation depends on a far bigger implicit one.
The Man of intellect (Jnāna-Yoga); the Lion of emotion; the Bull of sensation (Hatha-Yoga), the Eagle of intuition (Bhakti).\textsuperscript{80} These carry the everlasting gospel over the world, and their return to the ark is revelation.

The analogy of intuition is the idol of the cave; the analogy of intellect, which is also the aesthetic analogy, is the idol of the theatre. These are respectively the mother in the depths & the father in the sky: note that the eagle here is descending to a lower sky. The analogy of feeling, the sexual analogy that runs through Lawrence, Swinburne, Yeats, Nietzsche & Freud, is the idol of the tribe: what it creates is a blood-unit that is tribal, in the McLuhan sense. It’s Orc bound to the cycle, leaving the east void. The analogy of sensation, the empiric analogy that is founded on communication, is the marketplace.\textsuperscript{81}

I sure as hell wish I could go back to my original sequence: Four as the second light, up & down, natural rel. [religion], revealed rel., apocalypse; Five as the Job-hebel-Gospel comminution, disintegrating the order of the second light with the creatures of water (seeing) and air (hearing). Maybe I can too.

The six-day perspective, which as Browne says is a chaos,\textsuperscript{82} sees man as merely the child of & successor to the animals. Consciousness, or man in the image of God, comes next. The first light was a violet light; the firmament is blue; the forests of the third day green; the second light yellow or gold; the creatures of water & air orange, the creatures of land, including man, were formed of red earth. The return unites man as total spectrum or microcosm, the second He, with the white first He, the God-Man or Son, the black Father, & the indigo Spirit (the seventh essence hidden in the spectrum that produced life from the firmament).

I think these associative fantasies may help to give at least a mnemonic structure to my material, as long as I don’t let it\textsuperscript{83} take me over. I can’t associate my sevens with the keys of music, because they run into the arbitrary color scheme imposed by the wooden blocks of my childhood. Thus E is always green, B blue, A violet, F black, D orange, C red in music but not verbally, G red verbally but colorless in music.

The Tarot sequence seems to be: (1) Priest (2) Empress (3) Emperor (4) Priestess (5) Lovers (6) Chariot (7) Hermit (8) Fortitude (9)
Justice (10) Wheel of Fortune (11) The Falling Tower (12) Hanged Man (13) Death (14) Devil (15) Temperance (16) Last Judgment (17) Stars (18) Moon (19) Sun (20) Universe. That leaves out the Juggler & the Fool, who are in all of them, the one as creator, the other as the redeemed one. The Juggler is wand & sword, intuition and intellect; the Fool is cup & dish, feeling & sensation. Wand is eagle, sword man, cup lion & dish ox. Man is a wild animal (the Esau-lion) and a tame animal (the Jacob-ox): he has consciousness in his own right & an intuition from an earlier phase of creation that can break out of his normal limits. I hope all this dither & drivel gets me somewhere.

[203] It's typical of my schemes—perhaps that's the reason I have them—that they go bust immediately. I now wonder if the ear & eye business isn't III, 7-12, instead of IV.

[204] I doubt if the four analogies in VI, of feeling, sensation, intellect & intuition [,] will finally be called that, but provisionally it gives me an idea. The analogy of "sensation" is that of ordinary experience. It deals with the principle of economy of belief set out on the first pages of this book [pars. 15-16]—the less we believe the better. Tillich on the futility of counting the sacraments is a principle that ought to be extended to counting beliefs.84

[205] The justifying faith must be something founded on Koheleth's principle of the capacity for enjoyment: the sense that life has a point.85 All attempts to find out what that point is are religious quests: the accumulation of detail is in vision, not in belief. In belief I should think the last enemy to be destroyed is creation, the refusal of Pearl & Topsy (a white & a black girl) to answer the question "Who made you?" To say "I speck I growed"86 is not only to stick to the sensible evidence but to say, in effect, "I am," which is man speaking as the image of God, who also calls himself the "I am" (principle).

[206] I'm wondering, in fact hoping, that I can do it all in fewer than 28 sections, collapsing 6 & maybe 7 into the first 5. The 6-7 part feels like a different book, ⊥ [Ignoramus] rather than ⊥ [Liberal]. For instance, the comparison with Buddhism might come into the discussion of Job. Buddhism doesn't have a myth of the Fall, so far as I can see. The AC is probably ⊥ [Paradox], the shadow of a yet unwritten ⊥ [Tragicomedy]
on Shakespeare; the second book on the Bible would, then, be \( \sqrt{\text{Mirage}} \), & the Third Book \( \perp \) \( \text{Ignoramus} \), the shadow of an \( \hat{\Lambda} \) \( \text{Rencontre} \) both unwritten and as yet undefined. Balls to all that. 24 sections for this book would be Alpha to Omega—still pretty long. If I’d dropped the “parts” with their four sections, I might find the law-gospel part having fewer than four sections.

[207] Anyway, sections one to three are reasonably clear in my mind. Section four is on the language of myth, and it’s a crucial one in seeing how much will collapse. I’m aiming at something like this: take the analogy of news. If we ask what’s really happening in the world, we’re thrown back on the two standards of repetition, creative & automatic. News are the vertical cross-sections of the latter, events & issues. What’s really happening is creative repetition or education, & the arts & sciences are, I suppose, vertical cross-sections of that. Similarly, the “existential situation” is a dissolving phantasmagoria: the reality of what happens can only be revealed through the four mythoi.

[208] Up & down: the creator God above is a projection of alienation. The life after death below (resurrection from grave) is a projection of anxiety. What I think I’m aiming at is a three-stage Father-Son-Spirit progression of: projection, recovery, and reversal of recovery. The third stage re-establishes the first, but not as projections.

[209] I’m fishing for something that may not belong in this book at all. But in a sense the centrifugal, outbounded movement of natural religion is reversed by revelation. N.r. is unconscious because it’s conscious: that is, the situation is in charge of a Cartesian ghost in a machine who knows nothing whatever about the machine.87 The real reason for S.K.’s [Søren Kierkegaard’s] opposition to Hegel is that Hegel was a centrifugal system-builder—this is my old Consciousness (Awareness, rather: that’s already patented) I & II again. But revelation is psychological, trying to get back to the psychosomatic origins of consciousness. All radical and original thought is revelation-oriented. Marx socially & Freud individually try to reverse the movement of mental imperialism: they are bound to be succeeded by anarchism & yoga respectively.

[210] I’m just thrashing around here, but the book seems to be shaping up into a climax treating revelation as a reversal on two levels. On the
lower level it reverses natural religion by shifting to an existential God, but this only creates a double gyre against n.r. & doesn’t break out of a reaction to it, as in the hermeneutic dilemma. On the upper level it’s a “thirteenth cone,” reversing the whole double gyre, but without creating a second double-gyre. In other words it embraces both thesis and antithesis.88

[211] The contrast between visual n.r. [natural religion] and r.r. [revealed religion] inevitably washes into the contrast in C.P. between knowledge & experience,89 between a “Thomist” understanding through essence & a “Scotist” experience through particulars. I’m not competent to discuss this in its philosophical context, but as an issue in lit. crit. it connects both with the above (also in CP) & with an older (in my own thinking) issue between Johnson on the general & Blake on the particular. The universal & the unique.

[212] The “fundamentalists” did have one sound instinct: their conception of truth was baloney, but they did see that if the Bible’s primary aim was truth in the sense of descriptive accuracy, whether historical, scientific or doctrinal, a sacred book, to be accepted as such, would have to be definitively accurate in those directions.

[213] Most of our behavior is mechanical; that of some people wholly so. I think there is a point at which one breaks through this & forms a kernel of autonomy or free will. Total liberation completes what this starts. Dante is said by Virgil to have reached this state in Purgatory, though he hasn’t; perhaps this anticipates the point after Dante’s death, & the meeting with Beatrice reverts to the current Dante. Or maybe Dante just hates the idea of achieving liberty.

[214] When God defines himself to Moses as “I am,” surely one implication is that he’s also the I am of Moses, though still capable of dialogue with Moses. Prayer is this kind of dialogue, & so is really, as I said, an attempt at self-knowledge that doesn’t come through introspection. I suppose Buber’s point is that if the possibility of this dialogue vanishes, the human being becomes merely, or all-too, human. Man’s something to be surpassed, by something inside him which is also him. Or he.

[215] I don’t see why Buddhism gives itself such airs over repudiating
the personal God as its ultimate. Mahayana Buddhism, at least, holds a doctrine of "Mind only," & "mind" is a metaphor for a part of, or abstraction from, the personality. The doctrine that Nirvana is Samsara\textsuperscript{90} liberated is the doctrine of the risen spiritual body, but only the Bible seems to state this clearly: every other religion, including institutional \textit{Xy}, seems to talk about an essential evaporation, not an existential transformation.

[216] This essential evaporation, of soul or mind, whether it moves dialectically (the Near East big three) or cyclically (the Oriental big three),\textsuperscript{91} is the \textit{Thanatos} counterpart to the Logos projection of a creator from human alienation. Nota vere bene that projection is the opposite of confrontation.

[217] Thus: I am, including Moses' I am, confronts Moses as the burning bush. Projected, this becomes old thunderfart in the sky, the authoritarian establishment god. Recovered, he becomes the incarnate God-Man who is, inwardly, Los or human imgve. [imaginative] power, & outwardly Orc the sacrificial victim.

[218] Puzzle: why does this Orc-body have to be actualized and cast off? Blake makes it clear that it does have to be, but why? This is connected with the other question: what are the implications of the fact that \textit{Xy} has a myth of the fall & Buddhism doesn't? Of the fact that Christ is a ritual scapegoat in a Passion Play and Gautama isn't? In Buddhism \textit{everything} is thrown on the recognition scene; \textit{Xy} appears to demand some participatory following of a sequence first.

[219] \textit{Law & Gospel: Apocrypha & Apocalypse: Cain & Abel (the rejection of roots & the pastoral wandering-shepherd ideal): Constraint vs. freedom or inner constraint & the rule of charity: the symbol & the reality it points to: sacrifice & sacrament: rebirth & resurrection: participation & recognition.}

[220] Try this now:
1. History vs. myth
2. Documents vs. structure
3. Translation: the gift of tongues
4. The Language of Myth
\[ \text{One.} \]
5. The Comic Romance
6. Apocalyptic Imagery
7. Demonic Imagery
8. Structure of Narrative
9. Logos & Thanatos
10. City of Sun
11. Burning Bush
12. The Final Vision

\{ Two. \\
13. Job: Question
14. Job: Answer
15. Maya & Hebel
16. Communion: The Gospels

\{ Four \\
17. Apocrypha & Apocalypse: symbol & existential reality
18. Cain & Abel: sacrifice & sacrament
19. Constraint & Freedom
20. Rebirth & Resurrection

\{ Five \\

[221] It's not a Tarot sequence, evidently, but the hell with that. Nor does it follow the seven days sequence. The hell with that too. Anyway, the exact sequence doesn't matter at this stage.

[222] Where & how does the Trinity get into this? Or the principle of economy of belief, & the derivation of real belief from vision as the engenderer of action?

[223] Back to this stuff: suppose this book really is \[Liberal\], & sets loose a series of sequels? A book on comparative mythology, on the role of the Bible in (English) literature, on the typological tradition? Maybe the c.m. \[comparative mythology\] book is identical with the third? Or:

[224] \[Liberal\] This book.
\[Tragicomedy\] A book on Shakespeare.
\[Anticlimax\] AC. Education: Plato
\[Rencontre\] FS. Third Book
\[Mirage\] A book on the Bible in AC (probably)
English literature
Certainly the anxiety about death is crucial in religion, but everyone seems to talk about this purely in individual terms. There's also the social side, much of which—in war & the like—is based on the dulce et decorum stuff, a perversion of the genuine virtue of fortitude or courage, but the other side of the death-fear. I've got all this fear-of-life stuff elsewhere & in Fools of Time [chaps. 1, 3], but I feel there's something more, something that might reconcile me to the Iliad & might, if it came to that, integrate FT with ∫ [Tragicomedy].

The enormous contrast between the imaginative vision of the great religions & their institutional perversions. In my copy of the Lankavatara Sutra I've noted some of the points of degeneration, in the appendices on mantra-ling & the mumbling of meaningless syllables. People who boost Oriental cults are comparing their visionary essence with institutional Xy.

To see Xy in imaginative terms is to see its pure form: that's the vision of the Spirit. To begin with belief is to follow Antichrist & sin against the Spirit even if Christ does appear to be urging that in the Gospels. I wouldn't say that the outward ceremony is Antichrist. The o.c. belongs to the redeemed, not the elect. People who resent my imaginative portrayals of Xy do so because they're afraid that the hook of belief is buried under the bait of imaginative vision. I sympathize with that, up to a point, if they don't snap at Zen or Marxist or other baits on the assumption that the same hook isn't there.

Mircea Eliade, Forge & Crucible, p. 68, n. 3: "ideologies move through, & are transmitted, by history, & usually a people receives or preserves only fragments of a 'system.' Which is why the meaning of a symbol only emerges clearly after a great number of 'variants' have been examined. These, moreover, are often devoid of historical sequence & are thus extremely difficult to interpret." This last remark needs qualification for the Bible.

Well, anyway, approaching the Bible as myth or imaginative-
tive] construct is the first step in a genuine reformation of Xy. The next step is the razor principle set down at the beginning of this notebook: the less you believe the better [par. 15]. The third step is: belief is the derivation of action from vision: no belief that isn't a visible axiom of action is a real belief. (There may be possible beliefs or hunches that are cherished but not acted on, but you aren't justified by those).

[230] The fourth step is the polarizing of apoc. [apocalyptic] & dem. [demonic] visions, because Hitler's faith, e.g., was genuine by the above standards. The thing is to get faith on some other basis than the acceptance on authority of something without evidence. The initial test is cui bono? whose cultural ascendancy is being preserved by this belief? If it's anybody's, throw it away. (The ascendancy doesn't have to be social: it can be a parental fixation in the individual).

[231] To complete the point above [par. 225] about the ind. [individual] fear of death vs. the social exploitation of its risk: maybe this is the radical of the conception of an antithesis between ind. & social will.

[232] A.E. Waite, in his Tarot book (p. 61), refers to a Book of Lambspring (discussed by him in The Occult Review viii, 1908), which deals with alchemy. "The Tarot contains the mystery of what is called the mystical or soul-natural elixir, being the marriage of the soul and the spirit in the body of the adept philosopher and the transmutation of the body as the physical result of this marriage."^94

[233] Of all the ways of building up exclusive cases, those founded on physical nausea are the most effective, which is why perverted religions go in for dietary laws.

[234] One: history is what the heathen did. Stage One: truth means truth of correspondence so the Bible must be definitively true as a historical account. Stage Two: cracks appear, so many you just have to abandon the notion of historical accuracy. Stage Three: maybe the conception of truth is wrong. Then you're ready to tackle the crucial problem of Yeats' Vision.

[235] That is, history is a centrifugal movement from a centre which gradually involves the rest of mankind. Its typical manifestation is imperialism. The first phase of this, in the West, was completed by Augustus at the time of the birth of Christ. "That all the world should be
taxed” [Luke 2:1]. Yeats (perhaps following Mead’s *Did Jesus Live 100 B.C.?*, which would have tied up the Full Moon in March business tighter) is one of the few who have tried to guess why the Incarnation occurred when it did. His basis is Spengler, the only possible basis, I think (that’s why he fascinated me so, perhaps), although this is the one case where the Toynbee revision really improves Spengler.66

[236] This has to be, surely, reserved for a much later chapter: I can’t put all this in One. But it’s probably 21, say: a part six in four chapters recapitulating the first four. Jesus, what a long book. Still, maybe the middle will fold up.

[237] The consciousness doesn’t know what the hell goes on in the body: its function is to escape from the body, hence the cooperating essence notion. Or it can control its own version of the body, as in yoga.

[238] Language of Myth chapter: this chapter perhaps should, after getting over the pons asinorum about “myth,” survey the conception of inspiration as something relative to the reader & not the writer. The Bible is written mythically so that the reader can get inspired.

[239] Where do I introduce the conception of discarnate spirits? What exactly does casting out demons mean? What relevance does the quacking of Bishop Pike’s son have to the typology of the Bible? Most discarnate spirits in the Bible are evil spirits.

[240] Evidently it’s the conception of continuity or survival that’s demonic: what’s aimed at is transmutation, which the ascension into the sky symbolizes.

[241] Eliade’s book on alchemy is extraordinarily rewarding for Los symbolism. He shows how alchemy is the Passion drama applied to the conception of matter & transferred from vegetation. The O.T. idealizes the pastoral & distrusts neolithic agricultural symbolism. Xy incorporates the latter into its passion drama but the real Los descent-to-inner-earth theme is only latent in the Bible—it’s part of the O.T. fear of iron & smiths. Still, there’s Isaiah on the smith [44:12; 54:16] & the whole city & temple symbolism. Note how the anxiety of continuity operates in freemasonry & other oral traditions.
Jesus cast devils out of this life, making sure that the lost soul got lost. The devils showed great terror at being sent out into the deep, a terror going the same way as the natural fear of death.

The Buddhist conception of *sangsara* & *nirvana* is the same doctrine that life as we know it is an exile & that we should come home from our wanderings. The thing is that “home” is not a rooted existence in a different place, but an emancipated wandering in the same place, the idealized pastoralism of the Ps. 23 symbolism.

If anything like a Bible had been produced in British culture, for example, it would undoubtedly have crystallized around the legends of the defeated Celts, the Arthurian struggle with the (historically victorious) Saxons of which we can only say that we feel there must & ought to be a historical kernel, though we don’t know what it is. The principle is that defeated nations have the greatest imaginations. Many people, certainly many poets, have been far more possessed imaginatively by the sense of Arthur’s historical existence than of, say, Alfred the Great’s, whose historicity is not open to question.

Chapter One: The Book Itself. The canon of Old, New & Apocryphal Testaments: its context as indicated by, e.g., the Pseudepigrapha, Philo & Josephus. Don’t break as you have it now. The “moral” is the sense of canonical shape that emerges, vs. the Koran. Very easy to read this as (a) doctrinal or (b) historical accuracy.

Chapter Two: The Gift of Tongues. Translation, leading to the “moral” of the hermeneutic dilemma & that only imagery can really be translated. (I think it amounts to that, and the hermeneutic dilemma relates to all the accidents of language, including the grammatical ones.)

Chapter Three: Story & History. The historical sequence; history made by the heathen: the “moral” that the Bible is a mythical counterpoint to history.

Do I really need a fourth chapter on the language of myth, winding up Part One, The Approach to the Bible? I suppose I probably do: e.g., the metaphor in the Kingdom of Heaven. (Which implies that the association of myth & metaphor is involved, & needs explaining here.)
Then the second part, the guts of my course; third part on ear & eye; fourth on Job & Eccl. & Gospels; concluding fifth part on the recovery of creation. Don’t know yet where it stops & the new Anticlimax takes over.

Wonder if information & moral should be one section each, with a seventh on the language of myth. Then seven sections on the typology of the Bible, winding up one suit. Then seven on ear & eye, law & gospel. Then seven on Job, Eccl., Gospels, & recovery of creation. I hate making a whole chapter out of second-hand information. Other people, for Christ’s sake. Maybe some day I’ll get to a point of sanctity where the difference between my ideas & other peoples’ ideas will cease to exist, but I’m sure as hell not at that stage now, & every word of the Frye Encyclopedia is going to be mine, do you hear? mine! mine!! mine!!.

Well, then, three main parts & fourteen chapters. I’d prefer the order 3–7–4 to 4–6–4, but I may have to settle for the latter. I start with an introduction like the one I have now, but adding the fact that I’ve come to feel that the imaginative & mythical approach is the only possible starting point for the 20th c., whatever the finishing line. So the literary handbook has expanded a good deal, but without getting into the historical quagmire.

The first three chapters are mainly destructive of the analytical, doctrinal & historical approaches: translation could include most of my hermeneutics lecture and the hermeneutic dilemma. It may expand into four.

Anyway, I’d like to have Part Two, perhaps with four sections in each chapter, correspond to the six (or seven) days of creation. No: Part Two should have six sections ending with the creation of man, who in his turn creates the understanding of religion. Part Three, where the four sections expand into four chapters, is the contemplative or conspectus day, the reversal of revelation.

Part Two: after reducing the present approach to the Bible to the tohu-bohu:

1. Light. The Comic Romance & its hero.

[255] Part Three, reversing all this, is probably:
2. The Recovery of Creation
3. The Recovery of Apocalypse.

[256] I think this is it: the first four chapters are the four directions of chaos: historical scholarship, contemporary concern, history & doctrine. Then the six days of creation & the fourfold vision of the great Sabbath's sight.

[257] Of course I shouldn’t be oversubtle about Job: the primary meaning is what it’s always been taken to be: that God is not the source of evil. The fact that this leads to de-emphasizing the creation & the myth of fall comes next. Both it & the previous chapter have the general shape of “from types to spirit” which the next chapter ties up.

[258] Hebrew is exceptionally concrete & poor in abstractions. Also it has an exceedingly constricted vocabulary. You don’t expect rhetorical amplification in the Bible any more than we should expect a social-gossip column in a resistance press. Adjectives & adverbs are relatively rare in the Hebrew Bible, & the suppleness & flexibility of Greek was more of a nuisance than an advantage.

[259] One: The curious paradox in the construction of the Bible. It’s all bits & pieces, a mosaic of discontinuous concerned prose; yet it’s a unity too. Inspiration seems to apply to the greatest unity & the greatest editorial diversity. There’s one spirit, obviously, but a vast number of minds. So while the shape & unity of the whole canon is important, we shouldn’t reduce the variety to unity, but see them both as interpenetrating. The unity of originality, the unity of Paradise Lost or Hamlet, is a different kind of unity, a function of universality through individuality. I think this raises the whole question of objective art (“code of art”), Gurdjieff, (as usual, he gives the impression that he doesn’t know what he’s talking
about but has derived the notion from someone who did), Beethoven’s music beyond music, etc. It also raises the question of inspiration as belonging to the reader. The development of prophecy shows how the superstition that the divine voice had to come from an oracular area of consciousness was outgrown (survives in the tape-recorded theory).

[260] Two: all reading is translation. Hebrew is translatable because it’s intensely demonstrative: everything is “and” connected, even though our conceptually-obsessed language keeps putting in “so,” “but,” “therefore,” & the like. We shipped far too much Latin after Wyclif. (The oral origin of parallelism is “dialogue,” or, ritually, antiphonal chant). Hebrew rhythm is accentual, which is why English lit. is so Biblical. Accidents of language (cf. Koran) can’t be reproduced, except independently in poetry (e.g. Eliot’s A-W [Ash-Wednesday]).

[261] (Preface) Q Manson’s Companion, Preface. A lit. crit. wd. say “Consequently, however important the content or context, the essential thing to study first is the form.” The lit. approach is buggered by a 19th c. notion of “aesthetic” qualities of “style,” whereas “style” means an individual author, & has nothing to do with objective art.

[262] The AC distinction of fictional & thematic enters the Platonic & Aristotelian Bibles: the latter is a thematic encyclopedia, & suggests the “system.”

[263] Thou shalt not kill is really an augury of innocence, a statement of the way God’s people would live if they were living according to God’s will. It cannot become a real law, as it can’t be kept.

[264] Three: “history” is all legend, the very late Esther & Daniel no less than the J narrative.

[265] I have been deeply impressed by the extraordinary elusiveness of data in Biblical scholarship, the very small number of ascertainable & undisputed facts, the amount of straw-threshing, of pseudo-establishing of facts by repetition, of sheer guessing dignified with the word “hypothesis,” & so on & so on. I say this not to belittle the work of scholars who know much more than I do, but to suggest that some other shaping principle may be at work that has been overlooked.*
*Say this in 1, & get it out of the Introduction. Kantian stage over. Zechariah chance, but many unifying principles not found because not looked for. From now on we have to be rigid phenomenologists, accepting every syllable with a literalness that no "fundamentalist" would dare attempt.

[266] Objective art: primitive, anonymous, "impersonal" art is an approximation of it. Shakespeare.

[267] Polarization between what it meant & what it means. Latter involves question of what it has been made to mean. E.g. of the Song of Songs.

[268] The book is in 14 chapters, of which 5 & 6 are the analysis of Biblical imagery & Biblical narrative respectively.

One says that the Bible is an editorial unity of objective art, & not an anthology of authors. The units of the book, or "kernels," are: commandment, aphorism, oracle, & epiphany or pericope.

Two says that the Bible is translatable on the basis of imagery, not doctrine, doctrinal translations being "sown dragon's teeth."

Three says that the Bible is not a history but a mythical counterpoint to history.

Four says that the human language the Bible speaks is the language of myth.

The next six chapters are the "Examining," the first two the Light & the Firmament.

Seven (Land & Sea: the visible world & its mirror). The Eye & the Ear: the Biblical conception of light past & light future, but only listening today. The kernel of the oracle. Urthona.

Eight (The Second Light). The wisdom of the Bible (Job, Eccl., etc.) as inviting the next step in the break with creation. The kernel of the aphorism. Urizen.

Nine (Creatures of Water & Air). Law & Gospel: The dialectical movement of the Bible is towards the interiorizing of the law in the form of a vision. The revolutionary side of the Biblical vision. The kernel of the commandment. Tharmas.

Ten (Land Animals Including Man). Pastoral, agricultural & urban (mineral & alchemical) structures of symbolism. The O.T. idealization of
the pastoral world & the return to it after the conquest of Adonis & Prometheus worlds. The kernel of the pericope or epiphany. The postponed vision. Orc

The last four chapters are the "Considering." They are the fourfold sabbatical or contemplative vision, & are based on the principle that if the Bible is revelation, & if the myth of the Bible is a human structure & a human language, then revelation must come through a reversal of direction. [(I'm not sure what I mean by that, but it will come). The four court suits of whatever Tarot suit it is; wands, likely: the Four Zoas as the Everlasting Gospel.

[269] Possibly a reversal of direction, starting with Orc & the reversal of the cycle. [Mem.?]: stick to the Bible for the last 4 chapters: that's what your book is about. You're not writing a poem like The Waste Land, so don't bugger off to the Ganges at the end.

[270] Leave it for a bit. The principle at the beginning about the less one believes the better [par. 15] is the Blakean principle of forgiveness of sins: any threat in a religion is of the devil. The two characteristics of devil-worship are threats & assimilation to the class structure of society. Threats differ from warnings in that warning points to a present danger that you may not see but ought to be able to see: threats offer no evidence but merely take a you-just-wait line. By that standard the sheep-and-goats & Lazarus themes in the Gospels are threats—it may be that the devil got into Xy very early. Of course the Lazarus-Dives business [Luke 16:19–31] has its class-structure aspect too.

[271] Anyway: I've been amused by the way people taking up Eastern religions say that all the scientific laws discovered in the West are "mere" this or that, but the law of Karma is for real because it's Eastern. It seems clearly the Xn view that resurrection abolishes Karma, just as communication overcomes entropy in Norbert Wiener, which may be a secular intuition of the same thing. Karma is the real ouroboros, the last enemy to be destroyed.

[272] So I suppose one of the court cards does deal with the ouroboros. Yeats & Nietzsche on Xy as a half-truth or historical thesis; Eddison's female will & the reborn serpent of Shakespeare's Cleopatra. Dialectical separation: Queen into Isis & Cleopatra; King into risen Christ &
reborn Antichrist. The Knave would split into the suffering servant and
the scapegoat (i.e. the victim of institutional condemnation).111 There are
the two birds & two goats of Leviticus [14:49–53; 16:7–10]. The identity
of the Knight with the dragon he kills seems clear enough.

[273] Perhaps, then, the last four chapters are simply the progression
through the empire of the queen of the south; our old friends agon,
pathos, sparagmos and anagnorisis.112 The Passion drama as the ultimate
microcosm of the Bible.

[274] The third stage, the interiorization of the presence of Christ, is the
one Eliot revolves around in Gerontion & The Waste Land. It recapitulates
the second three, the Law > Gospel interiorization. The queen of the
south wanders the streets in search of him. (Eliot’s turn to St. John of the
Cross from there was natural enough).113 He isn’t “there”: Blake’s spec-
tre & emanation poem.114

[275] There’s also a parallel with Dante’s Inferno, from Friday night to
Sunday morning. The essential thing the knave, servant or jack does is
run away, as Dante runs from the beasts. This recapitulates the Second
One, the Eye-to-Ear shift. The eye stands its ground; the ear receives the
message to get to hell out of there. (Note the running theme at the begin-
nning of Bunyan’s PP: whither shall I fly?).115 Here we’re following the
fortunes of Barabbas, not Christ; the scapegoat, not the victim; the init-
iate, not the mystery.

[276] The second stage is the Knight, and the Knight is errant: he wan-
ders. What he wanders in is a labyrinth, a selva oscura ["dark wood," In-
ferno, canto 1, l. 2, the cave of hell which is metaphorically identical,
the guts of the monster who is his own counterpart. What he sees
around him are the prisoners of metamorphosis:116 Syrinx & Daphne
who have run away from their gods & have become frozen into natural
objects, unawakened emanations, captive maidens hung by their hair.
At this stage the Knight is searching for wisdom (the theme of the Sec-
ond Two), & the end of his wisdom is to distinguish the queen from the
whore, Sophia-Isis from Cleopatra on her barge in many waters which is
the Leviathan-Nile.

[277] Note that the Knight is 12, the Servant the 11 that went up to
heaven; the Queen is 13, the point where revelation begins. 14 is of course the double 7, the second week of creation that du Bartas didn’t see was really the uncreating of the creation, moving backward to the Sunday which is the eternal day of light.\textsuperscript{117}

[278] When the Knight enters into & becomes the Queen, the roles are reversed: it’s the Queen that searches, the wandering drawing together into a genuine quest; the whore runs away & turns the cycle again by doing so, the bored whore of Eddison.\textsuperscript{118} Note that the bird & frog, who appear at SE just as we approach the mouth of Leviathan, are creatures of water and air.

[279] In Dante the first stage is running away, the second wandering through hell, which focusses into a quest when we meet Satan at the bottom. In the undisplaced vision Dante is shat through Satan’s arsehole: the third stage, the Queen one, is the sudden \textit{reversal of perspective}, passing the centre & going up where he’d been going down \textit{[Inferno, canto 34, ll. 70–111]}. Upside down in air were towers \textit{[The Waste Land, l. 383]}. The reversal has to do with: the marriage of the king & the queen; the passing of the queen into the king, the Madonna-Child relation into the coronation of Virgin relation (the new queen is inside the king in the triumph of wisdom); the casting out of the Whore; the passing from Church-containing-Word to Word-containing-Church, Revelation xii (The Madonna-Child) to Revelation xxi (Jerusalem as Bride).

[280] Running away is the withdrawal of consciousness from existence, the thing that creates (a) man as rational being (b) death, because consciousness, being essentially of death, is, as Yeats says, essentially the creating or inventing (finding) of death\textsuperscript{119} & (c) nature or the objective world.

[281] Note by the way that Xy (e.g. Paradise Lost) has made far more whoop-de-do over the fall of man than Genesis does. In Genesis there’s no real original sin—that’s mainly institutional. What Genesis gives is the ironic ambiguity in the state of consciousness which creates death, so that the serpent (death and rebirth) gets man kicked out of Paradise. The “fallen world” of pests & parasites is associated later with the plagues of Egypt.

[282] So in the Knight stage man is a Pharaoh, wandering in the frozen
world of nature, but unable to let go. What he ultimately has to let go of is his own ego & its power fantasies, so he becomes what he beholds, like Nebuchadnezzar, or like the Sphinx, Ezekiel’s four Zoas [Ezekiel 1] frozen & stuck together. One is never sure whether the Sphinx is male or female: female so far as it’s frozen (Rahab that sitteth still [Isaiah 30:7, RSV]), male so far as it’s a power structure (the image of Pharaoh).

[283] I must read Malcolm X to see why the hell a black revolutionary would turn to the religion of the Arab slave-traders. I suppose it’s a vulgarization of the black-Hebrew anti-Egyptian Queen of Sheba let-my-people-go alliance. Because the Queen-Bride is certainly black (reversed into white), whatever suit I’m expounding.

[284] Seven: The Latter Prophets & Daniel
Eight: Wisdom Lit.: Job & Prov. & Eccl.
Ten: Psalms & Revelation (Chronicles).

[285] It’s possible that Fourteen, the King, will end with the Great Doodle, or some version of it. If it does, it recapitulates the Revelation diagram which is probably at the end of Ten (if not Five) and the diagram in Four.

[286] I doubt if there’s zodiacal symbolism in the Bible, unless we can assume an Eagle-Scorpion replacement. But there may be alchemical parallels in the N.T., & I think there is element symbolism. Take that business in I John about blood, water & spirit [5:6] that some joker tried to tie in with the Trinity. Did he (the joker) mean that blood, water & spirit were the three persons or life-principles in the substance of man?

[287] In the Great Doodle (some change in the Third Book one) the N.W. quadrant is (descending) fire, SW earth, SE water & NE ascending air. Blood is the Adamic body, the red earth with the spark imprisoned in it: it actually combines these elements. It’s the “life,” and as late as Berkeley’s Siris the organism is concealed fire (tar-water is the panacea of nature corresponding to it, fire imprisoned in water imprisoned in a tree). Well, blood & water means death (the spear of Longinus) & salvation through death (Israel was saved from Egypt by the blood of the Passover & the water of the Red Sea, both of which drowned the
Egyptians[]. Rebirth by water & the spirit leaves the blood imprisoned in the shell of death, like the Father becoming Satan in Boehme.\textsuperscript{123}

[288] "My mother the Holy Spirit"\textsuperscript{124} suggests a rebirth by water (natural mother) & spiritual mother. Creatures of water & air were the fifth day; creatures of earth & fire the sixth.

[289] Chapters 11–14: The Return from the Four Quarters  
The Return from the south (Africa): The Conquest of Slavery.  
The Return from the north (Europe): The Conquest of Herrenmoral\textsuperscript{125}  
The Return from the east (Asia): The Conquest of Rebirth  
The Return from the west (America): The Conquest of Birth (all-too-human).

uh huh.

Anyway, the idea of reversal is partly return to the centre.

[290] A lot of things said about the collapse of the Jewish-Xn world-picture. There is no such world-picture; there is a structure of imagery which has been \textit{projected} as a world-picture. Projection is immensely important, & to some extent takes place within the Bible itself.

[291] There are six "kernels," two formal & four material. The two formal ones are parallelism in poetry and "and then" sequence in narrative prose. These become the organizing principles of 5 & 6 respectively. The imagery of the Bible takes the heaven-hell pattern of parallelism (I'm sure the intuition here is sound, but it'll need careful handling because parallelism is \textit{parallel}, not really dialectical). The narrative takes the "and-then" form which has no logic or causality involved in it, and hence gives the effect of the same thing happening over & over, or at least of a horizontal sequence related to a vertical perspective. History & poetry.

[292] The four material kernels, commandment, aphorism, oracle & pericope or epiphany, are as stated: they're the basis of law, wisdom, prophecy & theophany respectively. The last (it's \textit{Gospel} in the N.T., of course) isn't too satisfactory, but I think pericope includes parable, which gives it some relation to Ruth, Esther, & Jonah, the three parable books. Four with the Song of Songs.

[293] So many people are repelled by the idea of a life after death that if
there is a life after death a lot of people are going to be damn mad. But then a lot of people are damn mad about having been born into this world, though few of them, and those mostly suicides, get to the point of formulating it in those terms.

The repetitiousness of the Koran would drive a reader out of his mind if he were reading it as he would read any other book. But for a Mohammedan, brought up from infancy to learn it by heart, to attach the greatest possible reverence & weight to what it says, it does exactly the job it should do. It gives the impression that while man's will bucks & plunges in all directions, God's will is steady & unyielding, incessantly coming back to the same point, until the horse is broken in, so to speak, & has learned to move with a direction and a will that are not his own.

In nature the lightning comes first & the thunder follows, but in revelation God speaks first & the light comes after. Similarly my kernel is less theophany than theophony, or something indicating God-hearing rather than God-seeing. This is most simply described as "call." On my diagram this call is N., & the human response is the kernel of praise (or petition) which is the basis of the Psalms. The W & E kernels are still commandment & aphorism (proverbs), the kernels of law & wisdom respectively.

The quadrant kernels are: N.W. is oracle or prophecy; S.W. exhortation or preaching; S.E. parable, which I think includes history; NE is pericope or the act of power as distinct from the liberating (by example) word of power. Note that here precept is SW & example SE, because this cycle goes round the opposite way from the normal historical cycle. In the latter the king is NW & the teacher SW; here the teacher is SE & the royal power exhibited (in healing especially) at NE.

Anyway, at S there are really 3 kernels: praise, petition, & complaint (see especially Job & Lamentations). I suppose I need to clarify pericope: it's really epiphany or manifestation of power, & what's at NE is the Song of Songs, Psalm 45, Palm Sunday & the like, as well as healing.

Rolls: Ruth is parable-history, SE; Song of Songs epiphany, NE; Lamentations complaint, S; Ecclesiastes aphorism, E; Esther also parable-history, more typically SE in that it's a reversal of fortune
Ruth & Esther however suggest that there are two types of parable, the overturning type & the reconciling type. Dives & Lazarus [Luke 16:19-31] vs. the Prodigal Son. I may dimly have something here. Certainly the good “Samaritan” echoes Ruth the Moabitess. In the prophets, Jonah, who really ought to be the fifth roll instead of Esther (it has a “lot,” too, & of course a pharmakos figure) has a similar relation to, say Amos, and there could still be the “twelve” if the two Zechariahs were unstuck.

The commandment is the kernel of the whole W side, & shades off into oracle & exhortation. The aphorism is similarly the kernel of the E side, & shades off into parable (of which it is the moral) and something NE I haven’t quite defined yet. I think the emblematic parable (e.g. the pearl of great price) is NE, NE being the sacramental-analogy quadrant. That nudges it closer to SS [Song of Songs].

I suppose what’s really at NE is the augury of innocence. This would include the beatitude, the sacramental emblem, and the apocalyptic “in that day” prophecy.

The pericope, like parallelism and the parataxis narrative, is a structural principle, not a kernel. It’s a device for putting an essentially discontinuous material into a continuous framework.

Parallelism suggests two things: dialectic contrast and, because the two halves usually say the same thing, reconciliation. Hence it reflects the principle I find in the parable itself.

In 4 perhaps I should look at the entire symbolic picture of the mythical universe as a human body, the sky as a head, the sun & moon its eyes; the subterranean & infernal as (a) winding guts (b) female
womb (c) anal & excretory area. Cf. buildings with committee or council chambers above & jail cells below, like the one in Stendahl's CP [La Chartreuse de Parme].

[305] Speaking of buildings, I should have a section, if not a chapter, on “measuring the Temple,” i.e., Solomon’s temple as the encyclopedic building (cf. the Pyramids, cathedrals, etc.) vs. Tower of Babel (note how this denigrates such buildings, as the J-X trdn. [Judaean-Christian tradition] does). Cf. also the portable homes of ark & tent. I must try once more to make sense of the first Levy book.\textsuperscript{126}

[306] The threshold of voices is unreliable; it’s what older & wiser poets called the House of Fame or Rumor, & its real principle is echo. Duchess of Malfi. Hence the insistence on “trying the spirits” [1 John 4:1] in the N.T. Witch of Endor.

[307] Ouspensky says when he was practising mysticism he found that “dead ideas were not expressed in hieroglyphs, they remained words.”\textsuperscript{127} He equates his hieroglyphs with Boehme’s “signatures,” & says they followed the voices stage.\textsuperscript{128} Cf. Yeats & his symbols. He says the ideas of the triad & the four elements were alive.\textsuperscript{129}

[308] Now in the translating of the Bible there are three elements. One is that of sound, the associative-dissociative element. I have notes on this: it’s what corresponds to voices. Next come the sown dragon’s teeth, the voices of concepts, the fighting voices. Then follows the mandala of peaceful deities, the hieroglyphs, tree, mountain, city, garden, river. Here the root word is translatable; the symbolic overtones may not be.

[309] I’ve been wondering why I have so strange an obsession about reading detective stories in bed at night: I seem to have to have them. I’ve wondered even if it were some kind of masturbation substitute. Well, it may be, but I note something similar in Yeats when he was working on the Vision.\textsuperscript{130} The detective story is written backwards, & belongs to creative & dream time, not to the ordinary beginning-to-end, cause-to-effect time. It’s written in the way one composes a dream after having the alarm go off. This event-to-cause order is the mythical as distinct from the historical order: if I could establish that, chapter 3 would clear up. I think my dream life demands these stories.
Sex books in a bookshop are not there to tell you anything you don’t know; they’re there to keep your mind on the subject. Similarly with devotional literature, Christian & Marxist. Myths of concern are clouds. This is an extension of the dissociation-by-repetition principle (95–6 on the Koran [par. 294]) that repetition charges the emotional batteries & suspends the critical faculties. What I tell you three times is true. What I tell you three hundred times is profoundly true.

For at least 25 years I’ve been preoccupied by the notion of a key to all mythologies. I used to call this the “Druid analogy,” & its components included Atlantis, reincarnation, cyclical symbolism. But surely that’s all in the Bible, & the Bible as is (Atlantis-flood, reincarnation = historical repetition, etc.). I think I have to make this book the key to mythologies.

I’ll come back to this later. Meanwhile: re the business of removing contradictions by writing more sentences: one gets to a seamless garment of doctrine. This has the disadvantage that no arguments in favor of the religion, however loftily intellectual, can conceal the sense of something squalidly frivolous kept in reserve. Once you accept some high-flown fable about the dissociation of sensibility & grab the Catholic Church, you get stuck with the Legion of Decency & all the meddlesome rule of priests.

If I can demonstrate that mythical history is actual history run backwards, it’ll probably be one of the reversal or court card chapters. For Xy the principle is clear: the Incarnation is the telos of previous history. Here’s where the example of Plato comes. Plato dreams up an ideal state, with future overtones, then says it corresponds exactly to an antediluvian state that fell from grace. The original state, as in contract theories, is the result of an ironic analysis of the present condition, in which the residue from the irony is myth (this is a very important missing link in my Utopian and 5-mode arguments). In Job the creation is cut off, & thereby shown to be the ghost of Messianic redemption, the mystery the latter reveals.

O.T. Law (Pentateuch > Gospels) Prophecy (Latter prophets > Apostles) N.T. Gospels Evangelism
Again, it seems like a somewhat hackneyed notion by now, but I wonder if I could derive both the trdnl. [traditional] 4-level & the alienation-identity post-Blakean riddle doodles from the Bible? The latter connects with the excluded-proletariat theme. These two doodles I now think of as the basis of $\lambda$ [Rencontre], & $\lambda$ is a book in which the chain-of-being hierarchic mythical world is overthrown by the revy. [revolutionary] one. Can I get this too into L [Liberal], or, more accurately, does it belong there?

Seed catalogue: $^{134}$

![Diagram of Theophany]

- God speaking in his own name
  - (a) love
  - (b) bestowed (creation)
  - (c) wrath
- OATH
- oracle, prophecy, God inspiring man
- COVENANT
- commandment, law
- LAW
- exhortation, proclamation
- WITNESS
- vision of the miraculous, healing pericopes
- NEW WITNESS
- aphorism, wisdom
- NEW LAW
- understanding or parable: history as myth
- NEW COVENANT
- prayer or response of creature
  - (a) praise
  - (b) petition
  - (c) complaint
- ORDEAL
[316] To worship the creator instead of the creation (Philo on the Chaldeans)\textsuperscript{135} is the only way to recovery from projection.

[317] One: nothing is more remarkable in the Bible than the absence of argument. There are pseudo-arguments in Paul, but they’re not really arguments: they’re disguised proclamation & exhortation, at best [?] inferences from premisses already held by the reader. Argument is internal continuity. So is logical sequence in narrative: in the Bible the connectives are just “and.” So is a metre like the Homeric d.h. [dactylic hexameter]: parallelism is discontinuous. So is biography, vs. the pericopes of the Gospels.

[318] One again: the ultimate authority for law & prophecy being God, individuality & authorship do not exist. The tape recorder theory of inspiration is the parody of this. Use the paradoxes of Borges in this chapter, & lead up to hearing the Muse of music in Bach or Beethoven.

[319] Two then leads to mythical as the reversal of the historical. This despite Velikovskyism.\textsuperscript{136} Mythical as historical with a point, the point being the end. This explicit in Xy, with its recognition scene in the Gospels. Myth often explains a ritual or other antecedent situation. Link with contract, which is clear in the Torah.

[320] The chief difference between prophecy & exhortation is that the former is more social & the latter, even when addressed to a community, more individualized. Exhortation is polarized between the beatitude & the curse; prophecy too, in a different way. This polarization corresponds to love-creation and wrath-destruction in God & praise & complaint in man: also, I suppose, to the reconciliation-culbute parable & the miracle of healing or inflicting injury.

[321] Five is the nexus of polarization; Six perhaps traces the circle, NW, SW, SE & NE being the Messiah as, respectively, prophet, priest, teacher & king. NWSE are of course God, incarnation, human pharmakos & resurrection points. Maybe I can get by on one doodle.

[322] In general, NW & SE are social; SW & NE individual. That suggests: Seven, Ear & Eye (society under law); Eight, Hebel & Maya (the individual descent); Nine, Law & Gospel (the redeemed social order); Ten, the rediscovered pastoral (Adam & Eve again).
Perhaps the Third Round shifts to the cardinal points. At W the law is reversed into gospel, contract into Utopia, i.e., Thou shalt not kill, when we have to kill & want so much to kill, becomes a description of an ideal society in which killing is impossible. At S the response of the creature is reversed into the Poetic Genius or creation of art. At E the ascent of the soul is reversed into the resurrection of the body & the cycle of souls transcended. At N the voice of God is reversed into apocalypse.

Cut out all the handbook stuff. In One cut the papyrus introduction, or transfer to someplace, maybe actually in One, where you can make the point that multiple copies make papyrus more immortal than granite or marble. One should begin with the art of writing vs. oral culture: the Near-East sequence with one book, thence to publication. No, publication should follow the seed catalogue. Two should give the briefest summary of the history & get to the point that myth doesn’t so much falsify history as simply reverse it: Arthur goes here, and, I think, Plato’s Bible.

Then Three can begin with the Hebrew & Greek stuff & the division of language into the three areas of sound (untranslatable; Koran & Kabbalism), abstraction (dialectically translatable only; illustrate from Douai & KJ [King James]) & imagery (literally translatable, leading to Four’s discussion of what’s literal).

The papyrus point should be restated in Seven, the visual focus being on something highly perishable, vs. the Ozymandias theme or monuments of powerful princes. There may be quite a number of these restatements, as the book itself is a spiral curriculum. The spirals are 1, 7, 11; 2, 8, 12; 3, 9, 13; 4, 10, 14. 2 & 4 make 22 & 28 respectively; 1 is the lucky numbers of the creature; 3 are the female lunar (Queen) numbers.

1. Discontinuous prose 7. Ear & Eye (L [Liberal])
2. Myth & History 8. Pastoral & sacrifice (T [Tragicomedy])
4. Language of Myth 10. Law & Gospel (A [Rencontre])

I have “texts” for 1 & 7 (discovery of Deut. & burning bush) & per-
haps I should find one for 11. To have one for every chapter would be top heavy.

[329] It’s possible that the third spiral won’t materialize, but I mustn’t resign myself in advance to that possibility. That’s the kind of funking out at the tough point that I do too often, and this will be one of the great books of the world if I bring it all off.

[330] Meanwhile, the second spiral seems to recapitulate L-ά [Liberal-Rencontre] all right: first the epos, the revy. [revolutionary] & dialectical turn to the Word, then the relation of myth to act & scene, then the jump from the ritual bind to the prose possession (what I call the St. Clair revelation), & finally the comminution of wisdom in the Gospels. The kernels of epos, drama, prose & lyric are still there, but very sublimated. Now, perhaps I should think of the 3rd spiral as a clarified L-ά sequence & not get involved in the emanation lot—but that will look after itself. Only I don’t want to get stage fright on Τ [Twilight].

[331] The and-then narrative means: human history has no shape.

[332] Anyway, surely one theme of the 3rd spiral is the graduating of belief into vision, & getting off the Beulah mattress. This Wallace Stevens paper isn’t much of a paper, but it does suggest the principle that faith is based on what is not “there,” & has to be realized by action. It may be “there,” but to say “I believe that it is there” is off the track. I’m presenting this here as my own views, not as lit. crit. of the Bible, but I imagine I can show the views follow from looking at the Bible as a book. The principle of the less belief the better goes here too, even its consequences for belief in an “after”-life.

[333] This principle (of the belief being fulfilled by vision) emerges in One with the seed catalogue & is clarified in Four. The theme, or one theme, of the second spiral is that the upper creator-Logos-solar wheel & the lower mother-afterlife-judge of dead projections are both eventually rejected. Again, Eleven restates the theme of objective art as a human product through which something not human comes the other way.

[334] Twelve would then be the Druid analogy, or the kernel of it, the
key to mythologies which sets up mythology as the human verbal vision of reality. This too becomes a pane of transparent glass letting light through from the other side.

[335] The sevenfold analysis of Revelation\(^{148}\) comes at the end of Five. And my whole critical commentary should go into 5–10, leaving 11–14 free for “considering.” Eight, I should imagine, is a movie-focus chapter, another double helix, moving from pastoral nomadism to agriculture & a ritual calendar to the central hill with the city on it to the temple to the Holy of Holies, & out again to the new pastoral. The symbolism of the shape of the city and its temple (“measuring the temple”)\(^{149}\) are involved.

[336] Most civilizations have tried to make their definitive cultural achievement some kind of stone monument—the Ozymandias complex. Especially Egypt, where the association of stone & death seems to be so strong. The Hebrews entrusted their achievement to the most brittle & fragile product of the ancient world, thereby following the rhythm of life itself, which is equally fragile, & yet more endurable in its repetition than the hardest unrepeatabale substance. “Thy pyramids built up with newer might.”\(^{150}\)

[337] Take a 16th c. Christian & Moslem. Neither knows anything at all about the other's religion, yet each is quite certain that it is all wrong—would even die for that conviction. Belief means adherence to a community—“I will not forsake my God” means “I will not abandon my community’s idea of God.” Such confidence that the other is wrong is not knowledge. With us, the sense of a belief or ideology as the essential element in the community has weakened—it’s strong only for Marxists. There’s something very important here I haven’t yet got about the attaching of a religion to a community as the latter’s fulfilment.

[338] Something else I haven’t got about the Greek discovery of the body—Heracles, the god of physical strength, as the link between men and the gods. Aphrodite: the conception, or at least the association, of beauty with nakedness. Very un-Biblical, but what does it mean? Nakedness is being born of the mother. The original Eden was the mother's body, older than Jehovah, who brought shame & breeches. Nakedness is the integration of man & nature, the top of the Eros mountain. Agape is
the *covering* movement downward.* But there are so many complications: the Greeks have the shadow-soul & the Hebrews the spiritual body. *Babe in swaddling clothes.

[339] Still, I think my (2nd) Wallace Stevens paper\textsuperscript{151} has something: God *for us* is an imaginative unreality, something we make up. This is connected with the statement that beauty is momentary in the mind but immortal in the flesh.\textsuperscript{152} God in himself is immortal in the unreality we call life, like the brittle papyrus. To build monuments to or of God out of stone is a mere defence against death, vs. dying to live. Two kinds of wisdom: one the property of the dead, the other the property of the unborn. The Word of God too is immortal in the flesh.

[340] Iconoclasm, the turning to the ear away from the eye, geometrizes the visual arts & so abstracts them. So what? In Moslem art I notice that the effect of a great mosque is overall, in contrast to the cathedral where you move from point to point. Yeats has two suggestive koans: that the Word is number in movement & that Pythagoras the mathematician planned the erotic beauty of Greek art.\textsuperscript{153} A lot of notions which in themselves are just clichés (e.g. why is the sense of shame about the body, especially the female body, rationalized as decency or propriety in sky-father religions?) are sloshing around in my noodle, but I hope they’ll take a pattern that isn’t cliché. Most of it as usual comes out of Blake, but Blake calls the *Greeks* prudes & the Biblical trdn. [tradition] a bodily revelation, which will take some showing.

[341] Another thing berith-diatheke means is treaty,\textsuperscript{154} & the formulas of ancient treaties, with curses pronounced on its breakers, are historically origins of the O.T. legal code. Deuteronomy is a wonderfully organized statement of a dialectical contract ending in the separation of blessings & cursings: the pattern for Jesus’ apocalyptic parable.\textsuperscript{155}

[342] Spire & minaret point to the sky; the domes of mosques & basilicas imitate it: Ugh: trylon & perisphere. Don’t forget the purely typological & anti-historical identification of Miriam & Mary in the Koran.\textsuperscript{156}

[344] God made man. God was made man. God is man. Past, present, future. God’s will is to be man.

[345] Four: The traditional mythical universe is a hierarchy on the analogy of the body, sexual & excretory activities coming from our “lower” nature. Hierarchy, or the chain of being, is in spatial metaphors what teleology is in temporal ones. One’s feeling is very strong that, while we can’t deny the fact of man’s evolution out of nature, some other rhythm than this teleological & hierarchical dialectic must be involved. When I visit Turkey I look at centuries of a [robing?] tradition, but my ability to get back to Toronto in a few hours points to a different kind of rhythm. Friday man was made as well as the animals, but without Saturday, the revolution of consciousness, there were yet a chaos. This is probably Twelve stuff: objective art is probably eleven.

[346] The will to believe applies primarily to magic & divination. If someone reads palms at a party, most are interested, many hope, if they don’t actually believe, that there’s “something in it,” & one or two may even say so. The notion of synchronicity, that every object is an event & every event a signature of a total entity, makes a powerful appeal. Belief in a God, when it’s a will to believe, is usually a belief in “providence,” i.e., something that intelligibly explains what happens.

[347] I’m right I think about home as realized space: even animals & birds have a sense of territorial rights & of not removing a neighbor’s landmark. Against this is the romantic Tamerlane wandering-destructive movement idealized in pastoral. The street, the way through the city, combines home & wandering archetypes. Eight, mostly.

[348] In the Bible light : objects : : wisdom : knowledge. Wisdom is always the candle of the Lord, the light in the soul. The man that evolved out of nature exists: the man that God made has a revolutionary consciousness (not a “soul”) withdrawn from existence.

[349] Just as in the Bible we cannot distinguish the voice of God from the voice of the Deteronomic redactor, so in the Koran we cannot distinguish the voice of the angel Gabriel from the voice of Mohammed in a bad temper.

[350] I may be on to something in this hunch that the will to believe is
directed at not God but providence. Because providence is the ghost of nature: it’s an extra & strictly unnecessary hypothesis added to an event. And just as in fortune-telling the tendency is to forget the misses & remember only the hits, so the sense of providence is strongest when you win. The storm that destroyed the Spanish Armada was a providential event to the English, but a natural event to the Spaniards. (What’s this got to do with The Tempest? [Liberal-Tragicomedy] link). This point is part of the rejection of creation or design argument in Job—Nine. What’s rejected is a Cartesian ghost-in-the-machine-of-nature God. God lurks behind human wisdom or consciousness of the potential.

[Ruskin on ornament & imitation. One sees the design in things, geometrical relationships, the voids between the stars. It’s iconoclastic, stresses the ear (music is the most “ornamental” of arts, but literature is primarily ornamental too), & goes with the denial of incarnation. The other sees presence in things.

The diagram on p. 103 [following par. 315]: going down the W side is opening the ear; going up the E side opening the eye. My own book begins its “approaching” SE, seeing the history of the Bible as story or parable. Chapters 5–10 hover around the E & the mystery of the risen spiritual body. The conclusion, which overlays the Eros vision, is NE, the imaginative apocalyptic vision of the transfigured world the poets help us to get, the vision symbolized in the Bible by miracle, especially the miracle of healing. A community’s art is its spiritual vision. Mysticism is here too, but there’s a quality of self-hypnosis in mysticism I don’t trust: its answers are too orthodox.

Resurrection, the opposite of rebirth, is the genuine form of reincarnation. In accepting incarnation Xy establishes the pattern of resurrection which (for instance) Islam doesn’t have.

The NE vision is paradisal, but it eventually passes through & beyond the reward-punishment stage.

Two (and Six): The history of the Bible is story: the Koran has shape (at least the individual suras have) but it doesn’t tell a story. Story is connected with the fact that the heart of the Bible is ritual drama, not teaching.

[357] Whenever I read Blavatsky & other deifiers of the void, I realize that Xy & the other great religions are, so to speak, phenomenological: they deal with the infinite only in terms of what the infinite has revealed. Speculative cosmology is not the basis of any religion. The Eckhart notion of a God behind God, a deus absconditus or "Denis his hid divinity" is all right, & is implicit in Xy, which has never denied that God in himself is bigger than his revelation. Beginning of Four, I think.

[358] Once you make the phenomenological "reduction," the next step is to recover its projection. The source of God is the Poetic Genius or imaginative "unreal," & the true Creator is the creating power, not a "secret doctrine" or anything constructed. The principle of Four is the Blakean one of the objective world as the body of man objectified. Originally it's the sky-father fucking mother earth (the cycle); then it becomes a man standing erect, his head the sky, his arsehole the mouth of hell. Law & order descend from the brain-sky. Of course sky or sun or moon can be feminine in any mythology: I give the general historical trend. Everything in the erect or vertical view is hierarchical.

[359] The sleeping-partners myth is the cyclical view, where the father keeps collapsing into an eniautos-daimon or son of the mother. The other marks, with its hierarchy, the beginning of dialectical separation. The arms & legs are the principle of progression by contraries. Still Four.

[360] One: nothing is more remarkable in the Bible than the elimination of anything like an argument. There are pseudo-argumentative passages in Paul, but they are really disguised forms of proclamation. This is part of the "and then" narrative technique, which denies teleology. Weltgeschichte makes no sense: only Heilsgeschichte makes sense. And Heilsgeschichte is what Dibelius says Mark is, a discontinuous sequence of epiphanies. If Xy is phenomenological, it must be epiphanic, hence the importance of epiphany in Milton, for example.
Epiphany is not necessarily theophany, because, as Rumi says, the world is God seen as a bundle of attributes. This is Twelve, & I think epiphanic vision, the total schematism of “divination,” is the theme of Twelve.

Consciousness is the unreality which transforms reality; life is the unreality which transforms the inanimate; time (see Alexander & the Book of Urizen) is the unreality which transforms space, or It. Hence the Bible starts with the beginning of time. Thirteen? With time It becomes Thou, & Thou necessitates an I.

Fourteen is, as I say, the doctrine of the Body-only, but it’s the risen or spiritual body, the unreality that contains reality. Spiritual means contained by the spirit, or air. And air is the medium of sight & hearing: we can’t see it because if we did see it we couldn’t see anything else. This ideal of the invisible as the medium of the visible is closer to what the Bible means than any noumenal or hidden reality. It’s connected too with the unreal as the medium or vehicle of reality.

Hence the “reduction” of God to phenomenology is not ruling out essential facts: anything “behind” this phen. structure is simply a mirror staring back at us.

(Repetition of earlier stuff). At school I was taught that substances keeping form & volume were solids, those keeping volume but not form liquids, & those keeping neither gas. Even then I could see that there ought to be a fourth class keeping form but not volume. And there is a tradition, though admittedly a very speculative one, which says that there is a fourth class of this kind, & the one that includes all organisms or living beings. Also, that just as solids, liquids & gases have a symbolic connexion with, respectively, earth, water & air, so organisms, especially warm-blooded animals, are units of imprisoned fire. See Berkeley’s Siris.

Two: history & story are from the same root, & the history of the Bible is there only as story. There may be many pendulum swings: the historicity of the Iliad, for example, became more seriously regarded after Schliemann. But it doesn’t follow that Achilles’ fight with the river-god is any less mythical or more historical, or the opening scene in
[sic] Olympus. Even if there was a Trojan war, everything Homer says about it is legend, not history.

[367] Similarly, people may bring pieces of carpentered wood from Mt. Ararat & Velikovsky\(^\text{167}\) may show that two of the most unlikely events recorded in the Bible happened in that way, but is this the response the Bible itself demands? Joshua's sun & Hezekiah's dial [Joshua 10:13; 2 Kings 20:10–11], after all, are presented as miraculous divine acts, not as credible natural ones.

[368] Belief has nothing to do with knowledge, & *credo ut intelligam*\(^\text{168}\) is horseshit. It was a possible hypothesis as long as the deductive synthesis seemed possible, but not now. The fact that all knowledge is based on accepted axioms is a quite different principle: it has nothing to do with making religious belief a source of knowledge.

[369] Eleven: perhaps the miraculous & the natural are really two modes of perceiving. There's no such thing as a miracle in the sense of an event having no explanation within the context of reason & ordinary experience. But of course such things as life can be seen as miraculous by a simple change of mood. Similarly when phenomena explained rationally by a scientist are seen as beautiful: there's no beautiful thing that isn't rationally explicable, but the shift in the mood of perceiving it is important. A miracle in the sense of a simply incredible or impossible event is, doubtless, not an event at all but a symbol.

[370] There's an element of projection here: just as beauty is in the eye of the beholder, so perceiving events teleologically is projected, as in the providence views I've mentioned. But the rational perception is also projected: the problem is not to choose one & reject the others, but to coordinate the possibilities. The miraculous as something that mocks reason is all wrong.

[371] And beauty, whatever one thinks of it otherwise, is probably the key to the shift from experience to innocence. Hence the Wallace Stevens passage\(^\text{169}\) relates ultimately to the Word of God. Query: is the "shift" a reversal?

[372] Anyway, the NE crisis is the passing over from experience into the
innocent vision, & the elements of beauty, the miraculous, the teleological & of dream all enter into it.

[373] This must be one of the last four: another one, I should think, revolves around Milton's conception of the Word of God in the heart as, not just the after-image of the Bible hovering in the conscience, but as superior in authority & accuracy to the Bible itself, as a more direct & immediate product of the Holy Spirit. I suppose this is the ultimate recovery of projection, & should be the theme either of 12 or of 13. Recovery of projection, of course, is a reversal. And of course it's the Poetic Genius or true man who is the real source of the Word, but this shouldn't be pinned down too closely to the arts. I suppose it's the whole guiding principle of Part Four, but ought to come in very late: the last enemy to be destroyed is bibliolatry. This corresponds to my critical principle of the transfer of power.

[374] Discontinuous prose: we ignore this today because we lack values, i.e., religious or moral maxims of the Franklin type aren't taught because they aren't believed in. So advertising slogans get through instead. Also, very small children structure their verbal world through a series of pitch tones (so do animals) ranging from the encouraging to the forbidding. Obviously God speaks in this way to Moses out of the burning bush, but writing can't reproduce it: it develops the associative murmur instead, which conveys indirectly the sense of a confused mind being given direction by a superior being.

[375] Note that the Marxist notion of objective guilt enters into all mythical or manipulated history. Take F.Q.I. [Faerie Queene, bk. 1] when Spenser's sympathies lead him to see the victory of the English over the Roman Church as St. George killing the dragon. To suggest that, say, H8 [Henry VIII] was a hero & St. Thomas More a villain would be to plunge into abysses of nonsense that Sp. would shrink from; yet, on the mythical ("dialectical," as Marxists would call it) level events are moving in a direction independent of the vices of Henry or the virtues of More. Of course a thoroughgoing mythmaker would blacken and vilify More too: this is the point of peripety, where the myth turns institutional & follows the rebirth rhythm of history.

[376] Milton's position is roughly this: Xy is phenomenological, & the
Bible corresponds to the external world (note the analogy-image of nature as the second Word of God), and we train ourselves on the sense of the residually external. This is the law-obeying, proof-text arguing, stage. Eventually the construct in our mind which the Word of God has formed begins to take over, & instead of discontinuous proof-texts we use the analogy of faith.

[377] Similarly, some approaches, notably mysticism, are dissatisfied with this ph. [phenomenological] datum & look for a deus absconditus, a noumenal God within himself.

[378] The danger (i.e. the blind alley) in this approach is narcissm, staring at one’s own mind in the mirror of the imaginary. The conventional imagery that mysticism so often comes up with—pious platitudes with an aura of secret knowledge around them—indicates that danger.

[379] Still, it’s part of the attempt to receive cn. [consciousness] from superior channels, which requires an abnormal state of mind. The heightening of belief still has to meet the social criterion. The analogy of faith requires a socially normalized response, faith being adherence or identity with. Also it resolves the paradox of scholarship in reading the Bible. It’s the area of freedom in which we operate after stumbling over proof-texts.

[380] The general argument of the third Birks lecture: the ear & eye business worked out to the essential vs. existential approach where in the former the divine personality is an idol & in the latter one can’t get behind it. Paradox here: the deus absconditus really is the imagination’s narcissist mirror; the “Father” really is the Other as well as something to identify with. Invisible as medium of visible means that the kernel of creation is the internalized vision of or response to the Word. Hence this kernel becomes the real Holy Spirit, which as St. Thomas says is everywhere at once.\textsuperscript{172}

[381] The transformation of the body: the reason why the natural body is “vile” is that the “spirit” in charge of it knows balls-all about it. That’s why all soul-body dialogues except Marvell’s\textsuperscript{173} are so silly: the soul can’t just walk (or fly) out of the body: its job is to transform the body. Hence yoga has got hold of a very central religious principle, though
I'm not sure it's the only answer. Perhaps science, the dianoia of the mind, is the Xn contribution, nous being the Word or number in movement.

[382] The transformation of the physical world into dianoia is the contemporary notion of total information. It’s reversal or rebirth, though it doesn’t look like it. The transformation of dianoia into nous is resurrection.

[383] Six: The Koran, & more particularly Rumi, make it clear that the succession of Prophets is not (of course) literal reincarnation, but is a discontinuous series of epiphanies of the same things; history in Heilsgeschichte form. Rumi also says that good & evil, Adam & Iblis, Moses & Pharaoh, are equally manifestations of divine will, & that such opposites are the form that will takes.¹⁷⁴ Note the theme of different persons in one “substance,” in a different context. I’ll have to find out what Tillich’s “principle” is.¹⁷⁵ Body only is not a simple conception.

[384] The anxiety of Weltgeschichte is continuity of leadership; hence, e.g., the importance of de jure succession in Shakespeare’s history, & the babbling “line of David” genealogies in the Gospels. Hence too the function of monarchy in Britain today. The de jure figure represents the pathos of continuity: it’s part of the oblivion-defying, monument-crumbling, visual forms.

[385] The Heilsgeschichte equivalent is not of course the de facto present leader, but the elect prophet, who is in a sense always the same person, because he’s always the manifestation of the same Logos. Ultimately horizontal de jure succession is the law, the repetition of “this do.” So law & prophecy form a cross, law the horizontal & prophecy the vertical line. Urizen (cf. horizon) & Urthona. I suppose the Reformation, to me, is the making of the law a wholly secular entity. This idea is in my SA [Samson Agonistes] paper,¹⁷⁶ but Milton seems to have thought of secular power also as a series of elected (by God, not the people) leaders.

[386] I’ve been reading Zaehner on mysticism & am not sure how much of it I can take, as he’s wearing the blinkers of a Catholic convert of the forties, & I’m not sure about the sharp distinction between mysticisms of God & of nature.¹⁷⁷ But that there is a controlled manic-depressive
cycle in poetic emotion is quite true: I discovered this in Emily Dickinson, with her alternation of a “circumferential” and “central” vision.\textsuperscript{178} I suppose this vision is of the cycle of nature which is the good-evil cycle, the life-death cycle, & therefore the heaven-hell cycle. There’s a good beyond good-and-evil, a life beyond life-and-death, and a heaven or presence beyond heaven-and-hell.

\textsuperscript{387} Stress is always laid on the invisibility of the Holy Spirit, who is associated with air & light. The Son or Logos, on the other hand, is visible. Thus the Spirit is the invisible means for realizing, or making visible, the Logos.

\textsuperscript{388} The street not only is the way through the city; it also makes the city visible by confrontation (cf. the etymology of “rivals,” the river being the archetypal street).\textsuperscript{179} Street, road, highway, are horizontal \textit{direction}: they dramatize law & progress by opposition. Buildings are the vertical perspective: they incorporate ladder, mountain, tower imagery. City then is building street.

\textsuperscript{389} The McLuhan “hot & cool” classification of media relates them exclusively to emotional impact: there’s also a cognition element involved.\textsuperscript{180} Wonder if McLuhan is still buggered up by the warm emotion & cold intellect cliché.

\textsuperscript{390} Re the Greek cult of the body: I think the point about the nude is that it’s a powerful visual focus, the pride of the eyes. The \textit{naked} body of a god or goddess is also a centre of authority. Something seems to be still missing, but that’s part of it.

\textsuperscript{391} Perception without residue of alienation finds a good beyond good-and-evil, a life beyond life-and-death, and—passing beyond what the phenomenological Bible gives—a heaven beyond heaven-and-hell. This last is still within the manic-depressive (controlled) circumferential-central cycle. Also a creation beyond the making-and-destroying cycle of & in time. It’s only in \textit{that} sense that the Wallace Stevens principle, that the imagination creates a new reality by transforming the given one (not that he gets that far) works. Golgonooza\textsuperscript{181} is the totality of spiritual vision, not just what’s left of it. The real form of God’s creation is man’s recreation, which is God in man destroying the cycles of empire. I
regret the rise of Communism, but one’s perspective on it should proba-
bly be that of Jeremiah on Babylon.\textsuperscript{182}

\textsuperscript{392} Re Mark Twain on the Jordan:\textsuperscript{183} the Bible doesn’t say that the Jordan is as big as the Nile, but it does say that the Hebrews are more numerous than the stars in heaven\textsuperscript{184} & that the “giants” they conquered made them look like grasshoppers [Numbers 13:33].

\textsuperscript{393} I think \textit{Ten} is focussed on the Gospels as recognition scene, taking off from the last chapter of my Bottomless Dream.\textsuperscript{185} Recognition turns the action inside out, but there’s a second recognition which is by the reader. The latter establishes the \textit{inner} Word of God as the primary authority and so ties up the whole business about the letter & the spirit. \textit{Tempest} images about the receding of the flood, the entry into the brave new world of the Promised Land, the deliverance of the crew from the belly of the Leviathan, & the like, all of it.\textsuperscript{186}

\textsuperscript{394} I think the great tetralogy\textsuperscript{187} is at last beginning to come to me, and what belongs to \textit{L} [Liberal] has its counterparts in the other three. I’ve been reading the Philostratus life of Apollonius. Apollonius raises the dead & casts out devils, like Christ,\textsuperscript{188} & some of the stories are very like Apuleius, who’s important (I think) in \textit{A} [Rencontre], because of the metamorphosis Ovidian theme. He has foreknowledge, & advises emperors, & is accused of magic.\textsuperscript{189} So was Apuleius, & I’m sure Shakespeare used a phrase from one of Apuleius’ speeches in the epilogue to \textit{T} [The Tempest].\textsuperscript{190} That is, Apollonius seems to me a Prospero figure, & a link between Prospero & Christ.

\textsuperscript{395} If I could get an outline of all four, then I could read anything I like without fear that it would just go nowhere. I’ve read so much that seems to have been wasted that way.

\textsuperscript{396} The Tarot analogy may be wrong, & \textit{L} [Liberal] may be a 12-
chapter book after all, as in my blue book drafts.\textsuperscript{191} What’s taken shape, 1 \& 7, may be the opening chapters of a two-part scheme:
1. Kernels of Prose
2. History & Myth
3. Translation
4. Language of Myth
7. Prophecy of Ear & Eye
8. Pastoral ideal; sacrifice ritual
9. Wisdom
10. Spiritual Meaning
In any case, 12 is easier to work with than 14: if L [Liberal] is 2 6’s, \( \land \) [Tragicomedy] might be 3 4’s, \( \lor \) [Anticlimax] 4 3’s, & \( \bigwedge \) [Rencontre] 6 2’s. If each of the 48 chapters divides in two, as in the Bach 48, that, with four introductions, would be 100.

5. Structure of Imagery 11. Verbal Universe in Space
Thus a 12 is being organized by a seven, with an invisible eighth, & \( \bigwedge \) [Rencontre] winds it up, being an ogdoad.

[397] Wonder if there’s any connexion between Apollonius of Tyana & Apollonius of Tyre—they’re both linked to the town of Tarsus.\(^{192}\)

[398] 11 repeats 5 & 2 [repeats] 6: 11 is the Biblical Dianoia & 12 the Biblical Mythos-Nous. 11 is a Holy Spirit chapter & contains the conception of interpenetration; 12 is a Logos chapter.

[399] When a student objected to my teaching that the “I am” of Exodus was an existential definition of God, I found myself saying that the word “I” was existential in itself. Nothing really exists except “I”; all other existences are inferred. Yet we’re so constituted that we work into this backwards. We start by accepting an inferred existence, whether God or nature, & work our way towards our own identity of “I” as the telos of that.

[400] Kierkegaard’s repetition doesn’t have to replace Plato’s anamnesis: they’re two halves of the same myth, the visual certainty of past & future internalized in the present.

[401] People think they’re being iconoclastic & realistic when they ask me if there aren’t differences as well as similarities in the patterns I put together. Of course there are, but that again is confusing imaginative & conceptual processes. In imaginative thought there is no real knowledge of anything but similarities (ultimately identities): knowledge of differences is merely a transition to a new knowledge of similarities. In conceptual thought analogy is tricky & misleading beyond the heuristic stage: in imaginative thought it’s the telos of knowledge. The great ocean into which all analogy empties is the via negativa approach to God, which the Incarnation reverses into spring rain, the identity of God & Man. Eleven, perhaps—I should look at Lonergan for this chapter.\(^{193}\)
Eight, if my idea about it is right, would deal with the circumference-and-centre dialectic, including the manic-depressive cycle one finds in Emily Dickinson, which in some odd way is linked to the Yeats Byzantium double-gyre. The Bible turns on a social consciousness moving from centre to circumference & back again, a paradox resolved by interpenetration.

One: The Prelude is the kernels cycle & the destruction of authorship. The Fugue is the unity of individual books and the whole Bible.

Two: The Prelude is the history of the ancient world as reflected in the Bible; the Fugue is the mystical history of the Bible.

Four: The Prelude is poppy & mummy & the Fugue is the interconnexion of shepherd, fisherman, farmer & town dweller. (I think: the first 100 pages of Lewis Mumford’s *City in History* should be useful here).

Nine: The Prelude is the development of wisdom as hokhmah, from the tried-ways to the argument of Job. The Fugue is “Sophia to Logos.”

Two again: The Fugue deals with the historical event of the Bible, the Exodus, as an epic, & includes the Platonic Bible. Don’t think of it as bounded by anything silly like 444 B.C., or even the Maccabees. It’s quite different from Six. I hope.

It seems silly to make the Riddle Book *A* [Rencontre] when it’s the next one I could write after *L* [Liberal], & when it looks like *L* going backward. But there are lots of reasons (mainly the 3rd position of *A* [Anticlimax]) why I should crack the fiction-drama nut directly after this one. Then *A* would be the book on the eve of retirement, & I could teach the present course until then, writing it out afterwards as *A*.

Seven: Genesis as Utterance; Exodus as epic. *L* [Liberal]

Eight: Genesis as ritual act; Exodus as drama. *T* [Tragicomedy]

Nine: Genesis as law; Exodus as wisdom. *A* [Anticlimax]

Ten: Genesis as Incarnation; Exodus as Resurrection. *A* [Rencontre].

(that is, Exodus Nine is prose anatomy; Ten is epiphanic appearance).
[410] It is beginning to seem as though the present arrangement still had the hangover of the old handbook arrangement in it. Let’s try this:

[411] One: oral & written traditions: prose rhythm. The discontinuous rhythm (prelude): the kernels of proverb & pericope & the rest. The way this attacks the notion of authorship. The presentation of this rhythm in the KJ [King James]. Then (fugue) the continuous rhythm & the signs of symmetry.

[412] Two: the language of myth as distinct from event & concept. The “literal” vs. the universal & presented. Allegory & figure: the two testaments as commentaries on each other. The instructions in the N.T. for reading the Old.

[413] Three: The manic-depressive cycle & the consolidation by metaphor of apocalyptic & demonic images.


[416] Six: land > city > hill > temple. Shepherd, fisherman, farmer, town-dweller. Sacrifice & sacrament: ritual & drama. (Not all clear, this chapter, but the general idea is there: the vortex into the Holy of Holies & out again: the Tempest stasis in the exact middle of the book. Exodus as drama; Genesis as “this do.”)

[417] Seven: The development of wisdom from proverb & the anxiety of continuity to Sophia & from there to Logos. Job, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom, the Gospels.

[418] Eight: the work of the Spirit: projection & recovery of myth: the rule of charity. The gift of tongues: the translatability of the Bible (though I think most of what I now have to say on this is in Two).

[419] Nine: I’ve got these mixed up, I think. Most of the above is nine. Eight is Law & Gospel; bondage & freedom: the identity of bondage
with the particular & the letter & of freedom with the universal & the myth. Nine is the Holy Spirit chapter: it may deal also with the mystical response. It’s possible too that something on translatability & the gift of tongues comes into it: the final triumph of the Spirit, the Word of God in the heart, is a translation into an unknown tongue. Dialectic of Babel & Pentecost.

[420] Ten: This is the old Four: the mythical context of the Bible; the Druid analogy; the mythical universe the Bible fits into. Perhaps the adumbration of the later four-level universe. In every aspect of myth in history there’s so much silliness, superstition, devil-worship, the malice of the psychotic ape. Yet there’s also a core of primal wisdom, an Eye of God. What does it see? What does it know? More importantly, what has it made?

[421] Eleven: the universal & the particular resolved in interpenetration. This is the real creation, the spiritual form of space. St. Thomas on the Holy Spirit.

[422] Twelve: Time & the fullness of Time: whatever temporal principle corresponds to interpenetration. The Eliot Quartets are all about it, though they don’t quite get to it. Alexander & time as the mind of space: Whitehead’s attack on simple location (of course that’s space, rather). Every moment is a present continuous with past & future (the FW [Finnegans Wake] or coming cycle) and a discontinuous instant of potential resurrection.

[423] That’s essentially the same 12-chapter sonata-form layout as FS, except that the divisions appear to be 4–4–4 instead of 5–4–3.

[424] And now I think Nine & Ten should be interchanged; Nine is the mythical context, the old Four, & Ten the Language of Recovery & Possession.

[425] I see that interpenetration even in the first of One is the logical conclusion of Two. The temporal equivalent has something to do with telos, or the cause following the effect aspect of the same process as the effect following the cause. Reminiscence is repetition. Yeats’ double gyre is involved in each second.
“I have done all I can”—This is seldom true, for if we increase the pressure we can do a bit more. But there are moments of exhaustion, certainly: those are really moments of death, of emptiness that the Spirit (who really does abhor a vacuum) instantly fills. Hence the Miltonic principle: Christ on the temple in P.R. [Paradise Regained]; Samson going to the (heathen) temple. Note the O.T. prefiguring; in the death of Samson, the identity of the temple & the body of Christ. Six, perhaps.

Part of the point of the book is simply asking the simple silly question, like: what are the conceptions of space implied by, e.g., prayer? Or the conceptions of time implied by, e.g., martyrdom?

These are not so much matters of belief as issues on which I have been driven back from my profound gigantic text to reconsider the assumptions on which my critical attempts to deal with it are based. (Introduction). On the other hand, of course, I do record, as part of my data, what has been believed, or could be on the basis of the text.

I wonder about three parts of four chapters each, One being Man & His World, Two the Spirit, Three the Father, Four the Logos, thus:

First Part. One, The Mosaic Encyclopedia; Two, The Language of Myth; Three, The Structure of Imagery; Four, The Structure of Narrative.

Second Part. Five, The Sacramental Life (Analogy of Law); Six, The Language of Dialectic (Analogy of Prophecy); Seven, The Clarifying of Wisdom (Analogy of Writings); Eight, Epiphany & Repetition (Analogy of Gospel).


Man is sectarian. That’s why he’s instinctively a polytheist. As I say, concern must have an enemy. God is, among other things, unity: monotheism is a lot more than just economy of hypothesis. So when man is confronted by God with a demand for unity which is wholly other than man’s nature, man’s rationalizations for avoiding it are interminable. His notion of charity is to say: God wants us to unite, so you can bloody well unite with me on my terms. When that doesn’t work, he
relapses into "tolerance," & says, I'll let you live in your way as long as you let me live in mine.

[434] The sacrifice of the intellect is an abomination to God.

[435] Joseph, traditionally the most beautiful of men, who had a coat of many colors & led Israel to Egypt, is the Biblical Lucifer. His story is from E, & would have been preserved by Jews after Jeroboam had joined Ephraim to idols [1 Kings 12:25–33].

[436] One: continuity: the Exodus "Thou shalt make" passages [Exodus 25–30, passim] followed by "and Bezaleel did make" [Exodus 36:1, 37:1]. For this kind of filled-out continuity we have to turn to music, which is closer to the rhythmical impetus of oral culture.


[439] The "daily bread" of the Lord's Prayer goes back to the fact that the supply of manna was only for the day, as a test of faith. Exodus 16:4. Links with "sufficient unto the day."

[440] Two: Intention is of no importance in typology: many O.T. passages have been interpreted as prophecies of Christ though that cannot have been consciously in the minds of the original authors or editors. Polarization again: one tends to detach historical context from our concerns; the other to kidnap a Jewish book by Xy. A good e.g. is the "wood" business in Wisd. S.

[441] One: it is a commonplace of O.T. scholarship that Samuel is made up mainly of an early source, fresh, lively, attractive, setting forth Saul as a rightful King & a national hero, & a late source, bitterly opposed to Saul, to monarchy, to everything that isn't priestcraft. He's small-minded to the verge of spitefulness, & yet without him we'd never have the unforgettable portrait of Saul as one of the greatest tragic characters
of literature, the man who can’t do anything right. It’s typical of tragedy that circumstances, including the wills of gods, are stupider & more malignant than the characters they overpower. The episode of hewing Agag in pieces, & Samuel’s insistence that God will never forgive Saul for being decently humane (the only place in that part of the O.T. where God is totally unforgiving), shows with a greater depth even than Greek tragedy the dilemma of a hero caught in the squalid pseudo-logic of superstition [1 Samuel 15]. (Note that David hasn’t even the excuse of religion for the butcheries of I Sam. 27:11).

[442] Repetition & implication: Strictly, the Red Sea crossing corresponds to the baptism, because 40 years in the desert follows it. But by implication it corresponds to the Resurrection. See the new hymnbook, no. 464.202 Straight repetition is in the Red Sea & Jordan crossings, the Resurrection & Ascension, Rahab & the Passover symb. [symbolism].

[443] The flood is the logical result of the theory of objective guilt, & a God too stupid to have reached the idea of individualized guilt. (It isn’t just stupidity, of course: we’re back to it in our “society is responsible” clichés).


[445] Re the flood again: the absurdity of the ark story acted as a sort of “koan” in the 17th c. in stimulating historical criticism: see Don Cameron Allen’s book on Noah.204


[448] Part of the point of travelling is entering into the same Newtonian space where great things have happened.

[449] Sometimes no physical trace of the original event is left. In Lon-
don the Tower is there but the Globe Theatre isn't. In reading the Bible one is reading what people from Paul & Jesus have read before: the equivalent of Newtonian space where (because of translation and methods of transmission) there's no direct trace of the original. It's the gateway to interpenetration.

[450] Why does myth always falsify history? Because myth is about what overturns history: it's the opposite of history, the dream spiral working against the waking one.

[451] The creative act of man is a repetition of the original divine archetype of creation. But that means the hidden creative act: the fiat lux, not the fuit lux.* The latter is what we make it out of, of course: the co-eternal darkness of the objective world.  
*Actually the Vg [Vulgate] says et lux facta est [and the light was made], but the hell with that.

[452] I hesitate to record anything from a dream: they sound so urgently important then & so irrelevant afterwards because we've lost the context, & despite Freud nobody really knows what the context of a dream is. Anyway, I was dozing along the argument of my Bible book, where one specific myth (Christian) can get to be One Big Myth, containing the whole world. Then there's an explosion, & the big myth scatters into bits, of which each bit preserves the whole of the big myth.

[453] The Sophia-Logos chapter is Six: it's the inevitable sequel to the Ear & Eye, & must follow it. Seven is praxis & theoria, first stage (i.e. ritual & myth); Eight is the second stage of law & gospel. That far, the book is reasonably clear (& quite clear as far as Six).

[454] Wisdom starts with fiat lux; man of course has to start with fuit lux. Sophia incarnates herself in the world as the existential & dialectic Word, & her first command is against idolatry, or associating God with the fuit lux. The fiat lux is hidden (cf. Job); yet it is possible for it to be revealed—not as its original creation, but as its repetition in redemption. Hence Wisdom (Book of) & the business about the change in elements [Wisdom of Solomon 7:17–22]. This is how Sophia incarnates as Logos.
[455] I suppose my "explosion" dream is the theme of One, restated in Ten, The Language of Recovery chapter following the world myth.

[456] Part One: The Bible (or The Book)
   One: The Mosaic Encyclopedia.
   Two: The Language of Myth.
   Three: The Structure of Imagery.
   Four: The Structure of Narrative.
Part Two: The Judeo-Christian Bible (Tradition).
   Five: Ear & Eye.
   Six: Sophia to Logos.
   Seven: Ritual & Myth.
   Eight: Law & Gospel.
Part Three: The Bible & the World.
   Nine: The Mythical Universe.
   Ten: The Language of Recovery.
   Eleven: Spiritual Space.*
   Twelve: Spiritual Time.*

*I think probably the real subjects of these last two chapters are Down (i.e. Incarnation) and Up (i.e. Liberation). Xy is unique in having an Incarnation: the Near Eastern religions reject it & the Far East have reincarnation, which is something quite different. They don’t have a first incarnation or Fall, & so nothing to account for the other half of Liberation.

[457] The last two chapters are still a haze. In ben Sirach there’s a lot of emphasis on the right time, especially in speaking, & of course in another proverbial wisdom book there’s a time for all things. So Sophia goes into Logos, & Logos is attached to Los or creative time. This expands to the larger prophetic vision of time, & from there to the historical context of Incarnation. Why then?

[458] Incarnation includes creation in the sense of realization or physical embodiment. It includes all imaginary constructs, of angels, the spiritual world, & the like, which can be embodied, in works of art or whatever. Thus 1984 is an incarnation of the doctrine of hell, & "pollution" an incarnation of the construct of original sin. The O.T. narrative shows a progressive incarnation of myth in history.

[459] Nota bene that the principle of displacement is involved in the
descent of structure to embodiment. Also that the down & up business includes the Heraclitus double spiral.

[460] Because the down movement is from past to present, the whole Spenglerian cultural-aging butterslide forms part of it. And it's creation in the sense of the presentation of the environment. It moves away from interpenetration towards a centre—that is, a multitude of isolated centres trying to find their way back to i-p [interpenetration] by way of community.

[461] The Logos goes first, as archetype: the Spirit proceeding from the Logos follows. Perhaps the Logos "created" & the Spirit "fell"?

[462] Blake's imagery of weaving bodies for mental spectres is part of the incarnation (i.e., embodiment) imagery. Art repeats incarnation by making the construct concrete. As for science, I'm sure there is a connexion between religion which accepts incarnation & the development of a science founded on the repeatable experiment.

[463] In Milton we have four levels, & the following down movements:
   - Creation (1 to 2).
   - Fall of the Angels (1 to 4).
   - Fall of Man (2 to 3).
   - Punishment of Death (3 to 4).
   - Incarnation (1 to 3).
   - (Descent to hell, 3 to 4).

[464] In Milton we have to recognize the epiphanic prototype. The showing of Christ the Logos to the angels is the e.p. [epiphanic point] of creation. In P.R. [Paradise Regained] the wilderness wandering is the e.p. of the descent to hell, the standing on the temple the e.p. of resurrection (and crucifixion or being lifted up). To descend from 3 to 4 is to go from disobedience to rebellion & demonic parody.

[465] One form of 3-to-4 descent is the "radicalizing" of art, the destruction of its body & the replacing of it by a tactically-directed anxiety. Pound & Joyce: former unfailingly generous, latter selfish & egocentric: for Pound the object of hatred was meanness (usura), for Joyce fanaticism, getting taken over by someone else's idea. Yet Joyce knew what
Pound overlooked: that radicalizing art is a form of demonic possession. The artist, however selfish, forms a community: the radical invokes a mob. And yet, what holds one together is the part that does descend to hell, Blake’s Rintrah principle, Christ’s temptation in Milton. The thing is to go down & refuse what’s offered.

[466] If I preserve the two-part shape for each chapter, Eleven will be divided into Incarnation & Descent to Hell, Twelve into Resurrection & Ascension. That’s simple; but maybe it’s a 14–chapter Tarot book after all. Because I don’t see how I can dodge the central problem of the whole approach. The mythos of Christ fits into the old four-level framework: what new conceptions of incarnation & resurrection are needed to fit the present one?

[467] I suspect Blake’s Milton is concerned with this, hence the diagram of Milton’s track. Of course by that time in the book I may have explained enough to get the two frameworks squeezed into 11 & 12 respectively. No: I can spread it over four chapters: the present conceptions of Nine & Ten are expandable or adaptable. Nine can set up the older framework, Ten the present one.

[468] My point that knowledge has the power of veto over value in criticism has a lot of implications, including theological ones. More knowledge (or wisdom as potential knowledge) has the power of veto over everything founded on present knowledge. This is especially true of faith, which cannot be a virtue except insofar as it grows with knowledge & wisdom. Or is it faith that grows with knowledge (i.e., with the dialectic of doubt) and hope that grows with wisdom, out of the dialectic of despair? Love, perhaps, grows with vision, out of the dialectic of wrath. I’ve said all this: I really should write out my sermons.

[469] Anyway, I’ll have to introduce the equivalent of the frame of my riddle book: perhaps even 1 [Tragicomedy] is the four-level chain of being development, ∨ [Anticlimax] a kind of secular conceptual writing Bible, & ∧ [Rencontre] the new model & hence its traditional post-Romantic setting.

[470] The life of Christ is presented discontinuously in the Gospels, but it would take a fairly extreme Docetic to believe that it was actually dis-
continuous. This is connected with the fact that the only form of A-is-B identity that I can grasp is the child & the man—that is, identity can only be achieved in time by a single life. The identity itself demands discontinuous presentation, but achieving it is the one achievement of continuity. If Christ is also things like the true vine & the Rock of Ages, I may have to return to the evolutionary fantasies I got so bored with.

[471] I must brood about the possibility at the top of this page [par. 469]. Suppose '1 [Tragicomedy] were the four levels & the quadrants. Purgatorio for Eros, the Adonis elegy culminating in the Aeneid for Adonis, Rabelais for Prometheus. Don’t know who for Hermes yet. This becomes, if I can bring it off, a conspectus of plots, & the emphasis shifts to Shakespearean comedy. Then ∧ [Anticlimax] shifts to the cardinal points, Logos (all systems), Nomos (all contracts), Nous (Utopias) & Thanatos. It’s the conception of Thanatos that needs study: Thanatos isn’t simply death, much less unending life in death. Its radical idea is culbute or Saturnalian overthrow.

[472] Thus Dante at the centre of hell finds his head where his heels were; the kataplous [the downward journey], Lucian to Rabelais, deals with the upsetting of society in another world; Shelley’s Prometheus reverses the vision of the world at the same point; Joyce’s Stephen recovers his sanity at the depth of hell, just as one recovers the power of laughter three days after being in the cave of Trophonius: these are part of the oracle-wit breakthrough, which is connected but isn’t Biblical.209

[473] In the old diagram the Logos vision is a universal full of particulars; the corresponding point of alienation in the new one is a total similitude, Blake’s “generalizing gods” [Jerusalem, pl. 89, l. 30 (Erdman, 248)]. The old Thanatos, or life frozen in hell, similarly becomes the reversal of rebirth, as the total similitude of death turns into the particular point of light that turns similitude into the universal identity. That is what resurrection means now.

[474] This is the point Spengler misses, naturally: Toynbee realized it was there but couldn’t state it. The Edmonton vision kept revolving around this like a halcyon bird on the sea of chaos.210 I suspect it was in the FS vision the thing I couldn’t grasp because it was itself the driving force of the book. I may have glimpsed it in the “walking fire” & the
prayer to the poor naked wretches of Lear.\textsuperscript{211} Paravritti [turning around]; Wiederkehr [return]: the descent through & return through the vortex; the movement of Byzantium.

[475] Now, if the St. Clair vision is the \textsuperscript{7} [Tragicomedy]-\textsuperscript{A} [Anticlimax] transition, & the Seattle one the \textsuperscript{A}-\textsuperscript{A} [Rencontre] transition, I suppose this point is the \textsuperscript{L} [Liberal]-\textsuperscript{7} [Tragicomedy] transition.\textsuperscript{212} They're really—at least the first two—all the same point: the passage from dream to waking, oracle to wit. Only that's the Logos point of mystery, becoming the revelation of the original wisdom: I'm looking perhaps for a third or Holy Spirit awakening of love which succeeds all knowledge & prophecies, the opposite of epiclesis.\textsuperscript{213}

[476] The second or secular Bible, the theme of \textsuperscript{A} [Anticlimax], is founded on the Druid analogy, the sense of creative cycle running from the Odyssey \textit{nostos} to \textit{Finnegans Wake} (I think the Republic Ten vision is the opposite end, & that the alienation point of the new cycle, the throw of dice that doesn't abolish chance, is the "igitur" or continuous point of rebirth.\textsuperscript{214} The other end is that too when the Female Babe appears, but that's the opposite of the inner event that occurs). Another vision, the soul-mind-body one, has to do with the awakening of love, which quiets the mind but leads to the rising of the body, the dead Father, the Spirit being essentially the \textit{Father} descending to complete the Son's quest. This dead Father who so often is the Accuser but is really the Parent Power of the Western gate is, of course, Tharmas.

[477] The basis of the third kingdom, the everlasting Gospel, is, as in Blake, the \textit{culbute}: Jesus as the revolutionary rejected by society, not the pattern of conforming moral virtue. This corresponds to the \textit{ingenu} theme in the anatomy, which is at the S [South] point.

[478] I've got not two frameworks but the same one. One has the North at the top, as in maps, & goes withershins: the other has the South at the top & goes deasil. Somewhere or other they're both there from the beginning: it's only the \textit{recognition} in Blake & Goethe & the other Rcs. [Romantics] that's a historic transition.

[479] The ironic cycle turns on the fact that after the return to the starting point the clock goes on ticking. Stephen in PAYM [\textit{A Portrait of the}
Artist as a Young Man] is all set to become Icarus, not Daedalus: but he’s had the Daedalus vision. Similarly with the box-car ending of Measure for Measure: it’s the instant of illumination (Isabella’s forgiving of Angelo) that is important. The vision of death brings this out on all levels down to Lucio, where it’s the purely negative vision of the whore. What goes on happening isn’t important: the real paradise is lost, but it has been, as Richard Jefferies says. The inference is doubtless William James’ identification of substance with experience: that is, an event which proceeds from & is the real form of the individual.

The walking fire is the burning bush, where God says I am & I will bugger the power of Egypt & the Sphinx’s inscrutable smile. The Jehovah dwelling in flaming fire. He is, of course, the genuine Osiris (the opposite of Lawrence’s foolish story), the god of death in & by whose power we rise. Going the other way from Hermes the psychopomp, the MM [Measure for Measure] Duke in disguise, the Raphael grateful dead man or Virgilian guide. The bottom of hell is the place of remorse or self-chewing, the ouroboros cycle in that context. The paravritti [turning around] reveals that the original sin of the Logos (I think I’m following a straight lead) is the belief in hell. For the Church that means that having believed in hell is the thing to repent of first & utterly renounce. Renouncing the devil & all his works begins with that, with throwing out the real basis of Angst, which is the fear of hell rather than the fear of death (see of course Hamlet’s soliloquy). That’s the point at which Nebuchadnezzar’s fiery furnace takes on its real form. Something of this in Boehme too, I suppose.

Some connexion with turning away from the beatific vision in Erewhon: the vision becomes one’s own internal combustion engine. The atheist loses his fear of death with losing his fear of hell or after-life: what he has (if a Marxist or revolutionary atheist) is the minimum basis of vision, the Adamic limit of contraction. But past & future ideals are part of the pre-Paravritti [turning around] vision, essentially: the present reality of that which has been & yet will be is the resurrection. At least it’s the harrowing of hell, which is its starting point. Maybe it’s the other or Igitur end that becomes the 11:32 of FW [Finnegans Wake] that’s the other side of 28:12.

The thing that still isn’t clear is the relation of the two circles. I see how Phase 1 of Yeats fits the alienation-Logos point, but I’m not at all
clear about the Igitur complex & the dice-throwing—that seems so close to descent themes, not to coming out on the open plain of the dreadful night.\textsuperscript{219} Of course the fact that the new circle isn’t spatially bound is a point: and there’s always the ironic passing of the cycle underneath Phase 15 with the birth (or whatever) of the Female Babe. This corresponds of course to the hortus conclusus\textsuperscript{220} turning into the Gardens of Adonis, the two cycles of Spenser’s Mutability which are the ironic cycle & the practice or Kierkegaardian repetition cycle. In the new cycle this is Yeats’ Vision contrasted with the real cycle in Yeats, the East Coker humility cycle as the total Quartet one & of course Blake’s MT [The Mental Traveller] cycle vs. the Jerusalem one.

\textsuperscript{483} The resurrection is revealed in the risen event or experience. It may be a work of art or a moment of charitable illumination, but it’s the microcosm of the total vision of life that perhaps the mythical framework presents macrocosmically. What rises, as the Winter’s Tale shows, is nature herself, or body only. Church my ass: it’s Nature that’s the bride of the risen Christ, the “Earth” of Blake’s Introduction,\textsuperscript{221} & I suppose Jerusalem too, if that’s expanded to include Beulah, the married land. La Jeune Parque.\textsuperscript{222} I suppose the creative or repetition cycle of FW [Finnegans Wake] is also the Ewig-Weibliche of Goethe.\textsuperscript{223}

\textsuperscript{484} I don’t like the latter: it goes with masochistic writers like Graves & Eddison & Bernard Shaw wanting mamma to spank, but I suppose it belongs somewhere.

\textsuperscript{485} So maybe Shelley’s hunch had something & maybe the Platonic or secular Bible founded on the Druid analogy is the ingredient—well, it’s more specific than that. Of the cardinal points, Nomos & Nous become contract & Utopia. The two balancing past-future elements of education, the rising of the Logos, in the present. Well, the old Logos vision is the Neoplatonic deifying of nature pole, which follows the path traced out in Blake’s Europe, until it becomes the point of alienation. The Thanatos vision is the Gnostic evil-creator pole, which becomes the point of resurrection as soon as it’s realized that the Creation-botch is really hell, the belief in which, etc. Endless life in hell is a projection from endless life in nature, individuals having replaced species as the unit.

\textsuperscript{486} I think most of this is relevant to this notebook, because the ideal
is one book in four volumes, not four books. The Nous point in the new circle is the dissolving of the Freud-Marx-Kierkegaard barrier (the Auden FTB [For the Time Being] point). The polarizing of apocalyptic & demonic images, which was such a bugger to work into the circle, is now hived off into L [Liberal], where it belongs. I only hope the theory of narrative will settle into 7 [Tragicomedy] all right: there's a hell of a lot in that book now, though. And while I have to work out L in 12 chapters, it may break up into 25 sections (one introductory).

[487] I suppose Jesus ascends to heaven because he's the Logos or divine Wisdom as a person, & wisdom is the property of the dead. The Rousseau-Marx theology is a Unitarianism of the Spirit: it makes sense only when it is seen as proceeding from the Logos as a present vision, not as a future one restoring the past. Russia & the rejection of filioque.224

[488] The Messiah quest is: Christ in World 1; Creation, or descent to World 2; Incarnation, or descent to World 3; Descent to Hell or World 4; Harrowing of Hell (4); Resurrection (return to World 3); Ascension (return to World 1). What is the corresponding quest for the new model?

[489] I think it has something to do with the Measure for Measure & Odyssey plot type: hero goes away, returns in disguise, is despised because of that disguise, & finally manifests his real form. The movement from disguise to epiphany is the Thanatos culbute.

[490] In the new quest creation and fall are at the same point, the point described by Heidegger as thrownness.225 Acceptance of thereness, of an objective world, an acceptance which condemns the consciousness to death—the new meaning of the Creative Word. That clears that up.

[491] Similarly incarnation perhaps is the disguise theme, though in view of what I say on pp. 143–44 [par. 458] that's hardly enough. Incarnation may be rather some form of realization or embodiment, Blake's weaving of bodies for the spectres.226 The descent to hell is individual & Freudian & is really an Eros quest; the harrowing of hell & the resurrection are both the social culbute.

[492] The continuous & the discontinuous: the logical argument as a chain, & deliverance as laughter or the vision of the absurd which
breaks the continuity. Laughter means hostility in the ironic direction & assimilation to the paradisal one.

[493] The prophets aren’t inspired about God: their conceptions of God are often unbelievably silly & crude. Haggai’s God sulks because he hasn’t a house, & threatens plagues & famines [1, 2:6–7, 15–19]. Ezekiel’s God is obsessed with punishment because he’s deeply insecure of his own existence, or at least of his people’s recognition of it. “Then shall they know that I am God.” The significance of what the prophets say is in what the people did to them for saying it. Anyway, it begins there.

[494] Faith: as I’ve said so often, it’s the negation of faith, or indifference, that’s the real opposite. The contrary, doubt, is a fertilizing influence on faith. Out of their interaction a new antithesis forms: the negation of faith-doubt becomes faith as uncritical acceptance, a retreat from reason & evidence—what’s ordinarily meant by faith. Similarly, I suppose, hatred, in the sense of what I call abhorrence, is the contrary of love which produces the new negation of gregariousness. The contrary of hope, not exactly despair but Hardy’s full look at the worst, forms the new negation of the donkey’s carrot of progress & the like.

[495] In the state of thrownness substance is objective, what is there. The revolutionary revolt against this shifts the conception to the subject, as in Hegel & Marx. That’s just the other side of the subject-object cloven fiction. In William James substance is more like experience, & I think ultimately it has to be something like the discontinuous repetition of a decisive event. Cf. my point about Shakespeare’s MM [Measure for Measure]. The Catholic mass repeats the Incarnation or the descent of order: a repetition of resurrection could hardly have what the mass tries to provide: a continuous repetition as a kind of basso ostinato of the discontinuous moments of vision treated in the Eliot Quartets. It’s conversion, a once-for-all event, that’s traditionally been the analogue of resurrection. The trouble with that is the uniqueness, which creates a fixation on that event. One should have bigger & better conversions every day, like a mechanized phoenix.

[496] In other words a conversion is an individual revolution, & is subject to the fallacy of the once-for-all revolution. We need a Trotskyite
Billy Graham. I must find out what Tillich means by Protestant principle, but anyway the Catholic emphasis on substance is significant.

[497] The two dimensions of the city, I’ve said [par. 388], are the street & the building. In the single building these dimensions recur as the stairway & the corridor: Not strictly Biblical but an easy modulation. To an exploring small child the mysterious parts of a house are the cellar & the attic, & this feeling takes root in the adult. Frost’s story about the Witch of Coos (?) would be nothing without the stairways to cellar & attic. Jacob’s ladder / Steps Going Down: Eliot’s staircases. Corridors of time, of power: wherever the building becomes, in however vague a way, a Castle of Alma or symbol of the mind or body, corridors & stairways become numinous.

[498] Why do I want to connect the new mythical framework with the Bible? First, historical origin: the new one grew out of the old one. Second, belief of any sort is not clarified as vision without an understanding of the mythical shape from which it derives. Third, how far do the conceptions of incarnation & resurrection still inform our thinking? If they’re not attached to Christ, they’re not historical, but I think we’re all sufficiently Spenglerian in our imaginations to include the historical myth as well.

[499] I should ask myself squarely: do you intend to make this book, in one aspect, a Christian apologetic for our times? If you do, why do you? And would such an intention make the book dishonest? The best answer I can give now is to say that if I can show that Xy is imaginatively possible today, I can show that any other belief is a choice distinct from that, there being no state without belief, & no one belief inevitable for everybody, much less a necessary alternative belief to Xy. It’s that last I should hold on to. I’m a Xn partly faute de mieux: I see no better faith, & certainly couldn’t invent one of my own except out of Xn assumptions. But some of my other principles are: a) the less we believe the better b) nothing should be believed that has to be believed in.

[500] Most of the diseases mentioned in the Bible are skin or surface-of-body eruptions: leprosy, Job’s boils, the Philistines’ piles, the head-scabs of women in Isaiah 3. Appearance-reality set-up. Mental disturbance
(Saul) is a chaos regulated by a harmony & order symb. [symbolized] by music (the X [Christ]-Orpheus parallel). Casting out devils is (a) cleansing the Temple of the body, a spiritual catharsis (b) ordering the sea to be calm. This has always been a sticker. The analogy of tragic catharsis needs further study.

[501] I should also work much harder on the central or process category between the polarity of demonic & apocalyptic images. Thus:

[502]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demonic</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Apocalyptic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mother: Lilith</td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td>Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bride&quot;: Whore</td>
<td>Forgiven Harlot (Magdalen-Hosea)</td>
<td>Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>city: Babylon</td>
<td>civitas terrena (actual city)</td>
<td>Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furnace of iron</td>
<td>furnace of Nebuchadnezzar</td>
<td>city of gems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covering cherub</td>
<td>appearing angels</td>
<td>vehicular ch. [cherubs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ez. 28:[14, 16])</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ez. 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hebel</td>
<td>objective world</td>
<td>air</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[503] (I think this last category is important: I’ve said that in the Biblical tradition the invisible is not behind the visible but the medium of the visible: hence its image is “spirit” or air.231 You can’t see the air because if you could you couldn’t see anything else. O.K. Now imagine a world where you could see the air: what you’d have is the image of fog, mist or vapor. Note that in Acts 1:9 the cloud conceals the Ascension: in I Thessalonians 4:17 the recognition scene is meeting the Lord in the air, when those previous dead come out of the clouds.[])

[504] The attempt to translate the metaphors of transubstantiation and Trinity into conceptual language got philosophers stuck with that unlucky notion of hypostasis or “substance” that they’ve been trying to wriggle out of ever since.

[505] The apocalyptic metaphors are those of the world transformed by work into a humanized form. This is also, in the Bible, the “good” form of nature in its original created state. So the end of human work is the recognition of & return to the original divine state. That’s what I dimly discerned in the astronauts. Nothing of a historical return: if the acorn
didn’t have the past model of an oak in its mind it wouldn’t know what to do. The fulfilment again is past & future (meeting the Lord in the air).

[506] Note that the Europe thesis is still central & unassailable: “Newton” removes the Greek cloud of substance from Xy & thereby gives a sacred meaning to human creative work, also to Weltgeschichte. This makes Spengler still a key figure in the argument, especially in the “why then?” part of it.

[507] How do you know but every bird, etc. But the world of delight may also be closed by the bird’s senses five too, if it has five. There must be some deliverance of the animals, some harrowing of their hell, that doesn’t just castrate lions into lambs.

[508] Egyptian history knows nothing of an exodus: Roman history knows nothing of an incarnation: the two-billion-year process of evolution knows nothing of the creation of Adam, or the dawn of consciousness.

[509] Stamping out of authorship connected with the fact that the naive reader is expected to identify with the hero of a romance, & with the author of a myth of concern. Hansel & Gretel qy. [quality] of Revelation indicates naive romance. Obviously the hero of the Bible is the Messiah: the author is too, the entire Bible being a gigantic parable told by Christ. Cf. the Republic, taking us inside Socrates’ mind, FW [Finnegans Wake], written by the man at the next table & deciphered by an ideal reader-hero. Dante, author & hero of a quest that concerns his reader as much as himself. Tempest, with Prospero’s appeal to audience.

[510] The response of identity with hero is participation, the sacramental analogy—well, that’s primarily with author, but for the Bible it’s the same—and that provides a drama of participation that distinguishes Xy from Buddhism, which is all recognition scene: that is, the life of Buddha is exemplary, but it isn’t supposed to structure our own lives.

[511] In the chronicle of squabbling kings & scolding prophets a face will suddenly loom out as numinous & portentous, like a face in a dream. Take Solomon. There’s the symbol of wisdom, the repeated author of Eccl., S.S., Wisd. [The Wisdom of Solomon], & the prayer for
the dedication of the Temple. There’s the legendary magician with the ring & the seal, largely extra-Biblical, the Solomon & Saturn or Rameau’s nephew archetype. The “historical” Solomon who was a horse-trader with 300 cucumbers & seems to have been not wise but a rather weak & foolish man. Cf. FW [Finnegans Wake] for these shifting identities: they’re phantoms of God’s dream, so to speak.

Struggle of brothers & the passing over of the firstborn for the second son: Cain-Seth, Ishmael-Isaac, Esau-Jacob, Lucifer-Christ, passing over of Reuben. Ephraim-Manasseh, & isn’t James the elder brother of the Lord? cf. the prodigal son. Also applied by Xy to Judaism—Ex. 4:22 on Israel as the eldest son of God. The firstborn belongs to God & is redeemed, according to the Mosaic law, so it’s the logical image for Adam-Israel, for what’s redeemed rather than the Redeemer. Again, the firstborn suggests primogeniture & the anxiety of continuity (the “line of David”), the second son the divine election that, as in the Incarnation, breaks into time. Matthew’s Virgin Birth story thus really does cancel out the genealogy: note the reappearance of mother-right in the transition. (Also Judges vs. monarchy, Saul vs. David, & David as youngest brother: the former is of course a Miltonic dilemma).

I don’t know that a discussion of metaphor is relevant to this book, but I should get a less simplistic view of it than just my statement-of-identity view. Start with the centripetal & centrifugal view. In the latter our attention travels outside to the conventional or dictionary meanings. Then you find that these are all hiving off in the direction of a body of phenomena being described. That’s the straight A-B correspondence relation. If you’re reading a poem, this isn’t enough: you have to go on to your associations with what the words mean. This is harder, because (a) a lot of these are private or distracting. When Sandburg speaks of a fog coming “on little cat feet” [Fog, l. 2] a reader with a phobia about cats & a fetishism about feet will react differently from another differently constituted. And (b) they can’t stay in a separate associative world (when they do, you have almost a working definition of bad criticism). They come back to the centripetal reading, where they emphasize the interaction of the verbal structure. (Based on Max Black’s theory of metaphor as interaction & not as substitutes for literal statements. He says Aristotle’s analogy of four terms won’t work because relation one is seldom if ever identical with relation two). The interaction may not
involve predication (Pound): when it does this question of identity comes up again.  

[514] Re Solomon, pp. 161–2 [par. 511]: there’s also something numinous & portentous in the reader that ought to be emerging.

[515] As a student said: sacrament is the occasion but not the cause of grace. If it were the cause, it would be a magical system, not religious at all.

[516] Further, restructuring one’s life in sacramental analogy to Christ has to begin with recognition in both aspects. One aspect is that of one’s condition, which again in Xy is attached to a story of the Fall of man. Recognition scenes in drama throw light on the start of the story as well. Buddhism again is non-dramatic: no Fall story.

[517] Female figures: 1: The mother-son relation. The Virgin Mary, the woman crowned with stars in Rev. 12, on the apocalyptic side. The process-figures in the middle are Eve & Rachel, counterparts to Adam & Israel (Rachel is a mother-figure for the 12 tribes, though not the mother of Judah). On the demonic side we have the devil’s dam, Lilith the mother of demons. Note the curious resemblance of Lilith to Leah. 2 The sexual relation. Apocalyptic, The Church, Jerusalem, the Lamb’s wife. Process: the forgiven harlot, the Magdalen, Hosea’s wives,† Ezekiel’s Oholah. Demonic: The Great Whore, prototyped by Jezebel, Delilah, Potiphar’s wife, the foolish woman of the Book of Proverbs, perhaps the woman of Samaria.* Also on the apocalyptic side there’s the Shulamite & perhaps Ruth. 3 The father-daughter relation. Apocalyptic: Sophia, Wisdom playing before its creator. Process: Jephthah’s dr. [daughter], Jairus’ dr. Demonic: Salome  
*These all represent what the Bible means by whoredom, which is religious rather than sexual attachment. 
†Rahab; cf. wise & foolish virgins.  


[519] Conversion: the Prot. [Protestant] emphasis on this was the first shift toward a revy. [revolutionary] culbute approach to religious life. Its weakness is that of all once-for-all revolutions: it conforms to accepted
morality more strictly than before. Also, it's a projected inner drama, & a highly conventionalized one at that: on some level we know how it turns out, but deliberately conceal the denouement from ourselves. Note how closely it follows the Courtly Love drama of medieval literature, which was perhaps more prophetic of a change to an Eros-propelled revolution than simply a secular derivative of Xy (which didn't much stress conversion at that time).

[520] Marginal elements in the mind express themselves as automatisms. They are threatening as such, because any mechanism brings along with it the shock troops of alienation. Are these automatisms the devils cast out in the Gospels? I mean are they what we can now call that?

[521] I wonder if I could establish that everything “Churchy” about the Church comes from something post-Biblical (Harrowing of Hell, St. Anne)\textsuperscript{241} or inserted (Trinity) or, in the most crucial places, apocryphal. Change in substance, e.g., is only from the Book of Wisdom.\textsuperscript{242} So’s silent night.\textsuperscript{243}

[522] “Capital” & “head” are metaphors of visibility: hence the appeal of e.g. the Queen.

[523] Why is idolatry evil? The 115th Psalm is the primary answer.\textsuperscript{244} The fear of representation is closely connected with the fear of magic. Magic is a sympathetic connexion of consciousness & natural forces where the magician temporarily gains power but is eventually taken over by what he has dominated, as in all legends about bargains with the devil. Idolatry is first a temptation, then a demonic possession.

[524] The resistance of the autonomy of consciousness to becoming a natural object leads to the principle of “vanity,” the futility of trying to create a paradisal environment. We do this by trying to possess something in the fog world, & whatever we try to possess we get taken over by (Jesus on treasure & heart [Luke 6:45]). When a master owns a slave he gets taken over by the psychology of slavery & becomes the slave of his slaves. Whatever you have sooner or later has you.

[525] Hence the dystopia of our day is defined in “Frankenstein” (wrong, of course) as the autonomy of automatisms, starting with the machinery
& mechanical behavior of what we “have.” Hence the danger of talking about the “sovereignty” of God: if he has us, we take him over, swallow him like Milton’s God. The focus of alienation, man turned into an automatism, thus comes into line with the Thanatos culbute.

[526] Belief in a “false god” goes with the negative ritual, the rite forbidden because other people do it. Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother’s milk. This comes to a climax in the rite of throwing rice on the deified Emperor’s altar or statue.

[527] Law always has the two aspects of natural & moral. In the eye-centred religions natural law becomes the model of moral law. In the Biblical tradition law is the expression of a personal divine will, hence moral law is primary. The part of law that’s annihilated is the part of which natural law forms the model, the automatism or similarity or uniformity part. The part that’s fulfilled is the law of being, where the lion’s law is different from the ox’s.

[528] The latter is a tension between society & individual. The orthodox doctrine of hell is a grisly example of the folly of making sin or error wholly individual. Some similarity & uniformity has to remain; but it shouldn’t be venerated or regarded as unchanging.

*Ignoring social & unconscious conditioning.

[529] Paganism has a visible order of nature & an invisible reality behind it which it symbolizes. The reality may be God at first, but eventually it becomes law in the sense of τὸ ὁμολογία [τὸ ὁμολογία], that which is. Ecclesiastes suggests a real world whose visibility is concealed by hebel. Vanity of vanities, all is vanity, means: the world you’re living in is a peasoup fog. What you make or do reveals a world on the model of the original made world. What matters is not the world & life you’re born into & with, but the world & life you make: note again the primacy of the making God to the one that’s just there. Note too that my instinct was right in including the counter-absurdity of art in with the argument of Ecclesiastes.*

*The image which is a product of human creativity is the exact opposite of idolatry. Incidentally, I don’t need to be so damn precious about the hebel fog, when the New Testament makes so much use of the much simpler metaphor of darkness. Still, hebel is the demonic opposite of air, as darkness is of light.
The spiritual body is what is made on the model of the original creation, & faith, the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen [Hebrews 11:1], is the power of realization, the cherishing of the inner seed of the paradisal garden in Milton, which starts in the new place of identity, down & in.

Apparently Adam is to Christ as Israel is to the Holy Spirit. Social revolution, the eternal Exodus, is the Spirit forming the Church. Questions of after-life, the union with unpolluted nature, & the like, are of the second Adam. There's a macrocosmic Christ at the circumference of reality; but if we try to go there to find him all we get is automatism & alienation. There's also a microcosmic Christ, the seed-point buried within, which the overshadowing Spirit brings to birth in the womb of the original unpolluted nature. This is the individual being attached to his society.

The difference between slavery & freedom is the difference between living other people's lives & living one's own. The former is alienation in the strict Marxist sense as well as automatism. Similarly when we pass from works of law (doing what we're told to do & never mind why) to works of faith (the power of realizing our own creativity, or work in the Ruskin-Morris sense of work as what destroys the antithesis of dandyism & drudgery)].

Contrast also of natural & moral time: Paul attacks the observance of times & seasons as part of the law but speaks of Christ as the fulfilment of historical time [1 Thessalonians 5:1–2]. Looks as though the latter had something to do with the cycle of the same. Ultimately there isn't any law except love: perhaps there isn't any time except circulating in the body of Christ.

Copernicus eroded the scientific fictions of the older model: the Deist compromise ended with the self-creating world of 19th c. evolution. In evolution there are two elements: the drive itself & the adaptation to an environment, the latter being the conservative-establishment side of it.

Note N.T. use of "myths" as lies: I Tim. 1:4, 4:7; Tit. 1:14

The principle of the master being taken over by his slaves, the cy.
[contemporary] fear of being taken over by our machines & the automatisms of a police state, applies to God himself, or at least to the metaphor of "sovereignty," which is drawn from the worst social systems. Theoretically, God has no need of man: in practice, all gods are fed by human offerings & sacrifices, & starve & die when human imagination is withdrawn from them. If God owns us, he gets taken over by man.

[537] This connects with my point about Milton's Father-God: there's nothing to do with him except swallow the odious brute. If Cronos had done that to Zeus we might be still living in the Golden Age.

[538] The response of medieval Xy to the Bible was typically a linear, step by step response, the sacramental disciplinary habitus of which the greatest illustration is the interlocking march of Dante's terza rima from one end of the chain of being to the other. Protestantism did much to popularize the teleological New Comedy form of conversion. The older response is that of the Mutabilitie Cantoes, where, besides the entropy cycle of the lower world, there is also a cycle which forms the basis of habitus, & so "do work their own perfection so by fate" [Mutabilitie Cantos, canto 7, st. 58, l. 7]. The latter leads to the "breakthrough" metaphors of our time.

[539] The older response was based on the fact that the hinge of medieval Xy was the incarnation, the daily et homo factus est which brought the descent of order & authority into a floundering chaos. What destroyed [it] was not just the exposure of the scientific fictions—I've not kept the Newton figure in Europe in Blake's proportion. The primary reason was political erosion, the realization that every structure of authority is the facade of tyranny & exploitation. Along with this went a psychological erosion, the discovery of social & unconscious conditioning (in law the law-breaker must be a conscious individual, as in the doctrine of hell).

[540] The present vogue for confrontation, Zen instant enlightenment, & so forth, shows that emphasis on resurrection can also reach a dead end & get too far away from habitus. What is is only what has come to be: we can only understand in the historical dimension. Note the analogy (only it's more than that) of reading a book. Linear or narrative participation comes first, along with total acceptance of every word—
provisional or heuristic faith. Then the question, what are we to make of this? which is where real faith begins. Note superiority of the myth of making to the myth of coming to birth.

[541] What we first make of it is the polarized imagery of heaven & hell. The latter vision consolidates first, because resurrection can only begin at the place of death, the Thanatos culbute. (Besides, “I can do better than that” is more concretely inspiring than “That’s out of my range: I can only do my best”).

[542] Reincarnation is the compromise between rebirth & resurrection. It goes with, & confirms, the manic-depressive cycle running from cosmic to pharmakos consciousness. Resurrection however is also a second “birth,” because the power that raises is not voluntary.

[543] As with Milton, it’s the prophets’ misunderstanding of history that’s important: their understanding of it (as the progressive exasperation of a God thinking he’s made a poor choice) is only on the level of Job’s three friends. Similarly Paul’s anxieties derive from his assumption that the world has only a few hours to live: it’s only what relates to an indefinitely existing world that makes sense. As always, myth is counter-historical, not anti-historical.

[544] Paul’s anxieties, again, suggest that a hierarchical structure (subjection to women, of balls to the brain, etc. in I Cor.) is a defence thrown up against catastrophe. Hence it survives when the threat of that catastrophe goes. I’ve got to get something better, though, than just an antithesis. But Paul’s vision of an imminent culbute did inspire him to throw up the emergency new law in front of it.

[545] Trace the smelling metaphors—perfume, incense, savor, etc. They seem to have the relation to taste metaphors that seeing has to hearing: they imply distance & sacrifice to rather than communion with.

[546] Several links of Blake & Galatians I missed: the law delivered to the angels, 3:19, & the association of the bondage of the law with servitude to the elemental spirits of the universe (Europe), 4:3.

[547] (Perhaps a Anticlimax note). Modern thinkers respond to the
touchstone of how they wriggle out of the notion of substance. This
notion was dumped on them by priests trying to twist the metaphor of
divine presence into a compulsory dogma. Some try to keep it objective,
part of what God hands to man, like Spinoza; some try to subjectivize it,
namely revolutionaries in the Hegel-Marx tradition. But there's a very
interesting tertium quid group that try to make the substantial experi-
ence, or something representing the s-o [subject-object] identity.
There's something American about the hunger for experience. William
James is one such person: Bradley, in a very different context, attracted
T.S. Eliot: even Pater has a qualitative formula: "as many pulsations as
possible." 
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The present notion of the shape is very simple. Twelve chapters,
three parts, four principles repeated three times in a spiral. The prin-
ciples are of course Zoas. Imagery (Tharmas-Eagle-John); Narrative
(Urthona-Man-Matthew); Structure (Urizen-Lion-Mark); Language
(Orc-Ox-Luke: note the correct N.T. order: that it's also the correct O.T.
Pentateuch (i.e. Tetratuch) order ties up a hunch thirty years old). 

Perhaps it should have 16 chapters, but as it is it's going out of sight. A
fourth part could deal only with literature, & that could be another book
(namely ' [Tragicomedy]).

Part One is a straightforward critical analysis of the Bible from
those four points of view, phenomenological & objective. In Part Two the
key word is internalization: of the visible world by the ear, of the active
world by the sacramental imitation of Christ, of the order of nature by
wisdom, of the language of law by spiritual discernment. In Part Three
they're universalized. So I have the three awarenesses after all.

There are 12 chapters: Part Three will be mainly on literature. The
Book as law; as Gospel; as Everlasting Gospel. And, as always with this
kind of thinking, three aspects of Father, Son & Spirit.

Otherwise there's not so much change: the main one is moving
structure from 1 to 3, which now looks right. In Part Two I still have an
ear-&-eye chapter, a sacrifice chapter, a wisdom chapter, and a law-&
gospel chapter. Part Three starts off with my two pre-Rc & post-Rc [pre-
Romantic and post-Romantic] universes, & goes on to pick up all the
cyclical stuff I've been mooning about since my Spengler days. That's 9
& 10. The last two are vaguer: I like to leave a book open-ended. I suppose 11 deals with the universalizing of belief, the economy-of-belief principle, & the fact that we still work with the Xn mythical framework. Revolution in the Lenin sense is a vulgarization of the revolutionary principle that finds its focus in resurrection. But resurrection is not now a historical event to be believed but a fact of spiritual existence to be lived or made use of.

[552] Readers who just want lit. crit. of the Bible can stop with Part One: readers who want the cultural context & traditions of the Bible can stop with Part Two. Those who want the E.G. [Eastern Gate] can finish the book. I think Blake even, in essence, leaves at the end of Part Two, though of course what his imgn. [imagination] says keeps on going. I suppose a fourth part would deal with the apotheosis of Man as the fourth person of the Trinity, which can't be written until the Western Gate is opened. 252

[553] Seven is the wisdom chapter, & it's a structural chapter, so I suppose this is where my hunches about the overall organizations of books go, mainly starting with the wisdom books. I doubt if there is any overall organization of Proverbs, but Eccl. has its collection punctuated by the “vanity” refrain; Wisdom, the key book, has that powerful drive from Sophia to Logos; Deuteronomy has a dialectic leading to blessing & curses (recurring in the Mark Apocalypse). In Paul, Romans has an underlying tragic or ironic pattern & I Cor. a comic culbute one. And finally there's the Gospels.

[554] Six on the other hand would be the apex of the gyre of 7. It's concerned among other things with the shape of parable. My ideas (if any) on the Susanna, Tobit & Judith stories; that article in the Structuralist book about the opposition of the Abraham-Isaac & the Jephthah-dr. [daughter] stories; 253 the parables, of course; it's also the sacrifice chapter because of Easter & the Passion drama. Note that Job sprawls across 6 & 7. So does the Passion drama.

[555] Words are primarily associative & metaphorical; numbers may be primarily functional. At any rate the shift from associative to functional mathematics is a tremendous liberation from superstition, or seems so: words however can’t penetrate the armor of reality to that extent.
Earlier in this book I say that man can't live continuously in freedom, only in cycles of concern. But maybe that's only that he hasn't yet done so. Machiavelli, even Vico, regarded republics as unstable because up to their time there had never been a permanently successful democracy. But man has at least proved that he can live in a democracy. Even if he doesn't much want to.

The language chapters are the keystone chapters, but I haven't much idea of them as yet. Four gets away from Greek & Hebrew as quickly as Three does from textual & Two from historical criticism. It's about the language of myth, & deals with the autonomy of myth (e.g. star-myths), the primacy of myth & metaphor in verbal constructs as distinct from the derivative, subordinated, & limited descriptive power of words, the conception of metaphor as a presented (juxtaposition, not necessarily stated) identity with centrifugal associations. By the way, I mustn't let my subtitles for Part Three take over too much, though I think the four-level universe for Nine & Full Moon in March for Ten are all right. As for Eight, the subject is clear if the approach isn't, but it should be thoroughly assimilated to the technique of archetypal reading.

I suppose the fascination with Alice is not that she's a child in the state of innocence, but that she's a preternatural child: what seven-year-old girls would have been like without the Fall.


Perhaps Eleven is the place for the structural analysis of the different books, such as the eiron-alazon pattern of I Cor, leading to Twelve as showing how we live in a cycle of states of Zoa with apocalyptic separation from death & hell as its final cause. The Revelation diagram might then go in Eleven.
[561] By the greatest "good luck" (eiron term) in the world I've picked up the exact book I want at the moment, Cumont's *Astrology & Religion*. He gives a most lucid account of the great anti-Christian synthesis of Stoicism, founded on the eye & the heavens, the authority of the Emperor, the fated cycle. Posidonius of Apamea, quoted in Cicero, is the key figure; & Cumont links the same movement with the neo-Pythagoreans (Philostratus *and*, apparently, Heliodorus' *Aethiopica*).  

[562] Manilius was patronized by Tiberius (note the consistency of A.E. Housman's prejudices). Focus of Five. 

[563] Cumont also says that this synthesis had a trinity of heaven, planets & earth. It's clear that he's emphasizing this. So the anti-Father is the world of natural law symbolized by the "fixed" stars, the anti-Son the world of the eniautos-daimon cycle incarnate in the king, the anti-Spirit the womb-tomb Earth-mother. 

[564] The great enemy of God is fate, the making of natural law into the *model* of moral law. What you do with fate is submit yourself to it, & thereby become an agent of it. As that over-rated thinker Nietzsche, with his head fogged by notions of eternal recurrence, never saw, slave morality & master morality are the *same thing*, just as sadism & masochism, manic & depressive states, are ultimately the same thing. The important thing is to *get off* that roller-coaster, which is the cycle seen in polarized or double-helix shape as an extreme which already contains the other extreme. Heaven & hell are, I suppose, demonic polarizations of the same kind. Nine, Ten & Eleven at least are all concerned with the ambivalence of the cycle-double helix, which is perhaps, by way of Hegel, the whole transformation or carrying-over process. Not impossibly Twelve might even glance at structural & transformational developments in fields of language. After all it *is* a language chapter, & other books may follow it. 

[565] Interrelations: Three is on structure, & so unites One & Two. Structure is the *total* image the narrative makes when it freezes into a unity. The units of this total image are metaphors: the totality itself is a myth, hence Three leads logically into Four. 

[566] Man longs for two things: peace & a "covenant" with nature.
Hosea 2:18 indicates that they are inseparable: we must have both or neither.

[567] Which one of the language chapters deals with the question of normal & abnormal mental response? Probably Four. Eight, of course, is the definitive assimilation of “spiritually discerned” with archetypal criticism, & Twelve is far too late for such a point. What I used to call the hermeneutic dilemma is Three-Four too.

[568] My style, after the CP, is getting more lapidary, each sentence an epigram, though I still struggle for the sequential & causal. In short, a style corresponding to what I postulate in Three for the Bible itself.

[569] The conception “God,” considered purely as a conception, need not & should not be taken seriously. If “God” doesn’t mean a living presence who is not experienced as such, the word means nothing. That’s what I feel, even if I haven’t had the experience, or rather, haven’t become aware of having had it.

[570] Re capital & head metaphors of visibility: similarly, visible history is the cavortings of a dominant class. Spiritual or invisible is what is going on in spite of it. That’s another link with myth as counter-historical, and with Marxism as repeating the Biblical myth of concern. Five.

[571] One: the demonic symbols can be thought of as autonomous or as under the power of God or an expression of his wrath. Thus demons of storm & tempest or flood as God’s wrath; leviathan as Pharaoh in Ezekiel or God’s creature in Job (cf. Satan in Job vs. elsewhere).

[572] Re the top note [par. 570]: ars est celare artem [art lies in the concealment of art] gives art the eiron function of concealing itself within its epiphany. Consistently with my notion of spiritual as the medium of creation, faith is the awareness of the process within history. The function of art is to awaken faith by making us aware of the imaginative world concealed within us.

[573] So art, by giving firm outlines to the process of which perception is part, goes in the opposite direction from idolatry, which latter is the freezing of nature into permanent form, or, at best, a discovering of pro-
cess out there. It’s this emphasis on Logos as creative energy that makes Heraclitus the one “canonical” Greek wise man. Twelve?

[574] I’ve thought of Six as perhaps in part the core of the next book, which will probably have to start with the Shakespeare romantic comedies & unravel the whole complex of Cupid & Psyche, Perdita lost & found, Miranda and Alice playing chess, Marina rising again from the sea, the Dickensian girl-child among grotesques. Not especially Biblical, except for S.S. This little girl is a daughter-figure, & daughters don’t seem to get much of a play in the Bible: the Gnostics seem keener on them.

[575] However, one thing involved in Six is the conception of imitation as, not copying, but structured response, as in the sacramental analogy or imitation of Christ. The question is whether the model is external or internal: when it’s finally realized that the power to respond is (a) internal (b) something other than ourselves (c) identical with the external model, that’s the answer.

[576] Imitation begins in “aping,” belief in acceptance without evidence; wisdom in conservative (continuous) anxiety. It’s their reborn (i.e. resurrected) forms that are important: when they’ve attained, their original forms become demonic.

[577] Part One is the Bible’s integritas, Part Two its consonantia with its external relations, Part Three its claritas or radiance.259

[578] If prayer is the attempt of the creature to direct words to his creator, revelation is not merely an answer to prayer but a counter-prayer. If the revelation is thought of as definitive, it is the answer to all possible prayers. And if art is the central form of the creature’s effort to transform himself into a creator, it makes sense to call the Bible the Great Code of Art, as Blake does. And if I’m right in saying that prayer is self-knowledge not gained through introspection, then revelation, or counter-prayer, gives knowledge of what is not oneself through introspection, the word in the heart.

[579] Nine: the mythical universe as space; Ten: the mythical universe as time (note that Ten recovers the projection of Nine). Eleven: the infinite
here, or interpenetration; Twelve, the eternal now, or immortality. Immortality, if I’m on the right track, is temporal, & therefore in a sense recovered, interpenetration. Or possessed: I suppose on that level there’s no real projection, except that existence is the recovery of essence.

[580] Regardie: explicit identity of the Garden of Eden with the Holy of Holies. Names of God on Enochian Tablets: the first is Oro (Melville’s Mardi). In fact the fire imagery of the Theoricus ritual sounds like Moby Dick. Lowest of four worlds in the Kabbala, Assiah, identified with the Seven Churches of Asia. Malkuth is the “Gate,” identified with the Three Women around the Cross. Rivers of Eden form a cross. I’m getting more out of Regardie: the “straight path” of the Eros arrow pierces a veil (over the sun, I think). And of course the Fall from Eden & the destruction of the Temple were the same event, the exile of Adam & Israel being identical. The ascending spiral is the path of the serpent, the descending one the sword of the cherub of Paradise, conventionalized as lightning.

[581] Eleven I suppose deals with the deification of the void, the pure, and therefore “non-existent,” or negatively existent, consciousness, of which everything that exists is an analogy. I don’t know where to raise the question of other forms of being, angels, etc.

[582] Dick Ellmann says the first two chapters of Ulysses deal respectively with a mock-Incarnation theme & a mock-Resurrection, one spatial, the other temporal (Ulysses on the Liffey, p. 21). Hegel says, according to Deasy, “All history moves towards some great goal, the manifestation of God.” If this is true, it’s clear that nobody is really living in history.*

*Hence too the deifying of time in Blake’s Los & Shelley, along with the recognition of a demonic (S of U [Spectre of Urthona]) side of time. Some of this reflection comes out of an article on Heidegger I’ve been reading. Heidegger seems concerned only with the world “given” us by nature—that’s his “being.” The world we make hardly gets in at all. Being, he says, is “given” to man in the “event,” which is a kind of natural or given incarnation, a (necessarily discontinuous) sequence of epiphanies of being. This is history, the “literal” meaning of revelation, as Blake says: it’s a Garment of War [Milton, pl. 42, l. 15 (Erdman, 143)], another reason why the letter kills.
Study the two kinds of monotheism. One graduates from polytheism by a difference of degree. There are gods, or, by economy of hypothesis, there's God. That's the world-state kind. The other is a difference of kind, an enormous leap, whereby God becomes the power of making gods. Xy didn't make this leap: it adapted the consolidation of gods into God, substituted the Idol for idols, & so prohibited idolatry without giving the creative arts their real role.

Hence, I think, the intensity of Hölderlin's longing for gods, which, like the fulfilment of vision, are past & future, the departed & the coming gods.

Gods include all the potentially numinous powers of nature, angels, devils, elemental spirits, ghosts, the lot. Magic is the effort to control them. Why does Prospero renounce magic? Maybe because his quest is still aggressive & antithetical, revolutionizing but not altering the structure of the Court Party hierarchy. I have always felt that there was a shadow-Prospero, husband of Sycorax & father of Caliban ("this thing of darkness I acknowledge mine" [The Tempest, 5.1.275-6]). Caliban is the Esau elder brother of Ferdinand, who succeeds him as the piler of logs, & his attempted rape of Miranda is incestuous.

This conception of being as incarnated in the event, & hence the opposite of actual Incarnation, may become a hinge of the argument, where myth is counter-historical, where the history of visible events is the opposite of the concealed inner process. Historical religiousness, like that of Hegel, cannot avoid Maitreyanism, or the Saviour embodied in the donkey's carrot. (Naturally the donkey's carrot won't work with donkeys: only humans can be fooled by such things).

The Lord's Prayer is in two parts, the first part about God & the second about man. The climax of Part One is the descent of God's will into man's world; the climax of Part Two is the ascent of the creature out of the evil he has been delivered from. An oddly different world-picture from the one formed around the God-Man-Christ.

Blood is the "life," the unifying vital principle, of animal & human bodies. To eat animals for food is one thing: to eat their "life" would be
cannibalism, hence the Mosaic prohibition. (For "is," above, read "symbolizes"). Water ("living water") has the same relation to vegetable life. "Spirit," mythically developed from air, represents consciousness. Earth & air separating (Eccl. 12:7) is the mythical core of the Platonic immortal soul & such. I don't know whether Biblical writers thought in terms of four "elements," but their mythical structures are the same as though they did.

[589] "Earth," from which man is made, is indefinitely divisible. Water, or "soul," and air-fire, or "spirit," are divisible only through a forceful & imprisoning separation. Jesus' incarnation or entry into this world (Blake's vegetable world) is symbolized by water (baptism): his death, which inaugurated the descent of the Spirit on the Church, is symbolized by blood. He himself, of course, descended from the spiritual world. Thus far I John, 5:8. Some early thinker thought he saw an analogy between this spirit-water-blood imagery & the Trinity, & so inserted 5:7. This verse has been cut out of RSV & NEB without anything to show that it has been cut, which, in view of the historical importance of the verse, seems a trifle self-righteous. (also RVA, 1901).263

[590] The conception of an immortal spiritual body which isn't flesh (sarx)264 or liquid (blood, hence soul) or gaseous (spirit or air) but an immortal organism or fire, tending to keep its form but not its volume, is a tremendous mental leap. (The tradition of a warm-blooded organism as imprisoned fire is still going strong in Berkeley's Siris).265 The fire is demonic or apocalyptic, the latter prefigured by the furnace of Daniel. Apocalyptic flame can symbolize interpenetration, as air & water symbolize absorption.

[591] Four: we need a theory of verbal meaning which turns Aristotle inside out, starting with myth & metaphor as primary, & moving toward descriptive structures as specialized & secondary. The primary fiction that organizes the latter is causality: the correct form of McLuhan's "linear" notion. Whitehead, SMW [Science and the Modern World].

[592] Ernie Clark [Clarke] says that the accent in a phrase like "king's horse" shifts so as to make the phrase a new word—in other words even the pronunciation of Hebrew is metaphorical.
The O.T. assumes that no people except Israel has a history: exactly what Thucydides assumes about Greece.*

*The universalizing of Israel as mankind is part of the point of Eight, where the principles of Biblical typology & the Frye theory of archetypes become the same thing.

At Montreal I foozled a question about "faith," partly because it was in French. Prometheus suggests rebellion against the gods, not resurrection. I'm trying to arrive at a conception of faith which will permit one to say: "Karl Marx believed in the myth of Prometheus."

My original m-d [manic-depressive] chart had four categories, apocalyptic at the top, demonic at the bottom (romance & irony): also the Messiah prototypes going up & the Adam-Israel place-where going down (comic & tragic). Should I deal with these categories under Imagery or under Narrative?

I think my empirical critical analyses of the Bible may take the whole of Part One, so that my Revelation analysis would go in Structure (Three) & Language (Four) would deal with key words like spirit. Maybe my oral-&-written stuff belongs in Seven, and the gift-of-tongues stuff in Eight: maybe too the double helix belongs in Three: maybe the imitation-of-the-Passion response is Six. This would help me to work on the first two parts simultaneously. Thus Seven, on wisdom, could deal very relevantly with the fact that the conception of God as the First Cause (repudiated in Job, as I see it) is a by-product of writing habits of thought.

Twelve deals with existential myth-&-metaphor language as the primitive "word with power," vs. the secondary descriptive aspect of it.

Seven is mainly about the serpent. The subtle & wise beast who exposed man to knowledge & fell with him, but is still the creature of wisdom, typifies the resurrection by its power of shedding its skin, & is the emblem of healing.

I don't know how much Greek & Hebrew I'm going to have to pretend to know for Four. I probably should look at Whorf. I'd thought of Four, originally, as dealing with the language of myth, and,
later, with the primacy of mythical & metaphorical over descriptive language. But this point has to come after Seven as I now conceive Seven, and as Eight is concerned with the universalizing process of criticism, Israel becoming mankind like Albion or Finnegian (though remaining Israel through the conception of interpenetration, Blake’s “according to the situation he holds”), there seems no place for this theory of verbal meaning except Twelve (see across [par. 597]).

Anyway, I’m now settled that Part One is an empirical critical analysis of the Bible as a critical datum. This means that Three has to introduce the double-allegory principle as the main structural principle of the Bible. Three and/or Four, between them, deal with (random list) the ark & dove symbolism; the later filling in of three kings & four zoas; the Song of Songs symbolism; the typology of the law & of Solomon’s Temple; the development of plagues-of-Egypt imagery through Wisdom & Revelation, the Wisdom connecting link of Jesus born at midnight; sacrifice & sacrament symbolism.

This makes it easier to work on Parts One & Two simultaneously.

Four is the language of presentation: the archetype as universalizing, & as breaking down the wall of partition between the fathers* (i.e. the historical & the contemporary meanings). How Israel becomes man: the particular is the universal; the general is nothing. Eight is the language of response; the recognition of the secondary quality of descriptive meaning; the consequent economy, & eventual repudiation, of belief so far as belief rests on descriptive truth, & response as being response to a dramatic action: the passion of Christ as the microcosm of the Bible. Twelve is the language of power, revelation as reversal. Magic’s effort to compel a God by knowing his name.

*Combining St. Paul & Bottom: I think Bottom is quoting Paul. Again.

For the Rc. [Romantic] sympathy with Esau, Ishmael, even Cain—see The Prodigal Son. Obvious things always hit me last. Eros, of course.

The Prologue to the Book of Job is a highly sophisticated parody of the kind of theophany that starts off a major prophet’s career (Isa. 6 & Ezek. 1). Christ as the advocate for innocence is prefigured by Daniel in Susanna (note the irony of Shylock’s appeal).
I've said ad nauseam that what we believe is not what we believe we believe, but what our actions show that we believe. But doesn't this apply to memory? What we remember is not what we remember remembering (which may be a screen memory of something that never happened), but what our actions show that we remember, part of which has been consciously forgotten. In fact conscious memory may be an upthrusting shadow obscuring our real or practice memories—that's wrong in itself, but may be connected with something right. The principle of reversal is here somewhere.*

The faith that "justifies" you is the power that takes you over and structures your life, not the faith that "you" [think you] "hold." Yet holding to a faith can be a deep & real experience—it's subject to illusion, that's all—you may not really believe what you think you believe. My memory of past experiences becomes more intense all the time, yet much of it never happened, happened otherwise or in a different sequence, or with a very different emotional harmonization. (It's this last that makes the present so much less real than the past: as in art, an imgve. [imaginative] recreation lifts them clear of the dithering of time.) I think the real memory is the habit-energy that is, perhaps, our real selves, that is, perhaps, the only thing we could take into another world. It's what we conscientiously remember in reverse.

The persons of the Trinity are, roughly, the Power, Wisdom & Love of God. These appear in the Logos as the King, the Priest, & the Prophet, the recovered forms of Dumezil's red-white-&-blue men. The King in our day becomes the popular will or democratic assembly; the Priest the university or intellectual assembly; the Prophet an as yet unformed assembly, composed of the "creative" or artist group plus the activistic concerned or reforming class. This cannot come into being in our present society, though it is trying to do so, nor, of course, in Marxist countries.

The individual grows out of society: the roots of his individuality are in his social context. His experience starts with himself, i.e., at the wrong end, and he has to work back. It's the function of his parents to reveal his social context to him: they're his anamnesis or re-cognition of his origin. Parental deficiency is permissiveness; parental excess is possessiveness. The latter sin (because it is a sin, however elaborately rationalized) identifies the social context with the parents, so the child has to
struggle with their ghosts instead of with his real opposites, & like Jacob’s angel, they cripple him if he wins. The former sin leaves him without a defined social context, so he has to go on inventing “establishments” & “authority figures” which don’t exist or, if they do, are reacted to in a paranoid fashion. All this has something to do with the fact that God is a Father, & is part of the argument of Seven.

[608] Demonic parody of commanding the sea, picked up by Milton, is Xerxes flogging the Hellespont. See also 2 Macc. 9:8.

[609] God as Father as history or social context, across [par. 607]: The Father is the originator (not the Creator) of the physical bodily order concealed by hebel. The mind tries to identify with the wisdom that created the “good” world: the spiritual body completes the process.

[610] I keep saying the Gospel writers are not clever but simple men, that being the accepted sentimental-orthodox statement. But were they so goddam simple? Isn’t that part of the disguise, like Mohammed’s protests that he couldn’t write?

[611] “Not of works, lest any man should boast” [Ephesians 2:9]. Why is boasting so wrong? Well, suppose somebody who believed in reincarnation got a sudden windfall of good fortune: he’d attribute this to his own virtue in a previous existence. Is that wrong? Yes, it is. How do you know? I don’t know, but I have, or think I have, a sense of spiritual smell, & this doctrine stinks. The next step would be, I suppose, Milton’s rule of charity. Anyway, whatever righteousness is, it’s never self-righteousness.

[612] Apocalyptic literature is a response to persecution, & hence it’s sometimes viciously vengeful, hence the projection of its polarized imagery into an unchanging heaven & hell. The only conception of an after-life that doesn’t identify God with Satan is that of purgatory, a realizing of one’s true nature in a process which is still temporal but leads out of time. That next step is to realize that this abolishes hell, as in the Quartets, & must therefore, sooner or later, abolish heaven (except that another kind of heaven remains as the telos of purgatory). The next step is to see that if this is the only notion of an after-life that makes sense, it’s also the only notion of this world that makes sense. Hence
Keats' "vale of soul-making."²⁷³ Keats' letters are next to Blake as revelation, I think.

[613] Matthew & Luke, I've said, give us respectively the gold & green versions of the birth of Christ.²⁷⁴ In Shakespeare we have green-world comedies & at least one golden-world one, MV [The Merchant of Venice]. Here the golden world is Portia's house in Belmont. The gold symbolism is partly alchemical: note the Negro-gold link in the casket story, repeated in Othello the Moor of Venice. Alchemy is said to come from Egyptian keme, black earth, an old name for Egypt itself.

[614] I think I'm at the point where I should think more about Part Three, especially Eleven & Twelve. It's right to start a book open-ended, but at a certain point the form should become finite, & the sense of discovery transferred to improving (i.e., realizing) the interstices & connecting sentences. At that point the first, or linear, stage of the undiscovered extends into the next book. Analogy here with life: one starts to think about the "next" life when the present one begins to show its containing curve. Perhaps our resistance to "after-life" notions (apart from the question of economy of belief), is only part of our maudlin youth-cult.*

*The principle of youth is linear discovery, of middle age, coincidence. As Ellmann says.²⁷⁵

[615] The tutelary genius of the book is Bezaleel, who "did make," step by step, everything that was given him to make.²⁷⁶

[616] Writing is linear causality founded on the analogy of time: God is a First Cause & events proceed from there. Myth & metaphor represent a convergence causation founded on the analogy of space. Magic & divination take off from here (siddhis as distraction).

[617] Nine is spatially projected mythology: the two universes we have constructed out of up & down. Ten is temporally projected mythology: the narrative of man seen as a m-d [manic-depressive] or roughly cyclical progression. Eleven is the rediscovery of creation, or the structure of experience. The creation is the original gift. We can't turn back to it, but we can go on & remake our world. The remade world becomes a repetition of the original gift, as the acorn discovers its ancestry in growing to be an oak. I'm sure that in interpenetration, the recovery of the projec-
tions of space (behemoth) and time (leviathan) is the key to this chapter. Cf. St. Thomas on the Spirit.

[618] Twelve, I think, deals with the language of prophecy, or words with power. The question of authority: the authentic teacher is the one who is (not who has been) there. Sense of abnormal power as necessary to receive a message from God—hence the primitive reverence for insanity. Persistence of primitive forms like emblematic teaching: cf. the “happening” of a few years ago. All my stuff on that: Paul on unknown tongues, etc. The siddhis or miraculous power as a red herring. Then: the degrees of knowledge. Mysticism; the dialogue response of Buber taking off from the Job-Hasidic trad. [tradition], etc.


[620] Prophetic period: Israel is in captivity but will eventually be restored. Apocalyptic period: Israel is being persecuted but very soon there’ll be a culbute reversing the situation. In this second type there’s more projection into heaven & hell, & a more shrill tone of vengeance. The rhythm repeats in the medieval habitus & Reformation conversion emphases.

[621] Ignatius: the notion of the Church as militant, a spiritual army, obsessed by obedience to superiors & the chain of command, and finding the secret of life in the willingness to die for the army (his desire for martyrdom is genuine: there’s no masochism in it). The great enemy is Docetism, that the physical ordeal of Christ wasn’t real: the emphasis on sexual “purity” is part of the homosexual idea that the army represents. Jesuits, & the Protestant bishops Latimer & Ridley. Something here I haven’t got, & must think about.

[622] In the army the worst sin is treachery, the next worst cowardice, & next to that boasting—the miles gloriosus [braggart soldier] isn’t a miles [soldier].
Mysterious reference in Thomas to a James for whose sake heaven & earth came into being.\(^{278}\) I suppose this James is really Jacob, i.e., Israel. Peter, the second cornerstone, is Ebenezer: what John is I dunno.

Just as God-building in science & philosophy is a waste of time, so Jesus-building is a waste of time in ethics. The conception of Jesus as a perfect moral model, whose life was entirely free of, for instance, the sado-masochist cycle or the Oedipus complex,\(^*\) is a sterile notion. It's his confrontation with society that's important. I suppose what he did was to define the individual, & that leads to redefining society.

\(^*\)Xy demonstrably had both very badly.

Present view is of 12 chapters, thus:

Part One: The Unity of the Bible.

One: First Commentary: Point of View.
Two: First Analysis: Imagery.
Three: Second Analysis: Narrative.
Four: Third Analysis: Structure.

Part Two: The Dialectic of the Bible.

Five: Second Commentary: Image and Idol.
Six: Third Commentary: The Two Testaments.
Seven: Fourth Analysis: Texture (i.e. kernels)

Part Three: The Response to the Bible.

Eight: Fourth Commentary: Divine & Human Creation.
Ten: Sixth Analysis: The Dialogue of Wisdom.
Twelve: Fifth Commentary: Creation & Recreation.

The first four analyses follow the rhythm of unity followed by explosion (p. 141 [par. 452]): imagery as roots, narrative as stalk, structure as leaf-flower-fruit cycle, texture as seeds. Eight encapsulates my graduate course\(^{279}\) (divine creation provides logos, nomos, thanatos & nous, human Adonis, Hermes, Prometheus & Eros). The four human quadrants have a divine centre, though: genesis (NW), katabasis (SW), exodos (SE), anabasis (NE).
Jesus & the four Zoas as evangelists: cf. the four brothers listed in the Gospels. 4 (A3).

Wisdom in exile (Job), in the existential state of suffering, must refuse to become knowledge. That projects the wisdom, defines it, and starts one on the path to idolatry, or at least the *analogia entis*. This theme is enunciated in Five, developed in Six through the exclusion of nature from the contract, & comes into focus in Ten. This refusal to become knowledge is also linked to the point in One about the fact that faith must not be confirmed by anything in experience (i.e. the order of nature or objective experience), & hence myth must falsify history & science.

The arrangement across [par. 625] may be modified by adding Eight to Part Two, giving me three parts of four chapters each. I'll probably keep the sacred numbers seven & twelve, with the residual five; but I may really have three categories, four commentaries, four analyses, and (9–12) four dialogues, the 12th chapter being the dialogue of vision and love.

Ten: wisdom is the existential U-shaped situation: getting wisdom means the exodus movement of climbing the U, hence the Book of Wisdom ends by summarizing the Exodus.

Caiaphas' "It is expedient that one man die for the people" [John 11:50] is definitive: it speaks for the entire human race. Everybody without exception adheres to nature & the anxiety of continuity, believing that the individual has to be expendable to preserve the group. Martyrdom & sexual abstinence were two aspects of the revolt against that—Jesus had to die & not only be born of but be a virgin. It focuses the contrast between the Christian myth & the Frazerian dying-god one.

That's Nine: I wonder if it's also in Nine or in Ten that the Spenglerian theme occurs, in the Toynbee revision, an internalizing of consciousness that brings a new civn. [civilization] to birth (sym. [symbolized] by Lazarus in Blake, though the identity of name with the Lazarus of the culbute parable suggests a bigger dimension for that: the tribute money found in the fish's belly is closer [Matthew 17:24–7]). Perhaps the Hebrews represent an older "proletariat" in the same way.
If so, the conception of wisdom as a construct for understanding nature gets reversed too.

[633] Nine & Ten seem to be talking about revolutionary reversals of time (law, praxis) and space (wisdom, theoria) respectively. Those are related to ordinary establishment law & wisdom in a Yeatsian Inferno-Purgatorio double gyre. The crunch chapters, Eleven & Twelve, evidently deal with the dialogues of Prophecy and of Vision (or Love), the actualizing of Los & the control of Enitharmon respectively (note reversal of the space-time order earlier in this book). They bring to birth the true Orc, the puer aeternus [eternal child], the opposite of the Luvah dying god.

[634] I suppose if Nine reverses Frazer & Ten Spengler, Eleven is Jungian, focussing on the reversal of the work of art into the focus of a community. Twelve, assuming that the arts provide the models, expands the spiritual life into charity.

[635] Also involved is an old schema of mine. The dialogue of law is the impregnating of faith by doubt. What doubt does is to remove the attachments of faith. Wisdom's dialogue is the impregnating of hope by despair, despair removing the attachments of hope to specific things like a harp-playing-heaven. Prophecy's dialogue impregnates love with the hatred for the demonic which produces the apocalyptic vision.

[636] St. Thomas Aquinas, trying to construct a blueprint for a perfect being, says that God hates nothing. 282 Confronted with scriptural evidence that God hates damn near everything, he charges that up to our old friend analogy (SCG, i, 96). 283 Good e.g. of the way in which God is conceived in the Bible as acting within a revy. [revolutionary] process.

[637] I don't know why the texture chapter follows the two commentaries, & it may follow directly after A3, though possibly at the beginning of Part Two. It was of course originally called "Language," & questions of translation & tradition are involved in it, hence no doubt its place nearer to Part 3. Also it's the Tharmas or A [Rencontre] chapter, as Structure is Urizen & A [Anticlimax], Narrative Orc & T [Tragicomedy], Imagery (??) Los & L [Liberal].
[638] Where does the earth-water-air-fire table go? I'd thought of it as part, perhaps the end, of the A4 chapter, but if that moves I don't know where to put it.

[639] The present scheme envisages three books of four chapters each, separate except that the other two are commentaries on each one.
This brief outline is one of numerous organizational plans for The Great Code. The categories of narrative, imagery, structure, and texture appear in other notebooks from the mid-1970s: they correspond to the categories of myth, metaphor, typology, and language that Frye eventually used in the book. The typescript is in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 3.

[1] Narrative A: dianoia. Revolutionary monotheism: Xy in a sequence of four Western religions; Western obsession with social organization as opposed to individual enlightenment. Characteristics of revolutionary mentality: total intolerance, sense of dangerous heresy and deviation, dialectical habit of mind, conception of false god, turning away from nature toward social institutions.

[2] Narrative B: nous. The comic romance: the St. George and Dragon myth; the U-shaped narrative; the quest theme and its completion; the hinges of incarnation and resurrection; the parallels of Israel and Christ.

[3] Imagery A: dianoia. Sacrifice and sacrament: communion and propitiation; the Frazer demonic spin-off; scapegoats and Sacaea symbolism.¹


[6] Structure B: nous. The double, or quadruple, mirror: the typological set-up and the detailed imitation of the O.T. in the N.T.: two parts of Bible as commentaries on each other.


[9] Attractive in some ways; I don’t know.
The verso pages of this notebook contain an outline of sixteen chapters of four sections each for *The Great Code*; the recto pages contain the text. The chapter outlines, along with a diagram that comes after the title of section 64, have been consolidated and reproduced first in what follows. In Notes 54-5, written in 1976, Frye refers to several of the sixty-four sections outlined here, but that is the only clue we have about the date of the present notebook. The cover has a geometric brown pattern on rice paper over boards. The paper is unlined. The notebook, which measures 20.9 x 13.4 cm., is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Personal introduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Centripetal &amp; centrifugal reading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Levels of meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>History lost &amp; regained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Metaphor &amp; the literally poetic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The Central Typological Metaphor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Universally Recognized Proposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Metaphor &amp; Experiential Knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The Fallacy of Presupposed Belief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ritual &amp; Sacramental Analogy of Belief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Belief Informed by Vision: The Authority of Art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>The Two Contracts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13. The First Genesis: Artificial Creation.
15. The First Exodus: Revolutionary Monotheism.

17 Manic-depressive Cycle.
18 Pastoral Imagery
19 Agricultural Imagery  
20 Urban Imagery  
      demonic manifest & parodied

21 U-Shaped Narrative and its Opposite.
22 Exodus-Gospel Parallels.
23 Prophet, Priest, King
24 Hero & Bride

25 The Dying God Complex
26 Passing Over the Firstborn
27 Bribe, Feeding, Communion
28 The One & the Many

29 Idea of Holy: The Temenos (the week)
30 Narrowing of Sacred Space (and Time)
31 Temple Becomes Body (and History Spirit)
32 The Universal Here (and Now)

33 Trees & water
34 The Land as Bride
35 Eros Regained
36 The End of the Fear of Nature

37 The Superhuman World Imagery
38 The World-Girdling Serpent
Chapter One is History Lost & Regained, showing through the example of Gibbon, how a work becomes existentially historical in proportion as it loses its specific reference to history.

Chapter Two is Metaphor & Knowledge. This lays out the typological scheme of the Bible, & shows how metaphor is the source of new or creative knowledge, as opposed to recognized knowledge. Of the central metaphor of "body."

Chapter Three begins with a study of the fallacy of presupposed belief. We find out what is believed through a phenomenological study of action. On the other side is belief informed by a vision: that is, a study of genuine belief reveals the visionary bases of action.

Chapter Four outlines the mythological universe as seen from inside. Two Genesis myths, artificial creation & incarnation, the latter incorpo-
rating the sub-creative theme of birth. Two Exodus myths, one socially revolutionary; the other, the resurrection, individually transcendent.

[5] I wonder if all four aren’t about fallacies of presupposition: presupposed truth, knowledge, belief & vision. I get rid of the first three by climbing to the fourth. Part Two, then, starts the assault on the P.L. [Promised Land], the Mosaic comprehensive vision first, the transcending of Joshua’s Canaan conquests second. The true Joshua has to pass through his own Adoni-bezek negation & be hung on a tree.¹

[6] This last is a major theme in the dialectic of sacrifice, the seventh chapter that sums up the world of work theme. The dialectic of presence opens up the Two Sides of Space. The theme of kairos, the Two Sides of Time, is probably later.

[7] Transcending time is connected, somehow, with this newly dawning theme of the Bibles of experience and of innocence. And the second genesis, the incarnation, shows how personality emerges out of history, hence it introduces the theme to be developed later as the transcending of personality. I don’t know where the place for that is. I’m not even sure that Job goes where I’ve been putting it.

[8] But if the Genesis & Exodus myths go in One, perhaps “The Paradigm of Job” is Chapter Eight. Then Part Three is: Nine & Ten, supernatural imagery & narrative. No, Job must go later, after the leviathan business. It’s Eleven, it has to be. Twelve, then, might be the N.T. counterpart of the paradigm of redemption, an analysis of Revelation which included the rising-out-of-the-elements response of the spiritual body.

[9] So if Job & Revelation replace my old wisdom & prophecy chapters—well, they won’t altogether, because they’re part of the buildup for Job—Part Four will get pretty crowded. The theme of Part Four is the autonomy of the Word, which includes transcending personality.

[10] For over thirty years I’ve thought of interpenetration as one of the last mysteries to be explored & revealed in the book, but perhaps it’s part of the dialectic of presence. At the end of Two, it summons up the gigantic middle-earth vision that ends with the Apocalypse. That, the
Avatamsaka Sutra of this book, turns into a mirage & a Lankavatara void,\textsuperscript{2} not Eddington’s crumpled continuum of substance,\textsuperscript{3} but a \textit{verbal} crumpled continuum.

\[11\] It’s nonsense to think of the laws as of divine origin unless you think of the \textit{word} as of divine origin—that’s the N.T. point about the O.T. & it seems to me a very reasonable one.

\[12\] One conceivable arrangement of Part Four would be: 13. Literal Rhetoric; 14 The second level of wisdom & prophecy; 15 The third level of law & commandment, & 16 perhaps the pericopes of Word & Spirit. That assumes a division between experienced & innocent Word running through 14–16.

\[13\] In the 8B chapter,\textsuperscript{4} note the potential parallelism of Time, which runs from then to now as space does from there to here. The holy space or temenos parallels the holy time, Christmas or Easter week (the week as the sacred-time unit is clear enough). The narrowing theme, from Eden to the Holy of Holies, corresponds to the narrowing of time from billions of natural years to two nights and a day: the vortex of kairos. As temple becomes body, so history becomes person, chronos becomes kairos. The universal here or presence is universal now or present. So I can’t avoid (nor do I want to) making Chapter 8 include time.

\[14\] So what I’ve got out of this brood is a much clearer notion of, at least, 8, the place of Revelation in the book, & some suggestive hints about 6 (if I can shove all the Melchizedek & Ps. 45\textsuperscript{5} stuff out of the way there Part Three will come a lot clearer).

\[15\] Seven, or sacrifice, is less clear: but primitive sacrifice is a ritual expressing belief in the master-slave dialectic. From there it develops toward a ritual expressing the identity of substance & subject.

\[16\] Re belief: it’s gone into reverse now: Borges says he does not believe in immortality, because he doesn’t want to endorse the Church’s irresponsible teachings on the subject. In one of his stories he remarks that we behave as though we did believe in it.\textsuperscript{6}

\[17\] The theology of hysteria: “against thee only have I sinned” [Psalm
51:4. Somewhere I need the rule of charity—perhaps in the innocent-
Bible Chapter, now 15.

[18] Chapter 12 might begin with a table of images from top to bottom 
& some consideration of other elements, like the legal metaphor—that 
will have got into 11, of course. The third chapter of each part converges 
on redemptive action or faith. Belief, Sacrifice, Job, the rule of charity.

[19] So I'd like to make 16 a colossal vision again, incorporating the 
Classical Eros & Nous as well as some elements of Oriental vision. But 
it's not a panorama like a mural painting: it's the vision of which the 
reader-hero is the circumference. I think it's probably a good thing that 
the open-ended part is shrinking so fast. What's open-ended reappears 
in the texture, not in a special blank space at the end.

[20] The first, third & fourth chapters of each part are all related to one 
another, the second ones less so. Also a contrast runs all through 
between presupposed & authentic. The authentic isn't without presup-
positions, but they're at a deeper level & keep retreating, like clams, 
when you become aware of them.

Shelley's argument that poetry is the perception of the familiar as un-
familiar. Presupposed knowledge is re-cognized knowledge.

[22] In the four levels 4 recreates 1 (vision recreates perception) so the 
Bible is poetic after all (i.e. after all three levels have been transcended). 
But it's not "a" poem.

[23] Authentic knowledge is ut pictura poesis knowledge.

[24] The digging clam must finally reach some kind of antipodes, like 
Alice.
These notes date, at least in large part, from 1976. In paragraph 19 Frye refers to his "Johns Hopkins paper," a paper he presented in February 1976, and in the final entry of these notes he refers to his forthcoming Modern Language Association address, which was presented in December 1976. The original typescripts are in the NFF, 1991, box 28, file 4.

[1] I’ve just got Measure for Measure straight, I think: it’s an academic comedy about the nature and structure of comedy. Comedy is a structure in which Eros smashes an irrational law. MM is a play about an irrational sexual law; everybody from pimps to governors say[s] it won’t work, and it doesn’t. It’s partly a humor comedy in which Isabella and Angelo are both humors of (moral) virtue, and are released from it at the end. The Duke is an agent of Eros, though of course he doesn’t know it, a presenter like Prospero with a very long speaking part, and as a result of his (dramatic) efforts Eros destroys the law and allows some genuine Agape to seep in, as in Isabella’s crucial forgiveness of Angelo.

[2] This comes into Chapter Seven, and probably Section 28, if that’s the section about the law of love and the rule of charity and the gospels as fundamentally about charity. Gospel as transcendence of law would normally be 27; an analysis of the pericope as the gospel form could be either 27 or 28.

[3] Section 12, Ark again to Ark or whatever the Graves phrase is, dealing with the cycle as the failed spiral or recreative form, should be the distilled essence of what I used to call the Druidic analogy. The theme
of dead water transformed to living water is central, and the Beowulf sheaf-floating-on-shield theme. The soul crosses water at death to a transforming world on the other side—everything from Exodus to Yeats’ Byzantium. Section 12 should also sum up the three previous axis mundi sections, of course, and it’s the whole chapter that’s the real Druidic analogy. Jerusalem as the keystone of the cosmos, the highest point in the world, with the spiral procession up it, all comes in. This Chapter Three is the one where the symbolism branches out into worldwide symbolism, so parts of it can become pretty speculative.

[4] If I’m right in thinking that 29 is the section on the dialectic of presence, that begins with the crude conception of God being provided with a home, what Haggai is talking about [Haggai 1]. That’s the first stage of incarnation, and corresponds to Israel’s having a home on earth. Now (I don’t know whether this means that I’m beginning to understand what Heidegger is talking about by, as usual, working the ideas out myself) space exists in three dimensions, and the fourth dimension is time—that means one thing in the Einstein context, but existentially time means habitation, dwelling, existing in space in a dimension where every object is also an event. Similarly, the three dimensions of time are the past, present and future, the no longer, the never quite, and the not yet. None of these dimensions exists. Space is the fourth dimension of time, the dimension in which things manifest themselves or come into existence. Thus the unification of space and time which is the basis of existence is in being-there, what Heidegger (though not the German language) calls Dasein. This doesn’t land me in a Berkeleian position, because I’m not saying that to be is to be perceived: I’m not talking about being; I’m merely saying that perception is what elicits existence, which is what anybody would say.

[5] At this point the metaphor of “in,” the sense of consciousness being in a body it doesn’t know anything about which develops into the conception of soul, turns into something like “in squared,” the sense of a spirit in the soul, or beginning there, which transcends the whole in metaphor. What is demonically exile is apocalyptically the drifting nomad with his temple transformed into a tent. Before the incarnation God had no “house” or “temple,” meaning body.

[6] I’ve said I’m going to ignore the notion of the NEB [New English
Bible] that there's only one monster at the Job conclusion, but haven't realized why. In Ugaritic myth Baal has two enemies, Yam the god of the waters, and Mot the god of death and drought. That's the root of the two-monster notion, under the surface of the two creation myths in Genesis, one out of waters and the other out of dryness. Darkness *and* chaos are the enemies which are also dialectically incorporated into creation. Two dragons in Revelation, of course: the hendiadys "death and hell" may be something more than that. Beowulf and his two exploits. Twin dragons because the dragon is the essence of twin-ness and amnesia.

[7] Also in time: dragon of past and of future. This is in Isaiah 51[9] and elsewhere. If we eat the flesh of leviathan in [the] future, we've been eating the flesh of Tiamat all along.

[8] If Jesus has to become an Adonis or dying god, maybe he has to become a dragon as well, as in the "tiger" of Gerontion. In other myths the wet dragon is sometimes blocked up by a heap of stones. God of course represents the fact that, as I say, no dragon ever dies: he's only subdued or chained or imprisoned, and returns at the end/beginning of every cycle. The crucified Christ was a serpent according to Blake's view of Numbers 21, and certainly the Church behaved like a dragon most of the time.

[9] Incidentally, I have to be careful about one thing: the land monster is the genius of drought, one of the tzi'ims who inhabit the tziyya or dry places [Isaiah 34:14] ("anhydrous" in Luke [11:24]). Yet his actual kernel is the hippopotamus, who's amphibious and combines both aspects—so I suppose does the crocodile.

[10] The "topocosm" of Gaster's Thespis is the total corporate unit of all elements, nature as well as society. Hence what he's talking about are the death-and-rebirth patterns of agricultural life. "Pagan" or peasant and "heathen" or heath-dweller resistance to Christianity result[s] from the importance of death and rebirth rituals when getting enough to eat is a problem. Christian attempts to suppress or modify these continue the Israelite prejudice, though it would have been saner to try to re-distribute social privilege so that peasants wouldn't run the risk of starvation by having to labour for free on their lords' lands. The sickle in Communism is right: the peasants were a genuine proletariat, and
appear in English history in the Peasant’s [Peasants’] Revolt: but of course they got screwed by Communism as much as their ancestors did. The sacramental transformation of the Bible into the Catholic Church doctrine assimilates the Bible into the death-and-rebirth pattern, and of course by-passes the social radicalism involved at the same time.

[11] If the king is an actor in a ritual reproducing the actions of the gods, he’s a king of incarnation: this principle works in reverse. That’s why the Passion of Jesus had to take the form of a ritual, with Jesus himself in an Adonis role. This was the aspect of the gospel that bothered Blake, perhaps because it was the element that made the sacramental transformation possible.

[12] Again I notice that Gaster talks about “mere” literary patterns,13 and I’m more impressed than ever by the realization that myths mean what they’ve been made to mean, and that the latest and most refined developments of a myth may be, perhaps generally are, the truest ones. This coincides with another lurking principle: that not only is parable the innocent form of history, but all literature is innocent history, history released from the bondage of what Blake would call blotting and blurring, a story with no outline.14

[13] The complex of smith, fisherman and master of words seems frequent in mythology: in the Gospels the fishing imagery is tied to the fact that Jesus’ father was a carpenter, a word not distinguished from smith in Hebrew, whatever is true of Greek. Nobody associates a worker in wood with anything demonic, unlike the smith, which is why this has been overlooked.

[14] Wonder if the reason why gods are so anxious to punish boasts is that the boast could be or might become a word of power, and so genuinely threaten their supremacy? The implication would be that the Word is a power supreme over all divine wills in polytheism, the real form of the oath of power (swearing by the Styx).15 Warriors boast before battles, perhaps to strengthen themselves by what might be words of power.16

[15] Incorporating the parasite at the end of comedy is a magical device, based on the fear of excluding the devouring principle of Death.
[16] The mythical kernel of the Holy Spirit is not just the wind but the wind and the rain, as he’s a fertilizing spirit as well, the bringing of life being connected with the release of living water.

[17] The rejection of Classical learning in Paradise Regained [bk. 4, ll. 236–364] may be connected with the fact that the prisoner in the lower world must eat nothing of their [the Classical philosophers’ and orators’] food, or he’ll be trapped for good.

[18] A lot of extra-Biblical religions, and some interpretations of Biblical ones, seem to turn on the conception of a “Maitreya” man or some transcending principle to arrive in the future. Christian second-coming and Jewish Messianic-kingdom conceptions assimilate this to Biblical religion, but it’s also in Buddhism, Hinduism, Nietzsche’s Superman or Ubermensch, and various other places. Maybe that’s the reason for the insistence on the Filioque business in the Western Church: without that word the way would be left open for a transcendence of Christ by the aspect of God that continues him in time. Shelley’s Demogorgon is another example.

[19] Section 12 deals with the ark-to-ark cycle, I think, and a lot of things get into it that aren’t clear to me yet. One of them is the role of trauma, which I raised in my Johns Hopkins paper. I’m sure there is trauma in the Jewish relation to Egypt, perhaps to Mesopotamia too—in fact there’s likely to be trauma everywhere there’s censorship and repression and expurgation.

[20] This is connected with something pretty central: every sleep is a harrowing of hell. It buries some memories and rearranges others, in the interest of one’s picture of oneself. The creative person is the one who has some power to resurrect suppressed memories.

[21] Occasion and resonance is an element in the discussion of prophecy. Resonance starts vague and ends precise, or more precise. The vague stage is the one I’ve been worried by: it should be a totally uninhibited stage in which any and all resemblances are significant just because they’re resemblances. A vast chaos of interpenetrating echoes, where all resemblances whatever have some function. After that, a cosmic movement of distinguishing genuine from non-function context,
tradition and source and genre and convention shaping themselves out of "mere coincidence," i.e., resemblances that can't be used.

[22] Andromeda is set out in front of a water-monster: the Moloch children were sacrificed to a demon of drought and dryness. The duality of the dragon principle is something I (and others) haven't really thought about: we lump them together as rain-charms. The chaining of the water-monster is associated with the springing up of a specific fountain of living water: cf. Ezekiel 47.

[23] In my female diagram, I have demonic whores, apocalyptic brides and intermediate forgiven harlots. What I'm looking for is an intermediate maternal category. Lilith is on one side: there seems no genuinely demonic mother, unless perhaps Athaliah, and the Virgin Mary and the woman of Revelation 12 are clearly apocalyptic. There are also Eve, Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel (with Leah), Hannah, Ruth, and Elizabeth. Do these, or some of them, have some intermediate factor in common? I thought of their being placed in imminent danger, but that's even more true of the two clearly apocalyptic ones. The thing is that I don't want just to put O.T. types in the middle of the diagram: the bride of the Song of Songs is apocalyptic, not a forgiven harlot. Also she's a counterpart, in the marital orbit, to Ruth in the maternal one, as her place in Jewish liturgy indicates: Ruth is the symbolic mother (the actual great-grandmother) of David. Perhaps of course the black bride is intermediate in the sense that the intermediate marital type can be not only a forgiven harlot but a bride from a strange land (Psalm 45 is supposed to be originally about Jezebel). But what about mothers? Late birth doesn't seem to be it either.

[24] The reason for the cursing of the ground after Abel's murder is of course that the blood of a murdered man pollutes the ground. Why was this curse lifted after the flood? Perhaps because of the spectacular slaughter of animals, following on God's having killed everything alive in the world: all this neutralized the one murder of the martyred shepherd. Putting a mark on Cain enabled him and his descendants to found a big-city civilization: perhaps agriculture is thought of as having been put on a permanent basis with the rainbow promise and Noah's wine-god capers. Whatever it is, this is an abysmally low point of the Bible's spirituality, the Thunderer phase at its worst—at least, that's how it
seems to me now. See Numbers 35:33: if you can’t find the actual mur-
derer, break a heifer’s neck. All the people in the world die for the
murder of the martyred shepherd: I suppose there are areas where that
makes sense.

[25] Part Four has had a threefold structure ever since I began thinking
about it. Father, Son, Spirit. Hieroglyphic, hieratic, demotic. Mythologi-
cal, theological, politico-psychological. Vico’s three periods, and the
Joachim of Floris conception of three ages. Each stage has an emana-
tion and a demonic shadow. The Father’s demonic parody is the old
corpse-sniffer, and I suppose his emanation must be the Daughter, the
Kore of wisdom (Athene in Greek myth, Maat in Egyptian), who in her
demonic form is the totalitarian state, more or less. This stage is domi-
nated by the two conceptions of presence and contract, the former male
symbolically and the latter female, relating to the people who are not a
Bride but a creature.

[26] The second stage is clearer: it’s the Son with the emanation Mother,
and the demonic parody the avenging Son of the Last Judgment. This
stage incorporates, as I’ve said, the sacramental form of the death and
rebirth cycle into the Biblical tradition, and also by the same token
makes the Church supreme over the Word. This stage is dominated by
the conceptions of substance and principle, which are associated in Til-
llich with Catholic and Protestant versions respectively. I think I under-
stand the main implications of substance; principle is vaguer (for me,
that is), but it may have something to do with the casual habit of think-
ing that grows up in the seventeenth century. The demonic Mother is of
course Jung’s terrible mother, the crone or hag, which may be why this
period was the worst for witch-hunting.

[27] The third stage, dominated by the conceptions of process and sym-
bol (female and male; substance and principle are also female and male),
is the stage of the Spirit and the Bride. The demonic Spirit is the destroy-
ing angel of Shelley’s Ode to the West Wind, and the demonic Bride is
the siren or Kali principle. The second or hieratic stage runs through
St. Thomas and its swan song is Hegel’s Phenomenology; the third or
demotic stage runs through Rousseau, Marx, Nietzsche and Freud.

[28] It’s the function of poetry to recreate the hieroglyphic or mythical
form of knowledge in each generation, and the function of metaphysics
to recreate the hieratic form in our generation. Perhaps metaphysics is
too narrow a term, but the Kierkegaard-Heidegger tradition recreates
hieratic in the post-Hegel era. Dante and Milton are the great recreators
of substance and principle respectively, and Goethe along with Hegel
marks the transition to the third stage. A lot of this is bullshit, naturally;
but there’s a genuine intuition here, and given time (tick, tick) I think I
can work it out.

[29] Iconoclasm, indifference to art, laws against making any kind of
image, go with the belief that such things are an insolent encroachment
on the Creator’s prerogative. In other words, they go with the insistent
projection of creation on the outer world.

[30] The prophets, notably Jeremiah, counsel submission to foreign
powers because they are beginning to realize that political indepen-
dence must be lost if spiritual distinctiveness is to be gained. That is,
the secular power is normally in favor of populist cults of the sort they
attacked: only a few kings in either kingdom were not.

[31] Golden calf means bull, certainly: but it also means young bull, a
fertility emblem.

[32] God is called a rock in Deuteronomy [chap. 32] and Jeremiah attacks
the notion of ascribing origin to a rock. Similarly with the asherah poles
and the Branch of Isaiah and Zechariah. The point is not just demonic
parody but the internalizing of the imagery, insisting on its hieroglyphic
shape in contrast to the projection of it on the outer world.

[33] Greek and Hebrew culture both had the sky-father; but Greek was
tragic, being founded on Homer, and the Bible revolutionary: Greek was
visual and the Bible aural: Greek was based on continuous verse and the
Bible on discontinuous prose. Homer is past-focused as the Bible is
future-focused: that’s the reason for the tragic tone.

[34] Re the bull as a parody demonic emblem: in later times we have the
Christian Lamb and the Mithraic bull. There was a primordial bull and
there will be an apocalyptic one. This bull is a victim, and is to be sacri-
ficed by Mithras, but there’s no suggestion, so far as I can see, of his
being a part of Mithras, as Jesus is both Shepherd and Lamb. He’s more of a leviathan figure, not in the context of evil but in that of the source of food.

[35] The Babylonian exile uprooted the Jews from an agricultural homeland, and all their death-and-rebirth symbolism with it, and so intensified the internalizing pattern of the latter.

[36] Hooke says the Cain-Abel story was originally a ritual sacrifice of Abel to promote the fertility of the field (LXX: “let us go into the field”). As ritual slayer, Cain had to be both protected and exiled, his “mark” being a priestly mark. He says in passing that the Passover, with its unleavened bread, is a mixture of pastoral and agricultural themes, which I should remember.

[37] In Part Three, the centrifugal direction of meaning is of course second-level: the word with power, the word with a quasi-magical capacity for calling something into existence, is third-level. The third level is the level of belief, and belief stems from the vow or oath, the word that stylizes one’s life into a conventional pattern.

[38] Clearup of my female diagram temporarily, at least: the marital-meretricious pattern is demonic whore, intermediate forgiven harlot, and apocalyptic bride from the strange land. The maternal pattern is demonic Lilith, intermediate mother of man or Israel at various stages, apocalyptic virgin mother. This gets Ruth into the last category, because she’s portrayed as a bride from a strange land too. Also the bride of the Song of Songs gets identified with the virgin mother in later iconology.

[39] Part Four is organized around the procession of members of a Holy Family, a Father, a Son, a Mother, a Bride, a Spirit. That’s only five, but each one has a demonic aspect: that’s something that’s been eluding me. The Father’s demonic aspect is the Thunderer, the farting corpse-sniffer; the Mother’s is Jung’s “terrible mother,” the Son’s is the avenger, the Bride’s is the Kali siren-witch or white goddess in her younger phase, the Spirit’s is the destructive or Nataraja side of Shiva, who destroys life, as Shelley says, in contrast to preserving it [Ode to the West Wind, l. 14]. I suppose the first four, plus their demonic aspects, constitute an ogdoad, the Bride being synonymous with the Daughter or Kore.
[40] The New Testament has the same paradoxical relation to the Old that a preface has to a book: it’s written later, but belongs logically earlier (“before Abraham was, I am” [John 8:58]).

[41] I’ve been trying for a long time to get the Vico progression of hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic unstuck from Part Three, and I think now it belongs in Part Four. There seem to be obstinately three great phases in Part Four, the pre-Church phase of the sky-god, the Church phase where Christianity is absorbed into the sacramental version of the dying god and mother cycle, and the post-Church phase where the Spirit and the Bride say come [Revelation 22:17]. These have at least an analogy to hieroglyphic or mythical, hieratic or theological, and demotic or political, languages. Anyway, mythology is the simplest, most direct, and hieroglyphic way of expressing the fact that we see things out of a conceptual universe.

[42] There’s a vast complex of symbols around the labyrinth and maze; unwinding fortifications with their mazy defenses, the name “Troy” as apparently a north European name connected with a maze-dance; the prominence of labyrinths in Virgil: the ritual dance around the Trojan horse, the labyrinth dance in (I think) Book 4, and the stuff in Book 6 dealt with by Jackson Knight (see earlier). “Moon-loved maze,” says Milton [On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity, st. 26, l. 8]: Jericho is a moon-city, and the symbolism gets into the Bible by way of the processions around Jericho.

[43] If the spiral really is a conventionalized labyrinth, as the swastika seems to be, of course it’s also involved in the songs of ascent in the Psalms, if the ascent there was spiral, as it probably was.

[44] Ezra Pound says there are two kinds of people, those who think co-  

ulation good for the crops and those who think it bad for the crops. There’s an ambivalence here that goes very deep. Sympathetic magic of course suggests the fuck for luck formula; but there’s also a persistent feeling about the magic of virginity: vestal virgins have to preserve their chastity or there’s a drought. I have a remark in The Secular Scripture somewhere about the untouched being the only possible symbol of the possessed. But Venus and her doves seem to keep sliding off into the virginal triple goddess, and Eros in Plato goes upward to sublimation, just
as it does in medieval Courtly Love symbolism. I haven’t got all this clear yet: the duality between “be fruitful and multiply” in the Old Testament [Genesis 1:22 and elsewhere] and the emphasis on total sublimation in the New. It must go with the greater primitivism of the New Testament: its dying-god symbolism, its heavens and hells and angels and devils, perhaps too its emphasis on political submissiveness and unbreakable marriage. But it’s the ambivalence of Eros that I need to work out, and why the New Testament knows nothing of Eros, only of agape and philia. This is a useless bloody note; I hope the next one will be clearer.

[45] Apollo is the logos-God in Greece: Herodotus I, 91; Eumenides 19. Note of course that he’s visual and solar, just as the Logos in Heraclitus is dry light [Fragment 29].

[46] It’s not just the imagery (and narrative?) in the Bible that has to be internalized: so does the whole creation-to-apocalypse sequence of Part Two. The internalizing of creation equals apocalypse, as long as that’s internalized too; the internalizing of law of course equals gospel; the internalizing of exodus prophecy. Wisdom is difficult to project at all except in its knowledge-of-nature aspect: that may be why the logos begins there.

[47] These are crappy notes: let’s start again. Kant’s three questions, what do I know? what my [may] I hope? what must I do? are the bases for, respectively, creation, exodus and law, and, on the next level, for wisdom (Job as the new Genesis), prophecy, and gospel. Then come the seventh and eighth, both apocalypse, the first the subjective vision of an objective event, the second the unification with it. Now law is from the beginning bifurcated into natural and moral law, the former connected with the scientific (as it becomes) study of nature, the latter with political and historical developments. The Greek tradition went from hieroglyphic poetry and imagination to hieratic philosophy which began by trying to isolate the essence of physis. Anaximenes’ “air” corresponds to the Hindu prana; I don’t know if there are other equivalents for Thales’ “water,” though that seems to rest on the notion of moisture as the basis of fertility. All these are efforts to locate and define primitive conceptions of a force called mana and orenda and the like. In the Biblical tradition law is from the beginning a matter of social and historical integration, natural law being always explicitly subordinated to that.
[48] So: wisdom being essentially the prolongation or continuity of law in the individual life, the Bible gives the primacy to continuing moral (with ceremonial and judicial) law, and subordinating the aspect of wisdom that’s knowledge of nature. That’s why wisdom can develop through commandment or unconditioned law into prophecy or confrontation with society. Socrates in Greek culture represents a reaction from natural philosophy towards moral philosophy, which is why he dies in a prophetic role. So Plato and Aristotle combined the two, and started the hieratic or metaphysical-theological tradition. That’s why so many medieval notions, like the soul, have Greek rather than Biblical origins. That’s for Part Four, of course: I just want to get it reasonably clear.

[49] Robert Alter I’m told is someone to look up: also René Guenon, one of those people who are never accepted but should be read.46 Now my cousin Roland comes out with an article arguing that Mark is a later abridgement of Matthew and Luke—apparently a well-known can of worms. Griesbach hypothesis, he says.47

[50] My chapter on law, or section, begins with the theory of contract or testament in the Bible, and the seven contracts of Genesis and Exodus, ending with the law itself, the culmination of the Egypt-Red Sea redemption. The passing over of the firstborn is the second section on law, and is really a negative conception of tragedy, not marking out but passing over.48

[51] The bifurcation of natural and moral law doesn’t start with law itself: it starts with the royal metaphor, which in some respects is more primitive than either genesis or exodus.49 The divine king is numinous because he’s the individual identity of his society; but he also has a magical affinity with his country, his virility being connected with its fertility and so forth. I suppose in a way genesis and exodus are the bifurcation: whether the gods are strictly creators or not, they’re always in some sense maintainers: Oedipus has to do something about a drought because his moral offence has natural repercussions. This business of maintaining the created order is the experience side of creation, not the innocent side: Deism is the dead end of it, as Blake saw. Anything that assumes an objective order to be followed, as distinct from an innocent order to be praised or celebrated or recognized, belongs to the
projected side of creation, and it's very notable that in later developments this projection is what's downgraded.

[52] I suppose any conservative social order has to include maintaining the order of nature. Changing the order of nature is what's implied in the Red Sea crossing, especially in the Book of Wisdom commentary on it. So the primacy of the revolutionary theme in society goes along with an apocalyptic approach to nature: anything can happen in nature if we only clear our minds up.

[53] Hocart and Frankfort, along with Durkheim on the elementary forms. As the Pirates of Penzance might have said:

I know that kings are put to death in honor of the Stinkah,
With many cheerful facts about the Shilluk and the Dinka.

[54] Hocart in particular emphasizes the importance of the ceremonial marriage in the royal metaphor: I know that's an essential part of it, consolidating the individual-social identity as it does, but it can come later.

[55] Hieroglyphic, not as picture-writing necessarily but as picture-thinking, is the universe constructed on the analogy of the natural body. Poetry recreates hieroglyphic thinking, but remains detached from the identity called belief. Take this from a well known hymn:

His chariots of wrath the deep thunderclouds form,
And dark is his path on the wings of the storm.

It's taken more or less from Psalm 104, and of course even in the Psalm it was still poetic. As anything connected with belief, it's the grossest possible kind of superstition, but it never occurs to anyone to take it that way. The hieratic stage is based on a meditation on being, and translates Biblical hieroglyphic into the language of being, which, as above, is either substance or principle. The demotic stage starts with the threefold circle of individual, society and nature, and is psychological (Freud, Nietzsche), political (Rousseau, Marx), or scientific (Darwin, Einstein)—I've named the people who have done most to reshape our mythological universe in demotic terms. But translating hieroglyphic into hieratic or demotic is a different operation from recreating hieroglyphic in poetry.
By detaching itself from belief as such, poetry transmutes the natural-body metaphorical structure into a spiritual-body one.

[56] The royal metaphor as someone else is the basis of creation-exodus-law; as oneself it’s the basis of wisdom- prophecy-gospel; as both it’s the basis of spectacular and participating apocalypse.

[57] I know I’ve got notes on Francis Huxley’s book already: he’s particularly good on the temple as body, the dialectic as presence. But he opens up a can of worms in the transition from Christ to the Virgin Mary, who takes over as the repository of all these mundus metaphor[s] under the reign of substance. How, I don’t know: that’s for Four.

[58] I’ve said that the sky, the sun and the air are the metaphorical kernels for Father, Son and Spirit respectively. Perhaps for Spirit we should say the wind and the rain, because of Jesus’ “water and the spirit” remark [John 3:5]. So the demonic parodies are storm and thunder, night or eclipse, and drought, which is first broken in Genesis 2:4.

[59] Why does the story of Creation end with remembering the Sabbath? Because the myth of Creation, as a story about the past, is lugubrious nonsense, and can be experienced only in the sacrament of praise. What was God doing before he created the world? Preparing a hell for those who ask such questions, said Augustine: genuine humility might have said rather: preparing a hell for the cretins who invent stories about a beginning of time, which so obviously has no beginning. Remembering the Sabbath is dubious legalism: it’s really a matter of experiencing creation as an end instead of as a beginning.

[60] To detach from belief: we show our belief in what we do, and people “believe” their myths only if they identify with them to the extent of acting them out. Primary belief therefore is ritual action; secondary articulated belief is social life so far as it is ritualized. This is what Huizinga means by play; work is productive activity.

[61] The sequence: origin of the gods; war in heaven; establishment of law and order, is the sequence for most ritual myths in the Near East, and is still the basis of Paradise Lost, V, VI and VII sequence. Too bad the Bible doesn’t follow through: there’s Genesis and Exodus, and
Leviticus is law, but Numbers isn’t wisdom or Deuteronomy prophecy; Joshua may be a prototype of Jesus but he isn’t gospel, and Judges isn’t apocalyptic, except that it’s the period of anarchy preceding what culminates in the David-Solomon epiphany. I suppose there are really three aspects to apocalypse, summing up the two threefold sequences preceding it: its origin in spectacular vision; the vision of the day of wrath; the vision that starts with the invitation of the Spirit and the Bride.

[62] The Winter’s Tale has got to be the profoundest stage play ever written. Man faces his emanation, which he now knows he loves now [sic] that he’s in his right mind again; she’s a statue to be brought to life but also one to be separated from all projections of mother, wife, girl friend, and fantasy figures. The Great Work is not, as I used to think, the begetting of a child on her, but the recognition that the child already exists: Our Perdita is found [5.3.121]. So Perdita isn’t the dying and reviving female; she’s the child who refuses to die, and she isn’t born, she’s found. As I said in my essay, four fathers are associated with her, three kings and a shepherd, and she’s the end of the magic journey. All the magi begot Jesus, and yet none of them did.

[63] Myth is the narrative shape of history, as in “Decline and Fall.” If there’s no interest in history as such in the Bible, that isn’t just interest in spiritual significance, which is vague; it’s rather interest in the mythical pattern. This goes in Section Two, and Three, the Exodus-Gospel parallel, can follow it; then Section Four introduces the theory of metaphor with the royal metaphor, the identity of the self and the other which is where the Begriff starts. Only Section Four talks about the hieroglyphic stage of thought, not about the theory of metaphor as such.

[64] Belief as tactical adoption: to say “my life is in the hands of God” is a tactical way of coming to terms with such data as (a) I can’t prolong my life, so far as I know, by an act of will (b) I feel it wouldn’t solve anything to kill myself even if I otherwise wanted to (c) it may be true that people do shorten their lives unconsciously, but what I’m unconscious of I by definition don’t know, and therefore can’t control. Not everybody finds the above formula satisfactory or necessary; others are simply stuck with it, and believe that any other formulation would be wrong, despite the obvious metaphorical form (“hands”). “The length of
my life is not, barring suicide, my responsibility,” is what the metaphor is in demotic language.

[65] Tales are told: the oral tradition is behind them, a listening audience: they’re paced in incident, following the beat of time, and they charm, the beat being hypnotic and punctuated with archetypes. Stories (= histories) are read: they’re epiphanic, and have symbolic emblems. Thus what we read is a riddle; we guess the meaning of the emblematic object, or we gain an insight (epiphany) into a certain human situation. Not especially Biblical in that form, but may become so.

[66] Here is drawing a circumference around the nearest theres; now is drawing a circumference around the nearest pasts and futures. Kernels for expansion into Rilke’s angel vision.  

[67] Belief (in Onians and elsewhere) that god was identified with the sacrificial victim at the moment the latter’s blood was spilt; completes the U-quest of the god; underlines the fact that all blood belongs to God; emphasizes the fact that the primary sacrifice is that of blood. Et homo factus est.

[68] The social absorption of the Biblical hieroglyphic is an inextricable mixture of hieratic translation and poetic recreation. In the hieratic age the former naturally had a higher authority, which it still struggles to retain. But in Part Four, when I emerge from the Mother metaphors to the Bride metaphors, I have to connect the emancipation of the Bible from sacramental kidnapping with the switch over to poetic recreation.

[69] Music, says Oscar Wilde, “creates for one a past of which one has been ignorant, and fills one with a sense of sorrows that have been hidden from one’s tears. I can fancy a man who had led a perfectly commonplace life, hearing by chance some curious piece of music, and suddenly discovering that his soul, without his being conscious of it, had passed through terrible experiences, and known fearful joys, or wild romantic loves, or great renunciations.” This seems to me a wonderful insight, with overtones that go far beyond music, true as I think it is of music. It verges close to my notion of myth as what really happened, as distinct from history, which is only what we’d have seen happening.
[70] In the royal metaphor the Logos shades off to the “sovereignty” of the Father, or transcendent God, on one side, and the immanence of the Holy Spirit on the other.

[71] Hieratic language abstracts, but evidently there are no original abstractions; they all grow out of earlier concrete images. Abstraction may turn out to be connected with the stage in religion where gods seem to constitute a transcendent order and sit on mountains.

[72] Recast Section One: recreation of a palimpsest, which the Bible by its structure insists on, means that centrifugal interests, finding analogies to the Bible in other myths, eventually reverse themselves and other myths start pointing to the Bible. This reversal is what stops us from the genetic fallacy, and enables us to see that myths mean everything they’ve effectively been made to mean.

[73] In modern times we think of the “prophet” as a very un-cerebral sort of person: somebody like D.H. Lawrence, who’s an authentic prophet even if everything he said was wrong. As he comes close to saying himself: “in details I’m sure I’m wrong.”

[74] Consciousness in the heart: Dan. 2:30; 7:28. Views of the head in Gen. 49:26; Ex. 29:10; Num. 6:5 ff.; I Sam. 28:2; II Sam 1:2; Isa. 1:5; Matt. 5:36. See Ex. 34:29 ff.

[75] I still wonder about reincarnation and why it seems excluded from the Bible. The other great principle is hereditary succession, the basis of aristocracy and the like: maybe they represent opposed mythological pictures. Choosing the younger son seems to suggest that election, the divine choice, is the essential thing, whatever nature elects, in its genetic code or elsewhere. I still can’t buy the notion of a soul floating around and eventually getting “into” a body which reincarnation seems to involve.

[76] In Eden all the animals are domesticated; completion of pastoral tradition.

[77] In your new version of the hieroglyphic-hieratic-demotic sequence you haven’t got ordinary speech as, more or less, continuing the hiero-
glyphic tradition on a lower and less deliberately recreated level. Verbal health is at its best when all three forms of language are in use; literature is what prevents ordinary speech from reverting to all the fallacies and confusions of the hieroglyphic stage of society.  

[78] In Heidegger things are because they’ve come to mean something to Dasein, in time. That means a kind of universal incarnationalism. If Jesus is the centre of all royal metaphors, then this means that the Logos is the centre of the natural as well as the social world.


[80] Double mirror not only the O.T.-N.T. one: destruction of Shechem in Genesis prototype of later destruction of Samaria (John Hyrcanus also destroyed it) as well as the golden calf business. Immortality of the soul (not the body) first taught in Jubilees, then in Enoch. Degrees of angels: lower ones over the elements: Rev. 7:1 (wind); 14:18 (fire); 16:5 (water). They’re too busy to observe the Sabbath. Some are guardians of individuals: Matt. 18:10; Acts 12:15. The highest orders are angels of the presence (note analogy with court) and of sanctification.

[81] Jubilees assumes an esoteric tradition revealed to Moses; twenty-two acts of creation in six (seven) days; the fall closed the mouths of animals. Enoch becomes an esoteric secretary in the Enochian literature along with Moses, hence growing confusion between the two. The fallen angels of Genesis 6 are the “Watchers.” God present on four mountain-tops: Eden, Lubar (Ararat; wonder about Blake’s Luban), Sinai, and Zion. Note the form of in medias res, revealing to Moses what happened up to his own time. Dim notion of a perfect calendar corresponding to original form of world: Jubilees author avoids the moon because it buggers his solar calendar: hence maybe that moon endureth verse in the Psalms [Psalm 72:7], which really means “until the moon is destroyed.”
Lex talionis; all blood belongs to God; "covering" the blood of the murdered victim links with nakedness anxieties. Tradition of a war between Egypt and Canaan at time of Exodus preserved in Acts 7:15–6. In the Passover no bone of the lamb must be broken.


[83] Note that the law is conceived by pious Jews as capable of allegorical interpretation but as still binding on the body as a physical act: this ambiguity is fundamental to the whole conception of the law. Perhaps (very doubtful) it goes with an association of mind or soul which leaves out the conception of spirit.

[84] Life of Adam and Eve: very Miltonic, and Milton could conceivably have known it. Satan explicitly expresses the elder-brother jealousy of P.L. 5; Michael is the "angel of humanity." Two "Negroes" attending Adam and Eve after the fall are the sun and moon, who have lost their light in presence of God.

[85] Martyrdom of Isaiah: the charge against him was not only the vision of God but equating Jerusalem with Sodom (note association with martyrdom also in Revelation 11:8).

[86] Regarding the creation myths: don’t assume that for Biblical writers the brain was the seat of intelligence: the association of sky and head doesn’t necessarily have that reference. The point is that the head is the seat of seeing and hearing, hence the emphasis on light and the spoken word.

[87] The question in Blake’s Tyger means: can we actually think of the world of the tiger as a created order? From Philo down this has been part of a Platonic problem of seeing the archetypal noumenal world
behind the phenomenal one, which is possible only to a vision of innocence, as in, e.g., Hopkins' poem on the stars [The Starlight Night].

[88] Of the hieratic verbal developments, oratory is the closest to hieroglyphic, and makes the same use of figured speech. Metaphysics is the typical hieratic development, and while there are still philosophers, such tendencies as Heidegger's to replace metaphysics with phenomenology indicate that we're in a demotic period.

[89] One thing I'm not clear on: I've followed tradition in believing that the transition from "gods" to "God" is a jump, a difference in kind, and that while it's possible to go from "God" to an atheistic or secularized position, it's not really possible to go back to "gods." But I wonder about that insane German movement from Holderlin to Heidegger, that includes George and Nietzsche: it is possible, surely, for man to pick up the notion of "gods" again in reverse, as demotic's relation of word to image is the reverse of the hieroglyphic one.

[90] I keep vacillating between a one-volume and a two-volume conception of "The Book": at present I'm in the one-volume stage, but sliding over to the two-volume one. The first volume, then, or part, while it has four chapters, has three parts. The opening four sections deal with (1) the hieroglyphic-hieratic-demotic sequence (2) the consequences of this for the reading of the Bible, including palimpsest, myths meaning everything they've been made to mean, and so on (3) myth and history (4) metaphor, including the royal metaphor. The next eight sections deal with imagery and narrative, dividing them, as I think now, into natura naturans and natura naturata divisions, the first four including paradisal, pastoral and agricultural imagery and the U-shaped Messianic narrative where the low point is the sacrificial victim of Isaiah 53. The next four sections deal with angels, mountain tops, cities, and of course the human wedding conceptions of imagery, and with the full Messianic panoply, Melchizedek and such, in the narrative. The last four sections wind up the total narrative, with the dragon fight, the total imagery, starting with the accuser-defender legal basis but including the whole contrast between teleological process in history and unending cycle, and outline the basis of response, distinguishing soul from spirit and trying to explain what spiritual discernment is.
Belief is an issue that arises in the hieratic period; hieroglyphic language is a language of direct experience. That's why the transition from the metaphorical "gods" to the metonymic (maybe) "God" is so important. One experiences the gods: they're really forms of human mental states, like Blake's recreations of them in Orc and Urizen and the like. One believes in a God: the element of projection is certainly there, and I have to take account of it, though it's not the whole story, as so many think now.

But "God" is certainly a word that belongs to metonymy: as Eckhart and others say, no word can possibly express all you mean by the word. The thought is infinite; the word which in the secondary stage of language expresses the thought is finite. As soon as you name God, you've finitized him; you have to believe that the universal is what's real even to keep the notion going. Hence the mystical "hid divinity" conception.

The age of metaphor; the age of metonymy; the age of simile. That's got it, I think. Heidegger in talking about being but never being able to evoke it by description is reverting to metonymy; this dissatisfies him, so he returns to metaphor and turns from a philosopher into a literary critic.

If I say "crown," that's a metonymy for Queen Elizabeth II. But of course "Queen Elizabeth II" is also metonymy for "crown." That's how the word "God" can be metonymic. Obviously all "abstraction" is metonymic; and the second age of language develops the abstract argument or conceptual myth, which is a distinguishing feature of the second age, but is impossible for the first age and too full of puns and multiple complex meanings for the third.

In hieroglyphic language the emphasis is not on belief but in recreating experience. The myths are the archetypal actions, to be recreated in ritual. The second age is priestly or hieratic, and hence focuses on "belief," which is a matter of drawing a group together into a tighter unit. But under analysis it appears that belief is quid agas as well as quid credas. A genuine belief is an axiom of behavior, and is manifested by behavior. So beliefs are still archetypes of action, though differently conceived.
In primitive language, ritual or magic recreate[s] the primordial myths: in the hieratic period there's an emphasis on "following." That is, verbal formulae generate other formulae, as in the syllogism, and hence prose, the language of dialectic, develops. I think, therefore I am: the operative word is therefore, the antecedent belief in the consecutiveness of words, when conceived as expressions of thoughts. Descartes' postulate is a restatement of the ontological proof: I can conceive a perfect being, but a perfect being must exist or he wouldn't be perfect: in short, I think, therefore God is.

"Logical" sequence is midway between subjective sequence, or association of ideas, and objective sequence, or progress of events. In any event hieratic language gives a much greater emphasis to time—I suppose that's partly what Marshall's [Marshall McLuhan's] getting at. Causality, as I've so often said, is built into the prose use of language.

Hence the argument can be a narrative, an abstract story, and a conceptual myth can arise by metonymy from a story-myth. What you believe in, in the age of belief, is ultimately in the sequaciousness of words. That's where I get my principle that if you just write enough sentences you can "reconcile" anything with anything else.

The first six phases of Part Two are a double Hegelian triad. Law is the synthesis of creation and exodus, or what amounts to destruction of the established base of social authority. Gospel is the synthesis of wisdom and "folly," i.e. prophecy, as there is a lot of textual evidence in the O.T. for calling prophets fools.

I'm fascinated by Heidegger's interest in Anaximander and his efforts to get behind the Socratic tradition to "think being" again; but what bothers me is his value distinction between authentic and inauthentic, which is different from, but enters into, his point about the "dissimulating" or "forgetting" of Being in the Platonic tradition. Anaximander gives the formula of tragedy: to be born is hybris, to die is nemesis. Contemplating nothing in anguish is exactly what King Lear does, and Heidegger is wonderful for illuminating Lear. But Plato belongs to the comic poets, and I wonder if comedy isn't something more than a dissimulating or forgetting of being. In fact I know damn well it is. There are transformations of thinking being which aren't just ways of avoiding it.
Those glumpy damn Germans, Heidegger and Nietzsche, strike poses that forget a lot of things about Being too. Both of them are examples of the tyranny of Greece over Germany, the paranoid obsession that makes them oppose themselves to especially the British tradition, which adopted the Hebrew culture as its main parent—of course it’s revolt against the Lutheran German strain, but it’s strange that the Greek obsession has so few adherents in England: Shelley’s one of the few.

[101] I’m getting through to something, I think: the secrets of Being can only be expressed in that Homeric phase of language in which the metaphorical is the literal. We can recapture this only poetically; but our poetic apprehension has to transcend everything we think of as literary into a new kind of super-“literalism.”

[102] There are two directions of interpreting the Bible: a progressive conservative one that moves forward, and a radical reactionary one that moves backward. The conservative one is where the myth-means-everything-it’s-been-made-to-mean point goes. The Bible gets wrapped up in heavier and heavier coats of institutional interpretation and dogma, until at the extreme it disappears. So there has to be the kind of stripping-off of layers we get at the Reformation and which strives to get further and further back to the lowest layer of the palimpsest. In the analytic and historical scholarship of the last century or so that has reached precisely nothing. So the extremes are bad, and an oscillation between the two is what’s essential. One extreme is the point where any statement is reconcilable with any other statement by adding more sentences; the other is the literal “zero degree” of writing, where the historical kernel of the life of Jesus in the Gospels is reduced to “Jesus wept” [John 11:35].

[103] Typology, being a theory of history, is a contrast to metaphor, which, for Aristotle, is a relation of identity between nouns unconnected with time. I suppose it was Parmenides who reached the limit of a metaphorical universe, with the verb “to be” the universal copula. So what’s the real significance of my “royal metaphor”?

[104] I suppose a doctrine of personal creation by a deity is one way of reducing thing to objects, in Heidegger’s phrase. Maybe that’s the kernel of slighting of nature in the Biblical contract.
I suppose the real idol is not the numinous object in nature but any object or goal, or vision of reality as something. That's what the Buddhists would say, I suppose, and I think it must be in the Bible in some form.

I've said that the sacrifice of Isaac would be effective typological teaching as a miracle play, because the audience would realize that Abraham was a prototype of God the Father, who had to go through with the sacrifice. But Abraham also banished Hagar and Ishmael, and that's part of the same operation, the Son of God being both the victim kept and slain and the Barabbas scapegoat sent wandering into the wilderness. Something here I've never got entirely clear.

Reversal and recognition are two key points in hermeneutic: reversal in the Bible occurs at the transition between wisdom and prophecy, where the permanently established modulates into confrontation. That transition takes place most clearly at the end of Job. Recognition is of course the apocalypse itself, when “every eye shall see” the returned Christ [Revelation 1:7]. In Plato the reversal comes when Socrates' dialectic ends in his judicial murder.

The great vitality of the O.T. consists in its thrusting forward into the future as prophecy. With Christianity the great event, the end of the historical process, moves gradually into the past, and in proportion as it does so the sense of being, or epiphany, takes on increasingly the sense of thereness, the has-been as present. Hence language becomes metonymic, because being is now infinite and the language to express it is still finite.

The royal metaphor is Parmenides' great vision of the universe identified through the word einai, which means both being and the universal copula. All living forms identified, at the end of Jerusalem. Identity with and as, the logical and the trans-logical.

Doubtless a Sumerian or Egyptian of 5000 B.C., engaged in "demotic" activities such as ordering stone for a building, arranging a marriage with prospective in-laws, assessing the amount of tax owed by a farmer, would use the same linguistic distinctions of true and false, reasonable and nonsensical, credible and fantastic, that we use now. But
the public and ceremonial language of religion and ritual, and the indi-
vidually derived public or semipublic language of priest or prophet or
poet, has that metaphorical quality of evoking the image that I’m after.\textsuperscript{93}

[111] It seems to me that the Bible really straddles phase one and phase
two of language. It’s monotheistic and has a God, which is phase two;
yet it speaks of this God entirely in metaphorical and quasi-polytheistic
terminology, as in phase one. Oratory, again, also straddles the two
phases, and oratory is of the essence of the Bible. Perhaps this means
that it stands outside the history of language.

[112] Anyway, the whole Logos period, phase two, is dominated by the
notion of necessary connection, which extends into language in the form
of syllogistic logic. It emphasizes, as Heidegger says, the “together” in
the conception “belonging together.”\textsuperscript{94}

[113] I wonder if Part One of this damn book isn’t concerned with pre-
senting the Bible as an element in what Heidegger calls technology,\textsuperscript{95} as
an element that man uses and absorbs into his own creative work. That’s
a legitimate enough thing to study, but it does imply the existence of
further studies, notably Part Four. Not a study of the Bible in itself so
much as a study of the potentiality of the Bible for human creative work.

[114] The Bible, then, leaps out of phase one of language without falling
into phase two; certain writers of our time—Heidegger, Derrida (in
Glas), some of the Zen people, seem to be trying to leap out of phase two
without falling into phase three.\textsuperscript{96}

[115] When we move from the conventional metaphor, the Aristotelian
statement of a relation of identity between nouns, to Pound’s sense of
discourse as metaphorical by continuity,\textsuperscript{97} we’ve moved from a figure of
speech into a new contextualism.

[116] Similarly, going back to the Sumerian of 5000 B.C., there has never
been a time or place when words would not have been thought of as
expressions of thoughts. The question is when it moves into the position
of cultural ascendancy.

[117] I want my centrifugal-centripetal point (in reference to direction
of interest; from the Bible outwards to comparative mythology, then in reverse direction) to come into the opening section. I should make it clear though that the reduction of the Bible’s narrative and imagery into my schematic patterns illustrates a compulsion toward form which is not only me but the general cultural tendency of the West. Also that the compulsion toward form doesn’t squeeze in the whole Bible, or even the essence of it.

[118] Perhaps the first half of the study, “The Book,” deals with the Bible’s standing out of phase one without falling into phase two; “The Response to the Book” would then deal with the people who stand out of phase two without falling into phase three. I don’t mean that it would deal with those people (Heidegger, Derrida, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard and some of the poets, Joyce, Mallarme, Holderlin), but that it would deal with the attempt to respond to the Bible that keeps clear of the scholastic wrappings and the archaeological unwrappings.

[119] Onians’ monumental study of the Homeric vocabulary goes along with such things as Levi-Strauss’ building up from concepts like raw and cooked an elaborate verbal universe made out of concrete nouns and metaphors. At one pole we have the explicit metaphor, the Aristotelian statement of identity between the two nouns; at the other the metaphorical discourse, or contextualism where everything is in a potentially metaphorical relation to everything else. At the heart, once again, is the royal metaphor where identity as, the identity of experience, joins on with identity with, the identity of knowledge.

[120] Note that if Part Two is to be called “The Response to the Book,” then Part One is not simply “The Book,” but something more like “The Book Calls,” or “The Calling of the Book.”

[121] The word with power, or with casual relationship to a thing. It starts with the creative Word of Genesis 1, goes on to Adam’s naming of the animals, and survives in the rash vow, the word which once spoken defines time, and cannot be obliterated.

[122] I think what Vico is saying is certainly something I have to say: that the cycle is the failed spiral, the spiral being the genuine form of recreation. For Vico there is a providence which keeps the spiral recreat-
ing, but among the gentiles this collapses into the cycle, as it does in pagan theories of history, from Polybius to Nietzsche. Nietzsche and many other Germans, as I’ve said so often, attempt to recreate the Classical tradition, as Kierkegaard attempted to recreate the Biblical one. Kierkegaard and Nietzsche are therefore the forerunners of the new spiritual emancipation of man (see below). They follow the Reformation and Renaissance tendencies to recreate Biblical and Classical forms, which in their turn recreated the Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire, the earlier imperialistic transformations of the Bible (Part Four).

[123] Nature is the second Word of God: regenerate Nature is the second Resurrection, the eighth eye which is also the subjective aspect of the seventh one or apocalypse.

[124] Recreation again: an aspect of the law is annihilated (Galatians) and another aspect fulfilled (Matthew). This corresponds to the Freudian attitude to the Father, where there’s an aspect brought out in the Oedipus myth in Greek culture which is the tragic aspect, and another aspect brought out in the Christ myth which is the comic one (Yeats up to date). What gets annihilated in the Jewish law, for Christianity, is really the sacramental act or ritual imitation of spiritual life (“circumcision is nothing”) [1 Corinthians 7:19]; what we have to go through now is the corresponding Christian transcendence of sacrament and identification of what we do with genuine and unalienated work. The Reformation went part way, but its view of the Word was only of unity.

[125] As to that, I wonder if I shouldn’t rephrase the dialectic of Part Two as follows: unity is a (relatively static) thesis; its negation is not so much the decentralized Bible as the recreation in which it becomes a historical process, and interpenetration, the real decentralized Bible, is the Aufhebung which follows.

[126] The regeneration of Nature, the second resurrection, follows on the redemption of man; in Judaism Israel is redeemed by taking possession again of its promised land. I think all the stages of Part Two follow this pattern: the wisdom of conservatism and the magical knowledge of nature; prophecy of Israel and prophecy of renewed nature; law of the people in the desert and law of the new land (Deuteronomy). All that stuff too about whether the Lord’s home address is Sinai or the Prom-
ised Land. The six arks, by the way, are the creation-firmament, Noah's ark, the ark of the infant Moses, the ark of the covenant in first the wilderness and then in the temple, and the manger of the infant Christ. The Sabbatical one is the ark opened in the Heavens in Revelation.\footnote{103}

\footnote{107} Not only does Christ have to enter into the fallen state of man to redeem him; he must also enter the state of Adonis the dying and rising god, take on the whole death-and-revival parody of the resurrection. There are three states, infernal, purgatorial, and apocalyptic. I think purgatorial might work better than legal or prototypical. In female characters, the demonic maternal is Lilith, the purgatorial maternal Eve, and, perhaps, Sarah, Rebecca and Leah. (Note that Sarah twice, and Rebecca once, are placed in a position of peril, like Eve herself: Andromeda pattern.) Rachel, Ruth, Mary, and the woman of Rev. 12, are then the apocalyptic mothers. The demonic marital includes Jezebel, Delilah, and the Great Whore; the purgatorial marital or forgiven harlot Rahab, Magdalen, the wives of Hosea, and the various portrayals of the unfaithful Israel (Reaney's Rachel)\footnote{104} in the prophets; the apocalyptic marital is the Bride of the Song of Songs and the Bride at the end of Revelation and the wedding parables in the Gospels.

\footnote{128} Similarly, the cross is demonic in one aspect, but purgatorial as a redemptive symbol; the desert is demonic as waste land and purgatorial as the place of the forging of Israel.

\footnote{129} I think the four chapters of Part One should each have a narrative structure. The first chapter, dealing with the introduction on unity and recreation, on the manic-depressive chart, and on typology and the two testaments, with the royal metaphor, should end with the Exodus-Gospel aspect of Biblical narrative. The second chapter, dealing with the world of work and the imagery, apocalyptic and demonic, of the four categories of human, animal, vegetable and mineral imagery (only I must get into the habit of speaking of the last three as pastoral, agricultural, and urban), should end with the narrative as presenting the Messianic hero: all the Melchizedek, Moses-Elijah and Four-Zoa patterns, perhaps including the whole U-shaped suffering servant progression. Depends on how much material gets used up. The third chapter, dealing with the axis mundi or angel-mountain, paradisal tree-water, and divine imagery, should end perhaps with a statement of the ark-to-ark narra-
tive: the creation out of waters, Noah's flood with its ark, mountain and rainbow; the ark in Egypt led into the wilderness, the ark taken into Jerusalem; the Ephratah ark (Psalm 132) which reappears in the manger of Christ, and the ark of the covenant in Revelation above the sea of glass [4:6]. The fourth chapter, dealing with the hierarchy of response, deliverance out of the elements, and the passing out of the legal metaphor, should end with the dragon-killing and fishing narrative. Probably this will take the last two sections. All my sequences of sevens have an eighth eye, and this one should probably be the spiritual respondent, the reader of the Bible who is ultimately its greater hero, because identified with the Holy Spirit.

[130] Nothing much new on Part Two: the first chapter deals with creation and exodus, and packs the rhetoric of authority and the ear-eye internalizing of the Word around them. The second deals with law and wisdom, and includes the dialectic of sacrifice and Job. The third deals with prophecy and gospel, and includes the dialectic of presence (the temple business) and, perhaps, the scapegoat imagery. The fourth deals with apocalypse, including the culbute, the transcending of the legal category, the regeneration of nature, and the final separation of Israel from "Egypt," i.e. history. The eighth eye hero (and this is new, I think) is the return to the decentralized Bible of the opening rhetoric section. Unity has to be negated to achieve its Aufhebung of interpenetration. The demonic parody of this last is the proof-text out of context, which destroys the analogy of faith. The negation of unity includes the recognition that the demonic parody of unity is the divine plan of salvation that "inspired" so many Puritan sermons, and gets into the third book of Paradise Lost.

[131] I've said elsewhere that while the Bible, by possessing a reasonably adequate syllabary which is almost a true alphabet (the Greek has an alphabet, of course), avoids the major problems of primary meaning that the Tao te Ching has, it also falls into the opposite error of over-definition, the proof-text and the like. Is apocalyptic simply an adaptation of prophecy to the purely written word?

[132] Part Four: the Thunderer and the Father are tribal; Son and Mother are imperial, and expand over the world; Spirit and Bride are the decentralizing forces.
Recreation is not always the conscious use of a source: one may recreate simply as a spokesman of a later time. That's why we so often find that, after deciding that A must have read B and finding he didn't, we realize that A would still have written essentially what he did write without B.

The Messiah had to be both Joshua and the hanged Kings of Canaan, as I've said: he had to be both the sons of David, the Solomon whose reception of the Queen of Sheba was the prototype of the Magi and the Absalom hung on a tree and pierced through with darts.¹⁰⁷

Primary wisdom in the Bible is the prolongation of law and relates only to human institutions. There is also a wisdom of nature, which Solomon is reputed to have had, and which is closely linked with magic. This kind of wisdom starts with divination, which as oracle is superseded by prophecy. This has something to do—I'm not sure yet what or how—with the fact that while work is presented as a curse on fallen man, this refers only to alienated or exploited work, and is neutralized by the vision of nature transformed by work which is the basis of the apocalyptic vision.

Something in Part Two: there's of course a sequence of seven stages, and I note that the transition from 3 to 4, law to wisdom, is apparently through the innocent law or commandment. Wonder if a corresponding principle works at each stage? Creation is stage one, and that, presumably, proceeds from the Genesis accounts to the hymns of creation in Psalm 104 and elsewhere. But in those the vision of the world as created is obviously possible only to the innocent vision: as Blake showed, the world of the tiger is simply uncreated, and only the world of the lamb has a providence. Take the hymn, O Worship the King, which is founded on Psalm 104:¹⁰⁸ it's pure metaphor, and the most fundamentalist of people would hardly take it as much more than that. So ultimately the vision of the world as created can't come until the apocalypse, the vision of the world as created.

Also, the transition from creation to Exodus is the objectivized counterpart of the individual progression from wisdom (stage 4) to prophecy (stage 5). Wisdom is said to have accompanied the creation, and obviously prophecy is the individual form of revolution in Egypt.
I don’t know whether Part Two is going to be as Hegelian as Parts Three and Four, but some kind of expansion by negation seems to be going on there too. The third stage, Law, includes what I have to say about the passing over of the firstborn, which is also the nexus for whatever of the tragic is included in the Bible. For the Bible in general the only real tragedy is the tragedy of Israel, caused by its own hybris and the nemesis of divine wrath. In the stage of law God is assumed to be an accuser: you did this in the past, and nothing you want to do in the present or future can possibly cancel it out. This is of course the spearhead of Blake’s attack on the legalistic Nobodaddy, and the reason for his almost exclusive emphasis on forgiveness of sins. But the accuser remains sometimes, if not in society as a whole, at least in the individual. Take the position of Claudius in Hamlet: he can’t cancel out the major crime that got him the throne. I suppose that’s what “mortal” sin means, not necessarily a sin that kills the soul, but one that, even though past, remains in the present.

There are two things in the above note, one the development of the argument of the third stage of the law, the other an adumbration of the main argument of the whole part, where each stage becomes demonic as soon as we pass through it. The created order becomes demonic as soon as we hit the revolutionary setup in society; that becomes demonic as soon as revolution establishes contact with what preceded it; law becomes the demonic accuser as we pass into wisdom; wisdom becomes a complacently demonic withdrawal from responsibility when we pass into prophecy—that’s as far as I can go just now.

Again, the accuser in the past may be social as well as individual, just as, say, the Russian Revolution, whatever one thinks of what it did, was the nemesis of countless flogged peasants: this was, of course, blundering and stupid, because the kind of people that had suffered were for the most part the same people that went on suffering, but the process itself does seem to conform to some kind of pattern.

What about the prophecy-gospel transition? The traditional answer is that Jesus replaces the future-centered prophecy with a presence which is also (for institutional religion) a past. All right as far as it goes, but there must be more than that. The Gospel is supposed to fulfil the law and the prophets, as well as (through the word Logos) wisdom.
Apocalypse cancels out everything “first” about the first coming, and so leads the way into the recreation, the Eighth Eye.

[142] The priest-king-prophet attributes of Christ follow the Part Two pattern: the priest is the central figure of the law; the king (Solomon) the central figure of wisdom, the philosopher-king; the prophet of course is the critic of society that follows on the end of Plato’s Republic 9. Melchizedek is the effort to unite the law and wisdom, priest and king, symbols.109

[143] The fourth part of the book, then, deals with: Stage One: the Stinker and the Father. Stage Two: the Mother and the Son. Stage Three: the Spirit and the Bride. Stage Four: the Child and his Brave New World. The latter is what emerges in the final chapter, the awakening of the spectres of the dead, which are to some extent the previous six, arranged as eight, an ogdoad of Zoas and Emanations.

[144] It’s not part of the book, really, but for completeness I should add that just as poetry is a recreation of the first phase of language, so there’s a slight but significant body of writing, connected with what I’ve called the anatomy, which recreates the second. This is the writing that explores the metaphorical and diagrammatic bases of second-phase writing, and so turns its constructs into a kind of metaphorical game.110 The word game is linked to the fact that its centre of gravity is that mysterious area I’ve talked so much about, where the oracular and witty seem different aspects of the same thing. Boehme is one of the greatest writers in this tradition, and the one that impinges most closely on the response to the Bible. Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus is a very typical example; others are Poe’s Eureka, Butler’s Life and Habit, Lawrence’s Fantasia of the Unconscious. It’s really allied to the oratorical tradition, I suppose; it clearly has links with occultism, which is essentially a schematic way of thinking about nature, and so is closer to a linguistic basis.

[145] Anyway, one thing that’s important about second-phase writing is that it’s a technique of rationalization, and the thing it rationalizes is ultimately social authority. That’s why religious movements today are so desperately reactionary and futile as a basis for political action. Similarly with Marxism: Marx is a third-phase writer, but Marxism is second-phase atavism, concerned solely to rationalize its accession to power.
Regarding the metaphorical-game tradition: I have a certain affinity with this tradition myself, a fact that has put off a number of my readers. It's hard to know whether one is "serious" or not in this tradition: cf. Samuel Butler especially, whose prose style is one I greatly admire. Similarly with the sane bits of Lawrence, such as his lively analogy of the bicycle. The owlish solemnity of Eureka, the hysterical parts of Lawrence, and the affinity with occultism generally, which hasn't much humor as a rule, may be over-compensation.

Re the tension between first and second phases: St. Thomas is compelled to take the Bible seriously, so he's compelled to take first-phase metaphor seriously; the result is his doctrine of analogy. Plato didn't feel compelled to take Homer seriously, except when he was useful to Plato, so he notes the development of hyponoia and lets it go at that.

The metaphorical-game tradition seems to have a close affinity to the Protestant tradition, mainly because the Protestants were the first people to try to look beyond the rationalizing of authority in second-phase writing. I think I'm close to some kind of self-recognition scene here. The tradition I'm thinking of now is really prose-poetry, a recantation of conceptual instead of story-myth, which makes it parallel to fiction but something different from it. And it's not quite the same thing as the anatomy tradition either. I suppose it's related to kabbalism, in a way.

I find in what I've called the sane parts of Lawrence's Fantasia a lot of allusions to things that interest me: his insistence on the father as the source of individuality, along with his obvious resentments against the mother. This links with my point about creation, that the mother is the parent we have to break with to get born, hence the importance of rebirth, rite-de-passage ceremonies, where the boy is taken from his mother to join the men. The Man Who Died reverses this and sells out to the mother: that's what I've always really disliked about that story.

Then again, the metaphorical-game tradition has affinities with the authority of prophecy, as distinct from the priest-king authority that has to be rationalized. That sends out filaments toward Rimbaud, Dostoievsky, even perhaps the sane parts of Nietzsche.
[151] I'm glad I'm not concerned with belief, but only with trying to understand a language. I simply can’t believe (there's that word again) that the people talking about demythologizing are really as stupid as they sound. How can they be so damn cocksure about what the modern man can and can’t believe? I've never tried drugs, but it's obvious that with enough pot you can believe anything, and with enough LSD you can visualize anything. We can’t believe all the stories about casting devils out of people because we can’t believe devils cause diseases. How the hell can there be any other cause of disease, for God's sake? We can’t accept everything Jesus says about the end of the world because it didn’t end as soon as he thought it would. Didn’t end for whom? For fools and cowards like ourselves, perhaps; but we're the ones who are wrong.

[152] It still seems to be true that Christianity has some affinity for stupidity. If I were to see a small church labelled "the foursquare gospel" I'd give it a wide berth, because I know I'd find nothing inside except what I'd call hysteria. Not that they wouldn’t be individually well-meaning, decent people, or that a written-out statement of their beliefs couldn’t be read without (much) revulsion. This is close to Nietzsche's remark that Christianity is now a matter of taste rather than reason (perhaps it always was). Also to R.D. Laing’s point that schizophrenia may be a quite normal reaction against an even more insane world. Aside from the very large amount of trendy crap in Laing, I wonder if Jesus freaks and Pentecostalers and similar totally uncritical Christians aren’t saying something rather important: that we all know that we are immortal children of God but keep suppressing and censoring the knowledge. Under the pressure of that censorship there's no refuge except in hysteria: the comfort of a reasonable religion is one thing our age doesn't seem to want.

[153] Winter's Tale again: there's nature and art, and nature seems to be linked to rebirth and the future, the rising younger generation getting its way in spite of senile opposition. The sheep-shearing festival and the dance of the twelve satyrs are central. Art seems to be linked to the re-integrating of the older generation (painting, sculpture, music and magic are all featured in the final scene, besides poetry), and to be concerned with the resurrection of the past. The basis here is that remark of Oscar Wilde quoted earlier [par. 69].
Curious the number of times people have sold out to some silly cause because they couldn’t distinguish the demonic parody from the real thing. Heidegger has some remark in an essay about National Socialism being essentially the struggle against technology: he wanted so much to have peasants woo-wooing around the soil that he didn’t see that the Nazis were interested solely in demonic technology. Similarly with all the jerks who went in for Stalinism, and disregarded all the evidence that Stalinism was the demonic opposite of Marx’s goal. On a very small scale, McLuhan contrasted a linear abstract spatial perception with a sensory and immediate spatial perception, and then spent the next fifteen years gradually realizing that the contrast of reading and television-watching he’d got it identified with was its demonic opposite.

If I were to say to an orange what a beautiful orange you are, and if the orange could talk, it would say: orange is the one thing I’m not, the one color I totally reject. That’s why you see me as orange: it’s the color I banish from myself. If you could see me as I really am I’d be more like blue. Now there’s a color . . . I wonder how far this principle could be extended to, say, how we see other people’s characters.

The New Testament primitivizes, if that’s the word, the Old: the monotheistic God of the O.T. is metonymic, as I say, but the language used about him is mostly metaphorical even in the O.T. itself; whereas the New Testament, by centering itself on the conception of incarnation, goes totally back to the metaphor and the beginning-word or language-event. This is parallel to its primitive revival of dying-god imagery and its beliefs in hell, imminent apocalypse, and all the things that make Christianity so much more primitive than Judaism.

Chapter Eight is about the two degrees of apocalypse. The first is the spread-out, objective, panoramic apocalypse of the Book of Revelation, which, because it’s only the first stage, is concentrated on the metaphor of law: last judgment and the like. The second is the one that involves the reintegration of nature and the participating vision that succeeds the objective one. In the latter time and space disappear into synchronicity and interpenetration respectively. In that world time doesn’t exist: only synchronic patterns do; space doesn’t exist, but (as in the Greek language) only places do.
[158] The literary analogues seem at present to go through some kind of Hegelian triad. The panoramic objective vision seen on Patmos corresponds to the view of the Bible as an epic unified in narrative and imagery, of which the Book of Revelation forms the final coda, a dense mosaic of allusions and echoes to preceding parts of the Bible. This is a thesis leading to an antithesis, the completely decentralized body of kernels of which each one is a microcosm of the Bible as a whole. The synthesis would be, theoretically, the encyclopaedic form which contains both the Dante-unity and the Rimbaud-epiphany, though no book I know manifests this unity-epiphany combination except the Bible itself. Literary analogues would be in the encyclopaedic area: Gurdjieff’s All and Everything, Finnegans Wake, perhaps [Jacques Derrida’s] Glas; further back, Rabelais and [Francesco Colonna’s] Hypnerotomachia.

[159] And perhaps the ultimate location of this second-apocalypse vision would be the Noh or Bardo world of Shakespeare’s Tempest, Paradise Regained, Blake’s Milton.

[160] In this third phase of the history of language, it’s important to remember that exactness of language depends entirely on the strength of the social consensus, not on anything the individual user of language can do subjectively, though it’s essential for him to do his share. In an audience of experts words can mean much the same thing to all; in its demonic parody, the lynching mob, such words as “Jew” in a Nazi mob mean the same thing in the sense of likeness: similar reflexes are triggered off.

[161] Iliad 15: 201, the furies always follow the firstborn.

[162] God is an inference from the existence of a Word of God; I must look up Ebeling and his conception of a “language-event.” There can’t be an event coming to us through a book that isn’t in some degree a language-event.

[163] In extreme allegorical commentary the Bible gets wrapped up thicker and thicker until it disappears; in extreme archaeological scholarship it becomes a mass of traces of pre-Biblical activity and disappears again. Both extremes avoid the direct confrontation with the Bible which
is what I must include. Confrontation means that the authority of the Bible has to be essentially an authority of context, or what Paul calls the analogy of faith. Any specific element in the Bible can be accounted for by some external criterion; but it acquires a different kind of meaning and reference once it gets into the Bible.

[164] The son-father relationship that Bloom yells so much about in literature occurs in the Bible, of course, with the gospel-law relation, which annihilates one aspect of the law and fulfills another. The straight son-father relationship itself is more complicated. Officially, there is only the comic "atonement" or fulfilling identification, because the other, tragic, Oedipus aspect has been censored out. This is what the Gnostics tried to contribute to the mythological picture, and what Boehme was talking about when he said that the first principle of God was demonic (more or less). Also, of course, the whole God-is-dead slant of a few years ago. This is finally the way to handle the heavenly stinker: he's wiped out and the "Father" replaces him. The Greeks, I think, didn't really censor the comic side of Oedipus—it's there to some extent in the Colonus play—but of course their Father, Zeus, has an Oedipal basis vis-a-vis Cronos. So I suppose Yeats is right about its being predominantly Oedipal.

[165] D.H. Lawrence says, in his Fantasia of the Unconscious, that the sun and moon are dependent on earthly living things for their continued existence. This is the notion that, in its demonic form (never far away from Lawrence, unfortunately), underlay the Aztec sacrificial frenzies. Certainly it's a purely pagan notion: the god is fed by us so that he can feed us. That's a reciprocal and metaphorical relation. Christianity's type of monotheism made this relation a one-way street: our sacrifices are no good to God, so they're purely symbolic, a dramatization of the spiritual life in analogy.

[166] Connected with the same one-way street point is that in the first phase of language words are words of power. The Bible uses the word as the central symbol for the transfer of energy from God to man. You couldn't work that out in visual terms: in vision man is the active principle and God would have to be visible, which he ain't. What is visible is nature: that's the Greek direction, of course.
Part Two of this book summarizes the Biblical narrative in six efforts: creation, revolution, law, wisdom, prophecy, gospel. It reaches its Sabbath vision at the end, in the spectacular apocalypse, the vision of John in Patmos. That takes us from A to Z, or rather Omega, Genesis to Revelation. The eighth eye, the participating apocalypse, the eternal Sunday in the spirit, begins where the Bible leaves off, and, in my scheme, starts off the second part of the project, the response to the book. The six stages correspond to the participating narrative experience of reading, the seventh to the critical associational process which follows it, the eighth returns to participation on a new plane.

In the old chain of being cosmology the poles were form and matter, everything seeming to be material if you happened to be above it and could look down on it. Form correspondingly was what you saw about you as the ideal image of what you had, God being pure form. In our post-Romantic cosmology form and matter have been replaced by the organic and mechanical. Whatever we’ve got above seems to us to act like a machine: we know that animals are alive, but they seem to us purely mechanical and behavioristic, dominated by conditioned reflex, fight-or-flight dilemmas and the like. Inside ourselves, our involuntary bodily processes seem to us mechanical: yogis have got to the stage where the mind also seems to be a mechanism. This is, I think, a Whitehead line of speculation.

The New Testament’s spiritual-natural opposition is closer to this organic-mechanical one than it is to Aristotle’s form-matter one, I think. There’s a downward movement analogous to revelation, where the organic assimilates the mechanical to itself, as the yogi does his mind and his body, and an upward movement analogous to resurrection which is the machine’s response to this, being possessed by a spirit that makes it genuinely conscious. Milton was trying to think in these terms, except that he couldn’t admit giving man free will made him unpredictable to God, otherwise he’s still a machine. To create a being with free will one (i.e. God) wouldn’t make so much as let be, as Heidegger says.124

This book expresses my personal encounter with the Bible, as a twentieth-century mind, and at no point does it express the authority of
a scholarly consensus. Anyone dissatisfied with such a reader's contract should try another book.

[171] The controlling figures of the three phases of language are, respectively, the metaphor, the metonymy, and the (suppressed or implicit) simile. Metaphor is identity seen as a static pattern; metonymy assumes a Kantian basis of manifestation and reality behind it; simile assumes a comparative parallelism of subject and object, word and thing. All three are fundamentally spatial relationships. So far as I can see, only typology, A anticipates B and consequently B recalls A, is a figure with a time relationship, and that's connected with the Bible's uniquely historical dimension.

[172] That, then, is why the Bible is phase one and a half rather than one or two. But typology has to cross the royal metaphor at right angles, somehow, the one metaphor that coincides with phase two thinking, or real universal.

[173] Chapter Six, the end of the Norton Lectures and the first half of the book, is concerned with the recovery of myth. In romance this is the transition from identification to identity. Childlike readers (no emotional disapproval attached to this) tend to identify with some character they admire: this is why romance is so snobbish, concerned with kings and princes, with upper-class amateur detectives, with handsome brave men and beautiful women. Every critic who knows anything at all knows that this is a transitional and ultimately phony stage, and that one has to break through it.

[174] In society this corresponds to the breakthrough from the docile acceptance of social mythology to the adult understanding of real mythology, becoming aware of the degree of one's own social conditioning, and so advancing to the rank of a fully realized individual. In many respects Marxist societies, especially China, provide a sense of social function for individuals that capitalist societies don't give: nevertheless the bourgeois society may preserve certain ideals of individuality that the fully mature Marxist state will accept, if it becomes fully mature and doesn't remain in the obsessive or hysterical phase. Similarly aristocratic societies preserve for us the ideal of fraternity, which can be recovered, i.e., removed from a discriminating class context and
made into a genuinely human ideal, the ideal of respecting a person because of his birth, because he has been born, because he is there.

[175] In religion this is the breakthrough from the providential parental universe to the universe of interpenetration. Comedy, where everything mysteriously comes out right, is something to be transcended, not simply exchanged for a tragic view. The Christian hunch that comedy is more complete than tragedy is, I think, correct as far as it goes; but there's something more complete than comedy, where the framework is still all-encompassing. It has something to do with Blake's "tent" symbol in Milton and renunciation of the 28th Church. 128

[176] This also is connected with a restatement of my "scientific" suggestion which made so many people so mad. There was a New Yorker cartoon of crowds of people marching under different banners or slogan boards representing different schools of psychotherapy. I remember one board labelled "Sons and Daughters of the Primal Scream"; others, which I've forgotten, were connected with transactional therapy, simultaneous orgasm cults, and so on. All these schools claim to be therapeutic and also to be based on scientific principles. Doubtless that's true of any genuine psychotherapy that works and isn't just quackery. But if the scientific element in them were fully matured there wouldn't be different schools with different mythological frameworks: there'd be one school with an infinite variety of adaptation to the infinite variety of patients. All this is a fortiori true of literary criticism, or the larger subject to which it belongs, the study of human imagination and creativity.

[177] That is, criticism, which since Kant has been the central humanistic activity other than creation, is still full of quacks, mainly because people don't understand the kind of damage that can be done by incompetence in this field. It's still judged by the standards of creativity, where nothing is wrong or incompetent in itself. Hence the number of different schools and the heresy-hunting, which, like similar phenomena in religion, is a clear indication that nobody really knows what he's talking about. What I'm working toward is a conception of criticism which makes it (a) a social science (b) will show that the existing social sciences, besides being that, are also the applied humanities (c) will be therapeutically effective by making people more aware of their own
mythological conditioning. It is essentially a failure in criticism that makes people fall a prey to obsessional social mythologies like those of Hitler and Stalin. I have to be careful about saying this, of course, because it sounds so much like just another sales pitch.

[178] Presidential address material, perhaps.\textsuperscript{129}
This notebook contains three unrelated sections. The first sixteen paragraphs are a series of notes, written with a broad-tipped pen, that centre on belief and the four levels of vision. Then follow two paragraphs, written in ink, on the difference between possession and contemplation. The final section is a list of topics, written in pencil, that come primarily from Frye's reading of a half-dozen books from the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha. The three sections, separated here (though not in the notebook itself) by roman numerals in square brackets, appear to have been written at different times. No internal evidence permits a certain dating of the sections of the notebook, but several references suggest it is pre-Great Code (e.g., The Letter of Aristeas, referred to in section 3 and in The Great Code, p. 3). The material in section 1 having to do with spiritual levels and continuity has affinities with those entries in Notebook 21 that Frye wrote when preparing for the Birks Lectures. This small notebook, measuring 14.5 × 9.8 cm., has green end papers and a cloth cover with a repeated horizontal pattern of colours. It is in the NFF, 1991, box 24.

[1] 9: If we take behavior as the basis of belief, we shall not solve any of the traditional problems of belief, notably the gap between what we do and what we “believe” we ought to do. But behavior is the basis for a study of the phenomenology of belief, as distinct from the recording of presupposed belief. Because what we believe we ought to do is still related to action: it’s *quid agas*, the third level, not the second (*quid credas*)¹ as in Dante. The latter is founded on the *credo ut intelligam*² fallacy.
[2] 8 (probably): There are two areas for which the future is the only metaphor: the predictable and the possible. The former is the basis of the vulgar, non-resonant, “foretelling” aspect of prophecy, & is now emancipated as scientific method. The latter is the apocalyptic hope, hope being a virtue greater than faith, but one relating to the future as faith does to the past. As in Bunyan, we can be faithful only unto death, but hope goes through the Red Sea to the other side.

[3] The material universe runs down in entropy; things evolve “upward” into “higher” forms of life. This is a gigantic objectification of the fact that the body dies while the spirit moves toward a new life. All philosophies of Existenz talk about the mind-body unit. In Christianity faith is under entropy except to the degree that it’s transmuted into hope. Faith is law-related and connected with the legal term “justification.” Faithful always means “faithful unto death.”

[4] Whitehead’s essay on the function of reason is the fable of the belly & the members again. The function of the speculative reason is not parasitic but digestive: it “understands” the objective world until it becomes a counterpart of itself: that’s what the mirror metaphor in the word speculative means. When Eddington says that the post-Einsteinian universe is a “crumpled continuum” he’s implying that it’s a mirror of the human brain. All this is nomos, the quest for balance, where the other is the natural other & where the effort is to see it as a counterpart. “Understanding,” originally a subordinating term, becomes equated with “substance.”

[5] To get to the third level we subordinate again, because the “other” is turning into the spiritual other, God as Jacob’s angel. Credo ut intelligam turns into credo quia absurdum. Myth does not contain within itself the capacity to distinguish the true from the false. Hence “heresy” comes to be free thought, or a speculative effort to return to the second level of balance with nature, not a renewing of the power of vision. Equalization on this level is existential, where Nietzsche’s will to power & S.K.’s [Søren Kierkegaard’s] faith become different aspects of quid agas.

[6] On the fourth level the otherness is spiritual. A God who is traditionally three persons in one substance confronts man, who is three substances in one person. They are the body-mind complex, the willing-
energy creative complex, and the spiritual complex, which it is almost impossible to find metaphors for that don’t return us to the second level. Note how passing from second to third level involves the dialectic negating of God, who gets extruded from the objective world of science entirely.

[7] The progression from first to second level includes the pons asinorum from polytheism to monotheism. Once the order of nature is balanced in the nomos vision, the spiritual Other appears as a tertium quid. On the third level this t.q. vanishes & the creativity of man comes into view. This is accompanied by a new hallucinatory polytheism, the projected forms of Blake’s states.

[8] Continuity on the second level leads to an all-encompassing circumferential mind. Hegel’s Ph [Phenomenology of Spirit] in itself is a genuine effort to express what the fourth level is; as an introduction to the later “system” it’s only a second-level mirage. Continuity on the third level is expressed by the metaphors of the dance, exuberance, gaiety. Continuity on the fourth level is not possible, because to reach it we have to go through the dialectical negation known as death.

[9] The third level recreates the first: direct clarity of perception is transformed into spontaneity. The fourth level, which is beyond experience, resembles the second, & it is hard to find metaphors that don’t, like “vision,” take us back to the nomos equalization.

[10] Every four-level vision is a seven-storey mountain, because there are three transitional stages. The literal level is simple perception of time and space (demotic meaning). The verbalizing of this takes us through the first transition, a dialectical negation of such perception accomplished through the Gestalt or centripetal grasp of verbal structure. This is stage 1½. The Aufhebung of time & space,⁸ where we perceive temporally & spatially, brings us to the second (knowledge) level, where we perceive the world of a divine creator. Stage 2½ annihilates the creator by kenosis, transfers the creative power to man, and brings us to the quid agas level, which is existential and normally godless (Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre, Marx). Existence is negated at death into nothingness, and its Aufhebung is immortality, which we conceive only by analogy. Faithful is burned up at stage 3½, or else drowned in the Red
Sea crossing, or gets buried by God on Mt. Pisgah. Stage 2 is the Creator-Father vision, 3 the Creating Son vision, 4 the pure Spirit. At 3 the Son of God is born in man, or else we go into 3½ as embryos or neo-golems.

[11] 3½ is not only the point of physical death but the point where a historical cycle ends & begins again. Moses dies on Pisgah but Joshua leads Israel to a new conquest of Canaan. Jesus ascends to heaven but the Spirit comes down to give the sacramental wheel another push. Nietzsche sees a superman & Marx a transcendence of history across the gulf. I’d like to look at the 1 to 3½ sequence from across the gulf, ecstatically, which only the Bible provides any real data for. What can bridge the gap is divinely initiated dialogue, God’s willingness & ability to speak (God as spirit particularly).

[12] Stage One shows man in a world where there’s no difference between subject & object, as he’s just another object. Sacred time & space. The week (or other ritual time image) and the temenos [sacred space] or mundus are symbols of the circumference of consciousness, Blake’s bounding outline, embodied in a verbal structure. The drawing of a circumference is a dialectic negating of perceiving from a centre. This ladder incorporates the Colin Still elements and the Dioce colors. 1, 1½ & 2 are red, orange (white) & yellow (gold): body (dead), golem, living body (flesh & blood): earth, mire, water.

[13] The acceptance of the principle that God speaks is immensely difficult: does he speak only in the Bible? What’s the relation of the speaking God to the heavenly stinker? How intelligible is he? etc. etc. I suppose I start with the notion that revelation (speech from objective God to subjective man) is presupposed vision, or whatever 4 should be called. Presupposed implies the limitations of all possible human response. The assumption (trace of pun here) seems to be that God can speak across the void of death & nothingness, the tohu-wa-bohu. That’s the starting point of the reversed movement of liberty, love, & immortality.

[14] The Hegelian identification of the rational & the real depends on the incarnation, in contrast to the existential sense of an alien objectivity & thrownness. There isn’t a right & wrong about this: Hegel’s second-level vision is a created order. Reason is thus the mirror of creation, or rather the reality seen as created.
To be conscious is to see things, which in a sense is abstraction, seeing them as separated or detached from the environmental complex. The thing that’s alive, the organism, is what has the power to separate itself from the complex. So seeing things is the objective counterpart of the organism, once it’s sufficiently emancipated.

It would be interesting to try writing a Theme with Variations, as an application of archetypal criticism. The theme might be something like Beaumarchais’ Figaro play. This is the situation comedy of a girl held prisoner by a displaced father who wants to marry her, but is baffled by the hero. Var. 1, Allegro Moderato, could deal with the structure of New Comedy from Plautus on, so far as it deals with this theme. Var. 2, Andante con Moto, would analyze Hoffmann’s Salvator Rosa story in relation to Hoffmann’s other work. Here the girl is an inner anima tyrannized over by a superego: sadism, or abusing the anima, being a suppressed theme, though important enough to account for the counter-sadism in baiting the pantaloon. Var. 3, Allegretto Scherzando, could deal with the commedia dell’arte patterns; Var. 4 with their development in Shakespearean comedy & romance; Var. 5 with Jungian and the traditional alchemical applications; Var. 6 with Mozart, linking the Figaro theme & the Don Juan one; Var. 7 with a philosophical development I haven’t located yet; Var. 8 with cosmological & mythological overtones, as in the St. George story & Blake’s Earth’s Answer; Var. 9 could be a Presto Fugato, summing up all these themes.

In Plato we move from the iconic contemplation of beauty, where it’s still objective, to union with it. Union is based on the analogy of sexual union, so it is a sublimation of Eros. In literature a play in the theatre is an iconic spectacle: union with it is possible only through the written text. This links with my experience-criticism point, and perhaps the role of the text indicates how Eros is regained in a Biblical context. I’ve been calling this possession, which is only the subjective analogy, except for the fact that the subject experiences. Possession is subjective & contemplation objective: union is both, the identity of experience with form which is upward metamorphosis.

From the point of view of the text, of course, it’s a downward meta-
morphosis, a series of disguisings and misreadings. Similarly from the point of view of the subject as "real person." There's no person & no text, only an experience identified with the form—you are the music, as Eliot says [The Dry Salvages, pt. 5, l. 27].

[III]

[19] Law not mentioned in Revelation. 16


Destruction of Shechem prototype of d. [destruction] of Samaria.

Cf. the golden calf stories: O.T. & N.T. not the only double mirror.

Immortal soul (not body) earliest in Jub [Jubilees]:, then Enoch


I Macc. 4:46: "prophet" really a Talmudic rabbi.

Jub.: assumption of esoteric trdn [tradition].

22 acts of creation in 6 (7) days
fall closed mouths of animals

Enoch becomes esoteric secretary, hence confusion with Moses. Isa. 24:21

fallen angels of Gen. 6 are the "Watchers."

Presence of God on 4 mtns [mountains]: Eden, Lubar (Ararat), Sinai, Zion.

Note form of in medias res, revealing to Moses what happened before his time. Philo too.

Dim notion of a perfect calendar corresponding to original form of world. Jub. author worried by the buggering moon [hence possibly the moon endureth verse in Psalms [Psalm 72:7]].

Quote Jub. 7:33: unconscious Xn. prophecy parodied by lex talionis. All blood belongs to God: "covering" the blood of the slain: cf. nakedness anxieties.

49: no bone broken in Passover.
Aristeas: O.T. not called Scripture until N.T.
    Heathen ruler left in power.
    Antagonism of law & lit.
Josephus c. [contra] Apion, 2:15, on the mechanical ineptness of the Jews.
    For Bunyan cf. this letter.
First use of “oracles” (logia): Rom. 3:2, Acts 7:38, Heb. 5:12
Life of Adam & Eve: Miltonic
    brother jealousy
    Michael as “angel of humanity”
    Two “Negroes” as sun & moon
Martyrdom of Isaiah
    Accused also of calling Jerusalem Sodom
Enoch: adaptation of Titan myth. Watchers or fallen angels fell into sex, not from sex. Giants, half flesh & half spirit, are evil spirits. Giants remarkably described as sources of war. Sorry: giants have spiritual powers & earthly desires; their progeny are evil spirits or demons, who aren’t bound like f.a.’s [fallen angels] & can’t be killed like giants. Not punished until L.J. [Last Judgment]. (Mt. 8:29).
Hell in the W: 7 good mtns. in NW, with tree of life. 26: Jerusalem in Jub. 8:12, 19 is the omphalos of the earth. 32: Adam’s sin not the cause of man’s fall.
Frye began writing in this notebook either during or after 1978. Outside of mentioning that he bought the notebook on a trip to New Zealand (1978) and the references to contemporary works of fiction (all published before 1978), Frye’s entries contain no information that would date it more precisely. The notebook, which measures 20.1 × 12 cm., has a red cover, with “NOTE BOOK / Collins No. 804” stamped in gold on the front cover. It is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

[1] Two metaphor-clusters: the one linked more often with “soul” is the invisible inside the visible. This is derived from the consciousness, which feels that it’s in but not of the body, which it doesn’t know. The other is linked with “spirit,” and thinks of the visible as the epiphany of the invisible. In this post-Einstein world we think of matter as the epiphany of energy. Soul, which survives & escapes its bodily prison, is the telos of the mind; spirit is the telos of the body itself. Spirit has air metaphors attached to it, because the air is the primary invisible thing that we know to exist (along with light). We don’t see air or light: we see by means of them: the invisible is the medium out of which the visible is created.¹

[2] The Great Work is the production of the child, an act that not only unifies but reunites the parents. “Our Perdita is found” [The Winter’s Tale, 5.3.121] is the formula that brings Hermione to life. Cf. that Thracian folk play referred to at the beginning of Cornford’s book.² This is linked to the mother-bride progression and to the curious ambiguity about the real mistress of Christ, who keeps shifting from a “pure” homosexual mother-fixation to a shadowy veiled Bride. Blake’s Ololon, vs. the “virgin Ololon,” is linked.³ The sequence seems to be Father I
(the bull-roarer), Father II, the sparrow-watcher, Son I, the Christ, Son II, the reader or (St. George) follower of Christ, Bride I (the Mother), Bride II (the Ewig-Weibliche). Spirit I & Spirit II, roughly Los & the awakened Albion. Not quite right, that last. The Father & Son stages summarize the Bible again, the Mother is Dante, the Bride Shakespearean romance, the first Spirit the second Faust. Guesswork, but things are clearing. The Magus figure is common to Shakespeare’s Tempest & to Faust: the homunculus is a parody of the child.

[3] “The Word of God made man” is orthodox. “The Word of God was made man” is orthodox. So what’s wrong with saying “The Word of Man made man and was made man”?5

[4] The First Spirit is the spirit of unification & therefore to some degree of exclusion; the Second Spirit is the spirit of interpenetration, in whom all the spectres of the dead are awake.

[5] I don’t know what place the pure wordless mystic unity of subject & object has, unless the understanding of spirit by spirit really does transcend the logos. Somehow I think it’s distinctive of the West that it doesn’t, quite: it’s not only the political confrontation but the social focus that seems to have to be Western. The ideas of Word & of Incarnation (“dwelling house of being”)6 seem to be linked. To “earn the right to silence” is to pass through the antithesis of linear participation & simultaneous apprehension.

[6] One crucial and recurring theme is the crisis of wisdom & prophecy, the horizontal perspective of accumulation & transmission, where we get more experience, more money, & perhaps more wisdom as we go on, being the social basis. It’s intensely conservative, the education of the young being penal, and the sense of continuum is the basis of Burke and, in religion, of Newman. Similarly with doctrines like the laying on of hands.7

[7] Great dread of individual mutation, hence the prophet is normally persecuted. A society throws out individual mutations at random until one leads the way to a renewed reconciliation with nature (“adapts to the environment”). This reverses the process in which the organism, by being alive, has the power of detaching and objectifying itself against
the environment. The two stages of this detachment are (1) birth, or emerging from the coiling bowels of mother leviathan (2) consciousness, or setting up an observer within. Birth means death & consciousness means nothingness. Between birth & death you can help produce other bodily lives: between consciousness & nothingness you can help produce creative activity. Hence maybe the two poles of the Atman, Thou & That, can produce the new child-spirit who is also ourselves.

[8] The intensely tribal structure of both Greek & Hebrew society accounts partly for the emphasis on Jerusalem & the Greek polis. After Alexander the polis disintegrated into the metropolis. Jerusalem is of course the apocalyptic counterpart of the demonic Tower of Babel: note the insistence on the uniformity of language there, the “pure speech” of Zephaniah. Jericho, the city of (or under) the moon whose walls fell down, is another form of Babel. The spiral ascent of “degrees” up to the apex of the Holy of Holies in the Temple would then reverse itself & spiral out again (at least in Christian vision it does), bursting the veil of the Temple so that the male presence becomes the whole city, like the original Adam reabsorbing the body of Eve. It’s that tribalism, again, that gives Greece & Israel so unlucky a history: Macedonia is like the “ten lost tribes” returning in power: cf. the temptation of Parthia in P.R. [Paradise Regained, bk. 3, lines 290 ff.].

[9] Part one is the ascending of the seven-coloured terraces of Dioce; the literary works closest to this are the Purgatorio & The Tempest. The masque of Iris & the flood image is the climax of the latter [The Tempest, 4.1] Also P.R. & the Temple-metamorphosis [Paradise Regained, bk. 4, ll. 544–50].

[10] The book keeps getting more musical, in the sense that certain themes & subjects keep repeating themselves. I’ve got the legal metaphor now in the first part. I think §12 or 13, as part of the summary of the whole book. But this has to be a major theme of law in stage three of part two. Wisdom continues law on the level of professed beliefs. Any such question as “shall I be a Christian or a Buddhist?” is asked on the level of choosing a tradition of continuity & affirming solidarity with a group. Confrontation, inherent in the part one dialectic of imagery, is restated in the Exodus part of two & recurs in the prophecy & gospel (crucifixion) stages, recapturing its original position in the apocalyptic culbute.
[11] Pound’s Dioce passage, or line, first Pisan Canto, for Chapter Four; Emily Dickinson’s “confiscated gods” for Sixteen. The Anglo-Saxon riddle for, perhaps, Fourteen, if that’s in fact the hermeneutic entropy chapter, the Bruno phrase for one as usual.

[12] In Part Four Law begins in arbitrary prescriptions from the Other. Then there’s a progression through the Father (our own origin), the Son (who is “in” us) and the Second Son who is us. Then it goes through the mother-bride stage to the spiritual synthesis of the two. But complete transcending of law doesn’t come until at least until [sic] the Bride.

[13] Is there a point where we really get past words? The Buddhists & others keep yapping about this: words certainly seem to have an incarnational context for me. Also the sense of community seems involved. Two things I haven’t thought enough about. Prophecy begins another dimension of experience that cuts across wisdom but doesn’t confront it. Something wrong with the Zen sense of satori as abolishing memory: surely it renovates it, like the moment Satan can’t find in Blake.

[14] Value-judgements are working assumptions, but nothing can be built on them. They buttress experience but not knowledge, & lead to no discoveries.

[15] Maybe this soul-spirit business is dialectic too: it must be if it’s a ladder-pattern. In prophecy the word of God is “in” the prophet; in the gospel it is Christ, who is “in” us; in the apocalypse all “ins” disappear. Paul speaks of a state in which God knows whether he was “in” or “out” of the body. The Ptolemaic universe is a projection of “ins,” like the Jewish temple: mind in body inside leviathan. The “in” has something to do too with the emphasis on sound, which penetrates to the “within,” as opposed to the visible which is out there. Similarly with time, where, as at the opening of Burnt Norton, the past is “in” the present & the present “in” the future. The overcoming of the “in” is epiphany or manifestation, when the “in” comes “out” but is not transmuted into an “out.”

[16] Wisdom is the personal appropriation of law; and perhaps each stage of Part Two is the personal appropriation of the previous phase (adumbrating thereby the whole sequence up to apocalypse)). Perhaps
certain figures are symbolic of crucial transitions: Noah (1 > 2); Abra-
ham's "sacrifice" of Isaac, with the Passover (2 > 3); Solomon (3 > 4); Job
(4 > 5); Jesus (5 > 6); Pantocrator or risen Jesus (6 > 7). Perhaps Joseph, a
figure who has always baffled me, is another 1 > 2 figure, with Adam.

[17] This doctrine of epiphany is important to me because the visibility
or appearance of God, who is practically by definition invisible, seems
to me a more momentous paradox than the alternative form of stating
the same paradox: God becomes man in the Incarnation. Perhaps epiph-
any is to pneuma what incarnation is to logos: the everlasting gospel
again. Curious how the most obviously "enlightened" remarks of Jesus
("seek & ye shall find"; "consider the lilies") [Matthew 7:7, 6:28] are
those generally ignored in ordinary Xy.

[18] I know that man is the only species to have defied the Darwinian
process by transforming instead of adapting to his environment, but
what I do with the statement I'm not sure. It's part of the "world as
work," of course, & perhaps it's the positive side of the Noachic con-
tract. Man is the only species to have broken with his mother, alias the
environment, and turned instead to his father, the originator of his dif-
ferentiation.

[19] I'm pretty sure that Derrida has a lot of the answers to Part Four, as
long as they get properly converted to Frye. One is the link between
articulate speech and incarnation, which implies the theme Zen Bud-
dhism talks & talks & talks about—the association of enlightenment &
silence. Zen is the gabbiest encourager of silence I know. Well, anyway,
maybe the primacy of the spoken word, the Voice of the Other, disap-
ppears in the final transformation and the entire world of nature, no
longer part of the mother but the Bride, becomes the silent écriture of
God. That's God-Man, of course: in New Zealand, particularly, where I
bought this notebook,* I'm impressed by the extent to which the
superbly beautiful landscape is a human artefact. Of course also reading
goes with individualizing, & therefore with liberalizing.
* so it's not the Guyana one

[20] The seven steps of Part Three will come clearer as I go more deeply
into Hegel & perhaps Heidegger, but there seems to be a kind of histori-
cal mirage at each level. This arises because of the ambiguity of words as
expressive of events. Maybe Faust’s series of translations of John 1:1 have to be worked through in reverse order: there are four of them.\(^\text{20}\)

[21] The literal mirage is descriptive; the typological one is history as the conveyor of past events. With the moral level we move into the projection of the future in the form of conceptual space, which connects with the projection of professed or stated belief. This consolidates on the fourth level into the projection of a future life. Unless that’s the third-level—the fourth-level projection is that of endless recurrence. Anyway, Part Four is a restatement of Joachim of Floris, translated from three periods of time into three phases of transformation.\(^\text{21}\) One is the confrontation of the in & the out, two their reconciliation, three their identification.

[22] When the chain of being turns over in the 18th c. the stars become a mechanism, leaving the organism the highest form of reality. All organisms adapt except man, who transforms, hence man’s transforming power is the secondary imagination. The primary imgn. [imagination] is personal existence, no higher form of reality than the personal being conceivable. The only alternative to (eternal) personal existence is some kind of mechanical cycle, & there is no impersonal that isn’t just sub-personal. I must find out what Tillich’s “principle” is,\(^\text{22}\) but certainly the imprisoning of person in substance is part of Fourteen. Etymologically, of course, person means epiphany, phenomenal appearance of something in itself.\(^\text{23}\)

[23] Don’t forget that each transformation in Part Four has its linguistic & rhetorical aspect. Thus Fourteen, on the second transformation, deals with continuous prose (hermeneutic entropy) as the supreme authority in religion. Fifteen & Sixteen make poetry the central key to the Great Code.

[24] The Shakespearean romances reverse the ordinary standards of reality & illusion, but perhaps that distinction is itself the last illusion, reality being an illusion that lasts a little longer. That’s why the theatre, for which nothing exists except the epiphanic, is so central an epitome of life.

[25] Claudel says to be born (naitre) is to be born with (co-naitre), and is the beginning of knowing (connaitre).\(^\text{24}\) In my literary terms a comedy ends with the birth of a society of new understanding.
Gide says as soon as anything becomes a device, writing becomes detestable: the emotion expressed should demand the expression at every point. This is a highly specialized view of literature, which is nothing but device. Gide & Valery & all the proponents of emotional authenticity or whatever are inseparable from Renaissance rhetoric-trained poets who approached poetry by way of device. It's not so much a religion of art that developed in France from 1850 to 1920; it's more a personal realization of art, one of the ways of turning the word into the pneuma.

Jesus was not the world's only saviour or enlightened or even divine man: his uniqueness has to do only with his being the only-begotten Son of the Father. I don't yet know what I mean by that, but it's important to find out.

I have some time to find out, because it's a Part Four theme, and I'm beginning to revert to the two-volume idea. In Part Two I should give more prominence to literary parallels, especially comedy. My speculations about Shakespearean romance accompany the apocalypse: the gospel is the world's great recognition scene, coming to us largely through the negative form of confrontation (Ecce Homo). The tragedy-firstborn links I have & perhaps prophecy introduces the personal appropriation theme on the page across [par. 26].

My statement about using the KJ [King James] Bible should go into the translation section of Part Four, not at the beginning where it has to be dragged in. If everything gets properly sorted out, the reader can start with any part he likes.

"Providence" is a perspective of the Logos phase of the world, where man is a child under a Father & Mother. It's important to distinguish what's genuine in that phase from what's phony: man must outgrow his childhood & work to rebuild the real temple & Jerusalem, but if he did so the parental nature of Otherness would become clear. Blake's Jerusalem pl. 99. I don't know about the Mother: I think she disappears in the Bride.

But human paranoia is so great: an earthquake in China, if we're in Europe, doesn't raise any questions, but in the Lisbon 1755 earthquake
everybody ran around in circles screaming: How can God let this happen? Man always thinks that if he were Providence he’d do more to earn his keep, interfere more & push people around, in short, create romances. The will of God can’t operate in the world that man sets up deliberately to neutralize it. The Taoist conception of wu wei, applied to God as well as man, is pretty crucial. But what’s its literary embodiment? Certainly not romance with its puppeteering teleology: that’s another kind of vision.

[32] Of course the innocent vision, or union with the Father, is the actualizing of the royal metaphor. Thou, Son, art That (Father), but That is an infinite number of Thous. Blake, a painter, uses a perspective metaphor: millions close up, one man further away.

[33] The profoundest form of drama is the romance form found in late Shakespeare or Japanese No or Bunraku: illusions etched on the ether. Reality & illusion are reversed in The Tempest, yet reality is only an illusion that lasts a little longer. For God all we do and are is utterly unreal: what does God regard as real? I suppose whatever of divine nature charity or creativity produces: himself in a mirror.

[34] One doesn’t know anything about an after-life, but one can always invent. We read (experience) a text linearly, forgetting most of it while we read; then we study it as a simultaneous unit. While we live we learn fast but not enough, like a bull in a ring. Meanwhile our dreams store up commentary which we sometimes remember but don’t understand. At death we enter into & become the total dream-world we’ve constructed. We understand it then. The slave, the captive, the exploited, become the compensation-worlds of release & freedom they dream of. Others help & teach us to read. Not so much an inner world as a world of which one is the circumference, seeing it all simultaneously, as we’re said to do before death. A world where youth knows and age can.

[35] No belief here, or even speculation; what I’d like to find is a real hypothesis, if there is one, underneath all the priestcraft and political exploitation connected with other-world beliefs.

[36] Infantilism is the demonic parody of innocence: its father is the old sky-bawler, Nobodaddy. Conversion is the demonic parody of rebirth:
plunging into the rapture of social acceptance. Or rather, it's the legal analogy of rebirth, the return to professed belief in order to ground one's individual actions in those of a group. I called it demonic at first because taking the royal metaphor literally is original sin. That equals accepting social authority on more than contingent grounds.

[37] Individuality, where each is more important than all, is the ethical and political side of the principle of interpenetration. Primitive religion is inseparable from the social structure: Judaism was primitive in that sense. The individual alone can experience anything, including religion.

[38] It is not conceivable that stars billions of miles away can "influence" us, but it is theoretically conceivable that stars & their positions could be used as a computer to determine one's character, for what reason we don't know. But not even astrologers can believe in causal astrology; as Jung says, synchronicity has to be acausal. Silent écriture again. Even at that I'm suspicious of astrology: it's too close to the view that creation was made for man, a notion not only wrong but ultimately sick. But still the possibility remains that as long as it's acausal, in the same way that putting a thermometer outside the window doesn't cause but only records a change in temperature, not only astrology but any number of "mancies" or forms of divination might be alternative ways of recording the phenomena of human (or any other) life; part, as I say, of the silent écriture of a newly intelligible nature. Relevant perhaps to the Biblical view of "lots."

[39] I doubt if this belongs, but it's part of the underpainting: socialism doesn't exist except as a donkey's carrot. Only capitalism exists, and that can go in one of two directions: towards increasingly decentralized democracy or towards increasingly centralized state capitalism administered by a bureaucratic dictatorship. In the 19th c. it looked as though capitalism were going in an oligarchic direction, but the organization of unions turned it in a counter-oligarchic direction.

[40] Work out the book in chapters, disregarding the sections. If it's done right, each chapter will automatically fall into four sections, and such significant numbers as 28 and 33 will be right too. I want two things from this book: epigrammatic weight and cumulative drive, and the second won't be achieved if I write it in sections from the beginning.
[41] I've said that the basis of all thinking about belief has to be human action, not any sterile discussion about whether faith can complete reason & evidence or not. But what we do includes what we see, and the way we see. We see within a framework & choose to see what fits that framework. Hence the link with my old principle that myth tells you what happened & history only what you would have thought happened if you'd been there.

[42] In other words, the assumptions underlying actions are universals, only the actions themselves being particular. This very crucial Chapter Eleven has to proceed with great care through all questions of engaged or committed action & the genuinely moral function of literature. A lot of my central axioms, including the distinction between genuine & phony mythology, the recovery of myth, the escape from second-level moral formulations into genuine morality, & something else very obvious I've forgotten for the moment, belong here.

[43] Some people say Paul's Ephesians are just shorthand notes filled out by a scribe who "got carried away" in such things as the spiritual wickedness in high places verse [6:12]. One has to remember that all this is guesswork, however well informed, not hard evidence. The reason for postulating the scribe is the difficulty in believing that Paul could write out of the orbit of his normal style. This is a genuine issue—Paul could never have written Hebrews—but not insuperable in Ephesians, I think.33

[44] Twelve: the up and down mythological universes form a wheel, and the wheel is the cycle of recurrence. In the cyclical vision everything becomes historical, and there is no Other except the social mass. The impulse to plunge into that is strong but premature. Something here eludes me. The answers are in interpenetration and Thou art That, but the real individual is not the illusory series of phantasmal egos in time: it's the total body of charitable articulation. The assumptions underlying this articulation are Word & Spirit. Probably the crux of the whole book.

[45] Military officers & policemen are apt to be stupid because they're frightened, and frightened of being frightened, so they fall back on prejudice for security, the more perverse the better. The same thing is true of old men facing death: senility usually takes the form of obsession.
I suppose what the Puritans were getting at was something like this: Adam is the veil of original sin over Satan. Original sin makes us smug and complacent and once there's a tear or rip in that veil we become aware that we're devils, or more accurately demonically possessed. As I've said, the demoniacs of the Gospels are in a sense the lucky ones, because they know they are possessed. The demonic core is called the ego by Buddhists and the state of pride by Christians. It's Blake's Selfhood & Jung's false ego centre—familiar enough, but the variations on the haunted-house theme of the soul are innumerable. The Book of Wisdom speaks of spectral forms (the plagues in Egypt) [Wisdom of Solomon 11:15] and the contrast between the dark house and the one lit up by the candle of the Lord is central in the Gospels.

I don't question the general accuracy of the Darwinian picture of evolution, though there are some things that puzzle me about the gradualism, such as the evolution of the warm-blooded animal. Most people, I imagine, feel that something central in the exuberance & beauty of nature isn't covered by the explanation. The other extreme, that it was all designed for man's sake, is, as I said, sick: yet that must represent some kind of truth in some other context. Otherwise, Voltaire's micromegas is right & Blake wrong. Of course, that could conceivably be true; but I think Voltaire is right only from the ego's perspective.

The Ignatius bit goes very neatly into Fourteen, which is among other things all about hermeneutic entropy, the élite power clique, and the control of the Word as communication. So a crucial passage comes in the transition to Fifteen. There we have to steer a middle course between two extremes. One is relativism, where the meaning of the Bible is what I want to make it mean, which it always will do with a bit of squeezing; the other is dogmatism, where the Bible means this & nothing further. That's the deadlock Catholics used to be in: either the Bible means what the Church says or you're in the anarchy of private judgement. I hope Hegel won't let me down here.

Gravity's Rainbow is Hegelian too: you start with the paranoia of believing that God made everything for man's sake; then you find that living without some paranoia isn't possible, so you're forced into creative paranoia. The first kind is projected & the second kind created design. Projection leads to infantilism, the uniformity of law, and the
destruction of everything that doesn’t “fit.” The transition, or one point of transition, is the identity of the creation myth with the dawn of consciousness. Pari passu with this is the conception of Jesus as a moral model modulating into confrontation & mutual condemnation of society & individual. Pari passu also is the regenerating of nature by internalizing the vision of nature.

[50] In Part Two what I used to call the Druid analogy should fit neatly into place as the demonic vision of the world of work. No, this is Part One, where the Druid-Leviathan sequence is worked out. People have admired the lucidity with which I’ve expounded The Waste Land, and that could be a source of the great interconnecting image-group. The thing is not to tie myself down by premature sectioning. Perhaps I might even adopt Nietzsche’s “Dionysus versus Christ” & then kick its arse, showing the demonic nature of rebirth, mother-goddess cult, & perpetual cycle, against resurrection, intelligent God, and historical process.

[51] I’ve just reread Graham Greene’s Ministry of Fear. I’d totally forgotten it. Amnesia & variants of the twin theme, no less. It’s important, clearly, that a “belief in” reincarnation is a sequence of identical personae separated by fits of amnesia. That sounds as though romance belongs to the Druidic analogy, and that there’s another kind on the apocalyptic side. Because reincarnation is presumably what goes in the belly of leviathan. I don’t see that belief in it, if backed by enough evidence, would be more disturbing to Xy than Darwin or Galileo: it’s believing it as revelation that’s the sticker.

[52] Begin as now with the teaching course, then with the reversal of the centrifugal direction in comparative symbolism. Then to the Anatomy as synchronic, & to the Hegelian formula of comprehension through negating, touched lightly. Then to the uniqueness of the double mirror construction, although its essential point, the royal metaphor, is universal. Valuation as working assumptions; growth of linguistic model as confirming me in the Bible’s centrality as going beyond the category of literature into the social function of words.

[53] Part One seems to be Primary Narrative (Exodus-Gospel), Primary Imagery, the world of work, Secondary Imagery, angels and the symbolic universe, and Secondary Narrative, the dragon-fight. The Primary
Narrative, in Part Two, culminates in the Crucifixion, the Secondary one in Resurrection. N-I-I-N [Narrative-Imagery-Imagery-Narrative] structure may explain my earlier difficulties about the priority of one to the other. Anyway, the whole damn jigsaw puzzle is Part One. However weary one may be of the “meta” vogue, this book really is an essay on metamythology.

[54] Part Two, which is new, is in a sense the spiritual mythical history of mankind. Creation as the dawn of consciousness in man, projected on God; the fall into sex as Lacan’s lost phallus; the flood (if it comes in; it may be part of the creation phase) as corresponding to the amnesia theme in romance. The twin theme turns up in the dialectic of sacrifice. Everything is objectified and projected as far as wisdom, & with the transition to prophecy (which includes Job) things start to get fished out of the inner creative life. Prophecy is the creative answer to wisdom, as gospel is to law & apocalypse to creation—the link between the prophetic & the creative is to be kept in mind. The gospel has two aspects: the internalizing of law and the individualizing of confrontation.

[55] The transition from wisdom to prophecy is Job in the Bible, but it’s also Socrates, and this is the place where the Platonic Bible goes, I suppose; because Socrates is a unique figure: Plato & Aristotle really continue the wisdom tradition, though not of course in its pre-Socratic guru form. Socrates is a curiously negative prophetic figure, a consulter of oracles but a breaker-up of the continuous anxiety-patterns. Nobody in the Biblical tradition is much like him, though his rational questioning line does come into the Talmudic & rabbinical (Haggadic) traditions. But they, of course, are not really prophetic. Law or Torah, I suspect, is really the whole body of mythology in its non-literary form, & the notion of it as basic the whole anti-imaginative subordinating complex. Wisdom is the prolonging of the law, & so Chapter Fourteen, the Word as Logos, deals with the legal institution of the Church.

[56] Original sin of institutions: priests may pray for guidance with utter sincerity, but what they are unconsciously praying for is the continuance of the social ascendancy of their Church.

[57] I think “soul,” i.e., the notion of a vaporous entity that is “in” the body but not of it & knows nothing about it (even such elementary facts
as the circulation of the blood being relatively recent discoveries) is the
metaphorical kernel of "essence," just as the body itself is the metaphor-
ical kernel of "substance." (So a "spiritual substance" would make ver-
bal sense.) The soul goes on adventures; the spirit has work to do. The
soul, in primitive belief, leaves the body and wanders in another world:
the "Two Brothers" archetype. The soul wanders between waking &
sleeping worlds, living & dead worlds ("ghosts" are souls), their adven-
tures punctuated by amnesia and the separating of identical twins. The
soul is the hero of romance, invulnerable & always able to escape the
prisons set up by the world of bodies. Dante's marvellous journey poem
is about souls. On the other hand, I suspect that Aristotle's De Anima is
a handbook of spirit.  

[58] So while "Animula, vagula, blandula" is clearly about the soul, &
the whole "secular scripture" has to do with the wanderings of the soul,
the overtones of "spirit" seem to be fixed. In English, spirit seems to be
something you can put in a bottle: even Jesus uses the bottle metaphor
[Matthew 9:17; Mark 2:22; Luke 5:37–8]. The image of fermentation, as a
symbol of metamorphosis of substance, and the fear of enzymes, the
feast of unleavened bread & Moslem & much Christian prejudice
against liquor, have much to do with the resistance of institutions to
spiritual development. Goethe's homunculus & the symbolism of
alchemy with its flasks & retorts & lembics hermetically sealed, come
back in the picture [Faust, pt. 2, act 2]. Likewise the early theories of
metabolism & the transforming of food into spirits.

[59] So while spirit is etymologically connected with air, it symbolically
has a lot to do with liquids, notably the water of life (John Barleycorn &
Finnegans Wake). Also movement: in English "spirited" means allegro
and "soulful" adagio. Psyche is a butterfly because it's what escapes
from its prison-cocoon; also it's the bride of Eros, whereas Pneuma is the
origin (not the mother) of Agape. Angels are spiritual beings because
they don't travel but just epiphanize (when they do) in an interpenetrat-
ing space, and all angels by the royal metaphor are One Spirit, a little
higher (Ps. 8) than we are. I suspect that the Egyptian ba is soul and ka
spirit.

[60] Also I think soul, like the will in Milton's psychology, is attached to
spirit, which moves dialectically, whereas the soul knows only the cycle.
There are good spirits & evil spirits, and the soul is saved or lost by its attachment. In any case spirit is connected with self-transformation. Jesus puts a central emphasis on faith, & obviously you’re expected to do something with faith, like moving mountains or curing diseases.

[61] A missionary hymn of my childhood began thus:

Far, far away, in heathen darkness dwelling,
Millions of souls forever may be lost.
Who, who will go . . .

[62] If the word “psychotic” means anything at all, it means the state of mind that can excrete this stuff. And yet, I can’t honestly say it’s as bad as racism, or even inseparable from imperialism. Missionaries in Fiji stopped cannibalism & widow-strangling. They brought writing & some elementary hygiene: they did a lot of positively good things. In the West today yogic Zen missionaries are trying to save our souls from damnation. They (and we) don’t call it that, but the benefits of cross-pollenization are clear enough.

[63] For Blake imagination begins with bounding outline: creativity in time and containing form in space. This is simply turning inside out the continuity-anxiety & institutional cocoons of law and wisdom. So the passage through to prophecy & gospel is a vortex. What is externally imposed by society is internally created by the individual.

[64] If by the royal metaphor all bodies are one body, and all spirits one spirit, then all souls are one soul. But I suspect that this one soul is the anima mundi, the Bride Nature, all souls being symbolically female. The first step in regenerating nature is to reject the notion of “brute” matter, as matter is an epiphany of energy. “Brute” means dumb or devoid of the Word, and is a racist obscenity, part of the destructive paranoia Pynchon talks about.

[65] In ordinary life you see only the effects of evil: in tragedy you get a glimpse of the causes as well. Or, more accurately, you see the additional dimension of a process.

[66] This soul-spirit stuff seems to be expanding into a chapter of its own, not impossibly Eight, if I can get the seven stages into the first
seven. I wonder if the Eros-Agape dialectic is involved, Eros belonging to soul, cycle, & rebirth & a surviving mother, & Agape to spirit, dialectic, resurrection & the bride. I seem to have been hinting that already.

[67] "There is a spiritual individuality, to which, however, everyone does not attain, and this as a peculiar conformation of the mind is eternal and imperishable. What is unable thus to shape itself may well return into the universal life of nature." William Humboldt in 1830, quoted by an editor of *Faust*—Goethe’s Helene has something similar but far cruder. *Peer Gynt* too. Conceptual parallel to alchemy. I think Humboldt must be one of the really great men.

[68] Also I think my original hunch about Faust’s translation of Logos was right. As soon as he’s convinced that Logos means act, the spirit of denial moves in and takes over. The whole of Part II is Faust’s interminable pilgrimage back to translating Logos as Word. Maybe Part Four, like part Three, has four levels, the levels of power, wisdom, love & the Word (the opposite of wisdom). The power machine freezes into the continuity machine of wisdom. (Nietzsche, incidentally, never found his way back as Faust did, and tried to break out of the palace of wisdom by the back door of power.) The wisdom machine is transcended by love, as I have it, but love, though the supreme clue to otherness, doesn’t preserve the full tension of group & individual, belonging & escape. These are four human actions & therefore, on the other side, four clarifications of otherness. The thunderer, the theologian, the lover, and the answerer, all potentially present at each stage, I suppose. I think my whole sense of Marxism as an obvious impoverishment revolves around this point: they still believe that in the beginning was the act—which incidentally is the way Genesis translates John.

[69] Yeats’ “Words alone are certain good,” [*The Song of the Happy Shepherd*, l. 10] sounds simplistic, even silly, yet it says something that’s true. Stevens’ “Description without Place” is equally central: we live in a verbal construct we call space or place or what not. Every such construct, as soon as we see it to be one, develops an “inside,” and “place without description” then becomes what’s “outside” it. With the fourth or Word phase, the two things become the same thing. So we have the Thunderer-Father stage, the Son-Mother stage, the Spirit-Bride stage, & the Word-Reader stage. Only the Thunderer isn’t really organic: it’s a
Daughter—Father or Lear stage, the Father being the Thunderer when he’s deprived of daughters. The Daughter in this context is the Earth-Mother, Blake’s Female Will. Lear is the tragic side of her: there are others indicated in The Tempest, Blake’s Earth’s Answer, & elsewhere. As Yeats saw, Oedipus & the Church’s Christ are tragic & comic aspects of the same myth.

[70] Prometheus Unbound is the liberation of power; Hermes Unsealed the liberation of Wisdom; Eros Regained the liberation of love; Adonis Athanatos [undying, immortal] the liberation from the death of dull and speechless tribes. The awkward question then rises: does the rhetorical study of the Bible really belong here at all? Doesn’t it really form Part Two of “The Book”?

[71] If so, the body-soul-spirit business is Chapter Four, and the objective narrative & imagery gets in before it. (Only surely to God this is response to the book, & goes in Part Four, not Chapter Four.) Spirit I’ve connected with agape & dialectic, & soul with eros & cycle. But this leaves out the central area of elemental spirits, the things created or commanded by the Magus. I’ve never really understood this complex, though I’ve revolved around it all my life.

[72] Fire burns, but fire-walkers are a tourist attraction: in other words there is apocalyptic fire in which man can live. I know of no experience showing that a man can lie at the bottom of a lake without drowning; but apocalyptic water of life must be equally “possible.” Certainly walking on water is traditionally possible. That’s why I think Jesus was required, or felt himself required, to give up all such powers & privileges in the Passion, and enter the world of those with no faith. This world being hell, the Xfn [Crucifixion] was a descent into hell.

[73] I think I’m right that the four phases of response are the Father-Daughter power one, the Son-Mother wisdom one, the Spirit-Bride love one, and the fused Word. The Logos as Wisdom is not the Word, but the legal analogy of it. The difficulty is that the daughter figure is so censored in the Bible; the story of Eve’s creation out of Adam and the doubtful reading in Proverbs are about all we have. Of course daughters include all male-dominated anima figures like Quixote’s Dulcinea. The first two stages, I suppose, make up the Mental Traveller cycle.
(which is a cycle only if you start at Stage Two & go in reverse.) Note that in literature quest figures like Huck Finn, Quixote, Christian in Bunyan, eliminate females, who come back when there's a greater stake in society, as in PP II. Note that in literature quest figures like Huck Finn, Quixote, Christian in Bunyan, eliminate females, who come back when there's a greater stake in society, as in PP II. One thing about the daughter: she's usually an *exiled* female like Cordelia. Her presence, perhaps, is what changes Thunderfart into a genuine Father.

[74] I'm always pleased when a very simple & obvious notion turns up in the middle of what I'm doing. Part Two is organized around the notion of divine act & human response, what parallelism symbolizes. These are respectively proclamation & praise. Kerygma & doxa.

[75]

1. Personal genesis.  
2. Double mirror  
5. Pastoral, agricultural, urban  
6. Dialectical & demonic patterns  
7. The human imagery & the royal metaphor  
8. Messiah as prophet-priest-king.  
10. Angels and mountains  
11. God and the leviathan.  
12. Down & up movements  
13. Flesh and life.  
14. Soul and spirit.  
15. The closed (sacramental) circle  
16. The open circle of the Word.  

Traditional Unity  
1. Double Mirror  
History of Israel & its [hero?]  
Two testaments & typology  
Exodus-Gospel  
Structure of imagery  
Pastoral-agric.  
Urban-human  
Messiah as prophet-king  
Trees & water  
Angels & mts.  
God & leviathan  
Legal metaphor  
Hierarchy of response  
Creator as dragon-killer  
Fishing  
Redemption out of elements

[76] The Gardens of Adonis are *cunts*: that's a point that I hadn't got clear. So the water is not just a rain-charm but sperm, the charmed ocean of being. Hence the GA [Garden of Adonis] in Spenser is the mons Veneris.

[77] The royal metaphor is the take-off point for the cyropaedic theory of education, found in China as well as the West: the king is the model for education because he's a microcosm of the community.
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[78] The distinction between God and gods also comes out of the royal metaphor.

[79] The Bible never calls itself the Bible nor does the phrase Word of God ever mean the Bible.

[80] Hence one of the things the Bible is is a Bible of misreadings. The misreading paradox turns on a constant recreation, & we can't trace the Bible back to a time when it wasn't being recreated.

[81] Section One: paradox of that there text vs. infinite misreadings of it is solved by the formula of continuous recreation.

[82] God speaks only through man & very often it's very obvious that man is creating God's speech.

[83] Continuous recreation has as its model the Purgatorio, moving backward in time to an original model. The paradigm is the law > gospel development, where a dialectical operation is performed, & something is annihilated & something recreated. It's the Freudian father who is killed by the son & reborn in him.

[84] Is the "I" of the Psalms individual or collective? Are the workers of iniquity political enemies, personal enemies, witches, members of rival sects, or just bad men? Is the reference to the underworld of death or mortal illness metaphorical or actual? These are all pseudo-problems. The Psalms put the "I" into God's universe, which is not objective for us but is revealed emphatically and where, by the royal metaphor, things cease to be either-or questions. This is the universe of Spiritual good and evil, of guardian angels & devils, of a world "on high" & a world below the grave.

[85] Imitation is recreation. That's the principle that resolves all the misreading & deconstruction and where-in-the-text paradoxes. Also, of course, the questions of critic-translator as creative (i.e. recreative) people. Literature is recreated in two ways: by criticism & by modern literature. The primitive communal is recreated by the individual: the I of the early cultic psalms is recreated by the individual I of the later ones. The N.T. recreates, by criticism & individualizing, the O.T.; later books
like Chronicles recreate earlier ones; editing, glossing, redacting, conflating, are all recreative processes. Certainly much (or all) of this is "misreading" or deconstruction, as the N.T. is of the O.T. from a Jewish point of view.

[86] Each recreative process dialectizes, it that's a word, the previous text. Stories like Jacob at Bethel [Genesis 35] are revised to fit the Jehovah cult, or Jephthah's daughter [Judges 11:30-40].

[87] The Bible is revelation to the intellect & deliverance to the will. What it delivers us from is the law, meaning the legal metaphor where God is judge listening attentively to Satan the prosecutor. One is delivered from the law by internalizing it, & the process of internalizing (the imagery) is revelation.

[88] The progression from communal to individual is typical, but of course not invariable: cult songs may recreate earlier cult songs, or even individual songs (no specific examples, but theoretically possible).

[89] Dialectic negates & abolishes, but it can't do this outside itself. The psychotic anti-Semitism in Xy is based on the feeling that it is intolerable that Judaism should continue to exist after Xy had so conclusively "proved" that it has no further function.

[90] So while the structure of the double mirror is unique, the process it represents is central in criticism (and creativity).

[91] The fundamental problem of wisdom, why do the wise get screwed, is the one that leads to prophecy. The common formula "blessed is he," the genre of the beatitude, fits into the Last Judgement context in the two mts. of Deuteronomy. The transition from wisdom to prophecy seems reasonably clear: wonder if the commandment makes the transition from law to wisdom.

[92] My original hunch about Hegel was that if his absolute knowledge were thought of imaginatively, it would take in the existential. As it is, it still has the taint of abstraction about it, & causes Hegelians like Strauss to identify the mythical with an imaginary redaction. If the Xfn [Crucifixion] is only a historical event, it's natural for Xns to hate the Romans
& the Jews, the people who were historically there. As it's a universal event, & as it was you & I who crucified Christ, that scapegoat dodge won't work. The thing is that mythical & universal are the same thing.

[93] Belief as tactical adoption: to say "my life is in the hands of God" is a tactical way of coming to terms with such data as (a) I can't prolong my life, so far as I know, by an act of will (b) I feel it wouldn't solve anything to kill myself even if I otherwise was led to (c) it may be true that people do shorten their lives unconsciously, but what I'm unconscious of I by definition don't know & therefore can't control. Not everybody finds the above formula satisfactory or necessary; others are simply stuck with it, & believe that any other formulation would be wrong, despite the obviously metaphorical form ("hands"). "The length of my life is not, barring suicide, my responsibility" is what the metaphor means.⁶¹

[94] Tales are told: the oral tradition is behind them, a listening audience: they're paced in incident, following the beat of time and they charm, the beat being hypnotic & punctuated with archetypes. Stories (= histories) are read: they're epiphanic & have symbol emblems: thus what we read is a riddle: we guess the meaning of the emblematic object, or we gain an insight (epiphany) into a certain human situation. Not especially Biblical.

[95] Here is drawing a O [circle] around the nearest theres: now is drawing a O around the nearest pasts & futures. Those are the kernels for Rilke's angel⁶² and for a mythology with its tradition in time & its community of response in space. I recently [sentence unfinished]

[96] Hieroglyphic is natural-body language. The poets recreate it into spiritual-body language. Hieratic is mind-language, & demotic recreated natural-body language. The basis of hieratic language, which is found in consciousness or awareness, is being.⁶³

[97] The royal metaphor is the germ of the concept (Begriff) which unites the subject & object. Nature is otherness; the individual is oneself, the body politic is potentially both, but only the divine king is the real germ.

[98] I am now facing my anima, in a spectre-emanation relationship, trying to separate the anima from mother, wife, ex-girlfriend, & fantasy
figures. She’s a statue I’d like to make come to life. The Great Work is not, after all, the begetting of a child from this, but the recognition that the child already exists: our Perdita is found. A female statue comes to life, a dead female comes to life also, & the two cycles synchronize. No. Perdita is not the dying & reviving female: that’s Hermione. Perdita is the child who refuses to die. She isn’t born; she’s found. End of the Magi’s journey: all the Magi begot Jesus, & yet none of them did.

[99] That God may be all in one: that’s the text for interpenetration. I notice that Jung misquotes it as one in all, because he thinks of unity and reconciliation as the end.

[100] Astrology & reincarnation would come into the discussion of death & rebirth counterparts of Xn death & resurrection. But not alchemy: that’s Christian, except that belief in it is a belief in substance, & evaporates when that goes.
Notebook 11a

The date of this small (14.3 x 10.2 cm.) notebook is uncertain, but it was written during the years that Frye was working on various schemes for The Great Code, one version of which, as we learn from this notebook, had at least seventeen chapters. Some of the notes point to passages that have their parallel in that book. Frye centred what looks like a paragraph marker before each of the ten sections. He wrote in ink on five recto pages of a Japanese cloth-bound notebook, which has coloured horizontal stripes on the cover and yellow end papers. Entry numbers 9 and 10 are in pencil. The notebook is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

[1] However inconsistently used, soul & spirit do seem to point in different directions. Despite Aristotle, soul seems usually to be the telos of mind, the consciousness or awareness that feels itself "in," but not of, the body. Because the mind is the nothingness at the heart of existence, it negates itself and thereby "survives" death. Note the close parallel to being in but not of the world. Spirit, on the other hand, seems to be a transformation of the body itself. It starts with quasi-magical notions of mana & orenda, & ends with the wind that blows where it pleases. Bodily disciplines like yoga are aimed at subordinating the mind-soul and liberating the spirit.¹

[2] Hence the Logos transformation of the Word is still imprisoned in the mirror: it liberates Jehovah by transforming him into a Father, but it doesn't liberate the gospel of love into the everlasting gospel of pure love. It's transmitted through the Church, the chrysalis of the Spirit.

[3] Melville suggests a traumatic Egyptian origin for Israel:² the pyra-
mids & Sphinx are not mentioned in the Bible, and there's certainly something there that looks like trauma. The whole mother-womb-cave symbolism is not only pre-Biblical, but even the memory of it seems to have vanished. The cave is the unborn world; when neolithic culture came the unborn world was (perhaps) transformed to the sky, where it still is. The Holy of Holies remained, however, as the womb of the unborn god. Its veil was rent, the hymen broken only from within. The Great Work, the production of puer aeternus, is always a virgin birth.

[4] Solar (Caesarian) religion is always causal, because the sun is the cause of light & fertility. A lunar cult, a light shining in darkness, suggests synchronic dialectic. One is a linear & temporal progression leading to a vision of cyclic recurrence, the other an awaiting of a moment of descent.

Lunar world & the idealized pastoral, vs. agricultural & solar cycle. Moon is of course the metaphorical kernel of the light shining in darkness.

[5] Obvious link: myth freezes into dianoia & becomes a single gigantic metaphor. What metaphor? The central or royal metaphor. That's for Part Three, but it has to be introduced in One, so perhaps a few other things go into One too, to take some of the theoretical clutter out of Three. The two operations of criticism, the mythos-syntagmatic & the dianoia-associational, and perhaps the Aristotelian universalizing principle, may go in One. So Chapter One might be a close parallel to Chapter Nine. Similarly, Sixteen raises the Derrida presence-absence business that carries on into Seventeen.

[6] Perhaps however the cave or unborn-world image does remain, in the form of Noah's ark. That would add an eighth category of being, suggesting perhaps that the divine level isn't really a category. Note the manifesto of domination over nature given to Noah, which is the magical part of the cave-drawings. The ark modulates to the other "ark," the house of the unborn god, linked to Moses & David as well as Jesus (and the manger, of course). The boat is the image of both birth and death.

[7] Progressive emancipation of the virgin mother: first as the refractory wife of Noah who is also the ark, then Rachel menstruating on the Teraphim [Genesis 31:34-35], which introduces the bride-from-the-strange-
land theme, then in the sequence leading to the virgin mother. Query: is the reader, when he becomes the hero and narrative principle of the Bible, to be then identified with the virgin mother, the highest of creatures about to liberate the unborn God? Is that why so many O.T. types, like the burning bush in Chaucer, get attached to her rather than Jesus? Gideon's fleece too [Judges 6:36–40]. Has our attention been distracted towards "God" as the entity we should claim for ourselves rather than the Mary who is an immaculate conception in the genuine sense? Is she the lost phallus Lacan talks about? Is she the incarnate Pneuma, as Jesus is the incarnate God? The Mary who kept all these sayings in her heart may be the reader who is possessor & narrative principle of the Gospels, at least, & their archetypal author.

[8] That may give me a breakthrough into Four. Seven spirits or eyes of God. First, the cerulean shit, Vico's thunderclap, Nobodaddy, Noah's corpse-sniffer [Genesis 8:20–1]. The Voice of the Other, the absent presence. Second, the Father: the focus of wisdom, law, continuity, order. Third, the Son, especially the Son as atoning Logos or fulfiller of law. Fourth, the creature, the reader of the book. Fifth the (Virgin) Mother with whom the creature tries to identify as the highest of creatures. Sixth, the Bride, the community of creatures including the regenerate nature. Seventh, the Spirit itself. Then the eight souls saved by water, the four Quarter gods with their emanations.

[9] Perhaps this is really Ten, the Epic of the Soul.

[10] Perhaps the mythological universe, which I've been trying hard to squeeze into the end of Three, is really a Ten idea: it may be the chrysalis the soul has to shake off.
Notebook 11c

This notebook dates from the late 1970s. It is a blue notebook, measuring 20.2 × 12.5 cm., with “NOTE BOOK / Collins No. 144” stamped in gold on the cover. It is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

[1] This is the notebook for Part Two of The Great Code. As the footnotes are not complete for Part One, it follows that many of the first notes will be transitional, and perhaps incorporated into Part One.

[2] At the moment it seems to me best to use Chapter Five of Part One for the skeleton of Part Two. Say twelve chapters, the first eight, divided into two sections, following the ogdoad. Third section, nine to twelve, would then be the awakening of the spectres of the dead chapter: Eros Regained, Adonis Revived, Prometheus Unbound, Hermes Unsealed. A longer book than Part One, clearly: if I live to draft, at least, a third twelve-chapter book, it would have the 32 points of a complete circumference, the First Part being a quadrant. No bargains, not that they’re possible.

[3] I have some months, I think, to enjoy my Belacqua period, and wander in a palace of possibilities. For creation I shall have to read, or glance through, Karl Barth’s tomes, I suppose. Perhaps the Marxist canon should be studied again: certainly Hegel, at least the Phenomenology would bulk largely in it. Law would mean a much firmer grasp of the conception of natural law, in Hooker & others, even though I think the notion is illusory; that is, illegitimately associated with moral law. Perhaps the Hegelian polysemous ladder should be attached to wisdom, and wind up the first section.
[4] In law: the association of legalism and the Jewish religion is a standard feature of Christian polemic, & can perhaps be inferred from some passages in Paul & Hebrews; but it's not taught by Jesus, whose attacks are quite specifically on a pseudo-elite of scribes, Pharisees, lawyers, etc. 

[5] Curious how the faith-doubt dialectic blocks so many people off: if they don't believe or lose their faith, they just back down the ladder. (Jacob's ladder, by the way, isn't in.) The passage through to vision is also that of the seven-to-eight transition, from the panoramic word to what Milton calls the Word of God in the heart.

[6] Creation myth: how did it all begin? is the direction of pseudo-science. The real creation myth is: this is the starting point of the Great Story, the one you must know. There is no scientific theory of creation: any such thing would be purely analogical, like the progress theories that call themselves evolutionary. In our creation (surely not in all) there is the element: God is concerned with us, which in itself, as Pynchon suggests, may well be a form of paranoia. Also it's the model of creativity, the appearance in the nothingness of reality of the "somethingness" of form originating out of illusion. Exodus is the political aspect of this, and the prophets seldom fail to give both aspects their due weight.

[7] Wisdom playing before God is an important medieval conception: I don't know what scholars say about the Hebrew text here. The word is sachaq, & it has its apocalyptic sense here & a demonic one in Samuel where it means fight to the death. AV has "rejoice." Note the connection of medieval "speculum" titles with the analogical habit of mind. Anyway, the AV's "rejoicing" is a greatly weakened form of the great Vulgate phrase "ludens in orbe terrarum."

[8] Exodus in the new book is concerned among other things with the importance of the either-or confrontation in the scheme of things. It gets transcended, but not eliminated. I don't want to read a lot of Marxist crap.

[9] I think I should set my sights for eight chapters, thinking privately of a third volume of another eight of which the last four would be the awakening of spectres, the first four being (logically, at least) historical. Not so much history of doctrine as history of literature.
[10] In the present volume Gospel and Apocalypse I should sum up the narrative and imagery respectively: Prophecy would be the centre of the new Typological treatment, and Wisdom is where I put things like inferred doctrine (e.g. the Trinity).

[11] The main thesis of Eros Regained would be, I suppose, that Eros is the typical middle, subject to a dialectic drawing it toward Agape on the apocalyptic side & toward Thanatos on the demonic. Only what's the role of philia in that case?

[12] The apocalypse is the top of the spiral ascent of narrative in which the sequence in time, which is narrative, is seen as displaced and the undisplaced vision of a single interlocking metaphor succeeds it. The second or participating apocalypse descends from the mountain of transfiguration [Matthew 17:1–2; Mark 9:2] back into the valley of vision [Issiah 22:1, 5].

[13] Ancestor-worship is, I think, a projection of a much deeper impulse telling us that the dead have to be redeemed by the creative & charitable acts of the living. Christian doctrines are projections of the go-away-and-don't-bother-us feeling. The dead can do all sorts of things for us, I imagine, but they're not superior beings, or are in only one aspect. Another aspect lives on in time inside descendants (or others: the feeling that one must leave descendants is nonsense) and is beatified by them if they're lucky. Reincarnation may occasionally be a form of this. My conception of typology broadens. It's an element in the gospel stage (nunc dimittis).

[14] The dialectical separation into saved sheep & lost goats is there, I suppose: I've said everybody has a lost soul, & should make sure it gets lost. The purgatory of the dead on this earth is in the analogical middle. It includes the Jewish typical order, & the Classical one, hence my “awakening of the spectres of the dead” hunch. It's symbolized by the reviving corpse in the tomb, and may occasionally, especially for people who die very young, take the form of reincarnation.

[15] I said in lecturing on Morris' NN [News from Nowhere] that people in an ideal future would expect people from the past to be reborn into it. Jewish, Marxist, democratic beliefs about working for the future contain
a deeply repressed belief in actual redemption of the past through rebirth. Xy is right in feeling that the real uninhibited meaning of e.g. the valley of dry bones [Ezekiel 37] is resurrection. This in fact is the way to approach the idea: we don’t know what Ezekiel thought or believed, but Xn typology uncovers some of the repression in what he said.\(^\text{13}\)

[16] There are two contexts for the word imperfect: one in which it merely falls short of the perfection demanded by Jesus (find the Greek) & one in which, as in Hebrew verb tense, it passes beyond the finished & done with into the continuously active & alive. In the latter sense “the imperfect is our paradise.”\(^\text{14}\)

[17] I apologize for adding another ingredient to the already over-spiced stew of metaphor and metonymy, and my debt to the essays of Roman Jacobsen [Jakobson] is as obvious as my departure from them.\(^\text{15}\) There seem to me to be three possible contexts for “metonymic”: (a) as a figure of speech where one image is put for another, & which is hardly worth distinguishing from metaphor (b) as an analogical mode of writing & thinking where the word is put for something beyond it (more or less my use here[)] (c) as a form of writing where the word is put for the object (more or less Jacobsen’s [Jakobson’s], & corresponding to my “descriptive”). I think there are advantages in my arrangement, or I should not have proposed it, but it is of course not a right or wrong question.\(^\text{16}\)

[18] Judgement is the thematic stasis of memory, so it’s mostly accusation. There are three kinds of memory: the past recalled either as accusation or as applause (“so I says to him,” etc.); the past reconstructed as the present, the mother of the Muses; the accumulation of habit (inorganic) and practice (organic).

[19] The real king is not that man there with a unique authority; the real king is the invisible presence which is the real individuality within a community. The real king in short is the one who is symbolically killed, eaten & drunk in pieces, & then rises again as what’s really individual in each of us.

[20] The quest is for an objective God behind time and space, a Creator
masked by his creation. After that goes bust, we have to turn around &
go in the opposite direction. At first we call this looking within & apply
subjective or psychological metaphors to it. Then we realize that that’s
just the other half of the same blind alley. How to destroy projection
without simply reversing its direction is the question.

[21] Metaphor is the language of immanence; metonymy of transcen-
dence.¹⁷

[22] Adding or subtracting anything in “this book” at end of Rev. Types
are in Deut 4:2 and elsewhere.¹⁸

[23] Prophecy : wisdom : exodus : hodos [way]

[24] Any critical principle that will not work for the Bible in an unprivi-
leged position is unlikely to be of much relevance to it in a privileged
one.

[25] Try this: four chapters outlining the shape of the mythological uni-
verse: as narrative, as imagery or metaphor-cluster, as language or rhet-
oric, and as typology (type of the existential). Then the four awakening
chapters.¹⁹ The first four would have a downward-gyre hermeneutic
entropy slant, but not to the point of becoming an essay in cultural his-
tory rather than the Bible.

[26] So my stuff about the four-level universe turning upside down
through the change of the Eden-Wilderness concept to the naturata-
naturans one could logically be the opening chapter. Possible title:
“middle earth.”

[27] It’s traditional to have pictures of the Trinity crowning the Virgin
Mary. The human fourth would be female, of course.²⁰

[28] In wisdom there’s the wise man within the establishment & the fool
outside. The transition to prophecy is through the positive fool. There
are a lot of Biblical references to the prophet as fool, & I have them
somewhere. The extra-Biblical example is the cynic of the Menippean
satire, Athanaeus, etc. Also the Solomon-Saturn dialogue & Diderot’s
Neveu de Rameau.²¹
Chapter One is the pre-Romantic four levels and its post-Romantic inversion. Two is the temporal aspect of this, the Incarnation & Resurrection motifs. Three & Four are attempts to outline a total geography & history of the mythological universe, incorporating what I used to call the Druid analogy.²²
This small (14.6 × 9 cm.) notebook was begun before 1 January 1980, a date recorded in paragraph 77, and was continued through “Easter 1980” (par. 81). Frye wrote in ink on forty-one of the pages in this Japanese cloth-bound notebook, which has coloured horizontal stripes on the cover and green end papers. The notebook is in the NFF, 1991, box 23.

[1] Typology, which differs from allegory in that both elements are equally real, implies a theory of historical process: there has to be something concealed within history that works toward an epiphany in history. External views of history, like the cyclical view, won’t fit it.¹

[2] We got our philosophy from the Greeks, and the Greeks developed the first true alphabet—the so-called Hebrew alphabet is still a syllabary. Is there a connection between alphabetical writing and metaphysics? Something that permits of projection? In China & Japan philosophy is either political-ethical (Confucius) or psychological (Tao, Zen). Is that because all metaphysics is absorbed into building up the language of characters?

[3] I’ve shown that the narrative of the Bible is the cyclical quest of the Messiah from creation to ascension. I’ve shown that the thematic stasis of this narrative is the descending great chain of being followed by the revolutionary upward-moving one. But the narrative basis hasn’t changed: it’s only shifted its God-Man emphasis from God to Man.

[4] In the spiritual world everything is immortal, hence spiritual ene-
mies don’t die: they always return. Perhaps a sufficiently great spiritual power could send them out into the “deep,” but ordinary life can’t.

[5] When Buddhism came to Japan it eventually combined with Shinto (after some tension) by treating it as a positive analogy of Buddhism in which the kami or spirits of Shinto became emanations of Buddha. Christianity, being revolutionary, had to take the tedious route of negative analogy: how far can we allow these demonic parodies of our faith to go?

[6] Thoughts about God: (1) the conception of “God” is qualitatively different from that of “gods,” even when one supreme god grows out of them. Hence missionaries, working on the fallacy of the analogia entis, often begin by saying “What is your word for God?” The word may mean something quite different, as I think perhaps it always does.

[7] (2)³ The miserable futility of constructing a theology which at any moment can go back to square one and say “Is there, or is there not, a God?” That the word has no place in scientific thought is generally acknowledged. Whitehead, even Tillich, give me the impression of saying “Here’s this damn word God: what are we to do with it?” In such philosophies the meaning of God gradually pulls away from its Biblical context. In scholasticism it does duty as a kind of linguistic model: a perfect person, St. Thomas’ God who hates nothing.

[8] (3) I think the real conception “God” must start in typological metaphor: God is the existential reality of the “all one body we” metaphor. After that, one can try to work out his connexion with nature, but if we start with that we just get old Nobodaddy. God “exists,” then, only as the will to love and unite: or rather, he’s called into existence by that will.⁴

[9] When I got nothing out of the tea ceremony⁵ I assumed that the limitations of my Christian background made it impossible for me to take in the notion of an aesthetic sacrament. And yet there ought to be a place for an aesthetic sacrament; as part of stage two in religion.

[10] Stage one is a revolutionary social force: it unites the proletarian God, demonic analogy, and prophetic confrontation. The focus is incar-
nation, the calling of God into existence. Stage two (as I see it now) is the goal of wisdom, its focus resurrection. (But prophecy surpasses wisdom because it leads to interpenetration.)

[11] So the imagery structure from the human level down is prophetic, revolutionary, leading to confrontation, and based on the typological metaphor. In Judaism God isn't the reality of the social body metaphor, but Xy gets it right.

[12] Not only are God & gods qualitatively distinct, but the burning bush God is equally distinct from the paternal sky-god who (1) completes & unifies a polytheistic order, a god supreme over other gods (2) is one of a series of sky-gods (3) has a special relation to the earthly ruler.

[13] The Shinto conception of kami is useful, because it unites nature-spirits & heroes (i.e. ancestors), & shows how, e.g., Homer can unite the two. Wonder if Xy would have been better off if it had kept a "pagan" indigenous cult that was simply there, with no theology and no arguments.

[14] Yes, the analogia entis is bullshit and the conception "God," a personal creator who is ultimate reality, is untranslatable into any non-Biblical religion. Xy got off the rails when it started with the opening verse of Genesis. That's the second stage of God, the God of Adam, the individual in relation to nature. This picks up the themes of a lot of creation myths. There's the post-coitional myth of heaven & earth locked together in union, & the creator as the Oedipus third party who pushes them apart, creating the space of consciousness which is also awareness of mortality.

[15] In this part of the myth, which takes in the upper half of the imagery, God is the universal context of the individual. But he's still not nature: his relation to nature isn't clear to me yet.

[16] Aristotle's contemptuous dismissal of mythological thinking in the Metaphysics is natural historically: it's consistent with the rejection of poetic & intuitional thinking: i.e., what comes up in bits & pieces directly from the mythological universe. It's inconsistent with the second part of the Poetics, but I wrote that, not Aristotle.
[17] Perhaps the growth of rational knowledge as wisdom, the feeling that intuition is the beginning & not the end of wisdom—that’s the other way round—forced prophecy into the role of confrontation. Plato could develop his doctrine of ideas only because Socrates was martyred.

[18] Links: priesthood as the controlling of the upward resurrection pattern into a sacramental ordering; revolution as the freeing of the sacramental life; the confrontation of prophecy & the Wisdom obsession with the subject-object opposition. Query: does the whole subject of “wisdom” turn out to be the descending side of the mythical wheel? Is “chain of being,” i.e. meditation on being through method, the metaphor of all wisdom? Wisdom in Plato ends with intuition of unity, & its martyred Logos is the questioner of intuition. The great achievement of the Bible was to show that prophecy, though it may be fragmentary in expression, springs from a coherent & unified imaginative world. The articulating of that world, however, is post-Biblical.

[19] The descent of the prophets Saul joined [1 Samuel 10:5–6] from what is called shamanism is obvious enough; but even in this form the prophets were far more institutionalized, more closely in touch with court & temple. Yet the main emphasis in the Bible is on their social criticism.

[20] Every philosopher knows that the notion of “truth of correspondence” is very far from leak proof, & what I’ve already said ought to suggest some of the reasons why. But it remains an assumption of a rough pragmatic procedure.

[21] Wisdom is the search for hidden continuities in time & space: that’s why it begins in the anxiety of continuity. It ends in the intuition which Yeats called the property of the dead [Blood and the Moon, pt. 4, l. 7], where it modulates into the prophecy that leads to resurrection.

[22] The function of the Bible is to give us knowledge of myth (and metaphor). Not experience: that’s the reader’s response. The Bible guides and girds the experience: unorganized mythical experience is hysteria or insanity.

[23] In the Renaissance the hermetic writings were regarded as close to Mosaic monotheism—the Philo fallacy. We now realize that their mono-
theism was a product of their lateness, not of their antiquity. Even two centuries ago it was possible to think of the O.T. as the world’s oldest written document. Archaeology has reversed the historical perspective. Even assuming that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, the Egyptian Old Kingdom & Sumer & Accad [Akkad] had come & gone before that. The Bible at its earliest is familiar with the rhythm of the rise & fall of civilizations. Egyptian texts speak of a Habiru or Apiru, who sound very like “Hebrew,” which is not the name of a nation but means something like “dispossessed people” or proletariat. (This association is, of course, subject to the first law of philology, which is that every association of words that looks in the least interesting has been shown by scholars to be a mere coincidence.)"
[29] Ritual of Christ’s death: the word must be utterly helpless before the power of leviathan. It’s associated with the conscious observer or soul that has no power as long as leviathan is present.

[30] Reconciliation, Barth’s second great theme, is my second apocalypse. That should fill *that* up with something more than an edifying peroration.

[31] The business of life is to make a path for the incarnation: the business of death is to make a path for the resurrection.

[32] The impotence of the Word in passion corresponds to the impotence of Providence before the order of nature.

[33] Part Four: the Bible is treated from Augustine at least (more likely from Ignatius) as an allegory or rather type of the Church. The antitype of the Messianic quest is the Trinity, from that point of view.

[34] But (Part One & Two) the spiritual recognition of the second apocalypse (the first is the panorama spread before the subjective and observant soul) is the real antitype of the N.T. of which the Gospel itself is only the type. That’s why the Bible is open-ended.

[35] And the pagan synthesis or “Wisdom,” what I used to call the Druid analogy, is the type of which the O.T. is the antitype. It’s particularly the doctrine of sacrifice that’s important here.

[36] In narrative one principle of great importance is the reversal. This has two aspects, turning away from the beginning, & turning forward to the end. This is the pre-anagnorisis part of the narrative, & while there is often a point of reversal or peripety clearly marked, there often isn’t. Perhaps reversal in this sense is really the whole narrative *qua* narrative.

[37] Recognition means both discovery of the new & recognition of the old. The latter is the total comprehension of the work or spectacular apocalypse; the former is the absorption into the personality. But this identifies recognition with imagery, not with narrative. Perhaps there’s a stage of identification that bridges the gap between reversal (of *movement*) and recognition. I’m looking for a Mosaic or Pisgah view, the first or preliminary apocalypse.
The reversal provides the two movements of highway & labyrinth, direct & confused movement. There’s a higher labyrinth of the dance or disinterested movement above.

ark: catastrophic imagery is the alternative to the cyclical, & refers to the vertical perspective. Creation is a form of catastrophe; whether it’s a big bang or not. Also (I think I have this) the Word of creation was a spoken word, but creation itself is a form of ecriture.

Illusory mythology: trdnly [traditionally] down to Luther inspired by the devil, now the bourgeois mind. Ultimately the devil is illusion.

1. The history of language
   2. Myth & recreation; typology
   3. Metaphor & the Bible of illusion.
   4. Soul & spirit: royal metaphor; inwardness

Repetition & Typology vs. causality:
   Aristotle’s final cause.
   Oedipus & the backward Son-Father movement
   Dionysus & the uncontained tragedy.

That is: under narrative the Ev. [Everlasting] Gospel is a contrast to, perhaps Hercules & his cyclical labours. The Melchizedek Messiah is a contrast to the Yeatsian Oedipus. The tragic victim who “atones” (i.e. is contained) is a contrast to Dionysus. That accounts for the Greek obsessions of the Germans & of Shelley & Yeats with us.

The sparagmos of Jesus, which demonstrates the royal metaphor in reverse, goes in the victim section of narrative.

Freud & the backward look to Oedipus: the subjective psychological backward to the cause of tragedy.

Synchronic myth: check Eliade on eternal returns.15

Evolution: the diachronic movement is irreversible.

Derrida’s metaphysic of presence still clings to the author’s personality: the Bible has eliminated even that.
Oedipus side of Father-Son conflict presents a hated father: this is the Gnostic theme which reappears in Boehme. To the extent that that is in the N.T. "Father" is replaced by "law," & law is ultimately an accuser (memory). Hence the need for a Job chapter in 15.

Note how the redeemed legal analogy always fits in between apoc. & dem. [apocalyptic & demonic]: my whole "recreated" section is a series of redeemed analogies.

Hypothetical twin Jesus who was the eldest son of Joseph passed over. This is fulfilled in the victim or pharmakos Jesus.

Redeemed & excluded orders go back to the darkness & chaos excluded from & yet incorporated in the creation (14–15). My notion that leviathan is space is all right: cf. Tiamat. In four, this redeemed analogy is the epic of the soul, the legal trial & acquittal.

The decentralized Bible: each sentence is a microcosm of the whole—not necessarily sentence, of course, but kernel. Development through the sententiae of rhetoric.

Tried to avoid the tone Hegel calls "edifying," or taking refuge in a facile emotional resonance.

Credulity & the sense of intellectual holiday: astrology as divination, & divination as hieroglyphic deciphering, or looking for signs. This is part of the analogy of being.

In 9, sheep & shepherd are also philia & agape. Internalizing the law is also the redemption of Eros.

The eighth category of being is the responding Spirit; the eighth theme of revelation is the participating apocalypse.

The diachronic is only irreversible when it sees its antitypes in the future: the Church turned the Resurrection into the high point of a cycle. But future really isn't future: it's expanded present. Same fallacy as "after" life.
[58] Chapter or rather section one outlines a cycle, & presents it with a diachronic challenge. This is partly the welter of critical & linguistic views in the world, but mainly the fact of recreation. Poetry recreates stage one; the Bible is self-creative.

[59] What in stage three recreates stage two? They're both causal & continuous; but 3 replaces the premises of 2 with collected facts. 3 eliminates God, as 2 needed him because God is the cause of everything. Note that the first cause provides a telos & seals the whole system in.

[60] Hesse, talking of Karamazovs, speaks of a god-devil behind good & evil. There's a verse in Isaiah about this "demiurge," but we're conditioned by the knowledge of good & evil, & can't get beyond the soul-law stage with its defender & accuser. Only the spirit can command the covering cherub to depart. Not the "comforter" mother-spirit, but a spirit with a hotter flame & a sharper sword.

[61] Anything in the Bible may be historically true; nothing must be. The suggestion that it's all true lands us in servomechanism. Definite repudiation of fact would force us to take the poetic as final. It teases: neither is definitive.

[62] Survival value in human life has several dimensions, because there are several environments to be adapted to.

[63] Slave morality in Xy relates only to the fear of hell.

[64] The essential words of the book are: God, Word, (soul), spirit. All as generally used are nouns, fallacies of misplaced concreteness.

[65] The "soul" is what constructs all these idealistic hierarchies like those of Plotinus. The spirit is revolutionary and wants to upset things from the bottom. In Cancer, the resurrection is the antitype of the exodus because the spiritual body is a repressed idea, unlike the soul. Maybe this is Leo.

[66] Paul could explain to Romans that Xy was the fulfilment of the law, & to Corinthians that it was the fulfilment of love. But he was unable to
explain to the Athenians that it was the fulfilment of intelligence also. Hence the N.T. lacks an Epistle to the Athenians, & the growth of Classical thought & imagination as an analogy to Xy took many frustrated centuries.

[67] The question "Is there a God?" can only be answered "No," because any question beginning with "is there" is an ungodly question.21

[68] The story of Oedipus is a tragedy, & nothing is more human than tragedy. Hence it's not demonic, but part of the Gentile analogy. Oedipus is mankind with the iceberg tip of consciousness, subject to the powerful currents of which he is unconscious. Oedipus in short is the first Adam.22

[69] Paul thought of "Israel" as the community that accepted Christ, separated from other people only by that acceptance (faith).

[70] (Oedipus) which the imagination recognizes and responds to but does not understand.

[71] 1. E. Personal
   3. Me Myth
   4. V Typ.
   5. Su Met.
   6. Ma L.B.
   7. J L.M.

[72] The firmament was the first creature, I think. It's mythical kernel is the consciousness or word that pushes apart the "male" waters above the "female" ones below (Enoch).24

*This consciousness is also the consciousness of morality.

[73] The passion of Christ must repeat something cut out of the creation story: the Kingu myth, where Kingu & Adam Kadmon are identical with Ymir-Tiamat.25 Mithraic bull—the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

[74] The dialectic to which the cyclical imagery of the Bible leads is the
separation of all reality from nothingness. Nothingness is that which cannot be transformed into negation.

[75] The constructs of the soul's faith are types of which the vision of the spirit is the antitype.

[76] Word vs. monument: Temple as (flesh) Word with gift of tongues vs. Babel. Translatability is one of the cornerstones of Xy: a Greek O.T., a Latin Vulgate, the B & F Bible society.26

[77] Jan. 1 1980. I continue to try the patience of God, yet I still hope for some improvement.

[78] The chief motives for creation, or rather motivations, are eros & logos, creation by desire & creation by the Word.

[79] Myth develops into literature, & as it does so it becomes more genuinely itself. Creation theme of diving into water & coming up with a tiny bit of dirt under the fingernails—enough to start a world. Pearl.

[80] George Macdonald’s Wise Woman on bringing one’s child to birth.

[81] Easter, 1980. God is very merciful. Praise to his name.

[82] Teacher & scholar (EARTH). The scholar is a mental explorer: he finds out & communicates what the rest of the world does not know. The teacher is often, even normally, in the position of one who knows, instructing those who do not know, or know less. But it has been realized27 ever since Plato’s Meno that the real function of the teacher is to remind the pupil of what he potentially knows already. That is why it is the teacher, Socrates, who asks the questions, not the student. The teacher aims at lucidity for himself and recognition from his reader.

[83] Note how central in Karl Barth is the repudiation of that ridgepole of metonymic thinking, the analogia entis.28

[85] Huxley's Perennial Philosophy is a book I must keep in touch with: my point about the soul as female & the spirit as male (p. 174) is there in full force.²⁹

[86] The intensity of isness on the part of God takes care of his goodness, which is only an attribute of genuine being. Knowledge of good & evil is its demonic parody.
These typed notes were written after January 1981, the date of the lecture Frye refers to in paragraph 7. It seems clear that he is close to completing his final version of the manuscript for *The Great Code*, these notes serving as reminders for a few additions and clarifications he wants to make. The typescript is in the NFF, 1999, box 28, file 4.

[1] Now don’t lose or mislay these notes.

[2] Somewhere in either myth or metaphor I should say: the literal basis of meaning is a swirling of words with no “reality” of any kind behind them, or nothing of what I used to call the Beulah mattress. Contemporary critics seem to regard this fact as something to be greeted with the classical gestures of despair: there is no object for criticism; the text demonstrates only the absence of a presence, etc. I regard this fact as positive and exhilarating. It makes the reader, for one thing, a primary creator, but because the reader doesn’t exist in an individual vacuum the old bogey of private judgement doesn’t exist either.¹

[3] Blake’s distinction between a contrary and a negation is most illuminating in many contexts, e.g., that doubt is the contrary of faith and part of its dialectic, but not the negation of faith which is insensitivity to its importance.² But of course one has to take account of the Hegelian principle that a contrary is also a negation, if not quite of the kind Blake meant.

[4] Wisdom: take out the ‘olam business, I think, and substitute: Koheleth³ is very keen on the work ethic as the first product of the
release of energy. No sense in being righteous overmuch because you won’t have time if your life is set up properly. But work is energy expended for a further end in view; play, which he doesn’t seem to be aware of, in [is] energy expended for its own sake or as a manifestation of work’s further end. From there we go on to “ludens in orbe terrarum [Proverbs 8:31, Vulgate].”

[5] I don’t know what you’ve said at the end of the Job discussion in the narrative chapter, but there should be an explicit link with the Zen or Tao version of what “I abhor myself” would be, the je est un autre principle that you’ve now got in the last chapter under Paul’s account of his vision. I think it should go earlier.

[6] Jacob’s ladder ought to be added: you have somewhere the psalms of ascent and the possibility of that’s being a spiral ascent. Jacob’s ladder must have been a staircase, otherwise you couldn’t have descent and ascent going on at the same time.

[7] I hardly dare to start to think about the second volume yet, but I suppose the principle that came to me in connection with the science paper, that the arts and sciences grow out of a myth of concern and develop their own structures and their own authority gradually, would be a logical theme for an opening chapter.

[8] I think perhaps I don’t have this: anti-Semitism is a long-standing corruption of Christianity, and one of its more rationalized pretexts is that the legalism condemned in the New Testament can be identified with Judaism. But while this is a conceivable, though very dubious, inference from some polemical passages in Paul and Hebrews, it certainly isn’t part of Jesus’ teaching, which always attacks a quite specific elite or pseudo-elite of chief priests, scribes, lawyers, Pharisees, Sadducees, and other “blind guides” [Matthew 23:24–6]. It would be a pretty complacent Christian who would maintain that what Jesus meant by Pharisaism was not as common in Christianity as in any other religion.

[9] I think the last page, with its reference to the Anglo-Saxon riddle, is too hurried, and needs a rallentando.

[10] I don’t know whether I’ve said explicitly that Milton’s view of lib-
erty is opposed to that of Shelley or Byron or Jefferson in assuming that man doesn’t want liberty but that God is determined he shall have it. The evidence of history confirms this at every point. But we can’t go back to an either-or formulation of the question based on a subject-object antithesis. The love of liberty is there but repressed, and manifests itself, almost always, as an enthusiasm for some kind of slavery. ¹⁰

¹¹ I think the first chapter on language should conclude with a stronger statement than it does: rhetoric has always traditionally meant both the figuration of language and the attempt to persuade: the Bible contains elements of both, but the inter-relationships of figuration are the primary thing and the real kerygma. The reason, which may have to wait until the next chapter or two, is the one above: the disappearance of presence in writing brings the reader in as an active creator. ¹¹

¹² I think I need somewhere, perhaps in the typology (first) chapter, that the true king is not that man there with all the authority—that’s the model for Antichrist, but the pieces of his body that the community has eaten, the single presence who’s disappeared inside his society. King Lear realizes this as soon as he prays to, not for, the poor naked wretches of his kingdom. I think this winds up the Simone Weil point quite well. ¹²

¹³ There’s a lot of yap now about the point established in my metaphor chapter, that there’s no “reality” behind the words that the words stand for. ¹³ That’s a metaphorical dilemma: the reality is in front of the words, that is, it’s in the mind of the reader or audience: the mood generated in him or them is what the reality is. Art begins by inverting the usual real-illusory relationship: a drama is an objective illusion generating a subjective reality. After you get past the subject-object antithesis implied in that, you begin to understand what the real metaphorical problem is.

¹⁴ We think of reality as out there and of illusion as mostly in here, but if we go into a theatre the illusion is what’s out there and the reality is what’s generated in the mind of the audience. There’s no reality behind, in the wings or the dressing rooms. What applies to a play applies to every text. Nothing behind; everything is recreated by the reader or audience. I’ve just got through saying that, for Christ’s sake.
Well, it’s the moral of the metaphor chapter and the what is literal meaning discussion.

[15] The fifth chapter is gonna need a certain amount of insertion: apart from the wisdom business above, I want to establish the point that every phase is the type of the phase in front of it and the antitype of the phase behind it. That way, creation passes ultimately into the reader’s creation in the eighth phase, which in turn becomes a type of a new creation.¹⁴

[16] In the New Testament the ordinary word for the “reading” of the scriptures is anagnosis, which is derived from anagnorisis, which I believe also can mean reading.¹⁵ Interesting in connection with my argument that the reality behind the text eventually vanishes and reappears in the reader’s mind.

[17] Again in the fifth chapter: you have to distinguish natural law from law of nature. Natural law is traditionally a rule of conduct assumed to be inherent in man and discoverable by reason. As that, of course it doesn’t exist, but if it did exist it would be an aspect of moral law, not things like the law of gravitation.¹⁶

[18] Fifth chapter again: each phase is the type of the one ahead of it, and the antitype of the one behind it, as I’ve said. Gospel is the antitype of prophecy, because it consolidates its future-projected vision into a resurrection in the present. When Gospel becomes the type of apocalypse, hearing the Word becomes the type of seeing the kind of world it envisages: in the second coming every eye shall see Christ [Revelation 1:7]. Revelation is not visualized, but it is a “seeing” of what the Bible means. From there it passes into the reader and becomes the participating apocalypse, which is also a type of a new creation, the ultimate antitype of everything.¹⁷

[19] Importance of written book: reading is an act of magic (“gramarye”), invoking an absent presence, as Derrida I think says. The presence doesn’t stand behind the absence but in front of it in the reader’s mind, the buried substantial Christ who’s the real king.¹⁸

[20] Chain of being: does an expanding dialectic, like Hegel’s or my chain of types and antitypes, have to go on a vertical and therefore a
hierarchical diagram? It doesn't feel hierarchical to me. Is a revolutionary thinker like Milton being false to his own premises when he makes a hierarchical diagram out of the Trinity, asserting that the Son is "inferior" to the Father and the Spirit to both?

[21] I suppose hierarchy is a spatial metaphor, and when it goes into time the need for a vertical arrangement disappears.

[22] Seems to me the book should wind up with an imaginative version of how the Trinity operates. By cutting off the "literal" referential, we identify the two aspects of the Word; by opening up the reader to first a social and then a spiritual consensus, we identify the locale, so to speak, of the Spirit. What remains, the ghost of the Father, is the referential that's still there, but can be reached only through a centripetally-based conception of literal meaning. No getting to that except through the Word. Science and history grab his back parts: that doesn't deprecate them at all, but indicates their role in the Bible-reading operation.

[23] In Chapter Eight, do you say that we can't be commanded to love, as Jesus and Deuteronomy insist, except as an "augury of innocence"?

[24] The ghost of the Father, when realized, becomes the antitype of all antitypes, the new creation. But what the new creation is in relation to nature I have still to work out.
This holograph notebook was written during the early 1980s. The references to The Great Code (1982) make it appear that that book has just been completed. Entries 1–30 were written with a small-nibbed pen; 31–79 with a somewhat broader nib. For paragraphs 80–81 and 82–83 Frye used two still different pens. These differences doubtless indicate an interval between the writing of the different sections. In several of the entries Frye speculates about his next books, one of which is to be a sequel to The Great Code. “Mythology,” he says in paragraph 52, “is the word with power.”

[1] There are two literary genres that have been interesting me lately. One is the science-fiction trilogy (that is, it’s usually the creation of a world, with a story that occupies three volumes). Examples are Asimov’s Foundation,1 Herbert’s Dune,2 Zelazny’s Amber world,3 Farmer’s “Riverrun” books4 (not up to the others, in my view), Ursula LeGuin’s Earthsea,5 and a number of others. They derive, of course, from the huge success of the Tolkien trilogy, and the blurbs routinely compare them to Tolkien. But the Eddison series6 was written before Tolkien, to say nothing of the Morris ends-of-the-earth series.7

[2] These romances all feature adventure, which means conflict, which means fighting. What’s striking about them is that, no matter how much futuristic hardware they include, the fighting is archaic: duelling with at least the equivalent of swords. The “villainous saltpetre” [Henry IV, Pt. I, 1.3.60] complex is still at work in them: the governments also are archaic, emperors with plotters and bureaucrats, assassinations, sometimes magicians. All this is part of the “return” to romance, and eventually myth,
that I predicted in the Anatomy. What puzzles me is its predominance over genuinely new treatments of parallel universes and the like. We're in a sort of neo-Ariosto period.

[3] The other genre is the one I call the kook book, the speculative survey of third-force psychology and the like. Those are often a fruitful source of adagia. One of them quotes Schroedinger as saying that consciousness is a singular whose plural is unknown, a remark I used in a sermon.\(^8\) Cosmic Trigger: the Final Secret of the Illuminati, by Robert Anton Wilson,\(^9\) is a typical kook book. Powers of Mind, by Adam Smith,\(^10\) is a journalistic writeup of what he calls the "consciousness circuit," and a very lively book it is. The Morning of the Magicians, by Pauwels and Bergier, is another.\(^11\) Such books shade off through Merejkowski's Atlantis\(^12\) and Buckminster Fuller to Jung & Eliade, who of course aren't kooks, but put together some of their patterns.

[4] Man, being an animal, is mobile: he is also conscious and, sometimes, intelligent. He increased his mobility by domesticating animals like the horse & camel; then he took to machinery, & is now at the rocket plane stage, where he can travel faster & faster than sound. The difference between a mechanism & an organism is one of will: an automobile can run faster than a man, but by itself has no will to do so: left in a garage unused it will rust away to nothing with no sign of impatience. Man then turned to computers to increase his consciousness & before long computers will do everything a human brain can do, on a prodigiously increased level of speed & efficiency. But because this threatens our self-proclaimed prerogatives, we get muddled arguments about whether a machine can "think" or not. Again, the difference is one of will: a computer will remain a machine without will unless it's provided with DNA molecules & a genetic code driving it at every moment to survive and multiply.

[5] In science-fiction fantasy a computer like HAL in 2001\(^13\) may suddenly develop a will to use its intelligence for its own ends. If it does it becomes terrifying, but it also becomes a fellow creature, with a corrupt will like ourselves. The destruction of HAL was by far the most memorable & pathetic episode in that film.

[6] What I'm professionally concerned with is the transition between increased mobility, or pre-verbal communication, and increased con-
sciousness, or what T. de Chardin calls the noosphere. To increase mobility is to increase consciousness by implication: a cattle tick may wait twenty years just to hitch a ride on a passing cow, but it doesn't do this to increase its awareness of the world. To increase consciousness is to increase mobility by metaphor.

[7] St. Augustine has a sermon where he speaks of Christ embracing the cross like a bridegroom. Another Oedipus twist: cf. Jung on mater or materia (cf. Greek hyle).


[9] Lawrence's Plumed Serpent: superficially the silliest and most wrong-headed book ever written, it yet illustrates the cultural move back in time to awaken the sleeping gods: Prometheus, Eros, Adonis, Hermes. A lot of Kundalini imagery: wonder if he knew about that. St. John & Salome got in too.

[10] The things that came out of the Israel lectures were mainly: the poetic cult of Eros grew up as an attempt to define the basis of the human response to divine love. Thus Dante's love for Beatrice in the VN [Vita Nuova] is based on Eros, but her love for him is pure caritas. Still true of Little Gidding.

[11] The erotic is one of several positive analogies to Xy: the Classical is another. They come to include a human imitation of divine creative power. This is a Biblical doctrine: the word rendered "creative" in Genesis is never employed to describe anything that man can also do. But the creator in the Timaeus is a demiurge who works to a model as a human craftsman would do. Hence Puttenham is entirely on the Platonics he calls fantastic.

[12] Harold Fisch remarks on the similarity of theme among the Ruth, Tamar, & Lot's daughters stories. Harvest & first fruits (Ruth is read at Pentecost) along with a semi-bedtrick establishing the legitimacy of a line.

[13] (Of course the Bible doesn't itself set forth a m.u. [mythological universe]: it provides inexhaustible materials & suggestions for them).
Chap. 1: the overwhelming emphasis is on the old level of descent of authority, grace & love. Three stages of creation, giving of law, and incarnation. Upward movements are strictly controlled & purgatorial penitential ascents, ascents through moral & religious education, & the like. A few others more speculative like alchemy, which was suspect like all forms of gnosis. Kabbalism too, I'm told.

So the poets established an analogy of metaphor, based on Eros, with its own forms of conversion, penance, grace, afterlife (“apes in hell” [The Taming of the Shrew, 2.1.34]), & assumption, if not resurrection, which is erotic union with the female: Donne’s Ecstasy & Canonization, Shakespeare’s PT [The Phoenix and the Turtle].

So far there isn’t much about the Bible here: hints & guesses include Harold Fisch’s Ruth complex, the Joseph-Daniel parallel I spotted myself, the Eden-S.S. [Song of Songs] bride-body, the comic triumph in Easter & a verse of Paul.

I think the four levels turn into four colossal human powers. Prometheus is not infernal but knows the future & reclaims the land. Eros I’ve talked about as the human-originating power of love & grace & creation. Adonis is, as I said, essentially Oedipus, but the female containing cycle-figure is very important. Somewhere in here goes the Mallarme-Flaubert obsession with the sword-dish John the Baptist half of the cycle, where the female role is demonic. (Salome & Herodias balancing the two Maries: this is something I should have got into GC.)

The palaeolithic cave-paintings are a most powerful & impressive example of the interiorizing of imagery. Ezekiel, who so often fails to recognize his own allies, denounces what’s done in the dark, in the chambers of his imagery. But that’s where recreation begins, the infant Prometheus.

Dying gods represent the tyranny of the cycle: born gods represent potential human powers.

Jesus is the apotheosis of totemism: the human-animal immortal ancestor whose animal form—the sacrificed lamb’s body & blood which is also the bread & wine—sustains the life of his worshippers.
[21] The chain of being naturally developed all kinds of subordinate providential angels & guardian spirits, the redeemed gods. The Eros analogy of this was the Magus, who, realizing that there were mysterious forces in nature but nothing numinous there, tried to develop powers of controlling stupid and not very powerful elemental spirits. The fear that women might seize control of the weather was of course the demonic parody of this. Comus is heavily indebted to The Tempest, but reverses its theme: the true spirits of air & water are redemptive angels. The holy is reborn of water & the Spirit in the tonality of Classical myth.

[22] Xy absorbed so much that Judaism (like Islam later) excluded. The internalized imagery of the ancient cave returned in the cathedral, whereas the Holy of Holies remained dark: the Mother returned in far greater force, along with the dying god: the totemic identification of human & animal victim is kept separate in the Akeda [binding of Isaac] and Passover: the blood sacrifice is similarly absorbed into the harvest-vintage ones. In short, there’s a real catholicity that gives it the resources of a world religion. It has the power to transcend itself: Judaism hasn’t. More accurately, and gratefully, it did transcend itself in the Christian Word & Spirit (NOT the Church).

[23] (Re above: note offstage role of both Sycorax & Circe).

[24] In the Gospels the Sadducees are said, with obvious disapproval, to deny the resurrection:23 but as Jesus was still alive, they were quite right according to later Xn doctrine. Maybe the Gospel writers are thinking retroactively from a later period, but I’d prefer to think that resurrection is part of the everlasting gospel, & didn’t start with Jesus.

[25] The first chapter is relatively easy to set up: the second can simply start with the Blake reversal. The third has to be Eros Regained, and the survival of the Platonic Eros, through Virgil & Ovid, as providing the basis of the human response to love & a human form of creation. The Eros-Orpheus area entails the union with the blackbird; hence Chapter Four has to be the Adonis-Oedipus-Adam area of the white goddess. Then (I’m more doubtful about this) by way of his psychopomp role we go into the world of Hermes. Proteus, the metamorphosis trickster who leads us to the alpha-omega sense of words & numbers. The St. John Salome business appears at the end of Adonis: the Igitur chance-choice
business here, recapitulating my Seattle illumination, takes me into the Promethean Atlantis rising from the waves, where knowledge of the future (up to a point not destroying freedom of will) is again permitted.

[26] The cycle of the Word is built on a principle of death & resurrection: a vertical cycle contrasting with the horizontal death-revival one under the white goddess. It descends to sparagmos (diaspora in Judaism) and ascends to unity. The cycle of the Spirit moves from total integration (inspiration) to total decentralization (expiration). It should be the other way, but this is the GC order. The elements of integration are the great four.

[27] The western m.u. [mythological universe] was founded on metonymic or analogical language, connected with the conception of God as also metonymic, the word “put for” something beyond it. Hence ascent, the human response to the divine initiative, is analogical. So far, there seem to be seven ascents. Well, I’d better count them.

[28] First, the sacramental, or be-a-good-boy ascent. This is the Purgatorio, the Faerie world of moral realizations & the rest of it. Then there’s the mystical ascent to the “hidden” divinity behind the cloud of unknowing. Then there’s the quest-analogy in the Grail romances. Close to this is the Platonic ascent to the vision of beauty (also hermetic, I think).

[29] Then there’s the erotic analogy (closely allied), of which more later. And the magus analogy of alchemy & kabbalism.

[30] The lyric is a discontinuous point of intensity, meditative as distinct from the transitional faculty of narrative. Its two roots are: the visual epitaph that detaches itself from the landscape & calls attention to the passer-by as reader; and the aural sound that stands out from ordinary sense experience of sound. Two of Keats’ central odes, the GU [Ode on a Grecian Urn] & the Ng [Ode to a Nightingale], indicate those origins.

[31] Jonah is the dove flying out of the reptilian belly (SE arch. [archetype]). Rainbow is the skyladder, connecting horizon & zenith, opposite of 7-tiered & colored Tower of Babel.

[32] Freud’s notion of an early killing of the Father as inspiring guilty
feelings sounds crap, but Adam's fall, snapping the link with the Father, is another way of putting it.

[33] Genesis 6 & the Yeatsian bird-woman conjunction.

[34] The unit of resurrection is the bone, hence the old "luz" legend.

[35] Hence too the importance of "I may tell all my bones" & the fact that none were broken (Ps. 22[:17]). Wonder what "Golgotha" has to do with this. Is the skull the real place of resurrection? Ezekiel's vision too, of course.

[36] "Make me chaste, Lord, but not yet" is an exceeding sensible & pious prayer. Let me enjoy the lasciviousness you planted in me while I can: then, in due time, deliver me from its inconveniences. The attitude to death is the same: receive my soul & deliver me from the sorrows & cares of the world—but not yet.

[37] Mallarmé says to think with the whole body: producing ideas out of the head alone is like playing a violin on the wrong side of the bridge. Interesting that this remark comes from so cerebral a poet.

[38] The reason is perhaps ultimately simply a way of directing the will. See earlier [par. 4]: a machine can "think" all right: the fact that it has no will to do so is what makes it a machine. Hence the irrational is directing or surrendering to a perverse will. When Hannah Arendt was at Eichmann's trial she didn't see wickedness or even stupidity, which she'd have been prepared for. She felt rather that, so to speak, he wasn't there: something essential to humanity was missing. It's very seldom (mercifully) that we know when we're looking at a lost soul, a will that has surrendered itself to whatever the opposite of God is.

[39] In one quarter of Jerusalem there were signs up everywhere telling "daughters of Jerusalem" that the Torah obliges them to be modest & cover up their lousy female bodies. The Israeli lassies wear thin dresses without slips, so that in the bright sunshine a fair amount of the actual handiwork of God does get advertised in spite of these angels of darkness. Nothing, of course, is morally objectionable except the signs.
Curious how anxiety focusses on some “improvement” that men have made to their alleged sources of revelation. Methodists used to attach all their anxieties to dancing, playing cards & drinking alcoholic beverages, which are either ignored in the Bible or actively encouraged there. Catholics make a terrific howl about birth control, until the theory that there can’t be too many Catholics became so obviously unworkable that they had to say it wasn’t a dogma after all—oh, did you think it was?

Jews put most of their anxiety on separating milk & meat dishes, which isn’t in the Torah but was a “fence” dreamed up by some rabbi centuries later. I don’t know about Islam, but the God who dictated the Koran was such a dismal paranoid anyway they probably don’t need extra ones.

It isn’t original sin that makes one feel sardonic so much as original pettiness. Take Plato, with his idealism soaring up to the moon like the Tower of Babel. Yet the climax of the Symposium is the great news that when he’s in bed with another man Socrates will cuddle but not bugger.

In a short story (an allegory) called “The Castle,” George MacDonald ends with an eloquent plea to think of God the Father as having begotten man: that is, God is the begetter of creation and not its maker.

I must think about a short (200-page) book devoted to putting the second twist on GC. The book I have in mind won’t do for the promised sequel. The book I have in mind is (1) the authoritarian universe and its analogies (2) the revolutionary universe (3–6) the awakening of the spectres of the dead (7–8) whatever universe we may then expect. The book I must think about now is a book dealing with the mysteries of the Bible ignored in GC. I have, quite literally, no ideas about this book, at best a hunch or two—so it’s only an object of meditation as yet.

But perhaps I can use my titles of Cycle of the Word and Spirit to fit this book, as it’s beginning to look as though they simply don’t fit the other book. Meanwhile, such mysteries as the Magi, the origin of giants in Gen. 6 & their persistence in the Anakim (where Blake looks so damn plausible), Ezekiel’s vision, the story of Ruth, & so many other things I’ve circumvented, keep staring me in the face.
Ideally, I suppose, I should think of GC as an account of the literal Bible & then go on to an allegorical one. The book about the universe of authority & its destruction by the awakening powers of man would fit quite nicely as tropological.

I suppose the "allegorical" basis is the Druid analogy; but the Biblical problems wouldn’t be explained away by being dissolved in them: the perspective would be reversed or I’d try to see what the universal themes really mean by seeing them in the Biblical context.

So Volume Two of The Great Code is a study of the Bible that shows how it reverses the Druid analogy—the universal language of mythology. I have no ideas about this: it has to come from prayer & fasting, I suppose—I trust not much of the latter. The Trinity reverses the father-mother-child unit of mythology—that sort of thing, approximate because the Trinity isn’t in the Bible.

Volume Three, then, is the book I’ve been thinking about, concentrating on literature & unencumbered with cycles of Word & Spirit, except so far as they’re implied in Two. Or Four, whatever Four is. Probably nothing in my lifetime. I wish I’d seen these things at least twenty years earlier—they were right there all the time. However.


Thus the idea of totemism is incorporated into Jesus as the Lamb of God. Creation is the charming of the ocean or whatever is incorporated into God as the universal begetter—as George Macdonald says, he’s that & not the universal Maker,35 as creation can only mean giving life to, & the Platonic analogy is based on a fallacy.

All myths are speculative—that means they’re in a mirror. Science is popularly supposed to reverse mythology, but it’s something else. Reversed, & out of the mirror, mythology is the word with power.

I think Arthur Koestler is onto a genuine intuition: the modern chain of being is polarized, not by form & matter, but by whole & parts. Only there’s no whole that isn’t part of something still bigger, & so infinitely in the reverse direction.36
[54] Except that if a human being creates a part, he isn't necessarily led on to the right whole. Hegel's Phenomenology is a great masterpiece as a whole: as an introduction to the Hegelian system it seems pretty crappy to me.

[55] All those books in the Middle Ages called Speculum indicated that nature was a secondary word of God, that is, natural "theology", i.e. mythology, was a mirror of Scripture. Sacrifice is an obvious example, perhaps the key to it. Perhaps too the "outward ceremony" is not necessarily Antichrist, as Blake said, but another mirror.

[56] Yes, I never did get that second twist on sacrifice, or explain how Christ was all varieties of the victim (a) the original divine king (b) the substituted oldest son (c) the substitute criminal (d) the temporary carnival king (e) the substantial unity of his people through eating & drinking him, etc.

[57] Also I didn't explain the conception of "resurrection," which isn't a matter of a dead body getting out of a tomb at all, which in itself is only revival. Also there's a lot to know still about "word" and "spirit": the Fatherhood of God is still largely a blank to me. European culture seems to have assimilated the Trinity (or possibly invented it in the first place) to the Dumezil pattern of red man of power (warrior), white man of wisdom (priest) & blue man of constructive life.

[58] Wisdom is the reversal of knowledge; prophecy the reversal of the oracles. I must look up my notes on the Gospel: I didn't get a real grip on that. Creation, the presentation of a world of things to the consciousness, reverses all the myths of the beginning of a natural order.

[59] I wonder if my four awakening spectres do belong in this book, but without the historical background I'd usually thought of putting them into? Tertullian remarked that Prometheus was a prototype of Christ.

[60] Well, here I am in the Alonso stage, pursuing a will-o-the wisp through forthrights & meanders. One day I'm sure it's two volumes I'm contemplating; next day I'm not sure. Experience has already presented me with a number of books the size of Grove's Dictionary that folded up into two or three hundred pages.
Addendum to my Castiglione essay. Descartes & Bacon were courtiers advising deaf princes: Bacon’s schemes had nothing to do with democracy, but needed King Solomon II to implement them & similarly with Descartes & the Sun King.

This new book of mine seems to be about projection & recovery. The Druid analogy is projected myth: the Bible is an attempt to recover that projection. But I don’t mean by projection & recovery what Jung means: transforming it from the objective to the subjective world. Knowledge is still power: what’s wrong with our present power is that it isn’t humane. Capra & others talk about whole views vs. partitioned ones: that’s part of the answer, but the humanities are still the missing ingredient. We study literature in order to possess its powers: it’s not a verbal icon.

Religious ritual, in itself, is a pretence of power. It may of course help to charge the batteries of power for the rest of the week—I don’t know. But at least it’s a community operation, not an isolated one, which is what’s misleading about Blake’s term “art.” I think what’s wrong with ritual, & made Blake call it Antichrist, is being informed by inorganic belief.

It’s pretty obvious that a specialist perspective won’t do. The thing that’s confusing everybody is the assumption that the only alternative to specializing is generalizing. What’s another one? The nearest I can get is to say that it’s the possession of perspective, a sense of where particulars go—what Blake meant by vision and opposed to generalizing.

Interesting how any theology siphons off the theme of insatiable curiosity & identifies it with the female: Eve, Pandora, Psyche. At that rate Faust ought to be female, and perhaps the silent pryings into knowledge are all symbolically female. The witch, then, was the symbol of the fear of knowledge.

The Mishnah says that a wise man must not communicate what he knows about the Merkabah: that’s to stay esoteric. So maybe the four hayyim are the spectres of the dead after all, as Blake assumed.

I think that remark of George Macdonald is the real clue to creation. God begets live things: one can make only dead things. The word
"created" [bara] in Genesis 1:1 is never applied to anything man can also do:49 that's an analogy derived from the Timaeus. This comes into the attack on idolatry, of course: man shouldn’t worship his own power of making, because there’s no spirit in what he makes.

[68] The near worship of "creative" artists in the Romantic period was very close to idolatry. That’s why atheistic humanism is not a real alternative to Xy.

[69] What’s unique about the Bible? The most obvious thing is the conviction—stronger among Jews than Christians, at least now—that it’s a subject of inexhaustible study. Every society thinks its laws are sacrosanct, but "on his law doth he meditate day and night" [Psalm 1:2]. Kabbalistic speculations about the Torah as anterior to & more inclusive than the created world are exceptional, but even Rabbinical Judaism regards study of the Torah as a devotional act, & thinks the possibility of spending “too much” time in its study is absurd. No such sentiments as the above from Ps. 1 have been discovered about the code of Hammurabi, nor are there in the least likely to be.

[70] One of the evangelical hymns I was exposed to in my childhood was “Coming By and By,”50 which said in effect it certainly looks as though our God was asleep or on a journey, but you just wait: he’ll wake up one of these days and then you’ll see. I sometimes wonder whether Baal on Mount Carmel, saying “to hell with this crap,” didn’t prove himself thereby to be the true God, or at least closer to his nature.

[71] Theodicy is mostly crap, a projection whose recovery is a theanthropodyicy, Job’s revision of the fall of Adam. I’m looking at Becker’s Evil, which I thought at first was a dumb book, but it isn’t: he says Locke’s attack on innate ideas effectively destroyed the idea of fallen man, & that Hume’s attack on causation made it impossible to find in nature a program of human purposes.51

[72] He also says you need a human model for a program of human action, & that Rousseau provided one in his natural man. In the Bible John the Baptist, in contrast to Christ, was a noble savage: was that why 19th c. poets were so mad about him—or rather about the Salome who destroyed him?
[73] He begins with an admirable sentence: "Every thinker reaches beyond his competence by the very act of thought," & he's quite intelligent enough to hold one's interest. But in his 400 pages & long bibliography there isn't a word, not a syllable, about the role of criticism or the study of literature & the other arts in forming his moral & human centre.

[74] I should be all right about my four awakening spectres if I stop thinking about them as what modern literature has added to the Church's very limited myths to live by. They are what the Bible, further studied, can add to one's perspective. I suppose Harold Fisch was really saying that in Jerusalem. Of course modern literature illustrates them, in the way that The Tempest illustrates the traditional schema. But the argument must be organized by a second twist on the Bible.

[75] Creation is the awakening to consciousness by a world where there are things & not nothing. If it had been the history of nature (intended to be) it would have been cleverer & not created the trees before the sun. The Deluge is the completion of the Fall. As Milton says, Eden disappears as a place & is now only a state of mind. The Transfiguration is the real Resurrection, just as the Resurrection is the real Ascension.

[76] It's often occurred to me that Adonis is really Venus, & that that story is the conversion of the white goddess to the black bride. Only the virgin mother is inseparable from the white goddess, as I see it now. What a yell that will start if I have to say it!

[77] Descent of Spirit comes to the four-level world & starts uprooting it. Ascent of Word means the Word abandoned it. No, that's not right. The linguistic problem is this: Christ is in the Soul and the Soul is in Christ. Normal language says they can't both be true at the same time: it's either one or the other, at least at any given time. Koestler's endless part-&-whole thesis doesn't help either.

[78] One of the difficulties about "Providence" is that it's not really a religious conception: a compulsive gambler would have such a belief, especially if he won, and a burglar finding a door unlocked might well ascribe it to the benevolence of some descendant of Hermes the thief.

[79] "Going deeply into" a subject is not necessarily to go into it pro-
foundly. Neither is its opposite necessarily being superficial. If one's aim is comprehensiveness, one has to avoid “going deeply into” a subject to keep one's sense of proportion and perspective about the other subjects. If you're building a fence, you don't batter one post into the ground so far that it gets out of alignment with the other posts.

[80] Odo of Cluny & the others who deliberately appeal to nausea (woman's body as a bag of shit) are only trying to keep a celibate clergy from masturbating. Or, more accurately, to keep them from getting any fun out of it.

[81] Cleopatra has (in Shakespeare) only one maternal image, the serpent at her breast [Antony and Cleopatra, 4.15.25], where images of birth, sexual contact & death are all the same point.

[82] In Hamlet there's a dark-age Denmark combined with Wittenberg and Laertes going to a Renaissance Paris. In Lear there seems to be, in spite of Saxon (Edmund & Edgar) names, a real effort to keep a consistently pre-Christian atmosphere. Hence (a) no real gods (b) no devils except those created by Edgar (c) the cosmology of two levels of nature is perceived by the audience but not by the characters. Edmund doesn't know it's lower Nature who is his goddess, and that the human moral dialectic will push him into the demonic level. And while there are some casual Christian references like “holy water,” Kent doesn't know that the “master” calling him from the next world is anybody but Lear. Similarly with Cordelia and her father's business.

[83] Freud is now said to have made a serious mistake when he decided that all the father-rape stories he heard from women patients were hysterical. True, it led him to the conception of child-aggressiveness and the Oedipus complex, but it meant that women who had been raped were out of luck. (Apparently the reason for so extreme a swing over was an equally hysterical crush that Freud had on a goofy charlatan named Fliess.) If he'd kept things in balance, he might have discovered a Lear complex quite as central and important as the Oedipus one.
This notebook is devoted almost entirely to the notes Frye made on each of the cantos of Dante's Purgatorio and on the first ten cantos of the Paradiso, at which point he apparently abandoned the project. It begins, however, with reflections on the pre-Romantic and Romantic myths. It then modulates into comments on the Eros myth, which for Frye is central to the Purgatorio. Paragraphs 4 through 118 are Frye's reading notes on Dante. Then at paragraph 119 Frye begins another brief series of notes, mostly on Henry James, which appear to have been written at a later date. The notebook is difficult to date, but paragraphs 1–118 are almost certainly from the 1960s. Frye's reference to 1962 in paragraph 2c makes clear that the first four entries were written after that date, and the Dante notes could not have been written before 1962, the date of the J.M. Dent imprint of the Paradiso Frye used. He mentions his Beddoes project in entry 109, an apparent reference to his essay on Beddoes in A Study of English Romanticism, which was published in 1968. The edition of Dante that Frye used was edited by Philip H. Wicksteed and H. Oelsner for “The Temple Classics,” originally published 1899–1901 and reissued by J.M. Dent in London (Purgatorio, 1956, and Paradiso, 1962).

The key that follows, written on the inside front cover of the notebook, is still another version of Frye's ogdoad scheme, though he does not include his usual symbol for Paradox (⁻), and preceding what is the eighth part of the project in the first list, “Axiomatic Summary,” Frye has placed the symbol Y, which is not found elsewhere in the notebooks. The ogdoad as represented here is correlated, at least in part, with the Blakean gods (Luvah, Urizen, Tharmas, Urthona), the four phases of the universal quest (agon, pathos, sparagmos, and anagnorisis), the circle of Frye's four mythoi (romance, comedy, irony, and tragedy). The second list associates a pair of philosophers and poets with each of six parts of the ogdoadic scheme (Liberal and Paradox excluded).
The notes cite Dante's text the same way that Frye does—small Roman numerals to refer to cantos, followed by the line number.

\[\text{L [Liberal] Introduction (Agon)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash L [Tragicomedy] Luvah: The Symbolic Universe (Pathos I) (Romantic I)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash [Anticlimax] Urizen: Conceptual Displacements (Pathos II) (Comic I)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Rencontre] Tharmas: Political Displacements (Sparagmos I) (Tragic I)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Mirage] Urthona: Languages of the Arts (Sparagmos II) (Ironic I)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Twilight] Dialectical Recognition (Anagnorisis I) (Comic II & Romantic II)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Ignoramus] Existential Recognition (Anagnorisis II) (Tragic II)}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash Axiomatic Summary (Ironic II)}\]

Perhaps the Anatomy is i & not 0: after all I'm not repudiating it.¹

\[\text{\textbackslash [Tragicomedy] Dante & Plato Italian, Greek}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash [Anticlimax] St. Thomas & Hegel Latin, German}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Rencontre] St. Augustine & Marx}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Mirage] Aristotle & Blake}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Twilight] Shakespeare & Goethe}\]
\[\text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash [Ignoramus] The Bible; the Symbolistes Hebrew, French}\]

[1] I have been working for some time on the difference between pre and post Romantic mythology. This has gone through, to date, the following stages:


b) This resulted in a quite different framework of metaphors. The older myth was on four levels. First, heaven, symbolized by the stars; second, Paradise or the original human state; third, experience; fourth, hell, sin & death. In the Romantic myth the stars become demonic; experience acquires an extra historical dimension; innocence becomes a complementary, and often sinister, world of will or sublime nature; identity is within, hidden & concealed.
c) Thus in the pre-Rc. myth identity is up & alienation down; the structure is intensely conservative. In the Rc. myth alienation is outside & up; identity inside and down. (Individual myths stress the inside & outside; social & political ones the down & up.) Hence the Rc. myth is naturally revolutionary. This was where I’d got in 1962.

[3] II. a) It then began to appear that the two myths were an Agape & an Eros myth: I knew that all along, of course, but the Eros myth has three parts: Eros, Adonis & Dionysus, and Prometheus. Hence the importance of the three great revolutionary myths: the Freudian myth of Eros, the Marxist myth of Prometheus, and the Nietzschean myth of Dionysus.

b) More important even for new developments is the realization that Blake is not the only poet to combine the two myths. I first said every poet with a big enough imagination does, and that Shakespeare, Milton & Blake in English literature had reached that point. But I have to move beyond that.

c) Anyway, I have done some work on both the Eros-Dionysos myth in Shakespeare and on the Beulah myth in Milton. The next people to work on, it seems to me, are Dante & Plato.

d) The artefact myth collapsed because it was obviously mythical: you had to accept creation as a historical fact, and its universe was always psychologically geocentric. The religious crisis of our time is connected with the loss of a viable Agape myth. The centre of such a myth is probably Prometheus, which explains the hold of Marxism.

Purgatorio

[4] Purg.: co. [canto] i. dialectical separation of Nine Muses & nine magpies (Pierides); of Beatrice & Marzia, Eros-Agape: note the rising of Venus (from the sea) is Pisces, traditionally her position at creation, and framed within her the wise old man with the four stars shining on him.

[6] Obviously the archetype of the Israelites passing over and through the Red Sea would be involved: source no doubt of Yeats' News from [for] the Delphic Oracle and his silly three-line poem about the fish gasping on the strand. Note that Casella sings, or starts to sing, one of Dante's poems: cf. the Lawes-Milton relation is in the Lawes sonnet and Comus. Also Beckett's Malone Dies. The key assoc. of Purg. & the P.L. [Promised Land] is in the famous Convivio & Can Grande passages.

[7] iii Elaborate symbolism of light & shadow: emphasis on Dante's having a body means that he belongs to the third world. Spheres do not obstruct one another's light: the sun is a mirror (specchio, iv, 62) like the moon, receiving & giving light: on the other hand, there is no plurality of souls in men. Several questions, mostly about free will-necessity and the soul-body relation, are asked with the answer postponed until Dante is in a position to see the answer. The body that casts a shadow symbolizes the opacity that is the passiveness of nature, and works against free will.

[8] iv: very important that there is a single soul (anima intera) to be freed. Passing through the narrow gap of birth (primitive symbol of scraping off dirt: note the vintage & symbols). Note the chariot of the sun imagery, the references to the “Wain” [Ursa Major] and the fall of Phaethon [72], as symb. of the free movement of the sun vs. the upward climb of a growing soul (April as cruelest month). Jerusalem & Purgatory, 180° apart, have opposed meridians & a common horizon, so we're in a mirror world of reflected souls.

[9] Emphasis on time (poco tempo [little time], i, 60) and concentration. Plurality of souls theme modulates to a kind of yogi discipline controlling the mind in v. 16–17. Incidentally, I don’t see why it’s only the prayers of others, & others still living in the opposite world, that are effectual in purgatory, except as part of my own view that one's life in others is in one context one’s real self.

[10] v: late repentant illustrate Eliot's point about the moment of death (every moment) being the point of epiphany, where becoming (good and evil) passes into the reality of being (good or evil). Both the main characters in this canto emphasize the spilling of blood: I'm not sure why at this point. An elaborate symbol of a demonic body constructed out of water by the devil (cf. the clay & spittle of Jesus miracle [John 9:6]), as
part of the purgatorial dialectic. Notice the prominence of antithetical imagery connected with space & time (88 & 134 in time, & all the sun's movement business is space). The image of the maze or labyrinth, being uncertain of one's way, recurs frequently.

[11] vi: The gambling game (zara) symbolizes the separation of loser & winner, with an irony (sacramental machine as a lottery) which may be unconscious on Dante's part, unless that's how it looks from Antipurgatorio. A good many of these spirits are drowned or otherwise associated with the water: lurking symb. of purgatory as the ark saving from the flood. The concentrated mind, similarly, is a tower (v, 14). Palinurus in Virgil has to wait outside the Acheron because he was drowned & not buried [Aeneid, bk. 6]: contrast between the pure superstition of paganism and its more rationalized successor.

[12] The mirror symbol develops with Beatrice as a light between truth and intellect (45). "Ridente" [smiling] makes her the true Venus (i, 20). The opacity of Dante's body (57) symbolizes his present lack of understanding. Note the ship in storm theme as contrast (77). The attack on Italy is connected with the theme of freeing the will by concentration & looking within (74; cf. Dante): when Italy looks within there's no unity. Cf. the purgers, compared to a flock of doves or sheep, all moving at once.

[13] vii: I suppose Sordello's fixation on Mantua is a sign that he's low down: further up (Sapia) [canto xiii, 109 ff.] there's more sense of being a citizen only of Paradise. Very important link between Virgil & Moses: Virgil observes the moral law but not the new law of faith, & so only gets as far as Co. [canto] 26 (Pisgah).

[14] Dante is a barbarian: I don't suppose he knew much about England, but it's significant that the ruthless imperialist Edward I is a "better" king than the pious Henry III with his interest in education & the church.

[15] Work for the night is coming symb.: you can't climb at night. Stresses difference between moral realization of purgatory & the wish-fulfilment of the dream. Dante does ascend not only at night but while sleeping, carried by Lucia, which adds the anabasis of Eros to the purgatorial quest.
[16] The valley of the rulers, like Beulah in Bunyan, is a paradise not wholly protected: the angels are those with blunted swords but the serpent is too. Cf. the viper & cock of the Visconti arms [viii, 79–81]. The emphasis on green, running all through the Purgatorio, is also part of the anabasis of Eros.

[17] The bird & serpent imagery is of course typically SE,\textsuperscript{11} which is where it belongs. It seems funny to have an epiphany of Satan just before the gate of Purgatory is opened & closes sin out, but it fits: it's like the earth's shadow & Rahab in the Paradiso [ix, 115–26].

[18] ix: Eden symbol continues in ref. to Adam, 10, & the serpent modulates to the zodiacal scorpion, as the bird images of viii (falcon in viii, 104) do to the eagle. I don't know why he dreams he's taken up to the sphere of fire, though I can see the general design, & I certainly don't get the reference to Achilles. The asides to the reader (70–72) are very important in this anabasis-of-Eros business. The guardian of the threshold of purgatory recalls the angels keeping man out of Eden (which of course is at the top of purgatory): the three stairs are red, white & (more or less) black; lunar or Beulah symbolism. In the course of the ascent black drops out & is replaced by green.

[19] I'm not sure why the rhythm of alternation (cf. the yes & no of the last line) is so persistent, but it must have something to do with moral progress as a golden mean. Cf. x, 60, 63.

[20] The keys to purgatory are will (gold) & intellect (silver): power as external grace taking over the will and understanding (notice again the very curious form of this word [ingegno]) as the response to it.

[21] x: The not looking back in ix connects with Lot's wife. Extraordinary image of the moving rocks: I don't know if Dante knew about the Symplegades, but the image combines a new birth (needle's eye) with the passage through the Red Sea. Not looking back is also the theme of the cutting off of memory, which begins here.

[22] The wasteland image of l. 21 [solingo più che strade per diserti (more solitary than roads through the desert)] reinforces the Red Sea & wilderness parallel. The annunciation introduces the katabasis of Agape,
the kenosis of humility which is opposite in rhythm to the ascent of pride.

[23] A great deal of use of audiovisual aids in the education of the purgers: suggestion that God is the artist, and that nature is becoming assimilated to the human nature which is also art. Incorporates of course the whole Catholic conception of imagery in religion.

[24] Note of course the caterpillar-butterfly image of spiritual growth.

[25] xi: Manna in Lord’s Prayer paraphrase is the desert again. More emphasis on the growing of wings (38: weights of proud as a kind of chrysalis), and Adam (44), on the body as the symbol of the burden of sin (30). Important I think that purgatory disappears at the Last Judgment (xi, 111): the resurrection of the spiritual body turns the whole sacramental nightmare inside out. Also prayers for the souls in purgatory, & vice versa (22–4) emphasize point of real self as social as well as individual. The sense of the pre-LJ [Last Judgment] sacramental world as a dream comes out in many ways: cf. 27.

[26] The emphasis on the divine art of the example of pride contrasts with the human art which is subjected to disappearance in time. Dante doesn’t suggest that the pride which Oderisi is expiating was precisely the quality which was not essential to his being a good artist: this is the kind of thing that led Yeats to develop his “antithetical” aestheticism. Note the “green” of 92 & the Spenglerian rhythm of the next line: also fame as a parody of the Holy Spirit, 100–2.

[27] The Cimabue-Giotto progression and the reference, if there is one, to Dante himself, isolates the history of taste from the genuine achievement. Cf. the reconciliation theme in Little Gidding, also very Dantesque.

[28] xii: examples of pride connect with the exemplary medieval approach to tragedy in Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale later: tragedy simply won’t fit the sacramental machine. What does fit is the dialectic separating of life & death (67) & the use of memory to annihilate the memory (16–18). Connected with the temporal rhythm studied in xi, where the sun (quei, xi, 116) discolors the “green” of growth by fostering it.
[29] Continuous sense of one-pointedness or total concentration as the binding of the will in order to free the will (75). The phrase “Drizza la testa” [“Lift up your head”], 77, marks the end of the pride penance. Hours are *ancellae* [handmaids] serving (vs. pride) the day (81).

[30] Sense of spiritual body forming (victory of good will over the feet (114) [124] which wants to ascend to its kindly stead as originally planned)] (95: cf. 126).

[31] So (as I realized at the time) the anabasis of Eros traced in Milton (and in Keats, last book of *E [Endymion]*) is their Purgatorio. The anabasis movement is thus broader than just the point of epiphany business on top, which is what I’ve mainly confined it to in the past. The intensity of time (xii, 86) and the role of the sun as the symbol of what’s on top (xiii, 16–21) are moral rather than erotic (valley, shade, moon, rest at night turn up in viii at the SSE point of bird & serpent). The sun & the deasil movement also, like the ship images, symbolize the “diritta via” [Inferno, i, 3] or highway in the desert: the sun in daytime knows where it’s going because it’s illuminated with its own light. Also, hell is other people, as Sartre would say, so long as one’s in hell; purgatory & paradise are other people too, when you’re there.

[32] xiii: purgatory begins by making the vice wholly other than the corresponding virtue (40), hence achieving identity by alienating & isolating the vice: pattern of the casting out of devils. The camouflage of the cloaks (48) suggests the stone coming to life and stony hearts being dissolved. Cf. 60. Pun on Pietro, 51 [*pietra*, l. 48].

[33] Some things I haven’t clear: exempla are visual in pride’s circle & audible here: the envious are blinded from the sun, in ct. [contrast] to V’s [Virgil’s] address to it; there’s the pun on in-video [*invidia*, envy, l. 38], but that’s never in Dante the kind of thing that’s the whole answer.

[34] Envy is closely associated with the breaking of the tragic contract: Sapia the Sienese prays for the defeat of her fellow-citizens, & is only saved by the prayers of one of them. Evidently loyalty to a group is a purification for purgatory: Dante was a fierce partisan and hence explicitly says he has little envy. Blindness symbolizes isolation. Sapia in con-
trast to Sordello has, as I've said, little sense of attachment to her community now, but evidently should have had then; because even she prays for her reputation on earth to be restored (150).

[35] xiv: insistence on the novelty & uniqueness of Dante’s journey in the flesh is I suppose an interpenetrating idea: it’s unique for everybody who makes it.

[36] Two essential images in this canto. One is that of the society & its contract from which the envious person isolates himself. This comes into the long roll-call of the distinguished dead contrasted with their successors, & is epiphanized by the celestial society of the spheres at the end. The envious man won’t look at this but looks downward: in-video [invidia, envy, l. 135] again. The archetypes are Cain, which is obvious, and Aglauros, who was changed to stone (this again).

[37] The other image is that of the River Arno. Going up purgatory is, as in Yeats’s tower, ascending the river to its source, hence here the reversing movement of the third world, the river going downward into the Circe anatamorphosed world of beasts. Like the Thames in The Waste Land: once it reaches the sea the purgatorial part of the cycle takes over (34–6; cycle of vegetation in cpt. [counterpoint], 64–6). It’s like the Nile in the Bible, with its “ten horns” of delta at Pisa [Daniel 8].*

* Cf. the passage on the origin of rivers in the corresponding (xiv) canto of the Inferno.

[38] Envious man a natural pharmakos (151) & his own hell, vs. “Io sono Oreste” [“I am Orestes,” xiii, 32] of love or identity-with.

[39] xv: Zodiac described as a playing child (3): rf. [reference] to Wisdom in the Bible,15 which is the top of the anabasis & represents both the liberated will & the recovered childhood. Dante shades his eyes from the direct light which is partly the sun and partly an angel, thus repeating the blindness of envy that is “refracted” from light. This is the visual equivalent of the music of the spheres: I mean the ability to bear such light (eagle archetype). In contrast the canto closes in darkness & thick smoke.

[40] I suppose each of the deadlies [deadly sins] works out its own
pharmakos dialectic, though Virgil’s speech carries over from envy. The community above is one of identity-with, where the more we have the more everyone else has, and where the “mirror” (75) distributes light instead of refracting it as in 16. The world below is an identity-as community where one’s “good” impoverishes others. In the upper world light shines from within (69) as in the Sermon on the Mount. Fountain image again (132).

[41] The circle of wrath is the obvious one for martyrdom, the martyr being the witness of peace. Stephen was stoned & there’s a reference to the “five wounds” remaining on Dante (80). Here the exempla are neither visible nor audible but are seen in an internal vision which is a mirror of truth, like Adam’s dream.16

[42] (Antic. [Anticipation]: what in Milton are the fundamental appetites, food & sex, are in Dante the two climactic sins of gluttony & lechery. The latter has a close association with poets because of the Eros link between the art of love & the art of poetry.)

[43] xvi: the light shining in darkness theme, the smoke being the storm clouds of the ego, runs through this canto. Note the parallel between the last line of this canto & of the xxvith. Chewing the cud here is connected with one-pointedness or concentration by the will on the Word; dividing the hoof is the perception of purgatorial dialectic. In Milton the centre is the dialogue of the Word & the Church, the demonic opposite the demonic church. In Dante the centre is the dialogue of spiritual & temporal power, its demonic opposite the temporal power of the Papacy, actualizing itself in the Captivity.

[44] Dialectic of blindness (66) & light in darkness (75) resolved at end (142).

[45] The cause (cagione [1. 83]) of evil is not in the heavens, but is fundamentally a matter of wrong leadership, which in the context of community is both internal & external. Tragic context gives the abdicating leader (gran rifiuto [great refusal]);17 comic gives the spiritualized Roman Empire-Church. If that’s so, why is evil so individualized in punishment as it is in the Purgatorio? I suppose because one is escaping from law to spirit, rein, bridle, & bit metaphors being the otherness of
the law. References to childhood (86 picks up the opening of xv) are anticipatory. Also we're in the gironi [circles] of social vices.

[46] xvii: Light in mist continues, the word "spera" [sphere] being used of the sun (5). The light, as I've said, has the NO [Nativity Ode] counterpoint of angel and son, the latter consolidating the external-internal dilemma of xvi. That is, the good angel becomes the identity of actualized free will & shadowless or spontaneous action (58). The exempla are still presented in fantasy, but the question of causation, external or internal, recurs here too (16-18) and suggests that perception without anything to perceive (light in darkness) would be a projection of archetypes. (Maybe the whole spiritual world, from God to ghosts or gnomes, is a projected vision of this sort, which the external world covers up (cf. xvi, 60) and poetry or imgve. [imaginative] vision reveals, this being part of the whole magic-occult complex of Prospero & Orpheus & Michael Robartes). Why Haman, explicitly described as crucified, is one of the exempla I'm not clear. But the bubble image (32) of a fantasy cosmos is interesting & important: an inner "spero" [spur].

[47] As light comes with the angel, the mist is transferred to Dante's mind: the longing to see the source of light face to face is anticipated (51).

[48] The reference to the stuck ship (78), picked up by the "oar" of 89 [88] & the "dimora" of 90 are all sloth modulations.

[49] Review of sins as we move another stage up the anabasis: love is the source of all action, virtue & vice alike, but evil is the perversion of act, which is creative, as in Milton. The source of love is in the creator-creature relationship (91) and evil is a casting off of the connexion by the creature. Total cutting off, or the pure isolation of self-hatred, is impossible (for Dante, 108). Thus there are three forms of hatred in the human community, pride, envy & wrath. The other four are radically directed towards a confused good (127) & are either defective (sloth) or excessive (the other three).

[50] Natural love is unconscious or instinctive; amore d'animo [rational love or love of the mind] is conscious desire (93): both go in the same direction.
The social sins are summed up in the discussion of the dialectic of leadership in xvi. I suppose the whole female aspect of the anabasis lasts until the circle of Venus in the Paradiso—unless I’m right about a separate section being Purg. 27–Par. 9. That would put a different stage on the bottom of the ladder where the community (Generation)\textsuperscript{18} is the subject & animal-vegetable-mineral nature the object. Anyway, what I’ve been calling desire Dante calls love but equates with desire, so my ladder of Eros hunch is getting pretty close to centre.

xviii: Thirst for fountains (4) and blindness (18) keeps on going, and, from further back, green (54). Dante hasn’t many ideas about sloth, except that the opposite of it is the energy that goes on the quest, the archetypes of which are those of the Exodus & of Aeneas. The main theme of this canto is a discussion of love which continues the theme of dialectical separation as the only means of distinguishing the good & bad objects of a good love that wants to love the good. The incestuous marriage of Eros & Venus that produces the undifferentiated loves of Eros are [is] hinted at in 22–27.\textsuperscript{*}

*The point being that the moral nature of love or desire is known only by its objects or effects.

The canto ends thematically with Dante collapsing into sleep (cf. earlier, 87) & the night coming wherein no man can work.\textsuperscript{†}

\textsuperscript{†}similarly the Israelites who entered the P.L. [Promised Land] were the next generation from those who crossed the Red Sea: this was sloth on the part of the latter, but there also the Browningesque pattern of not trying to complete everything one starts.

The rational soul is, apparently, essentially a principle of separation: it’s equipped with an innate virtue, conscience & reason, enabling it to restrain or arrest (hence all the rein & bridle images) bad impulses which necessarily arise (72). Very simple. Purgatory is thus a form of yoga-training.

xix: The Siren of course begins the female dialectic, separating the sinister Circe-Hecate figure (the former anticipated in xiv, 42). Fortune (4) links her with the corresponding hell-figure; Saturn (3) is a sloth image, & of course the Siren is the cast-off part of the next three vices. Note that she looks & smells terrible but sings sweetly: the rival of reve-
lation by the Word. Two females, natch, sacred & profane love. The Siren is the evil mirror you get by looking down: this downward look, anti- [anticipated] in 40–2 and 52, is the theme of avarice, which is arse-upward like Milton's Mammon [Paradise Lost, bk. 1, ll. 678–84]. Dante's invention fails him in this & the previous vice.

[56] The Siren polarizes the upper or starry-circle end of the anabasis (61–3). Hence the avaricious are in the attitude of being pulled downward toward her (115–6). The neque nubent at the end completes the theme of being pulled away from even the highest form of the "erotic."

[57] Dante tries to make each of the sins the central form of antagonism to God, hence l. 8 & the lupa [she-wolf]. I've occasionally wondered if the lupa he's so afraid of in the Inferno isn't prodigality, the other side of avarice. In a sense too avarice, or separation of form & of good perverted, is to God what envy is to society.

[58] xx: The heaven of xix, 61–3 modulates to the Messiah (13) as the Siren does to the lupa. The beast & whore anticipations go on to an account of the evil French dynasty that turns up in an Antichrist role at the end, as well as in this canto (87–91). The contrast is emphasized by speaking of the Virgin Mary as the bride of the Holy Spirit. Evil tree (43) corresponding to the river Arno earlier.

[59] xxi: The theme of the growth of will & understanding as a search for water is continued at the beginning of this canto as at the beginning of xx. The many predecessors have been noted, I think. Naturally it modulates into the theme of gluttony as excessive & worldly thirst.

[60] (Incidentally, Pope Adrian tells Dante in xix not to kneel to him [ll. 133–5] in the language of the angel in Rev. [19:10, 22:9])

[61] The real theme of xx is resurrection, referred to in 7 ff & completed by the explanation of the earthquake that parts the earth, or net (70), in the corresponding water image, to release a newly born soul. Virgil is a Moses figure, & Statius a Caleb or Joshua one. The reflex of laughter & tears issuing from emotions (106) is in cpt. [counterpoint], as is line 102. It continues in xxii, 94–5.
[62] If I'm right about prodigality being Dante's sin, it fits that it should also be the sin of Statius, though it seems a silly one.

[63] Of course the arrival of Statius accounts for the emphasis on poetic tradition which starts in xxii & continues at least till xxvi. Note the contrast with tradition as mutability in the circle of pride in ix. But even so I'm a little puzzled at the emphasis on custom in xxi, 42, which is picked up in xxii, 124. The roll-call of poets suggests a harrowing-of-hell image, even though most of them are still there. Incidentally, all of Purgatory above the red-white-and-black steps is clear of storms & earthquakes & such, though the fact is announced here for the first time.

[64] xxii: gluttony theme in sublimated form, 6, along with the easier-as-it-goes-on point, 7, which means of course that man's unnatural desire to rise & climb in this world is gradually becoming natural. Statius' moral conversion through Virgil emphasizes the importance of polysemous reading in the education of the spirit. Also the conception of ignorance as a sin (47). Note "verde" [green] in a bad verse, 51, and the continuing of the thirst theme. Poetic inspiration beginning in a cave (65). Statius is converted through his ability to read poetry authentically, specifically the 4th Eclogue. Thirst theme modulates to baptism (89). I suppose the reason for stressing Virgilian revelation here is that Virgil is near the end of his guidance. More thirst in 102, and "nutrice" [nurse], 105, underlines the female (Muses) source of poetic inspiration, hence the roll-call of women in Statius' poem, including Hypsipyle, who pointed out a fountain & whose son was killed by a serpent (112).

[65] Tree appears (cf. the first line of Aristophanes' Birds). It's not an inverted tree, but it grows in a reversed way (symbol of natural ascent; it's said to grow this way to prevent people from climbing). A spring is assoc. w. it: this is of course the circle of gluttony we've got to, and the tree is a benevolent Tantalus tree. The references to the simplicity of the golden age & to John the Baptist are anticipatory.

[66] (yoga or ascesis [abstinence] of the otherwise good appetites: Messiah announced by his summer-solsticence opposite, an ascetic: Jesus himself, like Buddha in a different context, was called gluttonous [Matthew 11:19; Luke 7:34].) Incidentally, "sitiunt, sanz' altro" [thirst, without
the rest, xxii, 6] suggests baptism or primary initiation as opposed to the eating of the Eucharist, which is for later, & which is introduced by this tree, which is really, I suppose[,] a type of the tree of life, which became a forbidden tree after the fall.

[67] xxiii: Conversion of Statius by Virgil extended to Dante himself. Important role of woman, underlined in the previous canto, carried on in Forese’s wife Nella, a Beatrice anticipation. Abstention from the forbidden tree unites one to Christ on the cross (Christ of course thirsted on the cross & refused to drink). I suppose the bare-boobed females he’s in such a lather about are a parody of the fountain & tree-of-life imagery. I don’t get the allusion to the moon, 120, but it fills in a Diana-of-the-Ephesians suggestion. Jesus’ “Eli” on the cross is in cpt. w. [counterpoint with] the release of Statius at the end. Demonic parody of “Mary,” who eats her child (30), and a kind of Bethesda image in 62.

[68] Ship image in xxii 63 recurs in xxiv 3: it never wholly disappears, just as the sun never does either.

[69] xxiv: “rimorte” [twice dead] (4) is a second death in a purgatorial context, and the “traean di me” [shot at me] of 6 is another cannibal or thirst image. The sister images (moon in xxiii & Piccarda here) are anticipatory. The “naming” of souls not only contrasts with the Inferno where no one wants to be recognized, but fits what Fergusson calls a recognition scene. The cannibal parody images (28) recall the Ugolino passage in the Inferno [canto xxxiii], & the sense of the unending drive of desire (33) occurs at the point of its sublimation (ct. [contrast] 63).

[70] I suppose the Bonagiunta remark about his school being outmoded by the dolce stil nuovo [sweet new style] (57) is something like this: a “knot” [55] (often an image of sin or fixation in Purg.) kept his school back which was really akin to gluttony: ornamentation as a manifesting of a kind of greed or unlimited desire for beauty, contrasted with subjection to the will of love.

[71] The image of the migrating birds goes with Dante’s desire (an increasing one) to escape from the City of Destruction (Florence). The birds modulate into military images: poets as marshals, & Corso Donati as a Hippolytus figure.
[72] The second tree is sprung from the forbidden tree, but 114 suggests that it's really an epiphany of that tree. (The first tree does have some connexion with the tree of life, its point being sublimation from physical to spiritual hunger & thirst. The second tree is explicitly associated with childhood (108), and anticipates the recovered childhood of the earthly paradise. The fall is easier to associate with gluttony than with the previous five vices, hence it's crucial in the return to Eden (147). Gideon & the Centaurs my ass. Still, the cloud formation of the Centaurs (122) is interesting, & Gideon carries on the military metaphors (cf. the "stale of horses" passage in A & C) [Antony and Cleopatra, 1.4.62].

[73] xxv: the stimulation of desire, when sublimated, becomes the prick or spur or goad to righteousness which is an image running all through the Purgatorio (6, cf. 13).²⁵ The bird images continue with the stork (10), and of course the narrow entrance of the new birth recurs (9). It's in this canto that the point suggested in my note to xvii, p. 14 here [par. 46], is taken up & discussed. What's left at death is a potentiality of development, which develops an astral body as soon as it becomes aware of itself. Hence it not only continues a sensuous existence but contains the possibility of annihilating the damages wrought by previous sensuous activity. Cf. the aerial body with the cloud-formed Centaurs (xxiv, 122).

[74] Virgil merely throws out two figures, Meleager & the log, & the reflection in the mirror. The former fits symbolically with the circle of lust and the central fire image of purgatory, also the notion of sympathetic magic as identifying two principles. The mirror image of course runs all through the Purgatorio. Both of these are in two spaces, & Statius is talking about a potential development occupying the same space as the actual one.

[75] Statius begins with images of blood as not drunk, like food removed from a table (gluttony image: the prudery about blood becoming seed, 43–4, fits lust), then traces the growth up the chain of being from the plant (53) to a "fungo marino" [spungo marino, sea fungus] (56) like Blake's polypus or lungs on the sea.²⁶ The animal-human stage, beginning at 61, postulates a soul individually created by God in a special act which "sé in sé rigira" [circles on itself] (75), a microcosmic sphere. The figure he gives is that of the sun as the visible emblem of
God, which makes wine out of grape juice (glutton & Cana echoes). Hence Averroes was wrong in assuming a soul separate from the body belonging to a universal principle (this would open up the door to a Platonized Gnosticism that would make Dante’s climb not a return of the creature to its Creator but an autonomous progress in self-deification). Hence the emphasis on the unity of the soul at the beginning of the Purgatorio. Note that the astral or aerial body formed by the soul & compared to a rainbow (92: permanence of natural order after flood of death; action of sun again on water) or a flame following the fire (lust cpt. [counterpoint]) (97–8), is expressly said to take a karma form, the shape of its pricking goad of desire (106).

[76] On Giore [Circle] 7 Dante’s between fire & a fall (116–7): cf. that apocryphal “he that is near me is near the fire” [Gospel of Thomas 82]: he’s approaching Eden with its flaming sword. The pagan koan in this circle refers to Diana chasing out Callisto or Helice “poisoned by Venus” (132). Cf. the masque in Tempest with its rainbow & exclusion of Venus [4.1], and the “bear” in WT [The Winter’s Tale, 3.3] (the story’s from Ovid, so it’s available to Shakespeare too).

[77] The stork of 10 is a type of obedience to a mother: the role of Mary in the Purg. (taken over by Beatrice, as the reverse is true in Par.) is maternal. The undisplaced Inferno is Dante going into Satan’s open mouth, prowling his bowels, & getting shat out of his arse. At the end of the Inferno he’s literally Diogenes Teufelsdrockh. Wonder if the undisplaced Purgatory is getting born in a virgin’s womb, achieving birth in the hortus conclusus [garden enclosed] of Eden.

[78] (Dante’s poem like Spenser’s is an educational treatise, but what it teaches is the grammar of the imagination. He’s much easier than Blake because he’s so sequential: the terza rima, the emphasis on Time, the amazing progressive revelation that makes every canto an additional piece of knowledge & every third or fourth one a whole new revelation. Blake’s a calculus, not an arithmetic: he throws clusters of things at you. Anyway, there’s a lot of infancy & birthing in the Purg., going back to the undisplaced pattern, and certainly death-to-birth spiral is the theme.)

[79] xxvi: the emphasis on thirst (20) rather than hunger fits the newborn infant theme. Useful for sete [thirst] and rete [net] (24) to rhyme: two
recurring purg. themes. Note the benevolent Dives theme in passing (21): link with gluttony. The sexual vice naturally has to be nearest to birth. The migratory birds, cranes this time: I suppose they’re returning spring images, although they take in the whole cycle (45). All the elements are involved in this canto, but the association of fire & water (like Tamino in *The Magic Flute*) is prominent (21 and 134–5). This canto is close to Eliot, & I suppose the “ermafrodito” [hermaphrodite] of 82 may have suggested Teiresias in the W.L. [*The Waste Land*]. Dante’s reference to his blood & members (56–7) carries on the figure of Statius, and of course the poets fill in the outlines of a literary tradition (Virgil > Statius > Buon­guinta > Guinizelli > Arnaut Daniel [note the name] > Dante). The figure of the rustic entering the city (69) is anticipatory. The completing of the literary tradition enables Dante to speak of his work as passing beyond Lethe (108). I think Eliot associates himself with Guinizelli & the miglior fabbro Daniel with the obscure & difficult Pound. 28

[80] xxvii: blood originates seed according to Statius, & this assoc. is reinforced by everything from the O.T. “blood is life” [Genesis 9:4; Levit­icus 17:11, 14; Deuteronomy 12:23] to the proverb about blood of martyrs seed of church. 29 A hanged or scourged man also ejaculates & spills seed. Hence this is involved in all language about the spilling of Christ’s blood (2), as evangelical Mithraists today don’t always realize. Passage through fire is to harmony beyond (12). The flames are described as a “womb” (also, 25) of rebirth with Beatrice on the other side: at this point there’s a wonderfully timed and placed dying-god reference to Pyramus & Thisbe (allor che il gelso {mulberry} diventò vermiglio {when the mul­berries turned vermilion}, 39). Child again with apple, natch (45). General Heraclitean polarizing of the purgatorial vision between water (for most souls, mud for Dante) and dry fire. The three in the fire, with Beatrice an unseen fourth, recalls (to me) the Song of the Three Children. 30 They emerge at sunset, of course can only move when the sun is shining (74–5). Several references to Dante being opaque to the sun (65; cf. the previous co. [canto], 22): the vanishing shadow (68) being anticipatory. Pastoral imagery follows & then Venus returns, for the first time I think since the first canto (95).

[81] The extraordinary mirror imagery comes to a focus in Rachel, who contemplates herself all the time, in contrast to Leah who anticipates Matilda, going around & gathering flowers. The narcist picture of
Rachel got Blake down [Jerusalem, pl. 69], but it's really the image of the actualized will which, like God, contemplates itself in its works. Apple & tree again (115), and rising becomes so desirable that Dante's identified with a bird (123). Mirror, tree & bird images thus come to a climax before Virgil's solemn address on the freeing of Dante's will & his passing beyond all Roman authority.

[82] The flames are (a) the crisis of purgatory (b) the consummation of the victory over lust (c) the Ptolemaic sphere of fire (d) the wall of fire surrounding Eden (e) the test of purity, as in FQ [The Faerie Queene]. I forgot to say that the Pyramus-Thisbe reference (a) carries on the spilling of Christian blood (b) introduces the G of A [Gardens of Adonis] into the approach to the Earthly Paradise. The blood-seed assoc. I noted ties up the fertility side of the dying god, who really spills his seed (thigh displaced balls). Leah : Rachel : : Martha : Mary : : Matilda : Beatrice (or possibly Bernard [Paradiso, xxxi]). Seed because of placing of circle of lust.

[83] Dante with his will realized has recovered the power of spontaneous act: St. Augustine's "Love God & do as you like." It would now be wrong to disobey the will. Dante gets a glimpse of the stars in 89 and the two cycles are summed up in 133-4. In the total movement we go from age to youth, old wise man to anima, Cato to Matilda.

[84] xxviii: emphasis on trees & water of course contrasts with the prevailing desert & rock & burning-bush imagery of purgatory, also the breeze striking his brow is the Holy Spirit of Eden after all the P nonsense.31 Birds in the trees reinforce this. Virgin forest shutting out the sky (33): female imagery of low-lying river & flowers. Matilda appears very naturally, reminding the poet of Proserpine (50). Note the "sundering flood" theme (70), with Hero-Leander link. I don't need the place of seed business of the Golden Age cpt. [counterpoint]: but perhaps I was wrong in calling this Eden a place of total reincarnation except for man. The two fountains of forgetfulness & memory recall the traditional two gates:32 also, they distinguish two forms of memory, the neurotic accusing memory & the habit or practice memory. Memory, like law, has a past to be annihilated & a past to be fulfilled. The latter is really the actualizing of tradition, the past purified of its accidents. A real present is actualized in Eden, hence the past becomes real too.
I think I'm not fundamentally wrong about the place of seed: Dante makes no mention of animals, only plants, but otherwise it seems clear that the upper air, meeting its only obstacle here, scatters the seeds of Eden's plants in the lower world (111; in 120 Milton's amaranth point of more plants in Eden than here is made [Paradise Lost, bk. 3, ll. 353-9].) The air hitting the trees produces woodwind music, a lower form of the music of the spheres. Here finally is the source, above the cycle, of trees & water, hunger & thirst.

xxix: ct. [contrast] of covering of sin (3) with Eve who couldn't stand covering (27); cpt. [counterpoint] with Florentine bare-tits, I suppose. There's no hope whatever that Matilda (or Dante) is naked, or that Beatrice really takes off anything important at the end of xxxi. The saved keep their damned clothes on to all eternity. Oh, well. Up to this canto we could, conceivably, have got on Aristotle & Virgil, stretching the 4th Eclogue considerably. But here Virgil gives up. Dante throws the book at us. Biblical symbolism is something I know, so I just need the essential points. Note that it occupies the place in the Purgatorio that Michael's prophecy does in P.L. [Paradise Lost]. Here we begin (well, in the previous canto) a section of the Commedia that lasts until Par. ix, where we leave the shadow of the earth at Venus with a reference to the final conquest of the P.L. [Promised Land] and the redeemed harlot.

Matilda calls Dante "Frate mio" [my brother, 15], the innocent sexless world. The vision turns air under green trees to fire & Dante first sees seven golden trees (the candlesticks or burning trees). The contrast is that of the opening of Yeats' Vacillation. The appeal to the Muses collapses as well as Virgil: these maternal figures aren't the right ones. The candlesticks are the seven gifts of the Spirit listed in Isaiah xi, & behind them come the seven colors we see in the sun's rainbow & the moon's halo. Supremacy to the moon is emphasized in 53 and sun, 117. The stream of Lethe here reflects Dante like a mirror (specchio, 69): I don't quite know why, but I'll have to collect all these specchio & spero [spur] references. The vision reaches out of sight (79-80, 112). Then the 24 elders (the O.T.) & the 4 Zoas, the vehicular form of the Word. The latter, the triumphal car, is drawn by a griffin (half bird & half animal), hence divine & human natures of Christ: but wouldn't he be an apocalyptic sphinx, the consolidated form of the four? [)]. Line 111 I don't get at all, only the wings seem to be mercy & justice, & the line may mean
that their separation is not a paradox. The griffin is red, white & gold, & the Zoas are crowned with green: note the Jungian absence of blue. The three theological virtues are red, white & green & the four moral ones purple (because defended by the Empire). Wonder where the Italian flag came from. Curious that Luke & John are separate from the gospels, considered as authors of Acts & Revelation: Dante doesn’t think of the gospels as “authored.” The minor N.T. writers have red roses burning like fire (150 [148–50]) and their predecessors white lilies. I suspect some reference to II Esdras.

[88] xxx: recapitulation of the vedovo sito [widowed place] of i [26] (1) the unsetting chariot or car that knew no veil except sin. This canto is the wedding of Christ & Church exemplified by the adoption of Dante by Beatrice. The general roles are reversed, hence the maternal nature of Beatrice & the childishness of Dante much insisted on. Dante sees himself reflected in the water (77, repeating xxix, 68–9, with “left” [sinistra] also repeated: links with the deasil movement of purgation, & cf. Blake’s left sandal [Milton, pl. 8, l. 11, Erdman, 101]). The Song of Songs keynote is established in 11, & the mother (contrasted with Eve, 52) appears in green & white, flaming (31–3). Dante feels the force of “antico amor” [old love] (39; cf. the repetition of the adjective in 48 and 52), but Beatrice is the Christian form of Minerva (68), not of Venus; this love is sexless, a baptized C of L [Court of Love] frustration. Dante’s name appears once in the poem, as B’s [Beatrice’s] first word [55]: it’s as though Shakespeare were known to us only as Will. I don’t understand the “admiral” image (58), except for the pervading ship image.* But I do understand the Beowulf-like image of melting snow (85 [88]; cf. Par. ii, 107) compared to a burning candle (90), with the image of the shadowed land in between.

* Cf. the opening reference to Ursa Minor (6), guiding the helmsman.

[89] Apparently Beatrice is red & white in the V.N. [Vita Nuova] but not green. And one point of this dismal canto is that the break between the dead girl & the risen body of revelation symbolizes the break between the Eros-female part of the anabasis and the Eros-design part which is Paradiso properly speaking. Hence the realizing of apocalyptic dialectic is very strong. Penance precedes communion & so here precedes the vision of B’s face at the end of the next canto; “soul may look,” as Yeats says [The Lady’s Second Song, l. 19]. Note that 21 quotes Virgil (Aen. vi,
883) at the end of his assistance. In 24 blue is introduced but not named. Note that Palm Sunday, 19, is the response of the Church to the Song of Songs invitation.

[90] Again the *conditioning*, as distinct from *causing*, power of the revolving stars is mentioned in 107–11, which emphasizes the place-of-seed aspect of Eden. Man’s condition is in the cycle; his cause, especially his final cause, is dialectical. The seed imagery continues in 118 f. Dante is “inspired” (133) with dreams, but can be saved only by the actualized vision of hell. Hence Beatrice descended to Virgil (139): the Ishtar-Isis theme of the stoop-to-conquer questing female. Cf. the descent of Milton in Blake.

[91] xxxi: there have been several references to shooting arrows (cf. 63), chiefly in connexion with asking questions. Here (16) it’s more obviously an erotic symbol, though of course a negative one. (Dante : Beatrice : : Cupid : [heavenly] Venus). This part of the Purgatorio has an aspect that Eliot is trying to bring out in his essays on Dante: the ascent of Eros has a Freudian basis. The Promethean aspect of the climb is Dante as poet & craftsman (Cassella, the painters in ix, the tradition increasing from Statius to Arnaut Daniel, the inspiration & guidance of Virgil). The Adonis or Dionysian aspect is the rebirth-through-death theme, the eternal death of Thanatos theme being mainly taken care of in the Inferno. There remains the *infantile* Eros theme, beginning with the scurrying of newborn souls scolded by Cato & increasing through all the associations Dante makes with himself as child, especially connected with the trees & apples. The Yeatsian reversing gyre takes us only as far as Matilda, in a sense, though of course Dante, recapturing his own generic childhood, has to go on to a mother-figure. He’s balanced by the foreign harlot Rahab, as already said. Well, archetypes are found in childhood (Eliot says nine is too late for a vita nuova to be formed). Dante ought after B’s [Beatrice’s] early death to have preserved a pure archetypal vision, instead of seeing & following after what is really there.

[92] Grace symb. as rain (xxx, 113) assoc. w. the fertilizing mist in Genesis & Dante’s tears (il seme del piangere [the seed of tears], 46). As in Spenser, Dante faints twice (Adam in Milton under the Michael ordeal too). The first time he lands in Lethe, which is among other things a
Freudian therapy, erasing the memory of him by recalling & facing it. He’s already recovered some of the manhood Virgil left him with (barba [beard], 68). Lethe is partly baptism & partly a displaced sexual union with Beatrice: as I say, B. doesn’t take off anything in 145 except her damn veil. Oh they don’t wear pants in the revelation prance.\textsuperscript{38} Better concentrate on what is there: the growing power of vision, which earlier found the angels of the terraces dazzling, is now, like the eagle, beginning to endure the light of the sun of revelation incarnate in Beatrice’s eyes, which in their turn are fixed on the griffin (Christ). The pervading sun and mirror images are focussed in 121. The union of divine & human natures is constant in Christ, but we can understand them only one at a time (126). With the unveiling of Beatrice the vision finally transcends Parnassus & the Muses & that well (141).

\[93\] Note the extraordinarily interesting line 106, which says explicitly that what are stars in heaven are nymphs in Eden: the next line speaks of B’s [Beatrice’s] birth (perhaps) as a descent, further emphasizing the place of seed aspect. Note too that Dante is dunked in the Lethe by Matilda: overtones of Moses & Miriam. Beatrice has two levels of beauty (138), one the eyes (water & mirror images), the other the (smiling) mouth (137) (word & eucharist images). The passage to the mouth is linked with the power of the mind to see archetypally (unencumbered, 142). Eucharist imagery dropped into 128–9.

\[94\] The irony of the contrast between the apotheosis of free will that Virgil confers on Dante at the end of xxvii and the bodyish mess [bodyishness?] he has here, with B. [Beatrice] scolding like an Italian mamma, is part of the Xn new birth by water & the spirit, in ct. [contrast] to the self-deifying of the undisplaced Eros climb. Note the baptizing of the theme of endless desire in 128–9. The personal & bodily penance of experience here contrasts with the symbolic & shadowy form of the law earlier, & suggests a transcending of the law: almost Tillich’s “Protestant principle”\textsuperscript{39} succeeding the sacramental cable-car. Of course, as I say, Purg. 28–Par. 9 is Dante’s Beulah, so naturally it begins with mamma’s cunt, displaced as her “bocca” [mouth, 137]. Cf. the Siren’s “vente” [abdomen, womb: \textit{Purgatorio}, canto 19, l. 32].

\[95\] xxxii: it’s because he’s gazing at considerably more than her mouth in this \textit{hortus conclusus} [garden enclosed] that Dante gets the warning
"troppo fiso" [too fixedly]. If one is following Christ one can't abhor the virgin's womb, but one can't gloat over it either. Military metaphors recur in 29 ff, & more arrows in 35. Indian tree, 41, maybe picked up by Milton. We finally get the original forbidden tree, a descendant of which was introduced in xxiv [116-17], and the image of the countryman entering the city (xxvi, 67[-70]) is repeated in 100–2. Apparently Dante, like Blake, thinks of the cross as descended from the forbidden tree, not the tree of life. Another Miltonic antic. [anticipation] of Argus, whose eyes recall the Zoas in xxix, 95 (above time & beholding its three regions), but whose sleeping is assoc. here w. Dante's last dream, 65. Here Dante doesn't describe a dream, but associates his waking with the transfiguration. Overtones (a) second swoon, assoc. w. the tree (b) antic. of the later use of Peter, James & John in Par. (c) glancing ref. to Moses & Elijah [80], to trdn. [traditional] inhabitants of Eden (more correct than the more literal Enoch). (d) assoc. of transfiguration with, apparently, the “tree” of the Eucharist (73–5). The bare tree of knowledge renews itself (59), so I suppose becomes the tree of life. I suppose vedova frasca [widowed bough, 50] echoes vedova sito [widowed place, i, 26]: the waiting female Paradise expecting her lord's return in an arbour. This waiting female becomes Beatrice sitting on the “terra vera” [bare ground] (94) in the attitude of the forsaken Rachel*

*that's the demonic analogy which immediately turns up; in the paradisal context she's sitting under her own vine in peace.

[96] The eagle contrasts with the griffin (cf. 113 with 43–4), & the harlot (149) completes the siren theme glanced at in xxxi 45. The eagle is Ezek. xvii, I suppose, the fox who spoils the vineyards.

†Griffin doesn't harm tree because sp. [serpent?] accepts temporal power: the tree means among other things (temporal, now) obedience. The purple foliage of the renewed tree is certainly imperial. The destructive eagle is (Roman Emperor) persecution, Donation of Constantine on second visit. The whore gives the [sic] Dante the eye, which the commentators are baffled by, likewise the whipping of the harlot by the giant & interposing the chariot to make a “shield” between Dante & the whore (and beast). Typologically it's simpler, but if I start speculating on that I'll never stop.

[97] xxxiii: All through the Purgatorio there's been an emphasis on dark or oracular sayings to be understood later, on polysemous readings of
Virgil, on oracular exempla, on difficult poets like Daniel, & on allegorical pageants. Here we get sibylline prophecies, which seem to be partly a Christianized 4th Eclogue about a new age, partly Revelation kabbalism of the 666 type, and mostly a Prester John & Joachim-of-Floris prophecy about a third age & the coming of a deliverer. The Messiah seems to be an Imperial world-ruler, doubtless a Henry VII who’s going to bugger the King of France. Anyway, the defiled chariot (vessel the serpent broke, 34[]), was and is not, 35. But why the hell the tree of knowledge is still here, symbolizing obedience to law, I dunno. The non-archetypal or distracted vision is compared to water that turns to stone (74) and the blood of Pyramus turning the mulberry red. This last is curious and interesting.

[98] Well, Dante comes to the source of the Euphrates & Tigris (112) which rises in the sky, like the legendary Nile. And at long last the “sete” [thirst] theme ends in Eunoe, when he remembers everything, except that the sinning part of him is now not a part of him. In the Inferno the devil shits him, here he shits the devil or accuser. As a result his enlightenment is total, like John’s at the end of the Gospel (136–8). The last tercet sums up waters & trees, & at last the stars.

Paradiso

[99] If I’m right about Dante’s Beulah, its two gates are Pg. 28 & Par. 9 respectively, which fits. Two things I’m wrong about. I don’t believe there’s any reference to the tree of life in Pg, and apparently the sphere of fire is not the ordeal of Pg. 27, but is passed in Par. i. On the other hand, maybe Eden is a place of seed also in the sense of the origin of the sublunary elements: the rivers Euphrates & Tigris take their rise there, & so with the other elements. Hence Dante in Pg. passes the ordeals of water & fire, like Tamino, & the fire around him in Par. i is his habitat.

[100] i: this canto is given over mainly to the doctrine of what Chaucer calls the kindly stead. The “up” metaphors are still there: the sete [thirst] that draws one to the source of waters, 33 (ii, 19) which naturally descend (137[–8]); the arrow (119, 125, etc.) which suggests the primitive ladder of arrows to the world above; the fish pulled out of water (Glauce ref. 68 & “irretito” [enmeshed], 96), the eagle gazing on the sun (48), and so on. Also the wax image (“segnata” [stamped], 24, “cera” [wax],
41, “orma” [imprint, 106] which has also run through the Pg. as the image of the creature, linked with work of art, [128–]129.

[101] But the point is that there are two levels of nature: it’s now natural for a soul to return to God, hence there’s no real up or down: the primary image is that of return (nostos), which is really cyclical. Hence the ship metaphors at the beginning of ii. And the great phrase “lo gran mar dell’ essere” [the great sea of being], 113. The principle of degree orders inequality (3, cf. 45) & produces the three levels of 115–7. Dante moves from the maternal inspiration of the Muses to “father” (28, with Xn overtones) Apollo, the sun-god who will teach him design. Blake would say that the mountain of purgatory was the devil’s tail (coda, Pg. xxxii [131–4]), reaching into the stars. Note the extraordinary demonic analogy of Marsyas, flaying being the d.a. [demonic analogy] of a vision out of the body (21). I suppose the four circles & three crosses (39) fit almost everything in the typologist’s primer: note too the theme of the second sun (63; cf. 49). The thirst now is increasingly for the “cagion” [cause] (83); it was in Pg. too, but there we are going “back” to a “source”: here, where all real causes are final, we plunge forward to it with a renewed sense that the temporal element in causation is metaphorical. Water goes down, fire & the soul up; descending fire (meteors) are “unnatural” like sin & hell. Also Dante of course keeps the “harmony” (78) conception of the designed world. The extraordinary image of the quiet fire (141) unattainable on earth is a key signature (cf. the water in ii, 15).

[102] ii: up to now we’ve been in a world of ghosts, or souls without bodies, Dante being the only body. Here Dante keeps Paul’s ambiguity: he has the interpenetrating quality of the spiritual body, & as such enters the moon (35–9), described as a great pearl (34). This quality reflects the penetration of God (i, 2). To understand Dante’s astronomy we have to turn the universe inside out, putting a fixed earth in the centre: to understand his poem as a whole we have to do something similar, putting God where we should put the human mind. In this canto Beatrice the mother turns a school mistress divine: I don’t need the experiment, which doesn’t work anyway, nor all the reflections on Dante’s ignorance (Beatrice is a very bad teacher compared to Virgil, & I can’t say I like her much). I suspect that the arrow shot up purgatory hits its height at the end of Pg. 27, & the Beatrice part is a falling trajectory. Another arrow here is shot at the sun, which may similarly decline into the “medieval”
after co. [canto] xiv. Nothing demonstrates the primitive and anti-intellectual quality in Xy more clearly than this Beulah stuff.

[103] Still, it's a very important discussion: the p.m. [Primum Mobile] is to paradise what Eden is to purgatory, a place of seed which contains everything potentially (112–4). The fixed-star sphere transmutes this into variety (119–21): Paul's remark about the stars retained [1 Corinthians 15:41]. The point is that shadows on the moon are due to qualitative & not quantitative distinctions of matter. The explanation reduces Dante's mind to a blank potential receptacle (106–11). This conviction of ignorance, which unconsciously initiates the p.m.'s relation to God, is to paradise what the conviction of sin is to purgatory: the starting point of the operation.*

*Inequality of body of universe stated in i 3, & assoc. w. sun at the start of the salita [ascent], i 37

[104] Seal image continues (132) & the line 128 shows how completely we're involved in a technological myth.

[105] iii: obvious things: the inconstant are in the inconstant moon, the "spera più tarda" [slowest sphere] (51), and are perceived as reflections though real. Dante expressly says his error in thinking they're reflections is the opposite of Narcissus (17–8). Yet they do reflect a divine essence (59). In paradise everybody wants to be where they are: Paul's metaphor of the organs of the body lurks behind this doctrine of variety in harmony (cf. "discordi" [discordant] in 74). The famous line 85 is less striking to me than the next line, the figure of the sea of being (i, 113) identified with God. Note the distinction in 87 between what God creates (out of nothing) & what nature makes (out of something). These nuns aren't really inconstant: they were forced to marry for reasons of [policy?], but never took their spiritual pants down (vel del cor [heart's veil], 117). Note the phrase "del suo ordine formati" [conformed to his order], 54, and the curious image of Piccarda vanishing like a star in water (123).

[106] Hence the discussion in iv about what you consent to do even if you don't want it, symbolized by the Buridan's ass figure at the beginning.

[107] Curious how all my comedy themes seem to get involved in this Beulah section of Dante: the victory of the green world, the sense of this
world as being directly under the moon, the red-white-green tie-up, the reluctant nun (Hermione in MND [A Midsummer Night's Dream] and Isabel in MM [Measure for Measure], and now the Platonic elements: the gradual victory of dialectic, the return of the soul to the stars, and the like. Note that the vow symbolizes life informed by a moral pattern, just as purgatory does, hence its importance at the beginning of the Paradiso. The comedy of experience always breaks the vow, which to it is the quixotism of the humor—la machine est trouvée, as Bergson says: 46 cf. LLL [Love's Labour's Lost]. But the comedy of innocence is informed by the vow, just as the romance is by the spell or charm of magic. More nuns in the abbess figures of CE & P [Comedy of Errors and Pericles], who like Milton's pensive nun [Il Penseroso, l. 31] are vestal or dianal virgins rather than Christian ones.

Note that the vow symbolizes life informed by a moral pattern, just as purgatory does, hence its importance at the beginning of the Paradiso. The comedy of experience always breaks the vow, which to it is the quixotism of the humor—la machine est trouvée, as Bergson says: 46 cf. LLL [Love's Labour's Lost]. But the comedy of innocence is informed by the vow, just as the romance is by the spell or charm of magic. More nuns in the abbess figures of CE & P [Comedy of Errors and Pericles], who like Milton's pensive nun [Il Penseroso, l. 31] are vestal or dianal virgins rather than Christian ones.

[108] iv: The Buridan's ass figure is expanded into the tragic dilemma, as when Alcmaeon kills his mother to satisfy his father. The Antigone archetype is wrapped up in a comic context. Beatrice reads Dante's mind as Daniel did Nebuchadnezzar's: the intuitive communication of the spiritual world is taking shape. Note that Dante almost always stresses the desire to ask questions: it's connected with the sete [thirst] imagery and with the first sentence of Aristotle's metaphysics. 48 In this canto it's said that there's only one heaven & that all place is symbolic, analogical, & epiphanic. Note "spera" [sphere] & "per far segno" [to afford or give sign], 38. Idolatry is projecting these spere as real places & their angels as real divine persons. Something else I haven't got. Evidently Plato extends the cycle into the dialectical world by assuming birth from stars as well as a return to it. This world, I suppose, made Mars & Venus & the rest part of human substance, causal rather than conditional. Note the descending water & ascending tree images, 115 & 130. The two meet when questioning is satisfied by truth; I don't understand the image, though: "come fera in lustra" [as a wild beast in its den] (127). It looks almost like doggerel. 49

[109] I must think a lot more about all these problems. Dante & Plato are the world's greatest Eros poets, celebrating the victory of the higher Eros, dialectic, dedication through vows, the assimilation of existence to a moral ideal. All this is opposed & parodied by the comedy of experience or the lower Eros, which treats vowed dedication as humorous & dialectic as rendered impotent by existential belonging. Now, tragedy is
also existential, though in it the external waking world defeats the lower Eros or pleasure-principle one. Is there a tragedy of the higher, or deeper, Adonis, or Thanatos? If so, who wrote it and what would it be like? Is this what the Iliad provides for literature? Is Yeats’s Vision a groping after it, an attempt to extend the cycle & the Heraclitean flux to the world of death? Is this what I was really looking for in Beddoes? Or, finally, is this what makes sense of the Inferno? I may be on to something here that would clear up my two biggest bugbears. Aristotle says Euripides is the most tragic of the three great Greeks & Nietzsche says he’s anti-tragic: maybe there’s a lead here. Eros : Agape : Adonis : Thanatos. Finnegans Wake & Proust.

[110] v: more emphasis on the vow: commitment to human capacity for being remade. I wish Beatrice didn’t blither so: she’s the most tedious & drivelling spinster in literature. 37-42, for example, is just putty. However, she flounders through to her archetype: the rash vow, symbolized by Jepthah & Agamemnon, is the starting point of a tragic situation (or a comic one which breaks it). Arrows go on (91). Mercury is another laughing star (97) like Venus in Pg. i: suggestion of starry “influence” on Dante, changing his mood but with an underlying progression (98–9). More pools & fishes & reflections (100), & more emphasis on glow (fulgor, 108) which extends not only to Beatrice (1) but Dante himself (9) & suggests the world where things shine by their own light (124–5). Strong emphasis on the sun (129), though we still have Venus: I suppose a female moon is to Mercury as Venus is to the sun. The notes tell me to watch out for x, 1–21, also that 124–6 is the last reference to a feature of a spirit.50

[111] vi: This extraordinary canto looks down on the cycle of time & sees Constantine returning to Troy. Rotary movements occur, like the revenge on Jews by Titus, & there is a mutability in human fortunes, symb. by Romeo (similar stories of returning to obscurity are told of Belisarius & Cincinnatus: Dante mentions them but not the stories.) But the dialectical pattern of Rome, born in the womb of Alba Longa, then growing to greatness by destroying factions, is central. This power too looks like subsiding into faction again with the Guelphs & Ghibellines, but that just mustn’t happen. Justinian’s concession from Monophysite to Roman view is stressed, & I think there’s an analogy in Dante’s mind
between the twofold nature of Christ & of the Church-Empire. Cf. the pattern of Newman’s conversion in the 19th c. The image of the empire is the eagle, whose solar connexions are obvious. Commedia reflected in history: Shakespeare’s Roman plays.

[112] vii: After the history of Rome, which ascends (the growth of a world-state is a historical projection of the purgatorial climb), we get the history of Amor, which descends. The emphasis on proportional atonement, derived from Anselm, echoes similar quibbles about substitution for vows in v. Doctrine (which appears to be Dante’s own) that Christ’s divine nature was outraged by the crucifixion, but his human nature got what it deserved. The dual nature argument in vi leads up to this. Note that the early Paradiso cantoes, like the Shakespearean romances they parallel, contain tragedies, & this one of course contains the archetypal tragedy. Distinction made earlier between what God creates & Nature makes (iii, 87) here developed: four elements in flux (Heraclitean tercet, 124–6) but what is stamped with the seal of God (67) remains. Still, angel & stars condition or influence the creatures of the lower world.

[113] viii: dance theme, announced in vii, 7, developed here. Dante has no sense of rising into Venus (13): he’s simply there. Of course writing poetry in the Middle Ages was what ethologists call a displaced activity of a frustrated lover, but the reference to Dante’s own poetry (37) & the homage paid to him here make one wonder if this top of Beulah isn’t his real home. Beatified version of the whirlwind of lovers in hell: “dun giro e d’un girare e d’una sete” [with one circle, with one circling, and with one thirst, 35]. Also of the concealing flame, compared to a silkworm’s chrysalis (54): slight pun, or at least assonance, in “seta” [silk]. Note the space-ship feeling of the geography: there’s science fiction here too. These cantoes influence the Quartets [Eliot’s Four Quartets]: besides the Heraclitean dirge of elements in vii, there’s the beginning and end of the same point (e.g. 87). In this canto there’s a denial of hereditary nobility, which is an earthly superstition: among other things the conditioning of the planets has to be considered. It’s picked up in ix, 31. More arrows in 103: wonder if he puts one into every canto to fill up his ladder. Interesting that Daedalus, who in so many aspects is a prototype of Dante, not only goes to hell but is contrasted with Melchizedek. Seal & wax image (127–8): maybe this too appears in each canto. The discussion here, deal-
ing with diversity of morals in the world, takes in the tragic theme of the
struggle of brothers (130–1) and the mysterious birth of the hero (131–2):
when father is not good enough, a god has to be substituted.

[114] Nature & fortune have to be distinguished here, as they’re identi-
fied in hell (139). Fortune is the tragic source, & nature in Dante, at least
here, is the wisdom of God, hence it never works in vain (113–4). I’m not
sure why the doctrine of natural aristocracy of talent should be taken
from behind Dante’s back & placed in front of him (94–6 and 136) unless
the thing behind one’s back, as with Blake’s Gwendolen,51 is a falsehood
which one instinctively realizes to be such, but retains as an anxiety.

[115] In the speculations of modern science it’s said that if there were a
world in which time were reversed, it would be invisible, because light
would flow into it & not out of it.

[116] ix: when the spirits speak to Dante it’s as a continuation or exten-
sion of their song and dance (22–4). Each spirit is also a moon in relation
to God (8). Contrast of Ezzelino & his sister emphasizes the natural vir-
tue of aristocracy theme. Plagues of Egypt dimly in background of the
oracular warnings (cf. 45). And mirror (61): another constant recurrence
along with arrows & seals & wheels (65). This wheel revolving in the
same place symbolizes the concentration in time & space that the arts
represent on earth (Burnt Norton v). Gems are rarer (69): a red one natu-
really belongs here. God described as “valor” [power], “arte” [art], and
“bene” [good] (105–7): sin here is the occasion of the manifesting of God,
a negative stimulus to epiphany. Dante’s questions are the only desires
there’s any delay about satisfying (hence the arrow image so frequent),
& a new set is born in each sphere (110).

[117] The reference to Joshua’s entering the Promised Land through
Rahab (= Jesus penetrating the hortus conclusus) winds up the Beulah
skein at, appropriately, III, ix. The foreign harlot is the patron saint of
this sphere (117). Florence as a Cain-city, & Dante’s silly anxieties about
Crusades. Here the lily is evil because of the use the Florentines made of
it (130), this being the sphere of the ruby or red rose. The last word in
the canto is “adulterio” [adultery].

[118] x: here the Logos vision proper begins, now that we’ve left the
shadow of the earth & the image of the Resurrection (Rahab as the rescued bride is in ix, 118–20).

§

[119] It is quite possible that I shall have to deliver another set of public lectures somewhere: if so, one theme that occurs to me is a study of three (comic) romances: William Morris’s *The Sundering Flood*, Henry James’s *The Sense of the Past*, Virginia Woolf’s *Between the Acts*. Each would, of course, have the whole body of the author’s work in the background. Big job, but I’ve done a fair amount of reading of all three. I had thought of a fourth, Peacock’s *Gryll Grange*, but that can wait for a bit.

[120] Henry James: I should go carefully through WD [*The Wings of the Dove*], A [*The Ambassadors*] & GB [*The Golden Bowl*], looking first at comic characterization. The “problem” comedy (i.e. ironic) seems to need a strong father-daughter basis. WD opens with a fr.-dr. scene, & in GB Maggie’s “discovery” of Amerigo’s affair with Charlotte is really a screen discovery made to block off her realization that the real infidelity is her own feeling for her father (note the fact that she can’t name him).

[121] One distinctive feature of HJ’s heroes & heroines, heroines especially, is their capacity to attract devoted observers. These observers range from vice types to idiotes types (Fanny Assingham has a quixotic desire to be a sort of hostess) or arranger figure, mistress of ceremonies; this role is always close to the tricky slave, though she’s not that. Such characters are normally isolated by the action. Strether, of Chad; FA [Fanny Assingham], of Amerigo-Maggie; Susan Shepherd, of Milly Theale. Check the “visual” point in *The Ambassadors*: it’s important.

[122] I think *The Ivory Tower* may have been abandoned because it was too repetitive of other things he’d done (wealthy American with swinging foot & daughter). But SP [*The Sense of the Past*] was the undisplaced book HJ had been aiming at all his life. America as future; Europe as past; America as innocent; Europe as experience—the goal of those who, like brother William, think of experience as substance.

[123] Observation: may be neutralized by the action (or lack of it) which turns the observer into an idiotes. Strether, Chad’s displaced father, turn-
ing into a cuckolded Joseph. (Note the "virtue" figure, Strether again, Maria Gostrey, etc.: the totally disinterested observer.) Sacred Fount & BJ [The Beast in the Jungle]: observation creating an imaginary world. Archetype here is Turn of the Screw: knowledge of good & evil in Eden. Governess is "good"; Quint & Miss J. [Jessel] "evil," but they turn out to be aspects of the same thing. The governess is a "devil" who wants to be "justified" at all costs: not a justified sinner but justified moral virtue.

[124] In GB [The Golden Bowl] & IT [The Ivory Tower] there's a central symbol: perhaps the unnamable manufactured object in Amb. [The Ambassadors] is parallel. S. Maugham quotes gossip in the HJ circle that this was a pisspot, which seems silly (as he says): as far as the plot goes it's more of a mariner's compass. The point that it is unnamed seems significant. There seems an elliptical resolution around two centres, one a symbol & the other a darkness.

§

[125] PA: descent as creation; ascent as understanding
   (dem.) descent as fall into nothingness; ascent as imperialism

[126] JA: ascent as identity; descent as vita nuova
   (dem.) ascent as idolatry, descent as masturbation

(Reversed form)
JA:
Lectures on the Bible
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Symbolism in the Bible

The text that follows is a series of twenty-four lectures Frye gave in his course on “The Mythological Framework of Western Culture” in 1981–82. The lectures, transcribed by Anis George and edited by Michael Dolzani, were originally printed in spiral-bound booklets that accompanied the videotapes of Frye’s lectures, entitled The Bible and Literature: A Personal View from Northrop Frye, a series conceived and produced by Robert Sandler. These booklets included extensive teaching guides for each of the videotapes, prepared by Professor Dolzani, who was Frye’s research assistant at the time. The thirty programs in the video series, each twenty-six minutes in length, were issued by the Media Centre at the University of Toronto. Frye had originally asked Sandler if he would be the writer for a TV Ontario series featuring Frye on literature, based on the model of Jacob Bronowski’s The Ascent of Man and Kenneth Clark’s Civilization. This project fell through, but Sandler, after having sat in on Frye’s Bible lectures, eventually convinced the Media Centre at the University of Toronto to videotape the lectures. Sandler then edited the lectures, sometimes deleting material to fit the half-hour format and at other times dividing material from two different lectures for a single video. The full texts of Frye’s twenty-four lectures are, however, printed in the teaching manuals, and these are reproduced in what follows. The titles of the lectures either follow those of the study guides or are adaptations of them. On six occasions two units in the video series were derived from one lecture, the twenty-four lectures thus resulting in thirty programs. Typographical errors have been silently corrected; emendations to the text are listed at the end of the lectures. It should be emphasized that the copy-text is not from a retranscription of the tapes of the lectures themselves, but is an edited version of the transcription made in the early 1980s. Emendations and editorial changes to the text are therefore not necessarily alterations of what Frye said but of the printed transcription of the lectures.
Courses on "The English Bible" had been offered at Victoria College from the time the Department of Religious Knowledge was established in 1904–5, when two-hour-per-week courses were options in both first and second years. By 1930–31 when Frye was a second-year undergraduate these had been extended to courses in all four years—one hour a week in first year, two hours a week in second year, and three hours a week in third and fourth years for students in the Pass Course, and one hour a week in all four years for students in the Honour course. Frye’s first experiments with teaching in this area were conducted under the auspices of the Student Christian Movement over a period of four years. In the early 1940s he conducted small discussion groups on “Mythology and Symbolism of the Bible,” “Revelation,” “Comparative Religion,” and “Symbolism in the Book of Revelation.” Sometime in the mid- to late-1940s Frye began teaching a course on “The English Bible” under the auspices of the Religious Knowledge department. Once established, the course continued more or less unchanged until 1966–67, when it was listed as “Symbolism in the Bible.” In 1970–71 after the Department of Religious Studies was formed the course was described as “a study of the Bible based on the conception of its imaginative and doctrinal unity, and approached through an examination of its recurrent themes and images. Some attempt will be made to indicate how its traditional view of the Bible has influenced the poetry and thought of the Western world.” The final major transformation of the course—although not necessarily of Frye’s own lectures—occurred in 1973–74 when he was joined in a co-teaching arrangement by Jay Macpherson. At this time the course was changed to “The Mythological Framework of Western Culture.” Macpherson added a sequence of lectures on Classical mythology to run parallel with Frye’s on the Bible. She was succeeded by Marguerite Stobo, who filled in for Macpherson in 1978–79 and then took over from her in 1980–81; and Marguerite Stobo was in turn succeeded by Margaret Burgess, who taught with Frye from 1987–88 until his death in 1991 and to whom I am indebted for this information about the Bible course—and for much of the wording.

1. An Approach to the Bible and Translations of the Bible

My part of this course is a study of the narrative and imagery of the English Bible; and to clarify what I am trying to do in it, it might be worth sketching in a background of the history of the course, to explain why I started giving it in the first place.
It goes back to my days as a junior instructor, when I found myself saying to the head of my department here that I found some difficulty in getting my students to understand what was going on in *Paradise Lost*, which I was trying to teach. And the difficulty was obviously a lack of knowledge of the Bible. My chairman said, “Well, how do you expect to teach *Paradise Lost* to people who don’t know a Philistine from a Pharisee?” I was tempted to answer that given the middle-class status of my students, that particular distinction would perhaps not be too important for them. But I didn’t often talk that way to my departmental chairman, and I said, “Well, what do I do?” And he said, “You offer a course in the English Bible.”

Well, in those days religious knowledge was a college subject atVictoria and Trinity and St. Michael’s. University College also had religious knowledge courses, but it had to give them euphemistic titles like “Near Eastern Studies” or “Oriental Languages” so that Queen’s Park would not be frightened into thinking that a college with an interest in God was drawing money from the province.¹

The courses naturally differed a great deal. If you went to St. Michael’s you got St. Thomas Aquinas exclusively, with perhaps a course or two in St. Augustine for dessert: so that the religion courses were rather enclosed in the various colleges. When the university Department of Religion was organized, I was able to go on teaching the course within the department. But then, under the new regulations, it became a half-course, and as I think half-courses are nothing but a nuisance for students, I asked colleagues to give a course on Classical mythology as well, and so to round out and expand the original idea of the course, which is to provide for students, whether their main interest is literature or not, some knowledge of the cultural traditions that we’ve all been brought up in and which we are all conditioned by every time we draw a breath, whether we realize it or not.

It took me some time to hit on the right formula for a course in the Bible. I consulted the curricula of other universities, and found that they gave courses called “The Bible as Literature,” which involved chopping pieces out of the Bible like the Book of Job and the parables of Jesus, saying, “Look, aren’t they literary?” That approach violated all my instincts as a critic, because those instincts told me that what a critic does when he is confronted with any verbal document whatever is to start on page one at the upper left-hand corner and go on reading until he reaches the
bottom right-hand corner of the last page. But many people who have attempted to do that with the Bible have flaked out very quickly, generally somewhere around the middle of Leviticus.

Part of the reason is that the Bible presents the appearance of being, not a book, but a small library of books, a miscellany of various texts: the suggestion is almost that there is no such book as the Bible. In fact, the word “bible” itself comes from the Greek *ta biblia*, which is plural: “the little books.” So the possibility arises that “the Bible,” as we call it, is only a name we give for convenience to a pile of books that have got bound up in one cover.

So I had to go on to the next stage, which was to establish that there was a genuine unity in the Bible, and that that unity was of two kinds. The first was a unity of narrative. As I’ve said, not everybody gets through the Bible from Genesis to Revelation; but anybody who does will discover that the Bible does at least have a beginning and an end. It starts quite logically at the beginning of time with the Creation, it ends quite logically at the end of time with the Apocalypse, and it surveys the whole of human history—or the part of history that interests it—in between, under the symbolic names of Adam and Israel.

So the narrative unity of the Bible, which is there in spite of the miscellaneous nature of its content, was something that I stressed. And that concern for narrative seems to me to be distinctive of the Bible among other sacred books. In the Koran, for example, the revelations of Mohammed were gathered up after his death and arranged in order of length, which suggests that revelation in the Koran pays no attention to narrative continuity—that’s not what it is interested in. But the fact that the Bible is interested in it seems to be significant for the study of literature and for many other reasons.

The second way in which the Bible is unified is through a number of recurring images: mountain, sheep, river, hill, pasture, bride, bread, wine, and so on. They echo and re-echo all through the Bible and are repeated in so many ways as to suggest that they have a thematic importance: that they are actually building up some kind of interconnected unity. The present course is really based on this conception of the unity of the narrative of the Bible and the unity formed by its recurrent imagery.

The only form of the Bible that I can deal with is the Christian Bible, with its Old and New Testaments, however polemical those names may sound. In the first place, it’s the only version of the Bible I know anything about, and in the second place it is the one that has been decisive
for Western culture through the Middle Ages and Renaissance to our own time.

The Old Testament was of course written in Hebrew, except for a few passages in the later language Aramaic, which replaced Hebrew as a spoken language and was probably the language spoken by Jesus and his disciples. In Hebrew, only the consonants are written down, so that all the vowels are editorial. Therefore, the establishing of the text of the Hebrew Bible took quite a long while, and was still going on in New Testament times. Some centuries before that, it had been translated into Greek for the benefit of Jews living in the city of Alexandria in Egypt. The number of translators was traditionally seventy, and so the Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament has been called the Septuagint, usually abbreviated LXX. The Hebrew text in the form in which we have it was established later—it's called the Masoretic, the scholarly or traditional text established by rabbis and scholars working mainly around the environs of Lake Tiberius in Galilee. So the Septuagint is in many respects older than the Hebrew text that we have, and sometimes preserves more primitive readings.

The New Testament was written in Greek by writers whose native language probably was not Greek. The kind of Greek they wrote was called koine, the popular Greek which was distributed all through the Near Eastern countries as a kind of common language. The writers of the New Testament may have been familiar to differing degrees with the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, but when they quoted from the Old Testament they tended to use the Septuagint. And that is the beginning of a principle which is rather important for the history of Christianity. In any sacred book, there is enough concentration in the writing, and enough attention paid to it by those who accept it as sacred, for the linguistic characteristics of the original language to be of great importance. Any Jewish interpretation or commentary on the Hebrew Old Testament inevitably takes great care to study the linguistic nuances of the Hebrew original, and similarly with the Koran, which is so bound up with the linguistic characteristics of Arabic that in practice the Arabic language has had to go everywhere that the Islamic religion has gone.

In contrast, Christianity as a religion has been dependent from the beginning on translation. After the New Testament period, the centre of power in the Western world shifted to Rome, and with that shift came the need for a Latin translation of the Bible. The Latin translation that appeared was known as the Vulgate, that is, the one in common use.
The translation was made by St. Jerome, in what may well be the greatest effort of scholarship ever achieved by a single man. For the next thousand years, the Vulgate Latin Bible was the Bible as far as Europe was concerned. There was very little knowledge of Greek or Hebrew through the Middle Ages, and the Vulgate was for the most part as far as anyone could go in reading the Bible.

Already in the Middle Ages, the question had arisen of translating the Bible into the vernacular (or modern) languages. It was resisted by authorities of the Church establishment, partly because the issue very soon got involved with reform movements within the Church. One of these reform movements was led in England by John Wyclif, a contemporary of Chaucer in the fourteenth century. His disciples, working mainly after his death, produced an English translation of the entire Bible, which was of course a translation of the Vulgate Latin text, not of the Greek and Hebrew. Nevertheless, the Wyclifite Bible became the basis for all future English translations. In the sixteenth century, the Protestant Reformation broke out in Germany under Luther, and one of Luther’s major efforts to consolidate his position was to make a complete German translation of the Bible, which became among other things a cornerstone of modern German literature.

Similar efforts were made in England. Henry VIII, you remember, declared himself to be the head of the Church, but didn’t want to make any alteration in Church doctrine, so he amused himself in his later years by executing Protestants for heresy and Catholics for denying his claim to be head of the Church. Thus, William Tyndale, the first person to work on the translation of the Bible into English from Greek and Hebrew sources, was a refugee and had to work on the Continent. Eventually he was caught by Henry’s goon squad and transported back to England, where he was burned at the stake along with copies of his Bible. Henry VIII, with that versatility of intention which is often found in people who have tertiary syphilis, had begun his reign by being called “Defender of the Faith” by the Pope, because he had written a pamphlet attacking Martin Luther—that is to say, his minister Sir Thomas More had written it but Henry had signed it. However, as “Defender of the Faith,” he changed his mind about what faith he was going to defend, and in the last years of his reign the English Bible in the hands of various other translators, including Miles Coverdale, had become established as the official Bible for the Church of England of which he was now the head.
Well, in Queen Elizabeth's reign, there were two Bibles. One was very largely the product of the right-wing establishment in the Church of England, and was called the Bishops' Bible. The other was a Puritan Bible, which again had been produced by refugees on the Continent during Queen Mary's reign. It was called the Geneva Bible but is sometimes called the "breeches Bible" because in the story of Adam and Eve it is said that after the fall they knew that they were naked, and so they tried to make for themselves what the King James Bible refers to chastely as "aprons" but the Puritan Bible calls "breeches." The Bishop's Bible was the one that was approved of during Elizabeth's reign: the Geneva Bible was not. The objections against it were less to its scholarship, which was very thorough, than to its marginal notes, which were very copious, and which set out the infallible rightiness of the Puritan position and the madness and obstinacy of everyone who opposed it. But both circulated in England, and Shakespeare is believed by scholars to have used—almost certainly by mere accident—the Bishop's Bible for his earlier plays, and the Geneva Bible for his later ones.

Elizabeth died in 1603. Her successor, King James VI of Scotland, moved to London to become King James I of England. King James was the son of Mary, Queen of Scots, who was of course Roman Catholic. He had listened to a lot of Puritan sermons in his youth, and this conditioned him in favour of the more right-wing establishment. In fact "No bishop, no king" was one of his mottoes: he believed that the episcopal system was essential to the monarchy. However, his real motto was "Blessed are the peacemakers," and he thought that he would try to achieve some kind of reconciliation between the Episcopal right wing and the Puritan left wing: at that time the Puritans did not form a separate Church but were a group within the Church of England. His way of achieving reconciliation was the time-honoured way of calling a conference, which met at Hampton Court in 1604, and after a few weeks broke up with the usual theological hair pulling. But before it did so, it had passed one very important resolution, which was that there should be an authorized English translation of the Bible, to be done by a committee of scholars who would represent both Episcopalian and Puritan scholarship. These scholars worked on their translation for seven years, and when it finally appeared in 1611 it was known as the Authorized Version, because it was, as the title page says, "appointed to be read in churches."

It is also often called the King James Bible. And please do not refer to it as the "St. James Bible." King James was a remarkable person in many
ways: he was a poet, he was a literary critic, he was a diplomat, he was an anti-tobacco pamphleteer, he was strongly homosexual, he was in all probability a bastard, but he was not a saint.

The Authorized Version held the field, and nobody else attempted another version of the Bible except the Roman Catholics, who again had to be working outside the country on the Continent. They had done a translation of the New Testament early in Elizabeth’s reign, and by also translating the Old Testament produced the complete version known as the Douay Bible, because it was completed at Douay in Flanders. It was finished in 1609, which was a little late for the translators of the 1611 Bible to make much use of it. In contrast to the King James Bible, the Douay Bible is based on the Vulgate, which the Roman Catholic Council of Trent in the sixteenth century had declared to be the authentic version of the Bible, and had stipulated that any Catholic translation of the Bible into English would have to follow the Vulgate original.

The sequence of English Bibles culminating in the King James Bible goes back to the Wyclif Bible, which again was a translation from the Vulgate. After 1611, scholars like Milton or Sir Thomas Browne usually continued to quote the Vulgate in Latin, but the use of the English Bible naturally grew as the language grew.

The King James Bible is the one I want to use for this course. I have various reasons for that. It is the most familiar and the most accessible version, and more importantly, the translators of the King James Bible were not out to make a new translation; they were out to make a traditional one.

There have always been two tendencies in Biblical scholarship, though they have often converged. One is the analytical tendency to try to establish what the original text says, which is the basis of the critical tradition. The other is the attempt to translate the Bible in accordance with what a consensus of ecclesiastical authorities has declared the meaning to be. Most copies of the King James translation in ordinary circulation omit two very important things; and I would like you to procure, if you possibly can, a version of the Bible which contains them both, as this Cambridge edition which I have does. The two things that are usually omitted are, first of all, the sequence of books known as the Apocrypha, which I will explain in a moment; and secondly, the Address to the Reader with which the King James translators prefaced their book. The Dedication to King James, which is almost invariably preserved in copies of the Authorized Version, is only a perfunctory
piece of rhetoric, but the Address to the Reader is a very careful, very lucid, very honest statement of what the translators were trying to do and what their policy in translating was. And they say almost at once that rather than to make a brand new translation, they were trying to produce a version of the Bible that would be in general agreement with the whole tradition of Biblical translation.

What that means in practice is that the King James Bible is a Bible very close to the Vulgate tradition: therefore it comes very close to the Bible with which everyone in England before 1611 was familiar. And that is the main reason I want to use it.

The differences between Roman Catholic and Protestant translations of the Bible have been, I think, greatly exaggerated and are mainly confined to a number of technical terms having to do with the organization of the Church. The disputes turn on whether the word *episcopos* means "bishop" or "apostle"; whether the word *ecclesia* means "church" or "congregation." There are perhaps half a dozen words of that kind, which we will not be concerned with in this course. We are concerned with the imagery of the Bible, with words like "mountain" and "river" and "sheep" and "body" and "blood" and so forth, words which are so concrete that no translator can possibly get them wrong. So there aren't any major difficulties in translation or variety of translation that we need to be worried about.

The great prestige of the King James Bible in literature is largely due to the fact that it was an authorized version appointed to be read in Churches. That is, its rhythm is based on the spoken word, and while there are a great many lapses, the ear of the King James translators for the spoken word was extremely acute. And because of that the Authorized Version has held the field even against more scholarly modern translations.

The oral basis of the King James Bible, the fact that this translation was intended primarily to be read aloud, accounts for many of its features, such as the practice of printing every sentence as a separate paragraph, which makes sense for public reading. The result is that the Authorized Version has established itself as part of our oral heritage: the sounds, the cadences of that translation keep echoing through our minds whether we realize it or not.

It was not until the latter part of the nineteenth century that the need for revised versions began to make itself felt, and even then the prestige of the King James Bible rather overshadowed them. There was a British
Revised Version in 1885, and an American Revised Version in 1900:² both of them, from the literary point of view, were flops. They made very limited headway, partly because the genuine scholars on the translating committee were always being outvoted by the old fuddy duddies opposed to any change whatever; and, more important, they fell foul of the principle of translating that it is not the scholarly knowledge of the original that makes a translation permanent, but sensitivity to one's own language. These translators, in attempting a kind of middle course between the language of the early seventeenth century and the spoken language of 1885 and 1900, fell between two stools. For example, there is a phrase that is repeated very frequently through the Old Testament—"Yahweh Sabaoth"—which in the King James version is "The Lord of Hosts," a magnificent phrase. The American Revised Version renders this "Jehovah of Hosts." Now that is a mistranslation, even if it is more accurate than the King James version. If you doubt that it's a mistranslation, just try it out on your eardrum. "Jehovah of Hosts" reveals a profound insensitivity to English as a spoken language, and no translation that makes a boner like that has any chance of surviving.

Various other translations appeared later in the twentieth century. The Revised Standard Version of 1952 is one that I refer to a good deal myself. If you pick up the annotated version, which is annotated by Bruce Metzger of Princeton for the Old Testament, I forget just who for the New,³ you get an extremely valuable book that has very unobtrusive comments and footnotes. The New English Bible—which is more British than the RSV, which is largely American scholarship—came out in 1970. And the leading Roman Catholic Bible at present is called the Jerusalem Bible. As I say, I would like to use the King James Bible for my own quotations, and I would like to feel free to refer to the Apocrypha as well, so it would be an advantage to have a Bible that includes it.

The Apocrypha is a group of fourteen books which were almost certainly written originally in Hebrew. But the word "apocrypha" means "hidden" or "concealed": the "cryp" part of it is from the same root as our words "crypt" and "cryptic"—things hidden away. And what was hidden in this case was the Hebrew original. When the rabbinical scholars of the early Christian centuries were making up their canonical books, they excluded the books that had no Hebrew original. Consequently, those survived only in Greek texts or, in one case, a Latin one, though in later years archaeologists have recovered some parts of the Hebrew originals.
St. Jerome, when he made his Vulgate translation of the Bible into Latin, translated the books of the Apocrypha, but he put them in a separate section. The Church of Rome, however, overruled him on this point, and so Roman Catholic Bibles even today have the books of the Apocrypha along with the books of the Hebrew Old Testament. The Apocrypha was also a part of the 1611 enterprise, and was translated along with the Old and New Testaments. But the Protestants tended to go back to St. Jerome's practice of keeping the Apocryphal books separate, and as a result they dropped out of most Protestant Bibles in ordinary circulation. In reading earlier English literature, however, you have to keep in mind the fact that the books of the Apocrypha were quite as familiar to readers in England as the books of the Old and the New Testaments. For example, in Shakespeare's *Merchant of Venice*, which is an extremely Biblical play, Shylock hails Portia as a "Daniel come to judgment" [4.1.23], meaning that she is a very good lawyer. But Daniel does not appear as a lawyer in the Book of Daniel: he appears as a lawyer only in a couple of books in the Apocrypha: the story of Susanna [vv. 44–63], and the story of Bel and the Dragon.4

The books of the Old Testament, the books of the New Testament, and the fourteen books of the Apocrypha make up what we ordinarily call the Bible. There are a number of other peripheral books that didn’t make it into either the Bible or the Apocrypha, some of which have a good deal of interest in their own right. For example, there is a collection of writings named the Pseudepigrapha, which is Greek for "false writings," because they were ascribed to venerable figures who assuredly did not write them. It's true that a great many of the books in the Bible itself are pseudepigrapha in the same sense, but that is another kind of question. These books are very largely prophecies about the end of the world. They were written in the last three centuries before the Christian era, and are almost certainly Hebrew and Jewish in origin. The best known of them are two books ascribed to the patriarch Enoch. Enoch is referred to in the Book of Genesis as the great-grandfather of Noah [5:18–29]. He is supposed to have written a long apocalyptic prophecy that was accepted in the early Church as authentic. There is a reference to it in the New Testament, in that curious little epistle known as the Epistle of Jude, the second to last book in the New Testament [vv. 14–15]. There is a quotation from the Book of Enoch that speaks of its author as the seventh in descent from Adam [60:8], which Enoch is according to the Genesis genealogies. But it very soon became clear that the Enoch of the Old Testament could not
possibly have written this book, so it fell out of favour and disappeared from Western Europe, turning up again in Abyssinia around 1790 in an Ethiopian version. There is a Second Book of Enoch which turned up thirty or forty years later than that in south Russia, and various other books of the same kind in this collection. Some of them are classics in their own right, like the Testament of the Three Patriarchs and the Sayings of the Fathers. A man called R.H. Charles has edited the Apocrypha and the Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament in two volumes, and that is the version to refer to if you want to know more about them.

There are also a number of writings that didn’t get into the New Testament canon. Some of them might very well have done so: there are two letters by Clement—St. Clement, who was a leader in the early Church—and there are a few others of the same quality. But for the most part, a number of apocryphal writings exist that in the Middle Ages were accepted, yet which modern historical scholarship has rejected entirely as having any claim to authenticity. But as long as they were accepted, they had an important cultural influence. For example, if you read Middle English, you’ll find there are many references to the “harrowing of hell.” Jesus after his death is supposed to have descended to hell and rescued all the people who were destined for salvation, starting with Adam and Eve and ending with John the Baptist. This is accepted as a part of the gospel in, for example, Chaucer, but it is entirely apocryphal. It goes back to a book called the Gospel of Nicodemus, or sometimes the Acts of Pilate. It is an interesting book, but as a gospel it’s a fraud, unacceptable as having any historical basis at all.

And then there are a number of infancy gospels, which elaborate legends about the childhood of Jesus. In one of them, Jesus is out making mud pies and one of his little pals comes along and interferes with his play, so the infant Jesus strikes him dead. The dead child’s mother comes to complain to the Virgin Mary, and the Virgin Mary says to Jesus, “Now look, you shouldn’t go around killing people, it is bad for public relations.” So the infant Jesus says, “Oh well, all right.” And so he goes back and brings the little boy back to life again and goes on with his mud pies [Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 26]. In another part of the same book, he is represented as being somewhat bewildered that the other children didn’t want to play with him [chap. 29]: and so these books go prattling on and on, with the inventiveness of second rate minds. At the same time, it is as gospels that they, for example, assign an ancestry for the Virgin Mary and make her daughter to St. Anne.5 St.
Anne was the patron saint, I believe, of the province of Quebec—St. Anne de Beaupré. There was a famous shrine there, until it was realized that there is no historical evidence for the existence of St. Anne, nothing in the Bible about her at all: so the title was transferred to John the Baptist. In any case, these books have been edited by a man named Montague James, who calls them the New Testament Apocrypha. M.R. James was the headmaster of Eton College: he wrote some excellent ghost stories and was also a Classical scholar.

There are also two secular writers to whom I may be referring quite frequently. One was a Jewish philosopher living in Alexandria in Egypt during the time of Jesus, known to posterity as Philo Judaeus. He was a Platonic philosopher who attempted to derive the doctrine of Forms in Plato from the account of Creation in Genesis: and while there is a good deal of straining to make interpretive points in his books, they are also full of interest for anybody who is interested in the Biblical pattern of imagery. Also, there is a great Jewish historian, Josephus, who lived at the time of the Roman destruction of Judaea and who wrote a book called Antiquities of the Jews, which covers much the same ground as the Old Testament but adds a great deal of detail in the later period. He is, for example, fascinated by King Herod, who turns up at the beginning of the New Testament, and a great deal of his book is devoted to Herod and his doings. He has a later book called Wars of the Jews, which deals with the final struggles against the Roman power. And he is, again, invaluable as a historical authority for the Old Testament period.

We don't know much about the Gnostic gospels because they survive only in the works of the orthodox Christians who attacked them. And of course there were political reasons why the orthodox opponents' books survived but the Gnostic books themselves didn't. But their opponents did quote fairly liberally from them, so one can learn a good deal about the Gnostics. The best introduction to Gnosticism is by Hans Jonas: it's called The Gnostic Religion. But there were pagan and Jewish Gnostics as well as Christian ones: it was a pretty widespread movement. I'll be coming to the Gnostics later in this course and will deal with some of the issues they raised.

2. The Shape of the Bible

The narrative sequences in the Bible that I was speaking of are of a type that make it very difficult to answer the question, Are they histories or
fictions? In fact, it might be said that what is distinctive, almost unique, about the Bible is the fact that that question cannot be directly answered at all.

Every sequence in words, just by virtue of the fact that it is a sequence, is a verbal structure in which the words have their own patterns and their own forms. It is impossible to describe anything with definitive accuracy in the outside world by means of words, because words are always forming their own self-contained patterns of subject and predicate and object. They are continually shaping reality into what are essentially grammatical fictions.

It doesn't matter whether a sequence of words is called a history or a story: that is, whether it is intended to follow a sequence of actual events or not. As far as its verbal shape is concerned, it will be equally mythical in either case. But we notice that any emphasis on shape or structure or pattern or form always throws a verbal narrative in the direction we call mythical rather than historical. To give you an example, the Book of Judges is a sequence of stories about leaders who were originally tribal leaders, but the stories have been edited to present the appearance of a united Israel going through a series of disasters and restorations. The actual heroes are different each time—Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, Samuel—and the stories told about them naturally differ in content. But they're all set inside a similar framework: Israel deserts its God, and the result is disaster; an enemy moves in, conquers the country or invades it; the Israelites think better of their infidelity, turn back to their God again; a deliverer or a judge is sent, who brings them back to a position roughly where they were before.

Now that gives us a narrative shape or pattern that we would get either in a history or in a work of literature: roughly a U shape. And that U-shaped pattern is the typical shape of the structure we know as comedy. If we look at comedy, we find that a situation is presented which gradually becomes more ominous and threatening and foreboding of disaster to the characters with which we are sympathetic. Then there's a kind of gimmick or sudden shift in the plot, and eventually it moves towards a happy ending where everybody gets married, and the hero and heroine's real life is assumed to begin after the play is over. That is why the heroes and heroines of so many comedies are in fact rather dull people. The main character interest is thrown onto the blocking characters, the parents who've forbidden them to marry, for instance.

That curve is also the containing narrative shape of the Bible, because
the mythical shape of the Bible, if we read it from beginning to end, is a comic one. It's a story in which man is placed in a state of nature from which he falls—the word "fall" is something which this diagram indicates visually. At the end of the story, he is restored to the things that he had at the beginning. Judaism focuses upon the story of Israel, which in the Old Testament is to be restored at the end of history, according to the way the prophets see that history. The Christian Bible is focused more on the story of Adam, who represents mankind as falling from a state of integration with nature into a state where he is alienated from nature.

In symbolic terms, what Adam loses is the tree and the water of life. Those are images that we'll look at in more detail later. On practically the first page of the Bible we are told that Adam loses the tree and the water of life in the garden of Eden. On practically the last page of the Bible, in the last chapter of the Book of Revelation, the prophet has a vision of the tree and the water of life restored to man. That affinity between the structure of the Bible and the structure of comedy has been recognized for many centuries and is the reason why Dante called his vision of hell and purgatory and heaven a commedia.

We owe our great tragedies very largely to the Greek tradition, which has a different outlook. The Bible is not very close to tragedy: when it deals with disaster, its point of view is ironic rather than tragic. While there are many reasons for this, the main one is that in a typical tragedy there is a hero who embodies certain qualities which suggest the super-human, and the Bible recognizes no such hero except for Jesus himself. The Crucifixion would be the one genuine tragic form in the Bible, but that of course is an episode in a containing comedy.

And this U-shaped pattern of loss and return and deliverance is found all the way through the Bible. It's not only the overall containing form, but appears in many parts of the Bible that have nothing to do with history. It is, for example, the containing form of the story of Job, who is in a state of prosperity, loses everything he has, and at the end of the story is restored to what he had before. It is also the containing shape of Jesus' parable of the prodigal son [Luke 15:11-32]. It's perhaps interesting to notice that of these loss-and-return stories, the prodigal son is the only version we have in the Bible where the decision to return is a voluntary act of the chief character himself. All the others depend on a human confession of helplessness and a divine intervention.

A fact which links onto that is that the central nation of the Bible story
is Israel, and the most important historical fact about Israel is that the
Israelites were never lucky at the game of empire: the land of Israel was
simply a highway between Egypt and the Mesopotamian kingdoms. In
the entire historical record, there are only two very brief periods of rela-
tive prosperity and independence: the period of David and Solomon
and the period just following the Maccabean rebellion, about a century
before the time of Christ. The reason was the same in both cases: one
world empire had declined, and its successor had not yet arisen. The
period of David and Solomon came between the decline of Egypt and
the rise of Assyria, and the period of the Maccabees and their successors
came between the decline of Syria and the rise of Rome.

So we find that history is always in itself a problem for the Biblical
narrators. They are surrounded by kingdoms that are prosperous and
powerful and, although awfully wicked, that seem to get away with it.
Most of the Biblical writers are writing within an Israel which desper-
ately longs to have this kind of power and influence and prosperity, and
would certainly regard it as a mark of signal divine favour if it ever did
have it. But throughout the Biblical story, mostly it doesn’t.

We can look at the story of Israel, mythically, as a sequence of falls
and rises. Sometimes the rise is only to a change of masters, but still, that
U-shaped pattern is the way in which the story of Israel is told through-
out the Bible. Now, to mention all of these falls and rises at once would
be confusing, so I’ll select six, in honour of the days of Creation. We start
of course with Adam, who is thrown out of Eden and told to go and till
the ground, which is cursed in order to make it more difficult. And so,
from the garden, we are turned out into a wilderness. To that symbol of
the wilderness, two other images are added. One is the image of the sea,
which turns up in the story of Noah’s flood. The other is the symbol of
the heathen city. The first person born outside the garden of Eden is
Cain, the eldest son of Adam and the murderer of Abel. He is then sent
into a far country, and there he founds a city. That city has always been
a puzzle to readers of Genesis, who are reading a narrative which seems
to imply that there were only three people alive in the world at that
time. But what is interesting is the assumption that cities are the earliest
form of human settlement, rather than villages or hamlets or isolated
farms.

Cain goes out to what is called the land of Nod. We don’t know where
that is, but it looks as though it were somewhere in Mesopotamia. We’ll
pass over the story of the flood for the moment, but the first conspicu-
ous upward movement is the one associated with Abraham, who lives in a heathen city called Ur in Sumeria and is drawn out of there by God and promised a land in the west. And from this the patriarchs succeed: Abraham's son is Isaac; Isaac's son is Jacob, whose later name is Israel. This period seems to be very largely a pastoral one associated with flocks and herds, essentially a ranching economy. But then Jacob (Israel), as a result of a complicated story about his son Joseph, goes down into Egypt.

Now this is the great archetypal event, so to speak: it's the one from which all the others take their form and model. The Israelites did nothing wrong in entering Egypt; in fact, they were welcomed there. But after a century or two, there arose a pharaoh who determined to exterminate them by genocide, and the result was the Exodus. The Exodus, under the leadership first of Moses and then of Joshua, takes them back to the Promised Land. But this time the economy is more of an agricultural one. They are promised a land flowing with milk and honey [3:8], and neither of those is a vegetable product: but the symbol of the Promised Land, when they get there, is a big bunch of grapes [Numbers 13:23-4]. We are told that, with some reluctance, they settled down to an agricultural life, dependent on the crops and on the harvest and vintage.

The crucial event of the Exodus was the crossing of the Red Sea. The Israelites got across it safely, but the Egyptian army pursuing them was drowned in it [Exodus 14]. So the demonic image of the sea recurs in the story of the Exodus, and that is followed of course by forty years' wandering in the wilderness.

There follows the period of the judges, and eventually the Israelites find themselves in bondage to many of the surrounding kingdoms, of which the most powerful and important were the Philistines. The Philistines were probably a Greek-speaking people from Cyprus, and they gave their name, somewhat ironically, to Palestine. By this time, we are getting towards the period of the Trojan War, which is a legendary reconstruction of a period of history in which the Egyptian Empire was declining and was constantly being attacked by sea pirates, most of whom were allied to the Greeks. The armour of the Philistine giant Goliath, which is described in the Book of Samuel [1 Samuel 17:5-7], is rather like the armour of the Homeric warrior. So we're speaking of the period around 1200 to 1100 B.C.

This is followed by a renewed prosperity, where the great leaders are David and David's son Solomon. Here the imagery shifts to urban imag-
tery. David’s great feat, from the Biblical point of view, was to capture the city of Jerusalem and to make it the capital of his kingdom. Thus, Jerusalem becomes the central image of this phase of Israelite history, along with the temple on Mount Zion built by his successor Solomon.

Solomon is a curious example of the way in which legend and history are interwoven in the Bible. The historical Solomon was not a wise man, but a weak and foolish and extravagant man who spent seven years building a temple, thirteen years building his own palace, and who then, at the suggestion of some of his seven hundred wives, amiably built two or three more temples to other gods. Well, that’s fair enough: historically, Solomon was probably not a monotheist at all. But the memory of his taxation for all these buildings was very bitter, and not long after his death, when his son proposed to continue his policies, he instantly lost ten-twelfths of his kingdom, which split into a Northern Israel and a Southern Kingdom of Judah. After that, it was only a matter of time until another captivity. The great Assyrian war machine rumbled across western Asia and destroyed the Northern Kingdom around 722 B.C. The Southern Kingdom, Judah, had a respite for a little while, but eventually King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon came and sacked Jerusalem, and the Israelites, now the Jews, were carried away into captivity in Babylon.

The Babylonian captivity lasted about seventy years, until Babylon itself was destroyed by the power of Persia. The first great king of Persia, Cyrus, one of the few authentically great men of the ancient world and a tremendous legendary figure both in Greek literature and in the Bible, permitted—in fact, according to the Bible, encouraged—the Jews to return and rebuild their temple [2 Chronicles 36:22-3; Ezra 1:1-3]. There are two returns prominently featured in the Bible, one of them towards the end of the sixth century, around 516 B.C., and a later one about a century later under Ezra [7-10] and Nehemiah [2:5 ff.]. There were probably others, but symbolically we need only one return, which focuses on the image of the rebuilt temple.

There follows something of a blank. Consecutive Old Testament history stops with the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C., and we have only fragmentary glimpses of the Persian period. You remember that the Persian Empire was destroyed by Alexander the Great, who gets very little attention in the Bible, although the great Biblical historian Josephus has him welcomed into Jerusalem by the high priest with many expressions of mutual esteem. But Alexander’s empire of course fell apart instantly after his death. Judah was eventually attached to the
largest chunk of it, the Seleucian Empire, with its headquarters in Syria. Finally, around 165 B.C., there arose the persecution of the non-Hellenized Jews by the king of Syria, whose name was Antiochus and who gave himself the name of Epiphanes, which means "the Glorious." But when he wasn't listening, his courtiers altered it to Epimanes, "the Lunatic." Antiochus seems to have regarded the Jewish religion as a personal insult, and his persecution was so ferocious that it provoked the rebellion of a man of the priestly tribe of Levi, whose five sons, all of whom were also very actively engaged in the rebellion, are known as the Maccabees.

Eventually the Maccabees gained a certain degree of independence for the country, perhaps the most important event symbolically being not so much the rebuilding of the temple as the purification of it. What Antiochus had done that was particularly outrageous to Jewish feelings was to put a statue of the god Apollo in the Holy of Holies, the most sacred part of the temple. Therefore, on the anniversary of this sacrilege, the temple was purified by Judas Maccabeus [2 Maccabees 10:1–9]. The independence won by the Maccabees lasted until the legions of Rome, headed by Pompey, again came rolling over from Asia Minor and entered Jerusalem in 62 B.C. That is the historical situation which we meet at the beginning of the New Testament.

In A.D. 70, Jerusalem was sacked and looted by the Emperor Titus. In A.D. 135, the Emperor Hadrian expelled all the Jews from their homeland and changed the name of Jerusalem to a Latin name—Aelia Capitolina—and simply eradicated all geographical traces of the Jewish people. At this point, Jewish and Christian versions of this U-shaped narrative diverge. The Christian interpretation is that Jesus came to achieve all these symbols of peace and prosperity in a spiritual form. In the Jewish belief, that has still to happen, and there has to be also a literal return of the Jewish people to their homeland.

I wouldn't say that this pattern was cyclical. The Bible doesn't like cyclical views of history. The reason it doesn't is that a cycle is a machine, and a cyclical view of history means a machine turning, something impersonal. Such a view would be part of that perverse tendency on the part of mankind to enslave himself to his own inventions and his own conceptions. Man invented the wheel, and so in no time at all he's talking about wheels of fate and wheels of fortune as something that are stronger than he is. That's the Frankenstein element in the human mind, an element which is part of original sin.
The Bible, while its approach to history is a very oblique one, nevertheless has a very strong, even passionate interest in historical sense. And in history, as we know, nothing ever exactly repeats. Every situation is a little different, but what happens is a kind of growing consolidation of these images. So that the image of the final restoration of mankind that we get in the Book of Revelation is not a simple return to a simple garden of Eden, but incorporates the imagery of cities and of harvests and vintages as well. I think that at every phase we get a new aspect, symbolically, of the ideal human life, which is first thought of as a garden where man lives entirely on tree fruits. Then, as history goes on, it incorporates these elements of human work, these elements by which man transforms his environment into something with a human shape and a human meaning. And with the conception of the rebuilt temple, you have the element of time added. It becomes something that takes place in time as well as in conceptual space.

Well now, if we look at this manic-depressive chart, we notice that symbolically there is a certain affinity among all the categories on the top. They are all symbols for the home of the soul, for the ideal situation of human life. Similarly, all the categories at the bottom are recurring symbols of the bondage and tyranny of human history. We've been dealing with the principle of myth at some length, but the next thing we have to do is to invoke another principle, which is the principle of metaphor.

Metaphor is the grammatical figure which says "this is that." If you look at the forty-ninth chapter of Genesis, which is Jacob's prophecy of the twelve tribes of Israel, you'll find a number of metaphors of that kind: Joseph is a fruitful bough; Naphtali is a hind let loose; Issachar is a strong ass; Dan shall be a serpent in the way [vv. 22, 21, 14, 17]. Now that is the grammatical form of the metaphor, in which there are two categories, A and B. They are said to be the same thing, although they remain two different things. Therefore, the metaphor is illogical; or, more accurately, it is insane. That is, nobody can take metaphor seriously except the people mentioned in the speech of Theseus in A Midsummer Night's Dream, the lunatic, the lover, and the poet [5.1.7–8]. The Bible is so full of metaphors because it is so intensely poetic.

We'll find later how many of the images of the Bible, and even how many of the central doctrines of the Bible, or the central doctrines of Christianity which evolved from the Bible, can be grammatically expressed only in the form of metaphor. In the doctrine of the Trinity, for example, one equals three. Or, one is three and three are one. The
doctrine of the real presence is that the body and blood are the bread and the wine. Jesus, in Christian doctrine, is man and God. All of these are metaphorical in grammatical expression, and they are all statements that completely transcend, or whatever they do, the world of logic. In logic, A can only be A. It can never be B.

We are told in the New Testament by Paul and others that the Bible has to be understood spiritually—pneumatikos—and the word “spiritually” means a good many things in the New Testament. But one thing it always means, and always has to mean, is “metaphorically.” In Revelation 11:8 we are told of a martyrdom of two witnesses in the last days, as one of the prophecies of what is going to happen at the end of time. And the verse reads: “And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified.” That is, spiritually, metaphorically, Sodom, Egypt, and the earthly Jerusalem are all the same city. And similarly, in the symbolism of the Bible, Egypt, Babylon, and Rome are all symbolically the same tyranny. And the Pharaoh of the Exodus, the Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, and the persecuting Caesars of Rome, of whom Nero is particularly the type, are metaphorically or spiritually the same person.

But, of course, they are the same person in a way which does not commit you at all to any literal belief in reincarnation or “there’s that man again.” That is, Antiochus and Nero and Nebuchadnezzar and the Pharaoh of the Exodus are all spiritually the same person. And similarly, the garden of Eden, the Promised Land, Jerusalem, and the temple on Mount Zion are all interchangeable spiritually, the same image of the soul’s ideal and the soul’s home. The reason this conception is so centrally important in the Christian Bible is that Jesus continually talks about his spiritual kingdom, which he makes quite clear has nothing to do with overturning the Roman Empire. And that is why the word “spiritual” is so much stressed in the New Testament.

I don’t mean individual or subjective. The word “spiritual” is something which normally we approach in a rather individual and subjective way, but there’s a very strong social interest in the Bible which is part of its historical interest. In the New Testament, Paul, for example, speaks of a moment of private illumination that he had. At the end of the second Letter to the Corinthians, he’s extremely apologetic about it, and talks about boasting, which is something he dislikes doing [12:1–12]. He also talks about it very vaguely. He’s not sure whether it happened to him or to somebody else. And what he’s thinking of, I think, is that a
religion which is aimed purely at individual illumination is something of a cop-out. What he is trying to proclaim is a social and a revolutionary thing as well. He wants the world, not individuals here or there, to wake up.

3. Images of Paradise: Trees and Water

I was speaking last day of a number of ups and downs in a chart that looked like the Loch Ness monster: of Israel rising to a certain ideal level, and then dropping to a level of bondage or invasion or exile. And I suggested that the categories on top and the categories on the bottom are all metaphorically identical with one another. One has to understand the extent to which the Bible relies on metaphorical identification. Metaphor in the Bible is not an ornament of language: it is the controlling mode of thought, and metaphor is a statement which grammatically reads, "this is that." As all statements that two things are the same thing while being two things are illogical, or rather antilogical, we have to take into consideration too, as one of the important things about the Bible, that it is not using a language of logic or predication. It is using a language which it has in common with poetry, but using it for a slightly different purpose.

I said that there was, first of all, a story at the beginning of the Bible according to which Adam was placed in the garden of Eden and was then thrown out of it into the wilderness. We can call this, if you like, the paradisal form of existence. On the ideal side we have the apocalyptic: "apocalypse" means "revelation." The last book in the Bible is *Apocalypse Iohannis*—the Apocalypse, or Revelation of John. What the Bible has to reveal is, among other things, an ideal mode of living, which exists in various categories. The first category that's presented to us is the paradisal one, which is given us in the form of a garden or oasis. The paradisal is represented as the world that God made to put man into, rather than a world which achieved its form through human effort. And of course, for desert dwellers, the oasis, with its trees and water, would be the perfect image of providential creation, of something provided for man, without man's needing to do anything about it.

All these images in the Bible have both a group form and an individual form. The individual form of this garden or oasis imagery is the imagery of trees and water. We are told that there were two trees in the garden of Eden—the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and
evil. There are certain complications there that we’ll come to later: they would be metaphorically the same tree in two different areas or categories of existence. But we can say that there is the tree of life and the water of life. The water of life is not explicitly called that in the Genesis account. But it is quite clear that that is what it is from the use of the image elsewhere in the Bible. There are several interesting things about this. The account in Genesis doesn’t speak, as I say, explicitly of the water of life, but it does speak of rivers.

There are two accounts of Creation in the Book of Genesis. The one with which the Bible begins is a much later account: it’s known as the Priestly account, and is a kind of semi-philosophical cosmogony. A much earlier account begins in chapter 2, verse 4, beginning with the paragraph, “These are generations of the heavens and of the earth.” The way you tell it from its predecessor is that the word for God suddenly changes. In the first chapter of Genesis we read, “In the beginning, the Elohim created the heavens and the earth.” That word “Elohim” is plural. The “im” ending is a regular Hebrew plural: and so it would be theoretically possible, though very bad scholarship, to translate the opening verse of Genesis as “In the beginning, the gods created heaven and earth,” a fact which greatly amused Voltaire when he learned it. But the fact had been known for many centuries before him, and St. Augustine had explained the plural form as referring to the Christian Trinity—which isn’t very much better as scholarship. But actually, the “im” is what is known as an intensive plural, a plural of majesty or impressiveness. When somebody told an off-colour joke in the presence of Queen Victoria, she said, “We are not amused,” meaning the British Empire as represented by Queen Victoria: that was the use of an intensive plural. And so you get the plural form of God used in the first chapter of Genesis. Then in the second chapter, beginning in the fourth verse, the name for God shifts to “Yahweh.” Nobody knows how it was pronounced: it’s four Hebrew letters. As you perhaps realize, in Old Testament Hebrew, only the consonants are written down, and all the vowels—or practically all the vowels—are editorial. The result was that in reading from the Scriptures in public worship, this word “Yahweh” was regarded as too secret to be pronounced so a different set of vowels was substituted from the word “Adonai,” which means “Lord,” and that gave you a hybrid form that would be something like “Jehovah” and, by way of Luther’s German Bible, that got into English as the normal anglicization of this word “Yahweh.”
It is only in this second account that you get much emphasis on the story of the garden, the oasis. We are told that there was a river which watered the whole garden. It’s spoken of as a single river in chapter 2, verse 10: “And a river went out of Eden to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, and became into four heads.” Then the four rivers are listed. Two of them are the Euphrates and Tigris of Mesopotamia. The word “Mesopotamia” means “the land between the two rivers.” And the third, the Gihon, apparently is the Nile. The fourth one is more mysterious. According to the Jewish historian Josephus, who lived in New Testament times, the fourth river was the Ganges [Antiquities of the Jews, 1.1.3]: he probably meant the Indus. But in any case, you have then a garden stretching from Egypt to India, which would provide a fair amount of space for two people to wander in. And it is watered by four rivers that are explicitly said to have one source.

In fact, the Creation, in the Yahwist (or Jahwist) account, begins with the watering of the garden in verse 6. “But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the ground.” The word “mist,” though it’s a fairly accurate rendering of the Hebrew word, doesn’t make much sense in this context. The Septuagint, the Greek translation, has pege, “fountain,” and the fountain is something that recurs throughout the imagery of the Bible.

What is interesting is the assumption that there are two seas under the earth—a sea of sweet, or fresh water, and a sea of salt water. After all, it’s a matter of common observation that fresh water is under the ground, because it comes up in springs and in wells. Therefore you have, scattered through the early books of the Bible, various references to a sea of fresh water under the ground. It is this sea of fresh water that waters the garden of Eden.

In the Ten Commandments, the second commandment forbids the Israelites to make an image of any god, including the god of the waters under the earth. That suggests by implication that there must have been other people living near the Israelites who did have such gods and did have statues and temples erected in their honour. The Sumerians, who are the beginning of Near Eastern civilization, had such a god, by the name of Enki. He was, like many fertility gods, an unwearied seducer of female divinities. But he also seems to have been something of a protector of the human race, and speaks up for it when the equivalent of the flood story turns up and the gods propose to destroy humanity.

The kingdom which replaced Sumeria was the kingdom of Akkad, a
Semitic kingdom that spoke a Semitic language and took most of its mythology over from Sumer. They also had a god of the sweet waters, which they called Abzu. Some people have tried to connect it with the Greek word “abyss.” His consort Tiamat was the goddess of the bitter waters, the salt waters. According to the Akkadian creation poem, Abzu was killed and his consort Tiamat, now a widow, decided to revenge herself on the gods. The gods were terrified of her, except for the hero god Marduk. Marduk killed Tiamat, split her in two, and made the heavens out of half of her body and the earth out of the other half.

That story of the Creation beginning with the dragon-killing is something that the Hebrew authors of the Old Testament were quite familiar with, though they used it as poetic imagery, not as a matter of belief. Even the late account of Creation in Genesis 1 with which the Bible begins has some faint echoes of an earlier account where the Creation was the result of a victory over a dragon. Genesis begins, “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form, and void: tohu wa bohu. “And darkness was upon the face of the deep.” The word “deep” is tehom. And the scholars tell us that those Hebrew words are connected etymologically with the proper name Tiamat, the goddess of the bitter waters. The Biblical account of Creation makes it out of a chaos, which is a more philosophical version of the salt sea: nevertheless, the sea remains an image of chaos all through the Bible.

In addition to the fresh water sea under the ground, there is also assumed to be a source of fresh water up in the sky, much higher up than the rain clouds. In the first chapter of Genesis we are told that after the creation of light there was a creation of a firmament, that is, a sky which divided the waters below from the waters above [vv. 3-7]. Those waters above the heavens are referred to later in Psalm 148. Only once in history did these two bodies of water, above and below, prove destructive: that was when, at the time of Noah’s flood, they poured in to reinforce the rains and the bursting out of the sea, and helped to drown the world. In Genesis 7:11–12, “In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, the seventeenth day of the month, the same day were all the fountains of the great deep broken up, and the windows of heaven were opened. And the rain was upon the earth forty days and forty nights.” The windows of heaven suggest a source of water above the rain clouds. If you look at that Psalm that I mentioned earlier, Psalm 148, in the fourth verse: “Praise him, ye heavens of heavens, and ye
waters that be above the heavens." Well, it's a matter of common observation that the rain clouds are below the heavens. And the implication of there being water above, or behind the windows of heaven, indicates another dimension of water. So that you are, first of all, presented with a conception of a water of life which is both above and below, and that leads to the suggestion that the water of life that is being talked about here is not quite the same thing as ordinary drinking water. In other words, the suggestion is that man could live in water like a fish: there would be a state of existence in which water does not necessarily drown, in which man can live in water as one of his own elements.

All through the early books of the Bible, particularly in the account of the Exodus, the wanderings in the wilderness, the water supply was naturally a matter of life and death, so there are a great many references to trees and water. One of the most important contrasts in Biblical imagery is the contrast between living water and dead water. The great weakness of the King James Bible as a translation is its fondness for rationalized translations, or what the funeral service calls the "comfort of a reasonable religion": consequently, it is much less metaphorical than the actual Bible is and will say things like "springing water," where the Hebrew original has "living water."

The first event in the Bible, then, is the expulsion from Eden and the loss of the tree of life and the water of life. In Genesis 3:22–3, "And the Lord God said, Behold, the Man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever: Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken." That's a rather strange verse—that verse 22. It has God addressing an assembly of other gods, and speaking as somebody actually terrified of the power that man has now acquired through his knowledge of good and evil. In fact, he's so terrified he can't even finish his sentence. And the sense of losing the tree of life, at any rate, and by implication the water of life, is certainly very strongly marked in its emphasis.

That is the first event. If you look at the last event in the Bible, that is, in Revelation 22, the very last chapter of the last book in the New Testament that begins, "And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. In the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month: and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations." So
the opening incident in the Bible is man's loss of the tree and water of life. The closing incident of the Bible is his regaining of the tree and water of life. And you notice that the river of life is described as the "street": that is, it has become an element in which man can live.

Now, at this point, I want to introduce a principle which is going to be very central in this course, which is that of the New Testament's attitude to the Old Testament. The New Testament's view of the Old Testament is that it presents what is essentially a prophecy of what is going to happen later, namely, the coming of Christ. And consequently, everything that happens in the Old Testament is a type of something that happens in the New. What happens in the New Testament explains the Old Testament happening, and therefore it's called an antitype.

If you look, for example, at Romans 5:14, Paul says, "Death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them that had not sinned after the similitude of Adam's transgression, who is the figure of him that was to come." The Greek word that Paul uses, translated "figure" here, is the word *typos*. The Latin rendering in the Vulgate is *forma*, but the King James Bible has "figure" because, for the most part, it was the word *figura* that had come to be the Latin equivalent of the Greek word *typos*, from which we get "type." And so what Paul is saying is that Adam is a type of Christ. And elsewhere he speaks of Christ as the second Adam [1 Corinthians 15:45-7].

If you look at 1 Peter 3:21, "The like figure whereunto even baptism doth now also save us," here again is the word "figure," but the Greek word is not *typos*, but *antitypos*—antitype. And what Peter is saying, or what the First Epistle of Peter is saying, is that the Christian rite of baptism is the antitype of the saving of Noah's family from drowning.

That means that the New Testament is, among other things, a dense mosaic of allusions to the Old Testament. That's particularly true of some books, of the Book of Revelation and the Epistle to the Hebrews, but there's hardly a passage in the New Testament—I suspect that there is not a single passage in the New Testament—that is not related in this type-antitype manner to something in the Old Testament.

Consequently, that passage at the end of Revelation about the tree and water of life being restored to man must come from something in the Old Testament too. You'll find it in the very middle of the Bible, in Ezekiel 47:7. Ezekiel represents himself as being in Babylon during the captivity, and his prophecy is directing the Jews returning from the Babylonian captivity to their homeland to start by rebuilding the tem-
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By the time of chapter 47, the temple has been pretty well rebuilt. The angel who was showing him this prophecy also shows him the rebuilt temple, and says that as soon as the temple was complete, a spring of water bubbled up from the threshold and formed a river which flowed eastward. Now a river that arose on the hill of Jerusalem and flowed eastward would flow into the Dead Sea. And the Dead Sea, which is so salty that nothing can live in or around it, is a consistent image of dead water all the way through the Bible. We are told that this fresh water, running into the Dead Sea, will bring it to life. In verse 8, "Then said he unto me, These waters issue out toward the east country, and go down into the desert, and go into the sea: which being brought forth into the sea, the waters shall be healed." I think that he has here a sense, not merely of the Dead Sea being turned into fresh water, but of all salt water being turned into fresh water. That is picked up by the author of Revelation, who says, at the beginning of the twenty-first chapter, just as the final vision begins, that heaven and earth were "passed away; and there was no more sea." And again, one has to think of that metaphorically. What the author of Revelation is saying is that in the final Apocalypse, there is no more Dead Sea, that is, there is no more dead water. That is, there is no more death.

In Ezekiel's vision, you notice that, along with the river, there comes a growth of trees along its bank. In verse 7, "Now when I had returned, behold, at the bank of the river were very many trees on the one side and on the other," which suggests that metaphorically the tree of life in Eden is not so much a single tree as all the trees. He says that these trees are also trees of life in verse 12, "By the river upon the bank thereof, on this side and on that side, shall grow all trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade, neither shall the fruit thereof be consumed: it shall bring forth new fruit according to his months." "Meat" in 1611 meant any kind of food. And all that is picked up and quoted by the author of Revelation.

4. Parody and Manifest Demonic: Trees and Water

I was speaking about the structure of imagery of the Bible, and was saying that the imagery tends to split into two opposed categories. One I'm calling the apocalyptic or the ideal, the one that's associated with the
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garden of Eden, with the Promised Land, with Jerusalem and the temple, with Jesus' spiritual kingdom. The other I am calling the demonic: it's what is associated with the heathen kingdoms of tyranny—Egypt and Babylon, and, in the New Testament, Rome.

Now that means that the whole of Biblical imagery tends to fall into these two sharply opposed categories, and that there is no image in the Bible which does not have both an apocalyptic and a demonic context: or at any rate, which may not have both. There is no image in the Bible which is necessarily always demonic or always ideal. In other words, there is no natural image. A serpent, for example, is usually a sinister image in the Bible because of its role in the garden of Eden story, but it's a quite genuine symbol of wisdom in most of the religions and mythologies of the world, and is used that way by Jesus as well—"Be ye . . . wise as serpents" [Matthew 10:16]. Therefore, whether an image belongs to one category or the other depends on the context, but that context is never very difficult to determine.

I was dealing with the various levels of imagery, and we'd started with the paradisal. I said that the great symbol for that was the oasis, which has, in particular, two images—the tree of life and the water of life, which we traced through the Bible. If you look at the Book of Psalms, for example, the very first Psalm applies the same image to the private and individual life. The righteous man, we are told, "shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water" [v. 3]. The same images recur through the New Testament as well. As we tried to show, they contain the entire action of the Bible, being the first things that man loses at the opening of the narrative and the last things that he regains at the end of it.

It follows, therefore, that these paradisal images would also have to have their demonic counterparts. The complication here is that there are two kinds of demonic imagery in the Bible. In the first place, there is the odd paradox of a fact that the only kingdoms that are consistently successful and prosperous are the evil kingdoms. It is Egypt and Assyria and Babylon and Tyre which have the kind of power and prosperity that Israel itself desperately longed to have, and would have regarded as a mark of divine favour if it had had it. So the prosperity of the heathen kingdoms forms a category of imagery that we can call the parody demonic, which has all the qualities of the real thing except permanence. There is also the manifest or the you-just-wait demonic, which is what all this prosperity and success will eventually and inevitably turn into sooner or later.
We saw that the water of life was associated with four rivers, two of which were the Euphrates and the Tigris of Mesopotamia. The third is usually identified with the Nile in Egypt, and the fourth possibly, as Josephus suggests, with India (the Ganges or the Indus). Clearly, their parody demonic images would be the Nile, the Euphrates, and the Tigris as they came to be in history. They are the rivers that gave prosperity and success and fertility to Egypt, to Babylonia, and to Assyria. Nineveh is on the Tigris, and Babylon is on the Euphrates. To that, you could add the commerce and shipping in the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf, which increased the success and prosperity of the Mesopotamian kingdoms and also of Phoenicia. Phoenicia occupied the northwest part of Israeliite territory, and in contrast to the Israelites, who never consistently held a port on the Mediterranean, they were great seafarers and traders. And so these rivers of history are the water of life for these heathen kingdoms. They sustained their prosperity and their commercial prestige and their fertility, which is an important recurring image of a slightly different category.

There's been a great deal of work done on the Bible and its relationship to comparative folklore and mythology. The general underlying assumption is that there's nothing in the Bible that can't be found in some form—or to which some analogy cannot be found—in some mythology or folklore elsewhere. But we could reverse the axiom and say that there is nothing really essential in the folklore or mythology of any civilization whatever that cannot be found in some form in the Bible. If we do reverse the axiom in that way, we'll find a great many images in the Bible which are parody images of very widespread myths. One of these is the "world tree."

The "world tree" is sometimes the same thing as the tree of life, and as such, it belongs to mythologies far older than the Bible. As it develops in mythology, it comes to be a form of what is called the axis mundi, the vertical aspect of existence. Its roots form the lower world below this one, and its fruits and branches are in an upper world above this one. The surface of this world has usually been, in mythology, a middle earth, with an upper world in the sky and a lower world underground. The axis mundi or world tree extends all through these three worlds, and in more sophisticated developments, the planets are the fruits hanging from its branches. You'll find it practically everywhere you look, from Norse mythology, where it is called Yggdrasil, to nursery tales like Jack and the Beanstalk.
So we're not surprised to find that when the prophets start denouncing the apparent prosperity of Egypt or Assyria or Babylon, they will use an image of this kind in a parody context. Look, for example, at Ezekiel 31. This is an oracle against Egypt which applies to Egypt the same image that is applied to Assyria. The story of Assyria was a particularly dramatic one for the Old Testament writers. Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, was the greatest city of the ancient world, and according to the book of Jonah, it was a three-day's journey to cross it from its western suburb to its eastern one [3:3]. And yet, quite suddenly, Nineveh just vanished. It disappeared under the sands, where it remained until the middle of the nineteenth century. Almost immediately after it was destroyed, it was impossible for anybody else even to find the site of the world's greatest city. So the suddenness with which heathen power could vanish almost overnight was naturally a favourite theme of prophecy.

Ezekiel says, in 31:3[1, 5]: "Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, and with a shadowing shroud, and of an high stature; and his top was among the thick boughs.... Therefore his height was exalted above all the trees of the field, and his boughs were multiplied, and his branches became long because of the multitude of waters, when he shot forth." Now, here is a parody description of a world tree, identified with the Assyrian power, which is nourished by the water of life fertilizing its roots. And in verse[s] 8[9]: "The cedars in the garden of God could not hide him: the fir trees were not like his boughs, and the chestnut trees were not like his branches; nor any tree in the garden of God was like unto him in his beauty. I have made him fair by the multitude of his branches: so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of God, envied him." But, of course, the Assyrian kingdom falls with a great crash. In verse 16, there's a significant comment: "I made the nations to shake at the sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with them that descend into the pit: and all the trees of Eden... shall be comforted in the nether parts of the earth." The great Assyrian tree has fallen to the level of the vanished garden of Eden before the beginning of history.

There is probably a fairly specific allusion there to Assyrian mythology, because you find the world tree on Assyrian monuments. In the much later Book of Daniel there's a very similar tree associated with Nebuchadnezzar and the power of Babylon. The language used about that tree is even more explicitly a description of a world tree, an axis
mundi. In Daniel 4:20[–2]: “The tree that thou sawest, which grew, and was strong, whose height reached unto the heaven, and the sight thereof to all the earth: Whose leaves were fair, and the fruit thereof much, and in it was meat for all; under which the beasts of the field dwelt. . . . It is thou, O King, that art grown and become strong: for thy greatness is grown, and reacheth unto heaven, and thy dominion to the end of the earth.” The world tree is here explicitly said to reach to heaven and to be visible from all over the world.

That is the image, then, of temporary prosperity, and it is contrasted with the manifest demonic, which is the more direct parody of the ideal image. What we get, then, as the main units of the manifest demonic, are the tree of death and the water of death.

Now as I said earlier, the most obvious and dramatic image of the water of death is the Dead Sea, because it is quite literally dead water in which nothing lives—too much salt in it. And traditionally, though not explicitly, the evil cities of Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by fire from heaven and sunk under the Dead Sea. Similarly, the Red Sea is also an image of the water of death, largely for political reasons. At the time of the Exodus the Israelites crossed the Red Sea, but the Egyptian army was drowned in it, so that symbolically and metaphorically Egypt is sunk under the Red Sea, as Sodom and Gomorrah are under the Dead Sea.

Ezekiel directs an oracle against Tyre, the great commercial city of Phoenicia, and says that eventually Tyre will turn into a rock [26:4, 14]. The words “Tyre” and “rock” are very close together in Hebrew—they make a pun—and the rock will be, again, sunk under the sea. So the image of the kingdom sunk under water, which is what happened of course to the whole of the earth in the time of Noah’s flood, is an image of the demonic water of death.

Now, remember that metaphorical thinking is not logical thinking. What you are dealing with when you are thinking in metaphors is not a world of solid blocks or obstacles, not a world of nouns that can be kicked around by verbs: it’s a world of metaphors, and metaphorical imagery is a world of forces and energies which often modulate into one another. And so the tree of life in the garden of Eden before the fall may be thought of as a tree in a garden, or it may be thought of as all the trees in the garden, or it may be thought of as the body of the unfallen Adam himself. And that imagery of the divine man, or the man with the divine destiny who is metaphorically identical with the tree of life, runs all
through the Bible, and accounts for a very central metaphorical expres-
sion. That is the Hebrew word “Messiah,” of which the Greek equiva-
 lent is “Christ.” And what that word means is “the anointed one,” the
person who has been confirmed as a royal figure by an anointing cere-
mony which symbolically and metaphorically identifies him with the
tree of life. That is, assuming that something like olive oil or a vegetable
oil or a tree oil of some kind would be used in the anointing ceremony,
because I doubt that they would use petroleum in such an instance.

The identification of the Messiah with the tree of life remains fairly
constant throughout the New Testament. I say New Testament, because
in the Old Testament the word “Messiah” simply means a legitimate
ruler, whose right to rule has been confirmed by some anointing cere-
mony, whether real or assumed. King Saul, who was rejected, is still
called the Lord’s anointed, the Messiah, and, once, a person outside the
Israelite community altogether, King Cyrus of Persia, was called the
Lord’s anointed by Isaiah [45:1]. But by the time of Jesus, with the Mac-
cabean victory still fresh in the Jewish mind, there was a good deal of
speculation about a figure called the Messiah, and that figure is of the
type that theologians call eschatological: that is, a figure concerned with
the ending of history and the evolution of man out of time into some
other kind of existence entirely.

Thus came the question, Who is the Messiah? And that, of course, is
still the question that divides Judaism and Christianity. But what I’m
concerned with at the moment is not that, but the metaphorical identifi-
cation with a tree of life.

In the story of the Exodus, the water of death has two aspects. It is in
the first place the water that drowns the Egyptians, and in the second
place the water from which the Israelites escape, becoming a nation by
doing so. Similarly, the flood of Noah is an event in which everybody
gets drowned except the family of Noah, which escapes by floating on
top of the flood with the ark. That is carried over into the Christian sym-
bolism of baptism, where again the same ambiguous imagery occurs:
symbolically and metaphorically, the person who is baptized dies in one
world and is reborn in another.

If we apply such a principle to the imagery of trees, the tree of death
would be represented by such a thing as the barren fig tree that would
later crucify Jesus at the time of the Passion [Matthew 21:19–21]. The
tree of the knowledge of good and evil is clearly a sinister tree as far as
the results of eating it are concerned. And this tree of knowledge quite
clearly has something to do with the discovery of sex as we know it. That is, as soon as they ate of the tree of knowledge, Adam and Eve knew that they were naked. This inspired a feeling of shame, which meant that the present, rather frustrating experience we know as sexuality came into the world when man fell into a lower state of being. And so, if Adam before his fall was metaphorically a tree of life, then after his fall, he would metaphorically be a tree of death, or of moral or sexual knowledge.

We find as one of the laws written in the Book of Deuteronomy, for example, in Deuteronomy 21:22-3: “And if a man have committed a sin worthy of death, and he be to be put to death, and thou hang him on a tree: His body shall not remain all night upon the tree, but thou shalt in any wise bury him that day; (for he that is hanged is accursed of God).” And again, the symbol of the tree of death, which is under the curse of God, like the barren fig tree cursed by Jesus, is here associated with a hanged criminal.

Now, what is true of the word “sea,” which is both a symbol of death and a symbol of renewed life, depending upon whether one is looking at it from the Egyptian or the Israelite point of view, is true also of the cross, which is a tree of death insofar as it expresses the human reaction to God, and a tree of life for members of Christianity. So we’re not surprised to find, perhaps, that Paul quotes this law of Deuteronomy and applies it to the Crucifixion. In Galatians, 3:13: “Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree.” This is all part of symbolism that is consistent in the New Testament of the Messiah or Christ figure as simultaneously a figure of triumph and transcendence and also a victim, a scapegoat figure.

As we’ll see later, there are many Old Testament prototypes (as Christianity interpreted them) of the Jesus of the Gospels. One of them is King Solomon, the king who built the temple and was traditionally the teacher of wisdom. Solomon, however, was only one of David’s many sons. David had another son called Absalom, who rebelled against his father. His manner of death is described in 2 Samuel 18:9-10: “And Absalom met the servants of David. And Absalom rode upon a mule, and the mule went under the thick boughs of a great oak, and his head caught hold of the oak, and he was taken up between the heaven and the earth; and the mule that was under him went away. And a certain man saw it and told Joab, and said, Behold, I saw Absalom hanged in an
oak." And so David’s general, Joab, came up to him and thrust darts into his side and killed him while he was hanging on the tree. Well, Absalom’s curious helplessness in what seems a relatively easy situation to get out of perhaps indicates a certain ritual element in his death. Traditionally, he was hung from the tree by his beautiful golden hair, reminding one of certain cults connected with the oak tree and the mistletoe, where a human sacrifice would be initiated by cutting the mistletoe, the golden emblem from the branches of an oak. But however that may be, the symbolism of Absalom hanging on a tree and having darts thrust into his side is something as essential to the story of Jesus as the aspect of the “King of kings and Lord of lords” [Revelation 19:16].

Well, then we find that Israel goes through the three stages that I mentioned earlier [Lecture 2], the pastoral stage, the agricultural stage, and the urban stage. These are all images of a nature which is transformed by human effort and energy into something with a human shape and a human meaning. What man really wants is what his work shows that he wants, whenever he gets a chance to work, and doesn’t have to waste his life making war or feeding a parasitic class. When he gets a chance to work, he is transforming the animal world into a world of flocks and herds; the vegetable world into a world of crops, of harvest and of vintage; and the world of stones and minerals into a world of cities and buildings and highways.

Let us take for example the pastoral world. The Bible invariably uses the sheep as the typical apocalyptic or ideal animal. I suggested in one of my books that the reason for that is that sheep societies are perhaps more like human societies than those of any other animal: because the sheep is gregarious, stupid, and easily stampeded. It is consequently the appropriate animal to describe in pastoral metaphors—words like “pastor” and “flock” still survive in language about the Church. But as far as pure metaphor is concerned, there’s no earthly reason bulls and cows should not be as appropriate images as sheep.

Here we have to consider the importance and influence in the Bible of what one might call negative ritual: the fact that the Israelites are so frequently forbidden to do things quite obviously because their neighbours did them. For example, we are told many times in the Mosaic code: Thou shalt not seethe (i.e., boil) a kid (i.e., a baby goat) in his mother’s milk [Exodus 23:19, 34:26; Deuteronomy 14:21]. That is the basis for the Jewish kosher rule about not mixing milk and meat dishes. But boiling a kid in his mother’s milk is not something that would occur to anybody
off the top of his head: so it looks as though it must have been a fertility rite on the part of the neighbouring Canaanites, from whom the Israelites were required to separate themselves.

Similarly, the bull was a favourite fertility image in neighbouring countries, and for that reason is regarded with some suspicion as an appropriate emblem for the faithful and obedient Christian. In the Old Testament, for example, there is a story in the Exodus that while Moses was absent conversing with God on Mt. Sinai, his brother Aaron, the high priest, led the tribes of Israel into idolatry by making a golden calf as an idol [Exodus 32:1-6]. "Calf" there means bull. That is a type of the later split in the kingdom between the ten tribes of Northern Israel and the tribe of Judah, when the king of Northern Israel, Jeroboam, set up local shrines with the emblem of a golden calf, again meaning a bull, as indicating departure from the line of religious orthodoxy [1 Kings 12:28-9]. And in New Testament times, the great rival of Christianity through the Roman Empire was the religion of Mithraism, where the chief event of the year was a celebration of the birthday of the sun on December 25. Mithraism went everywhere with the Roman Empire: a Nazi bomb falling in London exposed a Mithraic temple during the war, and if you go to Rome, one place that you should definitely not miss is the church of San Clemente, where there is a series of four or five churches of different periods, and a Mithraic temple lying at the very bottom of the whole structure. The great emblem of Mithraism was the bull, and its great rite was the sacrifice of the bull, which was a repetition of an original creation myth, and forms again an exact parallel of the Christian sacrifice of a lamb who is, according to the Book of Revelation, "slain from the foundation of the world" [13:8]. It is this affinity of the bull with heathen kingdoms that knocks it out as a normal image of a pastoral world; and in effect, one can almost class it as a parody demonic image.

5. Sexual Imagery: The Bride and the Bridegroom; The Great Whore and the Forgiven Harlot

We've been looking at various categories of Biblical imagery: the paradisal and then, below that, the organization of the animal world. The first gives us the garden of Eden, and the second the pastoral world, more particularly the sheepfold. Of course, pastoral and garden imagery have overlapped, both in Biblical and secular literature, all through
the history of human imagination. It's easy to see in such things as the 23rd Psalm, "The Lord is my shepherd," how the pastoral ideal and the paradisal ideal really blend together and form the same thing.

I'll be filling out various stages of this table as we come to them. There is, however, the intervening category of the human world, which is a much more complicated one. Now if we ask what is the ideal human form for existence, we find that there is no simple or single answer, because our answers keep shuffling between a social ideal and an individual one. That is, the human ideal is a paradoxical mixture of a belonging and an escape.

According to Jean Paul Sartre, "hell is other people,"16 but I'm not sure that Sartre wanted to spend the whole of eternity by himself. Similarly, Andrew Marvell can write a poem, The Garden, in which he suggests that the fall of man really began when a stupid and blundering God created Eve in order to be a companion for Adam. And as he says, "Two Paradises 'twere in one / To live in Paradise alone" [ll. 63–4]. But you cannot think of a human ideal consistently either in social terms or in individual ones. So we seem to be in a deadlock, and the only solution is that human life, like Greek nouns, seems to have a dual as well as a singular and a plural.

Thus we have the individual life, the sexual, erotic relation between two people, and the social. The sexual relation is given an emphasis in the Bible which, like so many things in the Bible, is unintelligible in anything but metaphorical terms. We are told that in the sexual relation, two people are actually the same person while remaining two people, which is not possible, but is therefore the cornerstone of Biblical imagery. Thus, the ideal of human life becomes an ideal in which the sexual relationship has become the pattern for the identification of the individual and the social.

The imagery of a wedding, of the union of the bridegroom and the bride, is one of Jesus' favourite images for the apocalyptic or ideal world. It is essential to realize that in this case, the bride is actually the entire body of Christian followers. In the Book of Revelation, this bride is identified with Jerusalem [21:2], or Israel, meaning the people of God.

That suggests, first of all, that sexual imagery has relatively little to do with the actual relations of men and women. Thus, in this relationship where Christ is the bridegroom and the bride is the people of Christ, it follows that Christ is symbolically the only male. He is also symbolically the only individual, the only person with a right to say "I am." That
means that the souls of the people of God, whether they are souls of men or of women, are all symbolically female and make up a single bride figure.

Now again, metaphorical thinking is not logical thinking, and we have to proceed to make a series of identifications that we would find it hard to follow in other contexts. The Song of Songs is a series of wedding songs in which both the bridegroom and the bride are presented: they both have their songs. The opening verse says: “The song of songs, which is Solomon’s.” Now there is no more reason for ascribing the authorship of the Song of Songs to Solomon than there is for ascribing it to the Witch of Endor. But the poem is symbolically associated with Solomon because the symbolism expands from songs about a rural wedding where the bride is called “sister,” which is the conventional Oriental term for the loved one, into a symbolic wedding of the king with the land over which he rules.

That is why the bride describes herself as “black but comely” [1:5]: that is, she represents the black fertile soil of the land. We are told that her body is to be compared to various aspects of the country: her nose, for example, is “as the tower of Lebanon which looketh toward Damascus” [7:4], which might seem to be a rather doubtful compliment to a bride whose charms were less symbolic. But the wedding of the king and the fertile land is an image for what the word “testament” itself indicates. The word that we translate as “testament,” which is berith in Hebrew and diatheke in Greek, means a covenant or a contract, specifically the contract between God and his people Israel. So that Solomon and his bride, the Shulamite woman of the Song of Songs, expand by a further range of symbolism into the relationship of God and his people, which is why in Christian typology the Song of Songs was interpreted as a song of the love of Christ for his bride, his people. Of course, Christianity was a big city religion which expanded from one city to another, and consequently the image of the black fertile land is not as immediate in Christianity as it is in Judaism. But the same symbolic shape is nevertheless there.

If you look at Isaiah 62:4, you see the same prophecy being applied to the restored Israel: “Thou shalt no more be termed Forsaken; neither shall thy land any more be termed Desolate: but thou shalt be called Hephzibah, and thy land Beulah: for the Lord delighteth in thee, and thy land shall be married.” “Married” is the meaning of the word “Beulah.” And the image of the land married to its king expands into the image of the people of God married to its God.
In the demonic world, the demonic counterpart of the bride would be the figure described in the Book of Revelation as the Great Whore, and the male figure of whom she is the mistress would be the figure who in the New Testament is described as Antichrist, the figure opposed to Christ. Just as the bride is identified with Jerusalem, so the Whore would be identified with the heathen city of Babylon.

In Revelation 17:2, she is the figure, "With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication." And then in verse 5: "And upon her forehead was a name written, Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots." And later on, in verse 9, she is associated with seven mountains which are clearly the seven hills of Caesarean Rome, so that Babylon and the Rome of the persecuting Caesars are symbolically the same demonic city, where the power opposed to that of Christianity is established.

It's important perhaps to realize that the word "whore" in the Bible almost always refers to a theological and not a sexual irregularity. One person who is associated with whores in the Old Testament is Jezebel, the wife of Ahab, and that is not because she is supposed to have cuckolded King Ahab—the narrator of Kings could hardly have cared whether she did or not—but because she introduced the worship of Baal [i Kings 21].

The reason for the epithet, apart from the symbolic contrast to bride, is not just that it's abusive, but that it has a more specific reference to the custom in Canaanite religion of maintaining prostitutes in the temple, which is a practice that the Israelites in Deuteronomy are forbidden to have anything to do with, but which was obviously extremely familiar to them. Tamar, for example, in Genesis, disguises herself as a cult prostitute in order to get back her inheritance as a forsaken wife [38:1-30]. The story would be unintelligible if the practice were not familiar to Israel as well as to the surrounding nations.

Antichrist in his turn is the secular ruler. And as a society grows from a tribal community into a nation and from a nation into an empire, the ruler of the empire tends to think of himself as the ruler of the world. The Bible does not regard the world ruler as necessarily an evil person, but he rules over the kind of world in which, sooner or later, one of his descendants is going to become so. Jesus' axiom about spiritual and temporal authority, "Render to Caesar, the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's" [Mark 12:17] runs into a difficulty as
soon as Caesar begins to claim what is due only to God, that is, divine worship. It’s only when he does that that he becomes the Antichrist figure referred to both in one of Paul’s letters [2 Thessalonians 2:3-4] and in the Book of Revelation itself.

In the Book of Revelation, the Antichrist is characterized by a cipher, the number 666 [13:18]. Ciphers of that kind usually turn on the fact that the letters of the alphabet were also used as numbers: and there has never been a cipher in history solved as often as that one has been. It has been solved in Hebrew; it has been solved in Greek; and it’s been solved by Robert Graves in Latin. And it always spells out the name of Nero, who is the type of the persecuting emperor. He was the first emperor to institute a persecution of Jews and Christians, according to Tacitus, in order to have somebody to blame for the burning of Rome. And although the author of Revelation probably lived under a later emperor, Nero is still the type. As the type, he is spiritually, that is, metaphorically, identical with other persecuting figures in the Bible, such as Antiochus who is the villain in the Book of Daniel—the Pharaoh of the Exodus, and Nebuchadnezzar.

There is a more comprehensive picture of female figures in the Bible that we might look at at this point. I have been dividing images into the apocalyptic, or ideal, and the demonic. Those are a contrast. There are also intermediate figures, who represent human nature in the sense that they are neither wholly evil nor wholly ideal, but are imperfect figures undergoing the process of redemption. You can divide the female figures of the Bible into two groups, the maternal and the marital, that is, the mother figures and the bride figures.

The ideal maternal figures include the Virgin Mary and a mysterious woman who appears at the beginning of Revelation 12, and who is said to be a woman “clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars.” She is a Queen of Heaven, like so many maternal goddesses, but she is also described as the mother of the Messiah, like the Virgin Mary. So there are really three accounts of the birth of the Messiah in the New Testament: the one in Matthew, which has the wise men and Jesus born in a house; the one in Luke, the pastoral one, which has the shepherds and Jesus born in a manger; and this account in chapter 12, which is so obviously mythical and metaphorical that it has never succeeded in getting on our Christmas cards.

In the intermediate, or analogical, category you have the specifically human mother, who of course is Eve, “our general mother,” as Milton
calls her (Paradise Lost, bk. 4, l. 492), the representative of humanity going through sin and redemption; and also Rachel, who, though only one of the wives of Jacob or Israel, is symbolically the mother of Israel and is so referred to in Matthew in connection with the Slaughter of the Innocents [2:18]. Ideal bride figures would then include the bride of the Song of Songs and the Jerusalem bride, who appears at the end of the Book of Revelation, chapter 21, where it is said that she is "the holy city, New Jerusalem," descending to earth "as a bride adorned for her husband" [v. 2].

Now there doesn't appear to be a demonic maternal figure, but this blackboard demands one. We often find that if the Bible does not supply what is needed diagrammatically, it will invariably be supplied by later legend. So later legend obliged by constructing the figure of Lilith. Lilith is mentioned in Isaiah 34:14—the King James version calls her a "screech owl," which is one of the bad things that the Authorized Version is continually doing, that is, making rationalized translations. But in later legend, Lilith became the first wife of Adam. There are two accounts of Creation in the Book of Genesis, and the effort to reconcile those two accounts wound up by giving Adam two wives, the first one being Lilith and the second Eve. Lilith, we are told, was the mother of all the demons and the fallen angels. Being that, she had a very flourishing career in Romantic literature: she appears in Goethe's Faust and as the heroine of a romance of George Macdonald, and in many other places.

The demonic marital figure is of course the Great Whore of Revelation, identified with Babylon as the other bride is with Jerusalem, and with such Old Testament prototypes as Jezebel introducing the cult of Baal. It follows therefore that there needs to be an intermediate marital figure, and that that intermediate figure would represent the human race going through the process of sin and redemption.

We have said that the word we translate "testament" has the primary meaning of a covenant or contract between God and his people. The contract is represented as something drawn up with Israel by God's initiative. It is also represented as a contract which God could break but won't, because of his nature, but as a contract which man, strictly speaking, cannot break but is forever trying to break. So symbolically, the female figure of this category would be the Forgiven Harlot, the bride figure who is unfaithful to her Lord but who in spite of that is to be forgiven and brought back again. That harlot figure appears in various parts of the Old Testament, in Ezekiel for example, chapter 16, verse 3:
“Thus saith the Lord God unto Jerusalem; Thy birth and thy nativity is of the land of Canaan; thy father was an Amorite, and thy mother an Hittite...” and so on: the whole chapter goes on to describe the unfaithfulness and forgiveness of Jerusalem. The Canadian poet James Reaney has a poem called *Rachel* which is in effect a very beautiful and very eloquent paraphrase of this chapter in Ezekiel. The same image turns up later in Hosea, where Hosea is ordered by God to marry two harlots, one after the other [1:2, 3:1]. These represent the apostasy of both north and south Israel.

The same figure turns up in the New Testament as the woman usually identified as Mary Magdalene. There is an anonymous woman in the seventh chapter of Luke described as a sinner whose sins are forgiven because “she loved much” [v. 47]. Mary Magdalene appears in the next chapter of Luke, and is generally identified with her. A similar female, who has the same symbolic role whether she is the same person or not, has firmly established squatter’s rights on the opening of the eighth chapter of John. She is actually a bit of floating folklore associated with Jesus, and in the early manuscripts she appears in various places. The modern translators of the Bible, who are much more distinguished for scholarship than for common sense, try to get her out of John 8 and put her in an appendix, but nevertheless she’s still there. She represents perhaps one of the most eloquent and moving episodes of the gospel, the woman who, because she was a harlot, is condemned to be stoned to death. Jesus interferes and suggests that those who have never committed any sins at all might take the lead in throwing the stones. Hence, in paintings of the Crucifixion, you usually see the cross of Christ flanked by two female figures, the Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene, one in blue and the other in red.

In a polytheistic mythology, you can have the maternal figure and the bridal figure identified. That is, you can have a female goddess figure who is both the mother of a god and, later on, his mistress. You find that in the cults associated with dying gods in Mediterranean countries. And you have such counterparts as the relations, say, of the Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus with the relations of Venus and Cupid in Classical mythology, where Venus is the mother of the God of Love and can also be a bride figure. In Christianity, however, the two figures of the mother and the bride obviously have to be separated, although they are still very close together symbolically. The bride of the Song of Songs for example is described as “a garden inclosed” and “a fountain sealed”
[4:12]. Or, as the Vulgate says, *hortus conclusus, fons signatus*. And the "garden inclosed" and the "fountain sealed" have always been traditionally identified with the Virgin Mary, who from one symbolic point of view is the bride of the Holy Spirit as well as the mother of the Logos. We are also told that Christ is the Son of a Father who is a spiritual Father, and that his death reconciles man with the Father.

Now if you constructed a demonic parody of all that, you would get something very close to the story of Oedipus, who kills his father and makes a wife out of his mother. The status of the Oedipus story as a kind of demonic parody of the Christian story was striking enough for the poet Yeats to construct an elaborate theory of history according to which civilizations of Oedipus and civilizations of a Christ figure alternate all through time, one being tragic and heroic, the other comic and altruistic. But it's perhaps easier to see the Oedipus story as either a demonic parody of the Christian story, as it is in some aspects, or as an intermediate analogy of it, as it is in certain other aspects. In the story of the creation of Adam for example, the older story which begins in the second chapter of Genesis, the Yahwist account as it's called, Adam is made from a female, *adamah*, or mother earth. And when, after the fall, he goes back to the ground from which he was taken, he returns to that earthmother after making the break with his Father. So the Oedipus legend is not quite removed from the story of Adam itself.

This account of the human symbolism in the Bible is of course closely linked to the account of city symbolism, because the city is the emblem of the people or the group. So if you go to the urban image, you have Jerusalem on the one side and Babylon on the other. That brings us up again against the question of the ambiguity between the social image and the individual image.

Now there's another dimension of this relation of the social to the individual which we've already run into. We saw that the paradisal imagery of the Bible is in the first place a garden and in the second place a single tree, a tree of life. That leads to a general principle of imagery in the Bible, to a special kind of metaphor where the individual is identified with the class or group of things to which it belongs. That is the type of metaphor that I sometimes call a royal metaphor, because it underlies one of the most pervasive of human institutions, the institution of kingship. We've already seen how the king, Solomon, inevitably interposes himself in the symbolic expansion of the Song of Songs. Similarly, Elizabeth II can draw crowds wherever she appears, not because
there is anything remarkable about her appearance, but because she

dramatizes the metaphor of society as a single body. That has been the

function of the king in all ages, to represent in an individual form the

unity of his society.

The corporate or class image, like the city, would also be, on the prin-
ciples of this royal metaphor, identified with a single building. That
building would most naturally be the house consecrated to the city’s
god, in other words, the temple. Thus the city is the bride and the tem-
ple is the bridegroom.

We are told several times in the Gospels that the temple is to be iden-
tified with the body of Christ. In the Gospels, Jesus is represented as
saying, “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up” [John
2:19]. The narrator adds that he was speaking of the temple of his body.
The author of Revelation, in describing the New Jerusalem, is very
emphatic that there was no temple therein, because, as he explains, the
place of the temple has been taken by the body of God [21:22]. There is,
consequently, in this metaphorical symbolism, the unity of the bride-
groom and the bride in which all the buildings of the city are one build-
ing, the house of many mansions. And the corresponding demonic
image is of course the Tower of Babel.

6. Pastoral and Agricultural Imagery

I was speaking of the pattern of imagery in the Bible and of its various
categories, and particularly of the way in which three phases of history are
reflected in Biblical imagery. And we saw that it is a characteristic of
this type of image that the group form and the individual form are meta-
aphorically identified with each other.

The ambiguity of the symbolism attached to the Messiah is that in each
category he is regarded as both master and victim, as the shepherd of the
flock and at the same time the sacrificial lamb. In the same way, his
human function is that of a king, but he’s a spiritual king, and in the phys-
ical world he is only a mock king put to death. In the urban phase we saw
that the city is identified with the bride, Jerusalem, and the temple that is
the house of the god in the middle of the city is identified in the Gospels
and in the Book of Revelation with the body of Christ. Jesus says in the
Gospels: “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up” [John
2:19]. And the Book of Revelation was insistent that in the New Jerusalem
there is no temple because the Body of Christ has replaced it [21:22].
There are various ramifications of this imagery that we need to look at. For one thing, the archetypes, so to speak, the original models of these three phases of Israelite civilization, are established before the time that Israel appears on the historical scene: that is, before the time of Abraham. Almost the first story of the Bible is the story of the rivalry between the two sons of Adam, Cain and Abel. Cain is a farmer and Abel is a shepherd.

Disputes between a farmer and a shepherd are thousands of years older than the Bible. They go back to Sumerian times, but usually in Sumerian times it's the farmer who has the best of the argument, as would be very natural for a country that's dependent entirely on irrigation and is primarily an agricultural country. But in the Old Testament, the original pastoral relationship of wandering herds is idealized as the time when Israel was united with its God, and we find that idealizing of the pastoral life in the 23rd Psalm, in the imagery of the Good Shepherd attached to Christ, and elsewhere.

Abel was murdered by Cain. He was a shepherd and his offering, we are told, was accepted by God; whereas Cain was a farmer, and his offering of the firstfruits of the crops was not accepted. We are not really told why this is so, but it establishes the types of a later liturgical pattern. The primary sacrifice is the sacrifice of the lamb, and that is the one that is first laid down for us in the story of Abraham's command to sacrifice his son Isaac, where at the last minute he is stopped from doing so and a ram is substituted [Genesis 22:1-14]. That story indicates that for Israel the sacrifice of a lamb is to replace the sacrifice of a son or of a human being.

And that is confirmed later on by the story of the Passover, which is the primary rite in the Jewish liturgy. The Passover offering is the offering with blood, which is the fundamental reason, at least insofar as there is a reason, why Abel's sacrifice is acceptable and Cain's is not. Eventually of course, the farmer's offerings of firstfruits were added, and the calendar developed three major festivals: the Passover, which is pastoral in imagery; the festival of the harvest, which developed into the Jewish and Christian Pentecost; and the vintage festival, which became the Feast of Booths and, eventually, of the New Year in Judaism. But this imagery of harvest and vintage becomes established rather later, and apparently the story of Noah has something to do with the establishing of an agricultural pattern of life.

That is, after the flood Noah institutes a tremendous massacre of ani-
mals in honour of God, and God, we are told, highly approves of the smell: he says, that smells pretty good: I'd better take the curse off the ground that I put on it at the time of Adam's fall. Then he promises Noah that there will be an unfailing cycle of seed time and harvest [Genesis 8:21-2], the basis of an agricultural program of life. So Noah turns into a farmer.

His first accomplishment—human nature being what it is—is to discover wine and get drunk [Genesis 9:20-1]. But nevertheless, the harvest and the vintage remain apocalyptic symbols, along with the symbolism of the Good Shepherd and of the city. And if we look through the Gospels we see very frequently how fond Jesus is of these metaphors of harvest and vintage for the coming of the last day, and the extent to which the animal elements of body and blood are identified with the corresponding vegetable ones of bread and wine. That comes into the pattern of the Eucharist that Jesus is recorded as establishing at the Last Supper, where he specifically identifies the wine with his blood [Matthew 26:27-8; Mark 14:23-4; Luke 22:20].

After the pastoral period of the patriarchs, Israel descends into Egypt. There, God promises Moses from the burning bush that he will lead his people into a land flowing with milk and honey [Exodus 3:8], which are not vegetable products. But what they eventually come into is a Promised Land in which they enter upon an agricultural economy. That of course meant that they were exposed to what the Old Testament writers regarded as contamination from the agricultural rites of the surrounding peoples.

It is with a certain amount of reluctance that Israel enters the Promised Land and embarks on an agricultural economy. If you look, for example, at Joshua 5:12: "And the manna ceased on the morrow after they had eaten of the old corn of the land; neither had the children of Israel manna any more; but they did eat of the fruit of the land of Canaan that year." Corn is seventeenth-century English for any kind of grain. And the first symbol of Canaan was an enormous bunch of grapes which the spies brought back from the Promised Land [Numbers 13:23-7]. In fact the word "Canaan" itself means more or less "the red land," and its Greek equivalent is phoenicia. It is supposed to have derived its name from another source, the purple dye from the murex shell fish. But the association of redness with the earth and the agricultural economy is fairly consistent throughout the Bible.

As for the urban life, the Israelites are represented first of all as appar-
ently desert dwellers like the Bedouins. Yet their leaders, Abraham and Moses, are described as having come from the cities, one from Mesopotamia and the other from Egypt. There even seems to be some evidence that the word "Hebrew," which used to be a somewhat pejorative term when used by outsiders, originally meant something more like "proletariat" than the conventional name for a people. And certainly that is the role in which they appear in Egypt.

In any case, they are compelled to live beside neighbours with agricultural rites. I mentioned the law about not boiling a kid in its mother's milk [Lecture 4], suggesting that it was a negative ritual, something that the Israelites were forbidden to do because their neighbours did it. That is true also of the various agricultural cults which had to do with encouraging the fertility of the soil by various rituals founded on the principle of sympathetic magic. That is, if you want it to rain, you pour water on the ground: that kind of imitation by magic and a ritual is the basis of what might have been called the dying-god cult.

I take the phrase "dying god" from Frazer, who investigated this question back in the 1890s. His thesis has been refuted so often that it is now time for it to come back into style again. He speaks of many Mediterranean religions as having been founded on the cult of a god who was fundamentally a god of the fertility of the earth, and more particularly of the vegetable fertility, though it is connected with animals as well. He was as a rule a male god, though there are exceptions, such as Persephone in Greek religion; and he is represented as related to a female principle of whom he is sometimes the son, sometimes the lover, and sometimes the victim. He has various names in various countries. His name in Babylonia was Tammuz; in Syria, Adonis; in Asia Minor, Attis; in Egypt, Osiris; in Greece, Dionysus or sometimes Hyacinthus.

Now the myth associated with this god usually tells of his death. He is a victim either of the female principle he's attached to or of something representing the dead or sterile part of the year. Thus Adonis is killed by a boar who apparently represents the winter. In Ezekiel 8:14 we are shown one of the central rites of these dying god cults. Ezekiel represents himself as being in Babylon along with the captive Jews, and as being shown in a vision what is happening in the temple of Jerusalem. The death of the god was each year ceremonially and ritually mourned by a group of women who represented the female principle of the dying god; and the female goddess represented in her turn the continuing fertility of the earth, which remained dormant throughout the winter or
the late part of the summer. It was the chorus of women representing this female principle—the mother or the mistress, whichever she was thought of as being—that formed a central part of the ritual for the dying god. In verse 14, the angel who is showing Ezekiel all this in a vision "brought me to the door of the gate of the Lord's house which was toward the north; and, behold, there sat women weeping for Tammuz." That is, they were carrying on the cult of the dying god. That ritual maintained itself in surrounding countries down to the time of Christ; and even in the very late Book of Daniel, the persecution of the Jews just before the Maccabean rebellion is associated with the cult of the god beloved of women, that is, Tammuz or Adonis.

The cult was extremely common all over the Mediterranean. You can't look in Classical literature without seeing that. Theocritus of Sicily has an idyll on the festival of Adonis [Idyll 15]; and the cult of Attis, whose female principle was Cybele, was transferred to Rome during the Punic Wars of Hannibal, largely for political reasons. There it took the form, as most of these cults did, of a three-day spring festival. On the first day, an effigy representing the god was hung on a tree, and the effigy was supposed to die. The second was the day when the god was absent from the world, and the priests lashed themselves into orgiastic frenzies and castrated themselves as part of their sacrifice to their god: there's an ode of Catullus about that, which is a very powerful and very terrible poem [Poem 63]. And then on the third day there was a ritual procession to the marshes or somewhere where the reborn god was supposed to be discovered.

There were other rituals of the same general type, connected with promoting the fertility of the soil. Again the women took the initiative in these cults, and would grow plants in pots and bring them along by forced growth. They would then throw the pots with the plants in them into the water as a rain charm. These were known as gardens of Adonis, and the throwing of the plants into the water was a regular part of the fertility ritual. You would expect the Hebrew prophets to take a very dim view of this practice. If you look at Isaiah 17:10-11: "Because thou hast forgotten the God of thy salvation, and hast not been mindful of the rock of thy strength, therefore shalt thou plant pleasant plants, and shalt set it with strange slips: In the day shalt thou make thy plant to grow, and in the morning shalt thou make thy seed to flourish: but the harvest shall be a heap in the day of grief and of desperate sorrow." So the gardens of Adonis were obviously familiar to the Israelites, and the prophet
here is attacking the practice as something that has nothing to do with
the Israelite religion.

One of the great confrontations between the two cults is that between
Jehovah and the fertility god Baal of the Syrians on the top of Mount
Carmel. There is a great contest between Elijah and the priests of Baal as
to which god is capable of bringing rain. 1 Kings 18 contains a wonder-
ful scene in which the priests of Baal first of all knock themselves out
trying to get their god to deliver rain out of an absolutely cloudless sky.
And Elijah makes fun of them in the most approved charitable manner
in verse 27: "And it came to pass at noon, that Elijah mocked them, and
said, Cry aloud: for he is a god; either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or
he is in a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be awaked."
"Pursuing" is a euphemism which means, perhaps he is making water
after all. But the priests are thereby moved to greater and greater efforts.
In verse 28: "And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their man-
ner with knives and lancets, till the blood gushed out upon them." This
is sympathetic magic again: if you prick yourself and the blood flows, it
suggests that what you need very badly at that point is rain.

Similarly, in Hosea 7:14—only here the King James translation lets
you down, because the King James translators didn't know very much
about dying god cults—"And they have not cried unto me with their
heart, when they howled upon their beds." Then the King James Bible
has: "they assemble themselves for corn and wine," but that's wrong.
What Hosea is saying is that they gashed themselves for corn and wine:
that is, they cut themselves until the blood flowed.

Now the root of all this, which you can trace in the Bible also, is that
the firstfruits of the crop should be offered to the god. It is assumed that
the god, like the God of Noah, lives off the smell of the offerings: and he
has to be fed first, otherwise disaster will result. Some of these cults
seem to involve an original cult where the sacrificial victim was a
human being. The human being might have been the leader of a society,
the divine king, according to Frazer, or his eldest son, or later on, a crim-
inal or a prisoner taken captive in battle.

And so we find a certain sequence of sacrificial victims. The original
victim would be the divine king himself. That is, the king would be
regarded as containing within himself the fertility of the land over
which he rules, so that it would be only common sense to put him to
death as soon as his strength begins to fail, because his virility and the
fertility of this country are bound up together by sympathetic magic.
But if you're going to put him to death as soon as his strength fails, there's no sense letting all that divinity go to waste; and so there could be a ritual banquet at which his body was eaten and his blood drunk, so that the divine essence passed into the body of his worshippers.

Well, whether that rite ever existed or not as an historical fact could not matter less. The point is that it is symbolically the right one to have there at the beginning of the sequence. Then follows the sacrifice of the king's eldest son, because it leads to a certain amount of social insecurity—for reasons I don't need to go into—if you keep putting a king to death as soon as his strength is alleged to fail. That is the stage recorded in the story of Abraham's order to sacrifice his son Isaac, an order which at the last moment is rescinded and the sacrifice transferred to the ram.

This is incorporated into the Israelite code, in the list of commandments given in Exodus 34. This is a set of commandments much older than the more familiar Ten Commandments in Exodus 20. Verse 19 says, "All that openeth the womb is mine; and every firstling among thy cattle, whether ox or sheep, that is male." Then it goes on to say that "the firstling of an ass thou shalt redeem with a lamb: and if thou redeem him not, then shalt thou break his neck. All the firstborn of thy sons thou shalt redeem" [v. 20]. That is, every firstborn son is technically an offering to God. But the actual sacrifice is not to be carried through: he is to be redeemed, usually by a lamb, that being the pattern established in the story of Abraham and Isaac and in the story of the Passover.

We can see at work here the principle that offering to God as a sacrifice what you most want yourself gets to be inconvenient after a while, so various substitutions are made. In fact, it is one of the motifs in Greek mythology associated with Prometheus. Prometheus's real sin was in persuading men that the gods didn't want any of the real meat when they offered a sacrifice: they'd be quite content with the entrails and the offal. And they were not. And so, every so often there comes the feeling that the deity wants the full payment and without cheating.

We get an example, which is ascribed again to one of the surrounding nations, in 2 Kings 3:26-7. Here Israel is attacking the central city of Moab, one of their neighbouring enemies—"neighbour" and "enemy" were practically the same word in the ancient world. And we are told that "when the king of Moab saw that the battle was too sore for him, he took with him seven hundred men that drew swords, to break through even unto the king of Edom"—who was his ally at the time—"but they could not. Then he took his eldest son that should have reigned in his
stead, and offered him for a burnt offering upon the wall. And there was
great indignation against Israel: and they departed from him, and
returned to their own land." So when he is in a desperate situation, he
makes the original offering of his own eldest son that should have
reigned in his stead. And the last sentence is very clearly a clumsy editor-
rial effort to conceal the fact that in the original story the stratagem
worked, and the Israelites were in fact driven off.

The sacrifice of human beings in that context is what is prohibited in
the Bible. Archaeologists have discovered an inscription by this King
Mesha of Moab who sacrificed his eldest son, and it's obvious from that
inscription that his piety towards his god Chemosh was just as authentic
as the Israelite piety towards Jehovah. But that was how his mind
worked and how, in some context, the Israelite mind would have
worked too: we are also told that after Jericho was taken by Joshua, a
curse was put on the city that whoever rebuilt it would have to sacrifice
his eldest son at the beginning and his youngest son at the end of the
rebuilding of the city. Which is a terrible curse: the only thing is that
trade routes are much more important than children; and Jericho is
apparently one of the world's oldest inhabited sites. So the city was
rebuilt, and the person who rebuilt it sacrificed his eldest son to begin
the operation and his youngest son to finish it [1 Kings 16:34].

I suspect that the original cannibal feast, which is original in the sense
of being symbolically original, may not have actually been practised by
any society. I think human beings only tend to cannibalism when they
run out of other supplies of protein. And even a ritual banquet as sol-
lemn as that one would be might not have been carried through in quite
so literal a way: we don't know. In any case, the Israelites were
extremely familiar with the cult of human sacrifice, particularly the sac-
rifice of firstborn sons. And although that is condemned, they are much
more neutral on the question of a sacrifice which is to fulfil a vow or a
sacrifice of a prisoner taken in a war. That may be a sacrifice not merely
acceptable to God but actually demanded by him. We find such a story
in the Book of Judges, in the eleventh chapter.

We notice that in the commandment in Exodus 34, female animals,
whether animal or human, are lawfully ignored. But in the story of Jeph-
thah, it says that he made a vow to sacrifice to God the first thing he saw
when he came back from his battle if he won the battle. Notice that the
psychological basis of sacrifice is very frequently a bargaining basis. The
formula is _do ut des_, I give that you may give. That is what prayer in
Homer, for example, very largely consists of. It consists of reminding the gods very pointedly that they have been very well fed by the hero’s sacrifices in the past, and if they wish the supply to be continued, they’d better come through with some more victories. This is a typical folk tale of a rash-vow type, where Jephthah says he will sacrifice the first thing that comes to meet him returning from the battle if he’s victorious. And of course, the first thing to meet him is his only daughter.

In 11:37[–8], his daughter says that he has to go through with the sacrifice, seeing that he has made the vow. “And she said unto her father, Let this thing be done for me: let me alone two months, that I may go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail my virginity, I and my fellows. And he said, Go.” Then, at the end of the chapter, we are told that it was a custom in Israel that the daughters of Israel went yearly to lament the daughter of Jephthah four days in the year. So there are two things to notice there: one is her virginity, which makes her the unblemished and consequently acceptable sacrificial victim; and the other is the fact that she becomes the centre of a cult of mourning women. So the original religion associated with this story is clearly something much older than the Mosaic Code.

If you look at the Book of Zechariah, the second to last book in the Old Testament, right at the end in 12:10[–11]: “And I will pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplications: and they shall look upon me whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is in bitterness for his firstborn. In that day shall there be a great mourning in Jerusalem, as the mourning of Hadadrimmon in the valley of Megiddon.”

Now Hadadrimmon is simply another fertility god of this type, whose cult took the form of his death’s being mourned by a group of women. One thing that is interesting about this prophecy in Zechariah is that the phrase “they shall look upon me whom they have pierced” [12:10] is quoted in the Gospel of John [19:37], which means that the authors of the Gospels were thoroughly familiar with the symbolism of dying god cults, and incorporated that symbolism into their accounts of the Passion. You remember that Jesus is followed to his execution by a mourning chorus of women, whom he addresses as “daughters of Jerusalem” [Luke 23:28].

In the Book of Micah, which is in the middle of the minor prophets, there is another reference which contains a verse often regarded—I
think with considerable justification—as one of the great moral break- 
throughs in history. In 6:6[-8], Micah says: "Wherewith shall I come 
before the Lord, and bow myself before the high God? shall I come 
before him with burnt offerings, with calves of a year old? Will the Lord 
be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of 
oil? Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body 
for the sin of my soul? He hath shewed thee, O man, what is good; and 
what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, 
and to walk humbly with thy God?"

Now what is fascinating about that seventh verse is that the question 
of whether one should not fall back on the original demand of the first-
born son as the sacrificial victim was still familiar enough for the 
prophet to refer to it as a moral problem. Of course what he was saying 
was that this whole bargaining basis of sacrifice, of making a reparation 
for something he'd done wrong and so forth, is utter nonsense and that 
one has to get to a new level of apprehension altogether. But before he 
says that, he says that it is possible that people around him are still won-
dering whether, in the event of a sufficiently difficult situation, they 
ought not to fall back on the original rite.

7. The World of Angels; Leviathan, Dragons, 
and the Antichrist

I was speaking about some of the sacrificial images in the Bible associ-
ated with its agricultural symbolism, which form part of the general 
table of imagery we've been dealing with. We've said that these symbols 
on the idealized side have both a group form and an individual form. 
Now in that table, all of these categories are metaphorically identical 
with one another, and the group form and the individual form are 
united by what I've been calling the royal metaphor, the metaphor 
which combines identity as with identity with. So that the individual and 
the group forms are likewise identified: the garden and the tree of life 
are essentially the same thing.

In the New Testament, Jesus is represented explicitly, when institut-
ing the Eucharist, as identifying the bread and wine of the Eucharist 
supper with his own body and blood, as both a human and an animal 
victim: the shepherd giving his life for the sheep, and the sacrificial 
lamb, which is the antitype of the Passover. Now the statements in the 
New Testament are too explicit for historical Christianity to avoid, con-
sidering what these metaphors mean in that context. And of course any consideration of a principle like that in historical Christianity leads eventually to persecution and heretic burning and everything else. But such things merely muddle the actual picture of what's going on. There have been various doctrines: the Roman Catholic doctrine, which is the pure metaphor, that the bread and wine of the host are the body and blood of Christ; and the Lutheran consubstantial theory that the bread and wine are the body and blood of God because God is universal, and so on. These are all conceptualized or rationalized translations of a metaphor into another kind of language. Unfortunately there's a very strong smell of intellectual mortality about these rationalized translations: sooner or later they disappear and we're right back to the metaphor. Nobody can deal with a metaphor except by something like Saint Patrick's shamrock expounding the doctrine of the Trinity. The actual statement is a metaphor, and the function of the metaphor is to release the imagination by paralysing the discursive reason. It's like the koan in Zen Buddhism. The general tendency in historical Christianity is, so far as is possible, to consider these other metaphorical identifications as "just" metaphors. That is in keeping with the rationalistic distortions of Biblical imagery, which is essentially a metaphorical structure.

The identification of the categories with one another is clear enough: the city is described as Jerusalem, the bride adorned for her husband [Revelation 21:2], and consequently identified with the human category. And if all the buildings in a city are one building—a house of many mansions [John 14:2]—it follows that all the buildings are one stone. Consequently, you find in Biblical imagery the body of Christ identified with the one stone. There's a verse in the Psalms saying, "The stone which the builders refused is become the head stone of the corner" [118:22]. That's quoted three or four times in the New Testament [Matthew 21:42; Mark 12:10; Luke 20:17; Acts 4:11; 1 Peter 2:7]: it obviously was a very important verse to them. But the cornerstone of the temple is again part of this metaphorical structure. And as this is a world in which nothing can ever be dead, it follows that the stones are as much alive as anything else.

In the Book of Revelation, the churches are told that "To him that overcometh will I give . . . a white stone" [2:17]. But the white stone there has a metaphorical connection with the man's body. We are told later on that an angel came out who was clad in what the King James Bible calls "white linen" [15:6], but "linen," again, is a rationalized translation, because there's far better textural evidence for lithon, stone. Consequently, you
have to include a dimension of symbolism in which human beings are also, as the Epistle of Peter says, lively stones [1 Peter 2:5].

We've already seen various identifications of the body of Christ with the tree of life, as in the word “anointed,” and various other explicit references. That gives a special importance in the Gospels to those metaphors where Jesus says, “I am the vine, ye are the branches” [John 15:5], “I am the door” [John 10:9], “I am the Way” [John 14:6], and so on. These metaphors “I” are insisting on the metaphorical identification of all these categories of reality in the world that he's talking about—his spiritual kingdom.

This isn't all the universe, of course. There is also the world between God and man, the spiritual world. The group form of the spiritual world consists of angels or messengers. Now the function of angels in the Bible is of some interest and importance. In the hierarchy of existence they are above human life, but in the Apocalypse, all these categories are not a hierarchy anymore: they are all interchangeable, and consequently all equal. Therefore, there are some sharp warnings in the New Testament against the dangers of worshipping angels [e.g., Revelation 19:10, 22:9]. Angels are fellow creatures of man: their function is that of messenger, and they are not to be regarded with the feelings of adoration that one would reserve for God.

The question is, where does the imagery of angels come from? And the obvious answer is that it comes from “up there.” That is, the imagery of this world is derived from the categories of ordinary existence, and the categories of ordinary existence are permeated by the conceptions of up and down. You can raise all kinds of both theological and scientific objections to such a story as that of the Ascension of Christ in the first chapter of Acts, where he sails up into the air and “a cloud received him out of their sight” [v. 9]. We are by no means the first generation to ask, Well, where did he go from there? Did he just sail into outer space, or what? The answer is that this is the mythological universe, and there is no outer space in the mythological universe. In the universe of nature, there is no such thing as up or down: in the mythological universe, there is nothing else.

And so, the tendency to think of hell as “down there” and of heaven as “up there” is built into our mythological ways of thinking. I think as long as the human body has a top and a bottom it's likely to be read into the symbolism of the mythological universe that man lives in. The temple, for example, in all the nations surrounding Israel, the holy building,
the ziggurat in the Mesopotamian or Persian cities, was thought of as a tower stretching from earth to heaven, and as, consequently, a connecting point between man and God. I imagine that the basis for the imagery is the basis of the human body. The spatial difficulties in the matter, of course, do give trouble in rationalizing the imagery, but as long as it remains metaphorical it doesn’t have to be rationalized.

Consequently, the only place for the imagery of the angels to come from is the sky. Now there are two levels of the sky: the upper level, which is the fire level, and the lower level, or the air level. The fire level is derived from the sun and the stars, the fiery bodies in the sky. The other level is the level of clouds and the air and birds.

There are two kinds of angels mentioned in the Bible, the seraphim and the cherubim, and in later iconography they were associated respectively with tongues of flame and with birds in the sky. Later iconography got very elaborate and developed a system of nine orders of angels, but they retained those two as the spirits of love and contemplation. In medieval pictures where angels appear, you will see the seraphim coloured red and the cherubim coloured blue.

The seraphim come into the vision of Isaiah in Isaiah 6:[6–7], where again the seraphim were associated with fire: they take a hot coal off the altar and put it on the prophet’s lips to make him articulate. The cherubim are seen in Ezekiel’s vision at the beginning of the Book of Ezekiel of a curious vehicle that has wheels within wheels and is drawn around by four living beings: that is, angel figures which have the forms of a man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle. Those four living beings of Ezekiel’s vision reappear in the Book of Revelation, where they are seen surrounding the throne of God [4:6–9].

From a Christian point of view, what Ezekiel saw was the Son or Word of God. Consequently, these living creatures that drew his chariot could be typologically identified with the writers of the four Gospels, who carried the message of Christianity all around the world. And so, if you look again at medieval pictures of Christ, you will usually see these four living beings in the corners, representing the four Gospels—Matthew the man, and Mark the lion (as you will remember if you’ve ever been to Venice, which is under the patronage of Saint Mark), Luke the ox, and John the eagle. The opening words of the Gospel of John, “In the beginning was the Word,” are regarded as the most sacred utterance in Christianity, and it is very largely because of that that churches still have lecterns in the shape of an eagle.
The group of angels is, of course, all one Spirit, later considered to be the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinity. And so there are two aspects to the imagery of the Holy Spirit also: fire imagery and cloud, air, and bird imagery. He is associated with tongues of flame descending from the sky like lightning, and also with the wind and birds, typically the dove, which has been the chosen bird just as the sheep has been the chosen animal.

The dove has a reputation for chastity that I think would soon be exploded with any careful observation of them. As a matter of fact, I suspect that the reason for choosing them is precisely the opposite: doves were the birds that were sacred to Venus, and whether it's Christian love or pagan love, the dove's qualifications for being the typical bird of love are always in the foreground. We are told in the Synoptic Gospels that at the baptism of Christ, the spirit of God in the form of a dove was seen descending on him. Jesus says to Nicodemus, "The wind bloweth where it listeth" and goes on to associate wind and spirit [John 3:8].

You notice that quite a lot of things happen to the four elements in apocalyptic imagery. We've already dealt with the water of life: we've said that the description of the garden of Eden seems to assume a freshwater sea below the actual salt sea and waters above the heavens which are much higher up than the rain clouds. So the suggestion is that man is in the middle of the water of life, and that in a higher state of being, he could live in the water of life, which has a good deal to do with the fishing imagery connected with Christianity and the identification of Jesus with the fish in some contexts.

Similarly, it's a world where the inanimate no longer exists, where the stones are alive, so that earth becomes a part of a living world. It follows, therefore, that there must be a fire of life as well as a water of life, and that all of these elements can be seen as living in the fire of life in the apocalyptic vision. The fire of life is a fire that burns without burning up. At the beginning of the Book of Exodus, Moses sees a bush burning, which nevertheless doesn't burn up. This puzzles him, so he turns aside to see why: it turns out to be the place of the theophany, of the revelation of the future of Israel. The burning tree is also symbolized by the candlestick so important in Jewish ritual—and in Christian too, in another context.

When John the Divine, in the Book of Revelation, has a vision of the city of Jerusalem, he sees it as glowing with gold and precious stones [Revelation 21:10–21]. He takes that from the account of the building of
Solomon’s temple. The account of Solomon’s temple, by the narrator of
the Book of Kings, says that nobody thought of silver in those days; they
only put gold on [1 Kings 10:21], and several centuries later we have the
same thing in the Book of Chronicles where the author is using the Book
of Kings as a source [2 Chronicles 9:20], but is so far away in time from
what he’s describing that it’s become a kind of romantic fairy tale. The
Chronicler tells you that the temple of Solomon, though in its dimen-
sions a rather modest building, actually was constructed with some-
thing like twenty tons of gold [2 Chronicles 9:13]. Similarly, in the Book
of Revelation, the New Jerusalem is described in terms of gold, and as
having twelve gates which are each one a precious stone or jewel [Reve-
lation 21:18, 21]. That in its turn is the antitype of the breastplate of the
high priest Aaron, which contained the twelve precious stones for the
twelve tribes of Israel [Exodus 28:15–21]. So this city, glowing with gold
and precious stones, is not there because the narrators are vulgar, and
it’s not there solely to be the antitype of certain things mentioned in the
Old Testament. The gold and the precious stones are there to suggest a
city burning in the fire of life: a city which is constantly burning, but is
not burning up. The fire is an image of life and exuberance and energy,
but not of torment or destruction.

If you set a bird on fire, you’ll get of course a phoenix, which is not in
the canonical Bible except for a reference in the Book of Job, which the
cautious King James translators have rendered something like “sands”
[29:18]. But the phoenix comes into folklore very early, both in the books
surrounding the Bible, the Pseudepigrapha, and in Classical mythology
from Herodotus on, and the bird that burns and rises from it to be a big-
ger and better phoenix consequently becomes an image of the Resurrec-
tion. The phoenix appears on the coat of arms of Victoria College. It
ought to represent the Faculty of Theology, but again the original
designers were more cautious and put it there as a symbol of medicine:
they knew that that at least might do you some good. There’s also a
wonderful poem by an Elizabethan poet, a Jesuit, Robert Southwell,
who was martyred, tortured about a dozen times by the secret police,
and finally killed. His poem called The Burning Babe is a poem about
Christmas Day, in which the rising sun is identified with a burning babe
who is the newborn Christ.

I don’t know how familiar you may be with Mozart’s Magic Flute,
which is built on a symbolism that’s said to be derived from Freema-
sonry, but at the very end of the story the hero goes through the final
ordeal, which is the ordeal of water and fire. And evidently the assumption is that he acquires, symbolically at least, the power to live in all four elements and not simply on earth and air.

I’ve been constructing a table of imagery in which in each category one has an idealized or apocalyptic and a demonic side. There is the paradisal imagery of trees and water, and on the demonic side the wasteland imagery of dead trees and dead water. There are angels, with their imagery derived from the fire world of heavenly bodies, and the air world of birds, and on the demonic side there are fire demons, the jack-o’-lanterns, will-o’-the-wisps over marshes, and spirits of storm and tempest.

On one side we have Christ, who is the unifying figure of the apocalyptic world, and opposite him Antichrist, the world ruler who demands divine worship. The latter is, of course, a figure that is pre-Christian: it’s in the Old Testament as well. Its types are the Pharaoh of the Exodus, Nebuchadnezzar, who destroyed Jerusalem, and Antiochus Epiphanes, the persecutor of the Jews just before the Maccabean rebellion. And the imagery carries on into the New Testament period, where the type of the persecutor is Nero, although a predecessor of Nero, Caligula, also expressed a strong desire to place his statue in the Holy of Holies. In the animal category, there is the sheepfold, with the sheep and the lamb as the typical animals of the apocalyptic world, as in the 23rd Psalm and elsewhere; and opposed to that there is the beast of prey, the sinister animal, of which perhaps the best example is the dragon. The dragon is a particularly useful demonic animal not just because of its antisocial habits of breathing fire and eating virgins, but also because it doesn’t exist, and is consequently an admirable animal for illustrating the paradox of evil, which is a very powerful moral force in human life as we know it, but in the apocalyptic world becomes simply nothingness, simply cannot exist at all. And that, perhaps, is why the author of Revelation speaks of the dragon as the beast that “was, and is not, and is” [17:8, RSV]. That last “is” in Greek is parestai, which means continuing for the time being.

There is a myth in which Creation takes the form of a dragon-killing. The Hebrews were quite familiar with the story: they constantly employed it, and by no means always in a demonic context. They used it simply as poetic imagery, that is, not as a myth that they believed to be factual, but simply as decorative. The dragon of chaos has various names in the Bible, but the most common is the name Leviathan and sometimes Rahab.
And the leviathan is portrayed as, again, an image of chaos, of the still uncreated which survives in the human world incarnate in the heathen kingdoms of Egypt and Babylon and Rome. In Ezekiel 29:3-5: “Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of his rivers, which hath said, My river is mine own, and I have made it for myself. But I will put hooks in thy jaws, and I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy scales, and I will bring thee up out of the midst of thy rivers, and all the fish of thy rivers shall stick unto thy scales. And I will leave thee thrown into the wildness, thee and all the fish of thy rivers: thou shalt fall upon the open fields; thou shalt not be brought together, nor gathered: I have given thee for meat to the beasts of the field and to the fowls of the heaven.” Now here, the prophet is prophesying to the Pharaoh of Egypt, whom he identifies with the dragon which is also the River Nile—"my river is mine own." And remember that on the principles of metaphor, a monster in the sea is the sea. And whatever the origin of this dragon might be—a crocodile or whatever you like—still, a crocodile in the Nile metaphorically is the Nile. So that the prophet is saying that the dragon will be hooked and landed and thrown into the open fields, which is metaphorically the same thing that John is saying in the Book of Revelation when he says that in the last day there was no more sea [21:1]. Because to hook and land a sea monster is metaphorically to bring up the sea as well.

In Isaiah 27:1: “In that day the Lord with his sore and great and strong sword shall punish leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.” The next verse seems to have no logical connection with it: “In that day sing ye unto her, A vineyard of red wine.” But it's more logical than it looks, because the hooking and landing of Leviathan is also the destruction of the sterile and the chaotic in the world, and consequently, a great outburst of fertility would follow it. We come much closer to the centre of this kind of imagery if we turn to Isaiah 51:9-10: “Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord; awake, as in the ancient days, in the generations of old. Art thou not it that hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon? Art thou not it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the great deep; that hath made the depths of the sea a way for the ransomed to pass over?” Now here the prophet adopts as a poetic image the account of Creation as the dragon-killing; and we'll come to verses in the Psalms that praise God for having brought Creation into existence by destroying the dragon of chaos.
Then he says that God twice won this victory over the dragon. He did it the second time at the crossing of the Red Sea, where the dragon was Egypt. And now he’s calling upon God to make a third exhibition of his power, and this third is the Day of the Lord, to quote the King James version of it, which the prophets are constantly referring to as that time in the future when Israel will be restored and those who have been, well, listening to the prophets will be happy, but the vast majority of people will be anything but happy. The prophecy of the Day of the Lord is in practically all the prophets, and it is here connected in imagery with the two great victories over chaos and evil, the victory at the original Creation and the victory at the creation of the nation of Israel.

The most eloquent of all these prophecies of the Day of the Lord is in the prophecy of Zephaniah, which is the ultimate basis for the medieval hymn *Dies Irae*. It’s a mad, magnificent poem, and has been incorporated into the Requiem Mass, but its origin is in these Day of the Lord prophecies.

8. Demonic Parodies and the Hero from Across the Sea

I’ve been constructing a table of imagery in which each category has both an idealized or apocalyptic side and a demonic side. Above the paradisal category in this table is the spiritual world, whose two angelic orders are derived from the two levels of the upper regions of the heavens. The imagery of fire spirits is derived from the sun and the stars, that of the air spirits from the clouds and wind and birds of the lower sky; and this distinction is reflected in the later iconography of the seraphim and the cherubim, which are painted red and blue, and to whom attach the imagery of tongues of flame and of wind and birds.

In the demonic parody of this situation, the spirits would again derive from the different regions of the sky. Traditionally, the demonic spirits live in a kind of prison of heat without light, and this imagery of hell as a place of fire, which is derived from the New Testament, largely again has the same kind of origin. And the air spirits in their turn are the demons of storm and tempest.

Ariel and Puck in Shakespeare are derived, not from the conception of spirits inhabiting an upper region, but from a conception of elemental spirits. There were four kinds of elemental spirits: the fire spirits are salamanders, the air spirits are sylphs, the water spirits are undines, and the earth spirits, the gnomes, are the kobolds. Shakespeare takes the old
word “puck” and applies it to a character in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, Robin Goodfellow, the Puck. A puck, in Shakespeare’s day was the kind of fire spirit that is called an *ignis fatuus*, that is, the phosphorescent light over marshes that people going astray in the dark would take for habitations. Ariel, as his name indicates, is an air spirit or sylph, although in earlier magic and legend the word “ariel,” which means “lion of God,” is usually an earth spirit. Puck is a mixture of fire spirit and air spirit, and Ariel is an air spirit, but they are not demons. They belong to an intermediate fairy world that is neither demonic nor apocalyptic. It is significant perhaps that these two characters in Shakespeare both act under orders from an older and more responsible person. They are mischievous but not evil.

As I said, evil spirits inhabit the upper air as well, and in astrological speculation there are malignant planets and malignant settings, or positionings, of planets and signs, and St. Paul in Ephesians 2:2 speaks of the devil as the prince of the power of the air. All this demonic imagery, of fire spirits and air spirits, the phosphorescent lights and the *ignis fatuus* and the demons of storm and tempest, now survives only in the playful symbolism of Halloween—of course, there was a time when it was not playful at all. The popular imagery of witches is also derived from some such source.

In pastoral imagery there is the sheepfold, and in the parody demonic category the beast of prey. In the manifest demonic there is more particularly the dragon, and the dragon in the form of the leviathan who is a sea serpent or a sea monster, and who is sometimes called Rahab. In the human world, you have the Antichrist and whore figures, who are opposed to the Christ and bride figures; and just as the bride is called Jerusalem, so the whore is called Babylon. By the principle of metaphor, the demonic categories are all identical, so that the city of Babylon, the Whore of Babylon, and Nebuchadnezzar are to be identified with sinister animals like the dragon and leviathan, or with these fire or storm demons.

The reason they are so readily identifiable is that, while all images on the ideal side can be identified in Christian imagery with the body of Christ, there cannot be a demonic divinity. No demonic principle can exist on the divine level: one may call himself a god, he may be worshipped as a god, but he can’t be a god. Consequently, these sinister cosmological figures, these sea monsters and dragons, are identifiable with the rulers of heathen kingdoms, and can be identified also with the gods
that the heathens worship. But their root is a political root, because the actual godhead cannot be present on the demonic side.

Thus, Biblical symbolism asserts of heathen kingdoms what many people today would claim is true of both sides, that the reality is political and that the religious is the projection. The gods of Egypt are metaphorically identical to the Pharaoh of Egypt, but the Pharaoh is the reality, though of course in Egyptian religion he in fact was the reality because he was an incarnate god.

I suggested that in this world of sinister animals, as we go further out into the manifest demonic, the desert places in the ruins which are the wasteland, we begin to approach a world where we can’t say where the sinister animals stop and the evil spirits begin. If we look, for example, at Isaiah 13, we are told that Babylon eventually, like Sodom and Gomorrah, will become a ruin or a wasteland. In verse 21: “But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there; and satyrs shall dance there.” Verse 22: “And the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and dragons in their pleasant palaces: and her time is near to come, and her days shall not be prolonged.”

Well, the King James translators have made a valiant effort with these words, many of which don’t occur elsewhere in the Old Testament. And consequently their renderings of them are sometimes little better than guesswork. For we can’t tell where the animal stops and the evil spirit begins. The doleful creatures are the tziim who are the dwellers in the tziyya, the dry places. In a parable of Jesus, the spirit passes through dry places seeking for rest and finding none [Matthew 12:43; Luke 11:24]. The two dead times of the year, depending on the climate involved, are the winter or the late summer after the crops are harvested, when there is no more rain: it’s that time of year particularly that is thought of as presided over by the god of death—the time of the waterless places.

I said previously [Lecture 3] that in many mythologies which are older than the Biblical one, the Creation takes the form of the killing of a dragon or a monster, as in the creation hymn of the Babylonians, the hymn that begins with the words, *enuma elish*, “when on high,” and which tells how the god Marduk killed the monster of chaos Tiamat and split her in two, and made heaven out of half of her and earth out of the other half. I said that this conception of the act of creation as a dragon killing was known to the writers of the Old Testament, who used it as a poetic image, though not as a canonical story. And I pointed out various
references to Leviathan or to Rahab in Isaiah and Ezekiel in which these monsters are identified with the power of Egypt and Babylonia.

In the Gospels, the ability of Jesus to command the raging of the waves and the storms of the sea is a point very early made about him in the Gospel of Mark [4:37–41]. This repeats the original act of Creation as the bringing of life and order and stability out of chaos. In Psalm 89:9, this process is presented in the form of the killing of a dragon named Rahab: “Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, thou stillest them.” Verse 10: “Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one that is slain; thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy strong arm.” And if you look back at Psalm 74:13: “Thou didst divide the sea by thy strength: thou brakest the heads of the dragons in the waters.” Verse 14: “Thou brakest the heads of leviathan in pieces, and gavest him to be meat to the people inhabiting the wilderness.”

Now here again is the conception that we glanced at in Ezekiel 29, where the dragon is identified with the river Nile, the source of the fertility of Egypt. It is prophesied that in the last day, Jehovah will hook and land Leviathan and throw him into the wilderness. As the leviathan in the form of the Nile River is the source of Egypt’s fertility and therefore the source of food in Egypt, it follows that the body of Leviathan thrown into the wilderness becomes food for the nation of Israel, which is inhabiting the wilderness. And so the legend arises, which is still known in Judaism, that in the day of the Messiah Israel will have the flesh of the leviathan to eat.

One of the oldest stories in the world is the story of an aged and impotent king who rules over a wasteland. That king had been around for hundreds of thousands of years before there was any writing. He is still there in Wagner’s Parsifal, and he will keep going until the end of time. He already represents a number of metaphorical identifications: that is, he goes back to the identity of the virility of the king with the fertility of the land over which he rules; and it’s because he is old and impotent that his land is a wasteland. The wasteland is ravaged by a sea monster, who is another symbol of sterility and waste and impotence. The sea monster demands human victims for his dinner, and the victims are chosen by lot. For a while, all goes relatively well: people don’t particularly mind that one of their inhabitants is disappearing every day; but when the lot falls on the king’s daughter, things begin to get serious. She nevertheless has to be tied to a rock and left there to await the monster’s coming. At that point, the youthful hero arrives from the sea, kills the
dragon and frees the young lady, marries her—is given her in marriage by her grateful father—and becomes the next king by marrying the king's daughter. This story is so old that it goes back to the custom of mother-right, where inheritance is through the female line. This was the practice in Egypt, and was a great encouragement to incest, because obviously what the Pharaoh had to do to legitimize his power was to marry his sister.

Anyway, this is the story behind the St. George legend and the Perseus legend in Greek mythology. It is easy to see in it the overtones of a myth of renewal of the seasons, the old king, the wasteland, and the sea monster all being images of sterility, the winter, and cessation of all life; and the young hero coming from over the sea, killing the dragon, and marrying the daughter being identified with the renewing powers of the spring. This was in fact acted as a folk play in England. The actual choice of St. George as the patron saint of England comes from the Crusades; but the symbolism of St. George and the dragon was already very well established: Spenser in the first book of *The Faerie Queene* has already identified the St. George and the dragon story with the similar patterns in the Bible.

If you turn from the New Testament to the story of Christ as recorded in later Christian art and legend, you notice that they make certain alterations, or rather additions, to the New Testament story. The general progression of events through which Christ goes in the Bible is, first of all, that he is in heaven; then that he creates the world, because in the Book of Genesis, God said, "Let there be light," and there was light: in other words, the creative agent is the Word that speaks. Then there comes the Incarnation, or the entry into the world of flesh, and then there is the death of Christ on the cross. He descends to the lower world, and then follows the "harrowing of hell." He returns to the surface of the earth in the Resurrection, and after forty days ascends back into heaven.

Now, there's a considerable foreshortening of time in this sequence: an infinity between life in heaven and the Creation, something like 4,000 years between the Creation and the Incarnation, about thirty years between his birth and his death in this world, and three days and three nights (that is, by our counting, two nights and one day) between his death and his Resurrection, forty days to the Ascension, and then back to eternity.

You notice also that of these eight stages, two are really not there in the New Testament. There are a few vague hints of a descent to hell, but
the New Testament evidence for this motif is very weak [Ephesians 4:9-10]. And the "harrowing of hell" does not belong in the Bible at all: it was added to Christian legend by an apocryphal work called The Acts of Pilate, or the Gospel of Nicodemus, which was accepted during the Middle Ages as at least semi-canonical. According to the Gospel of Nicodemus, Jesus, after his death on the cross, descended into hell on the Saturday between Good Friday and Easter; and from hell, he extracted all the souls that were destined to be saved, from Adam and Eve down to John the Baptist.

What is interesting from our present perspective about the quest of Christ is the imagery with which it is presented by painters. In pictures of the descent of Christ to hell, hell is often presented as the open mouth of a monster: Jesus walks through the open mouth of this monster, whose body is the body of hell, and then returns with the redeemed behind him. In the interests of general decorum, he is assumed to be returning by the same route by which he entered. But of course other routes are possible, and one is strongly hinted at—in fact much more than hinted at—at the end of Dante's Inferno.

In any case, this iconography incorporates into the Christian legend the St. George and the dragon symbolism, where Jesus has the role of St. George, hell is the dragon, and the recreation of the world takes the form of redeeming mankind from death in hell, which is metaphorically identical with the dragon. Similarly, the heroine of the story, the king's daughter who gets rescued, is the bride of Christ, the Christian Church, corresponding to Andromeda in the Classical story. It follows therefore that the aged and impotent king who is her father is the first Adam, that is, human nature in its fallen and impotent form. Such a structure underlies T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land, where a figure from the Grail romances called the Fisher King, an aged and impotent king who sits by the sea "fishing, with the arid plain behind me" [l. 425] is identified as the first Adam.

Now, if we start thinking mythically and metaphorically about this story, rather than logically, the principle of metaphor will take us quite a long way. When the sea monster coming out of the sea is sterility and death and chaos, it follows that he must be the whole world, the whole scene of that story, its setting in the state of death. In other words, if we go on thinking metaphorically, we can see that Andromeda or the heroine must already have been swallowed by the monster; and in order to save her, the hero would have to walk down the open throat of the mon-
ster just as Christ is represented as doing in the “harrowing of hell” paintings.

If you look at the book of Jonah, you’ll find that Jonah is a prophet who is told to go and prophesy to Nineveh, one of the heathen kingdoms, and tell its people that if they don’t mend their ways, they are in for it. Now it’s all very well for Isaiah and Ezekiel to do this sort of thing when they are safe in Israel, but Jonah, if he has to go to Nineveh, might get in a lot of trouble. Jonah has no taste for martyrdom, and consequently gets a ship and proceeds in the opposite direction upon the Mediterranean Sea. Well, it’s an inviolable rule of romance that if you go to sea in the Mediterranean, your ship is going to be wrecked: so Jonah’s ship, before long, is subjected to a tremendous storm. The sailors draw lots to see who is responsible, and it appears that Jonah is, so they toss him overboard. And the Lord “prepared a great fish to swallow up Jonah” [1:17]. He is inside the fish three days and three nights—again, it’s two nights and one day by our counting—and is coughed up again onto dry land. Now, with the amount of coaching in metaphor which you have had in this course, you should be able to see that the sea and the storm and the monster and the foreign country which Jonah goes to are all metaphorically the same thing—and the same place. And what this same thing and same place are is quite explicitly stated in the Book of Jonah itself. In 2:1[-2]: “Then Jonah prayed unto the Lord his God out of the fish’s belly, And said, I cried by reason of mine affliction unto the Lord, and he heard me; out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou hearest my voice.” Well, the word translated as “hell” here is sheol, the grave: so Jonah is where he says he is, in the world of death.

Christ descending into the belly of a monster for three days and three nights following his death on the cross is the antitype of which the story of Jonah is the type; and Jesus in the Gospels accepts the story of Jonah as a type of his own Passion where he says, “as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale’s belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth” [Matthew 12:40].

There is no heroine in the Jonah story. But Psalm 87:4 says, “I will make mention of Rahab and Babylon to them that know me: behold Philistia, and Tyre, with Ethiopia; this man was born there.” We can see the implications of this verse if we remember that for most of the Old Testament period, the people of Israel were living in the middle of a heathen power. It was sometimes Babylonian, sometimes Assyrian, sometimes Persian, sometimes Greek, sometimes Roman, but they were always in
the middle of a heathen power metaphorically identical with the body of Rahab or Leviathan. So if we ask what corresponds to the already swallowed Andromeda, it's the bride, the people whom the hero goes down into the monster to rescue. If we ask where we are in relation to Leviathan, the answer clearly is that we're inside him: we've all been swallowed by him. In Old Testament imagery, the primary identification of Leviathan is with the heathen kingdoms: but all kingdoms are more or less heathen. And so again, these monsters expand until they become essentially the world that we are all living in and want to be delivered from.

We begin to understand now why there is so much about fishing in the Gospels, and why Jesus is so persistently associated either with a fish or with a dolphin, which has a reputation for saving people out of water. The salvation out of water comes into the story of Peter on the Lake of Galilee, again with the same general overtones. The world in which we live is mythologically a subterranean world or a submarine world, depending on which element we choose. So from one point of view the flood of Noah has never receded. There's an old puzzle about what happened to the fish at the time of the flood. One of the simplest and most direct answers is that we are the fish. We didn't drown, but we have had our oxygen supply severely curtailed.

I'll wait to deal with the Book of Job later, but right now there is one thing we should look at, a long speech by God to Job, which ends with two lyric poems in praise of Leviathan and, according to tradition, another great hulking brute, Behemoth. I say "according to tradition" because behemoth is the intensive Hebrew plural of a word for "beast." Thus, because of that, the translators of the New English Bible think that there is only one animal involved. But traditionally there have always been two animals, a land animal and a sea animal. Likewise, there are two dragons, one from the land and the other from the sea, which appear in the Book of Revelation. Behemoth and Leviathan are also mentioned in the Apocrypha, in the Book of Esdras [2 Esdras 6:49]. These two animals correspond to the demonic world thought of either as subterranean or as submarine, though the one does not exclude the other.

In chapter 40 of the Book of Job, there is the poem on Behemoth as traditionally rendered; in chapter 41, the poet turns to Leviathan. The fact that these monsters can be pointed out to Job means that at the end of the poem, he is outside them and able to contemplate them. The impli-
cations of that statement will take us quite a while to reach, but I wish to end merely with the suggestion that these two monsters have cosmological dimensions as well as political ones, in which they represent the world as the prison of time and space that encloses us.

9. The Double Mirror: Exodus and the Gospel

I've been building up a pattern of imagery in the Bible, and the pattern of imagery is necessarily somewhat static as I outline it. But of course the Bible is a narrative as well as a structure of imagery: things happen; and I think we are at the point now where we need to examine some of the narrative structures in the Bible as well.

Now you remember that in almost the first lecture [Lecture 2] we suggested that the history of Israel in the Old Testament presents a series of falls and rises where Israel turns to apostasy and gets into trouble, is invaded or conquered by another country, is then sent a deliverer after the Israelites have changed their minds, and is brought back to something approximating its former state. And this you might represent as a U-shape of falling and rising. That U-shape is found everywhere in the Bible, not only in the historical parts, but in such things as the Book of Job and Jesus' parable of the prodigal son.

We saw that there was a series of these narrative movements, and that the first historical one, that is, the one following the "fall" out of the garden of Eden, is the descent into Egypt and subsequent deliverance of Israel. That sequence is the model for all the others. The captivity and the return from Babylon are thought of simply as a repetition of the deliverance from Egypt. Over and over again, in the Psalms and elsewhere, Jehovah says, "I am the Lord thy God which brought thee out of the land of Egypt."

Jehovah has actually been described by a German scholar as the "out-of-Egypt-bringing-God," which is the kind of thing Germans do. The deliverance from Egypt therefore is the model for everything else that happens. Part of the reason is that although usually the descent is an error or a sin—that is, an apostasy—on the part of Israel, this is not true with the Exodus account. The Israelites seem to have done nothing wrong, as far as we can see, in entering Egypt. But once they got there, the Pharaoh changed from the one to whom Joseph was an advisor to a later Pharaoh who was determined on genocide.

Once again, the Biblical account is a story, not a history, and it is not
the historical Egypt that is the "furnace of iron" [cf. Deuteronomy 4:20] from which Israel is delivered, but the spiritual Egypt. The deliverance from Egypt, which is where the history of Israel properly speaking begins, is the theme of the Book of Exodus. Now in a sense, the descent—whether it's caused by apostasy or not—is really not an event at all. If it's caused by infidelity to God, it's a pseudo-event; it's a failure to act. The deliverance, consequently, is the one thing that happens. As the Exodus is the model for every deliverance in the Old Testament, we can say that, metaphorically, the Exodus is the only thing that really happens in the Old Testament. Hence, in the Christian Bible, the Exodus would be, more than any other event in the Old Testament, the type of the most important antitype of Christianity, that is, the Resurrection of Christ.

I've tried to show that the progression of events in the Old Testament, although it deals with historical material, is not anything that we would call a history. Similarly, the life of Christ as portrayed in the Gospels, though it is the life of a real person, is not presented in any recognizable form of biography. The life of Christ is presented as the antitype, as the real form, the real meaning, of the story of the Exodus.

We begin with the story of the birth of the hero where life is threatened. That is a story very much older than the Bible: it was told about a Mesopotamian king, Sargon, centuries before the time of the Exodus. The story of Moses is that his birth was a threatened one: the Pharaoh of Egypt says that all male Hebrew children that are born are to be killed, which corresponds to the Slaughter of the Innocents in the New Testament, the two characters involved being the Pharaoh of the Exodus and Herod.

Now as a matter of fact, there were various massacres of children ordered by Herod, and one of his own sons was killed in one of them. The Emperor Augustus when he heard the news, remarking on the fact that Herod, although he was not a Jew, nevertheless observed the Jewish dietary laws, said that it was obviously much safer to be Herod's pig than Herod's son. But in any case, one of these slaughters of innocents is identified with a particular slaughter from which Jesus escapes, just as Moses escapes in the earlier account.

You notice the similarity of Moses' being concealed in what is called an ark, a kibotos, and Jesus' being born in the manger. And then you remember that in the Gospel account, Jesus is taken to Egypt by Joseph and Mary. In the earlier account, Moses grows up in Egypt, and the
names “Joseph” and “Mary” recall the “Joseph” who led the Israelites into Egypt in the first place and the “Miriam” who was Moses’ older sister. In fact, there is a sura of the Koran that identifies the “Miriam” of the Exodus story with “Mary” of the Gospels [19:28]. Naturally, Christian commentators on the Koran say that this is ridiculous: but we must remember that the Koran is speaking from a totally typological, ahistorical point of view; and from that point of view, the identification makes sense.

According to Matthew, Jesus was taken to Egypt to get him out of the way of Herod, but also to fulfil the prophecy in Hosea: “Out of Egypt I called my son” [11:1, RSV]. It is quite clear that Hosea is talking about Israel, so that again the fact is established that the life of Jesus is being presented as an individualized form of the Exodus.

Moses organizes the twelve tribes of Israel and Jesus gathers twelve disciples. The crucial event of the Exodus is the crossing of the Red Sea, where the Egyptian army is drowned, the event in which the nation of Israel is born, so that the story of Israel symbolically starts with the passing over the Red Sea. The corresponding event in the life of Jesus is the baptism in the Jordan, where he is recognized audibly as the Son of God. It is at the baptism that the two oldest Gospels, Mark and John, begin: the infancy stories of Matthew and Luke are later material. I don’t mean that John is the oldest Gospel as we now have it, but that the kernel of it is in fact older.

There follows the forty years’ wandering in the desert, as, immediately following the baptism, Jesus wanders forty days in the desert, the period which is commemorated in Lent and which was the period, according to the Synoptic Gospels, of the Temptation. By withstanding the Temptation, Jesus fulfils the law, which was also the reason for the forty years in the desert for the Israelites.

The law is received from the top of a mountain. So, in Matthew, is the Sermon on the Mount, which contains the kernel of so much of the gospel. And if you look carefully at the Sermon on the Mount, you will see that a great deal of it consists of a commentary on the Ten Commandments. There is also the miraculous provision of food, similar to the miraculous feedings during the ministry of Christ.

The Old Testament types of Judas are Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, the people who are swallowed up in the earth because they led rebellions [Numbers 26:9–10]. The type of the Judas story is not so much in the Exodus as in the prophecy of Zechariah. In 11:12[–13], God is repre-
sent as breaking his contract with his people: "And I said unto them, If ye think good, give me my price; and if not, forbear. So they weighed for my price thirty pieces of silver. And the Lord said unto me, Cast it unto the potter: a goodly price that I was prized at of them. And I took the thirty pieces of silver, and cast them to the potter in the house of the Lord." Those two themes, the potter's field and the thirty pieces of silver, are connected in this prophecy of Zechariah, in which God is represented as being betrayed by his people and sold for thirty pieces of silver, which according to the Book of Exodus is the symbolic price of a slave [21:32].

In Numbers 21[:6], there is an account of a rebellion of the Israelites against their leadership. And the Lord, who is always on the side of the establishment, "sent fiery serpents among the people, and they bit the people; and much people of Israel died." Verses 8~9: "And the Lord said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent, and set it upon a pole: and it shall come to pass, that every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon it, shall live. And Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole, and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived." In the Gospel of John [3:14], Jesus refers to this lifting up of a serpent in the wilderness as a type of his own Passion. In other words, the brazen serpent on the pole is an Old Testament type of the Crucifixion, and is accepted by Jesus as such. The dead body of Christ on the cross is symbolically the body of the serpent of death and hell which Christ leaves behind him. Or as Michael explains to Adam in Paradise Lost: "But to the cross he nails thy enemies, / The law that is against thee, and the sins / Of all mankind" [bk. 12, ll. 415–17]. Thus, the natural body dies on the cross and rises a spiritual body: the analogy is the serpent that sheds its skin.

We are then told that Moses dies in the wilderness. He climbs a mountain from which he can see the Promised Land, but he has already been told he cannot enter it because of the fact that he performed one of his miracles in a fit of bad temper [Deuteronomy 32:48–52, 34:1–6], so his successor Joshua is the one who invades and conquers Canaan. Now the hidden link in the typology here is that Joshua and Jesus are the same word: "Jesus" is simply the Greek form of "Joshua." Consequently, the conquest of the Promised Land is the same thing as Jesus' opening up of the spiritual Promised Land in his conquest over death and hell. From the point of view of Christian typology, the fact that Moses dies in the wilderness means, among other things, that the law
alone, which Moses personifies, cannot redeem mankind. Thus, when, at the beginning of the Gospel of Matthew, the angel Gabriel tells the Virgin Mary to call her child Jesus, or Joshua, the typological meaning is that the reign of the law is now over, and the assault on the Promised Land has begun.

Now this is the long version. There is also a short version, and the short version is even more important typologically. You remember that I gave you an account of the quest of Christ in the Bible that had him descending metaphorically from the sky down to the surface of this earth in the Incarnation: then came his death on the cross, descent to hell, harrowing of hell, return to the surface of this earth, and the Resurrection and the Ascension back to heaven again. Now that can split in two, if you like, and what we've been dealing with is very largely the parallel between the Exodus story and Christ's life in the upper air, that is, his descent to the Egypt of this world, his ministry, his death, and his Resurrection. But then there is this whole underworld sequence which takes the three days and two nights of the Easter weekend. That sequence corresponds to the crux of the Exodus account, which consists of three main events. One is the Passover; the second is the passing through the Red Sea; and the third is the reaching of the other side. These correspond in the Gospel account to the Crucifixion and death; the descent to hell, which is usually given in subterranean rather than submarine imagery, but is still the same imagery; and the Resurrection from the tomb on the third day.

I brought in a translation of an Easter hymn by St. Ambrose, which dates from the fourth century A.D. And it says: "For these are our paschal solemnities, in which the very lamb is slain, by whose blood the doorposts of the faithful are made holy. This is the night in which thou, Lord, didst first lead our fathers, the children of Israel, out of Egypt and make them cross the Red Sea on dry foot. This is the night in which Christ broke the bonds of death and rose again as a victor from hell." There's another hymn of the sixth century: "Protected from the destroying angel on the eve of the Passover, we have been snatched from the harsh rule of Pharaoh. Now Christ is our Passover, the lamb that was sacrificed. Christ is risen from the grave, returning as a victor from hell." The typology on which those hymns are based is this parallelism between the killing of the lamb as the sacrificial victim, which saves the life of the Hebrew children; the descent to hell, where the Egyptian first-born were all killed, and later their army was drowned in the Red Sea;
and then the passing through the sea, the deliverance from the water to the other side.

The Gospels could hardly insist more strongly than they do on the parallelism between the feast of the Passover and the time of the Crucifixion of Christ. That's written all over the Passion accounts in all the Gospels, and it contrasts rather strikingly with the determination of the time of Jesus' birth. There is no New Testament evidence whatever about what time of year Jesus was born, and as far as we can see, the Church seems to have been content to take the winter solstice festival from other religions. The great rival of Christianity in the early days was Mithraism, which was a sun-god religion; and in Mithraism, the most important event of the calendar was the winter solstice, the birthday of the sun, which was celebrated on the twenty-fifth of December. There are many reasons why the winter solstice date is a very good one for Christmas as well, but it's just possible that the fact that there's no Gospel authority for it accounts for the fact that Christianity has never established anything more than squatter's rights on Christmas. It's been a pagan festival from the very beginning.

I'm trying to get out from under that either/or dilemma, which I don't believe in. I think that it seems utterly clear that the Gospel writers are trying to tell us something; they are not trying to prevent us from knowing something else. But what they are trying to tell us is what, from their point of view, really happened. Now, a historian tries to put you where the event was. If he's talking about the assassination of Caesar, he tries to make you see what you would have seen if you'd been present at the assassination of Caesar. But if you'd been present at the Crucifixion of Christ, you might not have seen what the Gospels portray at all, because what you would have seen might have missed the whole point of what was really going on. You and I would have seen only a mentally unstable political agitator getting what was coming to him.

I don't think the Gospels are very interested in reliable witnesses. The only witnesses they care about are the early group of primitive Christians that formed around the Resurrection. They disregard the normal kind of historical evidence, accounts of travellers coming by and that sort of thing. That's what a biographer would pick, but the Gospel writers are not biographers. Mostly, the people like Thomas who wanted evidence were told to read the Scriptures, that is, the Old Testament. With Thomas, of course, the desire for visible and tangible evidence of the Resurrection was granted [John 20:24-9]. But Thomas was also told
that if he hadn't bothered with that kind of evidence, he might have understood the Resurrection more clearly. What I think that means is not that an uncritical attitude is closer to the truth than a critical one: I think what it means is that the more trustworthy the evidence, the more misleading it is.

The point that I want to return to when we come to the Book of Job is that no serious religion ever tries to answer anybody's questions, because in any serious or existential matter the progress in understanding is a progress through a sequence of formulating better questions. An authoritative answer blocks off progress; it blocks off all advance. The answer consolidates the assumptions in the question, and brings the process to a dead stop. That is what I mean when I say that the more trustworthy the evidence, the more misleading it is. Trustworthy evidence means a kind of authority that stops you from asking any more questions.

10. The Metaphor of Kingship

I was speaking of the parallel between the Exodus events and the events in the gospel. And I was saying that the life of Jesus is evidently being presented to us in the Gospels as a progress of the spiritual Israel in the form of an individual. Now that means of course that in terms of type and antitype, the story of Israel in the Old Testament, which is the story of a society, is a type which has as its antitype in the New Testament the story of an individual.

That leads to the form of metaphor in which the individual is identified with the group. I have previously suggested that there are two forms of identification [Lecture 7]. There is in the first place identity with, the kind of identification that you get in the ordinary metaphor. If you look at Jacob's prophecy of the twelve tribes of Israel in Genesis 49, you will find a series of metaphors of that type: “this is that.” That is, “Joseph is a fruitful bough,” “Naphtali is a hind let loose,” “Issachar is a strong ass,” and so on [vv. 22, 21, 14]. In that form, the this-is-that form where two things are said to be the same thing and yet remain different things, we have the ordinary poetic metaphor, which is, as I said earlier, not simply illogical but antilogical, because two things could never be the same thing and yet remain two things.

There is also the identity as, which is the basis of all ordinary categorical thinking, where you identify an individual by placing it within a
class. If somebody who has just come in from Mars comes into my office and says, "What's that brown and green object outside your window?" and I say "That's a tree," I am identifying the individual object he's pointing to with the class to which it belongs. That is, I'm identifying it as a tree.

There is a third kind of metaphor which unites the antilogical identity with and the categorical identity as; and that is the kind of metaphor that you have when you identify all the trees of Eden with the tree of life, and all the cities of the world either with Jerusalem or with Babylon. And it is that peculiarly powerful and subtle metaphor which you get by identifying a thing as itself and also with its class that the metaphor of kingship belongs to. That is why kingship is one of the most pervasive of human institutions.

The society that went furthest in identifying the entire society with and as the king was ancient Egypt. If you look at, say, the Tutankhamen collection, you would say to yourself that it would be absolutely incredible that all that labour and expense went into the constructing of the tomb for a pharaoh. We'd never believe it without direct evidence. And yet, when we understand how very pervasive royal metaphors are in Egypt—that Pharaoh is not only a king, he is an incarnate god, identical with the god Horus before his death and with the god Osiris after it, and that he was called "the shepherd of his people"—it becomes more conceivable. And unlike the Hebrew practice, he was high priest as well as king. So it is possible that the ordinary Egyptian found an identity for himself within the mystical body of Pharaoh which was of a kind that our mental processes simply cannot recapture.

There is something of that feeling in the typical king figure of the Old Testament, who is usually identified either with David or Solomon and who is not spoken of as an incarnate god but as somebody under the special protection of God and in a special relationship to him. In Psalm 2, for example, you have an imagery attached to the king which is more common among the Semitic peoples of Western Asia. In verse 7: "I will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten thee." This of course is taken in a much more precise sense in Christianity, but in this context, the king is being regarded as chosen of God, and therefore the son of God. He is, strictly speaking, the adopted son of God, but the ceremony of adoption is symbolized by the physical term "begetting": "This day have I begotten thee" [Acts 13:33; Hebrews 1:5]. That gives the king a special connection with divin-
ity on the one hand and with his people on the other; because by the principles of metaphor, the king does not represent his people, he is the people in the form of a single body, which is why the conception of the line of David is so central in the Messianic imagery of the Bible.

This 2nd Psalm is one of the two psalms—the other one is Psalm 110—which were of greatest importance to the New Testament writers in defining their conception of the royalty of Jesus. They used the term “begotten” to mean that Christ is the Son of God, proceeds from the Father, and is the only element or aspect of experience that is not a creature. Everything else has been created, but Christ was not created; he was begotten. That’s the Christian reading of it, and it is an even more intensive identification than is, I think, intended in the 2nd Psalm.

Now we remember that the typical narrative structure in the Bible was of a U-shape where, in the Old Testament the society of Israel usually starts in a position of relative peace or prosperity, does something wrong or meets with a hostile ruler as it did in Egypt, and plunges into a state of bondage or servitude from which it is delivered. Now, if the king is his people in an individual form, it follows that the legendary kings of glory, David and Solomon, don’t exhaust the metaphorical imagery of the king. The king also is his people in their shame and humiliation.

The Book of Lamentations has to do with the sacking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon and the carrying away of the people of Israel into captivity. And we are told that the unlucky last king of Judah, whose name was Zedekiah, had his eyes put out by Nebuchadnezzar. In 4:20: “The breath of our nostrils, the anointed of the Lord, was taken in their pits, of whom we said, Under his shadow we shall live among the heathen.” Now that phrase “breath of our nostrils” could hardly say more explicitly than it does that the king is not a representative of his people, but is his people in an individual form.

Of course, Israel spent most of its time during the Old Testament period in a state of humiliation and foreign conquest. Consequently, the king figure has a good deal of this kind of imagery attached to him. I was speaking of the Semitic peoples of Western Asia, who had somewhat similar attitudes to kingship. Even when those kings were strong and successful, they would have to go through certain ritual ceremonies in which they assumed the opposite role. We are told that in Babylon at the time of the New Year festival a king, such as Nebuchadnezzar, would go through a ceremony of ritual humiliation, have his face
slapped by the priest and that sort of thing, and then his title would be renewed for another year. Nebuchadnezzar was a strong and successful monarch: but if this ceremony were omitted, it might provoke the jealousy of his tutelary deity.

So we're not surprised to find that rather similar imagery is sometimes attached even to the glorified kings of Israel. 2 Samuel 6 describes not only an episode from the very successful and glorious reign of King David, but also the particular episode which, from the Biblical writer's point of view, was the greatest moment in David's life, the moment at which the ark of the covenant, which had gone through the desert with the Israelites, was brought into Jerusalem—because the greatest military feat of David's reign was the capture of Jerusalem and the making of that city the capital of Israel. In verse 17: "And they brought in the ark of the Lord, and set it in his place." You have to watch out for seventeenth-century locutions in the King James Bible: "his" there is the genitive case of "it." In other words, the word "its" did not exist in the English language when the King James translators were at work; or if it did exist, it was only coming into being as a neologism, which no respectable person like a Biblical scholar would use. That's why the translations have to twist all around corners sometimes to avoid the word "its," as in Psalm 19[:6]: "There is nothing hid from the heat thereof" instead of saying "There is nothing hid from its heat." So here, "his place" means "its place."

"And they brought in the ark of the Lord, and set it in his place, in the midst of the tabernacle that David had pitched for it." David showed his sense of the importance of the occasion by, in the first place, holding a communal meal—in verse 19, he gave to everybody in Israel a cake of bread and a piece of flesh and a flagon of wine—and also by dancing in front of the ark with all his might. His wife, Michal, who is Saul's daughter, sneered at him as having made an exhibitionistic fool of himself in front of the servants [v. 20]. David's answer is very interesting from our present point of view: he says, in verse 22: "And I will yet be more vile than thus, and will be base in mine own sight: and of the maidservants which thou hast spoken of, of them shall I be had in honour." He is speaking of the necessity of his own humiliation, even in his own eyes, as a part of his royal responsibility. So you can understand from that how it was that David got to be the traditional author of the Psalms. In the Psalms you get phrases like "I will praise the Lord," where the "I" is the author of the hymn, but also all the singers of the
hymn. That is, the individual and the group are not linked in any logical relationship at all: they are identified. And it makes the identification that much more vivid and intense if the "I" who speaks as the author of the hymn is, in fact, the king. That certainly would account for the number of psalms that are associated with David and yet are confessional psalms which express the need for forgiveness, or the need for deliverance, or a need of rescue against the slanders of enemies, and that kind of thing. All these are things which the king goes through as the individuality of his people.

I think you'll find this kind of metaphor used wherever you find royalty and the institution of kingship, or at least the equivalent of royalty. I remember seeing a movie about forty years ago which had to do with a group of émigrés from revolutionary Russia. They were arguing with a Communist in the revolutionary Russian government, and one of them said, "What the Tsar was is something that you could never begin to understand. He was Russia." That is an example of the royal metaphor being used in its full weight. There are even hymns to Stalin in later Russia which apply the same imagery to him, because of course anything that can be applied in a religious context can also be applied in an Antichrist context. The only mark of any genuine distinction in Hitler was the seriousness with which he took his Antichrist role, in identifying himself as the individual who was Germany. You can find the royal metaphor, like every other image, in either an apocalyptic context or in a demonic one. And you can get it also in any society which has accepted that view of royalty, kingship, leadership, dictatorship, or whatever it is, whether it's explicitly religious or not.

Of course, the theory of democracy, insofar as it has a theory, is of a somewhat different kind. The metaphor of kingship is one which can be very appealing in certain contexts, and extremely regressive and sinister in certain other contexts. If Queen Elizabeth II were to go by on Charles Street, you would all be rushing to the window, not because there is anything unusual in her appearance, but because she enables you to see yourselves as a group in the form of an individual. There is a particular intensity or even a pathos about a figure who has acquired that status purely by accident, as a result of birth, and hasn't any executive power. That is the kingship metaphor as an attractive icon. But of course there are many other contexts where the kingship metaphor is a very dangerous idol, and it is because of the dangers in it that democracy has replaced the ritual humiliation of the king with the annual election in
which, according to the theory, if you get enough individual imbecilities added together, you get a collective wisdom.

There can be other metaphors of individuality. The person is the most direct and the most intensive form of metaphor, because a person is of the same category as the people. Whereas if you identify yourself with the flag or with something which is really a metaphor for a person, you are using a secondary metaphor. Legally, there is such an entity as a Crown, but if Joe Blow were to walk along Charles Street carrying a crown, it would not arouse more than a casual interest on your part. That's a secondary metaphor. The primary metaphor is the one which is of the same category as ourselves.

The most eloquent passage anywhere in the Bible containing this identification of the king with his people in moments of humiliation comes from what is called the Second Isaiah. Isaiah 40–55, because he is writing many centuries later than the Isaiah who appears in the beginning of the book, represents himself in fact as writing during the Babylonian captivity. The prophecies of the Second Isaiah revolve around a conception that scholars call the "suffering servant," and the pronoun suggests that he's talking about an individual person.

In 53:3: "He is despised and rejected of men: a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not." The distinction is quite clearly drawn between the "he" and the "we." That is, the suffering servant is spoken of as an individual, and the "we" represents the society that has rejected him. But the point is, that even in the act of rejection, the individual is the identity of the society that has rejected him.

This identification probably goes back to the ritual described in Frazer's *Golden Bough*. Whether it was actually a ritual at the very beginning of human society or whether Frazer was writing a piece of science fiction doesn't really matter. But in the original rite as he describes it, the central figure of the community is regarded as both divine and human. And because he is that, the tribe's success is bound up with him. Consequently, you can't have an unsuccessful or humiliated god-man, or the tribe would go to pieces. So when he shows signs of losing his dominance, you put him to death, eat his body, and drink his blood; and thereby he passes into the bodies of his worshippers and creates a single body out of them. His successor is immediately appointed, and is cheered up in this office by having his predecessor's blood smeared over him. However, as I say, I don't know to what extent that is more than a recon-
struction. What is behind it is this metaphorical identification of group and individual, society and king, and the fact that the death or humiliation of the king figure is something into which our own identity is drawn.

In the Exodus–Gospel parallel, the Joshua who conquers the Promised Land is the type of Jesus, who has the same name, and who achieves the conquest over death and hell. Joshua, in his conquest of Canaan, fights against certain enemy kings, and after winning the battle and capturing these kings, he hangs them on trees and then buries them and rolls great stones against the tomb. Similarly, we are told that the successor of the glorious David who captured Jerusalem was the equally glorious Solomon who built the temple: but David also had a son called Absalom who rebelled against his father, and who was, in fleeing from David’s armies, caught by his hair in a tree; and who hung there until David’s general came up and thrust darts into his side [2 Samuel 18:9–15]. In telling the story of the Passion of Christ in the Gospels, the Gospel narrators needed the imagery of the defeated kings of Canaan and the defeated Absalom as much as they needed the opposing figures of Joshua the conqueror and Solomon the king of wisdom hailed by the wise men.

Now this process of the humiliation of the king, at the bottom of the U-curve, is something that can be expressed symbolically in ritual. As I remarked earlier, it would make for political instability if you went through with that Frazer rite in its unadulterated form. When man is required by religious contract to give everything he most wants himself to God, it’s a natural tendency—and in most contexts an extremely healthy tendency—for man to say, “The hell with this,” and put in a substitute instead. Similarly, in the Mosaic law there is a very clear conception of the people of Israel celebrating at their New Year the same kind of ritual humiliation that Nebuchadnezzar would have gone through in Babylon. But it is not here associated with a royal figure; it is purely a matter of ritual, and of sacrificial victims chosen for ritual.

Now you remember that the “suffering servant” in Isaiah is described as “despised and rejected.” That is, he is not simply a person who bears our griefs, but also a person driven out of the community: “we esteemed him not” [53:3]. And I’ve already suggested, I think, the significance for Christianity of the fact that Christ was the kind of prophet that no society could put up with. So there are these two aspects of the Passion: one is that of being the pure victim put to death; the other is that of being an exile sent out into the desert.
In Leviticus 14, there is a ritual to be observed by the priest if there is a suspected outbreak of leprosy. The priest is to take two birds and, in verse 50, “He shall kill the one of the birds in an earthen vessel over running water.” And the other bird, in verse 53, is to be let go “out of the city into the open fields.” So you avert a plague of leprosy by choosing two sacrificial victims, of which one is to be killed, the other sprinkled with its blood and driven out or exiled.

The underlying symbolism of this ritual becomes clearer in chapter 16 in the ceremony for the Day of Atonement. We saw that in the New Year festival in Babylon the king went through a rite of humiliation. This is the corresponding rite for the people of Israel, and here again there are sacrificial victims, in the form of two goats. And again, one of the goats is killed, and the other is to be driven away from the people, symbolically carrying all the sins of the community on its head into the wilderness. The King James translators here came up with one of the most ingenious and inspired mistranslations in history and said, this goat is to be sent as “a scapegoat into the wilderness” [Leviticus 16:10], thereby giving the English language an essential word. It is not what the text says. The text says that this goat is to be driven out “to Azazel,” who is the demon of the wilderness. The goat is sent to the devil; or, more precisely, to Azazel, the devil of the wilderness. And obviously, this is a development of a rite in which the original goat would actually have been offered to Azazel. There’s a passage in Leviticus, another chapter further on, that indicates that [17:7]. This corresponds again to elements in the Passion, where Jesus is both killed on the cross and, immediately after, descends to the kingdom of the devils.

But there is another aspect of the same imagery. We are told that at the time of the Passion there were in fact two prisoners, Jesus and a robber named Barabbas, whose name is quite interesting because it means “son of the father.” And Pilate said to the crowd, “It’s your custom to release a victim at the Passover feast. So choose one of these”; and they chose Barabbas to be released. But as I say, it’s symbolically clear that Jesus has both roles.

The rejection theme comes also into the context of mockery. A great deal is made of the fact that although Jesus was a genuine king, even if a king of the spiritual kingdom, he was given royal attributes by his persecutors in a context of mockery: hence the crown of thorns, and the reed put in his hands, and the inscription over the cross: “THIS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS” [Luke 23:38].
11. King, Priest, and Prophet

I was speaking of the relation of the Exodus story in the Old Testament to the shape in which the life of Christ is presented in the Gospels, and was saying that the account of Jesus in the Gospels is not a biography and not conceived as one, but is a setting forth of the life of a person who is the spiritual Israel in an individual form. One rather striking thing about Hebrew society in Old Testament times is the very clear recognition of the difference between spiritual and temporal authority. That recognition is fairly late, and originally the king must have had a great many priestly functions, as well as his royal functions: the association of the Psalms with David goes back to that. You can see also from such things as Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of the temple that the king was originally assumed to be somebody with important priestly functions. But for the most part the priestly authority and the royal authority were distinguished. The Israelites embarked on monarchy with a great many misgivings. But the role of the priesthood is set out in the instructions given to Aaron, the archetypal priest in the Mosaic code.

In other countries, such as Egypt, the king was always the high priest as well, but that was not true of the Old Testament period. And this division of authority between priest and king is accompanied by a certain autonomous authority given to the figure of the prophet. The three elements of authority, of prophet, priest, and king, are, however, all associated with the figure of Jesus in various symbolic ways.

I’ve spoken of Jesus’ role as king, which means he’s both the king of glory like Solomon in the temple and also the king of exile and humiliation like Zedekiah and in the symbolism of the “suffering servant” in Isaiah. The Queen of Sheba coming to hear the wisdom of Solomon is the Old Testament type, in the Christian reading, of the Magi coming to the infant Christ: the connecting link is the prophecy in Isaiah 60:6: “The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah; all they from Sheba shall come: they shall bring gold and incense; and they shall shew forth the praises of the Lord.” But, of course, Jesus as the Messianic figure is associated with all three of these aspects of authority; and there are certain figures in the Bible that have a symbolic importance for that reason.

If we look, for example, at Genesis 14:18, we learn that after Abraham came back from a successful foray, he was greeted by a figure called Melchizedek, who is said to be the priest of El Elyon in Salem. Now,
“Salem” is probably Jerusalem. “El Elyon” means, more or less, “the most high God.” And “Melchizedek” means “the king of righteousness,” or “the righteous king”; and he is here said to be the priest of El Elyon. He greets Abraham, pronounces a blessing on him, and brings forth bread and wine. If Salem is Jerusalem, then this figure, who is the priest of a god very readily identifiable with the Biblical Jehovah, El Elyon, the most high God, seems to be introduced to establish Israel’s claim to the city of Jerusalem, which it didn’t actually possess until the time of David.

In the 110th Psalm, a psalm which was always regarded by Christian typology as an extremely important psalm in setting forth the royal functions of the king: “The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool” [v. 1]. And in the fourth verse: “The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek.” So here we have the priest, Melchizedek, identified with the royal figure, David. In the very late Old Testament period, the Maccabean rebellion was led by a priest named Mattathias, who was of a priestly family of the tribe of Levi and who had several brothers that came to power one after the other, first Judas Maccabeus, then Jonathan, and then Simon. Because they came from a priestly family, all of these brothers as they came to leadership were made high priest. Simon, the third one, was also made high priest, but he took on a good many of the attributes of royalty as well, because he achieved independence for Judah, and his successors formed a dynasty where the kings were priests. Thus, for a very brief time, a little over half a century, before the time of Christ, the royal and priestly functions were united. And for that reason a great many scholars think that Psalm 110 originally referred to Simon Maccabeus. One scholar has proposed to work out an acrostic with Simon’s name spelled out in it, but I don’t have enough expertise in Hebrew to know whether he is right or not. I can merely say that most scholars think he wasn’t.

The Melchizedek figure becomes prominently associated with Jesus, and in the Epistle to the Hebrews in the seventh chapter [v. 2] the author of Hebrews etymologizes his name in the way I did a few minutes ago, as “king of righteousness in the city of peace,” connecting “Salem” with the word “shalom.” He makes him, again, a prototype of Christ, as uniting the functions of king and priest in a figure of both spiritual and temporal authority.

The function of a prophet seems to be peculiar to the West Semitic
nations in Asia, and represents an authority that is extremely difficult for any society to absorb. Nobody wants a prophet around. Kings and priests are all right, because they represent an established authority, and most of the prophets in the Old Testament were very well broken-in functionaries of either the court or the temple. Those who were not had a long record of persecution and martyrdom.

In the time of Jesus Scripture, that is, what we call the Old Testament, was not in its complete form: the status of some books was still undetermined. But in general, the Torah, the first five books of Mosaic law, was regarded as sacrosanct, and so were most of the historical and prophetic books or what are called the Former Prophets and the Latter Prophets in the Hebrew arrangement: so that the Scriptures in Jesus' day were the law and the prophets. The symbolic names attached to these two elements of the Bible were Moses, representing the law, and Elijah, representing the prophets. At the same time, although Moses is the secretary of the law, he is explicitly described in Deuteronomy [34:10] as a prophet, and his functions are quite clearly discriminated from those of the priest Aaron, his brother.

Still, Moses and Elijah become the symbolic figures of the Old Testament, and in the Septuagint arrangement of Old Testament books, apart from the Apocrypha, the Old Testament ends with the book of Malachi, as it does in the King James Bible. If you look at the last two or three verses of Malachi, you'll see that Malachi winds up the Old Testament from this point of view by an exhortation to remember Moses and to wait for the rebirth of Elijah before the coming of the Messiah. Verse 4: "Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for all Israel." Verse 5: "Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord." Moses and Elijah are thus regarded as the continuing pillars of Scripture. At the beginning of the New Testament, you meet the figure of John the Baptist; and according to Jesus' own statement, the prophecy of Malachi that Elijah will come again was fulfilled by the coming of John the Baptist [Matthew 11:14].

At the same time, when John the Baptist is asked if he is Elijah, he says that he is not. Now, there is no difficulty there, unless you want to foul yourselves up over a totally impossible conception of literal meaning: reincarnation in its literal there's-that-man-again form is not a functional doctrine in the Bible. At the same time, metaphorically, which is one of the meanings of "spiritually" in the New Testament, John the
Baptist is a reborn Elijah just as Nero is a reborn Nebuchadnezzar or Rameses II. So it is not surprising that the great scene of the Transfiguration in the Gospels should show Jesus as flanked by Moses on one side and Elijah on the other—that is, the Word of God with the law and the prophets supporting him. Again, that has its demonic parody in the figure of the crucified Christ with the two thieves flanking him on each side.

If you turn to the Book of Revelation, chapter 11, it begins with the commandment to the author to measure the temple of God. Then he speaks of two witnesses in verse[s] 3–4: “And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth. These are the two olive trees, and the two candlesticks standing before the God of the earth.” The reference there is to the Book of Zechariah, which has a vision of a Messianic figure flanked by two olive trees and two candlesticks [4:1–3]. So here again the author of Revelation has introduced the Messianic figure flanked by two witnesses, as he calls them, which is one of the meanings of course of the word “martyr.”

Then he goes on to tell us that these two witnesses are martyred in the last days, and it is quite clear from his description of them that they again represent Moses and Elijah. In verse 6: “These have power to shut heaven, that it rain not in the days of their prophecy”—that is what Elijah said, you remember, breaking the drought on Mt. Carmel [1 Kings 17:1]—“and have power over waters to turn them to blood, and to smite the earth with all plagues.” That of course is Moses, striking Egypt with plagues. Then they will be killed—verse 8: “And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified.” Metaphorically, the demonic city is Sodom and Egypt, which both are sunk under the sea, and also the earthly Jerusalem, which had probably been sacked by the Emperor Titus shortly before this book was written.

There is a certain confusion in the New Testament and elsewhere between Moses and the figure in Genesis, the great-grandfather of Noah, who was called Enoch, and who is said not to have died; and you remember that Elijah went up in a chariot into heaven, so that traditionally Enoch and Elijah were the two people who didn’t die. Enoch has some role to play here, although he has quite obviously been replaced by Moses. The thing is, that in Deuteronomy, there is clearly a certain ambiguity about the death of Moses. There is a suggestion at the end
that Moses also did not die, at least didn’t die as other men do. In Deuteronomy 34:5: “So Moses the servant of the Lord died there in the land of Moab, according to the word of the Lord.” Verse 6: “And he buried him in a valley in the land of Moab, over against Beth-peor: but no man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.” We’re not quite sure what the antecedents of these pronouns are, but it looks as though God himself buried Moses. It became later a test of faith for people to believe that Moses was the author of the account of his own death, writing with one hand and shovelling with the other, but I don’t know if we need that.

Howsoever, a legend grew up, already established by New Testament times, that Moses was, in the technical term, assumed, that he didn’t really die; and that curious little Epistle of Jude, which is tucked in just before the Book of Revelation, speaks of a dispute between Michael and Satan over the body of Moses [v. 9]. So evidently the point of the author of Revelation is that anybody who is said not to have died has to come back and do it before the end of all death.

For Paul, the sacrament of baptism was a symbol of two things, a symbol of the fact that everybody without exception dies and a symbol of the fact that nobody has to die. That is, every part of you that can die is better off dead. And the part of you that doesn’t die is the part that goes through the Red Sea to the dry land on the other side. Paul is certainly emphatic that it is possible to participate in things like the Resurrection before physical death. But again, it’s a matter of what is mortal and what is not. There is, incidentally, no doctrine that I know of in the New Testament like that of Plato, which says that the soul is immortal by nature. I think the Biblical attitude is rather that immortality is something that is created by the power of God, but is not something inborn in man by his nature as a human being.

The Platonic idea, of course, also goes with the notion of the soul, which is thought of in terms of the metaphor of “in.” Human consciousness feels that it is inside a body that it knows next to nothing about, and so it adopts figures like those of a bird in a cage or a prisoner in a cell to express it. Then, at death, the soul separates from the body: but although the doctrine of the soul certainly influenced Christian theology to a very considerable extent, I don’t think it’s a Biblical doctrine; I think it’s a Greek one. As far as I can read it, the centre of Christianity is not the salvation of the soul, but the Resurrection of the body.

All the languages relevant to the Bible distinguish between the soul and the spirit. In Hebrew, they are usually nephesh and ruach; in Greek,
they are *psyche* and *pneuma*; in Latin, they are *anima* and *spiritus*; and you have similar distinctions in modern languages, as in English between soul and spirit, and German *Seele* and *Geist*, and so on.

Paul, in speaking of how to read the Bible, in 1 Corinthians, 2:14–15, says: "But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned." Verse 15: "But he that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet he himself is judged of no man." He's discriminating there between the spiritual man, the spiritual body, the *pneumatikos*, and what the King James version translates as the "natural man." But the King James version is struggling with the fact that there is no adjective in English for "soul" corresponding to "spiritual." Because what Paul says is the *soma psychikos* for "natural man," the man with the soul; in other words, Paul is drawing the essential line not between the physical body and the soul, but between the soul and the spirit. And the *soma psychikos*, the soul-body complex, seems to be a part of what he means elsewhere by "flesh and blood" as distinct from "spirit," which is of course a metaphor from "breath" and expresses the sense of a life which includes the bodily life.

As he calls it natural, I suppose he means that he's thinking of the soul as part of the whole mortal complex in the human makeup. Elsewhere, I think in Thessalonians, he tells his correspondent that he prays for his body and soul and spirit [1 Thessalonians 5:23], so evidently he does have a three-tiered conception. By the soul he seems to mean something like consciousness, which human beings have by virtue of the fact that they are human beings. That is something that a man does have by nature.

It is a matter of our habitual categories of expression. We think of, for example, life after death. Now the word "after" is a metaphor indicating that we are still clinging to our ordinary conceptions of time; or we say, "is there something beyond": that's a metaphor from space, meaning that we are still clinging to our metaphors of space. The notion of something like the ego surviving indefinitely in something like time, in something like a place, is, I think, a slightly hazier notion than the New Testament is thinking of.

Jesus' teaching centres on his conception of the spiritual kingdom. We experience time in such a way that everything is either past or future. But when Jesus says something like "before Abraham was, I AM" [John 8:58], in a remark like that, time simply vanishes and you have to think
in terms of a pure present, which is not in accord with our normal mental categories. And if that is true of the past, it must also be true of the future. While undoubtedly many of the early Christians thought of the Second Coming as simply a future event which would take place for the benefit of the faithful, perhaps next Tuesday, I think a rather subtler conception of time than that is involved in both Jesus’ teaching and in the mind of the author of Revelation.

For Paul, the real individuality is the spirit, and the spirit is Christ in man. In other words, Christ is the genuine individuality of each individual. Without that, man is still primarily generic, primarily a member of a species. The spiritual life would, if it is a spiritual body, naturally include the soul as well as the body. He distinguishes later in Corinthians between the spiritual body of the Resurrection and the natural body [1 Corinthians 15:44]. So the natural body apparently includes the soul, or consciousness or whatever was incorporated in the conception of soul.

12. The Question of Primogeniture

There are patterns in the Bible whereby the Messianic figure, who is Jesus in the Christian Bible, has absorbed the Old Testament types of authority, including the prophet, the priest, and the king. And yet, as we saw all along, these attributes of authority are accompanied by other attributes, those of a suffering victim, and both seem to be essential to the rounding of the figure.

There is one pattern in the Bible that recurs so often that it must obviously be very deeply connected with the narrative and imagery of the Bible. In the life of Israel, as also in the surrounding nations, the ordinary rule was that of primogeniture. That is, the eldest son usually inherited the title, if there was a title, the property, or the general rights of succession. That is something which of course has run all through human history, and the nations that have observed it are often more successful than the nations that haven’t. In France, there was the tendency for aristocratic families to divide up their property among their various sons, whereas in England it was the eldest son who got everything, with the result that the younger son had to go into business, and eventually built up a bourgeois family which made so much money that he was able to buy out his elder brother’s descendants. That is perhaps an aspect of the pattern that’s not wholly missing from the Bible either.
But we notice how often the firstborn son is explicitly passed over in favour of a younger brother.

The very first man born, according to the Biblical story, was Cain, who represents the agricultural economy which the Hebrews idealized much less than the pastoral one. So the firstborn son of Adam, Cain, becomes the first murderer through the death of Abel. He also becomes an exile, is sent out and founds cities. I think I’ve touched on the fact that the Cain stories come from a variety of sources, so no one needs to ask the question of where Cain found the people to put in his city. But it’s the dispossession of the eldest son, and the fact that the line of succession goes through the third son, Seth, that is the important thing.

Then we have the story of Noah, who curses one of his sons: he is not said to be the eldest son, but the same pattern is clearly recurring. The story ends in the transfer of the curse of Noah’s son Ham to Canaan, a story which rationalizes the treatment of the Canaanites by the Israelites. Abraham has a son Ishmael, and Ishmael is sent in exile into the desert. Sarah, Abraham’s wife, is told that she will have another son. As she is long past menopause, she thinks that this is impossible and bursts into a laugh. Well, God was somewhat miffed at this, but he was relatively good-natured about it, and Isaac is born at an impossibly late age and is called by a name which means “laughter.” So Isaac is the one who succeeds to the inheritance. Isaac has two sons, the hunter Esau and the rancher Jacob. Jacob, whose name is later changed to Israel, is again the younger son with the line of succession going through him. Esau is gypped out of it through some extremely dubious manoeuvres on Jacob’s part, many of them connived at by his mother. Jacob has twelve sons, the eldest of them being Reuben. But Reuben is done out of the patrimony because he committed the worst crime that it is possible to commit in a patriarchal society, which was that of approaching one of his father’s women. It was not his own mother, although there is an Oedipal theme in the background; but nevertheless he is pushed out of the inheritance, which passes to the fourth son, Judah, and the eleventh son, Joseph. Of Joseph’s two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, again the elder son Manasseh is passed over and the preference given to Ephraim.

In all of these cases, the law of primogeniture is set aside, and the inheritance goes through a younger son. If one asks why this theme should be so emphatically repeated in the early books of the Bible, the answer seems to have something to do with the fact that so much
human anxiety is bound up with the straight line of succession, prefera-
ably through the eldest son. If you look at Shakespeare's history plays, 
for example, you will see how intensely the anxiety of continuity is built 
into society, how intensely the preserving of the legitimate line of suc-
cession seemed to the people of Shakespeare's day part of the necessary 
order of things. Consequently, the passing over of the natural heir for a 
younger one symbolizes the opposite, the direct intervention by the 
deity into human events.

In all these cases, we have the straight primogeniture situation of the 
elder son passed over for a younger son. But you can expand the pattern 
into other forms where it becomes more suggestive. For example, the 
Israelites entered on monarchy, as I remarked earlier, with many mis-
givings. The first king chosen was King Saul, and although he is said to 
have been chosen by God, the judge Samuel was very grumpy about 
surrendering the authority that he would lose by the choosing of a king. 
He never liked Saul and was out to do him in from the beginning. Still, 
there is also a suggestion that Saul was the popular choice and that con-
sequently too much of the popular will was involved in selecting him as 
king. In any case, Saul is rejected and set aside. He and his son Jonathan 
are killed in a great victory of the Philistines, and the line of succession 
is passed over from Saul to David, a person of quite obscure parentage 
who is nevertheless explicitly pointed out by God to Samuel as repre-
senting the line that he is going to establish. Now from that time on, the 
law of primogeniture goes from David without change.

David's son and successor of course was Solomon; Solomon's was 
Rehoboam. As I have previously remarked [Lecture 2], the great legen-
dary figure of wisdom, Solomon, was actually so weak and so foolish and 
so extravagant a king that when his son Rehoboam proposed to carry on 
his policies, he instantly lost five-sixths of the kingdom as the ten tribes 
in the north revolted and set up their own king. Well, it appears to the 
Deuteronomic narrators of the Book of Kings that it was somehow 
wrong to upset the line of David. That was partly of course because Jer-
oboom, the king of the Northern Israelites, refused to have anything to 
do with the Jewish claim that all worship should be centred at Jerusa-
lem. He realized that that would simply make his kingdom a vassal 
kingdom of Judah, and so according to the historians, he set up a local 
cult of golden calves or bulls, which was regarded as idolatrous.

But the line goes straight through David until the destruction of Jeru-
usalem by Nebuchadnezzar, and from that time it can still be traced. It is
an unquestioned assumption in Messianic times, that is, in post-Old Testament and early New Testament times, that the Messiah would be sprung from the line of David, and that he would in fact be born in David’s birthplace of Bethlehem.

We find this same pattern of an older person or generation set aside in favour of a younger generation elsewhere too. For example, the actual redemption of Israel by the Exodus is split between Moses and Joshua: Moses, remember, dies in the desert, and it is his successor Joshua who achieves the conquest of the Promised Land. That transfer of the work of redemption from one figure to another fits this same pattern, where Moses, though the greatest prophet of Israel, as he is called, is nevertheless set aside for the crucial act. Similarly, even David, the most glorious figure in the Old Testament, is set aside as far as the building of the temple goes, and is told that that is to be reserved for his successor.

You can find different traces of that pattern in the wandering in the desert, which took forty years. The reason it took forty years to cover so relatively small a space was that the first generation, we are told, was hardhearted and disobedient, so that God resolved that the entire generation that had entered the desert from Egypt would have to die in the desert, and that a new generation would be allowed to enter the Promised Land. So Moses, to some extent, represents the entire generation of Israel which he led into the desert, all of whom had to die before a new generation would enter the Promised Land. In the 95th Psalm there is the verse, “Unto whom I sware in my wrath that they should not enter into my rest” [v. 11], which is a verse quoted by the author of Hebrews [3:11] for reasons of his own that we’ll come to in a moment.

After the Babylonian captivity the same pattern is picked up by Jeremiah, who says the old generation and its contract with God has been destroyed and abrogated. A new contract will be made with the new generation, an inner or spiritual contract which will be the new covenant or, as you might translate, the new testament [31:31-3]. Of course, Christianity promptly seized on this prophecy of Jeremiah as referring to its own teachings. And again, the author of Hebrews quotes Jeremiah on that conception of a new covenant or a new testament [8:8-10].

There are many examples, therefore, of this pattern of setting aside the oldest son or older generation and making them either exiles or victim figures. In Exodus 4:22, God is represented as saying, “Israel is my son, even my firstborn.” Anybody belonging to Israel who had read through the Bible might feel a chill in his heart at those words, because
it's the most ambiguous blessing, according to the general fate of first-
born sons in the Bible.

Here again, one has to take into account the law which we've already
referred to in connection with the doctrines of sacrifice of the Old Testa-
ment [Lecture 61], that every firstborn male is theoretically to be sacri-
ficed to God and is to be redeemed with a lamb instead, the law of
Exodus 34:19[-20]: “All that openeth the womb is mine; and every first-
ling among thy cattle, whether ox or sheep, that is male . . . all the first-
born of thy sons thou shalt redeem.”

We've already gone into the practice of sacrificing the eldest son as a
particularly desperate attempt to attract the attention of one's god, as in
the case of Mesha of Moab, who offered his son as a burnt offering on the
wall when he was besieged by Israel [2 Kings 3:27]. But in the general con-
text of the symbolism attached to firstborn sons, one would expect Israel
to be passed over and to become either an exiled figure or a victim figure.
And as a matter of fact, that is precisely the inference that Paul draws in
what is probably the earliest of his letters, the letter to the Galatians. If
you can find Galatians 4:21: “Tell me, ye that desire to be under the law,
do ye not hear the law? For it is written, that Abraham had two sons, the
one by a bondmaid, the other by a freewoman. But he who was of the
bondwoman was born after the flesh; but he of the freewoman was by
promise. Which things are an allegory.” The Greek word is allegoria, and
it's very important, I think, that Paul is telling you explicitly that he reads
the Old Testament allegorically. “For these are the two covenants; the one
from the mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage, which is Agar”
[4:24]. That's the mother of Ishmael and the first wife of Abraham.29 “For
this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem which
now is, and is in bondage with her children. But Jerusalem which is above
is free, which is the mother of us all” [4:25–6].

Well, from the point of view of Judaism, of course, Paul's interpretation
of the story of Abraham could hardly be more preposterous. He is saying
that Judaism belongs to Ishmael, who represents the wandering Bedouin
tribes outside Israel. Isaac represents the New Testament, the new cove-
nant of Christianity. But the author of Hebrews makes the same claim,
that Christianity is in fact the inheritance promised to Israel.30 In both
Paul and the author of Hebrews, there is a polemic streak which identifies
the legalism which Christianity is supposed to transcend with Judaism.
So far as I can see, that is not part of the teaching of Jesus, but it is certainly
written into some parts of the New Testament.
Now this being born of the flesh and being born of the promise means that the eldest son, Ishmael, represents the normal, natural succession by primogeniture, where the right passes from the father to the eldest son; and that Isaac, being born of the promise, is the result of a deliberate divine intervention into human affairs. If you turn in the New Testament to the accounts of the Nativity in Luke, you will find that the New Testament counterpart or antitype of the birth of Isaac is attached to John the Baptist, who again is born at an impossibly late period of his mother’s life. His father does not believe that this can happen, and is therefore struck dumb until the child is born [Luke 1:5–25, 57–79].

Now it is clear that Jesus is the firstborn son of his family. He is quite explicitly said in the New Testament to have brothers [Matthew 13:55], but there is no doubt from the Gospel account that he is the firstborn of his family. And he is a devoted sacrificial victim partly in consequence of being so.

If we look at the opening of the Gospel of Matthew, we see again this curious paradoxical relationship of the line of descent with the divine intervention which passes over the line of descent. You can’t have it both ways except in the Gospel of Matthew. Well, you get the same thing in Luke in a different form, but Matthew begins with a genealogy of Jesus from Abraham to Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus who is called Christ. Now the purpose of that genealogy is to show that Jesus conforms to the pattern of a Messianic figure in being born of the line of David. Matthew sums up his genealogy in verse 17 and counts fourteen generations. Then he begins verse 18, “Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise,” and proceeds to tell the story of the Virgin Birth, according to which Joseph is not Jesus’ father at all, and the entire genealogy from Abraham is pointless.

The way to overcome these apparent difficulties and contradictions in sacred stories was provided by the discovery of continuous prose. In continuous prose, if you only write enough sentences, any statement can be reconciled with any other statement whatever. You just have to put in enough intervening sentences, which will eventually connect A with Z. So we’re not surprised to find that many hundreds of volumes have been written reconciling the difficulty in these two accounts of the descent of Christ in Matthew; and as it would take a lifetime to read through all these books, it is much simpler to assume that the difficulty has been somehow or other taken care of. But if you go back to the Gospel of Matthew, you can see that he just leaves a gaping, yawning para-
dox; and the paradox is in fact part of his whole conception of Christ, who is born after the flesh like Ishmael but also after the promise like Isaac. So that his birth in the line of David—he is occasionally addressed as the son of David in the Gospels—fulfils the law of primogeniture, but his actual birth represents a divine entry into history. So that you have in addition to the horizontal line of hereditary succession the vertical line of divine entry into the pattern of human life.

There is another story of a very late birth, which begins 1 Samuel and describes the birth of Samuel. We’re told that his mother Hannah had prayed for a son for a long time, until it became reasonably clear that, in the normal course of events, she would not have one. She had made a vow that is in accord with the whole symbolic pattern of the Bible, that if she had a son, she would devote him as a sacrificial victim to the service of the Lord; but that of course meant putting him in the temple as a priest, rather than carrying out the original sacrificial ritual [1 Samuel 1].

Samuel is born, and Hannah sings a song of triumph that is very interesting, because one of the things it stresses is that this birth at a late, late age is a symbol of the continuously revolutionary activity of God in human affairs, of God’s intervening with special acts which upset all the normal standards of procedure and hierarchy.

The Song of Hannah is in chapter 2[:1-10], and the theme of the reversal of social fortunes in 1 Samuel 2:6[-8]: “The Lord killeth, and maketh alive: he bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth up. The Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich: he bringeth low, and lifteth up. He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill, to set them among princes, and to make them inherit the throne of glory.” So that this revolutionary activity of God, which means a complete overturning of social standards, where the poor are raised up to become rich and powerful, is something symbolized by the birth of Samuel at that late stage of his mother’s life.

In the New Testament, if you look at the beginning at the Gospel of Luke, you find again the story that I referred to about the birth of John the Baptist, which picks up and repeats the theme of late birth. The birth of Jesus is not said to be a late birth of the same kind, but again a triumphant hymn of thanksgiving is ascribed to the Virgin Mary at the time of the birth of Christ, the hymn which we know as the Magnificat [1:46–55]. The Magnificat has obviously been influenced by, if not modelled on, the Song of Hannah, and repeats this theme of social overturn.

In Luke 1:46: “And Mary said, My soul doth magnify the Lord.”
Verse[s] 51[-53]: "He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts. He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low degree. He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away." That overturn of society, which is repeated in some of Jesus' parables, like the parable of Dives and Lazarus [Luke 16:19-31], indicates again this vertical movement down into human society and up again, overturning its values.

The Bible is thrown into the form of a narrative which, as I have so frequently remarked, resembles the general structure of comedy, in that it passes through tragic events but passes out of them again into a final deliverance. It follows therefore that we don't look to Biblical culture for patterns of great tragedy. The Biblical view of man does not accommodate that conception of the semi-divine hero which gives such tremendous power to Greek tragedy. So one doesn't really find tragedies in the Bible. The Book of Job is very often classed as a tragedy, but it's not one, at least not according to the Greek pattern.

What you do find is that certain nodes, so to speak, of the tragic form around these rejected and passed-over figures, who have often been made exiles or victims for no fault of their own that they can possibly discern. There is, for example, Cain's bewilderment at the fact that his offering was not accepted, whereas his brother Abel's was; and he's not very convinced by the rather bumbling answer he gets from God [Genesis 4:5-7], which has probably gone through several editorial expurgations in any case. So the state of mind which leads him to murder Abel is at any rate intelligible. But the Biblical focus on such scenes is ironic rather than tragic. It is only if you are willing to stop and look between the lines for a moment that you can see certain tragic patterns potentially taking form.

Similarly with Ishmael driven out of the desert to starve with his mother [Genesis 16:5-8], and Abraham's feeling of—regret is too mild a word—but he says to God, "O, that Ishmael might live before thee!" [Genesis 17:18]. It is a terrible blow to him to lose a son at a time of culture when the preserving of the line of succession meant infinitely more than it does now.

Even one of the purposes of the story of Isaac, apart from his connection with the Passover and the redeeming of the eldest human child by a lamb, is to indicate that Isaac is being adopted into the line of succession by being at least potentially a sacrificial victim of his father. The
story of Abraham and Isaac is the theme of some of the most powerful and eloquent of the medieval mystery plays, and it owes its pathos and its eloquence partly to the audience's realization that this story of Abraham and Isaac is being set in a larger framework in which the God who commands the sacrifice actually has later to sacrifice his own son and to carry it through without any reprieve. Similarly with the cry of Esau when he finds how callously he's been treated and thrust out of the inheritance, and that the blessing has gone to the younger brother: “Bless me, even me also, O my father” [Genesis 27:34]: he becomes at that moment, as I say, a potentially tragic figure.

In the story of Saul, who is another person first chosen and then rejected, you have what comes nearest, I suppose, to being the one great tragedy of the Bible. Because Saul, in the first place, is a man of heroic stature and proportions—he is said to be head and shoulders over every other man in Israel, he is an able king, and he seems to be a decent and humane one. But he is under some kind of curse according to which he could do nothing right. We can see that his inability to do anything right has a good deal to do with the jealousy of Samuel, but, then, Samuel seems to have a remarkably unpleasant God on his side. When King Agag is taken as a prisoner in warfare, Saul spares Agag out of ordinary human decency: he is bound and helpless and a prisoner. Samuel says that this is a mortal offence to the God who demanded Agag as a sacrificial victim; and therefore Samuel hews Agag in pieces before the altar of God. He says that God can never forgive Saul for this, because God is not a man, that he should change his mind. It's the only time in the Bible where God is spoken of as unforgiving [1 Samuel 15]. And so the narrator at this point, by sheer consistency and blundering, has added the one element to the story of Saul that makes it a genuine tragedy: that is, the suggestion of malice inherent in the divine nature. Normally, there is no room for that in the Bible. In Greek culture, where you have a polytheistic religion, you can have any number of vicious and bad-tempered gods. They are drawn from nature, and they reflect the irrational and amoral qualities of nature. But you very seldom get it in the Bible: it is perhaps only in this one passage that one does.

Absalom has again the rudimentary makings of a tragic hero [2 Samuel 18]. His beauty is stressed in the narrative, and certainly David's mourning over Absalom is in the general tonality of tragedy; but there again, the moral slant, the moral emphasis in the narrative, is so strong that the sense of the fall of a semi-divine hero, like the crash of a great
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oak tree, which you get in the great tragedies of Ajax or Prometheus, is rather muffled and muted. It’s one of the inevitable ironies of royal succession that Absalom finally represents. But he is certainly an example of the passing over of one for another.

You may find this a bit of a digression, but it’s rather curious how at the time of the Romantic movement in the nineteenth century all these exiled figures come back again as tragic heroes. Byron writes a tragedy on Cain, and *Moby Dick* begins with the sentence, “Call me Ishmael,” and Saul and Esau and others are Romantic favourites. It has something to do, I think, with the nostalgia for a passing aristocracy, the sense of the rightful heir who has been driven into the desert.

You can carry back the pattern of the two brothers rather further than the Bible itself warrants if, for example, you think of Satan as the original firstborn son of God who is set aside for the younger son, Christ; and in fact, if you look at the fifth book of *Paradise Lost*, you can see exactly that scene: the jealousy of the older brother at being supplanted by this upstart of a younger brother, who, for reasons totally mysterious to him, has been preferred. Byron, who wrote a poem on the tragedy of Cain, also wrote a poem called *The Vision of Judgment*, in which Lucifer comes back to look at the Heaven constructed by the younger Son; and we’re not surprised to find that Lucifer in Byron’s poem is an icily polite aristocrat, and that, while his Messianic younger brother does not appear directly, he is clearly running a much more bourgeois establishment, where people like King George III can feel at home.

The emphasis in the Judas story is an ironic rather than a strictly tragic one. He hangs himself, and comes to the same kind of end as a tragic hero, but the emphasis is so strongly on the feeling that he got what was coming to him that there isn’t so much of the sense of the fall of the hero. The tragic combines the heroic and the ironic, and in the Judas story I think you have only the ironic.

The expulsion of Adam from paradise is again another example of God’s passing over the elder son—that is a point that Paul again seizes on. The first Adam is the rejected Adam, and the second Adam in Christ is the deliverer; but of course in this case the first Adam and the second Adam are the same person because of the Incarnation [1 Corinthians 15:45–9]. Consequently, the tragedy of Adam’s expulsion from paradise is an example of the Bible’s passing through a tragic episode on its way to a comic conclusion. Similarly with the Crucifixion of Christ, which is certainly a tragedy, but is followed immediately by Resurrection. The
annulling of a line of succession by a new choice and a new action is again one of the elements that gives to the Biblical narrative that curious revolutionary quality which is part of our own cultural inheritance.

13. Genesis: In the Beginning

Last term, I was concerned with trying to build up a unified picture of the narrative and imagery of the Bible, and the emphasis consequently was on its imaginative unity, the unity as revealed by the myth and metaphor that form its structure. But the Bible's disregard for unity is quite as impressive as its observance of it: it's just as possible to look at it as a large miscellaneous heap of badly established texts. Everything that could possibly go wrong with a book has gone wrong with the Bible at some stage or other in its history. So the Bible, therefore, is a unity which has passed beyond unity. It's not a matter of its having failed to achieve it, but of its having got past it to something which includes it.

There are two senses, in other words, in which we can use the word "imperfect." We can think of it as a limited or inadequate quality which falls below perfection, or we can think of it, as the tenses of the Hebrew language suggest, as the difference between the perfected, that which is finished and complete, and that which is still continuous and alive. The Bible has tried to present its unified message in that deliberately imperfect way: I'll try to show you something of that in the ending of the Book of Revelation, which as I said, is a remarkably open ending for a book of that length.

Now what I want to do this term is to examine a series of what seem to me to be phases in what the Bible has to say, phases of what is traditionally called revelation. It's a rather tricky business to try to understand what the Bible means by revelation, because in the course of centuries, we have eventually realized that its revelation is not the communicating either of historical knowledge or of scientific and natural knowledge. At the same time, revelation does seem to imply the communicating of some kind of knowledge, and the real nature of that knowledge is what I want to examine.

It seems to me that there is a progressive sequence in the Bible of stages, not so much of revelation itself, as of the understanding of it. First, Creation; then revolution, which is the Exodus from Egypt; then law, which follows the Exodus; then wisdom, or the individualizing of the law; then prophecy: those five stages all have their centre of gravity
in the Old Testament. There are two others with their centre of gravity in the New Testament: the gospel, and the Second Coming or Apocalypse. That will be our general outline for this term, which means of course that we have to begin with the conception of Creation in the Bible as it’s set out at the beginning of Genesis and referred to elsewhere.

There are certain questions that obviously come to mind when you’re reading the Biblical account of Genesis. One is, why is there such an insistence on days of the week, and why does the Bible talk about the first, the second, and the third day before the sun was created to measure time? Another one is, why is the account of Creation in the Bible so intolerably patriarchal? The creating God in the Bible is assumed to be male, which obviously must be a metaphor, because he is the creator of both male and female. We are also told that at the beginning of things, the first woman’s body was created out of the body of the first man, in a violent reversal of everything that has happened since. For questions like that, there are always immediate answers: the emphasis on the seven days was put in to rationalize the law of the Sabbath, and the emphasis on the maleness of the creating agent was put in to rationalize the doctrines of male supremacy in ancient society. Now I have no doubt that those answers are true as far as they go. They don’t go far enough to be very interesting, so I’m going to ignore their truth and try to get a little further.

First of all, in the beginning—the Hebrew simply says, in beginning, beresheth—God created the heaven and the earth. Now one of the first questions that’s likely to come to a child’s mind is, What happened before that? Or, more accurately, what was God doing sitting around all that time before making the world? Saint Augustine said that what God was doing before Creation was preparing a hell for those who asked questions of that kind, which perhaps tells you more about Saint Augustine than it does about God. But to be told that we should not ask a question of course merely increases its urgency in any healthy mind.

So what took place before the Creation? Well, in the first place, that question has got fouled up with the category of time, because the category of time is the fundamental way in which we perceive reality. Considering that the category of time is divided into three dimensions, the past, the present, and the future, that none of these dimensions actually exists, because the past doesn’t exist any longer, and the future doesn’t exist yet, and the present never quite exists at all, it seems a funny way to grasp reality. But that’s the way we do grasp reality: we grasp it with a category which is totally nonexistent.
Further, you will see if you try it that it is entirely impossible to think of the beginning of time. You can talk about a beginning of time, talk about it forever, but you cannot actually think of the notion. A beginning of time is unthinkable. Consequently, all notions of the eternal in religion which mean endless time are notions which have not got clear of the category of time. Popular Christianity tells us that after death we live forever either in heaven or in hell, meaning endlessly in time. But in saying eternal when you mean endless time, you are not getting clear of the category of time at all. Jesus uses the term *aionios*, which the King James Bible translates as "everlasting"; and if you think carefully about that word "everlasting" as a translation for *aionios*, you'll see that it's a little masterpiece of question-begging. "Everlasting" means persisting indefinitely in time.

However, early Christianity discovered that Christianity would be much more saleable if you perverted its good news into bad news, and in particular if you put at the centre of your teaching the doctrine that after death, unless you did what you were told at this moment, you would suffer tortures for eternity, meaning endlessly in time. Every system of organized priestcraft has had a doctrine of that kind, and the only thing to be said in favour of it is that it makes sin creative: that is, we owe a great deal more to the people who went on sinning in spite of it than we do to the people who tried to restrain sin by threatening it. But that is merely an example of what John Bunyan says, that the mouth of hell is open at the gate of heaven,\(^3\) and that turning God into the devil is one of the commonest of all theological errors. So whatever the word "eternal" means, try to think of it as something that transcends the category of time altogether, and then you'll get a little closer to what the Bible is talking about.

So, negatively, that brings you to a partial and tentative answer to the question, Why does the Bible insist on an absolute beginning? Clearly, it is trying to assert that the category of time is not the ultimate category, and that the activity of God as the Bible understands it in Genesis cannot be put on the same level as this moving belt of past, present, and future that we experience as time. The doctrine of an absolute beginning, which is something you cannot think of as long as you are talking about the category of time itself, is there to indicate that the Creation comes out of a world which is above time.

In the seventeenth century, the age of Galileo and Newton, Biblical scholars, including Newton himself, were gravely explaining to each
other that the Creation probably took place in 4004 B.C., probably at the springs equinox, probably around ten in the morning. So the discoveries in the nineteenth century in geology, which eventually pushed the age of the earth back to about two billion years, if not three—but as the government will be saying in the future, what's a billion?—made an impact that was out of all proportion to its importance. But scientists, of course, like anybody else, find that they can't get along without creation myths; and eventually we have a Big Bang creation myth, which says that the world exploded, oh, say fifteen billion years ago or thereabouts, and has been scattering in all directions ever since.

Well, that's fine: what happened before that? And you immediately are up against the fact that as long as you are thinking of the order of nature, the conceptions of beginning and end do not apply. But we begin and we end, and because of what Thomas Pynchon calls creative paranoia in the human consciousness we insist that because we begin and we end, beginnings and endings must be much more deeply built into the scheme of things. And so we start out the Biblical creation myth with an absolute beginning, associated at the end of Revelation with an absolute end.

The first phenomena of Creation were light and sound; and in one of Chaucer's poems, an eagle picks up the poet and takes him on a flight to the House of Fame, and keeps talking the whole time, which makes Chaucer very nervous because he is held in the eagle's mouth, and he doesn't want the eagle to drop him. The eagle gives him a long speech on the nature of sound and of words, and he says, among other things, "Sound is naught but air abroken" [The House of Fame, 1. 765], that is, words are air. It's a traditional enough association.

My point here is that the Creed speaks of God as having made all things visible and invisible, and there are systems of thought, including some Christian ones, which assume that there are two orders of existence, one invisible and the other visible, and that the invisible world is a higher order of reality. That doesn't seem to be the way the Bible thinks of things at all. As soon as you start trying to think of things that you can't see but know exist, the first thing you would think of would be the air. You can't see the air. If you could, you could see nothing else. You'd be living in a dense fog, and fog is in fact an extremely important metaphor in the Bible, as we'll see when we get to the Book of Ecclesiastes. It's the basis of the word which is translated in that book as "vanity." And in a sense, paradoxical as it sounds, we don't really see light either,
as distinct from seeing a source or a reflection of light. What we see is symbolically and metaphorically fire, the source of light, rather than light itself. So the Bible doesn’t think of the invisible world as a superior order. It thinks of it as that by means of which the world becomes visible: that is, the invisible world is the medium of the visible world. It is the emptiness that permits things to exist. The twentieth-century philosopher Heidegger says that the first question of philosophy is, Why are there things rather than nothing? And he eventually winds up with the answer that, if there were not nothing, there would be no things.

God is invisible for the same reason that air is invisible. If he were directly visible, well, then he would have been an entirely different metaphysical setup: but when Isaiah says that he saw the Lord high and lifted up [6:1], or when Ezekiel has the vision of the chariot [1:15–21], they mean that they see a source of visibility, just as when we look at the sun we see the source of visibility. That’s what I mean by the doctrine of the invisible in the Bible, that the invisible is the medium by which the world becomes visible. If God were not invisible, the world would not be visible; that is, God would not then be a Creator.

Now I’ve said that myth and metaphor, rather than the historical and doctrinal, are the basis of literal meaning in the Bible. So the question arises, What is the metaphorical kernel, let us say, of this conception of beginning? It might be, as I suggested a few moments ago, the metaphorical kernel of getting born: we begin when we join a continuum of living creatures, and we end when we drop off it. But actually, a much clearer metaphorical basis is that of the experience of waking up in the morning, where you dismiss a dark, chaotic, confused world. You simply abolish that world, and, with the help of your alarm clock, you enter a world which you consider for practical purposes more real, though any philosopher could tie you in any number of knots about its reality. Still, as far as you’re concerned, it’s the real world, and you get up and get dressed. This metaphorical kernel of abolishing a world of chaos and finding a world which for practical purposes is your real world in front of you is as close as we get to the experience of an actual beginning.

Now, I previously said that many creation myths begin with a hero-god killing a dragon, who represents the chaos of the world before the Creation, and I’ve cited the Babylonian poem Enuma Elish, where Marduk, the hero-god of Babylon, kills the sea monster Tiamat, chops her in two, makes heaven from half of her and earth from the other half. We have tried to suggest that this dragon fight, which is referred to many
times in the Old Testament, lies closely behind the account of Creation in Genesis. One reason why it is not mentioned there is that the dragon by this time is being conceived in negative terms as pure inertness. That is, you don’t have to kill the dragon: the dragon is death, and to kill death is to bring to life.

And I suspect that it is this immediate connection with the experience of waking up that accounts partly for the metaphor of days in the Creation. Of course, there are historical and cultural reasons. There’s the law of the Sabbath. The law of the Sabbath itself derives probably from an original lunar cult, and in a sense, the symbolic or metaphorical moon is older than the sun. A tribe of desert wanderers would find that the sun was a killer, and that the moon was a friendly guide on their night journeys, and hence they would be very apt to make a friendly deity out of the moon. There are many traces of a very early lunar cult among the Hebrews in pre-Biblical times, and one of these traces is the emphasis on the numerical unit of seven days of the week, which marks the phase of the moon. In the Gospel of John, the Word of God is spoken of as a light shining in darkness [1:5], and of course a light shining in darkness suggests the moon, or a bright star like the star of Bethlehem, rather than the sun. So the moon is to that degree a more eloquent symbol of beginning even than the sun. We’re told that words like “hallelujah,” which have to do with the praising of God, were in pre-Biblical times connected with new moon festivals and with the greeting of the new moon in the sky. The three-day rhythm of the old moon, the dark night, and the new moon has woven itself very intricately into the Christian Passion symbolism.

And so, as I say, I think it is the metaphorical connection between the idea of a beginning and the experience of waking up that accounts for the emphasis on the day, which begins, you’ll notice, with the evening, “And the evening and the morning were the third day” [Genesis 1:13], and so on, even though the machinery to regulate days did not appear until the fourth day.

So far I’ve been talking about the account of Creation in the first chapter of Genesis. That comes from what scholars call the Priestly narrative, which is much the latest of the major documents that make up the first five books of the Bible. A second and much older account of the Creation begins in Genesis 2:4: “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens.” The one that comes first is the later,
the more philosophical account, where Creation is thought of metaphorically as the creation of dry land out of the waters: that is, chaos is metaphorically identified with the waters or the face of the deep, and practically the first act of the Creation is a separating of the dry land from the sea. In the older account, you begin with a universal drought, and the creative act starts with what the King James Bible calls a "mist" in verse 6 but which in the Septuagint is pege, "fountain," which makes a great deal more sense.

Now if you examine creation myths across the world, you will find that certain recurring types seem to sort themselves out, and one very common kind of creation myth is the sexual creation myth, which says essentially that the world came to be in the first place in the same way that it still comes into being in the springtime, when lambs are born from sheep, and new seeds sprout out of the ground. You have in that kind of myth a sexual creation myth, and it is essentially a myth which accounts for the origin of life, for the beginning of things that live, animals and plants. They first came into being in the same way that they still do. Now in the world that we know, everything that lives has been born from a female body, and so in mythology the sexual creation myth is very frequently and very naturally associated with some kind of earth-mother. This earth-mother has both a cherishing and a sinister aspect: cherishing because everything comes to birth from her body, and sinister because everything that dies returns to her body. She is both the womb and the tomb of all forms of life, the mother of life and the mother of death. There is no rule without many exceptions in mythology, but that is a very common type of creation myth.

Now you'll notice that that creation myth has underlying it the notion of an endlessly turning cycle. The new life comes in the spring. What was before that? There was the winter. What was before the winter? The last spring, and so on back. It's a myth which conforms to the facts of nature to the extent that it does not try to answer the question about an absolute beginning. Sexual creation myths turn on the question, Which came first, the chicken or the egg? and there is no answer to that question. You simply go back in an endless cycle of time.

I've tried to show in my analysis of its imagery and narrative that the Bible strongly resists this conception of cyclical fatality. It talks more about absolute beginnings and absolute ends, and this tendency goes back to the particular kind of creation myth that it has. In the Bible, the creation myth is an artificial one. That is, the world originally was made.
In a play of Bernard Shaw's, somebody quotes the Horatian tag that poets are born and not made. Somebody says that that's a silly thing to say because everybody's born and not made. But not according to the Book of Genesis: everything at first, including the first man and woman, was made, and the cycle of birth was instituted later. Just as it is natural to associate a sexual creation myth with an earth-mother, so it is natural to associate this artificial creation myth with a sky-father. It is easy to think of God as a father because he's a mysterious being who goes to his work in some office to which you can't follow him, and doesn't nurture his children. I've spoken of the Biblical resistance to the idea of cyclical fatality, and the mother is the parent that we have to break from in order to get born. The creation myth of the Bible associates this conception of the break from the mother, in this case the earth-mother, with that cycle that goes around and around forever without ever stopping.

Then again, I said that the sexual creation myth was a myth about living things, whereas, if you put some kind of mythmaking Robinson Crusoe into a landscape by himself and took all his social conditioning away from him—it isn't possible, but we could think of it experimentally—and said, now you produce a creation myth, the kind of creation myth he would produce would depend on whether he was looking up or looking down at the point at which you've released him. If he were looking down, he would see the cycle of animals and plants coming out of the ground in the springtime, the sap moving in the trees, the new lambs being born, and so forth; and that would condition him in the direction of an earth-mother, a sexual creation myth. But if he looked up, he would see the sun going across the sky, and what was unmistakably the same sun coming back again the next morning. So if he looks down to the cycle of animals and plants, he sees what Plato would call the cycle of the different, because the new life is never the same as the old life. The flowers that bloom in the spring are never the same flowers that bloomed the previous spring. But up in the sky, there is the sun with its daily recurrence, the moon with its slower recurrence, and eventually the planets with theirs; and that suggests something more like planning and intelligence. Hence, the artificial myth tends to become associated with the upper cycle, the cycle of the same rather than of the different.

The cycle of the same suggests a sense of planning and intelligence and ordering; that is, this sexual creation myth suggests what Spinoza would call the *natura naturans*, nature as a living organism. Whereas,
what you collect from the movements of the sun and moon in the sky is rather the sense of *natura naturata*, of nature as a structure or system, where all things return to their sources. It depends, of course, on the social organization that man belongs to. The notion of a sky-creator is said to be an extremely ancient one, but in early or primitive societies, this sky-creator doesn't do anything. He leaves the government of the world to inferior beings, a pattern that reflects a kind of tribal organization of society. But when you get into more highly developed societies like the late Roman Empire, you find that all the effective gods have retreated into the sky, and that there then becomes a connection between the sense of a natural order and a moral order.

If you are in a cycle that goes around without stopping, then you are in a sense an embryo: there's a bigger womb that you never escape from; and what's more, this endlessly turning cycle is, when you analyse it closely, a mechanical symbol. The Hebrew word for embryo is *golem*, and in Jewish legend the *golem* became a mechanical monster like the one of Frankenstein's. This means that Jesus' emphasis on the Father has a great deal to do with this sense of an order higher than that of time and with the sense of the urgency about waking up into this order above time and above the area of mother nature. That's what Christianity calls Resurrection.

14. Genesis: Creating the Sexes; Exodus: A Revolutionary Heritage

I've suggested that while there is a great variety of creation myths, if you look at the creation myths of Mediterranean countries in the general cultural orbit of the Bible, you find certain typical forms emerging. One of these we described as the sexual creation myth, which simply assumes that the Creation was the beginning of the natural cycle. While there are many exceptions in mythology, one very natural figure for this kind of creation myth to focus on would be an earth-mother. And that seems to be, as far as we can see, the common type of creation myth in the east Mediterranean countries, in pre-Biblical times at any rate.

The one that we find in the first chapter of Genesis is an artificial creation myth, where the world is originally made, rather than simply coming into being, and where the focus is a sky-father, rather than an earth-mother. I've suggested that one significant element in that contrast is that an earth-mother or sexual creation myth is simply the cycle of nature and the seasons extended, but that in the Bible there is a belief in
a historical process, a sense of time going somewhere and meaning something, which involves a revolt against all cyclical conceptions of reality.

A cyclical conception of reality is essentially the deification of a kind of machine: that is, it illustrates the ineradicable tendency of the human mind to invent something and then abase itself in front of it. No sooner has the human mind invented the wheel than it starts inventing projections of a wheel of fate or a wheel of fortune, of something ineluctable and mysterious and stronger than man himself. It seems ironic that these projected images should almost invariably be taken from man's own inventions.

Anyway, the first chapter of Genesis, the later or Priestly account of Creation, seems to think in terms of a cosmos as emerging from chaos, and as being associated with an awakening of consciousness that seems to be symbolized in the emphasis on the metaphor of days of a week. The second, or Jahwist account, which begins in the second chapter, is much older, and not all the old sexual mythology has been eliminated from it. The second account begins with the watering of a garden, and we've already seen a suggestion in the Song of Songs and elsewhere of the garden as the bride's body. It's in this older account that Adam is made from the dust of the ground, adamah, which is a pun in Hebrew, and adamah is feminine. So there's a sense in which Adam had a mother as well as a divine father.

What is more important in this contrast for us at the moment is this: a sexual creation myth focused on an earth-mother has no problem with the conception of death, because it is a myth which concerns, very largely, living things, animals and plants, all of which die. In a sexual creation myth death is built in. It is not only an inevitable part of the myth; it is in some respects the only element that really makes sense of it. But we suggested that the artificial myth thinks more in terms of sky metaphors, of the sun that sets in the evening and comes up again as the same sun the next morning. The bodies in the sky—the sun, the moon, the planets—are not living things in the same way, though they may be deified, as animals and plants are, and they suggest also a sense of planning and of intelligence, a control of affairs in which the same recurring phenomena are brought back.

So it's clear from this and from many other considerations as well, that in the Biblical account of the Creation, God could have created only a perfect and model world in which there could be no death or sin or
misery or pain. That is the reason we are told in that account in the first chapter of Genesis that God made something and then saw that it was good. As Bernard Shaw says in one of his essays, "What would he say now?" The answer is of course that he would say, according to the traditional Christian interpretation, "This is not the world I made. This is the world you fell into, and it's all your fault, and not the least little bit my fault. See Paradise Lost, books 1 to 12."

Now obviously we can only get to that interpretation by doing a certain violence to the Biblical account. For one thing, it is traditional—you'll find it in Paradise Lost as well as elsewhere—that everything we find inconvenient in nature, from mosquitoes to earthquakes, is the result of a fall in nature which accompanied or was part of the original fall of man. But that is of course pure reconstruction: there is nothing about a fall of nature in Genesis. It is said that God cursed the ground, but he removed the curse before the flood, so that doesn't count either.

The essential point is that it is a matter of belief in Judaism and Christianity that the original world created by God must have been a model world: consequently, an artificial creation myth must have an alienation myth like that of the fall of man to account for the difference between the world as such a God must have made it and the actual world that we're living in now.

Of course, this implies that the perfect or model world was made primarily for man's benefit: that is a belief which has obvious psychological links with paranoia. But as Thomas Pynchon remarks in his very remarkable novel Gravity's Rainbow, man cannot live except in a paranoid state. He has only the choice between creative and destructive paranoia. So it is not the fact that the world was created for man's sake which is the difficulty, but simply that for an artificial creation myth which assumes an intelligent and planning God, one needs, to complete it, the myth of the fall of man.

The fall of man is described very obliquely in the Book of Genesis. There are two trees, we are told, a tree of life and a tree of knowledge; according to the principle of metaphor, they are clearly the same tree. The forbidden tree has a cursed serpent crawling limply away from it on his belly; and as the serpent is very frequently a sexual or a phallic symbol, one would expect that the tree of life, in an original version of the story, would have had an erect serpent climbing up through its branches, as it still does in certain symbolic systems, like those of kundalini yoga in India. Elsewhere, too, the serpent is the symbol of wis-
dom, so that the knowledge that man gained by the fall through the subtle serpent, the deceiving serpent, must have been in some respects an illusory knowledge.

It is also of course a knowledge which has something to do with the discovery of sex as we know it, because as soon as the knowledge was acquired, Adam and Eve knew that they were naked and looked around for clothing. Thus, the original unfallen state is apparently conceived as being a sexual ideal of a kind that we have since lost the key to. The Freudian psychologist Jacques Lacan speaks of the “myth of the lost phallus” as being one of the most widespread of human conceptions, and it certainly seems involved in the Genesis account as well.

I'm passing over, for the moment at any rate, the flood story, which in a sense completes the account of the fall of man, and would like to go on to the next phase of Biblical revelation, the phase known as Exodus, or the revolutionary phase.

In the first chapter of Exodus we are told that the Hebrews had entered Egypt under the patronage not merely of Joseph as the advisor to the Pharaoh but of the Pharaoh himself. That is consistent with what we find all through the Bible, that the world ruler is not necessarily thought of as an evil or wicked man, but simply as one who rules over the kind of world in which sooner or later a successor of his will be evil. The Pharaoh who welcomed the family of Jacob into Egypt was a beneficent pharaoh, but in the course of time there was a pharaoh who “knew not Joseph” [1:8] and attempted to get rid of the Hebrews by genocide. The first Persian monarchs, Cyrus and Darius, are spoken of with the greatest respect, but before long we have Ahasuerus in Esther, who attempts another pogrom of genocidal proportions. At the time of the Roman Empire, Paul insists that “the powers that be are ordained of God” [Romans 13:1], but in no time at all we have Nero and the other persecuting Caesars; and although Alexander the Great is represented by Josephus as being welcomed into Jerusalem by the high priest [Antiquities of the Jews, 11.8.4], in the course of time, the Syrian Seleucian Empire produced Antiochus Epiphanes.

In many respects, the account in the Bible might have been simpler if it had begun where the story of Israel in effect begins, with God appearing in a burning bush to Moses. Moses in Egypt, having escaped from the original massacre of Hebrews and having been brought up as an Egyptian, looks over the landscape and sees a bush burning, yet without burning up. The emphasis is on the ear rather than the eye: the fact that
the bush burns without burning up is merely there to attract Moses’ attention; but it is the voice that speaks from within that is important.

Now if you begin the story there, you have immediately wiped out that whole dreary chess game that is known traditionally as theodicy. That is, how are you going to reconcile the existence of a perfectly good God with a horribly bad world, and yet without involving the good God in the bad world in any causal way? It’s a problem of white not to move and win; a silly problem, I think, and a made-up one. The scene that begins the Exodus story is much more intelligible. Here, there is a situation of tyranny and exploitation going on to start with: the first datum is injustice, tyranny, and exploitation. God then announces that he is giving himself a name and a highly partisan role, and is going to enter history on the side of the oppressed classes. Never mind how you got into this situation: how you get out of it is the important thing.

So Moses grows up and gathers Israel around him, and there occurs the story about the plagues, the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart, and then the crossing of the Red Sea, the event which separated Israel from Egypt. All through the rest of the Bible this separation of Israel from Egypt is one of the major tonalities, the theme which comes back again and again and again. And it is a matter of the highest importance for our understanding of our own cultural traditions that the tradition we have derived through Judaism and Christianity from the Bible has this revolutionary factor which the Exodus story gives to it. All the characteristics of the revolutionary mind are adumbrated right there, and you find most of them repeated in Marxism today.

One of those characteristics is the belief in a specific historical event as the starting point. That is, the story of Israel begins with Moses and the Exodus, and the story of Christianity begins with the birth of Christ. It doesn’t begin with the Essenes or anything else that might have looked vaguely similar. The story of Communism begins with Marx and Engels and not with Fourier, Owen, St. Simon, or any of the other utopian socialists. Islam begins with Mohammed and the flight from Mecca to Medina.

That historical consciousness is something that I have stressed already, because it gives to us the typological way of reading the Bible that I have been concentrating on in this course. As I tried to explain, typology is not a form of allegorical interpretation: it is a theory of history, or more accurately of the historical process, one which says that in spite of all the chaos and confusion in human events, nevertheless those
events are going somewhere and meaning something, and that eventually something will happen which will indicate what their meaning is. That is what is distinctive about the Biblical tradition and is what that tradition has contributed to modern theories of history, both progressive and revolutionary. It is something which, so far as I know, is confined to that tradition. I don’t find it in the Orient or in the classics.

Another characteristic of the revolutionary tradition is the dialectical habit of mind, in which everything that is not for us is against us, so that all the middle ground is progressively eliminated. The Hebrews made their great contribution to our own cultural traditions, as is the wont of human nature, through their least amiable characteristic. It was not their belief that their God was true that became influential: it was their belief that all other gods were false. That conception of false god again is something that would have been almost unintelligible to, say, an educated Greek or Roman. A Greek merchant travelling in Babylon would naturally commend himself to the gods of Babylon before going to sleep. And we can see various traces in the Old Testament of an original belief, ascribed to other people such as the Syrians, that there was nothing nonexistent about other peoples’ gods.

I think I may have called your attention to a passage in the Book of Kings in which the Syrians say among themselves when they’re going to war with Israel, “Well, Israel is a hilly country; consequently, Jehovah must be a God very good at hill fighting. If we can only get the Israelite army out of the hills and onto the plain, then we’ll clean up on them.”^38 And of course this resulted in disaster, because Jehovah, thin-skinned as ever, took offence at the notion that he wasn’t equally good in valleys. Similarly, if you look at the Trojan War, you’ll see that when the Trojans are defeated, the Trojan gods are defeated with them, and have to be taken by Aeneas to Italy to get refurbished for another period of power. All that is extremely remote from something like the contest between Elijah and the priests of Baal on Mount Carmel [1 Kings 18:17–40], where the object is to prove, not that Jehovah is stronger than Baal, but that Baal does not exist at all. He is not really a god, but a figment of the human imagination. That dialectical separation between the God and no god is something which seems to have come in with the teachings of the prophets, and which again is almost unintelligible to a polytheistic mind.

I think I mentioned earlier that in a tribal organization of society, the gods are local epiphanic gods. Like the nymphs and the satyrs and the fauns of later mythology, they are immediate deities of trees and stones
and mountains. When tribes are organized into nations, the gods become an aristocracy, and usually sit on tops of mountains. When the nations grow into world empires, where the ruler thinks of himself as the ruler of the world, then you do get a kind of monotheism in which all the effective gods retreat into the stars except usually one supreme god. All through history you find this type of monotheism associated with world rulers: with an early pharaoh of Egypt, Akhnaton, who practically wrecked his empire in quest of his one god, and the early rulers of Persia, Cyrus and Darius, who were very fervent and devout monotheists. But that kind of imperial monotheism is totally different from the revolutionary monotheism of the Bible.

Imperial monotheism is a very eclectic religion that tends to identify local cults with the service of the supreme god, as they are all the same god anyway. A liberal-minded person in the late Roman Empire, for example, might even go to the point of collecting gods, and would have no objection whatever to having statues of Jehovah and Jesus in his collection. That is, he would think of any number of gods equally as ways of reaching the truth of one God. That is again an attitude of mind that is totally opposed to the kind of monotheism one finds in the Bible, where God has a specific name and a specific role in history, and is not simply a god in whom every other conception of deity may be absorbed.

Another feature of the same revolutionary mentality, I think, is the tendency to do precisely what the Israelites did, to build up a sacred book, and to mark it off clearly from other books that are apocryphal or secular or in some other respect peripheral. The conception of a sacred canon is something that seems to have grown up uniquely with the Israelite tradition. It's possible that there is a scene in the Bible that catches the moment of its birth. In 2 Kings 22, we have one of the last kings of Judah, and one of the few kings that the narrator approves of. One of the first things he does is to repair the temple, and in the course of repairing the temple, a document is found, the book of the law. In verse 8: "And Hilkiah the high priest said unto Shaphan the scribe, I have found the book of the law in the house of the Lord. And Hilkiah gave the book to Shaphan, and he read it." Then they report this fact to the king, verse 11: "And it came to pass, when the king had heard the words of the book of the law, that he rent his clothes." And then he said, verse 13: "enquire of the Lord for me, and for the people, and for all Judah, concerning the words of this book that is found: for great is the wrath of the Lord that is kindled against us, because our fathers have not hearkened unto the
words of this book, to do according unto all that which is written con-
cerning us.” Now what is of special significance in this passage is the
king’s conviction that it was a matter of the highest importance for the
people as a whole to know the contents of a written document. We’re a
long way from democracy here, but democracy is founded on the basis
of public access to documents, so you can see history turning a rather
decisive corner at this point. Such a book would have to be in the first
place a law book, because it is the laws which are almost invariably
regarded as sacred, as of divine origin and as something that it concerns
everyone to know.

Now it’s been practically the only thesis in Biblical scholarship that
the majority of Biblical scholars are agreed on that this book of the law
which was then discovered either was or was very closely related to the
existing Book of Deuteronomy. And that means, therefore, that the Book
of Deuteronomy was the germ, the core, out of which the entire canon
developed. It was probably later than that that the priests began to con-
flate the older accounts which they already had in temple records, and
which survive in such things as the earlier account of Creation and the
Genesis stories. The authors of Samuel and Kings are known as the Deu-
teronomic historians because they follow the general dialectic of Deuter-
onomy in their historical attitudes.

The Book of Deuteronomy itself seems to have been influenced by the
writings and teachings of prophets who came before it, or at least before
the time of its discovery. That seems to leave us with the conclusion that
such people as David and Solomon had never heard of Moses, that the
notion of the contract at Mount Sinai which gave the Israelites the law is
a post-Deuteronomic idea and grew up some time after this discovery of
the book by Josiah in the seventh century B.C.

The notion of a canon, of books that seem to belong together as espe-
cially sacrosanct, seems to be taking shape. We don’t know very much
about the way it operated, but that it was there seems inescapable. And
there’s a curious symbolic contrast between the fact that the successful
and prosperous empires of Egypt and Babylon and Assyria produced
the great temples, whereas the Israelites, who were never lucky at the
game of empire, produced a book. To the people who wanted the kind
of success that Assyria, Persia, and Babylon had, production of a book
must have seemed a good deal like a booby prize. But if you think of the
relative durability of a book and a monument, you’ll see that the facts
are very different.
There's a wonderful scene in the Book of Jeremiah where Jeremiah's secretary is reading to what is practically the last king of Judah a prophecy of Jeremiah consisting very largely of denunciations of the king's very foolish and obstinate policy of resistance to Babylon. We're told that it was a cold day, and there was a fire burning in the room in the palace. Every so often, the infuriated king would cut a piece off the scroll with his knife and throw it in the fire [36:20–32]. Well, that means that it was a papyrus scroll, because if it had been parchment, it would not only have bankrupted the prophet, but it would also have been tough enough to spoil the king's gesture. But we have the contrast between the prophecy of Jeremiah, entrusted to the most fragile and combustible material that the ancient world produced, and the king's palace, built presumably out of the stones of Solomon's palace, which had taken him thirteen years to build. After 2500 years, not the slightest trace remains of the king's palace, whereas the book of Jeremiah remains in reasonably good shape.

The contrast between producing a book which can be wiped out by the merest breath of accident and the great stone monuments that are there to endure forever and actually crumble in a few years, is rather like the difference between life and death perhaps, because any form of life can also be snuffed out very quickly.

The final item in this list of revolutionary characteristics I'm discussing is the tendency to regard your near neighbour, who is separated from you only by a very slight heresy, as a much deadlier and more detestable enemy than the agreed-on common enemy. Early Christianity, for example, didn't so much attack the pagans as the Gnostics or the Arians, whom they called pagans. In a Marxist struggle for power today, the people attacked are not capitalist reactionaries: it is the Trotskyites or supporters of the Gang of Four who are called agents of the bourgeois counter-revolution. And with Judaism similarly, there is a much greater bitterness against the Northern Kingdom for its secession, and later on with the Samaritans who occupied the same place, than there is against, say, the Persians.

The word "canon" is an interesting one. In the prophecy of Ezekiel, Ezekiel is told to take a reed and measure the temple of God [chaps. 40–2]. The word for reed is qaneh, and it's from that word ultimately, through Greek intermediaries, that we get our word "canon." And so symbolically, at least, there seems to be some connection between this symbol of measuring the temple and constructing a verbal canon. If you look at the
eleventh chapter of Revelation, you will see that it begins with the angel giving the narrator a reed like a rod and telling him to measure the temple of God. Immediately following is the account of the martyrdom of the two witnesses who, as we saw, are connected with Moses and Elijah, the two pillars of Scripture, the symbolic law and prophets.

15. Law: Ordering a Society

I've been dealing with two phases of the Biblical revelation: first of all, with the Creation, and the conceptions of fall and deluge that are part of that complex; then with the revolutionary spirit that crystallizes around Israel in Egypt, and during the Exodus from Egypt. What follows, the third stage, is the stage of law, which for Judaism became the crucial one. The first five books of the Bible in Judaism are called the Torah, a word which is often translated "law," although it means something much broader than that.

The shape of the New Testament turns on its conception of itself as a reformulation of the notion of law in the Old Testament. What one finds in Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews particularly is a conception of the gospel as having set man free from the law. The legal material in the Old Testament is usually divided into three groups, the judicial, the ceremonial, and the moral; and one of the first controversies in the Christian Church was over the question of whether the first generation of Christians, who were all Jews, would be subject to the ceremonial law or not. You can read about that in the Book of Acts, where Paul is the main spokesman for the view that the gospel breaks with all three aspects of the law. Of course, Christianity immediately set up a ceremonial law of its own; and although Paul says twice that circumcision is nothing [1 Corinthians 7:19; Galatians 5:6, 6:15], the Church in his day was saying something much more like, baptism is practically everything—and Paul himself supports that view. Similarly, the day of rest simply shifts from Saturday to Sunday. It isn't a question of getting rid of a ceremonial code, but of adopting a new one.

There was a good deal of controversy in Christian theology as to how much of this law one got set free from; and there were views that while the judicial part—the years of jubilee [Leviticus 25:8–12], that sort of thing—and the ceremonial code were not binding on Christianity, the moral law as set out in the Ten Commandments still was. Luther makes it a cardinal principle of his teaching that the Christian gospel makes a
break with all three: but one has to understand what is meant by that. What he means by it is that the law becomes internalized, and consequently becomes something beyond the reach of a legal code. To say that the gospel set one free of the law doesn't mean breaking the law. It doesn't mean criminal action, because you don't get set free from the law by breaking the law: you get more fouled up with it than ever. You get free of the law by transforming it into an internal principle. As a result, the principles in the teaching of Jesus are concerned with the inner state of mind rather than with the social consequences of action. And so in his commentary on the Ten Commandments that forms a part of the Sermon on the Mount, the negative formulation "don't kill" becomes a positive enthusiasm for human life; and "don't commit adultery" becomes a habitual respect for the dignity of the woman; and "don't steal" becomes an enthusiasm for sharing goods. In all this, of course, there was nothing that a legal code could be formulated to touch. If you think for example of the seven deadly sins as they were set out in the Middle Ages—pride, wrath, sloth, envy, avarice, gluttony, and lechery—those were regarded as the mortal sins, the deadly sins that destroyed the soul; but not one of them necessarily ends in, or results in, criminal or antisocial acts.

That is, in the teaching of Jesus, the conception of sin is totally unintelligible except in a religious context. It is not antisocial behaviour, nor is it anything that a law can regulate. So the transmutation of the law into an inner state of the soul leads to a much stricter and more intensive morality: if you tried to legalize the teachings of Jesus, for example, you would get the most frightful tyranny, because the things that offend your own self-respect are usually things that are of too fine a mesh for any kind of legal code to catch.

There are aspects of this question of law which are of some interest. For one thing, the conception of law is, in general, moral. The moral is the category which to some degree includes the judicial and ceremonial. It relates to the observances that God is represented as prescribing for Israel, laid down on top of a network of social obligations, customs and penalties, and so on. There is also the conception of natural law. Both principles are called "law," but they really have nothing to do with each other. Yet the whole Biblical tradition, and Western culture in general, has revolved around a strained and illegitimate pun on the word "law" as meaning, first of all, the morality of human action, and secondly as meaning the observed phenomena of nature.
Now in the moral sphere you have a commanding personality—God—and you have those who have the choice of obeying or disobeying. If that is law, then what we call natural law has nothing to do with law, because laws of the phenomena of nature cannot be broken. You don’t break a law of nature, you only manifest it. If you’re standing on the edge of a precipice and jump over, you don’t break the law of gravitation. You merely manifest the law of gravitation, and the law of gravitation breaks you. There could be no question whatever of feeling that you have a choice of obeying or disobeying a natural law; and in the course of time, we’ve come more and more to feel that nature is an impersonal order.

Now, we derived this illegitimate association of law both with human moral behaviour and with the phenomena of nature through a kind of conspiracy between the Biblical and the Greek aspects of our cultural tradition. In Greek polytheistic religion, the gods had separate personalities, and consequently could fall out and disagree. The most obvious example is the Trojan War, where, to give them their Roman names, Juno, Minerva, and Venus turned up in the altogether in front of Paris with a golden apple and said, “We want you to give this to the most beautiful of the three of us.” So he had to choose one out of the three; and the other two said, “Well, to hell with you,” and went off and took the Greek side in the Trojan War; whereas poor old Venus or Aphrodite, who, being what she was, had no talent for fighting at all, was the only one left on the Trojan side.

She did, according to the Iliad, try to get into the melee on one occasion, and one of the Greek warriors, Diomedes, gave her a whack over the wrist, which bruised it; and she went squalling back to Olympus and said to her father Zeus, “Now look at what that awful man did to me: you’ve got to do something to him.” And Zeus said, “Well you got just what you deserved: you have no business on a battlefield. You have to leave that to Athene, who knows how to wear armour” [bk. 5, ll. 334-430].

So in a polytheistic religion you obviously have to have something overruling these clashes of divine wills; and there are suggestions that the will of Zeus is being manifested no matter how the gods and goddesses disagree. But that's hardly consistent, because at one time, when it looks as though the Trojans are about to win over the Greeks, Hera, or Juno, who is on the Greek side, seduces Zeus by getting him into bed, and so put out of action. Zeus manages to scramble out of bed in time to
help the Trojans, whom on the whole he prefers. But it is clear that while Homer does say from time to time that the will of Zeus is being accomplished, he is also saying that there is another force which has already determined what is going to happen, a force that is superior to the will of Zeus in power and that Zeus must obey. This force is the conception that we often translate very badly as "fate." It is really a conception derived from the sense of the regularity and invariability of natural law. Thus, we get most of our scientific tradition from the Greeks because they had a polytheistic religion. The power to overrule the clashes of divine wills in fact became the germ of the conception of natural law. And, as men are put there to serve the gods, and to behave more or less as the gods want them to, moral and natural law become associated even in the Greek tradition.

One place where they are so associated with particular eloquence and power is in the last of Aeschylus's three plays about the murder of Agamemnon, and about the revenge taken on his mother by Agamemnon's son, Orestes. In the third of those plays of Aeschylus, The Eumenides, there are two levels of balance or order. There is first the purely mechanical level, represented by the Furies, who are pursuing Orestes to avenge his murder of his mother. Actually, it was a good thing that Orestes did murder his mother: she had it coming to her. But that couldn't matter less to the Furies, who had been given orders that when this kind of thing happens, they automatically take vengeance. The whole thing comes into a court of the gods; and eventually the goddess of wisdom, Athene, explains that one has to consider certain aspects of equity in the situation. That introduces a superior moral principle. But it is also part of a conception of an order in which men and the gods and nature are all involved. The gods ultimately have to ratify the order of nature: otherwise they'll lose their divinity and become something else. Therefore, in the Greek tradition, moral and natural law here become united.

In the Biblical tradition, the same thing happens, but for quite different reasons. There is also a contract involved: but in the Biblical version, nature is not a party to it. Therefore, there is no order of nature that is thought of as representing or manifesting an aspect of law. In the Biblical tradition, the same God controls both the moral and the natural orders. That means in effect that there is no natural law as we understand it, except as the functioning of nature under God's permission. The law of gravitation works because God wants it to, but strictly speak-
ing, in the Biblical tradition there is no way of distinguishing a natural event from a miraculous one except by the rarity of the miracle.

If the same God controls both, and if his will is manifest in both moral and natural orders, then in both moral and natural orders you have a commanding personality and an agent who can either obey or disobey. In the nineteenth century, Nietzsche made his famous statement that God is dead. That statement, in spite of all the attention it has aroused even in theology, is still subordinate to Nietzsche's main purpose, which was to demonstrate that there is no personality in charge of nature, that nature consequently has no option of obeying or disobeying, and that all such notions are pure superstition.

_The Eumenides_ ends almost as though it were a comedy. That is, the Furies acquire the name of Eumenides, which means "the kindly spirits," because they are absorbed into a higher and more just conception of law that considers the factors of equity; Orestes is acquitted, and the whole play ends in an atmosphere of serenity. But in the whole context of Greek thought and of Aeschylus's dramatic form, I don't think that that calm and serene conclusion really turns the trilogy of Agamemnon into a comedy. What it does is to render a vision of an interlocking order in which man, the gods, and nature are all involved; and it is that sense of interlocking order which lies behind Greek tragedy. It doesn't lie behind the Bible, and that is one reason Christian tragedy is a difficult form—something of a tour de force when it does appear—and often its success, in Shakespeare for example, is the result of such devices as making the setting pre-Christian in _King Lear_.

The conception of tragedy in Greek literature rests on the notion of _hubris_, or _hybris_. You usually see it spelled with a "u," but that's just illiteracy. This act of _hybris_ is an act of aggression that upsets the balance in the order of nature that the gods are there to ratify. Consequently, because it upsets the balance, a counterbalance must be set up, which is what is called _nemesis_. The action of aggression and counterbalance is symbolized by the scales, the emblem of justice, and is what makes the tragic conclusion not merely morally intelligible but almost physically intelligible. In fact, one of the earliest and profoundest of all Greek philosophers, Anaximander, said that getting born was an act of _hybris_, and death was its _nemesis_, the re-establishing of the balance in the scheme of things.39

One of the words in Greek drama that we translate as "fate" is _moira_. As I say, it's a very crude and approximate translation: it means more
than that. At the opening of the *Odyssey*, Zeus is represented as saying, "It's too bad that men are so ready to blame the gods for their own disasters, because for the most part they bring their disasters on themselves." The example that he gives is that of the man who murdered Agamemnon, Aegisthus: he, Zeus says, went hyper moron, beyond fate [bk. 1, ll. 45–59]. And because he went beyond fate, fate had to catch up: it had to make the counterbalancing movement that destroyed Aegisthus.

I think that tragedy arose in Greek literature at a certain period, largely in connection with the notion of justice or *dike*, as it's called, where the poets were concerned with this Greek interaction of gods and men and the order of nature. And so tragedy, which dramatized that interaction, really fitted the fifth-century period in Athenian culture. But as it manifests a very fundamental fact about the human situation, it is consequently a structure that can work in any culture, although it is more difficult if the assumptions are Christian ones. As I say, Shakespeare sometimes adopts special devices: because *King Lear* is pre-Christian, the characters keep swearing by Apollo and Jupiter and other gods that the audience knew didn't exist. Even as attentive a student of Shakespeare as Samuel Johnson says that Shakespeare's tragedies are almost miraculously clever stunts, almost a tour de force, and that his instinctive and temperamental bent was for comedy. Whether that is true or not, it is true that most religions tend towards some kind of goal for which the literary model is comedy. Greek religion was one of the very few exceptions that I know of.

There's another by-product of this that is perhaps worth looking at. If you look at the shape of the Biblical story, you can see what we have been pointing out all along, that man is thought of as living on two levels, as a man and as a creature of God. There is the level reached by Adam in the garden of Eden before the fall of man; and there is the lower level, represented by the fall and by all human history since. The higher level manifests itself in things like resurrection and apocalypse.

It follows, then, that in the Christian periods there were two levels of the order of nature. The lower level was the level which man fell into, the level of physical nature, a level to which the animals and plants seem to be fairly well adjusted. But man before the fall, in the garden of Eden, was in the state in which God intended him to live. That is an upper level of nature, the true level of human nature. In teaching Milton's *Paradise Lost*, I've often had occasion to notice how the description of the life of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden makes them seem like
a couple of suburbanites in the nude, preoccupied with their own sexual relations and with domestic details of housekeeping and gardening. Adam looks in the sky and says, “There’s an angel up in the sky”; and Eve says, “How nice, maybe he’ll stay to lunch,” which he in fact does. He can’t eat anything in paradise except a fruit salad, but then he likes fruit salads. He explains how, being an angel, he can eat without the bother of excretion, which his skin pores take care of [bk. 5, ll. 308–505]. All of that has, naturally, aroused ridicule among some of Milton’s readers. But the point is that Milton thought of Adam’s life in the garden of Eden as the state in which God intended man to live; so that, therefore, man’s original state was civilized. There are no noble savages for Milton until Adam has fallen. Adam turns into a noble savage after he’s fallen; but before that, he was on the level of human nature.

Thus, there are two levels of nature, one appropriate to man, the other to beings without consciousness. It follows that many things are natural to man that are not natural to animals, and many things are natural to animals that are not natural to man. It is natural for man to wear clothes, to be in a state of social organization, to have degrees of rank, and so on. And so, as Edmund Burke was still insisting in the early nineteenth century, on the human level, nature and art are really the same thing. It is natural to man to be in a state of art.

In Milton’s Comus, Comus is an evil spirit who captures a virtuous lady and holds her immobile in a chair, then tries to seduce her. His argument for seduction rests on the analogy with physical nature. The animals, he says, don’t show the least self-consciousness or sense of sin about sexual intercourse: what’s holding you up? And the lady tells him, in effect, that on her level of nature, chastity is what is natural to her.

On this basis, the question, What is natural to man? has a completely circular answer. What is natural to man is natural on the level of human nature, and the level of human nature is what custom and authority have decided to be the level of human nature. Homosexuality, for example, was often said to be condemned because it is unnatural: the animals don’t do it. That is, it was asserted that the animals didn’t do it, and they didn’t examine animals very closely to see whether it was true or not. But the argument doesn’t work on this upper level. There, what is unnatural is what the voice of custom and authority has decreed to be unnatural. There is nothing that you can define as inherently unnatural. In the Reformation, many Protestants took the position that nothing was wrong unless the Bible forbade it. And the Bible obligingly comes
through with condemnations of most vices, but it forgets polygamy. It never once condemns polygamy, or suggests that there's anything wrong with that state of social organization. As the voice of custom and authority was determined to have a monogamous society to keep the sexual instinct properly regulated, it had to fall back on a conception of natural law for that one thing. But as I say, the argument is totally circular. We don't know what is natural to man as long as we are working on these two levels of nature. What we have inherited since the eighteenth century, coming very largely from issues raised by Rousseau, is the question, Does this upper level of custom and authority represent the reality of human nature, or is it merely the facade which a structure of power has thrown up? We're still trying to figure out the answer to that one; but what I'm trying to get at is its origin: it is the shape of the Biblical myth that seems to imply that there are two levels of the natural.

Since the fall of Adam, man has been born into this middle world, the world of physical nature, the world to which animals and plants are adjusted but to which he is not. So he's confronted from birth with a moral dialectic. Either he moves up as close as he can to what was intended to be his state, or he goes down to the level of sin, which is a level that the animals cannot reach. Everything that is good for man—law and morality and education and virtue—all those things are agents that tend to raise man from the physical level he was born in to the human level he belongs in. Milton explicitly defines education as the attempt to repair the fall of our first parents; and he is referring to secular as well as to religious education.

Another inference from the Biblical story that Western culture has adopted is the conception of what is called "original sin." Original sin arises from the fact that man is born into a world which is alien to him: it really arises out of the fact that man is going to die. His consciousness is, before it is anything else, a consciousness of death. And so, in man, as he is born in this alien world, there is a force of inertia pulling him down. It was out of that general view, not out of the specific doctrine, which came much later, that Jeremiah said that the heart is desperately wicked [17:9].

16. Law and Revolution; Wisdom: The Proverb

I was speaking of the stage of law, and of a peculiar inheritance which that has bequeathed to Western civilization, by which we have assumed
that the observed operations of nature and the obligations incurred in human society are both forms of law, although they actually represent totally different things. In nearly all societies, the laws are accompanied by myths explaining that they are of divine origin. In the *Enuma Elish* epic, for example, the story is that of the creation of the world. After Marduk has killed the dragon of chaos and formed heaven and earth from her body, the poem goes on to deal with the founding of Babylon and with the establishing of the laws there. It goes directly from the creation myth to the myth of the origin of law because law is naturally conservative, and a myth about its origin would naturally be concerned with the establishing of order out of an original chaos. In the *Oresteia*, which I mentioned last day, the origin of the law court of Athens, the Areopagus, is connected with resolving the feud in the house of Atreus, which had climaxed with Orestes' murder of his mother in revenge for his mother's murder of his father.

In the Bible, however, law follows immediately upon a revolutionary phase. The Israelites rebel against Egyptian authority. They eventually escape from Egypt and become a separate nation in the desert, and it is in the desert that they receive the law. The fact that in the Biblical myth the stage of law follows the stage of revolution has a significance that we have to look at.

A nation which has gone through the experience of a revolution is often one in which the sense of participation on the part of the people is very strong. And so, there is a curious ambiguity in what happens. If you take for example the American Revolution, when Tocqueville came to America in the nineteenth century and looked at it, one of the things that struck him most forcibly was the sense of popular participation and involvement with the social order, and with what has since been called "the American way of life." That does not mean of course that there is a close connection between the revolutionary experience and the reign of law as such, because the moral of a successful revolution is: "violence pays." Hence, a great deal of lawbreaking and violence might be a quite normal outgrowth of the revolutionary experience.

What Tocqueville felt, however, was that this sense of participation and involvement with the American national experiment might eventually produce another kind of tyranny, a kind of tyranny that would not be imposed from above, but would extend within. It would be of a kind which, with the hindsight of another century, we would call totalitarian.

Now, whether that is true or not, you can see, I think, if you follow the
narrative of the story of the Exodus, that the progression from the revolution against Egypt, the Exodus, to the imposing of the law, is accompanied by a strong sense of this total participation and involvement in the new national experiment with the new community of Israel.

Now, in the first place, a successful revolution, once it establishes its authority, frequently becomes very strongly repressive about any further revolutions. The thirteen colonies revolted in the eighteenth century, but they fought a Civil War a century later over the issue of whether there should be any further revolutions or separations. In the story of the Exodus, we are told that there were many rebellions within the Israelite community in the desert. They were tired of living in the desert; they were tired of this inane pastry that God kept raining down from heaven to feed them; and many of them wanted simply to go back to Egypt. The community of Israel in the desert is presented as a theocratic dictatorship under the direct eye of God. God of course is the perfect counter-revolutionary because he always knows when there’s a conspiracy against him. And so we read in the Book of Numbers about the rebellion of Korah and his fellow conspirators, Dathan and Abiram, who were swallowed up by the earth [Numbers 16:1-35]. We read of murmurings among the children of Israel, and of God’s sending fiery serpents among them to bite everybody who complained [Numbers 21:4-6].

Moses in this situation has the role of a field commander who is on the inside track to the supreme command headquarters: he goes and reports to his superior officer and issues communiqués about his people’s morale, and at times will take responsibility for what Israel does wrong. I have a friend who came back from the Italian campaign in the Second World War saying that the most perfect description of that kind of campaign that had ever been recorded was the story of Moses in the desert. Very concerned about his people’s morale, in constant touch with his supreme commander, issuing orders about the next move and the next encampment, and all the time he hasn’t the faintest notion where the hell he is or how he got there or where he’s going or why he’s there in the first place. That sense of a total organization, along with the kind of confusion that only a military atmosphere can induce, is something that runs all through the early books of the Bible.

When we reach the Book of Joshua, we find another modulation of the same kind of thing. If you look at the seventh chapter of Joshua, here we are told that the Israelites take a Canaanite stronghold known as Ai; and God’s rule is that everything that they take from a plundered and
sacked city shall be devoted to him as a sacrifice. But there is one person among the Israelites who decides to keep something back for himself: his name is Achan. The result is that the next time the Israelites attack a Canaanite stronghold they get taken to the cleaners. Joshua says to God, “Now what’s this? After all, we’re supposed to win this war.” And God says, “Yes, I know, but you stole something from me at Ai, and you’ve got to look after that before anything else can be done.” So they draw lots, and the lot falls on Achan. In verse[s] 24[-5], “And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and the silver, and the garment, and the wedge of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and his sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor. And Joshua said, Why has thou troubled us? the Lord shall trouble thee this day. And all Israel stoned him with stones, and burned them with fire, after they had stoned them with stones.” In other words, Achan’s whole family was wiped out with him. The line of thinking is that such a person as Achan represents a cancer in the community, and the cancer has to be cut out.

There you get a glimpse of the terrorism of an incorruptible society, and the fact that a society set up in such a way is something that humankind can endure for only a very short time. Corruption is an essential aspect to social living, because the people who take advantage of corruption are not invariably the criminals, but also those who find this kind of omniscient purity a trifle exacting to live under.

Naturally, you would expect the same kind of thing to recur in the primitive Christian community; and the New Testament counterpart to the story of Achan is in the Book of Acts, the fifth chapter. “But a certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wife, sold a possession, And kept back part of the price, his wife also being privy to it, and brought a certain part, and laid it at the apostles’ feet. But Peter said, Ananias, why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Ghost, and to keep back part of the price of the land?” [vv. 1-3]. And Ananias and Sapphira are struck dead for their atavistic bourgeois habits, and for running counter to the perfect communism of primitive Christian society.

Well, the stage of law, when it follows a revolution, is often accompanied by purges. The story of Achan is an excellent example of a purge, because the entire family of Achan is wiped out with him. But eventually, God decides that the purge, if it’s going to be effective, has to be total. And so he lays it down that all the old-line revolutionaries, that is, all the people involved in the Exodus from Egypt, would have to die off
in the wilderness, and that a new generation would have to grow up before they could enter the Promised Land. That is in the Pentateuch itself, but it's also referred to later in Psalm 95:11. I refer to that because it's quoted in the Epistle to the Hebrews [3:11] and becomes an important Christian argument as well. "Unto whom I sware in my wrath that they should not enter into my rest." The Christians of course elaborated this argument symbolically, and said that the first generation that came out from Egypt, all of which had to die off, represented Judaism, and that the next generation, which was allowed to enter the Promised Land, symbolized Christianity.

After the return from Babylon, the same symbolic theme is repeated by Jeremiah, in Jeremiah 31:31-3: "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah: Not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which my covenant they break. . . . But this shall be the covenant. . . . After those days . . . I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be their God, and they shall be my people." So that Jeremiah is applying to the return from Babylon, which he's prophesying, the same principle, that the old covenant, or the old testament, is to be done away with, and a new covenant, or a new testament, which will be an inward matter, a spiritual matter rather than a matter of ordinances, will replace it. And Christianity, of course, promptly applied this prophecy to its own teachings, and called its own gospel the New Testament.

The next stage on from law, if you're ready for me to make that transition, is the stage of wisdom. The root of wisdom, as it is presented in the Bible, is the individual absorption of the law, the law as permeating the individual life, and as transferring from the community to the individual the law's sense of the logical consistency, the obedience to certain principles, and a continuity in observing them. This appears in some of the Psalms, for example that long one, the 119th, which is so long because it's an acrostic poem with every section of it beginning with a successive letter of the Hebrew alphabet. The general theme of that psalm is the individual's confession that he loves the law, and that the law has become a motivating part of his own nature. From there, we develop towards the more primitive conception of wisdom, which is that of practical sense. You can see glimpses of this conception of wisdom as practical sense if you look, for example, at the Odyssey. Ulysses
is the crafty man of many devices, and when he comes back to Ithaca, he
spends almost an entire book telling a completely fictitious yarn to a
very faithful old servant of his, the swineherd, in which he represents
himself as a Cretan and tells a story about himself totally at variance
with everything else in the Odyssey [bk. 14]. There's one place where
he's really stuck in a corner, and according to Homer, on this occasion
he told the truth, not because he loved the truth—in fact, it hurt him like
hell to have to tell the truth—but there was really no help for it. There
was nothing else he could do.  

For it was such devices that got him out of tight spots, as when he told
the Cyclops Polyphemus, who asked for his name, that his name was
"nobody," outis [bk. 9, ll. 380–4]. He is guided in all his affairs by the one
goddess who is consistently friendly to him, and that is the goddess of
wisdom, Athene. Athene on one occasion, appears to Ulysses and says,
"You know, I've got a lot of respect and affection for you: you are so
superbly crooked. You're such a wonderful liar. And you're very like
me, because among all the gods and goddesses, I hold the preeminence
for subtle devices" [bk. 13, ll. 350–66, 387–9]. And so we see that even
the goddess of wisdom goes back to one of the most ancient categories
of gods, the trickster god. And it's Athene who gets him back to Ithaca
by a series of disguisings and by putting false appearances on him.

Well, that kind of practical sense is really a search for the means
which from day to day does preserve your balance and your sanity and
your well-being. Closely connected with this is the literary genre of the
proverb. The proverb is very ancient, and nearly all the ancient king-
doms of the Near East, Egypt and Sumeria and Babylonia, cultivated the
proverb very extensively.

There are two general kinds of proverbs, depending on their social
context. There's the proverb addressed to people who do not have great
advantages in birth or wealth. These proverbs are counsels of prudence.
They tell you how to get along without antagonizing your superiors:
you have to be polite to them, you have to study their moods and make
sure you operate on them when they're in the right mood. But when it
comes to your inferiors, don't be insolent or arrogant to them because
you never know, they may become your superiors some day. And that
is a form of proverb which has always been popular: it's still going
strong in Benjamin Franklin in eighteenth-century America; it's still
going strong in Sam Slick in nineteenth-century Nova Scotia. Whenever Haliburton at the end of his sketches writes down a proverb that he
thinks is particularly wise and shrewd, he prints it in italics. That is again a sign of popular literature, and the proverb and very closely allied fable are two literary genres that come nearest to being what we might call democratic. The most celebrated collectors of fables, Aesop and Phaedrus, were both slaves.

There is another type of proverb. It is very similar as far as content goes, but is rather a series of maxims handed down by a king to his son to emphasize the continuity of the principles of order in society. This kind is found in ancient Egypt, and some of this ancient Egyptian proverbial material reappears many centuries later in the Book of Proverbs in the Old Testament. The context it is placed in is different, but it is recognizably the same set of proverbs. This pattern of the father's handing on the accumulated wisdom of his years to his son is something that goes on all through literature. You'll find it in *Hamlet* when Laertes is about to leave for Paris, and Polonius reaches into his mental filing cabinet and pulls out the accumulated wise saws which Laertes must remember when he's in Paris.

It was still surviving in the eighteenth century when Lord Chesterfield wrote a series of letters to his son. Lord Chesterfield was a paragon of elegance and politeness and courtesy: his son was a lout. Lord Chesterfield felt that if he wrote enough letters to him he might make something better of him, and as a result we have the letters of Chesterfield to his son, which, according to Samuel Johnson, combined the morals of a whore with the manners of a dancing master. But that's perhaps not too uncommon in that genre.

That leads us to another aspect of wisdom, which is that wisdom traditionally is something that depends on the accumulated experience of a community, and therefore is especially the property of the elders and seniors. Therefore, the virtue of wisdom goes along with the respect for the authority of the elders, and for the transmission of their principles in as unchanged a form as possible.

You notice that in the Book of Proverbs, which was assigned to King Solomon, there's a verse about "Chastise thy son," which is a verse that has probably been responsible for more physical pain than any other sentence ever written. But it's consistent with this whole conception of wisdom. Wisdom is what the elders know: the young people must be broken in to it. The elders are wiser because they have had more experience in that wisdom of prudence that maintains their stability from one day to the next.
Thus, wisdom is dominated throughout by the anxiety of continuity, the feeling that the same things ought to persist in as unchanged a pattern as possible. It's the kind of thing that makes our continuous institutions, like the law courts and the churches, so sacrosanct: the feeling that the continuity of the institution represents something superior to the individual, who drifts in and drifts out of life. And that is perhaps the normal functioning level of most societies, where the supreme law is the law of tradition and custom, of doing things the way they have been done. In some teachings, like those of Confucius in China, these precepts of wisdom are carried to very great lengths. There's a very popular story in the Near East which is called *The Story of Ahikar*. The “h” is some kind of Near Eastern gargle that I don't know anything about. It isn't quite “Ahikar,” but that will do. Ahikar, according to the story, is a counsellor of a king of Nineveh in Assyria, and so, naturally, an elderly man. He's a very wise and trusted counsellor; but he has no son, so he adopts a nephew. The nephew turns out to be a scoundrel who plots against his father and denounces him to the king of Nineveh as a traitor. The king of Nineveh orders his execution, and Ahikar is taken off by the executioner to be murdered.

But the executioner, as happens in so many romances, finds he can't go through with it, and lets him go. Ahikar escapes to Egypt and there becomes a trusted adviser of the Pharaoh of Egypt. Meanwhile, the king of Nineveh finds himself getting into difficulties without his counsellor and says audibly at a council that he wishes he had his Ahikar back again. At that point, the executioner speaks up and says, “Well, it just so happens that I did let him go: he is in Egypt and is now a counsellor there.” So the king of Nineveh says, “Offer him anything, but bring him back here.”

So Ahikar comes back to Nineveh and is reinstated. He then proceeds to take the most terrible revenge on his nephew and adopted son. He sits him down and keeps reciting one proverb after another to him, an appreciable number of them naturally concerned with the inadvisability of ingratitude. After several hundred of these proverbs, the nephew says, “Well, I think I've got the point now: couldn't you let me off the rest of them?” But Ahikar keeps on placidly reciting proverbs, until, so the text demurely informs us, the nephew blows up and bursts.

Well, with a story like that, of course, you can't miss. You have the authority of the elders; you have the dangers of trusting anybody under thirty; you have the hundreds and hundreds of proverbs to improve the
mind of the reader who consults the story. And so we’re not surprised to find that the story of Ahikar has embedded itself in all the literatures of the Near East. It is quoted in the Old Testament, and the Book of Tobit in the Apocrypha concerns a man who is said to be the nephew of Ahikar [1:21], thereby establishing a link with another popular tale. It is said to be echoed in the New Testament, though some scholars disagree with that. Ahikar found his way into Greek literature under the name of Aesop; and there’s even a sura in the Koran which bears his name, or at least another version of his name, although the Koran for the most part is even less interested in secular literature than the New Testament, which is saying a good deal.

So there you have, perhaps, the typical social attitude which goes with the more primitive forms of wisdom: the prudent trusting to experience, the taking of short views, of getting around the next corner. Even some of the aphorisms in the Sermon on the Mount seem to spring out of the same cultural root. When Jesus says, “Take no thought for the morrow” [Matthew 6:34], he means a great many other things, but one of the things he means is: take short views, and do the immediate practical thing which you know will keep your balance for the time being. It’s a pragmatic counsel, and later becomes the basis of the more contemplative and disinterested attitude that we think of as typical of the wise man.

The proverbs, you notice, are an extremely popular and widely read form. There seems to be something about the proverb that stirs the collector’s instinct; and there are many books, including two or three books of the Bible, which are essentially collections of proverbs. The Book of Ecclesiasticus in the Apocrypha is said to be a collection of proverbs made by the editor’s grandfather, which he has inherited and has added to.

This collecting of proverbs also occurs in non-Biblical literature. In the Anatomy of Melancholy, for example, Burton says that among the cures for melancholy, which he is treating as a disease, there are certain consolatory proverbs, or what he calls remedies against discontent. It’s true, he says, that nobody was ever helped in the least by any of these proverbs, but nevertheless, I’ve made my collection, so you’re going to get it. And for the next sixty pages we have Burton’s remedies against discontent in the form of his collection of proverbs [pt. 2, sec. 3].

The proverb is popular partly because it is believed to be a valid maxim of conduct. At this point you can see the distinction establishing itself
between wisdom and knowledge. Knowledge is of the actual: wisdom is rather a sense of the potential, a sense, rather, of the kind of thing that one should know. The wise man is not necessarily the man who knows the answer, but the kind of person who knows potential situations, who knows the way to deal with the kind of thing that may happen.

17. Wisdom: Playing before God; Ecclesiastes: Vanity of Vanities

I was speaking of the development of the conception of wisdom in the Bible, and of its being in its more elementary forms the individualizing of the law that appears in Psalm 119 and various other Psalms, speaking of the love of the law and of its permeation of the individual life. That leads to a sense of wisdom as founded on a sense of social continuity, and in particular of its being embodied in institutions. The continuity and the dignity of the institution is greater than that of the individual; and a great deal of our sense of wisdom is still bound up with a sense of continuity as embodied in institutions of the nation, university, church, and law courts.

Wisdom as continuity of institutions goes back to the fact of a social contract, to the fact that we belong to something at least nine months before we are anything. Consequently ninety-five per cent of what our lives are going to be is already predestined in the instant of conception: we were all predestined to be middle class twentieth-century Canadians before we were born. That sense of continuity is also embodied in many conceptions of education. I was speaking of the curiously penal quality of education down to our own century, which is not founded really on sadism so much as on the sense that the existing tradition or custom is that to which the individual has to be assimilated, and if the individual does not succeed in accommodating himself to it, then so much the worse for him.

On that basis, wisdom is distinguished from knowledge, knowledge being knowledge of particulars, and most of those particulars being derived from nature, from the objective world, from human society, or from whatever else is objective to the person being educated. Wisdom is rather a sense of the potential, a sense of the ability to deal with the kind of situation that may emerge, and from this emerges a more subtle conception of wisdom. The primitive basis of wisdom is the acceptance of the permanent continuities of society. But society isn’t permanent, and it isn’t continuous: things happen. So the question arises, What is the qual-
If you look at the conception of wisdom as dominated by an anxiety to preserve the continuity of doing things as they have been done, you can see that in many societies, such as Confucian China, that can be a very powerful basis of ethics. And yet, if you look at the history of Israel, with that manic-depressive chart of ups and downs that I drew for you at the very beginning of this course, you will see that that is a different kind of sequence altogether. A person who is going to live in that society needs something a bit more than a sense of the preservation of tradition and custom: because one moment you may be in a relatively independent and prosperous country; the next moment, you may be in a country which is occupied by an enemy, where your social circumstances and status may be totally different.

And so you will find yourself living in a very insecure world, and will find that you have to rise above this fixation on continuity with the past and realize that what is continuous from the past is a more flexible thing. That is the difference, precisely the difference, between religion and superstition. Superstition is persisting in a thing out of habit without investigating whether it is worth persisting in or not. There is continuity in wisdom, and there is consistency in behaviour as one of the sources of genuine human dignity; but of course there is always inorganic consistency, a persisting in things out of what is really an automatic habit.

If you look at the Book of Proverbs, in the seventh and eighth chapters particularly, you find the conceptions of wisdom and folly symbolized by two women, wisdom represented by a wise woman and folly by a harlot. Wisdom speaks in the beginning of chapter 8 of Proverbs: “Doth not wisdom cry? and understanding put forth her voice? She standeth in the top of high places, by the way in the places of the paths. She crieth at the gates, at the entry of the city, at the coming in at the doors. Unto you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of man” [vv. 1–4] Verse 12: “I wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of witty inventions.” Here, wisdom is being spoken of as the power out of which knowledge emerges, as an attitude of mind that drives one to seek knowledge, even though one realizes that the knowledge itself is not at all what one is after.

Verse[s] 14[–15]: “Counsel is mine, and sound wisdom: I am understanding: I have strength. By me kings reign, and princes decree justice.” Thus, wisdom is associated also with the permanence of authority,
when the authority is embodied in justice. And as she goes on, it becomes clear that wisdom is essentially a preservation of the community; and that the distinguishing characteristic of folly is its tendency to turn its back on the community, to be self-seeking, to regard the ego as the basis of all one's interest.

If you look at chapter 9:1-5: “Wisdom hath builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars: She hath killed her beasts; she hath mingled her wine; she hath also furnished her table: She hath sent forth her maidens: She crieth upon the highest places of the city, Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither: as for him that wanteth understanding, she saith to him, Come, eat of my bread, and drink of the wine which I have mingled.” Thus, wisdom calls to people to partake of a communal meal of bread and wine, symbolizing again the actualizing of a community; because in the long run the basis of the wise individual is the wise community. It is that aspect of wisdom, of which the social and the individual cannot be separated, that genuine wisdom is addressing. Then in verse 13, there is the contrasting figure, the foolish woman who represents folly. Her sales pitch begins with the same formula as that of the wise woman. Verse[s] 16-17: “Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither: and as for him that wanteth understanding, she saith to him, Stolen waters are sweet, and bread eaten in secret is pleasant.” That is the sense of egocentric knowledge, of the possession that nobody else is to have, the secret knowledge which is being associated in the Bible with folly.

In the latter part of chapter 8 in Proverbs, wisdom, still being personified as a woman, goes back to the beginning of Creation, when she was presumably a child, and says in verse[s] 22-4: “The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old. I was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth was. When there were no depths, I was brought forth; when there were no fountains abounding with water.” Then she goes on to describe the process of Creation, and herself as a part of the process of Creation; because in the Biblical theory, wisdom is an essential part of the creative act. In it, wisdom is again spoken of as female, as a daughter of God, present with him at the time of the Creation.

In verse 31, she says, “Rejoicing in the habitable part of the earth; and my delights were with the sons of men.” That's the King James, but the King James Version is an extremely weak form of the tremendous Vulgate phrase that has haunted the imagination of Western Europe for centuries, which doesn't say “rejoicing,” but comes much closer to what
the Hebrew means, and says “playing”; and speaks of wisdom as *ludens in orbe terrarum*, playing throughout the earth. That notion of wisdom as playing before God at the time of the Creation I think throws an entirely new light on the more subtle forms of wisdom that are taught in the Bible. 47

If you distinguish work and play, I think you may see that work is energy expended for a further aim in view; whereas play is the expression of energy for its own sake, or the manifestation of what the end in view is. A tennis player or a chess player may work very hard to win a match or to improve his game, but what he is doing when he actually comes in contact with chess or tennis is playing. As I have tried to show in dealing with Biblical imagery, the images of the revealed world in the Bible are the images of human work: the city, the garden, the sheepfold, the farm, and so on. But the word “play” as associated with wisdom is the living in a way which is a manifestation of these forms when they are completed. Whenever a thing exists for its own end, rather than as a means to a further end, that thing is associable with play rather than with work. That is why even such terrible and horrifying works as *King Lear* and *Macbeth* can still be called “plays”: because they manifest the way human life is as it is, and are not presented to you with any further end in view.

The wisdom playing before God at the Creation again suggests a girl child; so that while the Greek goddess of wisdom is a woman in plate armour with a petrifying gorgon’s head on her shield, the Biblical conception of wisdom is something much more like a little girl with a skipping rope. And it’s arguable, I think, that that is a far more convincing picture of genuine wisdom, of the expression of energy for its own sake. Certainly it is closer to Matthew’s vision of the infant Christ as the goal of the journey of the wise men.

While wisdom is unattained, it doesn’t follow that the thing which is unattained is essentially unattainable. It is certainly true that the history of Israel recorded in the Old Testament is not a history of continuous wisdom. But it is possible to attain it, if only for brief moments at a time. The Bible insists all the way through that wisdom is not something you get or something you have: it is something that you are; and consequently its basis has to be an existential basis. In the hymn to wisdom in the twenty-eighth chapter of Job, for example, it says in verse 14: “The depth saith, It is not in me: and the sea saith, It is not with me.” That is, it is not something you can find, it is not something that is there. It begins
in a "here" consciousness, and genuine wisdom is defined at the end by the fear of the Lord and the departure from evil. As I say, the basis is an existential basis, and that kind of life is nowhere presented as unattainable, difficult as it is to attain it.

The primitive conception of wisdom is the permeation of the individual life by the communal tradition and prudence. But there are different degrees of absorption of that: and complete absorption comes at the point of complete spontaneity. That is why I said that the figure of wisdom in the Bible suggests the little girl with the skipping rope, and why Jesus places a child in the middle of his disciples, not as a symbol of uncritical intelligence, but as a symbol of genuine wisdom, where the absorption has gone to the point of complete spontaneity. There are many Eastern religions, like Taoism in China and some aspects of Zen Buddhism, that also stress the recovery of the child's spontaneity, that complete integrity of the rhythm of thinking and of doing as the goal of what they are teaching. In practically all of our ordinary life, action comes first, and thinking about the action comes a second or two later, as in T.S. Eliot's *The Hollow Men*, where the shadow falls between the idea and the response [pt. 5, ll. 5-23]. That split second of time between acting and thinking about acting is part of what is meant, in Christianity at least, by the fall. It's the shadow thrown over life that is bound up with the passing of time, and that makes it so difficult for us to live the purely spontaneous life exhorted by the Sermon on the Mount, where the comparison is drawn with lilies of the field [Matthew 6:28].

I think that in Paul's argument, one works for a further end in view, but that is not the central thing that he's talking about, because that becomes a kind of donkey's carrot. You chase a retreating goal, and eventually find that the means don't lead to the end because the means replace the end, and eventually you lose sight of the end. Certainly some of the things that the New Testament means by faith correspond to what the Book of Proverbs means by wisdom: it's the same integrity of action and reflection on the action, the process no longer schizophrenic but the activity of a conscious being. That is why the Book of Proverbs says, "I wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of witty inventions" [8:12]. I think the sound of that in English is right: I don't know how close it is to the Hebrew. But the sense of creativity is, I think, included in the whole conception of wisdom.

If we turn to the Book of Ecclesiastes, we get a little closer to a fuller treatment of the conception of wisdom. The word *Ekklesiastes* is an
attempt to render in Greek the Hebrew word which means preacher, *koheleth*, and the Preacher, who identifies himself with the legendary Solomon, actually lived many centuries later than the actual King Solomon. He is also, like so many wise men, a collector of proverbs; but he has a kind of touchstone, a phrase which is translated in the King James Bible as “Vanity of vanities; all is vanity,” which he applies to all the proverbs that he collects and quotes, and which means: practically all of this is baloney anyway, and you don’t need to take it too seriously.

The phrase “vanity of vanities” is from the Hebrew way of forming the superlative, as in the holy of holies, or Song of Songs. The word “vanity” has a metaphorical kernel which means “fog” or “mist”; from there it developed a derived sense of “emptiness,” and it’s from the sense of “emptiness” that the Vulgate gets the word *vanitas*, which is the source of the King James “vanity.” So that to put the essential position of Ecclesiastes into the form of its central paradox, one would say that all things are full of emptiness.

I think that there is no book in the Bible worse served by its translators than the Book of Ecclesiastes, and the King James Bible is I think particularly misleading. A translation of anything is likely to be, and certain to be if it’s a translation of the Bible, much more homogeneous than the original. The King James Bible is extremely good when it comes to the solemn and rather sombre eloquence that you get in so many of the prophets and the legal parts of the Pentateuch. But the closer the Bible comes to expressing a distinctively human tone, the further the King James goes astray, not so much in its rendering of the sense as in its rhythm and its sound. When you get to Paul, for example, with his very lively conversational style and his abundance of commercial and business metaphors, you often find that modern translations are really closer to the mood of Paul than the King James, simply because they are modern—simply because the kind of English we speak now is closer to the kind of Greek that Paul spoke.

Ecclesiastes is a very late writer, and so his style is on the whole much less oracular than the earlier parts of the Old Testament. For example, if you look at chapter 2, verse 3, the King James Bible says, “I sought in mine heart to give myself unto wine, yet acquainting mine heart with wisdom.” Now what that means is that the Preacher went through a stage in which he tried to be a sensible Epicurean. That is, he tried to get pleasure without hangover, so he experimented in drinking without getting drunk. But when that is presented in language that sounds like
something out of an *oraison funèbre* by Bossuet, the reader is badly misled, not so much about the sense of what he's saying as about the tone.

And so, when you read in the commentaries that the author of Ecclesiastes is really an old, pessimistic man who is tired of life, (a) throw the book in the basket and, (b) read the Book of Ecclesiastes again, because you are being totally misled about the actual emotional attitude of a shrewd and humorous and tough-minded writer. Being tired of life is the very last thing he is, and in fact being tired of life is the one disease for which he has no remedy to suggest. You should get rather the impression of somebody determined to tear off all the veils of illusion and superstition that keep repressing our mental processes. We often speak of being disillusioned as something that leaves us feeling dismal. But of course we shouldn't feel dismal if we get disillusioned: we ought to feel as though we've been let out of jail. Illusions are a prison.

There was a time when we went to school to learn the three R's. But we now go to learn the three A's: anxiety, absurdity, and alienation. That is the primer of twentieth-century man: if a person knows the meaning of those three words, he knows all the wisdom that the twentieth century can teach him, which, God knows, is little enough. Anyway, the author of Ecclesiastes is aware of all these three A's, and he tells you how to get through them. Most of it, of course, consists simply of ignoring them; but there are other things to do as well.

I think I've said before, in commenting on the imagery of the Bible, that in the Bible as in other works, you find the world divided between visible and invisible reality. There are many thinkers for whom the invisible world forms an order of reality superior to that of the visible world. In commenting on Creation, I've suggested that while the Bible recognizes an invisible world, it doesn't think of it as a superior order of reality. It thinks of the invisible world rather as the means by which the world becomes visible. That is, if you start to think of things that you can't see but know to exist, the first thing you might think of is the air. You can't see the air because if you did, you could see nothing else. If you could see the air, you would be living in a dense fog or mist, which is one of the metaphorical meanings of this word "vanity." You can't see the air because its being invisible enables you to see what is not air. In the account of Creation at the beginning of Genesis, the first things created are light and the firmament, that is, the basis of vision and sound. Because there is a sense in which you don't see light either: you see a source or reflection of light.
Thus, when the author of Ecclesiastes speaks of vanity, he has in mind a conception rather like what some Oriental religions are talking about when they speak of the void—shunyata. I think is the Buddhist term. That is, everything is there, but everything is in nothingness. The objective world is neither there nor not there. It is rather a forest that man has got lost in, and his schedule of behaviour is connected with finding a way out of it. If he is oppressed by the objectivity, by the thereness of the forest, he will find himself tramping around in a circle, which is the inevitable symbol of lost direction. If on the other hand he assumes that the forest is not there, he will very soon find himself bumping into trees. So to find the way out, you have to steer a middle course. There is something in the forest which is there, and something which is not there. When you find a wedge between those two things, you’ve started to find your way out.

That, I think, is what the author of Ecclesiastes means primarily by vanity. It means that he is abandoning all the things that I’ve called donkeys’ carrots: for one thing, the value judgment that wisdom is better than folly. He says that he decided that wisdom was better than folly; then he found that that was vanity, because the wise man and the fool both die, so there’s no advantage in wisdom. “Then said I to myself, this also is vanity” [cf. 2:15]. That is, once you stop with the notion that there is no difference between wisdom and folly, you’re in as bad a muddle as you are when you assume that there is a difference. If I can give an example of what is meant here, we may say of the village saint and the village sinner in a small community that the saint is the better man than the sinner, and that all our moral standards would collapse into chaos unless we assumed that the saint was the better man than the sinner; and that if they were both threatened with peril or disaster, the saint would be the more important man to save. That’s all right, except that the saint himself would be very unlikely to take such a view, and would certainly in a crisis be more likely to try to save the sinner than to save himself. Consequently, the axiom of his behaviour is not at all that sanctity is better than sinning: he has got to a position where “this” and “this not” are equally meaningless. That is the basis of the ethic of the Book of Ecclesiastes, which is very close to that of the Sermon on the Mount.

18. Job: A Test

I would like to approach the Book of Job at this point in the course as a work that pertains to the categories of both wisdom and prophecy. If
you look at the sequence of books of the Old Testament in the King James order, that is from Genesis to Malachi, with the Apocrypha in a separate section, you see an order which is derived from the Septuagint translation—the Hebrew order is a much more schematic one—and it seems to be pure accident that it actually makes its own kind of sense.

The books from Genesis to Esther are concerned with three themes: law, history, and ritual; the closing one, Esther, is a story which explains the latest of the Hebrew rituals to be established, the feast of Purim. The second half of the Old Testament, from Job to Malachi, is concerned also with three different themes: with poetry, prophecy, and wisdom. In that order, which as I say may be pure accident but still is an order, Job would occupy the place of a poetic and prophetic Genesis. It deals with the theme of how man was plunged into his present alienating situation, but deals with it in terms of poetry and prophecy and wisdom rather than of law and history and ritual.

When Milton, after pursuing the English Revolution of the seventeenth century through four of its stages, was finally checkmated completely by the restoration of the monarchy, he settled down to ask himself why the bid for liberty among the English people had met with so inglorious a failure, and why the great Exodus which had been undertaken in 1640 should have ended, in his phrase, with "a captain back for Egypt." That was why he told the story of the fall of man, which is based on the Christian conception of original sin, the notion that man, being born in a state of mortality, is conditioned from birth with a kind of inertia that makes it impossible for him to achieve any of the things that he really wants to do without divine assistance. Man says he wants freedom and—still paraphrasing Milton—thinks he wants freedom, but as a matter of fact, he does not want freedom: and if he gets it, it is only because freedom is something that God is determined he shall have.

Well, the story of the fall of Adam is a story of a breach of contract, which has always made it dear to the heart of theological lawyers, because it provides them with what passes for an explanation of the human situation. Why do we live in a world where we all die, and where we suffer various inconveniences ranging from earthquakes to mosquito bites? The answer in the Book of Genesis is: well, it was like this: many years ago, a hungry girl long past her lunch time reached for an apple on the wrong tree, and as a result, all this has taken place. The answer is insane, it's psychotic, but then, so is most theology; and at any
rate, it is a kind of answer. The advantage of studying the Book of Job is that it deals with the same question: how has man come to be in this alienating situation? But there is no contract; there is no alleged explanation. There is no quasi- or pseudo-historical element in it. It is given simply in purely imaginative terms.

When I was dealing with wisdom, I said that wisdom is conceived in the Bible existentially as more of an attitude of mind than as anything connected with knowledge, because knowledge is specific: it is knowledge of this or that; whereas wisdom deals more with the potential. We think, for example, of Jesus as a wise man, but not necessarily as a knowledgeable man: that is not the point about him. Wisdom, we said, was the conception of law in individualized form, the way in which law permeates society.

Prophecy, we found, was an individualizing of the revolutionary spirit which seems to be peculiar to the Biblical tradition. The prophet is typically a figure who is isolated because of the unpopularity of the message he brings, and who is very frequently persecuted. He is a figure whose authority no society knows how to deal with, because society by itself has no standards for distinguishing an authority above the law from an authority below it. That is, the prophet who denounces society cannot be distinguished from the troublemaker or the subversive, and not only in the Hebrew tradition, but in Greek culture as well. As the figure of Socrates reminds us, most societies have difficulty distinguishing the authority of prophecy.

Consequently, the assumption arose very early in both Judaism and Christianity that the age of the prophets was over; and this assumption was accepted with a great deal of relief. In medieval Europe, for example, there was a High King and a High Priest, a Pope and an Emperor. But there was no place for prophetic authority as such; and the fates of such people as Joan of Arc and Savonarola indicate the same difficulty that society has always had. The liberty of prophesying was one of the things that the Protestant Reformation was supposed to be all about, but Protestantism can hardly be said to have succeeded in establishing a prophetic authority. That is, its prophets never strayed very far away from pulpits: they were not really a distinct class from the priesthood. Nevertheless, that position of the prophet as an isolated or alien figure who has an authority very difficult for his own society to accommodate enters into the structure of the whole Bible.

The moral significance of the life of Jesus has been traditionally
assumed to be his perfect conformity to a moral code, as the one man who did not sin. But perhaps equally important is his significance as a figure that no organized or established society could possibly have tolerated. That is, the Christian teaching about who crucified Christ is not that the Romans or the Jews or whatever people happened to be there did, but that you and I did, and that all human societies without exception are involved in the Crucifixion of Christ. That sense of the figure who was negatively as well as positively outside history is something that has to be taken into account in trying to see what the importance of prophecy is. Society, in order to preserve itself, has to assume the priority of its interests to those of any individual; and what the high priest Caiaphas says in the Gospel of John, “it was expedient that one man die for the people” [cf. 18:14], is a statement that has been echoed by every human being without exception at some point or other. I want to approach Job primarily as an example of a book of wisdom which cannot be satisfactorily understood without some reference to this conception of prophecy as well.

The Book of Job is relatively late among Old Testament books, I suppose around 300 B.C. or thereabouts. It seems to be dramatic in construction: there are even things in it that remind us of certain things in the great tragedies, such as having the catastrophe announced by a messenger, though it is extremely unlikely that the author of Job was thinking of any kind of theatrical presentation. In fact, it is unlikely that he had seen a theatre or knew what a theatre was. It is more likely that the particular idiom in which Job is cast is, insofar as it is dramatic, something of an accident, because the dramatic form to which it is closest is not so much that of acted plays, whether tragedies or comedies, but to the Platonic dramatic form of the symposium, the discussion in which certain themes are pursued from different points of view.

The story is an ancient folk tale; and this ancient folk tale, which is in prose, appears at the beginning and at the end of the Book of Job that we have. But the author of Job simply cut the tale in two with a pair of scissors—that is, if scissors had been invented by that time: I’m a very sloppy scholar in some respects—and between the first and the second half put this enormous expansion of the theme which is the book that we know.

According to the story, then, we begin with Satan in the court of God, and that, at once, is unique. It’s not just that it’s a tremendous act of poetic originality that has haunted the imaginations of every great poet
ever since, down to Goethe's *Faust* and beyond. It is also because it illustrates something I've mentioned before, that in the account of Creation at the beginning of Genesis God is said to have separated the light from the darkness and the firmament from the chaos, the deep. So you can think of darkness and chaos as outside the Creation, and therefore as enemies of God. But the Creation actually incorporated darkness as an alternate to light, and it incorporated chaos in the form of the sea, as distinct from the land. Consequently, we can also think of chaos and darkness as incorporated dialectically within Creation, and as creatures of God rather than enemies. In most of the prophets, the forces of chaos and darkness are thought of as God's enemies, as certainly Satan is. But in the Book of Job, and there alone, both Satan and the powers of darkness are treated primarily as creatures of God, as things which he tolerates within his Creation.

We've already seen that a legal metaphor runs all through the Bible, and that it is appropriate therefore that we should speak of the end of all things as a Last Judgment, as a trial in which God is thought of as the judge, in which there is a defendant and a prosecutor. The role of the prosecutor is the traditional role of Satan. The word means "adversary," and his primary function is that of the accuser of mankind. The Greek word *diabolos*, which is the origin of our word "devil," originally meant or included the meaning of the person opposed in a lawsuit.

So all through the Book of Job, this metaphor of a trial and a judge is hovering in the background. If you were killed in a feud, the person whose duty it was to avenge your death would be called your *go'el* or avenger, and the same word could be applied to someone who would go bail for you if you were accused, or who in general would take the part of the accused person. In the Book of Job, Job expresses his own confidence that he has such a defender. In Job 19:25, he says, "I know that my *go'el* liveth." The King James translation is "redeemer," which is perhaps an overly Christianized translation: but the general sense is that he is sure that there is somebody on his side in this lawsuit. Then the question is, who is his accuser, and much more important than that, what is he being accused of? Because if there is anything particularly nightmarish about a tyranny or a rule of terror, it is the possibility of being arrested and held without being told what the charge is. That is a situation that one finds in Kafka's novel *The Trial*, and almost all of Kafka's writings form an extended commentary on the Book of Job.

And so Job says, Why hasn't my adversary written a book? Why
hasn’t he stated the case against me? [cf. 31:35]. That is of course the question to which the poem mainly addresses itself. First of all comes a disaster which wipes out his family, his goods, and his possessions—all but his wife, and his wife turns against him as well. Then comes another disaster, which takes the form of boils. We are told in the opening scene that Satan is taking his usual part of prosecutor, and is telling God that according to the code of the Book of Deuteronomy and elsewhere, he has really set things up in such a way that he can’t lose. If it is in man’s interest to obey the law and to follow the precepts of God, then man is an incredible fool if he does not do so. And if it is true that the good man is always rewarded, and that it is only the bad man who is punished, then God has really created a race of automata who are not free beings at all. God says, Well, maybe that’s true: but there is one man called Job, and I think that he would stick to me no matter what happened [cf. 1:18]. And Satan says, All right, let’s try. And so the disasters fall.

At that point, Job’s three friends come to see him. The three friends have become proverbial as stupid and unimaginative people. We get this impression partly from Job himself, who says, “Miserable comforters are ye all” [16:2]; and so we tend to think of them simply as replicas of Satan in the lower world, and as carrying on the whole process of accusation. On the other hand, whatever one thinks of them, they are certainly not fair-weather friends. They have nothing to gain from coming to see Job in his utter destitution. In chapter 2, the last verse ends, “So they sat down with him upon the ground seven days and seven nights”—that’s the ritual period of mourning—“and none spake a word unto him: for they saw that his grief was very great” [vs. 13]. And so, if we are tempted to think of the three friends as stupid and unimaginative, we should not forget either those seven days of silent sympathy.

At the same time, the three men, while they are devout, pious, and eloquent men—they are all fine poets—still are very heavily conditioned by their own understanding of the law and the way it operates: that if you obey the Deuteronomic code, you will be happy and prosperous, and if you don’t, you’ll be miserable. Job is quite clearly unhappy and miserable: so he must have done something to break the law. They begin to suggest this more and more deviously as time goes on: there is even a suggestion that Job might have done something unconsciously, as Oedipus did in Greek drama. But it is also said that Job has taken care of unintentional offences by the sacrifices that he has made before he fell into this state of things. And in any case, Job eventually begins to under-
stand what they are saying; and he feels outraged, not because of the imputations of divine justice, but because what he is really saying is that what has happened to him does not bear any kind of sane relationship to anything he could conceivably have done. If it is a question of punishment for wrongdoing, the situation is utterly insane, and raises more questions than it could possibly solve.

The three friends and Job remain devout and pious men. Consequently, the one explanation that never once occurs to them, and never possibly could occur to them, is the one that has already been given to the reader: namely, that Job is not being punished at all, but that he is being tested for something. And the reason it couldn’t have occurred to them is that the bet with Satan suggests that God has a stake of his own in the matter. That just doesn’t come into their conception of the universe anywhere. But we have in fact been told that God is actually risking something, and risking it on Job’s fidelity. In the kind of view of God that both Job and the friends have, he could never be as vulnerable as that in his relationships with human beings.

The discussion reaches a deadlock, and we’re told that these three men cease to answer Job because he was righteous in his own eyes [32:1]. That is an extremely unfair comment to make about Job, and is perhaps expressed only from their point of view. Then Elihu comes in. Elihu is a later writer’s addition: he came two or three centuries later probably. He says he is a young man, and consequently is following the custom which says that the old fools have to speak until their senility is fully exposed, and then he will get into the discussion himself. However, though he is a fine and eloquent poet, he doesn’t really add much to the argument: he really just sums it up again. Job lets this go by without any comment at all, partly because it is a later addition. Then God himself enters the discussion, and speaks to Job out of the whirlwind.

Now at first we are deeply disappointed in what God says. He is a pretty fair poet too: he’s not as good as Elihu, but he begins by saying, “Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge?” [38:2]. If he means Elihu, he’s a bit ungrateful, because he’s cribbed a great deal of his speech from Elihu. But in any case, his speech seems to consist of a number of rhetorical questions, all of which, as they say in Latin grammars, expect the answer “no.” The questions are all to the same effect: Were you around when I made the world? Do you know how it was made? No? Then why are you questioning the justice of my ways? And Job says, “Yes, Lord, I know nothing, and you know every-
thing." Whereupon God says, "Well, that's better," and proceeds to restore to him everything that he had before.

Now, if that is what the Book of Job actually means, then we can only conclude that some bungling and terrified poet took over the conclusion and spoiled what was originally one of the great visionary dramas in the world's history. That is the view of it that Bernard Shaw takes when he speaks of the ignoble and irrelevant retort of God at the end of the book. Bernard Shaw also has a story called *The Black Girl in Her Search for God*, where a young African woman armed with a big stick goes out to find God. The first god she meets is the God of Noah's flood, who makes thunderous noises at her, so she whacks him over the head with her knob and he disappears. Then she meets a god who says, Now I do love to have my creatures argue with me, so I can tell them how much wiser I am than they are. Do you have any questions? She doesn't ask any questions, she just whacks him over the head and he disappears. Well, this is a conceivable view of the Book of Job. I don't think it is the right one: but if the King James Bible is right when it puts in its marginal headings at the top of the page that "God convinceth Job of ignorance," then it seems to be almost the only moral that we can take from the story. So maybe we should retrace our steps a bit.

In this speech of God, there is the series of rhetorical questions that I mentioned, followed by two lyrical poems at the end: at least I am going to assume that there are two. They are about two fabulous monsters that we have met already in the imagery of the Bible, a land monster named Behemoth and a sea monster named Leviathan. The New English Bible notes that *behemoth* is simply the intensive plural of the word for "beast" in Hebrew, and consequently, it reduces them to one, to Leviathan only, but I am going to ignore that. Traditionally, there have always been two, a land monster and a sea monster: you'll find them referred to even as early as 2 Esdras in the Apocrypha [6:49].

God says in 40:15, where the two great hymns start, "Behold now behemoth, which I made with thee," and then goes on to talk about Leviathan in chapter 41. The two animals seem to have developed out of the kernels of the hippopotamus and the crocodile. That is, they are both Egyptian animals, and it is perhaps significant that Job, although he observes the Israelite law, comes from Uz in the kingdom of Edom, and so is strictly speaking outside the jurisdiction of the Biblical countries.

But we remember that the account of the Creation at the beginning of Genesis, where God creates light from darkness and the firmament from...
chaos, is a later development of what was originally a dragon-killing myth, and that the dragon-killing myth has been referred to many times in the Old Testament, though always as a poetic myth rather than as a matter of belief. And we see that of these two creatures, Satan and Leviathan, one appears at the beginning of the poem, the other at the end of it; and that everywhere else in the Bible, Satan is the enemy of God, and Leviathan the dragon who is to be hooked and landed in the last day. But here, Satan is a tolerated guest in the court of God. And I imagine that Goethe sums up the feeling of Job rather accurately in his Prologue in Faust, where Mephistopheles walks out of heaven saying to himself, I like to talk to the old boy now and again; it is really very decent of him to talk to me [ll. 350–3]. Similarly, Behemoth and Leviathan are not spoken of here as enemies of God, or as outside his order. God is pointing to them with something of the nervous admiration of an artist, saying, Look, Job, aren’t they splendid, aren’t they wonderful? I made them, you know: don’t you like them? And if you think of them in that context, you’ll see that it is not really a problem in the poem that we hear no more about Satan, and that at the end of the poem, God makes no reference to the original deal that he made with Satan. According to our table of demonic symbols which we drew up last fall, Satan and the leviathan are metaphorically the same thing, but are simply seen from different points of view. And by pointing out these two monsters to Job, God is implying, or at least the author of the poem is implying, that Job is outside them. He must be outside them, or he couldn’t see them. You remember that we are mythologically all born inside the belly of the leviathan, and that the whole fishing imagery of the Gospels is connected with that fact.

So it’s possible that Job is getting a genuine enlightenment and is not being told just to shut up. Further, if the conventional understanding of Job were right, that Job is merely being bullied by God into silence, then his three friends must have been right about God all along; because their point of view throughout has consistently been that God rewards the righteous and punishes the disobedient. And if that doesn’t happen, then all we can say is that the ways of God are mysterious and too high for us to understand. As I say, if that is the meaning of the poem as a whole, then the friends’ conception of God is vindicated. But God says explicitly that the friends are wrong in what they said about him. What they said is forgivable—they are welcomed into the community at the end—but what they have said is wrong. Another thing which seems clear is that if Job had suffered in silence all the way through the poem,
there would have been no revelation either to him or to anybody else at the end. It is only because Job yells bloody murder that there is a Book of Job at all. Job's protests, his loud demands to know why this has happened, are the kind of things which indicate the integrity that God insisted he had from the first.

19. Job and the Question of Tragedy

I was looking at the Book of Job, and suggesting that because the dramatic form is closer to the Platonic symposium than it is to the typical tragedy or comedy, we often tend to assume that the Book of Job is a problem; and of course a problem is something that ought to have a solution. I think there are many wrong things about looking at Job as a problem, even though that is the point of view of Job himself and of the four people who are talking with him.

I suggested that, in the first place, Job is not being punished for anything, but is being tested for something, that God himself appears to have some kind of stake in the matter, as seems indicated by his colloquy with Satan at the beginning; and while it is no doubt true a priori that God knew the outcome in advance, we shouldn't let ourselves get too tangled up with ordinary conceptions of time. If God foreknows the end of an action, then it is just like a fixed horserace. There is something about it which is not quite genuine, and even Milton in Paradise Lost fell into that difficulty. But certainly the Book of Job does not impress us as a fixed race, as something which has been all worked out in advance.

One of the principles involved has to do with the relation of question and answer. When you answer a question, you accept the assumptions in the question, so that the answer, if it is a satisfactory answer, consolidates the mental level on which the question is asked. If it is the answer, it also annihilates the question. If you ask me where the nearest telephone is, I can accept the assumptions in the question, answer it, if I know where the nearest telephone is, and consequently annihilate or abolish that particular problem which the question symbolizes. But if you ask me, Where is God? I can say only that conceptions of "where" do not apply to God, and that the only way of answering such a question is to refuse to answer it. I cannot answer the question because I cannot accept the assumptions in the question. It's one of those Have you quit beating your wife? questions, in which the matter of accepting the assumption in the question is primary.
Now it is for that reason that no serious religion ever attempts to answer questions. Because seriousness, whether it is in religion or in art or in science, is a matter of proceeding steadily to better and more adequate questions. In religion, the questions that you raise are not answered except in the most perfunctory ways because, if you think about it for a moment, you will see that to answer such a question as, Why do innocent people suffer? or, Why is there evil in a world created by a good God? really cheats you out of the right to ask the question, and certainly blocks your further advance. It prevents you from reformulating a question with rather better assumptions in it, and so proceeding in the way the human mind does proceed in dealing with very large and serious issues, by trying to make the assumptions in the questions it asks more and more adequate.

There is a very touching story about Gertrude Stein that on her death bed, feeling that she was going, called over her lifelong friend Alice B. Toklas and said, “Alice, what is the answer?” And Alice said, “Well, Gertrude, I’m afraid we don’t know that.” Gertrude Stein thought this over, and said, “Well, then, what is the question?” That, I think, is something of what is involved in the argument of Job. If you are looking for an answer to a question or for a solution to a problem, then you start this dreary chess game of whether God is or is not doing the right thing, which of course leads to a superego starting to scream that of course he must be and you’re a wicked blasphemer for questioning it; and another part of your mind remains quiet and doesn’t comment, but is not convinced.

Another aspect of this problem is that if there is an answer, you will never get out of the world of the question. The answer of God at the end of the Book of Job has, as I said last day, been very much criticized as a kind of bullying and hectoring response. But suppose there had been an explanation which took you back to the beginning to the original scene with Satan in heaven. Then you would have had a God who said, Well, you see, Job, it was like this. And a God full of glib explanations for what happened would be more contemptible than even a bullying or hectoring God would be. If there is one thing the Book of Job cannot end with, it’s God producing out of a hat a number of satisfactory explanations for the problems which have been worrying you. Job hasn’t got problems, he’s got tragedy and misery and boils. Intellectual problems or questions with answers do not get very close to where he is.

If a scientist is conducting a dialogue with nature, and nature doesn’t
say anything, somebody has to fill in the silence. That somebody is obvi-
ously the scientist, who is driven by the silence of nature to keep refor-
mulating what he is investigating and observing. Now this is not quite
what happens in the Book of Job, because here there is a dialogue. Job is
in the world of time, which you can represent by a horizontal line. When
we live in the world of time, we’re being dragged along this line back-
wards, with our faces to the past and our backs to the future. And so,
naturally, any question like, How did this happen to me? or, Why did it
happen to me? is instinctively, according to all our normal mental pro-
cesses, thrown backwards into the past. We’re really asking questions
about the origin or the cause of what happened. Well, the origin or
cause of what happened to Job can only have been the origin or cause of
everything that has ever happened—in other words, of the Creation
itself. And everything follows from that original act of Creation.

What God appears to be saying to Job is, You weren’t around when I
made the world; therefore you don’t know what’s in my mind. There-
fore you shouldn’t be questioning the judgment of my ways. What I
think he may actually be saying is something like this: You were not
around at the time of the Creation. You were trying to find your way
back there, to understand what has happened to you. Don’t try it.
There’s no answer there. I’m not there, or at least no part of me is there
that you can get hold of. And bound up with that, first of all, is the fact
that how Job got into this mess is far less important than the question of
how he is to get out of it. And secondly, that all you can see of a divine
purpose when you’re looking along the horizontal line, back to the
beginning of time, is that of fatality or causation; and those are pretty
chilly attributes of a God who is represented as taking an active interest
and concern in Job’s situation.

That is why the speech of God ends with the two poems on Behemoth
and Leviathan, which look irrelevant to the problems of Job’s boils and
miseries and dead daughters but are actually less irrelevant than they
may seem. We saw in our analysis of the imagery and narrative of the
Bible that Leviathan, used as a poetic image in the Bible, expands into
the entire world of time and space in which we are living, a world in
which Satan has a good deal of control. We are all born inside the belly
of the leviathan, which is why there is so much about Jesus as a fisher-
man in the Gospels. And for God to point out these two monsters to Job
at the end can only mean that Job is outside them. And because he is
outside them, he has been delivered from their power.
Let's look at the final chapter, the forty-second chapter, just at the end of the speech of God. "Then Job answered the Lord, and said, I know that thou canst do everything, and that no thought can be withheld from thee. Who is he that hideth counsel without knowledge? therefore have I uttered that I understood not; things too wonderful for me, which I knew not. Hear, I beseech thee, and I will speak: I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me. I have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear: but now mine eye seeth thee. ... Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes" [vv. 1-4, 6].

The tone seems to be one of unquestioning submission—Yes, Lord, you know everything; I know nothing; you've got all the trump cards in your hand, and have had from the beginning, and so on. And yet I think we shouldn't be taken in too much by this Oriental manner of speaking, because Job also manages to say a few other things. He says, "I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me" [42:4]. He still retains the right to speak and even to argue with his Creator.

And then he says, "I have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear: but now mine eye seeth thee" [v. 5], which is a tremendous statement to make, because all through the Bible, the doctrine that God cannot be seen is invariable. The closest we get is Isaiah's saying that he saw God high and lifted up in the temple. There is a very ancient legend that Isaiah was put into a hollow log and sawn in two on the charge of having claimed a direct vision of God. Yet this is what Job is claiming. There is only one reference to the Book of Job that I know of in the New Testament, and that is in the Epistle of James, where James says, "Ye have heard of the patience of Job, and have seen the end of the Lord" [5:11]. And that picks up the same metaphor—"I have heard but I now see." Of course, in James, there is still a Christian sting in the tail: what James's readers have seen is the coming of Christ; and that can hardly be within the historical context of the Book of Job itself.

Let's go on to the end of the folk tale, in chapter 42. "And it was so, that after the Lord had spoken these words unto Job, the Lord said to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against thee, and against thy two friends: for ye have not spoken of me the thing that is right" [v. 7]. Therefore he commands a sacrifice. And in verse 10, "And the Lord turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his friends."

God is traditionally regarded as a trinity of power and love and wisdom. There's a great deal about the power and the wisdom of God in the Book of Job, and it seems curious that there should be so little about love.
Various people have adapted the Book of Job, including William Blake in the series of illustrations that he did at the end of his life, and Archibald MacLeish in his play *J.B.*, and it is interesting to notice that Blake and MacLeish make the same alteration in the story of Job: they both make Job's wife faithful to Job throughout, and they both caricature the friends. In Blake, the three friends are simply incarnations of moral virtue, which for Blake means something like a lynching mob. And in *J.B.*, Job's three friends come to see him only because they are spiritual vampires attracted by the smell of misery. In other words, the notion of a Job cut off even from his wife is too tough for reasonably kind and humane people like MacLeish and Blake to take in. Similarly, they can come to terms with the friends only by thinking of them as malignant.

While it is true that for Job not to have even the support of his wife during this trial is tough enough, it is more important that this is the only place where an image of love would naturally emerge. Likewise, he has dismissed his friends as "miserable comforters" [16:2], and yet we are told that the Lord "turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his friends" [42:10]. So that perhaps the love which is based on the love of these three blundering and blinkered and yet utterly well-meaning old buffers is perhaps closer to genuine love than any other image that would be available to the poet.

In any case, the redemption of Job is the same thing as the re-estab-
lishing of his community. We are apt to forget, perhaps, that this drama is not being carried out in solitude. Job is a patriarch of the whole society in the background. That society disappears from the foreground of the action during most of the book, but it comes back again into existence at the end. "And the Lord turned the captivity of Job, when he prayed for his friends: also the Lord gave Job twice as much as he had before. Then came there unto him all his brethren, and all his sisters, and all they that had been of his acquaintance before, and did eat bread with him in his house: and they bemoaned him, and comforted him over all the evil that the Lord had brought upon him: every man also gave him a piece of money. . . . So the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more than his begin-
ing: for he had fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen, and a thousand she asses. He had also seven sons and three daughters. And he called the name of the first, Jemima; and the second, Kezia; and the name of the third, Keren-happuch. And in all the land were no women found so fair as the daughters of Job: and their father gave them inheritance among their brethren" [42:10–15].
Now, in your experience of drama, you notice that it is characteristic of tragedy that it points to the inevitable. Because it points to the inevitable, it points to the credible as well. Even if you don’t believe that Hamlet actually saw the ghost of his father, or that Macbeth saw the ghost of Banquo, you can still understand what state of mind Hamlet and Macbeth were in. Tragedy normally does not conceal anything from the audience. That is, we know who murdered Hamlet’s father and Banquo, and we know what Iago’s honesty amounts to, though the characters on the stage do not. That is why tragedy is always associated with irony, a perspective in which the audience sees more of what is happening than the actors in the play do. And so, when the tragic ending comes, it impresses us as inevitable, and we say to ourselves, yes, that is the kind of thing that can and does happen. That is how we reconcile ourselves to a tragic ending, through the fact that this portrays things as they can and sometimes do happen.

In a comedy, what we often get is some card up the writer’s sleeve, some gimmick that he’s thought up whereby the action is suddenly twisted from approaching complications and trouble into a happy ending. What happens in the ordinary New Comedy that was the tradition behind Shakespeare is that boy wants girl; girl is a slave or, that is, she’s a prostitute; boy’s father says, Nothing doing. It then turns out that the girl was kidnapped or stolen by pirates in infancy and is really the daughter of somebody respectable, so that the hero can marry her without loss of face; and boy gets girl.

Well, in this comic action, there is a gimmick produced to which a normal reaction is to say that this kind of thing doesn’t happen in ordinary life. But it happens in plays, and is rather nice when it does happen. Accepting it, therefore, is based on your own preference for a happy ending, but not on your sense of probability in the scheme of things. Fate specializes in practical jokes in bad taste: fate very seldom pulls out a card from the pack to help you.

So, reading the Book of Job, we are reading a drama which has always been classified with the world’s tragedies, and yet it is technically a comedy by virtue of the fact that everything is restored to Job at the end. We can understand Job’s miseries and trials: there is nothing about that which violates our sense of the probability of what happens in life. But can we actually accept his quite sudden restoration of Job to prosperity? That is what is incredible.

Now, in the first place, there is a rule in comedy expressed in the title
of one of Shakespeare's plays, *All's Well That Ends Well*. That's the only title in Shakespeare with a predicate, and it is a statement that is true of the structure of comedy. But it is utter nonsense as a statement about human life. The reason it is true of comedy is that when a comedy ends well, that is traditionally the beginning of the real lives of the young people who get married at the end. But in real life, it is silly to say that all's well that ends well. Even in a society as patriarchal as Job's, a man who had lost three beautiful daughters would not be completely consoled by three brand new daughters, no matter how beautiful or how impressively named: it's not a matter of consoling a child for a broken toy by giving him a new toy. The loss of the daughters would be a permanent scar on his existence.

So there are several possibilities here. One is the possibility that if we had seen Job in the middle of his restoration to prosperity, we might not have seen fourteen thousand sheep and a thousand she asses and three beautiful daughters at all. We might have seen nothing but a beggar on a dunghill. And yet that beggar on that dunghill would have seen something that we have not seen, and would know something that we do not know. Of his three brand new daughters, one of them, Keren-happuch, has a name that means a box of eye shadow. She might not be there at all. And so, the credibility of the restoration of Job would have to involve different levels of existence.

The most ordinary image for two levels of existence comes from waking up in the morning, where we get rid of a dream world simply by abolishing that world. Something of that might be happening here: perhaps Job has wakened up from a nightmare world of loss and boils to find that it was only a dream. But if it were only a dream, then the end of Job is so discontinuous from the main action of the poem that there is hardly any point in the main action of the poem at all. So that's facile; it will hardly do.

I think that when you go back to the speech of Job, you get an impression that some kind of confidential look, almost a wink, seems to have passed between Job and God at that point, and that Job knows something in that instant from which we are excluded. What is it that Job knows that we don't know? The answer is that by definition we don't know, and that's not helpful. Nevertheless, it is something that the statement that he is seeing God, the restoration of all his goods, the re-establishment of his family and community, are all images for.

I've spoken of the form of tragedy, and tragedy is a form that people...
seem to have a constant itch to wish to explain. Early critics read in Aristotle the statement that the tragic hero must have *hamartia*, and nobody quite knows what that means, but it’s the ordinary word in the New Testament for sin. Consequently, Aristotle has often been interpreted as proposing an extremely moralistic theory of tragedy, that the tragic hero must have done something wrong, so that what he does is morally intelligible. But if you think of the tragedies that you know, you’ll see that that won’t work. The particular thing called tragedy that happens to a tragic hero does not depend on his moral status. He may be as good a man as Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar or as good a woman as Bernard Shaw’s Joan of Arc or Shakespeare’s Desdemona. Or he may be as bad a person as Shakespeare’s Richard III or Macbeth. But the particular thing called tragedy that happens takes no account of that.

I think what Aristotle means partly by *hamartia* is being in a certain place which is especially dangerous or exposed; and very often the qualities that put you in such a place are the qualities of exceptional heroism. Because, after all, an oak tree is much more likely to be struck by lightning than a clump of grass. Cordelia in Shakespeare’s *King Lear*, for example, does nothing wrong to deserve her banishment and her eventual hanging. She is just standing in a particular spot, and the lightning strikes that spot.

Similarly, one of the issues raised by the story of Job is the issue connected with the word “property,” which in Aristotle means that which is proper to a man, that which is really an extension of himself. And so one of the questions raised by Job’s disasters is, How much can a man lose of what he has before it begins to affect the identity of what he is? That question is answered in a rather brusque way, perhaps, by God’s remark to Satan that he has to spare Job’s life. He can take everything he has, but he must leave what he is. In that situation, the identity of Job is being isolated. It’s being cut off from his possessions, because it is still a question raised by Satan as to whether Job is not really a creature of his possessions, of his prosperity and his riches, rather than a creature of God. After he has passed the test, his goods are restored to him, because that question no longer means anything.

The argument of Job and his friends builds to a climax in the beginning of chapter 26. It looks as though an editor, or perhaps even the original author, has cut down the proportions of the dialogue here, because his scheme was originally to have the three friends all speak in turn. But in this round of speeches, the second man, Bildad, has a very
curtailed speech, and the third man doesn’t speak at all. But Job answers, and his answer carries on until the end of chapter 31, after which it is said that the “three men ceased to answer Job, because he was righteous in his own eyes” [32:1].

Now, as we have already suggested, it’s only from the comforters’ point of view that he is righteous in his own eyes. The speech of Job himself is really the climax of the whole book as far as Job is concerned. It is his statement as a bewildered but still articulate victim of disaster, and there are insertions in it that make it longer perhaps than it needed to be, such as the hymn in praise of wisdom in chapter 28, which is probably a later interpolation; but Job’s speech, from chapters 26 to 31, seems to me the most tremendously noble and impressive statement that I know of in literature of what can only be called the essential dignity and responsibility of human nature. Job does not claim virtue, he does not claim that he must have been unjustly treated: he has stopped all that kind of noise, and says merely that he wishes he knew what the charge against him is, if there is a charge; and he ends, at the end of chapter 31, in the closing verses that begin at verse 35, “Oh that one would hear me! behold, my desire is, that the Almighty would answer me, and that mine adversary had written a book. Surely I would take it upon my shoulder, and bind it as a crown to me. I would declare unto him the number of my steps; as a prince would I go near unto him. If my land cry against me, or that the furrows likewise thereof complain; if I have eaten the fruits thereof without money, or have caused the owners thereof to lose their life: Let thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley. The words of Job are ended” [vv. 35-40].

It is the voice of a responsible ruler, like Oedipus of Thebes: there is a famine in the country; Oedipus is king; therefore he is responsible. So he must consult an oracle to find out why there is a drought. In the case of Oedipus, of course, the outcome is very different. He is told by a prophet that he has murdered his father and slept with his mother, and that the gods were offended. He says, But I didn’t know anything about this, and the prophet said, Well, that’s just too bad. But in the Book of Job, you have the same willingness to assume responsibility, the same essential dignity which is possible only to a conscious nature. Job is doing what he can with the gifts of consciousness and intelligence. In ending on that tone, he makes it clear that God has won the wager, that Job’s integrity is still there and still untouched. After that, you don’t need Satan anymore.
What follows is the speech of Elihu, which as I say is a later interpolation. Elihu is a young man, and his following the three old men represents a kind of social cycle of moral condemnation which goes on and on. But Job lets Elihu's speech go by without commenting on the fact that he's extremely cocksure. Elihu says things like, "Suffer me a little, and I will shew thee that I have yet to speak on God's behalf" [36:2], as though God had hired him as a lawyer. Job makes no comment on the arguments of Elihu: he's heard it all before, it's all true, and it's all nonsense. He’s waiting for a different kind of voice altogether. And eventually, out of the whirlwind, the voice comes.

I was dealing with the question in the Book of Job about the actual tone of the speech of God at the end, and questioning whether he is really the heavy blustering tyrant that he may seem to be on first reading, and that he has often been called by commentators on the book. There does seem to be a hectoring and bullying quality to some of the things he says, as in 40:7: "Gird up thy loins now like a man: I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me. Wilt thou also disannul my judgment? wilt thou condemn me, that thou mayest be righteous? Hast thou an arm like God? or canst thou thunder with a voice like him?" [vv. 7–9]. This is the kind of thing that puts people off a bit. And yet, if you think of the context, the situation is assumed by Job's friends to be a situation in which God must be justified because he's God, and in which Job therefore must be unjustified.

Throughout the argument, there runs the primitive superstition, which at the same time is very difficult to eradicate in the human mind, that if you're unlucky, then you must somehow or other have done something wrong, and that the unlucky are to be avoided, just like people carrying an infectious disease ought to be avoided. In Homer's Odyssey, for example, Aeolus, the god of the winds, gives Odysseus a favourable wind, but his treacherous companions let the wind out of the sack and the voyage ends in disaster. So Odysseus goes back to Aeolus and says that through no fault of his own he's run into bad luck. And Aeolus slams the door in his face, and says that an unlucky man is hated by the gods, and he'll have nothing more to do with him [bk. 10].

But I think that one of the things that God is expressing in this speech is the fact that you don't get anywhere in this situation by simply revers-
ing it. If you just turn it inside out, and make it a drama in which Job is
the noble suffering hero, and God is malicious and malignant, you've
got a quite comprehensible dramatic situation. It doesn't fit the opening
postulates of the poem very well, because a situation like that would
identify God with Satan, and that, as I have had occasion to point out in
this course already, is something that theologians are perpetually doing,
one of their favourite amusements. But in the opening of Job, God and
Satan are quite carefully distinguished, and even if Satan disappears
from the rest of the action after the second chapter, the distinction is still
in the reader's mind.

Around the time of Christ, there were various philosophers known as
the Gnostics. There were Christian Gnostics and Jewish Gnostics and
pagan Gnostics. We know the Christian ones best of the three, because
they were so elaborately refuted by the orthodox, who quoted large pas-
sages from their writings to show how wrong they were. They were a
large and influential party, just about as old as Christianity itself, and
are referred to in the New Testament several times [e.g., 1 Timothy 6:20].
But the Christian Gnostic view was that the creator of the universe and
the God of the Old Testament, Jehovah, could only have been an evil
God; and it was from that evil God that Jesus had come to deliver us.
The Christian Gnostic view, then, would have led to the complete elimi-
nation of the Old Testament, and of the Jewish tradition, from the Chris-
tian heritage.

That is one element in Christian Gnosticism. What I am even more con-
cerned with, and what I think is even more significant from the point of
view of Job, is the pagan Gnostic position, which was really an attack on
the order of nature. The Gnostic view in paganism was that the order of
nature was a hopeless bungle, that nature is something totally alien to
man. Consequently, it could only be, once again, the creation of an evil
being; and man has to fight his way out of this alien nature as best he can.

There is a very strong attack made on the pagan Gnostics by the Neo-
platonic philosopher Plotinus, who attacked them for holding what
seems to us a most utterly obvious point. They said all men are broth-
ers—including the base, as Plotinus adds contemptuously—but that
men are not brothers to the stars [Enneads, 2.9.18]. In other words, Ploti-
nus's case was that the order of nature must be thought of as created
perfect, and that man's destiny is to fit himself into this order, not to
break away from it. So the Gnostics are actually raising a pretty impor-
tant issue and pressing it very hard.
Although this is several centuries later than Job, I am raising the point here because it is something that glints in the background of its whole situation. The same situation turns up many centuries later in Shelley’s poem *Prometheus Unbound*. Here, Prometheus bound to the rock is an image of suffering and martyred man; and Jupiter the sky-god is the cruel malevolent being that keeps man in that state of suffering and martyrdom. Some time before the play has opened, Prometheus has pronounced a speech in defiance of Jupiter, including a curse on Jupiter which is repeated soon after the poem begins. At that point, Prometheus says, Well, I’m sorry I made that curse, and recalls it [1.303–5]. Everybody, including Earth, thinks that Prometheus has quit, has given in to the malevolent being, and they think it’s all up with everybody forever. But what has happened is the exact opposite. Prometheus has realized that his defiance of Jupiter, his cursing of Jupiter, is in fact the only thing that keeps Jupiter in business; so that when he recalls the curse, Jupiter simply disappears.

Now I’m not sure how clearly I can convey the point in relation to Job, but obviously a continuously defying Job would be keeping a whole Satanic part of Creation in business. Hence, Job’s surrender at the end is not a simple surrender. If you look at 42:6, he says, “Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes.” Now, most Western readers of that verse would take it to mean that Job was simply saying that man is always evil, and God is always good, and consequently that the best man can do is to abhor himself, and try to be as much unlike himself as possible. But somebody trained in an Oriental religion might read it very differently. He might read “I abhor myself” more as meaning, I no longer consider what I call myself, an ego, as any reality at all, and I am withdrawing from it.

There is a remark I may have quoted already from Rimbaud. Rimbaud says in one of his letters, “*Je est un autre*”: I is somebody else. And that may be Job’s final discovery that the person he’s been calling Job, the Job ego, is in fact not there; and that you don’t see with your eyes, you see through your eyes: your eyes are merely a lens. You don’t think with your brain, you think through your brain: your brain is a filter or an amplifier, or something of that kind, for the consciousness. And you don’t live as the ego: it’s another kind of consciousness altogether that lives through it. It’s something of that kind of intuition that comes to Job at the end.

The sense of the subject as the perceiving ego is a kind of perspective
we’ve been born with; and yet there are all kinds of experiences which make us realize that we are not in fact the starting point of our own experiences. For one thing, we are social beings before we are individual ones: we belong to something before we are something. Consequently, our individual egos are rooted in the society we belong to. Whenever we begin to use our consciousness, we find that we can be as objective to ourselves as anything else can be. The central teaching of nearly all higher religions has been precisely that point: man does not discover who he is until he gives up the notion that he is himself.

Thus, consciousness incarnated an individual, but is not confined to the individual. It’s in the discovery of the realms of consciousness beyond the individual that all the teachings of salvation and enlightenment in all the religions are directed towards. The principle that the ego perceives only what is vague and hazy and general, and that what perceives the specific and particular is something universal in the perceiver is, I think, an awareness that a great many religions come to focus on.

In Greek tragedy, the hero is very often a god himself, like Prometheus, or a demi-god like Hercules, or is somebody of divine descent, or he is somebody whose nature is somehow half divine and half human. As the action of the Greek tragedy unfolds, its dialectic tends to separate him from anything like a divine destiny. Well, of course that can’t happen in a Biblical tradition. You can’t have, in the Old Testament at any rate, a human being who is in part divine. Consequently, Job is not in the position of the tragic hero in a Greek tragedy. For one thing, he can’t make any noble or heroic gesture: you can’t make a heroic gesture if you have to stop and scratch a boil. And the fact that his courage is of the kind that expresses itself in patience and endurance is bound up with the fact that he is not to begin with the typical tragic hero of the Greek kind, who is at least partly divine in nature. So it’s a matter of achieving a fully realized humanity; and one of the things that the Book of Job is saying is that a fully realized humanity is redeemable.

I was saying that the shadow of the malevolent or malignant Creator appears in the background of the Job problem; but the postulates of the poem itself really rule that out. There isn’t a malignant Creator there, because we have already been shown the distinction between God and Satan. And that, of course, takes us into the heart of the tragic perspective in Job.

If you’ve read the Shakespearean tragedies with any attention, you must have often noticed how characters in tragedy assume sources for
tragedy that are much more mysterious than any that you can actually see. For example, in *Romeo and Juliet*, Romeo speaks of his mind misgiving him that there was some consequence still hanging in the stars [1.4.107]. He speaks as though a kind of tragic fate were being woven for him as logically in the patterns of the stars. When he hears the false news that Juliet is dead he says, “Is it e’en so? Then I defy you stars” [5.1.24], and makes his own resolve to kill himself. But we who look at the play don’t feel that we need any astrological explanations for the deaths of the young lovers. They have a perfectly comprehensible cause in the idiotic family feud of the Montagues and the Capulets. Similarly, Gloucester, after he’s been blinded, says, “As flies to wanton boys are we to the gods; they kill us for their sport” [4.1.38–9]. And yet Gloucester’s miseries have been caused by the treachery of his bastard son Edmund, and by the brutality of Cornwall, who has put his eyes out. Again, the source of Gloucester’s tragedy is perfectly human and comprehensible, and there’s no need to postulate the existence of malicious gods.

Outside Shakespeare it’s the same thing. In *Tess of the D’Urbervilles*, the final paragraph says, “Justice was done and the President of the Immortals had ended his sport with Tess.” But that’s only a literary flourish which Hardy puts in to show how well-read he was; because actually nothing happens to Tess in the story that does not have a quite specific locatable cause in human malice or arrogance or stupidity.

The general principle to which that leads is that the only mystery is in the existence of evil itself: there’s no mystery about its effects. It is that origin of the mystery of evil that Job keeps circling around; and the nearest that we get to it as readers is in the speeches of Satan in the presence of God.

We have there, as we have so often in the Jewish and Christian and Islamic religious traditions, the sense of God as being in charge of the order of nature, but without interfering in it. There’s always something of a very human feeling that if we were God, we would work harder to earn our keep; that if we were in charge of what happened, we wouldn’t make such appalling bungles as God appears to be making. But all these questions focus on the question of the origin and the existence of evil itself.

So in the foreground, on what I regard as a relatively superficial level of the argument, we have this alleged problem of faith and doubt. Job trusts in God, and his trust is vindicated: whereas, if he had doubted, he would not have been vindicated. But one wonders whether looking at
Job as a problem with a solution really gets us very deeply into it. In any case, what appears to be obvious is that Job is vindicated partly because he does protest, and consequently, that doubt is not the enemy of faith. Doubt is the dialectical opposite of faith, and it is an essential part of faith. A faith which never doubts is not worth having. It's in the dialectic of faith and doubt that the reality of faith emerges. The enemy of faith is not doubt, but rather the sheer insensitivity of mind that doesn't see what all the fuss is about.

And so, we have to go from this intellectualized problem of faith and doubt down to the deeper existential problem. Here the virtue is hope rather than faith, and the opposite of hope is not doubt, but despair. Again, despair is not the enemy of hope but the dialectical complement of hope, the thing that hope must fight against if it's to attain its reality. And so, Job goes through the depths of despair. It is because he does so that the hope is sustained at the end.

There's a poem of Emily Dickinson's about hope in which she says, "Could Hope inspect her Basis / Her Craft were done— / Has a fictitious Charter / Or it has none—" [Poem 1283, ll. 1-4]. That is, hope is simply the will to believe the impossible, and without its basis in fiction or illusion, there could be no such virtue. There's a good deal of truth in that, perhaps. What it amounts to is the question of illusion and reality. All through the story of Job, there is the irreducible reality of Job's isolation, his misery, his boils, all the disasters that have happened to him. And at the core, the illusion that there is something on his side, though he doesn’t quite know what. At the end of the poem, we have the reversal of these relations of reality and illusion: the miseries all vanish into illusion, and Job's hope, whatever it is, is the one that becomes a reality.

Perhaps I could try to explain that by an analogy; and this might throw a light on what I was saying earlier about withdrawing from the ego as the source of our knowledge of reality. We tend to approach things on the assumption that reality is what is out there, the thing that stares back at us when we stare at it; and that illusions are the subjective things that we have inside ourselves. But now, if we go into a theatre and watch a play, we are at once confronted with an objective illusion. That is, what is on the stage is an illusion, but it's just as much objective as any other datum of sense experience. There's no reality behind that illusion. You can crawl around the dressing rooms and the wings indefinitely without finding any reality behind it. If you ask where the reality is, the nearest you come to an answer is that it is the mood gener-
ated in the audience by the play. So that the experience of entering a the-
atre turns your ordinary experience of reality and illusion inside out by
presenting you with an objective illusion and a subjective reality.

The reason that happens in a theatre is that it is part of the human cre-
ative world. Thus, you begin to realize that a serious view of the world
is impossible until you begin to recognize an element of unreality in
what is objectively there, an element of illusion in the unchangeable
world around you, and at the same time an element of reality in illu-
sions and wishes and fantasies about what might or could or should or
ought to be there instead.

That is where the serious view of the world begins in which human
creativity can operate. So that what is restored to Job at the end of the
poem is in a considerable measure the world of what Job has recreated
by his own endurance.

21. The Language of Proclamation: Style and Rhythm in the Bible;
The Gospel: Rewriting the Commandments

In approaching the part of the Bible that has its centre of gravity in the
New Testament, I want first of all to make some observations about the
style and rhythm of the Bible. The King James translation has been a
great deal praised for its simplicity, and that simplicity certainly exists.
But there are two kinds of simplicity. One is the democratic simplicity of
one person writing for other people in as lucid a way as he can, so that
he is not putting any barriers into his reader’s path. But there is another
kind of simplicity, a simplicity of authority that is most clearly present
in such things as military commands. The officer’s orders in an army
have to be as straightforward in their syntax as possible—what literary
critics call paratactical—and they have to be given in the fewest possible
words, because soldiers will not hang themselves on barbed wire in
response to a subjunctive mood or a subordinate clause. If there is
adjustment or explanation to be done, it is for subordinates to do it.

The simplicity of the Bible throughout is the simplicity of the kind of
authority that comes from being unquestionably the boss of the opera-
tion. It comes through in the laws, where it is the voice of divine com-
mandment itself. And it comes through in the wisdom literature,
because the wise man is speaking with the authority of tradition behind
him. It comes through in prophecy, because the prophet’s function is to
say, “Thus saith the Lord.” And of the discourses of Jesus, it is noted
that he spoke as one having authority [Matthew 7:29; Mark 1:22]: one notices that quite frequently what he says begins, "Ye have heard that it hath been said unto you . . . But I say unto you . . . ," and that is that.

So the style of the Bible is a rhetorical style, but it employs a special kind of rhetoric. There are two aspects to rhetoric. On the one hand, it is an orator’s attempt to persuade an audience, and on the other hand, it is a study of the figurative use of language; because oratory normally makes use of the standard figures of speech, like metaphor and antithesis, and is continually falling into rhythms like Lincoln’s “of the people, by the people, for the people” or Churchill’s “We shall fight in the beaches, we shall fight in the hills.” The study of figures of speech was part of the school training of Shakespeare and his contemporaries and was the best possible training for poets, as well as for people who were going into the church or the law and who would naturally need to be effective speakers.

But the Bible’s rhetoric is of a special kind, and scholars have given it the name kerygma, which is a Greek word meaning “proclamation.” That proclamation is the core of what the Bible says: that is, it answers the existential question of what one should do to be saved. We notice, again, that this proclamation has the unquestioned authority of a divine origin.

The earliest of the prophets who seem to have recorded their prophecies was Amos, who lived in the eighth century B.C. Amos prophesied in the Northern Kingdom, and as the prophets were very strong supporters of the worship of Jehovah, his criticisms of royal policy were not very popular. So he was approached by an official of the North Israelite court and asked if he please wouldn’t go down and prophesy to Judah instead of to Israel, because they were much wickeder in Judah and needed it much more. Also, he then wouldn’t be bothering the North Israelite king or the court.

Amos says, in chapter 7, verse[s] 16–17: “Now therefore hear thou the word of the Lord: Thou sayest: Prophesy not against Israel, and drop not thy word against the house of Isaac. Therefore thus saith the Lord: Thy wife shall be an harlot in the city, and thy sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword, and thy land shall be divided by line; and thou shalt die in a polluted land.” The prophet may be right or wrong, and he may be reasonable or unreasonable, but the thing he does not do is hedge.

That voice of authority, which is heard constantly through the Bible,
is still there in the Pauline epistles, where Paul makes a sharp distinction between what he says which he knows is the voice of God and what he says from himself, which he warns his readers is not to be taken with the same degree of authority.54

But we notice that there are different levels on which this authority is expressed. In the Ten Commandments, for example, there are commandments like, "Thou shalt not kill" [Exodus 20:13]: as we say now, period. There is no qualification of any kind. The Hebrew just says, "Kill not." There is no provision to be made for justifiable homicide or killing in self-defence or going to war or executing criminals, although those things are taken care of in other parts of the Mosaic code; because, after all, the commandment is addressed to people who want to kill so desperately that they couldn't even understand an unconditional prohibition of killing, much less obey it. But the point is that it is in that totally unconditional prohibition, "Kill not," that we hear the ring of authority most clearly. Now that means that there may be a difference in level between a law and a commandment, and that the commandment not to kill cannot be a law, because all that it means in the legal sense is, "Private murder is wrong because it's unpredictable and it upsets established social authority but going to war or executing criminals, there's nothing wrong with that. In fact, it's really something quite splendid." That is the legal meaning of the commandment. And yet one is left with a kind of uneasy feeling in the back of his mind that there might possibly be some kind of community or state of being where "Kill not" actually meant "Kill not."

There's a poem of Blake's called Auguries of Innocence which consists of aphorisms; and at the opening of the poem, we're told of the various things that befal people who ill-treat animals: "A Robin Red breast in a Cage / Puts all Heaven in a Rage" [ll. 5–6], and later on in the poem, "He who the Ox to wrath has mov'd / Shall never be by Woman lovd." [ll. 31–2] One's first reaction on reading that is to say that it is nonsense: that possibly it ought to be true that people who abuse animals should be unloved by women, but as a matter of experience, it is not in the least true. They are much more likely to be admired by them. If someone had said that to Blake, he would have said, "I never said that that was true of the state of experience." The poem is called Auguries of Innocence: that is, prophecies of an innocent world in which people who abuse and torment animals have no real place in the human community. Possibly the Ten Commandments are different from many of the laws of the Book of
Deuteronomy and elsewhere in that they are really auguries of innocence. In other words, they describe a world which is not the world we live in, but which nevertheless is the genuinely human world.

When you turn to the Gospels, you find that Jesus is continually commenting on or quoting the books of the law, the first five books of the Old Testament. He is asked what the greatest commandment is and he quotes from Deuteronomy [Matthew 22:37; Mark 12:30; Deuteronomy 6:5]. The Sermon on the Mount is in very large part a commentary on the Commandments, but is emphasizing a positive element which is grammatically not in the Exodus formulation. The Commandments in Exodus are given a negative form: don’t kill, don’t commit adultery, don’t steal, don’t bear false witness. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus says in effect, “The commandment says, ‘Don’t kill’; but what that really means, positively, is a genuine enthusiasm for human life. The law says, ‘Don’t commit adultery.’ But what that really means, positively, is a habitual respect for the dignity of women. And ‘Don’t steal’ really means an enthusiasm for sharing your goods with those who need them more.”

What that kind of commentary is doing is bringing out the aspect that I’ve called the “commandment aspect” as distinct from the aspect of legalism. That is the basis of the distinction in the New Testament between law and gospel, which is not a distinction between one religion and another. As I’ve said earlier, nowhere in the New Testament is the legalism which it condemns identified with Judaism. Similarly, legalism and what is meant by the gospel are simply two aspects of what may be the same verbal formulation: they are simply different attitudes towards them.

Now, if we drop the question of the Old Testament and just think of law in its ordinary secular sense as the set of rules by which a society orders itself, we notice that in the secular context of law, the crucial difference is between what is done and what is not done: it is the act that either observes or breaks the law. From the point of view of the law, therefore, in this secular context, a man is an honest man who has not actually been convicted of stealing. But naturally no society can hold together if it has as vague a sense of morality as all that. There has to be a very much tighter sense of personal integrity even in the secular sphere.

The emphasis in the gospel teaching is at the opposite extreme from that of secular law, because it throws the entire emphasis on the state of mind rather than on the action; and in a sense, a wrong action is only
wrong because it manifests a wrong state of mind. That is, the seven deadly sins, the mortal sins that destroy the soul, as they were classified in the Middle Ages, were pride, wrath, sloth, envy, avarice, gluttony, and lechery. Not one of those sins necessarily results in criminal or antisocial actions. Sin is not error or wrongdoing or antisocial behaviour: the word "sin" has no meaning outside of a religious context. Sin is the attempt to block the will of God, and it has no meaning otherwise, no social or moral meaning.

Adultery in the Middle Ages would have been regarded as a subdivision of the deadly sin of lechery; but lechery could take many forms which would hurt nothing except the state of mind of the person himself. It may be immoral, but it is not criminal. Various people have tried to make it criminal, but that is another corollary of the teaching of the gospel: that when you interpret things that the gospel condemns as illegal, and start passing laws against them, then you've got the most fantastic tyranny. That's the situation that Shakespeare sets up in Measure for Measure, where the hero is condemned to death because he's betrothed or legally married, but hasn't the public declaration of his marriage, and therefore falls under a remarkably unenlightened law that provides the death penalty for it. So the distinction is that these conceptions of law in the gospel are rooted in the state of mind of the individual and not in social welfare.

Thus, the emphasis is thrown on the state of mind of the individual, and recurrently throughout the Christian tradition there has been an attempt to incorporate the gospel in legislation: that has resulted, as I say, in the most frightful tyranny. The situation is really the one outlined in Plato’s Republic, where Socrates erects the pattern of the just state, which would be unmitigated hell to live in, and then, at the end of the ninth book, says, “Do you think any such state could exist?” Those that aren’t drunk or asleep by that time simply shudder and say, “Heavens no.” Socrates says, “Well, neither do I, but the wise man will always live by its laws, no matter what actual society he may be in” [Republic, 592a–b]. That is the conception behind the gospel, the conception of a spiritual kingdom of which we are citizens and follow its laws, but which cannot be incorporated into actual society in the form of legislation. Thus, Paul throws the strongest possible emphasis on the state of mind, which he calls justification by faith, as distinct from the person who attempts to add himself up, to calculate his worth, so to speak, in legal terms as a matter of what he does.
You remember the chart that we began with in this course, including first of all the garden of Eden, then the Promised Land, then the city and the temple of Jerusalem and Zion. In the New Testament period, these have become a spiritual kingdom which has dropped its connections with history and a specific society. When I say it has dropped its connections with a history and with a specific society I mean, among other things, that it has disappeared from the world of time and space, and that its conceptions of the ultimate categories of existence take us beyond those normal ultimate categories of time and space.

One of the things that Jesus says about the kingdom of heaven is, “The kingdom of heaven is within you”: entos hymon [Luke 17:21]. The New English Bible, which seems to be very unhappy about this remark for some reason, translates it as “among you” and gives four alternatives in the margin which, I daresay, seems to imply, We don’t know what the hell it does mean. The reason is that, as everywhere in the Bible, we have to remember that the faith of the translator has a great deal to do with the translation he makes; and if you regard psychological truths as the profoundest truths, then you will prefer the word “within”: the kingdom of heaven is within you. But if what you want is a social gospel, then you will say, “The kingdom of heaven is among you,” and the New English Bible translators obviously had a social conscience, because they prefer to say “among.” The Gospel of Thomas, which was not discovered until 1945 but is a collection of sayings of Jesus, says, “The kingdom of heaven is inside you and it is outside you” [v. 3], which makes a good deal of sense, I think. It seems to me that the statement in Luke, “The kingdom of heaven is entos hymon,” may mean “within you” or it may mean “among you”: those are subordinate meanings. The central meaning is, it is here, and not there. In other words, it transcends our normal sense of space; because everything in our ordinary experience of space is there. We live in an alienated world that keeps receding from us, and everything that we point to, even the middle of our own backbones, is still there. If we want to arrive at a conception of here, we have to draw a circle around ourselves so that here is inside it. And yet, here is obviously the centre of space. If you apply the same categories to time, you find yourself in the middle of the same paradox of reality and illusion. Time is the fundamental category by which we perceive everything: we perceive nothing that is real except in time. And yet time as we ordinarily experience it consists of three unrealities, a past that doesn’t exist any longer, a future that doesn’t exist yet, and a
present that never quite exists at all. So we get our fundamental reality out of a threefold illusion. And yet, we feel that now is the centre of time, just as here is the centre of space. But again, as with space, the only way we can get at it is to draw a circle around the very near past and the very near future and say that “now” is somewhere inside it.

It is this sense of the genuineness of here and now that gives us what we might call a real present and a real presence. Now of course that’s a rather heavy dose for people to take, so you find over and over again that religious and theological works are shot through with ordinary conceptions of time and space. In religion, there is a use of two words in particular, the word “eternal” and the word “infinite.” Now practically whenever everybody uses those words, they mean by “eternal” indefinite time, time that goes on and on and on and on and never stops. Similarly, by “infinite” they mean space that just goes on and on and on and never stops. I think what those words actually mean in religion is something more like the sense of the reality of now and the sense of the reality of here. But of course, the notion of a world that went on and on and on in time and never stopped, which would be unending happiness for the virtuous and unending torment for the wicked, was a notion that made something very unpleasant in human nature say “yum-yum.” Consequently, you get doctrines of heavens and hells extending indefinitely in time, which were adopted primarily because they were powerful political levers.

Another reason there is so much emphasis on heavens and hells is that in Jesus’ teaching, the fundamental reality of things was a division into his spiritual kingdom of heaven and the world of unending torment that man keeps constructing for himself. In his teaching, there are no realities except those of the spiritual kingdom and that which is without, which is outside the spiritual kingdom. But contingent existence as we know it in time is a mixture of the two things, and so there is the parable of the wheat and the tares: that this world is a very badly sown wheat field which is full of weeds [Matthew 13:24-30]. It’s no use trying to dig out the weeds and leave the wheat in ordinary existence. That is why there is also an emphasis in the Gospels on the spiritual kingdom as immediate. Again, the general religious tendency was to keep postponing it into the hereafter, into the life after death. But Jesus’ emphasis is consistently on its immediacy. That takes one into an area where history can be seen as forming a kind of shape and as having reached a kind of fulfilment. Now in our ordinary experience of history, that never hap-
pens: history just keeps on going. That was a great puzzle, we gather, to some of the earliest Christians, who assumed that what Jesus meant was that there was going to be a tremendous fireworks show that would descend on us next Tuesday and would turn the sun into darkness and the moon into blood, and would put an end to history as we've known it. That didn't happen. So it's obvious that that fulfilling of history must go on somewhere else.

The implication, then, is that there are two levels of knowledge, and the thing which is described as knowledge of good and evil entered the world and became the legalism that the New Testament condemns. This vision of legalism descending from the knowledge of good and evil is the one that engenders the legal metaphor that runs all the way through the Bible, and which thinks in terms of trials and judgments with defenders and accusers. We've seen that even Job is confident that he has a defender, a go'el, who will take his part. Then he wishes that his diabolos, his accuser, had written a book and stated the case against him. But having read the first two chapters of Job, we can see that while this legal vision is utterly natural and inevitable to Job, it is nevertheless not quite the one that's there.

22. Revelation: Removing the Veil

I've been dealing with various phases of what is traditionally called revelation in the Bible, and it seems to me that what we said at the beginning of the course about the way the Bible is arranged, with its Old Testament providing the types, in the Christian reading, of the antitypes of the New Testament, is a principle that applies here as well.

First of all, the conception of Creation in the Bible provides the sense of an intelligible and controlled order: and the reality to which that points is the redemption of the people of God from a state of tyranny and exploitation. So in that sense, the Exodus is the antitype of the Creation; and in references to bringing Israel up from Egypt, it is spoken of as really the completion of the work of Creation itself, as for example in Isaiah 51:9-10], where God is addressed as having destroyed the dragon of chaos at the Creation and then destroyed the force of tyranny with the deliverance of Israel out of the sea.

The Exodus gives to the Biblical religions that curiously revolutionary quality which Judaism and Christianity and Islam all have to some degree: and we saw that a nation which has gone through that kind of
revolutionary experience becomes a nation with a very strong sense of its own corporate unity because of the experience which its people have shared. Thus, law becomes really the antitype of the birth of Israel at the deliverance from Egypt, or the reality to which it points.

Law, of course, is a social thing, and consequently is approximate and incomplete until it is incorporated in the attitude of the individual: and we saw that wisdom in the Bible was thought of as essentially the individualization of the law.

Then we saw that wisdom is a way of life which looks for continuity and stability, persistence in the same line of conduct, and faces the future with a mental attitude described in the Vulgate as *prudentia*, prudence, the stabilizing of future contingency by past experience. And that, we saw, was something that leads to a much more radical conception, a conception of prophecy, which individualizes the revolutionary feeling just as wisdom does the law, and sees man as at the bottom of a U-curve, between his original state and his final deliverance.

Then again, it is prophecy in particular that is regarded in the Christian Bible as fulfilled by the gospel because, whereas for Judaism the book that Christianity calls the Old Testament is essentially a book of the law, in Christianity the Old Testament is primarily a book of prophecy; and the prophecy is regarded as fulfilled by the gospel, which is the account of God himself in human form going through this U-curve that we described earlier: that is, as descending through the Incarnation into the level of human experience and rising from that again in the Resurrection.

I had to complicate my account of the gospel by talking about the different attitude to time which it seems to me to require. Part of my reason for stressing that is that our notions of time still are apt to persist unchanged; and there’s a great deal of advantage in an attitude which keeps its antitypes still in the future. As long as they are as yet unfulfilled, it is in a sense easier to trust to them. That is, Christianity was confronted very early with the dilemma that the redemption of mankind was supposed to have taken place, and yet history seemed to go on very largely unchanged. There is no difficulty about that as long as you remember that two conceptions of time are involved: but if you’ve only got one conception of time, it is a problem. So concurrently with the conception of the gospel, we have the notion of the gospel itself as being fulfilled in a Second Coming, which puts an end to history as we have known it. Now actually, that is at least metaphorically true of the gospel
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Itself, because one central fact about the conception of Jesus in the New Testament is that he is both master and servant, and symbolically, the dialectic of history ends at the point at which the master and the servant become the same person.

The relation of the first coming to the Second Coming is again portrayed in that image that we found at the end of the Book of Job: “I have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear: but now mine eye seeth thee” [42:5]. That is, the gospel is essentially an oral teaching, and a great deal of emphasis is thrown on the hearing of the Word. The physical appearance of Christ is in curious contrast to the things that he says: his utterances are gathered up and recorded with great care, but the fact that he was bound to resemble some people more closely than others could never have been anything but an embarrassment to the Church, and so we adopted that vaguely Italianate compromise as our visible conception of Christ. But the Apocalypse is essentially an opening of vision, and the phrase that appears very near the beginning of the Book of Revelation is that every eye shall see him [1:7].

Now what they see, of course, is the Word made an object of vision rather than something listened to. I previously remarked, I think, on the fact that the Book of Revelation is a dense mosaic of allusions to the Old Testament [Lecture 3]: Ezekiel and Daniel and Zechariah and Isaiah are made the stuff and texture of the vision that is portrayed in the Book of Revelation itself. The author of Revelation seems to have been closer to the Hebrew text of the Old Testament than most of the New Testament writers, and so when he says that he saw this in a vision on Patmos, the statement is not a contradiction of the fact that his book is a dense mosaic of allusions to Old Testament imagery. In the terms that he was trying to present, there is no difference between what he sees in vision on Patmos and what he sees in the text of Ezekiel or Zechariah, because what he is seeing is primarily for him the meaning of the Word of God. That is why there is such an emphasis on vision in the book, although Revelation is not at all a clearly visualized book. There have been many illustrators that have struggled with its seven-headed and ten-horned dragon, and their testimony is unanimous that the Book of Revelation is not technically visualized. What is thrown into a pattern and more or less projected on a screen is the structure of imagery in the Bible presented as a single unity.

And just as the conception of the relation of the gospel to prophecy relates the present event in the Gospels to the past, so the conception of
the Apocalypse relates it to a future. There has always been in what one might call populist Christianity a strong hankering for a dramatic end to history to come at a very short time in the future, which will end time as we have known it.

The popular conception of time in Christianity is perhaps one of its least attractive features. The seventeenth century with Galileo saw mythological space replaced by scientific space, and the Church managed to survive that: we discovered that we could live without the metaphor of God as up there in the sky. The remark of Khrushchev, when the early Russian astronauts started exploring outer space, that they didn’t find any trace of God up there, didn’t really come with very much of a disastrous impact on any of the Western religions: we’re past that particular structure of metaphor and don’t need to project it anymore.

But at the very time when that revolution in space was occurring, we had Archbishop Ussher in seventeenth-century England explaining that the world was created in 4000 B.C. and would last for six thousand years, when the seventh millennium would begin. Consequently, because there had been an error of four years, the millennium will start in 1996. I think that most of us are resigned to the high probability that the millennium will not start in 1996: in other words, we’ve gone past the metaphor of time just as we got over the metaphor of space in connection with the existence or activity of God. During the nineteenth century, various millennial sects used to gather on top of a mountain to wait for the end of the world. But the irony of their situation was revealed by the existence of the mountain itself, which had been there for millions of years and had every prospect of staying there for several million years more. So that is why I put the emphasis I do on the necessity of transcending our regular notions of time and space in order to understand what the Bible is talking about. When it talks of time, and says that the kairos, the crucial moment of time, is at hand, it is not talking about the ticking of a watch.

The word “apocalypse,” the name of the last book of the Bible, is the Greek word for revelation. That is why the book is called Revelation in English translation, and what John at Patmos sees in the book is a panorama of certain things in human experience taking on different forms. There is an analogy which seems to be a fairly useful one in the Oriental scripture known as The Tibetan Book of the Dead. When a man is dying, a priest comes to his house, and when the man dies, the priest starts reading the Book of the Dead into his ear, because the corpse is assumed to
be able to hear the reading and to be guided by what is said. The priest explains to the corpse that he is going to have a progression of visions, first of peaceful deities and then of wrathful deities, and that he is to realize that these are simply his own repressed thoughts and images coming to the surface because they have been released by death; and that if he could only understand that they are coming out of his mind, he could be delivered from their power, because it is really his own power. It is also assumed that practically every corpse to whom this book is read will be too stupid to understand what's going on, and will go on from one blunder to another until finally he wakes up in the world again: because the assumption behind it is one of reincarnation.

In the Book of Revelation, something of that kind is going on too. The sun is turned into darkness and the moon into blood, there are horses riding across the world, there are huge dragons emerging out of the sea, and the most fantastic events are taking place; but again, these are the repressed images of a persecuted people coming to the surface, and they are its consciousness of what is occurring. So one wonders if it is possible to go a step further and suggest that man creates what he calls history in order to conceal what is really happening from himself. What applies to the apocalyptic vision in Revelation may also apply to the story of Jesus in the Gospels. The Gospels are a fulfilment of prophecy: therefore they can hardly be history as we understand history. We think of history as trying to put the reader where the events were. History tells the reader what he would have seen if he'd been present, say, at the assassination of Caesar. But what the Gospels tell us is rather something like this: if you had been present on the hills of Bethlehem in the year nothing, you might not have heard a chorus of angels. But what you would have seen and heard would have missed the whole point of what was actually going on. Thus, the antitypes of history and of prophecy as we have them in the gospel and the Apocalypse give you not what you would have seen and heard, or what I would have seen and heard, but what was actually going on which we don't have the spiritual vision to reach to.

The Bible ends in Revelation 22[:16–17]: "I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And whoever will, let him take the water of life freely." Then we go on to a caution of the type that one often gets in sacred
books, saying, you are not to add to or take away from a single word of what is written in this book [v. 19]. Now, the superficial meaning of “this book” is apparently just the Book of Revelation, but the more I study it, the more convinced I am that the author of the Book of Revelation is quite deliberately making his book a coda or conclusion to the entire canon. I don’t know how much he knew about the canon in his day, nor do I think it matters, but I think that “this book” has perhaps a much wider reference than the Book of Revelation. He says of “this book” that nothing is to be added or taken away: in other words, this is it. There is no more. This is where the Bible ends. You notice that it is a remarkably open ending.

“The Spirit and the bride say, Come. Let him that heareth say, Come. Let him that is athirst come. And whoever will, let him take the water of life freely.” The suggestion seems to be that the Bible reaches in its closing words, not an end, but a beginning. And that beginning is in the mind of the reader. So that the Apocalypse, in its turn, becomes a type. In that case, what is its antitype? If you look over that list, you’ll see there’s only one thing it can possibly be, and that is where we started, with a new creation: which is how Paul describes the gospel in Romans and elsewhere.

In Milton, for example, you have a great many prose writings and of course all his poetry devoted to the general principle that the Bible must be given an authority independent of the Church, so that the Church does not interpret the Bible, or at least its interpretation is not definitive. Instead, Christianity takes the form of a dialogue between the Word of God and the Church. And yet, while Milton places the authority of the Bible higher than the authority of the Church, he also places the authority of what he calls the “Word of God in the heart,” that is, the reader’s comprehension of the Bible, higher than the Bible itself. That sounds as though he were setting up a standard of what is called private judgment over against the whole of history and tradition. But that’s not the way Milton was thinking at all. For him, it is in the long run not the ego, not the individual “I,” that reads the Bible at all but the Holy Spirit within the reader. And that of course, being a Person of God, has a unity that transcends that of the individual reader.

The important thing is the reversal of perspective which takes place in the reader’s mind—or should take place in the reader’s mind when he reaches the end of the Bible, which is also the beginning of his life. Bernard Shaw remarks about the mousetrap play in *Hamlet* that Claudius is
enthralled by the play, not because it’s a great play, but because it’s about him. That is true also of the Bible: that its meaning is *de te fabula*, the story is about you. And the recreation of the book in the reader’s mind is the end at which it is directed. Therefore, the Creation spoken of in Genesis is not for us primarily the beginning of nature as such, but rather the beginning of conscious understanding, where the primary defining limits are the beginning and the end, and it winds up with this divine Creation which God made and saw to be good being recreated in the reader’s mind.

The new Creation will actually incorporate the whole sequence: it would start certainly as a revolution in the reader’s mind and would also encapsulate the whole sequence down to the Apocalypse itself. It’s obvious that if these are all types of antitypes in a single process, they all have to be an essential part of the conclusion. For there can certainly be no sense of a new Creation without a revolutionary expansion of consciousness.

This new Creation is not in the egocentric mind, is not in the individual mind. It’s in the mind of the individual reader as a member of a community, and it’s in the community as a community within the Holy Spirit, the Person of God. I keep coming back to Milton because he seems to put these things very lucidly: that is how Milton explains in his day why Christianity becomes a revolutionary force in history. It becomes a revolutionary force by trying not to. Society is usually a pyramid of authority with one man at the top. The community, united in the understanding of the word of God, is a four-square community, where everybody is free and equal by their faith. Therefore, every structure of society has to come to terms with this indigestible cube in the middle of it, and eventually has to adapt to it. The gospel begins by dividing spiritual and temporal authority: Jesus says, “Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s” [Mark 12:17]. The trouble is that there comes a point at which Caesar demands what is due only to God, that is, divine worship. As soon as that happens, the four-square community becomes a revolutionary force.

It might not be theoretically true that a counter-revolution is impossible in a new Creation. But when Adam was made a part of the Creation, he was hitched onto an infinite power. He had the free will to break away from that, and consequently, it is the redemption out of bondage that has to be the antitype of Creation. It is that because the Creation included a falling away from Creation, and in the new Creation one is
again hitched back on to the eternal, infinite power that began it. It would depend of course on the role that you ascribe to time: if ordinary historical time continues to be the central fact of our experience, there is still the possibility of the falling away again. In fact, we see it happening constantly. But the whole Christian scheme as expounded by Milton and everybody else has a considerable dislike of the closing of the circle which one finds in Oriental religions with the conception of reincarnation. In the Christian Odyssey, the one idea is to get back home like Ulysses; but like a baseball player, you have to go around the circle to get there, and when you get home, it isn't quite the same place it was when you left it. And so there is a kind of gap, a kind of spark between the Creation at the beginning and the new Creation at the end. If you close the gap, and make it a completed circle, then you have the Hindu conception of reincarnation as repeating itself at different times through history.

I think that probably every cycle is just a failed spiral, and that history and nature collapse into cycles because they are too lazy to start again at another level. Yet there is the level by which one starts at Genesis and ends in Revelation, and that is followed by what happens in the reader's mind after he does that, which is an experience at a different level, and so on up. But that's something the Bible feels it's not its business to expound.

23. Revelation: After the Ego Disappears

I've been distributing an analysis I've made of the Book of Revelation. I don't know whether everybody has a copy or not: I tried to see that there were enough.

[Revelation Chart]

(Prologue, 1:1–9)
First Epiphany: Son of Man, 1:10–20)
First Commission to Author, 1:11

FIRST SERIES: THE SEVEN CHURCHES AND THE SEVEN REWARDS
1. (Ephesus) Tree of Life, 2:1–7
2. (Smyrna) Crown of Life, 2:8–11
3. (Pergamos) Hidden Manna & Name on White Stone, 2:12–17
4. (Thyatira) Morning Star & Power over Nations, 2:18–29
5. (Sardis) White Garments & Name in Book of Life, 3:1–6
6. (Philadelphia) Pillar in Temple; Name of God Inscribed, 3:7–13
7. (Laodicea) Sitting on Throne, 3:14–22
Second Epiphany, 4
First Hymn, 4:8–11
Third Epiphany: The Lamb Unseals the Book, 5
Second Hymn, 5:9–14

SECOND SERIES: THE CALAMITIES OF THE SEVEN SEALS
1. Conqueror on White Horse, 6:1–3
2. Red Horse of War, 6:4
3. Black Horse of Famine, 6:5–6
4. Pale Horse of Death, 6:7–8
5. Cry of Martyrs & Giving of White Robes, 6:9–11
6. Earthquake, Darkening of Sun, Moon, Stars, 6:12–17
Fourth Epiphany: Sealing of Israel, 7
Third Hymn, 7:12
7. Silence & Incense Ritual, 8:1–5

THIRD SERIES: THE CALAMITIES OF THE SEVEN TRUMPETS
1. Hail & Fire: Third of Trees, 8:6–7
2. Mountain in Sea: Third of Sea Blood, 8:8–9
3. Wormwood Star: Third of Waters, Polluted, 8:10–11
4. Sun, Moon & Stars Darkened, 8:12–13
5. Opening of Abyss: Locusts & Scorpions, 9:1–12
6. Loosing of Angels of Euphrates, 9:13–21
Second Commission, 10
Third Commission, 11
Fifth Epiphany, Martyrdom of Witnesses, 11:3–19
Fourth Hymn, 11:15

FOURTH SERIES: THE CENTRAL APOCALYPTIC VISIONS
1. Birth of Messiah, 12:1–6
2. Casting out of the Dragon, 12:7–17
3. Rising of the Dragons of Sea & Earth, 13
Fifth Hymn, 14:3–4
23. Revelation: After the Ego Disappears

5. Messages of Three Angels, 14:6–12
   Fourth Commission, 14:13
6. The Final Harvest, 14:14–16
7. The Final Vintage, 14:17–20
   Sixth Epiphany, 15
   Sixth Hymn (Song of Moses), 15:3–4

FIFTH SERIES: THE PLAGUES OR VIALS
1. Plague of Boils, 16:1–2
2. Sea Turned to Blood, 16:3
3. Rivers Turned to Blood, 16:4–7
4. Heat from Scorched Sun, 16:8–9
5. Darkness from the Seat of the Beast, 16:10–11
6. Drying of the Euphrates; Frogs; Armageddon, 16:12–21
7. Plague of Air; Fall of Babylon; Judgment of Whore, 17–18
   Seventh Epiphany, 19:1–10
   Seventh Hymn, 19:1–4
   Fifth Commission, 19:9

SIXTH SERIES: THE SEVEN LAST THINGS
1. Conqueror on White Horse, 19:11–18
2. Capture of Beasts, 19:19–21
3. Binding of Satan, 20:1–3
4. Millennium, 20:4–6
5. War with Gog, 20:7–10
7. Descent of Jerusalem, 21–22
   Sixth Commission, 21:5
   Seventh Commission, 22:10
   (Epilogue), 22:18–21

SEVENTH SERIES: THE UNDERLYING SYMBOLIC PATTERN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Apocalyptic Form</th>
<th>Demonic Form (or Form of Wrath)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divine</td>
<td>A. God Enthroned in Heaven</td>
<td>Synagogue of Satan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Everlasting Gospel (14:6)</td>
<td>Mystery (17:5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual-Angelic</td>
<td>A. Seven Spirits before Throne</td>
<td>Seven Hills of Rome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Morning Star</td>
<td>Wormwood Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Symbolism in the Bible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Human</th>
<th>A. Son of Man</th>
<th>Divine Caesar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Bride</td>
<td>Great Whore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. White Garments</td>
<td>Scarlet &amp; Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Cry of Martyrs</td>
<td>Cry of Kings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Animal</td>
<td>A. Lamb</td>
<td>Dragon, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Four “Beasts” around Throne</td>
<td>Four Horsemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Vegetable</td>
<td>Tree of Life</td>
<td>Harvest &amp; Vintage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Mineral</td>
<td>A. Jerusalem</td>
<td>Babylon, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. White Stone</td>
<td>Millstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. “Chaos” (Water-World)</td>
<td>A. River of Life</td>
<td>River of Dragon (20:15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Sea of Glass</td>
<td>Lake of Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Cup of Water of Life</td>
<td>Cup of Blood of Death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every passage in the Book of Revelation is a dense mosaic of allusions to and echoes from the Old Testament. The author is particularly indebted to the Book of Ezekiel, I think, and in Jewish mysticism there is a whole literature which took off from the opening vision in Ezekiel of the chariot with the four wheels. It was called Merkabah mysticism, and the Book of Revelation is perhaps the only Christian example of it—I don’t know. In any case, it presents itself as having been written by someone called John, distinguished from the apostle of that name by the title theologos, the Divine, and he is said to have seen this in a vision at Patmos where he was exiled.

I think that if you look at the book in the way that I have tried to do you find that there are recurring sequences arranged in groups of seven, some of which are related to each other. If you look, for example, at the third series, the calamities of the seven trumpets, and compare it with the fifth series, the plagues or vials, you’ll see that there are a good many parallels between the two. The parallels between them are partly accounted for by the fact that they are both based on the conception of the plagues of Egypt as something that will recur in the last day. I also try to locate the seven commissions to the author, and the seven hymns and the seven epiphanies, the spread-out visions he has; and if you find my analysis over-schematized, I can only say that I think the Book of Revelation is an over-schematized book, and that its extraordinary insis-
tence on the numbers seven and twelve may have the significance that, by that time, seven was the number both of the planets and of the days of the week, and twelve was the number both of months of the year and of the signs of the zodiac; consequently, seven and twelve represent particularly a world where time and space have become the same thing.

There are, as I see it, six series of seven events, corresponding possibly to the six days of Creation, and being all comprehended in the seventh day of contemplation, which is the characteristic of the world beyond time.

I have previously spoken of the historical passages of the Bible as not being concerned with history as we know it, and as not concerned to adopt the ordinary criteria of history that we should look for in Thucydides or in Gibbon or in somebody who is quite explicitly writing history. That is because the Bible is concerned with another kind of action in human life altogether, and that other kind, which the scholars call Heilsgeschichte, sacred history, deals with the repeating events, or at least with the repeating aspects of events, which indicate the universalized meaning of history as distinct from the particular events which are the concern of the historian. For the ordinary historian, of course, everything in history is unique. No action exactly repeats in exactly the same circumstances. But the kind of history that you find for instance in the Book of Judges does show you the same situation recurring with different contexts each time in order to bring out a more universal pattern. So this form of Heilsgeschichte, which is also used for presenting the life of Christ in the Gospels, is concerned not with the past, which is dead, but with the past used as material for a present vision.

Now, what applies to the past applies also to the future. We are told by many scholars that everybody in the first generation or so of Christianity expected the end of the world at any time, and interpreted this as a literally future event, something that would happen about next Tuesday and would bring about the end of history as we know it. But it’s possible that Biblical prophecy has the same oblique reference to the future that it has to the past, and that the future, like the past, is being assimilated into a present vision.

It is, I think, significant that many people, many great theologians, including John Calvin, have never known what to do with the Book of Revelation: it never struck them as a book they could make any sense out of. One person described it as a book which either finds a man mad or else leaves him so. That is of course quite comprehensible if you
struggle with the wrong kind of literalism in reading it. In fact, one might also say the book is designed to drive you mad if you approach it with that kind of literalism in mind.

For many centuries it was accepted as a prophecy of the future troubles of the Church; and that meant that sinister symbols, such as the Great Whore and the dragon and the beast and the Antichrist figure, could be identified in any century by any commentator with whatever he happened to be most afraid of at the time. In Dante’s *Purgatorio*, for example, the beast and the whore are identified with the Avignon Papacy and the King of France [canto 32]. In some of the Protestant polemic of the Reformation, they were identified with the Roman Church, considering that polemic as a continuation of a persecuting Roman Empire, with the Pope as an Antichrist figure, and the Whore of Babylon identified with the Roman Catholic Church. In the eighteenth century, Blake identified the beast and the whore with a new development which he saw taking place in his own time which he called Druidism, and which we should call something more like totalitarianism, the kind of state dictatorship which is designed to crush all freedom and imagination out of human society.

But it is better not to think in terms of relating some kind of future to the author of the book at all. We might take an example from one of the Oriental literatures: there’s a very remarkable scripture of Tibetan Buddhism whose English title is *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*. This is founded on a conception of reincarnation: when a man dies, a priest goes and reads this book in his ear. The corpse is supposed to understand what is being read to him, and he is being told that he is going to see a long series of visions or epiphanies of gods, first peaceful ones and then wrathful ones, and that these are his own repressed thoughts coming to the surface, having been released by death. He is not to think of himself as in any way subject to their power: he has created them himself, and if he could only understand that, he would be delivered from them. He is adjured in every paragraph of the book to do the right thing, to become mentally conscious and deliver himself from the wheel of death and rebirth. And then the priest says resignedly, “Well, you probably missed it again, so now you’ll have this other vision, and don’t miss it this time.”

Well, that is in a different context. But the relationship is not so unlike what is being revealed in the Book of Revelation. The Book of Revelation is presenting you the ordinary material of Biblical prophecy, the
overturn of society and the tremendous calamities of nature when the sun is turned into darkness and the moon into blood, the great earthquakes and famines and plagues and swarms of locusts and all the rest of it. But these are things which I think the writer is suggesting are going on all the time: it’s just that our ordinary processes of sense perception screen them out, and that man creates what he calls history as a means of disguising the Apocalypse from himself. So that Revelation, I think, is intended to mean exactly that this is the revelation of what is underneath what we think we are seeing.

We begin with the address to the seven churches of Asia, and you notice again the emphasis on what I’ve mentioned in connection with apocalyptic symbolism of the living stone [Lecture 7]. The reward for those who are faithful is a name engraved on a white stone, but the name engraved on the white stone is a symbol of the identity of the person himself: that is, the redeemed are transformed into stones in the temple, and as the temple is the body of Christ, the stones are as much alive as human beings are: in fact, they are themselves human beings. Similarly, later on in the book, an angel comes out, clad in a garment which the King James Bible translates as linen [15:6]. But there is much better textual authority for lithon, stone; and so it’s clear that the city of gold and jewels that emerges at the end of the vision is intended to represent a city burning in the fire of life, in which the gold and precious burning stones are living and immortal beings. They burn, but they don’t burn up, and the fire is not a torturing fire but an expression of their own spiritual energy, like the halo on a saint.

At the end of the third series, we have the opening of the temple, and the vision of the ark of the covenant. The word “ark” is connected with a recurrent image throughout the Bible that is made only by translation. In the Hebrew text, Noah’s ark and the ark of the covenant are entirely different words, but the Septuagint uses the same word for both, kibotos, and the Vulgate uses arca for both, and that is where English gets its “ark.”

So there occur sequences of historical cycles—“from ark to ark,” to quote Robert Graves’s Christmas poem—where you begin and end with a world sunk in water.61 First of all, there is Noah’s ark, which represents the end of one cycle, the antedeluvian civilization, and this seed containing all the forms of new life carried on top of the deluged world. Then we begin the Book of Exodus, where Moses escapes the slaughter of Hebrew firstborn by being concealed in an ark or chest in the bul-
rushi approaches the Nile. Then Israel goes through the Red Sea and brings the ark of the covenant through the desert. And as I explained earlier [Lecture 10], the greatest triumph of David's reign, from the narrator's point of view, comes when he is bringing the ark of the covenant into Jerusalem [2 Samuel 6:1-19], which is symbolically, you remember, the highest point in the world; so that the ark of the covenant in the city of Jerusalem, and later on in the temple, is between heaven and earth, just as Noah's ark resting on Mount Ararat was also on the highest point of the world.

The New Testament begins with Christ born in the manger. In paintings of the Nativity you find an ox and an ass, which come from the opening of Isaiah [1:3], which speaks of the ass knowing his crib, his phatne, the same word that is translated as "manger" in the Gospel of Luke. That is a reminiscence of Noah's ark with the animals in it, and it is also the crib enclosing the infant of threatened birth, like the ark of Moses. So the opening of the temple and the vision of the ark of the covenant in the Book of Revelation complete that sequence of cycles built around this conception of the small chest which is the sacred place.

In the fourth series, the central apocalyptic vision, we get first of all an account of the birth of the Messiah. This account is the third one to appear in the New Testament, and as I said earlier [Lecture 5], it's the one that is so frankly and obviously mythical that there is no possibility of our ever getting it on our Christmas cards: it's simply one that has to stay by itself. It presents the birth of the Messiah under the myth of the birth threatened by a dragon that tries to eat the child. Those central visions end with the last harvest and the last vintage, which are the bread and the wine of a demonic Eucharist—that is, demonic in the sense that it is the expression of the wrath of God rather than of the communion with God: man does not eat the bread and the wine; man becomes the bread and the wine and is eaten by the powers of death. The vintage in particular, the identification of wine and blood, has a ready-made association with warfare. The imagery again is derived from Isaiah 63:1-6), the image of the blood-soaked figure treading the winepress of wrath in the last day. That is a vision which came into the American consciousness through the hymn called the "Battle Hymn of the Republic," and the title of a book like The Grapes of Wrath indicates how deeply it has entered American consciousness.

You notice that in the sixth series, there is a prophecy of a millennium, which is nevertheless not the last thing to happen. The view of time in
the Bible seems a remarkably childish one. In fact, it seems almost unbelievable that in the century of Galileo and Newton, the seventeenth century, there could still be archbishops working on the chronology of the Bible and deciding that the Creation of the world took place in 4004 B.C., and that consequently the world will come to an end in 1996. The six thousand years of history correspond to the six days of Creation, and the millennium corresponds to the Sabbath, the seventh day. It takes the form of a thousand-year rule of the Messiah. After that, the fun starts, and in 2996 we begin the war with Gog and the Last Judgment.

Now, what that amounts to, I think, is that the author of Revelation is trying to incorporate the whole dimension of time into his vision. So I think that the author of Revelation, in trying to describe the end of things, is also trying to put the entire category of time from Creation to the end of the millennium within a framework which actually transcends it. It is after the millennium that events take place which are in a sense the end of time, because they mark the progression of the human mind from the category of time to the eternal or spiritual world that is something else altogether.

We notice if we turn to the end of Revelation, the end of chapter 22, that when the final separation of things into a world of life and a world of death has been accomplished, and the tree and the water of life given to man in the beginning are now restored to him, there is finally the separation into a world of life and a world of death, and naturally nothing survives in a world of death. And in 22:10: “And he saith unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the time is at hand.” Two things in there: one of them is the conception of what might be called—I’m really using the word as a kind of coinage—an *apocryphon*, a secret book, the secretness being symbolized by the seals. There are references in Old Testament prophecy to a book which is sealed, laid up to be read and used when the time comes to read it. And a great deal of the vision of the Book of Revelation has to do with the removal of the seals of revelation, that is, the powers of repression or whatever it is that keeps you from seeing what is going on. The conception is of a book which is secret, not so much because it is kept secret as because the mind of the reader insists on making it a secret.

If you find that difficult to understand, there is a possible example: if you’re the type of mentality that wants to censor books because you believe them to be evil, then you try to remove them from people so they can’t get hold of them. And if you want something that really does
reveal the whole depth and power and horror of evil, you go to some-	hing like Shakespeare's *Macbeth*. But the way to censor *Macbeth* is not to remove it from people, but to prescribe it for high schools. There, a self-imposed censorship is turned on it, you see, and makes of it a secret book. Similarly with the visions of the Book of Revelation, where the author symbolizes the fact that he is communicating revelation by the image of the seals being torn off a scroll, one after the other, the powers of repression being removed. Then he is told finally, "Now that you've written your book, don't seal that, because the time is at hand" [cf. 22:10]. The word "time," *kairos*, is a special word for time. It originally meant the notch of an arrow, and now means time in the sense of a special moment, as distinct from *chronos*, which is clock time. *Kairos* is the moment at which there is a passage opened from time into something above time; and that is what is meant by this recurring phrase in the Book of Revelation, "The time is at hand."

And then proceeds the commission to the author. Verse[s] 12[–13]: "Behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last." It seems that while Christianity uses the term "Word" in a very special sense when it talks about the "Word of God," nevertheless it is connected with our more ordinary uses of the term "word." Here, God is being described as the Alpha and the Omega, that is, the beginning and the end of all verbal possibilities, the totality of all the things that it is possible to express with words.

And then, verse[s] 16[–17]: "I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star. And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely." So that, although this is the end of the Bible, it is a remarkably open end. The implication seems to be that there are two kinds of apocalypse or revelation that he is talking about. One is the panoramic apocalypse, the things which you see in vision as the powers of repression come off your sense perception, and which, because it is panoramic, you see as objective to yourself. Then there is the possessed vision, the vision of the entire Bible that passes into your mind as soon as you have read the last word. That is what Milton calls, in his treatise on Christian doctrine, "the Word of God in the heart":62 that is, the Bible possessed by the reader. And to that he gives a much higher authority than he gives to the Bible as book.
In the traditional use of words, there is a verbal structure known as A, and a body of phenomena, B. Whenever you read anything, your mind is simultaneously going in two directions, centripetal and centrifugal. In the first place, you’re trying to establish a context out of what you read: you’re trying to find out what this word means here. At the same time you are recognizing the word or words as having conventional or generally agreed on meanings in a world outside the book. So your mind is simultaneously seeking out what is in effect your memory of what those words mean. Now at a certain point, you may become aware that these meanings, these conventional meanings in the world outside, are forming a structure which is parallel to the structure of what you’re reading. When that happens, what you are reading is descriptive in intention: its intention is to set up a verbal counterpart to whatever the words are describing. And in descriptive writing of this sort, the criterion of truth emerges. That is, truth here means truth of correspondence. You have a verbal structure A, you have a body of facts B, which it is describing, and if your verbal counterpart is a satisfactory replica of the body of facts it is describing, then you say it is true.

But sometimes you find that there is no external pattern which the words are describing at all. You are simply establishing a context and reading a structure of words for its own sake, and all the conventional meanings flow back into that verbal structure. That is a sign that what you are reading is literary in intention: and when the intention is literary, the criterion of truth by correspondence does not apply. Aristotle explained that by saying that the poet makes no particular statements, and it is only particular statements that can be true or false. The poet tells you things which are universally true and are therefore self-contained: so that with literary structures there is a barrier between A and B.

Then you find that literary structures can work on the emotions and on the imagination with a very peculiar degree of power. And eventually you realize that words can achieve descriptive truth only to a very limited extent. As long as you have one word, like “iron” or “silver,” or any concrete term like that, it may be connected more or less permanently and definitively with something in the outside world which is described. But as soon as you have two or three words, you have started to elaborate a grammatical structure, and a grammatical structure is a fiction. It turns its back on the world outside and sets up its own concep-
tions of subject, predicate, and object. And so when you are discussing
the truth as a verbal structure, you have to allow for the fact that the
words conveying this truth are conveying it within their own self-con-
tained structures. You might try to get out of it by saying the subjects
and predicates and objects are in fact built into the nature of external
reality. But eventually you discover that they are not.

The difference between these two kinds of structures could be illus-
trated by the difference between the words “story” and “history,” which
at one time were the same word. A history is a verbal structure which is
supposed to be parallel with a body of events in the world outside. The
historian makes particular statements, and they are judged as to
whether they are true or false. In the story there is no such systematic
external reference. The story is told for its own sake. Now applying this
principle to the Bible, you find that the traditional view of the Bible is
that the Bible is related to a group of phenomena external to it, historical
events or concepts or doctrines, and that the Bible is literally true in the
sense that it is a definitively accurate verbal counterpart of historical
events outside it. That is what is often meant by the word “revelation,”
which means that something behind the Bible is shining through the
Bible on the reader, who is here.

Now that view that the Bible is literally true in the sense of transmit-
ting with definitive accuracy a body of phenomena behind it, was origi-
nally intended to exalt the Bible to a uniquely sacrosanct position. But
by curious paradox it turned out to do exactly the opposite: that is, it
turned the Bible into a servomechanism, into something which is subor-
dinate to something else which is not the Bible. Now what is behind the
Bible is not simply a record of historical facts or of doctrines, but ulti-
ately, according to those who have been most deeply concerned with
it, the presence of God. And traditionally in Christianity, the phrase
“Word of God” is applied both to the Bible and to this thing which the
Bible transmits as a revelation, the person of Christ.

At the same time, when you examine the language of the Bible, you
begin to suspect that it was never intended to be a replica of facts out-
side itself, because words can express that kind of truth only vaguely
and approximately, as we’ve just seen. What words do most powerfully
and most accurately and most persuasively is to hang together. When
we look at the words of the Bible, we find that they do not have the
qualities that we would expect from definitively lucid descriptive writ-
ing. That is, although nobody would call the Bible a poem, nevertheless
it is full of poetic language, of figures like metaphor and simile and metonymy and hyperbole, all the elements of language that relate words to one another instead of to a world outside. Therefore, what the Bible seems to be doing is insisting on its own authority and autonomy as a work. It is cutting us off from anything which is behind itself, and whatever it is presenting, it is presenting as something inside itself. As long as we think of the Word of God as a book transmitting the Word of God as the Person of Christ, as something outside it, then the two aspects of the phrase "Word of God" are simply illogically and ungrammatically related. But if what the Bible transmits is not separable from the Bible, then at least it makes grammatical and logical sense.

Now along with that traditional view of literal meaning came the view that the writers of the Bible were writing essentially from dictation: that they were essentially holy tape recorders who were writing through some kind of external impulse over which they had very limited control. Now if there is one thing that the scholarship of the Bible seems to have established beyond any reasonable doubt, it is that authorship counts for very little in the Bible. We have always traditionally thought, for example, of the author of the third Gospel as Luke; but with the possible exception of the first four verses of Luke, there is not a word in the Gospel of Luke of which Luke is in any modern sense the author. According to what is still the general theory, Luke used Mark and another document of the sayings of Christ which the scholars call Q, which he shared with Matthew, and he also has some material of his own, some of the parables and some of the hymns, like the "Magnificat" and the "Nunc Dimittis," which he is most unlikely to have been the original composer of. So that Luke, like practically all the books in the Bible, is an edited, compiled, composite document.

And so if the Bible is to be regarded as inspired in any sense whatever, sacred or secular, then all the glossing and all the editing and all the redacting and all the splicing and all the editing processes have to be taken as inspired too, because there is no way to distinguish the voice of God from the voice of the Deuteronomic redactor.

This kind of editing and compiling and conflating is a highly conscious and deliberate practice. So whatever the authors of the Gospels were doing, they were certainly not working in a trance. They were working with their minds extremely agile and alert. There isn't a page of the Bible where the editing process is not utterly obvious. In the first five books of the Bible, there are four or five major documents generally dis-
tinguished by the different uses they make of the word "God": one of them is called the J account, because it refers to God as Jahweh, and another is called an E account because it refers to God as Elohim: and then there's a Priestly document and so on. And we also notice that certain editorial changes occur. In the book of Samuel we are told that God was angry with David and therefore tempted him to take a census so he would have an excuse for bringing a famine on him [2 Samuel 24:1]. Well, the Chronicler, who was basing his work on Samuel but writing later, is uncomfortable with this, and so changes "God" to "Satan," so that it was Satan who tempted David to take the census [1 Chronicles 21:1]. And in Mark, which is almost always regarded as earlier than Matthew and Luke, Jesus looks around the crowd "with anger" [3:5]. Matthew and Luke transcribe this sentence, but they leave out the words "with anger" [Matthew 12:13; Luke 6:10]. The conception of a God superior to anger is obviously taking shape. There are hundreds and hundreds of signs of editing and glossing in the Bible of that kind.

Then of course there is also what has been forming very largely the bulk of this course, the tremendous amount of self-reference within the Bible, of typological structure, which says the only proof that the gospel story is true is that it fulfils the prophecies of the Old Testament, and the only proof that the prophecies of the Old Testament are true is that they are fulfilled by the gospel, that in other words all evidence is hermetically sealed within the Bible itself. There is no evidence worth anything that Jesus had any historical existence outside the New Testament; and it's obvious that the writers of the New Testament preferred it that way, because they could easily have collected such evidence if they had wanted it. They didn't want it.

What I'm suggesting is that what the Bible means literally is what it says. That is, the answer to the question, What does the Bible literally mean? is always the same. The Bible literally means just what it says. But there are two ways of applying that answer. One is to make an immediate jump from what the text of the Bible tells you to what you guess about the historical event, or whatever, behind it. The other is simply to accept the Word in the Bible and gain your understanding of its meaning in the way that we gain understanding of all meaning, through its context in the Bible itself. And so the presence of God comes to us not in the form of a history transmitted through a book, but in the form of a story in which the book itself is autonomous and definitive.

The only time you can take the word "literal" seriously is when you
read something in the same way that you read a poem, where you accept every word that is given to you without question but do not make any premature association between every word and something in the world outside. That is, your whole attention is directed towards putting the words together. And that is why, as I tried to explain in commenting on the Book of Revelation [Lecture 23], that while the Bible does come to an end, and quite a well-marked end, it is nevertheless a remarkably open end. It adds a few verses at the end saying, this is it, there are no more books. Just before that, there is the invitation to drink of the water of life, which means that the reality beyond the Bible is not behind the Bible but in front of it, and starts in the reader’s mind.

The reader in his turn is one of a society of readers. The point of view that I’m trying to express has nothing original about it. It’s the view, for example, of John Milton, who speaks of the Word of God in the reader’s heart as having an authority superior to that of the Bible itself. And if you say to Milton, Well then, how do you avoid the chaos of private judgment, of every individual reader setting himself up as the judge of what the Bible says? Milton would say that the reader is not an ego, he is not a self-contained individual; he is a man with a socially and culturally determined consciousness; and behind that consciousness, according to Milton, there is the real reader of the Bible, who for Milton is the Holy Spirit. Whatever one thinks of that as a doctrine, nevertheless the general principle is I think true, that by eliminating what critics call the referentiality of the Bible, you are at the same time eliminating what is private and egocentric and subjective in the reader’s mind. It would take another course to explain that sentence fully, but the point is that when you have a structure of words of this kind, the ordinary gap in experience between the subject, who is here, and the object, who is here, disappears. You have something in the middle that becomes both subjective and objective.

The Bible is a structure of fiction and a structure of syntax, I think, rather than of meanings. When the Bible becomes an instrument of social authority, as it was through the Middle Ages and the Reformation period, then it becomes extremely important to enclose the Bible in an interpretation which will provide people with the right way of understanding the Bible. And they understand the Bible through this interpretation, or else. But the interpretation is really one of the obstacles a society puts in to deflect us from the reality of what it is. It’s as though you had a kernel of a nut and then went around looking for a shell to
put it in, which is an extremely perverse approach to nuts. But that’s what happens when you have an artefact like the Bible and then look for an interpretation to put around it as a means of imposing uniformity and authority on the society.

The Bible occupies socially and culturally a privileged position among other books, but the principles don’t work when you put the Bible into a nonprivileged position. They won’t work when you put it into a privileged position either, unless the same essential principles work for any work which is an artefact. The language of the Bible is fundamentally what the German theologian Rudolf Bultmann calls kerygma, which is a Greek word meaning “proclamation.” That is, the language of the Bible is rhetorical language, and rhetoric always uses the figures of speech that you find in poetic language. But it’s rhetoric of a very particular and unique kind. It’s not the orator’s rhetoric which is designed to persuade you of something. The word “proclamation” suggests that within this typical structure there is something which is not yourself, that you have to fight with the way Jacob fought with the angel.

Now the language in which this proclamation is contained is the language of myth, and by myth, as we saw, we meant the self-contained narrative unit, the story, rather than the narrative unit related to something else or the history. Bultmann decided to talk about demythologizing the Bible, which is like removing the skin and bones from the body. I don’t understand the twentieth-century attraction for these antiseptic sounding words beginning with “de.” I don’t know why Bultmann speaks of demythologizing the Bible when he means remythologizing it. And I don’t understand in literary criticism why Derrida speaks of deconstruction when what he means is reconstruction. But that’s just original sin.

The kerygma or proclamation of the Bible is not the same thing as a literary story in the way that Homer is a literary story, but it is conveyed in that language. It is impossible to demythologize the Gospels because every syllable of the Gospels was written in myth.

It’s notable that in the later parts of the New Testament like the Pastoral Epistles, which are made out of Pauline materials after Paul’s death, the Bible is getting sufficiently self-conscious to talk about itself; and in the New Testament the Word of God is spoken of as though it were a dialectic. That is, Jesus said he came not to bring peace but a sword [Matthew 10:34], and similarly the Word of God is spoken of as a two-edged sword, and as dividing the word of truth [Hebrews 4:12]. But that
kind of dialectic seems to be very different in its application from the usual aggressive or thesis dialectic, the argument dialectic which you have in so many philosophers, and there are no true rational arguments in the Bible. There are passages in the Epistle to the Hebrews that look like them, but they all turn out to be various disguises for proclamation. The Bible is not interested in arguing, because if you state a thesis of belief you have already stated its opposite; if you say, “I believe in God,” you have already suggested the possibility of not believing in him. In that kind of dialectic, every statement is really a half statement which needs its opposite to complete itself. And so that’s not what is meant—I don’t see how it can be what is meant—by saying that the Word of God is a dividing thing.

What I think it divides are the two elements of reality as they are exhibited in the New Testament, the elements that we call heaven and hell, the kingdom of life, the kingdom of death. It is that which is divided, and divided by an eternal separation. That means that the language of the Bible has to be a language which somehow bypasses argument and refutation. And again, it is very like the language of poetry, because, as Yeats says, you can refute Hegel but not the Song of Sixpence. You can’t argue the poetic statement because it is not a particular statement. It is not subject to verification. So that is why, I think, the Bible presents what it has to say within a narrative and within a body of concrete images which present a world for you to grasp, visualize, and understand. The end that it leads you to is in seeing what it means rather than in accepting or rejecting it, because by accepting it you have already defined the possibility of rejecting it.

So the Bible uses the language of symbolism and imagery because the language of symbolism and imagery, which bypasses argument and aggressiveness and at the same time clearly defines the difference between life and death, between freedom and slavery, between happiness and misery, is in short the language of love, and to St. Paul, that is likely to last longer than most other forms of human communication.

That’s it. Thank you for your attention.
Notes

Introduction

1 See my Introduction to LN, xxii–xxiii, and Michael Dolzani’s Introduction to TBN, xx.
2 “Expanding Eyes,” in SM, 100–1.
3 NB 21.310. See also the prefaces to SM, vii, and StS, viii.
5 This diagram is included on pp. 591–4 of the present volume.
7 In the present volume reference to the Seattle epiphany is in NBs 21.475 and 23.25.
8 For NF’s accounts of the kernels, see NB 21.268, 292, 296, 300; NB 11f.44, 187, 188; NB 18.60; NB 32.102; NB 35.46, 52, 70; NB 36.84, 85; NB 7.213; TBN, 194, 239–40. See also D, 330.
9 For these associations, see TBN, 162, 178, 231, 254; NB 10.21; NB 30k.3.
12 NF’s mother taught him Bible stories at an early age, even introducing him to Josephus, and as a child NF himself read Jesse Lyman Hurlbut, Hurlbut’s Story of the Bible, Self-pronouncing: The Complete Bible Story, Running from Genesis to Revelation, Told in the Simple Language of To-day, for Young and Old (Philadelphia: John C. Winston, 1904). See Ayre, 33, 37. Hurlbut’s well-travelled retelling of 168 Biblical stories is still in print.
13 See, e.g., GC, xi–xii, NFC, 171; WGS, 221; and Ayre, 173.
14 RK, as this course was called, was taught by members of the religious knowl-
edge department at Victoria College, assisted by the staff of Emmanuel College.

15 Ayre, 171-3.

16 “I should like to collect notes, mainly on literary symbolism, in six major categories: 1) Biblical & Oriental 2) Classical 3) Medieval 4) Humanistic (Renaissance & Baroque) 5) Romantic 6) Contemporary. The main centres of gravity are 1) the Bible 2) Homer, Virgil, the Greek dramatists, Plato 3) Dante, 4) Spenser, Shakespeare & Milton (later Calderon) 5) Blake, Goethe, Keats, Shelley, de Nerval, Novalis, Hugo, etc. 6) Morris, Yeats, Eliot, Joyce, Rilke, etc. Out of this collection I hope to precipitate a tetralogy of four critical studies. The first (L [Liberal]) is a study of the first four areas in four major divisions: 1) Scripture 2) Epic 3) Encyclopaedic Poem 4) Romance—in other words Bible, (Odyssey) Virgil, Dante & Spenser.” This sketch comes from NB 17, which is devoted mostly to an essay on William Byrd. This is the first entry following that essay, which appears to date from 1939.

17 TEN, 332. In the late 1950s, when NF reorganized his plans for the last four books of his ogdoad, he conceived of the Bible book as the second book of the final four, which he called Paradox, the first being Mirage, which in this incarnation of the ogdoad was to be a study of prose forms. See NB 33.5, 10.


19 NF reiterates this intention in “Work in Progress,” written in 1972: “For a year or two it’s been becoming clear that the Liberal of the series, the first book [i.e., the first book of the revised ogdoad following Anatomy of Criticism], is a book on the Bible and its relation to literature, more particularly as the source of the mythical framework of the Western imagination” (par. 5). See TEN, 338.


21 NF apparently did not have access to the Avatamsaka Sutra itself until forty years after his initial encounter with it in Suzuki’s two volumes. We do know from LN, 153, that he was reading the Avatamsaka in the late 1980s. Then his text was The Flower Ornament Scripture: A Translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra, vol. 1 (1984), trans. Thomas Cleary, an annotated copy of which is in NFL. Cleary’s three-volume edition was not published until 1993.

22 NF struggled with these dense texts. “I can’t make any sense out of these infernal Sutras,” he laments: “they seem designed for people who really can’t read” (LN, 616). “The initial impression the [Lankavatara] Sutra makes on the candid reader [is] of an almost intolerable prolixity & obscurantism” (NB 3.112).
23 NF draws his account of the similarities and differences between Cittamatra and Vijnaptimatra from Suzuki’s Studies, 278–82.


26 On the flyleaf of Notebook 3, NF wrote “Paravritti,” Sanskrit for “the highest wave of thought,” but NF used the word to mean “a reversal” or “turning around.”

27 I find only three references to bardo in NF’s books and essays: GC, 137, SR, 63–4, and MM, 220–1.

28 On NF’s bardo-novel fantasies, see NB 2.13–19, and D, 129–34.

29 See D, 131, 132, 134, 142, and NBs 2.15, 2.16, 3.136, 31.48, 31.52, 31.97, and 35.118.

30 The context of this point is Yeats’s view of Purgatory—what Yeats “dimly felt” about Protestantism. But it appears to be NF’s view as well.

31 In the notebooks and diaries there are more than fifty references to chess, most of which speculate on the game as an archetype.

32 Little is known of Patanjali. Whether or not he is the same Patanjali who wrote a celebrated commentary on Panini’s grammar is uncertain. He appears not to have authored the sutras but to have compiled them. The date of the Yoga-Sutras is also unknown, scholars dating the compilation as occurring sometime between the second century B.C. and the fourth century A.D.

33 Tathagata = “the thus-gone one,” i.e., the one who has attained supreme enlightenment. See also NB 3, n. 7.

34 There are even three editions of his work in English that have been published especially for Eastern readers: editions of Anatomy of Criticism for Korean and Taiwanese students and an edition of The Modern Century for Japanese readers.

35 NB 11f.253. NF confesses he is really more interested in writing the latter.

36 The words “shape” and “structure” appear more than one hundred times in the present notebooks. Practically everything for NF has a structure. The following is a partial list from the notebooks in this volume: dialectic, power, symbolism, the Bible, language, class, causality, narrative, imagery, the ego, ideas, criticism, creativity, phenomenology, individual lives, myths, reason, experience, and of course literature.

37 NF uses the word “religion” almost twice as frequently in the present note-
books as he does the word “literature,” a frequency that provides a rough index of his central concern.

**Notebook 3**

1 Other evidence for dating: on the verso of the flyleaf NF wrote “Paravritti [conversion, turning around] of July 26/46.” In par. 128 we learn that Fearful Symmetry (1947) has been completed, in par. 145 that NF’s paper on the argument of comedy, written in 1948, is “done,” and in par. 143 that it has been fourteen years since his mission-field experience of 1934. In addition, NF mentions a 1948 article in par. 124, calling it “recent.”

2 The person who lives in phase two of Yeats’s theory of the Great Wheel or Phases of the Moon “pushes back the mind into its own supersensual impulse, until it grows obedient to all that recurs. . . . He gives himself up to Nature” (W.B. Yeats, A Vision, rev. ed. [New York: Collier, 1966], 106). In Blake’s Tiriel, Ijim, the brother of Tiriel, is the satyr living in the woods. He represents “a savage and not quite conscious humanity, haunted by primitive fears of lurking demons,” and he is introduced by Blake “to show the mental affinity between Deism and savagery” (FS, 244).

3 See Jerusalem, pl. 98 (Erdman, 257–8).

4 In Sanskrit, the lord, master, or ruler of the universe; in Hinduism, the idea of a personal god as creator of the world.

5 The Orphic sectary in Plato’s dialogue of that name, whose concern is with religious duty.

6 The Septuagint ordinarily translates the derivatives of the Hebrew word ṣdq (“righteous”) and its cognates by the Greek dikaiosunē.

7 In Pali, literally, “the thus-gone one,” i.e., the perfected one or the one who has attained complete enlightenment on the way to truth. It was one of the ten titles the Buddha used when speaking of himself or other buddhas.

8 “Annotations to Swedenborg” (Erdman, 605).

9 Rintrah is the Elijah-like hermit-prophet in Blake’s poetry, symbolizing wrath; Palamabron is the redeemed poet (Blake himself) who sympathizes with the oppressed. The two characters are often paired in Blake.

10 The founder (ca. 2nd century B.C.) of the yoga philosophy based on Sankhya, one of the six orthodox doctrines of Hindu philosophy; author of the Yoga-Sutras. See also Introduction, n. 32.


12 Heinrich Suso (Seuse) (ca. 1300–66), a German mystic influenced by Meister Eckhart, who subjected himself to severe forms of asceticism.
13 Sanskrit for the Hindu ideals of harmoniousness, uprightrightness, passivity, and composure; the noblest of the three gunas or fundamental qualities, the other two being rajas (restlessness) and tamas (grossness). For Patanjali, sattva is the cause of all knowledge and enlightenment. See the Yoga-Sutras, sec. 1, aphorism 17, and sec. 3, aphorisms 36 and 56. See also M.N. Dvivedi’s Introduction to The Yoga-Sutras of Patanjali, xvi–xix.

14 The phrase comes from Jesus’ injunction in the Sermon on the Mount: “But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking” (Matthew 6:7).

15 Short sutras containing magical formulas of knowledge, which are comprised of power-laden, symbolic syllables (mantras). Patanjali himself is silent on the practice of mantras, though some commentators infer such practice from sec. 1, aphorism 27, “His [God’s] indicator is the ‘word of glory.’”

16 “Yes I know the young American by letters I think. He has the American passion for ideas, combined, I judge, with the American intellectual indolence and physical energy” (Letter to Robert Bridges, 4 January 1923, in The Letters of W.B. Yeats, ed. Allan Wade [New York: Macmillan, 1955], 696).


18 In The Tibetan Book of the Dead the first period of the after-death state; it is followed by the subsequent bardo states, Chon-yid and Sidpa.

19 “There is a Moment in each Day that Satan cannot find / Nor can his Watch Fiends find it, but the Industrious find / This Moment & it multiply. & when it once is found / It renovates every Moment of the Day if rightly placed” (Millon, pl. 35, ll. 42–5 [Erdman, 136]).

20 The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Erdman, 93).

21 “Through sanyama on kindliness (maitri) and similar graces one gains mental, moral and spiritual strength” (sec. 3, aphorism 24, trans. Raghagavan Iyer). Maitri is translated as “sympathy” by M.N. Dvivedi in The Yoga-Sutras of Patanjali, 90; as “friendliness” or “compassion” by Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood in How To Know God: The Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali (New York: New American Library, 1953), 129.


23 The last of the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England, “Of a Christian Man’s Oath”: “As we confess that vain and rash swearing is forbidden Christian men by our Lord Jesus Christ, so we judge that Christian religion doth not prohibit but that a man may swear when the magistrate requireth in a cause of faith and charity, so it be done according to the Prophet’s teaching in justice, judgement, and truth.”
24 See chap. 4 of Milton’s *The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce* (1643), Hughes, 709–10.
25 See n. 19, above.
26 “Annotations to Wordsworth’s Poems” (Erdman, 666).
27 “Cowardice, as distinguished from panic, is almost always simply a lack of ability to suspend the functioning of the imagination” (Introduction, *Men at War: The Best War Stories of All Time*, ed. Ernest Hemingway [New York: Crown, 1942], xxvii).
28 The lowest level of the three *gunas* or fundamental qualities; literally, in Sanskrit, “darkness, blindness, ignorance.”
29 The humanist Utopia in Rabelais’s *Gargantua*.
31 Henri Brémond was a Jesuit priest and literary historian and critic; his *Prière et poésie* was published in 1926 and translated into English in 1927 by A. Thorold.
32 One of the books in NF’s writing plans. In an autobiographical note he gives a brief outline of these plans in the late 1940s, saying that the books he intended to write “took shape at first as a Pentateuch or series of five. Blake was the Genesis; a study of drama, especially Shakespearean comedy, was the Exodus; Leviticus was to be philosophical (a dream of a “Summa” of modern thought had got into my skull very early). Numbers was to be a study of Romanticism & its after-effect, & Deuteronomy was to deal with general aesthetic problems. Suddenly, & simultaneously with the final & complete conversion to criticism, my old adolescent dream of eight masterpieces rose up again and hit me finally and irresistibly. Blake became Liberal, the study of drama Tragicomedy, the philosophical book, now a study of prose fiction, became Anticlimax, Numbers became Rencontre, Deuteronomy Mirage, & three others took nebulous shape. . . . When I finished the Blake, it became zero instead of one, & its place was taken by a study of epic. In my notes the initial letters of the eight books were cut down to hieratic forms: L for Liberal; T for Tragicomedy; A for Anticlimax; R for Rencontre; V for Mirage; P for Paradox; I for Ignoramus; T or F or J for Twilight. The last three seldom appear” (NFF, 1991, box 50, file 1). See Michael Dolzani, “The Book of the Dead: A Skeleton Key to Northrop Frye’s Notebooks,” in *Rereading Frye*, 19–38.
33 In Hinduism, Bhakti yoga is the way of love, surrender, and devotion, one of the four primary paths to union with God.
36 Sankara, or Shankara (788–820), Hindu saint, philosopher, and mystic, who wandered throughout India and founded a number of monasteries before his death at age thirty-two.
37 Jeanne Marie Bouvier de la Mothe (1648–1717), a French mystic who was in trouble with religious authorities most of her life.
38 The Hindu path presented by Patanjali in his *Yoga-Sutras*, containing eight steps to union with god; in Sanskrit, literally, “the royal yoga.”
39 NF means to refer, not to Blake’s *America*, but to *The Song of Los*: “Then Oothoon hovered over Judah & Jerusalem / And Jesus heard her voice (a man of sorrows) he received / A Gospel from the wretched Theotormon” (pl. 3, ll. 22–4; Erdman, 67).
40 *Mysticism East and West*, 215.
41 *fayce que voultras* = “do what you will,” the motto of the Abbey of Thélème in Rabelais’s *Gargantua*. Bodhisattva = literally in Sanskrit, the “enlightenment being”—the one who seeks buddhahood but refrains from entering nirvana until all beings are saved.
42 In his *Church Dogmatics* Barth never really defines *analogia entis*, though he repeatedly argues against it. The *analogia entis*, however, is the basic premise behind natural theology and is therefore opposed to practically everything Barth took to be theologically viable. As he says, “I regard the *analogia entis* as the invention of the Antichrist” (*The Doctrine of the Word of God* (Prolegomena to *Church Dogmatics*, being vol. 1, pt. 1), trans. G.T. Thomson [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1936], x). See NB 21, n. 280.
43 “From about half past ten at night until about half past midnight, FIRE,” a line from Pascal’s most intimate religious work, the *Memorial*. This scrap of paper, which records Pascal’s experience on one unforgettable night in 1654, was found after his death in the lining of his coat.
44 In the *Volsunga Saga*, Brynhild promises to marry whoever will ride through her flaming fire and slay her enemies.
45 For *bhakti*, see n. 33, above. *Jnana*, from the Sanskrit root for “to know,” means both general knowledge and spiritual wisdom or illumination. In Hinduism, *jnana* is the purely intellectual path of divine knowledge; in Mahayana Buddhism, where it refers to mastering the rational teachings in the Hinayana, or Theravada, scriptures, *jnana* is the tenth stage in the development of the bodhisattva. *Mantra*, or name for God, contains the essence of the Hindu gurus’ teachings; it also refers to *mahavakya*, the important precepts in each of the four Vedas: this is perhaps what *mantra*, in addition to the regular repetition of God’s name, means for NF in this context.
46 *Mysticism*, 238.
47 That is, those who, like Blake’s Palamabron, sympathize with the oppressed. See n. 9, above.

48 The *Lankavatara Sutra*, a Mahayana Buddhist text, stresses an inner enlightenment that obliterates all duality. The earliest Chinese translation dates from the fifth century. NF was reading D.T. Suzuki’s translation of *The Lankavatara Sutra: A Text of Mahayana Buddhism* (London: George Routledge and Sons, 1932), an annotated copy of which is in the NFL. Peter Fisher, one of NF’s students, had introduced him to this edition in the late 1940s.

49 In Sanskrit, *sutra* means thread or connective cord, rule, technical manual.


52 In NB 7, NF defines *schalk* (literally, “rogue”) as “the attempt to escape from high seriousness & moral virtue, & so construct a real comedy” (par. 3). It is the light-hearted and lively stage of literature, with the additional sense of something rooted in ordinary reality.


54 The reference is to the classification of human beings into two categories, Martha and Mary, based on the story of the two sisters in Luke 10:38–42. The Mary/Martha opposition is scattered throughout NF’s writing, appearing as early as his correspondence with Helen Kemp in the 1930s. When Jesus visits the two sisters, Martha is said to be “cumbered about” and “distracted with much serving,” and Mary is said to have chosen the good part of the one thing that is needful. This one thing is the word of Jesus, for she sits at his feet and listens to his teachings, while Martha busies herself with fixing dinner, or whatever. Martha represents the anxious, frantic search for novelties or skills or even luxuries that don’t really matter because they distract from the one thing she really needs and wants. But for NF the opposition does not easily divide into the bad Martha and the good Mary. As he says in NB 30r, “Martha isn’t such a grim hag” (par. 7). On another level, Martha has come to represent the way of salvation through action, Mary through contemplation.

55 See previous note.

56 See n. 19, above.

57 The psychophysical classification of human differences worked out by William Sheldon and his collaborators, especially the temperamental
qualities associated with endomorphs, mesomorphs, and ectomorphs. NF’s reflections on Sheldon’s types were triggered by his reading of Huxley’s *Perennial Philosophy*, 148–53.

58 In Buddhism, the cosmic law underlying the world; in Hinduism, it is a moral term, denoting righteousness or the basis of law and morality; literally, in Sanskrit, “carrying, holding.”


61 NF borrows the phrase from the dedication of Shakespeare’s *Sonnets*: “To the onlie begetter.”

62 E.J. (Ned) Pratt, the well-known Canadian poet, was a member of the English department at Victoria College from 1920 until 1953; he had been NF’s undergraduate teacher at Victoria, and they became lifelong friends; NF edited Pratt’s *Collected Poems* in 1958.

63 John Robins, who had been NF’s teacher at Victoria College; a specialist in Old and Middle English, he taught at Victoria from 1926 until 1952.

64 This, as well as the subsequent stages NF describes, comes from the eight stages of Patanjali’s *Yoga-Sutras*.

65 Count Ugolino, in canto 33 of Dante’s *Inferno*, is represented as gnawing on the head of Archbishop Ruggieri.

66 In the original manuscript NF left a blank space between “time-wasting &” and “activity.”

67 Patanjali does not use this particular phrase, at least in the standard English translations, although he does speak of the tranquil properties that pass into oblivion (*The Yoga-Sutras of Patanjali*, 83 [sec. 3, no. 14]). It seems more likely, however, that NF is referring generally to the psychic state, described throughout the sutras, that is achieved when all external distractions are erased through samadhi or concentration.

68 The allusion is to one of Blake’s last engravings, *The Man Sweeping the Interpreter’s Parlour* (ca. 1822).

69 NF did not apply for a Guggenheim fellowship until 1950. Because the current notebook entries were written several years earlier than that, NF is evidently anticipating his receipt of the fellowship.

70 That is, the powers set forth in section 3 of Patanjali’s *Yoga-Sutras*: concentration, meditation, absorption, and various occult states.

71 Act 2, sc. 8 of Molière’s *The Imaginary Invalid*.

72 A series of extraordinarily popular books by Martha Finley (1828–1909) that follow Elsie Dinsmore from childhood into old age.

73 The reference is to the lover of Rosalind in Shakespeare’s *As You Like It*. See 3.2.1–4.

74 In Buddhism, the state of yoga itself or the state of consciousness in which
subject and object are one; in Hinduism, a state of consciousness in which mental activity ceases.


77 The city of art and manufacture in Blake’s mythology.

78 In Sanskrit, literally, “uniqueness, complete release”; in Hinduism, the state of the soul that realizes it is perfect and its consciousness is pure.

79 See n. 74, above.

80 In Sanskrit, literally, “journeying”; in Buddhism, the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth one goes through before reaching nirvana.

81 Above “segments,” NF wrote “parts.”

82 See n. 32, above.


84 In Sanskrit, literally, “perfect abilities”; in Patanjali the siddhis are the high occult powers that come through yogic practices. See *Yoga-Sutras*, sec. 3, aphorism 46.

85 Above “myth,” NF wrote “cult.”

86 Literally, in Sanskrit, “deception, appearance”; in Hinduism, the universal principle of Vedanta; the basis of mind and matter, which veils our vision so that we see only diversity; maya, however, is inseparably united with brahman, the principle of absolute unity.

87 See n. 78, above.


89 After Fisher graduated from college he came to NF saying that he wanted to do an M.A. thesis on Blake, and, as NF reports this episode in his preface to Fisher’s book on Blake, Fisher “nearly walked out again when he discovered that I had not read the *Bhagavadgita* in Sanskrit, which he took for granted that any serious student of Blake would have done as a matter of course.” NF adds that he had earlier been misled in his reading of Oriental philosophy by bad translations, but that thereafter his and Fisher’s “conversations took the
form of a kind of symbolic shorthand in which terms from Blake and from Mahayana Buddhism were apt to be used interchangeably" ("Editor's Preface," in Peter Fisher, *The Valley of Vision: Blake as Prophet and Revolutionary*, ed. Northrop Frye [Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961], v). These conversations were frequent: in the late 1940s and early 1950s NF and Fisher met every Monday to drink beer and talk about literature and philosophy and religion, and NF often records the essence of their conversations in his diaries from those years. Fisher, whose life was cut short by a sailing accident when he was only forty, was, by NF's account, the most brilliant student he ever had.

90 In the Yogachara school of Buddhism, the universe is nothing but citta, pure consciousness or ultimate reality.

91 The *Vijnaptimatrata-siddhi*, written by Hsüan-tsang, the seventh-century monk who was also one of the great translators of Sanskrit texts for Chinese Buddhism, is a commentary on the work of ten Yogachara masters.

92 See n. 41, above.

93 The principal interlocutor in the *Lankavatara Sutra*.

94 The Spectre of Urthona, which is "the isolated subjective aspect of existence in this world, the energy with which a man or any other living creature copes with nature . . . . it is that aspect of existence in time which is linear rather than organic or imaginative. If one had to pin down the conception to a single word, we might call Blake's Spectre of Urthona the will" (*FS*, 292).

95 Paul Hiebert's 1947 fictional satire of poetasters and Saskatchewan life.

96 J.P. Hodin, "Memories of Franz Kafka," *Horizon* [London], 97 (1948): 33. The link between the three arts and the three categories comes from a reminiscence by the painter F. Feigel of a discussion he had had with Kafka.

97 By "Druid analogy" NF means the religious myths and rituals of natural religion in its most primitive forms. In NB 21.311, NF calls the Druid analogy the "key to all mythologies," its components including "Atlantis, reincarnation, cyclical symbolism." In NB 11b.35 he calls it the "pagan synthesis." For NF an analogy is never a genuine form. See also TBN, xxxi.

98 *The Lankavatara Sutra*, 59–60. See also Suzuki's Introduction, xxxii–xxxiii.

99 In Sanskrit, "depending upon another." The concept appears in a number of schools of Buddhism, referring generally to "that which has no existence of, or by itself, but only through a dependent or causal connection." According to the Mahayana Buddhist philosophy of knowledge-only, all beings have three natures: temporary, dependent (paratantra), and absolute. NF may be referring to the understanding of paratantra in Mairreyan Buddhism, where illusory nature (parikalpita-svabhava) is distinguished from dependent nature (paratantra-svabhava) and perfect nature (parinispannya-svabhava).

100 NF means to refer not to James Jeans's view of the universe but to Arthur
Eddington's. He does attribute the idea to Eddington in NBs 15.4 and 11d.10. See Arthur S. Eddington, *The Nature of the Physical World* (New York: Macmillan, 1930), 127–9. Eddington uses the words “wrinkled” and “puckered” rather than “crumpled.”

101 Pali for “space” or “the all pervasive”; *Akasha* in Sanskrit.

102 Blake's four states of being are Eden, Beulah, Generation, and Ulro. Eden is Blake's apocalyptic heaven or unfallen world, the world of the creator and creature; Beulah is the state of innocence, the world of the lover and beloved; Generation is the subject–object world of experience; and Ulro, Blake's hell or the world of the ego and Satan.

103 See n. 51, above.

104 In Blake's work, the serpent or dragon wrapped around the forbidden tree, representing tyranny and exploitation, the unreality of the gods, and the remoteness of the sky, among other things.


106 “When one sleeps without yearning for any desires, / seeing no dreams, / consisting of bliss, enjoying bliss, / whose door is conscious wisdom, is the third” (*Mandukya Upanishad*, ll. 13–17, trans. Sanderson Beck).

107 The area of three interconnected lakes—Rosseau, Joseph, and Muskoka—north of Toronto and east of Georgian Bay; NF's father- and mother-in-law had a cottage on Lake Joseph, where the Fryes often went in the summer.

108 Cotter received his Ph.D. from U of T, having written a dissertation under the direction of F.E.L. Priestley on Browning; he taught at Toronto from 1952 to 1955, and then entered the clergy.

109 J.W. Dunne (1875–1949) concluded that the correlations between his dreams and corresponding future events were so statistically unlikely that they could not be described as pure coincidence. He thus postulated a new theory of time and a four-dimensional outlook on the universe.

110 That is, the first half of the ogdoad: Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, and Rencontre.

111 This article was not published until ten years later: “The Typology of Paradise Regained,” *Modern Philology*, 53 (May 1956): 227–38.

112 Published under that title in the *University of Toronto Quarterly*, 19 (October 1949): 1–16.

113 These ideas were developed in “Levels of Meaning in Literature,” *Kenyon Review*, 12 (Spring 1950): 246–62.

115 Never published, though this parallel symbolism (typology) formed a part of *The Great Code*, published more than three decades later.


117 The article was never written.

118 The article was never written in quite this form, though these themes appear in a number of NF’s writings on Shakespeare. His ideas on the masque were developed in “Romance as Masque,” not written until in 1975 and published in *SM*, 148–78.

119 “The Four Forms of Prose Fiction,” *Hudson Review*, 2 (Winter 1950): 582–95. The “Manitoba article” was “The Anatomy in Prose Fiction,” *Manitoba Arts Review*, 3 (Spring 1942): 35–47. NF apparently sent “The Four Forms of Prose Fiction” to the *Virginia Quarterly Review*. In his 1950 Diary, he wrote that he was “not counting any chickens before I’ve laid the egg, especially remembering that Virginia fiasco” (*D*, 256), which seems to suggest that the article was rejected.

120 This article appeared a decade later as “Quest and Cycle in *Finnegans Wake,*” *James Joyce Review*, 1 (February 1957): 39–47; rpt. in *FI*, 256–64.

121 This article was never written.


123 This article was never written.

124 Some of these themes appeared in *SeS*, NF’s Norton Lectures at Harvard, published almost thirty years later.

125 Published more than thirty years later as “The Meeting of Past and Future in William Morris,” *Studies in Romanticism*, 21 (Fall 1982): 303–18; rpt. in *MM*, 322–39.


128 That is, “The Four Forms of Prose Fiction” and “Yeats and the Language of Symbolism” have been completed.

129 The opening line of Dante’s *Inferno* (“in the middle of life’s way”). NF had turned thirty-five on 14 July 1947, about the time he wrote the entries here: NF had completed his Yeats paper, which was published in October 1947.

130 William Blake, “Annotations to Swedenborg” (Erdman, 604).

131 From Ovid, *Metamorphoses*, bk. 7, ll. 20–1: “Video meliora, proboque; / deteriora sequor” (I see the better and approve it; I follow the worse).

132 In Taoism and Zen Buddhism, unmotivated action; in Chinese, literally, “nondoing.”


136 “I made it a rule to avoid rules in food; and by a course of exceptions accustomed myself to no customs at all” (T.E. Lawrence, *The Seven Pillars of Wisdom* [London: Jonathan Cape, 1935], 467 [chap. 83]). Lawrence may have intended a variation on Oscar Wilde’s “The golden rule is that there are no golden rules” (*Maxims for Revolutionaries* [1902]).

137 A scholar, artist, musician, and modernist poet, who taught French at University College, U of T, from 1928 to 1968.

138 This detail is recorded in Edward Phillips, *The Life of Milton*, in Hughes, 1026.

139 See n. 89, above.

140 As reported by Boswell in his *Life of Johnson*, entry of 15 May 1783.

141 The Mahayana Buddhist sutra that is the basis of the Chinese Hua-yen school; the complete work was, at the time, extant only in Tibetan and Chinese translations, the latter of which dates from the fifth century; the Hua-yen school emphasizes interpenetration, which doubtless appealed to NF’s own interest in this idea as he had encountered it in Whitehead. All thirty-nine sutras of the *Avatamsaka* have since been translated by Thomas Cleary: *The Flower Ornament Scripture* (Boston: Shambhala, 1993).

142 NF is apparently referring to the *Vimalakirtinirdesha-sutra*, a Mahayana Buddhist sutra from the second century A.D., which is held in particularly high regard in Zen; one of its special emphases is on *shunyata*, Sanskrit for “void” or “emptiness.

143 Such a study is neither recorded in or a part of NF’s extant notebooks, though he does mention a fifth gospel as a fictional idea in *LN*, 6–7, *TBN*, 6–7 and NB 20.26.


145 NF’s eighth book, about which he says very little in his notebooks, was Twilight. He conceived of it as a form that would combine the creative and the critical—something aphoristic, anagogic, erudite, imaginative, even fictional—and he proposed several models for Twilight: Anatole France’s *Jardin d’Épicure*, a series of learned reflections on sundry topics; Dmitry Merezhkovsky’s *Atlantis/Europe*, Nietzsche’s *Gaya Scienza*, Cyril Connolly’s *The Unquiet Grave: A Word Cycle by Palinurus*; and Thomas Traherne’s *Centuries of Meditations*. “I wouldn’t want to plan such a book,” NF wrote, “as a dumping ground for things I can’t work in elsewhere or as a set of echoes of
what I’ve said elsewhere.” “Such a book would feature,” he added “completely uninhibited writing” and “completely uninhibited metaphor-building” (LN, 1:238, 268).


147 See Macaulay’s The Towers of Trebizond (1956). The entries that begin with par. 172 were written a decade later than the preceding ones.


149 Most often NF refers to his book of aphorisms, or the book that will be his “century of meditations,” as T or Twilight.

150 The letters from Norma Arnett, a student at Victoria College, class of 1949. After she graduated, she began writing NF, averaging a letter a day for almost ten years. In a letter to William Fennell, dated 14 May 1980, NF refers to Arnett’s letters, as well as the writing she submitted to him, as “psychotic blither.” NF finally had to ask that the letters be stopped. She continued to write at intervals, but NF instructed his secretary to return them unopened (which she could not do as they had no return address so they were eventually simply discarded).


152 The pen NF is using has a wider nib than the one he used for entries 1–171.

153 An allusion to Matthew Arnold’s line, “Wandering between two worlds, one dead, / The other powerless to be born” (Stanzas from the Grand Chartreuse, st. 15).

154 “There was something not himself that Swift served. He called it ‘freedom’ but never defined it and thus has passion. Passion is to me the essential. I was educated upon Balzac and Shakespeare and cannot go beyond them. That passion is his charm” (Letter to Joseph Hone, in The Letters of W.B. Yeats, ed. Allan Wade [London: Rupert Hart-Davis], 91). Yeats’s remark is in the context of M.M. Rossi’s “Essay on the Character of Swift,” which Hone had translated.


Notebook 11f

1 The evidence for dating comes from the following references. In par. 176 NF mentions 1970 in connection with a schedule he has outlined. In par. 63 he refers to a section on the language of belief in “The Critical Path” (his
Notes to pages 72-7

*Daedalus* essay of 1970). Par. 147 outlines two sections that NF wants to add to the essay before submitting the manuscript for *CP*. In par. 123, he refers to Pakistan, where he had gone in September 1969: it appears that he has just returned from that trip. Because of the reference to Frederick Crews in par. 244, this part of the notebook, after NF has said he completed the final draft of *CP*, dates from early 1970: Crews's attack on NF appeared in the *New York Review of Books* in January 1970. In par. 261 NF says he is at Oxford: he and Helen went there toward the end of March 1970. The notebook also has a laid-in Oxford postal stamp dated "15 Jy 1970."

2 "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me" (Matthew 27:46; Psalm 22:1). See GC, 79.
3 See GC, 79.
4 See GC, 54–5, 130.
5 On the question of student belief, see GC, xx. This paragraph has been cancelled.
6 "Q" is NF's instruction to himself to quote from Sir Thomas Browne. The quotation in question is "I thank God that I never saw Christ or his disciples" (*CP*, 114). See *Religio Medici*, in *Sir Thomas Browne: The Major Works*, ed. C.A. Patrides (London: Penguin, 1977), 70 (pt. 1, sec. 9).
7 This paragraph has been cancelled. It was included in a revised form in *CP*, 114.
8 The symbols here are NF's convention for omitted material. They are a reminder to himself to insert material, sometimes a quotation, sometimes what he has written in another manuscript, and sometimes a part of one of his conventional theses, as is the case here: what we believe is not what we say we believe, but what our actions show that we believe. For a slightly different formulation, see GC, 229.
11 Psalms 122:3–4. See GC, 158.
15 See *CP*, 48.
16 "Berkeley thought the Seven Days not the creation of sun and moon, beast and man, but their entrance into time, or into human perception, or into that of some spirit" ("Bishop Berkeley," in *Essays and Introductions* [New York: Macmillan, 1961], 403.
17 "The Word is that which turns number into movement" (W.B. Yeats, "Louis
18 See n. 9, above.
19 "There is no power but of God, saith Paul, Rom. 13, as much as to say, God put it into man's heart to find out that way at first for common peace and preservation, approving the exercise therof" (*The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates*, Hughes, 758–9). Cf. *Paradise Regained*, bk. 1, ll. 460–4: "God hath now sent his living Oracle / Into the World, to teach his final will, / And sends his Spirit of Truth henceforth to dwell / In pious Hearts, an inward Oracle / To all truth requisite for men to know." The Biblical source of the idea is in Psalm 119:11, in the parable of the sower in Luke 8:5–18, and elsewhere. See GC, 138.
20 This paragraph has been cancelled.
21 This paragraph has been cancelled.
22 The chart representing the falling and rising of Biblical history. See GC, 171.
23 The social overturn ("somersault") or revolutionary reversal.
24 In chap. 2 of *WTC*, NF develops an elaborate taxonomy of the ways that verse, prose, and what he calls "associative rhythm" influence each other.
25 That is, the Second Epistle of Peter. See GC, 205–6.
26 At one time NF planned to have a separate chapter of *AC* entitled "Communion," which was to treat all forms of fragmentation, the reduction of literature into small units, and the four kernels of Scripture: oracle, parable, commandment, and aphorism. See NB 35, passim.
27 "Which things are an allegory: for these are the two covenants; the one from the mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage, which is Agar. For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem which now is, and is in bondage with her children" (Galatians 4:24–5). See GC, 84, 186. On the ark as allegory, see GC, 177–8.
28 That is, from beginning to end, Onoth being the days in the tomb between Good Friday and Easter Sunday.
29 Arnold contrasts Hebraism (Puritan morality and the work ethic) and Hellenism (aesthetic and intellectual cultivation): "To get rid of one's ignorance," he says, "to see things as they are, and by seeing them as they are to see them in their beauty, is the simple and attractive ideal that Hellenism holds out before human nature" ("Hebraism and Hellenism," *Culture and Anarchy*, ed. R.H. Super [Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1965], 167). See CP, 72–4, and LN, 1:64.
30 "The prophets Isaiah and Ezekiel dined with me, and I asked them how they dared so roundly to assert that God spake to them; and whether they did not think at the time, they would be misunderstood, & so be the cause of imposition" (*The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, pl. 12). On revolutionary monotheism, see GC, 93.
31 Military discipline. See GC, 95, and CP, 49.

32 An interdict was the punishment, issued by the pope in the medieval Church, that excluded members of the Church from participating in the sacraments without their actually being excommunicated.

33 See GC, xii, xvi.

34 The parentheses in this paragraph, written with a sharper pencil, appear to have been inserted later.

35 See GC, 93.

36 See Zechariah 10:1, 14:17–18; Mt. Carmel, located near the sea, is associated throughout the Old Testament with verdancy.

37 The first reference to CP in this paragraph is to the book that NF is working on: it has not yet been published, or even completed, as is apparent from par. 147. The second reference (“part 4 of CP”) is to “The Critical Path: An Essay on the Social Context of Literary Criticism,” Daedalus, 99 (Spring 1970): 268–342. For the material on language and belief, see pp. 297–311.

38 On the living stone archetype, see GC, 157.

39 See GC, xvii, 4, 203.

40 See GC, 198.

41 In Poe’s The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym (1838) the descent is unresolved in Pym’s encounter with a gigantic, enigmatic shroud-figure in the Antarctic; NF examines the katabatic and epiphanic movements in Keats’s Endymion in SR, 125–65; for the encounter of Pantagruel and Panurge with the oracle of the bottle, see Rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel (1532–64), bk. 4, chaps. 34–48.

42 John 18:20. Mohammed as the receptacle of clear, direct, and truthful revelation appears throughout the Koran.

43 Schekinah (Shekinah, Shekhinah) is the divine presence in the Jerusalem temple and, as in medieval mystical texts, the divine presence hypostatized in feminine form. See GC, 70–1.

44 William James’s famous essay of that title, written to support the cause of peace, was published in 1910.

45 See pars. 64 and 65, above.

46 The references are to AC, 77–9, and to “Myth, Fiction, and Displacement,” FI, 21–38.

47 NF may have the following passage in mind: “Every reason which can be brought to prove, that there are beings of every possible sort, will prove, that there is the greatest number possible of every sort of beings; but this, with respect to man, we know, if we know any thing, not to be true” (Samuel Johnson, “Review of Soame Jenyns, A Free Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Evil,” in Selected Poetry and Prose, ed. Bertrand H. Bronson [New York: Rinehart, 1952], 197).

48 See GC, 172.
49 Blake’s annotations (1798) to R. Watson’s *An Apology for the Bible, in a Series of Letters, addressed to Thomas Paine* (1797).

50 Whose differing views of the role of the critic NF was examining as he was writing *CP*, chap. 4.

51 The reference is to a series of entries on the soul that NF had written in *NB* 32.

52 *Annotations to Swedenborg* (Erdman, 604).

53 For NF the three existential “A’s” are absurdity, alienation, and anxiety. See *MC*, chap. i.


55 The allusion is to William James’s remark about the experience of an infant, though James said “blooming,” rather than “booming”: “The baby, assailed by eyes, ears, nose, skin, and entrails at once, feels it all as one great blooming, buzzing confusion” (*Principles of Psychology* [New York: Holt, 1890], 1:488).


57 A literal translation of the Sanskrit *tat tvam asi*, meaning that the absolute is one with the self, one of the central precepts of Vedānta contained in the *Chāndogya Upanishad*.

58 See *GC*, 166.

59 “A grown man feels identical with himself at the age of seven, although the two manifestations of this identity, the man and the boy, have very little in common as regards similarity or likeness. In form, matter, personality, time, and space, man and boy are quite unlike. This is the only type of image I can think of that illustrates the process of identifying two independent forms” (*AC*, 124). Patricia Parker reports NF’s using this illustration in his graduate course in literary symbolism. See her “What’s a Metaphor?” in *VP*, 114.

60 The allusion here is to Hopkins’s *That Nature Is a Heraclitean Fire*. “Dappled things” is a phrase from l. 1 of Hopkins’s *Pied Beauty*.

61 See *CP*, 130.

62 See n. 57, above.

63 *Annotations to Lavater* (Erdman, 594).

64 “Call the world if you Please ‘The vale of Soul-making’ Then you will find out the use of the world” (Keats’s letter to George and Georgiana Keats, 14 February–3 May 1919).

65 For Blake “spectral poetry” was poetry of unimaginative abstract ideas.

66 “Every corporeal thing, being extended, is compound and has parts. But God is not compound: therefore He is not anything corporeal. ... For the things that are discerned, not by sight but by understanding, are incorporeal. Hereby is destroyed the error of the first natural philosophers, who posited
none but material causes. The Gentiles also are refuted, who set up the elements of the world, and the powers therein existing, for gods; also the follies of the Anthropomorphite heretics, who figured God under bodily lineaments; also of the Manicheans, who thought God was an infinite substance of light diffused through infinite space. The occasion of all these errors was that, in thinking of divine things, men came under the influence of the imagination, which can be cognisant only of bodily likeness. And therefore we must transcend imagination in the study of things incorporeal" (Summa contra Gentiles, bk. 1, sec. 20).

67 Poe's spoof, "How to Write a Blackwood Article" (1838), in which Mr. Blackwood teaches Signora Psyche Zenobia that a successful writer needs only to rely on contrivance and trickery.


69 The colour relief-etching, showing God stretching out his compass, which was used as a frontispiece for FS.


71 During the time this notebook was written NF was an advisory member of the Canadian Radio-Television Commission (later the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission). Pars. 107–19 clearly come out of his thinking about his work on that commission. These ideas were developed into a BBC talk NF gave on 20 June 1970, part of which was published as "Communications" in the Listener, 84 (9 July 1970): 33–5.


73 See Understanding Media, chap. 2.


76 According to McLuhan, "The new electronic interdependence recreates the world in the image of a global village" (The Gutenberg Galaxy, 43).

77 Above "by attacking it from" NF wrote "breaking down its boundaries."

78 The allusion is to Robert Frost's Mending Wall (1914), ll. 27, 45.

79 NF had travelled to Pakistan in September 1969 to attend the eleventh trien-
Notes to pages 100–3


80 NF’s abbreviation for tohu wa bohu, Hebrew for chaos and disorder, the unformed and unfilled; translated as “without form and void” in Genesis 1:2 (AV). See GC, 146.

81 The reference is to the collection of “second-stage” examples collected in Aldous Huxley’s The Perennial Philosophy, 4th ed. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1945). For “Thou art That,” see n. 57, above.


83 See GC, 166–7.

84 See Paradise Lost, bk. 1., ll. 338–50, and The Faerie Queene, canto 1, st. 23, l. 5.

85 The “lord of the flies” was Baal-zeph in Hebrew; during the Greco-Roman period, Beel-zebub, the Aramaic form, came to mean the ruler of demons. The phrase was made popular by William Golding’s novel of that title.

86 Below this line, which is the last line on p. 51 of the notebook, NF added in ink: “(symbs. of anxiety of continuity, as in Shakespeare)” —apparently a later addition.

87 The androgynous Teiresias appears in pt. 3 of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land.

88 The term “deification of the void” refers to the emphasis on a negative divinity hidden in some natural abyss that NF finds in certain mystical, theosophical, and occult writers (e.g., Boehme, Blavatsky, Yeats, and Carlyle). See TBN, 214; NB 32.32; NB 10.112, 114; NB 31.33; NFF, 1991, box 36, file 11, p. 1; and pp. 129, 207, and 248 in the present volume.

89 The double vision in Eliot’s Four Quartets, which NF had explicated in TSE, 77–89.

90 In Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzifal Amfortas, Parzifal’s uncle, is wounded in the testicles. NF later wrote about the episode in “The World as Music and Idea in Wagner’s Parsifal,“ MM, 346–7.

91 Summa contra Gentiles, “That in God there can be no Evil,” bk. 1, sec. 39. St. Thomas’s quotations from Scripture: “This truth also Holy Scripture confirms, saying: God is light, and there is no darkness in Him (I John i, 5). Far from God impiety, and iniquity from the Almighty (Job xxxiv, 10).”


93 It seems possible, if not likely, from what NF says in pars. 146–7, that the man from Schenectady had responded to what NF had said about the rhetorical tradition associated with Sidney in “The Social Content of Literary
Criticism," an address he gave at Cornell University on 18 April 1968. The man from Schenectady, who was perhaps a member of the audience, had apparently wondered why NF had not remarked on humanism. The "short essay" that NF writes in par. 147 is his response to the man's question—material NF did insert at the beginning of pt. 3 of CP, 58–64.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

This parenthetical comment, written in pen, was apparently added later.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

"The Vocation of Eloquence," the title of the last chapter of El, is a phrase taken from St. John Perse's Anabase.

The allusion is to the final sentence of Shelley's A Defence of Poetry (1821; pub. 1840): "Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world."

See nb 3, n. 18.

See NB 3, n. 18.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

This parenthetical comment, written in pen, was apparently added later.

"The Vocation of Eloquence," the title of the last chapter of El, is a phrase taken from St. John Perse's Anabase.

The allusion is to the final sentence of Shelley's A Defence of Poetry (1821; pub. 1840): "Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world."

See nb 3, n. 18.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

This parenthetical comment, written in pen, was apparently added later.

The allusion is to the final sentence of Shelley's A Defence of Poetry (1821; pub. 1840): "Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world."

See n. 37, above.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

This parenthetical comment, written in pen, was apparently added later.

That is, the big book that NF planned to write, but never wrote, after AC. See Michael Dolzani's edition of NF's TBN.

This parenthetical comment, written in pen, was apparently added later.
110 *De Senectute* or *Cato Major*, an essay by Cicero in which Cato the Elder describes the advantages and comforts of old age.

111 *Tusculan Disputations* were lengthy disquisitions by Cicero that applied the principles of Stoic philosophy to the problems of moral psychology. The source of NF's cena form is the *Cena Trimalchionis* (*Trimalchio's Dinner*), one of the longer fragments of Petronius's *Satyricon*, which has as its setting a banquet featuring light conversation.

112 "The Dream of Scipio," with which Cicero ends *De Republica*, recalls the "Vision of Er" in bk. 10 of Plato's *Republic*. On the literary genres of humanism, see *CP*, 61–2.

113 Theodor Mommsen describes Pompey as "created by nature to be a good serjeant" (*The History of Rome*, trans. William Purdie Dickson [New York: Scribner's, 1905], 4:272).

114 NF did not write a "humanism essay" per se, but he may be referring to *CP*. At this time, he conceives of *CP* as expanding into an essay on the typology of the Bible. See pars. 160–1, below.

115 "...when seen remote they appear as One Man" (*Vision of the Last Judgment*, Erdman, 560).

116 "'I have done that,' says my memory. 'I cannot have done that'—says my pride, and remains adamant. At last—memory yields" (Friedrich Nietzsche, *Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude to a Philosophy of the Future*, trans. R.J. Hollingdale [Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1973], 72 [pt. 4, maxim 68]).

117 See *CP*, 104–5.

118 See par. 126, above.


120 A remark by Stein about Oakland, California, in chap. 4 of *Everybody's Biography* (1937).

121 The themes are developed in pt. 3 of *CP*, 56–78.

122 Eliot's "still point" phrase is in *Burnt Norton*, ll. 64, 139; Christ's stilling of the sea is reported in Mark 4:39; Milton's "On the Morning of Christ's Nativity" (1629) centres on the paradox of the Incarnation.

123 See par. 62, above.

124 The Latin phrase is from the Nicene Creed: "Qui propter nos homines et propter nostram salutem descendit de coelis" ("Who for us men and our salvation came down from heaven"). See *GC*, 173.

125 See *CP*, 59–62.

126 See *CP*, 60, 62.

127 See *CP*, 163–4.

128 See *CP*, 60–1. On NF's interest as an undergraduate in the ring symbolism in Browning, see "Robert Browning: An Abstract Study," in *SE*, 106.

129 Bloom, who was a member of the English department at Yale, had come
under NF’s influence early in his career. NF and Bloom corresponded occasionally in the 1960s. See also Notes 54-5, n. 121.

During the Vietnam War countless young men facing the military draft escaped to Canada from the U.S. to avoid conscription.

See par. 63 and n. 37, above.

Of these various projects, CP was published in a somewhat different, seven-chapter form in 1971. The papers on Scott and Melville were never written, though NF was still planning to write the Melville essay in the late 1980s (see LN, 126, 197). The Morris essay, “The Meeting of Past and Future in William Morris,” was published thirteen years later in Studies in Romanticism, 21 (Fall 1982): 303–18; rpt. in MM, 322–39. The “third book,” which for NF would be of the magnitude of FS and AC and would be based on the elaborate plans he had been outlining in various notebooks for some years, never materialized, though many of its ideas were eventually worked into GC, WP, and other books. See Michael Dolzani’s edition of TBN.

The Fryes spent five months in Oxford (22 March–20 July 1970), where NF held a seminar on twentieth-century poetry (Ayre, 332).

See CP, 85–6.

See CP, 84–5.

“If natural causes be more known now than in the time of Aristotle, because more studied, it follows that poesy and other arts may, with the same pains, arrive still nearer to perfection.” NF quotes the passage from Dryden’s Essay of Dramatic Poesy in CP, 71.

See par. 64, above, and NB 3, n. 32. “L” was the hieratic code of Liberal in NF’s ogdoadic scheme of books, initially representing FS, but here, in one of its later permutations, standing for the book on the Bible.

For what NF retained on the communication media, see CP, 147–54.

On the anxiety of continuity, see CP, 37, 45, 63, 77, 102, 152.

The Story of Ahikar is one of the books of the Old Testament pseudepigrapha that dates from at least 500 B.C.

See sura 31 of the Koran for the story of Loqman. For these connections with Ahikar, see GC, 122–3.

See CP, 37–8.

NF did include the story of Ahikar in GC, 122–3.

That is, Burke’s conservative social contract theory. See CP, 158–60.

See CP, 86–7.

“The University and Personal Life: Student Anarchism and the Educational Contract,” Higher Education: Demand and Response, ed. W.R. Niblett (London: Tavistock, 1969) (see n. 162, below). Some material from this essay was incorporated into CP.

A reference to the student protest movement and other forms of New Left anarchism, which NF had criticized in “The University and Personal Life”
(see previous note). NF did include in CP a brief account of the student protest at Berkeley (146).

148 A reference, apparently, to StS, a collection of NF’s essays that appeared within a few months of his writing this entry.

149 See n. 79, above.

150 See CP, 105.

151 Blake’s Milton was the predecessor of Jerusalem, his interpretation of the Bible.

152 See CP, 72-4, 166-7.

153 See pars. 182-3, above.

154 See CP, 41-2.

155 A reference, apparently, to the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.

156 Bishop John William Colenso (1814-83) cast doubts upon the historicity of the Pentateuch in his The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua Critically Examined (1862-79); he was eventually deposed for his views. See CP, 110-11.

157 See CP, 51.

158 One of Blake’s annotations to Watson’s An Apology for the Bible (Erdman, 619).

159 The reference is to the common medieval legend of Pope Gregory I (ca. 540-604) who, impressed by the Christian-like deeds of the Emperor Trajan (A.D. 53-117), weeps for the soul of Trajan and effectively baptizes him. The earliest extant account of the legend is a life of Gregory by a monk of Whitby. See The Earliest Life of Gregory the Great, ed. and trans. Bertram Colgrave (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1968), 127-9.


161 See n. 147, above.

162 NF was, however, preoccupied with the student movement for several years. See, e.g., his “The University and Heroic Vision,” Wascana Review, 3, no. 2 (1968): 83-7; or WE, 311-16; “The Ethics of Change: The Role of the University,” DG, 156-66; or WE, 345-59; “The University and Personal Life: Student Anarchism and the Educational Contract,” SM, 27-48; or WE, 360-78; “The Community of Freedom,” RW, 111-17; and “Universities and the Deluge of Cant,” RW, 117-21; or WE, 465-9.

163 NF tried, not very successfully, to make the “a” in “Baruch” a bit clearer by over-writing it.

164 See CP, 117-19.

165 According to one of the many stories about Archimedes, the Greek mathematician and inventor, he is reported to have said, “Give me a place to stand on and I will move the earth,” speaking about his newly discovered principle of the fulcrum.
166 Archimedes was killed by the Romans in the general massacre that followed the fall of Syracuse in 212 B.C. See CP, 75.

167 NF made the following changes to this sentence, apparently at a later date: “thus” written above “in Thomas”; “TV?” above “radio”; “cannot” above “can’t”; and “requisite” above “appropriate.” These additions were doubtless entered as NF drew on this notebook for the additions to CP, for the sentence with these changes, except for “TV,” does appear in that book (136).

168 See CP, 57.

169 A reference to NB 6.74-5. See TBN, 125.

170 See n. 37, above.

171 See CP, 110-11.

172 See Karl Löwith, Meaning in History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), 183, where Löwith quotes Oscar Cullmann on Israel as being reduced to a remnant community, which is in turn reduced to the remnant Christ.


174 The reference is to the position Arnold took in Culture and Anarchy toward a bill introduced into parliament in 1866 about whether a man would be permitted to marry his deceased wife’s sister. See CP, 118.

175 “By 1934 Frazer is sufficiently digested for us to know that opposing systems of European morality go back to the opposed temperaments of those who thought copulation was good for crops, and the opposed faction who thought it was bad for the crops (the scarcity economists of pre-history)” (Ezra Pound, Make It New [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1935], 17). On ching ming, see n. 109, above.


177 In his Defence of Poetry (1821; pub. 1840), Shelley says that “those who are more finely organized [than the reader who sees poetry as fragments], or born in a happier age, may recognize them as episodes to that great poem, which all poets, like the co-operating thoughts of one great mind, have built up since the beginning of the world” (Shelley’s Critical Prose, ed. Bruce R. McElderry, Jr. [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967], 19). See CP, 98.

178 Noah and his wife plus Ham, Shem, and Japheth and their wives.

179 For Tom Sawyer, all of life, even its serious side, is a game. For Tom, “work consists of whatever a body is obliged to do, and ... Play consists of whatever a body is not obliged to do” (The Adventures of Tom Sawyer [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1949], 183 [chap. 2]).

180 At the beginning of bk. 11 of the Odyssey.

181 See par. 342 of Giambattista Vico’s The New Science, trans. Thomas Goddard
Notes to pages 125–9


182 See CP, 158–60.
183 See CP, 37. This paragraph has been cancelled.
184 The Roman numeral here and those in the entries that follow refer to sections of CP in its present form.
185 That is, the point that Arnold’s critical axioms, often provincial and commonplace, reflect the history of taste, and that Ruskin, who studied the great iconological tradition, attempts genuine and systematic criticism. See AC, 9–10.
186 See CP, 92.
187 See CP, 43. This and the following paragraph have been cancelled.
188 See CP, 44.
189 See CP, 90.
190 For the four points outlined here, see CP, 90, 98–9, 92–3, and 90, respectively.
191 Arnold’s definition of criticism, from “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time” (1864): “a disinterested endeavor to learn and propagate the best that has been known and thought in the world.” See CP, 102.
192 The preface to the volume of poems Arnold brought out in 1853.
194 See CP, 86.
195 See CP, 152–3.
196 See CP, 160.
197 “The Ethics of Change,” an address NF gave at Queen’s University in November 1968 on the inauguration of John J. Deutsch as principal and vice-chancellor of the university. It was later broadcast on the CBC “Ideas” series and published as “The Ethics of Change: The Role of the University” (see n. 162, above). Some of the ideas in the talk appear in CP.
198 See CP, 42–3.
199 See CP, 33.
201 R.S. Crane, one of the Chicago neo-Aristotelians.
202 That is, mentioned earlier in CP (62–3), not in the present notebook.
203 See CP, 26–7.
204 See pars. 124–7.
206 Several times in his notebooks NF refers to the book turned-on-its-side, a cryptic phrase he used to describe the book he intended to write following his large "third book." In NB 21.224 he identifies the book turned-on-its-side with Ignoramus, and in NB 24 (TBN, 324) with Anticlimax. The book has a number of permutations, but essentially NF associates it with a narrative, linear movement along his Nous–Nomos axis (rather than a cyclical movement), and it is alchemical in its schematism (rather than astrological).
207 The reference is to the change NF made in the alignment of the mythoi with the seasons in “The Archetypes of Literature,” Kenyon Review, 13 (Winter 1951): 92–110, and in AC. In the former spring was associated with romance and summer with comedy; in AC spring was associated with comedy and summer with romance.
208 The First and Second Essays of AC were based on a hierarchical model, the Third and Fourth on a cyclical one.
209 The triad is NF’s thesis about the “three awarenesses” that he develops in NB 19 (“the brown book”) (see TBN, 39 ff.) and which he refers to several times in NB 21.
211 See the introduction to the present volume, pp. xxxviii–xxxix.
212 The St. Clair revelation was one of the half-dozen moments of insight that NF had over the years—momentary flashes of illumination when things suddenly seemed to fit together for him. This one, so named because it occurred on St. Clair Avenue in Toronto, had to do with “the passing from poetry through drama into prose” (LN, 2:621). It was an insight relating primarily to Anticlimax themes—the transition from drama to concept and to thematic continuous forms, such as satires, confessions, and quests for identity. See also TBN, 47, 124, 178–9, and Notes 55-4.3.
213 The first hexagram of the I Ching, one of the gateways to transformation.
214 James Joyce, Finnegans Wake (New York: Viking, 1939), 628.
215 That is, worries from being at Oxford.
217 Which notebooks NF is referring to here is uncertain. He does mention his twenty-four preludes scheme in NB 7.256 and TBN, 85, 329. The brown books likely include NBs 8 and 32.

219 The abbreviations stand for Logos, Nomos, Thanatos, Nous, and Logos 2. The implicit diagram NF has sketched in this entry is a circle with four quadrants, the eastern point being Nomos, the western point Nous, the northern point Logos, and the southern point Thanatos. The horizontal axis is a reversal of what is frequently found in NF's west-to-east schematic for Nomos–Nous. Similarly, he changes the quadrants ordinarily occupied by Eros, Adonis, Hermes, and Prometheus. Here the order is, moving clockwise from twelve o'clock, Adonis, Hermes, Prometheus, and Eros. This change is occasioned by NF's superimposing the zodiac on his circle: the zodiac moves east to west beginning with Aries.

220 See NB 3, n. 97.

221 Laurence Sterne's Letters of Yorick to Eliza, published in 1775 after his death with the permission of Mrs. Eliza Draper with whom he had fallen in love. See also his Journal to Eliza (1767; pub. 1904).

222 The seven eyes of God. See Blake's Jerusalem, pl. 55, l. 31 (Erdman, 205). The seven eyes are also listed in Milton, pl. 13, ll. 17–27 (Erdman, 107), and The Four Zoas, Night the Eighth, ll. 398–406 (Erdman, 381).

223 “At length the sky broke forth in thunder, and Jove thus gave a beginning to the world of men” (from par. 689 of Giambattista Vico, The New Science, 213).

224 A reference to one or more of the moral allegories of Stephen Hawes (ca. 1475–1511), such as, The Passetyme of Pleasure (1509) and The Example of Vertu (1512).

Notebook 21

1 On 16 December 1969, NF had been invited by Eric G. Jay, dean of the faculty of divinity at McGill University, to give the Birks Lectures during the fall of 1971. NF accepted the invitation, saying that he would lecture on the typology of the Bible, but he was unusually circumspect in his reply to Jay, insisting that he not be required to produce a manuscript for publication and that the lectures not be taped or otherwise recorded. NF did deliver three lectures in October 1971 under the general title “Revelation and Response.” The two lectures he gave on 5 October were “The City of the Sun” and “The Burning Bush”; the lecture on 6 October was entitled “The Postponed Vision.” In accepting the invitation NF indicated that he “may be speaking from notes, and that consequently there is not likely to be a manuscript” (letter to Eric G. Jay, 23 December 1969). NF apparently did speak only from notes, as no manuscript for the lectures is among his papers.
2 "GI" is an abbreviation for the Great Instauration, the grand scheme of "the third book" NF planned to write. In NB 12, NF wrote: "The essay which has now taken over the title *The Critical Path* turned out to be one of the most articulate & central pieces of writing I've ever done. Also, it kept siphoning off ideas that didn't really belong, at that stage & that context, to the Great Instauration" (*TBN*, 218). The Great Instauration was the name given by Francis Bacon to his outline for a highly organized project for acquiring knowledge. It was published in 1620, alongside the second part of the project, the *Novum Organum*. The first part of the instauration, *De augmentis scientiarum*, published after the second part in 1623, was a Latinized and reworked version of his 1605 book, *The Advancement of Learning*, a systematic study of the branches of existing knowledge. While there is a touch of playfulness in NF's reference to his own Great Instauration, his life's project, if not the "third book," was as grand as Bacon's.

3 "Not that he desired to resemble God by being subject to no one else absolutely; for he would be desiring his own *not-being*; since no creature can exist except by holding its existence under God" (*Summa Theologica*, First Part, Q. 63, Art. 4, pt. 1). Cf. NF's comment in NB 52: "No creature can attain a higher grade of nature without ceasing to exist, says St. Thomas Aquinas (Summa Th., I, 63)" (*LN*, 2:444).

4 See GC, 112.

5 *Fiat lux* = "Let there be light" (Genesis 1:3). John Calvin's translation of vs. 3, which he took from Leo Juda: *Et dixit Deus, Sit Lux, et fuit lux* [the light was].


7 That is, NF found the epigram in one of Richard Needham's columns in the Toronto *Globe and Mail*.

8 Eliot's poem *Lune de Miel*, which centres on two bug-bitten honeymooners in Ravenna, is based on the ironic contrast between the libidinous desires of the couple and the spiritual values of the church of Saint Apollinaire in Classe, a few kilometres from Ravenna.

9 The "burden of sins" reference is to the hero of John Bunyan's *The Pilgrim's Progress*. Occam's razor is the celebrated law of parsimony: entities are not to be multiplied beyond necessity. For "William James' principle," see "The Will to Believe," in *The Will to Believe and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy and Human Immortality* (N.p.: Dover, 1956), 1–31.

10 See GC, 229.

11 The reference is to Sir Thomas Browne's adherence to Tertullian's *Certum est quia impossibile est* ("it is certain because it is impossible"). Browne quotes the sentence in *Religio Medici* (pt. 1, sec. 9), in *Sir Thomas Browne: The Major Works*, ed. C.A. Patrides (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1977), 70.

12 NF appears to have omitted a word following "from all of" in this sentence.

14 In 1963, NF had been invited by Stanley L. Osborne to serve as a consultant for the Committee on the Revision of the Hymnary of the United Church of Canada. By 1965 the United Church and the Anglican Church had formed a joint committee, the work of which eventuated in the so-called Red Hymn Book in 1971. NF continued as a consultant for the joint committee, which met with the consultants each year for a period of three days. Jay Macpherson, who was NF's research assistant at this time, provided him with hymnological information, as well as translating hymns herself and giving advice on prosody. For the minutes, history, and correspondence of the committee, see the Joint Committee for the Preparation of a Hymnal Fonds in the United Church Archives/Victoria University Archives, Toronto.

15 If NF spoke from a manuscript during his previous address at McGill, it apparently was not preserved. On religion as an intellectual handicap, see NB 3.179.

16 *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, pl. 6 (Erdman, 35).

17 In his *Summa contra Gentiles* Aquinas writes, "Since the Holy Ghost proceeds as the love wherewith God loves Himself, and since God loves with the same love Himself and other beings for the sake of His own goodness, it is clear that the love wherewith God loves us belongs to the Holy Ghost. In like manner also the love wherewith we love God" (pt. 1, sec. 4, chap. 23). The passage is quoted in Evelyn Underhill, *Mysticism: A Study in the Nature and Development of Man's Spiritual Consciousness* (New York: New American Library, 1955), 117n. 4. An annotated copy of the Noonday Press edition is in the NFL.

18 The reference is to Joachim of Floris's (or Fiore's) doctrine of the three ages—of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit—which was developed in his *Liber Figurarum* and *Expositio in Apocalypsim*. See Delno C. West and Sandra Zindars-Swartz, *Joachim of Fiore* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), 10–29. See also GC, 85. NF doubtless first encountered Joachim's idea of the three ages in Oswald Spengler's *The Decline of the West*, trans. Charles Francis Atkinson (New York: Knopf, 1929), 1:19–20. See GC, 85.


20 "There's no need for red-hot pokers. HELL IS—OTHER PEOPLE!" Garcin's remark to Inez and Estelle at the conclusion of Jean-Paul Sartre's *No Exit*.

21 Thomas à Becket was murdered in his own cathedral at Canterbury on 29 December 1170.

22 Blodwen Davies (1897–1966), a friend of NF and author of travel books combining local history, description, and legend. Davies was born in Quebec, but
spent most of her adult life near Toronto, where she became friends with the artist Yvonne McKague. She contributed numerous book reviews to the Canadian Forum and had written a glowing review of FS for The Beacon in 1948. Alice A. Bailey (1880–1949) was a well-known and widely published teacher of the occult.

23 NF refers to his hermeneutics lecture six times in this notebook, and there are numerous references to “the hermeneutical dilemma.” In par. 75 he indicates that he gave the lecture during the fall (presumably either 1969 or 1970). Which particular lecture NF is referring to is uncertain, but it would appear to be one of the several lectures he gave on the problems of literary meaning during these years. Several of these lectures were incorporated into CP, which addresses the question, “How do we arrive at poetic meaning?” (15). The most likely candidates for the “hermeneutics lecture” would be either “The Critical Path” or “Tradition and Change in the Theory of Criticism,” both of which were presented in September, 1969—the former in Bellagio, Italy, and the latter in Islamabad, Pakistan. Both address the issue of poetic meaning, and NF addresses the “hermeneutical dilemma” (what does the Bible literally mean?) in chap. 3 of GC.

24 “Pierre Menard, Author of Don Quixote” (1939).

25 On polytheism as an iconic religion, see “Agon and Logos,” in SM, 210–11. The essay was originally published in The Prison and the Pinnacle, ed. Balachandra Rajan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973), 136–63. NF was writing in the present notebook when the essay was published.

26 See GC, 201.

27 This is a reference to the first of the Birks lectures, rather than to the first section of the proposed book on the three awarenesses.

28 For “the book on its side,” see NB 11f, n. 206. “Third” refers to the large book NF intended to write after AC. See NB 11f, n. 94.

29 See GC, 202–3.

30 See NB 11f, n. 124.

31 Thomas Münzer (ca. 1489–1525) was an Anabaptist preacher and reformer whose socialism and mystical doctrines aroused the ire of many authorities. He joined the Peasants’ Revolt of 1524–25, but was defeated and subsequently executed.

32 “I am now content to understand a mystery without a rigid definition in an easie and Platonick description” (Religio Medici, in Sir Thomas Browne: The Major Works, 70).

33 See CP, 27, 130, 170–1.

34 Susan Sontag argued the point in The Benefactor (1963), Death Kit (1967), and Against Interpretation and Other Essays (1964) that criticism should approach its subject from the inside rather than seeing it as a puzzle of meanings to be solved, which is false interpretation.
35 What point NF had made about “remora” (delay) in either his published or unpublished work is uncertain.

36 The eniautos-daimon was a projection of the year festivals among the Greeks—a god who died for his people, sometimes a bull-god, a god born of his own sacrifice. The phrase eniautos-daimon was not actually used by the Greeks themselves, who called their year-daimones by a number of different names. NF’s source for the eniautos-daimon is Jane Ellen Harrison’s Themis: A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion (London: Merlin Press, 1977), chaps. 6 and 8. An annotated copy is in the NFL.

37 “hee [Christ] unobserv’d / Home to his Mother’s house private return’d” (Paradise Regained, bk. 4, ll. 638–9).

38 HAL 9000, a computer programmed to operate as a sixth member of the crew on a space expedition to Jupiter in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).

39 William Blake, Introduction to Songs of Experience, l. 1 (Erdman, 18).

40 That is, the various student protest movements.

41 The title of the small tractate that was Blake’s first experiment in illuminated printing (ca. 1788).


45 “Lovers with their secret songs / tell their tales” (Anonymous, Spring-tide [ca. 1300], ll. 29–30).

46 See NB 11f, n. 19.

47 See n. 2, above.

48 See NB 11f, n. 206.

49 The three “dogmas”: For Blake, the female will was the essentially evil power or dominating force of the Emanation, or feminine counterpart of the male. According to Rimbaud, “Le Poète se fait voyant par un long, immense et raisonné dérèglement de tous les sens” (“The poet makes himself a visionary through a long, immense and reasoned derangement of all the senses”) (Lettre du voyant, in Oeuvres Complètes ed. Rolland de Renéville [Paris: Gallimard, 1954], 270. Nietzsche’s “will to power,” conventionally seen as the egoistic drive to control, was what Nietzsche saw as an organic natural process that animates all life.

50 “D major” = the Great Doodle.


53 See NB11f, n. 17.
54 See NB 11f, n. 124.
56 The abbreviation is uncertain. It could refer to “earthly paradise,” or as NF sometimes uses “e.p.” to stand for “epiphanic point,” he may see a connection between the moon and water imagery at both the apocalyptic and demonic points of epiphany. His usual abbreviation in the notebooks for the point of epiphany is, however, “p. of e.”
57 “Agon and Logos” (see n. 25, above), a paper NF presented at a conference at the University of Western Ontario on 12–14 April 1971. As he writes “April 11, 1971” following par. 144, it is clear he has completed his paper but not yet delivered it.
58 That is, the *bricolage* method: putting together bits and pieces from whatever is at hand. In *GC*, NF refers to T.S. Eliot’s observation about Crusoe’s “scrambling together a system of thought out of the odds and ends of his reading” (xxi).
59 See NB 11f, n. 94.
60 See n. 62, below.
61 The numbers in parentheses here and following represent NF’s reordering of his outline. See pars. 172–3, below.
62 A reference to Dylan Thomas’s sonnet sequence that begins, “Altarwise by owl-light.” The ten sonnets in the sequence can be read on many levels, one of which derives from its Biblical imagery. NF used a phrase from the second sonnet—“verticals of Adam”—as the title for chap. 5 of *El*.
63 This is the complex chart that NF handed out in his lecture on Revelation in his Bible course. It is reproduced at the beginning of Lecture 23 in “Symbolism in the Bible,” in this volume.
64 No such title by Grant exists. NF is almost certainly referring to Robert M. Grant, *The Bible in the Church: A Short History of Interpretation* (New York: Macmillan, 1948), a book that was reissued by Macmillan in 1958 as *A Short History of Interpretation of the Bible*.
65 The abbreviations here are, first, to the Old Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, and then, apparently, to the New Testament apocryphal gospels and apostolic epistles; or else “Apos.” stands for Apocalypse, the category paired with Apocrypha in pars. 179 and 219.
66 Abbreviation for the four main strands of the Pentateuch: the Jahwist, the Elohist, the Deuteronomic, and the Priestly.
68 See *GC*, 3–4.
69 See *GC*, 206.
That is, the chart representing the falls and rises of Biblical history. See GC, 171.

See n. 63, above.

"Point of contact" (Anknüpfungspunkt) was Emil Brunner's idea that it is impossible to communicate the gospel unless there is already a point of contact with what the hearer already understands. See Brunner's Der Mensch im Widerspruch (1937; Eng. trans. Man in Revolt, 1947), and "Die Frage nach dem 'Anknüpfungspunkt' als Problem der Theologie," Zwischen den Zeiten, 10 (1932): 505-32.

A.E. Waite says only that "in later times the [Tarot] cards have been attributed to the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and there has been apparently some difficulty about allocating the zero symbol satisfactorily in a sequence of letters all of which signify numbers." Waite does refer to the "four ineffable letters" of the Tetragrammaton in his account of the twenty-second greater trump. See Waite, The Pictorial Key to the Tarot (New York: Citadel Press, 1995), 29-30, an annotated copy of which is in the NFL.

The allusions here are to Charles Lamb's "Mrs. Battle's Opinions on Whist" (Mrs. Battle loved to play "the quadrate or square," rather than the game with three or two); the chess problem in Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking Glass, which eventuates in Alice's capturing the Red Queen and checkmating the Red King; the chess game between Ferdinand and Miranda in The Tempest, 5.1; and pt. 2 of Eliot's The Waste Land—"A Game of Chess."

The number seventy-eight appears throughout bks. 4 and 5 of Gargantua and Pantagruel: seventy-eight hogheads, seventy-eight pieces of high-warp tapestry, seventy-eight kinds of complaints, seventy-eight thousand parasangs in length and breadth, seventy-eight standards, seventy-eight thousand royal Chitterlings, seventy-eight galleys and frigates, seventy-eight stairs, and so on.

An allusion to Shelley's remark about the creative process: "A man cannot say, 'I will compose poetry.' The greatest poet even cannot say it: for the mind in creation is as a fading coal which some invisible influence, like an inconstant wind, awakens to transitory brightness" (A Defence of Poetry, in The Critical Tradition, 2nd ed., ed. David Richter (Boston: Bedford Books, 1998), 353.

From what he says in par. 193, he may have intended to write "buggers." Otherwise the meaning is uncertain, except for the possibility that NF is alluding to the advice of Pope Nicholas I to the Bulgars about conjugal relationships among the apostles. See Nicholas's Letter 99, chap. 2, trans. W.L. North, from the edition of Ernest Perels, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica Epistolae VI (Berlin, 1925), 568-600, available at http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/basis/866nicholas-bulgar.html.

See The Four Zoas, Night the Fifth, l. 113 (Erdman, 341).
644 Notes to pages 175–82

79 See n. 63, above.

80 These three forms of yoga represent broadly the paths of knowledge, psychic awareness, and love. The man, lion, bull, and eagle are the traditional icons of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, the symbols deriving from the vision in chap. 1 of Ezekiel.

81 The framework here is drawn from Francis Bacon's account in Novum Organum of four errors of judgment: the idol of the cave is the effect of one's bodily or mental state, even one's education, on perception; the idols of the theatre are the fallacies produced by philosophical systems; the idol of the tribe is the supposition that human beings are the measure of all things; the idol of the marketplace is the way that commerce with other people influences how mere words cloud our thinking and observation.

82 "Were the world now as it was the sixt [sic] day, there were yet a Chaos" (Religio Medici, 81 [pt. 1, sec. 16]).

83 Above "it," NF wrote "them."


85 Koheleth, one who addresses an assembly, is the Hebrew title of Ecclesiastes. The author of this book, after preaching about the vanity of life and the inevitability of death, concludes that one should focus on the present, live in the world as one finds it, and enjoy the pleasures that life gives.

86 Pearl is the illegitimate daughter of Hester Prynne in Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter. Topsy is the mischievous companion of Eva in Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1851–52). "Have you ever heard anything about God, Topsy?" [asked Jane]. The child looked bewildered, but grinned as usual. "Do you know who made you?" "Nobody, as I knows on," said the child, with a short laugh. The idea appeared to amuse her considerably; for her eyes twinkled, and she added, "I spect I grow'd. Don't think nobody never made me" (Three Novels [New York: Library of America, 1982], 282 [chap. 20]).

87 "The ghost in the machine" is Leibnitz's metaphor, used to indicate the problem of accounting for inner experience in terms of an outer perspective. Arthur Koestler used the phrase as the title for a book, "ghost" referring to human consciousness and "machine" to the mechanistic view of human life.

88 The "thirteenth cone," in Yeats's elaborate attempt to establish the relationship between free will and predestination, is sometimes referred to as both "freedom" and "God." It is the fulcrum—the point at which all things balance. See W.B. Yeats, A Vision, rev. ed. (New York: Collier, 1966), 209–11.

89 See CP, 26–32.

90 See NB 3, n. 80.

91 The big threes: Judaism, Christianity, Islam; Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism.
NF is referring to the appendix with its seven fold-out tables in D.T. Suzuki’s translation of The Lankavatara Sutra: A Mahayana Text, 299 ff. Suzuki’s comparative tables give the Sanskrit text for seven passages in the Lankavatara Sutra followed by three Chinese translations and a Tibetan one, along with the English translation of each. By “degeneration” NF means that the Chinese and Tibetan translations generally omit material that is in the Sanskrit. An annotated copy of Suzuki’s book is in the NFL.

NF has substituted the ampersand for “and” in Eliade’s note, and the comma after “history” is NF’s addition. The comma after “transmitted” is Eliade’s.


See W.B. Yeats, A Vision, 273–85. Yeats’s account of the three phases of Western history—Greek, Christian, and post-Christian—is Spenglerian in its view of the rise and decline of historical cycles. For Yeats’s comment on how his and Spengler’s thoughts “run together,” see A Vision, 260.

James A. Pike, The Other Side: An Account of My Experience with Psychic Phenomena (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968). Bishop Pike’s book is an account of his experience of communicating with his dead son through a psychic. In TBN, 319–20, NF wrote: “It’s impossible that Pike is a liar or that he’s in any obvious or crude way a dupe. There remains what he calls the ‘fundamentalist’ objection that the experiences are genuine but demonic, & I feel there may be something in this. We never hear about evil spirits in these seances, yet Christ in the Gospels never has dealings with any other kind.”


In The Tibetan Book of the Dead, sangsara (or samsara) and nirvana are polar states of consciousness, but in the realm of pure consciousness they are identical. This identity is based on the notion that sangsara (“journeying”) and nirvana (“extinction”) are mental representations or labels without real substance, and they apply only to the phenomenological conception of the world. But beyond the phenomenal aspect of the world they are not different.

See NB 11f, n. 80.

Above “as usual” NF wrote “so often.”

See GC, 216, where NF cites Kenneth Walker, A Study of Gurdjieff’s Teaching (1957), chap. 7, as his source on Gurdjieff’s views on objective art. See also G.I. Gurdjieff, “Art” (chap. 30) in Beelzebub’s Tales to His Grandson, 449–523.

NF’s view is set in opposition to what Thomas Walter Manson says in his
preface: “Consequently the main interests of the Companion to the Bible must be fixed on two matters: the content of the revelation and the historical context in which it was first given” (A Companion to the Bible [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1946], v). “Q” is NF’s instruction to himself to quote from Manson, which he did not do in GC.

104 This distinction forms the backbone of the First Essay of AC.

105 See GC, 202.

106 This is apparently a reference to the lot that befell Zechariah, Elizabeth’s husband, in Luke 1: for Zechariah the Kantian stage of rational inquiry (“Whereby shall I know this?” [v. 18]) is over: the next stage is vision. NF may mean to call attention to Biblical scholars’ failure to recognize this story of a miraculous late birth as a displacement of various restoration themes brought together in the Book of Ruth. See WP, 211–15.

107 The image of the sown dragon’s teeth comes from the myth of Cadmus, where Cadmus is advised by Athena to sow the teeth of the dragon he has killed, resulting in a crop of warriors who immediately turn upon each other and fight amongst themselves. In the context here NF may have in mind Heine’s phrase, speaking about his imitators, “I have sown dragon’s teeth and harvested fleas.” This statement was in turn made famous by Marx in his critique of the Socialist Labour Party. See Marx, “The Social Movement in France and Belgium,” quoted in V.I. Lenin, The Development of Capitalism in Russia (Moscow: Progress, 1977), 32.

108 The king, queen, knight, and page of the Tarot pack, sometimes seen as a bridge between the greater and lesser arcana of the Tarot.


110 That is, the witches, queens, princesses, and other female characters in E.R. Eddison’s The Worm Ouroboros (1922), Styrbiorn the Strong (1926), and other works. See NF, “The Ouroboros,” Ethos, 1 (Summer 1983): 12–13; and cf. the following passage from NF’s unpublished typescript in NFF, 1991, box 36, file 13:

There is a story by E.R. Eddison called The Worm Ouroboros which is the most Nietzschean book I have ever read in English literature. It’s also a completely pagan book. In this story, there is a war of light and darkness like the one in Tolkein. The ouroboros is the emblem of the powers of darkness. They are ruled by a series of kings who are all the same king, reborn as soon as he dies. After the dark forces are completely conquered, the heroes begin to droop and pine because there is nothing further left to fight. The heroine arranges with the gods that the whole enterprise should take the first line, and the action goes around in a circle. Thus the ouroboros wins after all.
Elsewhere, in the later books, Eddison makes it clear that the heroic cycle is presided over by what Blake calls a female will. The supreme deity is Venus or Aphrodite, who apparently exists on two levels. On one side is the Divine Wisdom present at the creation: on the other and far more effective level she is the white goddess, the stupid narcissist figure who keeps tantalizing and teasing mankind, especially the heroic part of it, with a kind of sexual illusiveness which in Blake also is the psychological cause of war. She has exactly the characteristics of the white goddess, and cares for nothing but her own comfort, pleasure, and caprice, yet all this is adorable in every sense. (pars. 4–5)

111 In the Minor Arcana of the Tarot the King and Page were combined to produce the Knave or Jack.

112 The “queen of the south” is mentioned in Matthew 12:42; Old Testament references for the passage to 1 Kings 10:1–10 and 2 Chronicles 9:1–9 identify her as the queen of Sheba. NF refers to agon, pathos, sparagmos, and anagnorisis as “old friends” because he had called on these four terms to represent the “four aspects of a central unifying myth” in AC, 192: conflict, death or catastrophe, confusion and anarchy, and recognition.

113 In Ash-Wednesday Eliot draws upon the purgatorial dark night of the soul of St. John of the Cross.

114 My Spectre around Me Night & Day (Erdman, 475–7).


116 Above the colon NF wrote “26.”

117 The reference is to Guillaume de Saluste Sieur du Bartas, The Divine Weeks and Works (1578–84), an account of creation based on Genesis 1 and 2 but expanded to include various theological, scientific, and moral speculations. The second week treats creation in an essentially temporal manner—from Eden to Apocalypse.

118 This is doubtless a reference to Sigrid in E.R. Eddison, Styrbiorn the Strong (London: Jonathan Cape, 1926). Styrbiorn, son of the deceased king of Sweden, says about Queen Sigrid the Haughty, “I have dallied with a whore, and I have lost a kingdom” (189).

119 This seems to be a reference to Yeats’s poem Death, the last line of which is, “Man has created death.”

120 See n. 63, above.


122 According to Roman hagiography, the name of the soldier who pierced Jesus’ side was Longinus.

123 The theme appears throughout Boehme’s works, but see especially Six
Theosophic Points, trans. John Rolleston Earle (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1958), where Boehme maintains that the darkness and irrationality of existence (the Unground) exists within God. An annotated edition of Six Theosophic Points is in the NFL.

124 The phrase, from the lost Gospel of the Hebrews, is quoted by Origen in his Commentary on John 2:12 and Homily on Jeremiah 15:4: “And if any accept the Gospel of the Hebrews, here the Savior says: ‘Even so did my mother, the Holy Spirit, take me by one of my hairs, and carry me to the great Mount Tabor.’” Jerome also records these words in Latin in his commentaries on Micah 7:6, Isaiah 40:9 ff., and Ezekiel 16:13.

125 For the distinction between Herrenmoral, or master morality, and Sklavenmoral, or slave morality, see Nietzsche’s Beyond Good and Evil (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1955), 202–6 (sec. 260).


128 Ibid., 291. In his Signatura Rerum, or The Signature of All Things, Boehme advances the theory, not unlike that of Paracelsus, that the inner qualities and properties of all things are displayed in their outer forms, just as the character of a person shows itself in his or her facial expression. He advised all people to study Nature with this in mind, assuring them that “the greatest understanding lies in the signatures, wherein man (viz. the image of greatest virtue) may not only learn to know himself, but also the essence of all essences” (The Signature of All Things, with other Writings [London: Dent, 1912], 12). An annotated copy is in the NFL.

129 Ibid., 296.

130 For the Yeatsian analogy, see W.B. Yeats, “Introduction to ‘A Vision,’” in A Vision, 8–25.

131 See NB 3, n. 97.

132 “Dissociation of sensibility” was T.S. Eliot’s phrase for describing the separation of thought and feeling that he saw as beginning in writers after the time of Donne and his contemporaries.

133 For NF’s theory of the five literary modes, see the First Essay of AC.

134 NF’s catalogue of an expanded version of the four “kernels” of Scripture: commandment, proverb (aphorism), oracle, and epiphany or pericope. See GC, 213–16, and diagram on p. 199, above.

135 In his commentary On the Creation of the World, Philo of Alexandria contrasts the account of the creation of the anthropos in Genesis 1:26 with that of 2:7.

136 That is, the theories of Immanuel Velikovsky, developed in Worlds in Colli-
sion (1950) and elsewhere, that physical upheavals of a global character in historical times were caused by extraterrestrial agents that can be identified. See GC, 44.

137 See GC, 200.
138 See n. 134, above.
139 See GC, 51.
140 See GC, 80.
141 See GC, 3–5.
142 The reference is to Shelley’s sonnet Ozymandias, which ironically depicts the crumbled statue of the once mighty king. See GC, 200.
143 2, 4, 1, and 3 refer to the four groups of numbers, separated by semicolons, which NF charts in the following entry. He is simply adding the numbers in the second and fourth groups and finding some numerical significance in the first and third.
144 See NB 11f, n. 212.
145 “Wallace Stevens and the Variation Form,” a paper that NF presented at the IAUPE (International Association of University Professors of English) conference in Istanbul, Turkey, in September 1971. It was expanded and published in Literary Theory and Structure: Essays in Honor of William K. Wimsatt, ed. Frank Brady et al. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1973), 395–414; rpt. in SM, 275–94.
146 See n. 134, above.
147 See NB 3, n. 97.
148 See n. 63, above.
149 See GC, 199–200.
150 William Shakespeare, Sonnet 123, 1.
152 “Beauty is momentary in the mind— / The fitful tracing of a portal; / But in the flesh it is immortal” (Wallace Stevens, Peter Quince at the Clavier, pt. 4, ll. 1–3).
153 For the “number in movement” reference, see NB 11f, n. 17; for Pythagoras, see Yeats’s The Statues, which begins, “Pythagoras planned it.”
154 The usual translation of the Hebrew berith and the Greek diatheke is “testament.” See GC, 186, and CP, 158.
155 The parable of the sheep and goats in Matthew 25:31–46.
156 Koran, 19:28. The reference to the sister of Aaron in this passage, according to Muslim commentators, means simply a virtuous woman, not Miriam. See GC, 172.
157 Above “is” in this sentence NF wrote “will be.” Above “was” in the previous sentence he wrote “is.”
158 See n. 87, above.
159 For Ruskin on imitation, see pt. 1, sec. 1, chap. 4 of his “Of Ideas of Imitation,” in *Modern Painters* (1843), where he generally denigrates realism. On ornament, see “The Material of Ornament,” in *The Stones of Venice* (1851–53).
160 See GC, 198.
161 See NB 11f, n. 82.
162 See n. 36, above.
163 Martin Dibelius, *A Fresh Approach to the New Testament and Early Christian Literature* (New York: Scribner’s, 1936), 57–8. *Weltgeschichte* = “world history” or ordinary human history, as opposed to *Heilsgeschichte* (“salvation history”), a term coined by eighteenth-century German theologians to refer to the idea that God’s purpose for his people can be exhibited historically. See GC, 47–8, 50.
164 “Thou grew from God’s Attributes in the beginning,” Rumi writes of the chickpea, “pass again into His Attributes. / Thou wert part of the cloud and the sun and the stars; thou wilt become soul and action and speech and thought” (*The Uses of Tribulation*, in *Rumi: Poet and Mystic*, trans. Reynold A. Nicholson [London: George Allen and Unwin, 1950], 82). In his gloss on the poem, Nicholson writes, “Spiritual evolution . . . is symbolized by the process through which a chickpea is cooked, eaten, assimilated, and converted into sperm, loses its vegetable nature, participates in the animal life of man, ascends to rationality, and eventually returns to the world of Divine Attributes from whence it came” (82). On the Divine Attributes as the diverse features of the phenomenal world, see Nicholson’s introduction, p. 23. An annotated copy of this edition is in the NFL.
166 Heinrich Schliemann (1822–90), German archaeologist, excavator of the sites of Mycenae and Troy, and founder of Greek prehistoric archaeology.
167 See n. 136, above.
168 The dictum of St. Anselm proclaiming the superiority of faith over reason: “I believe in order that I may understand.”
169 See par. 339, above.
170 That is, the last four parts or chapters in the “spiral curriculum” (11–14) outlined in par. 327.
171 See NB 11f, n. 19.
172 See n. 17, above.
173 Andrew Marvell, *A Dialogue between the Soul and Body* (1681).
174 On the succession of prophets in Rumi’s mystical poetry, see The *Universal Spirit Revealed in Prophets and Saints*, in *Rumi: Poet and Mystic*, 142–3. For Rumi, in the realm of reality (either the divine essence or the phenomenal
world through which this hidden essence is made manifest) there is no evil. On Adam and Iblis (who refused to glorify Adam), see ibid., 163; on Moses and Pharaoh, see The Mystery of Evil, ibid., 145–7.


176 "Agon and Logos" (n. 25, above).


179 "Rival" derives from the Latin rival, one living on the opposite side of the stream from another, and from rivus, "stream."

180 See NB11f, n. 73.

181 See NB 3, n. 77.

182 A reference to Jeremiah's consistent protest against the religious and political establishment of Jerusalem (as represented by, say, Hananiah) in its policies of accommodation toward Babylon. NF may have in mind one or more of the specific oracles of Jeremiah, such as "Ye shall not serve the king of Babylon" (27:9, 14).

183 Mark Twain, Innocents Abroad or the New Pilgrims' Progress (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1911), 2:372–8.

184 The phrase appears six times in the Pentateuch. See, e.g., Genesis 22:17, Exodus 32:13, and Deuteronomy 1:10.

185 This is a reference to the last chapter of NP. NF would later use "The Bottomless Dream" as the title for chap. 4 of SeS.

186 Shakespeare, The Tempest, 5.1.33–6; 5.1.183; 3.3.52–6.

187 The reference is to the first four books in NF's ogdoad scheme: Liberal, Tragicomedy, Anticlimax, and Rencontre.


189 On Apollonius's foreknowledge, which Philostratus says was not gained by wizardry, see Life of Apollonius, vol. 1, bk. 5, chap. 12; many examples of Apollonius's foreknowledge are recorded by Philostratus; on Apollonius's advice to Vespasian, see vol. 1, bk. 5, chap. 35; on his defence against the
charge of wizardry, see vol. 2, bk. 8, chap. 7; on Philostratus’s own dis-
course on magic, see vol. 2, bk. 7, chap. 39.

190 In his introduction to the Penguin edition of the play NF refers to Apuleius
as a possible source for certain of Shakespeare’s magical themes (The Tem-
pest [New York: Penguin, 1970], 22). Which passage from Apuleius he has in
mind is uncertain, but there is a parallel between Prospero’s appeal in the
epilogue to be released from his bands (l. 9) and Lucius Apuleius’s appeal
to the mother goddess to be released from the indignities of being turned
into an ass. See Apuleius, The Golden Ass, trans. Robert Graves (New York:
Noonday Press, 1951), 262 (chap. 17). On the Apuleius–Tempest link, see
also NBs 35.109 and 8.149.

191 The only blue book among NF’s GC notebooks is 11c.

192 There seems not to be a connection. Apollonius of Tyre, the hero of an anon-
ymous medieval romance, derives from the Historia Apollonii regis Tyri, a
5th to 6th century A.D. text that may be based on a Greek text of the 2nd to
3rd century A.D. Apollonius of Tyana was a Neopythagorean sage of the
beginning of the Christian era.

193 See n. 42, above.

194 Lewis Mumford, The City in History: Its Origins, Its Transformations, and Its
is in the NFL.

195 Hokhmah (wisdom), one of the ten Sefirot in mystic Judaism, represents the
contemplative, synthetic aspects of God’s thought; it is the primordial point
of creation from which all knowable reality originates. Hokhmah also means
the ideal pattern for the world that exists deep within the divine mind:
everything that is later to be found in the universe is found first in Hokhmah.

196 The conception of time as set forth in Samuel Alexander’s Gifford lectures,
Space, Time, and Deity (n. 165, above).

197 The reference is to the passage, often mentioned by NF, in Alfred North
Whitehead’s Science and the Modern World: “Every location involves an
aspect of itself in every other location. Thus every spatio-temporal stand-
point mirrors the world” ([New York: New American Library, 1948], 93).
An annotated copy of the 1938 edition (Cambridge, Eng.: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press) is in the NFL. NF refers to the passage several times in his
published work and in interviews, but the quoted passage does not appear
until his posthumous DV, 41; or NFR, 198.

198 That is, from the Elohist source in the Pentateuch, the hypothetical Old Tes-
tament writer from Ephraim in northern Israel; he is called the Elohist
because he uses the word Elohim (“divine powers”) for God.

199 See GC, 76.

200 Exodus 16:4: “Then said the Lord unto Moses, behold I will rain bread from
heaven for you; and the people shall go out and gather a certain rate every
day, that I may prove them, whether they will walk in my law, or no.”
Matthew 6:34: "Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."

201 Wisdom of Solomon 14:1–7. The wood in vs. 7 ("For blessed is the wood by which righteousness comes," RSV) refers to Noah's ark rather than, as the kidnappers have argued, to the cross of Christ.

202 "Come, Ye Faithful, Raise the Strain," by Johann Hermann Schein, words by John of Damascus, 8th century, trans. John Mason Neale. NF is referring to the themes of the first stanza and a half: "Come, ye faithful, raise the strain of triumphant gladness; / God hath brought his Israel into joy from sadness, / loosed from Pharaoh's bitter yoke Jacob's sons & daughters, / led them with unmoistened foot through the Red Sea waters. / 'Tis the spring of souls today, Christ hath burst his prison, / and from three days' sleep in death as a sun hath risen."

203 In the 2 Kings passage, the king of Moab, seeking to reverse the fortunes of battle, offers his son as a burnt sacrifice. In the passage from 1 Kings, Hiel the Bethelite laid the foundation of Jericho "in Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates thereof in his youngest son Segub," fulfilling the curse that is placed in Joshua 6:26 on the person who rebuilds Jericho. See GC, 184.


205 See n. 5, above.

206 See n. 5, above.


208 The image appears throughout Blake's work. For one example, see The Four Zoas, Night the Ninth, ll. 208–10 (Erdman, 376).

209 The allusions here are to Lucian's Cataplus: The Downward Journey, or the Tyrant; the descent to the oracle of the bottle in Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantagruel; the cave of Demogorgon in act 2, sc. 4, of Shelley's Prometheus Unbound; Stephen Dedalus's experience in nighttown in chap. 15 of Joyce's Ulysses; and, in Greek mythology, the relief of melancholy that came only after one was released from the cave of the oracle Trophonius. For Stephen Dedalus, NF might also be referring to Stephen's experience during the hell-fire sermon in pt. 3 of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. About the "oracle-wit breakthrough," which derives from the epiphany NF had in Seattle during the summer of 1951, see the introduction to the present volume, pp. xli–xliii.

210 The reference is to a sudden illumination NF had about Spengler during the summer of 1931 when he was reading The Decline of the West in the Edmonton Y.M.C.A.
“Prithee, nuncle, be contented; ’tis a naughty night to swim in. Now a little fire in a wild field were like an old lecher’s heart; a small spark, all the rest on ’s body cold. Look, here comes a walking fire” (the words of the Fool in King Lear, 3.4.115–19). Lear’s prayer for “the poor naked wretches” is in 3.4.28–36.

On the Seattle vision, see the introduction to the present volume, pp. xli–xliii. The St. Clair vision was a similar epiphany NF experienced in 1950 or 1951 on St. Clair Ave. in Toronto.

epiclesis = invocation; in the Christian eucharistic prayer, it is a special invocation to the Holy Spirit.

The reference is to Un Coup de Dés, the fourth section of Mallarmé’s Igitur.

NF is almost certainly referring to Jefferies’ The Story of My Heart: An Autobiography (London: Longmans, Green, 1922), an annotated copy of which is in the NFL. Jefferies, one of the most vital nature mystics of the nineteenth century, reports how the nature that appeared so indifferent and anti-human was at the same time capable of moving the depths of his soul and evoking in him a sense of timelessness. On Jefferies, see R.C. Zehner’s Mysticism: Sacred and Profane (n. 177, above), 45–9, which may have provided NF’s introduction to Jefferies.

See William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New York: Modern Library, 1902), especially Lecture 20. An annotated copy is in the NFL.


The number 1132 first appears on pp. 13–14 of Finnegans Wake (New York: Viking, 1939). Throughout the novel Joyce frequently recurrs to the number, which is the length of the cycle of the novel itself and the novel’s central symbolic number, linked with rising and falling, Ireland, the various characters and their associations, among other things. NF, who like Joyce was fascinated with numerology, often plays with such number schemes; for 28 and 12, see, e.g., NB 7.34 and TBN, 183.

The allusions are to the via negativa of Mallarmé’s Igitur and to the theme of chance in the dice-throwing of his Un Coup de Dés.

Song of Songs 4:12: “A garden inclosed [hortus conclusus] is my sister, my spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed [fons signatus].” See GC, 155–6.

That is, the Introduction to Blake’s Songs of Experience, l. 11.

The title of Valéry’s long dramatic monologue in which the poet conveys, through intense images and verbal music, the modulations of consciousness in a single night. In this context, NF appears to be referring to the young female muse.
Ewig-Weibliche = the eternal feminine, from the penultimate line of Goethe's *Faust*, pt. 2.

The doctrine that the Holy Spirit descends from the Father and the Son (*ex Patre Filioque*), a position maintained by the Latin Church as against Eastern Christendom, which held that the Holy Spirit proceeded from the Father only.

According to Heidegger, the condition of our being "thrown" into the world means that our sense of place and destiny is concealed from us. See *Being and Time*, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), passim.

Versions of the quotation appear throughout the Book of Ezekiel.

"Let him in whose ears the low-voiced Best is killed by the clash of the First, / Who holds that if way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look at the Worst, / Who feels the delight is a delicate growth cramped by crookedness, custom and fear, / Get him up and be gone as one shaped awry; he disturbs the order here" (Thomas Hardy, *In Tenebris II*, ll. 13–16).

In Frost's poem the narrator is told a story by the witch of Coôs and her son in which a skeleton locked in the cellar carried itself "like a pile of dishes" up two flights of stairs and into the attic.

"How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way, / Is an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses five?" (William Blake, *The Marriage of Heaven and Hell*, pl. 7 [Erdman, 35]).

NF is referring to the second of two Old English metrical dialogues between Solomon and Saturn, recorded in the tenth century, in which Solomon represents Christian wisdom and Saturn eastern and northern wisdom. Diderot's *Rameau's Nephew* is a satiric dialogue featuring the cynical bohemian nephew of the French composer ("Lui") and Diderot himself ("Moi"). See *WP*, 40, and *LN*, 2:562, 564.

That is, three hundred concubines. See 1 Kings 11:3.

see *GC*, 180–1.


NF's "less simplistic" view of metaphor is developed in *GC*, 53–62.

The Anakim were the giants who lived in southern Palestine and were destroyed or scattered after the arrival of the Hebrews. See Numbers 13:28, 31; Deuteronomy 2:21, 9:2; and Joshua 15:13, 21:11. See *WP*, 273–4.

The motif of the descent into hell (in English the harrowing of hell) was a
commonplace among early Christian writers, and the phrase "he descended into hell" was placed in the Apostles Creed. As NF says, the idea is not found in the Bible, but it is associated with certain key Biblical passages. Christian writers from the 2nd century on read various O.T. texts as prophecies of Christ's triumph over hell and its keepers, especially Psalm 16:10 and Psalm 24:7-10, reinforced by John 5:25 and Ephesians 4:8-10. The descent motif had its most important appearance in Christian literature in the 3rd- or 4th-century apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus (the actual "harrowing" section probably dates from the 2nd century). St. Anne, the wife of St. Joachim and mother of the Virgin Mary, is first mentioned in the Protoevangelium of James, in the second century. On the harrowing of hell, see GC, 175.

242 The reference is to the change in the elements in the Book of Wisdom (Wisdom of Solomon) 19:18–21. See GC, 165.
243 That is, there is no scriptural warrant for a silent nativity.
244 See GC, 164–5.
245 Milton does not use the word "swallow" in his poetry in this context, but for NF’s account of swallowing as a metaphor for internalizing, see RE, 116–17.
246 Exodus 34:26; Deuteronomy 14:21. See GC, 144.
247 See GC, 123–5.
248 “And was made man,” a phrase from the Nicene Creed.
249 “Well! we are all condamné, as Victor Hugo says: we are all under sentence of death but with a sort of indefinite reprieve—les hommes sont tous condamné a mort avec des sursis indéfinis: we have an interval, and then our place knows no more. Some spend this interval in listlessness, some in high passion, the wisest, at least among ‘the children of the world,’ in art and song. For our one chance lies in expanding that interval, in getting as many pulsations as possible into the given time” (from the last paragraph of the “Conclusion” of Walter Pater’s The Renaissance [1873]). An annotated copy of the Mentor edition (New York: New American Library, 1959) is in the NFL.
250 Above the series enclosed within parentheses NF wrote L (for Liberal), 1 (for Tragicomedy), and A (for Anticlimax), the symbols for the first three books of his ogdoad project.
251 See NB 3, n. 32.
252 The Eastern Gate in Blake is the place of new life, light, and beginnings. The Western Gate is the place of the final awakening. For the Eastern Gate as the two-fold vision and the Western Gate as the four-fold vision, see NF’s “The Keys to the Gates,” SIS, 175–99.

254 See n. 63, above.

255 Franz Cumont, *Astrology and Religion among the Greeks and Romans* (New York: Dover, 1960), Lectures 2 and 3. An annotated copy is in the NFL.


257 *Astrology and Religion*, 14–19. For the eniautos-daimon, see n. 36, above.

258 “And in that day I will make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things of the ground: and I will break the bow and the sword and the battle out of the earth, and will make them lie down safely.”

259 The terms come from an aphorism by St. Thomas Aquinas: “ad pulcritudinem tria requiruntur, integritas, consonantia, claritas.” In *A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man* Stephen Dedalus translates the passage as “Three things are needed for beauty, wholeness, harmony and radiance.”


261 James Joyce, *Ulysses* (New York: Random House, 1946), 35. Mr. Deasy, however, does not attribute this view to Hegel. What NF has in mind is Ellmann’s remark that Deasy “holds with Hegel” to the belief that all history moves toward one great goal (*Ulysses on the Liffey* [New York: Oxford University Press, 1972], 21).

262 That is, the expectation of the cult of Maitreya in Mahayana Buddhism that Maitreya, the fifth and last of the earthly Buddhas, will appear some thirty thousand years hence. Since Maitreya has not yet become a Buddha, he is represented in the costume of a young Indian prince.

263 NEB = New English Bible; RVA = the so-called American Standard Version of the Bible (1901), based on the English Revised Version (1881–85).

264 A transliteration of the Greek σαρκί (flesh).


266 The question was apparently one NF was asked when he delivered the Birks Lectures at McGill University in April 1971.

267 That is, the theories of the American linguist Benjamin Lee Whorf (1897–1941), who proposed that our view of reality is largely shaped by the sys-
tem of the language we use. See Language, Thought, and Reality: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf (1956).

268 Blake maintains that the vision of the Last Judgment is "seen by the [Imaginative Eye] of Every one according to the situation he holds" (A Vision of the Last Judgment, par. 1 [Erdman, 554]; brackets are Erdman's).

269 The reference is to the three classes of Indo-European society—the red man of war, the white man of priesthood, the blue man of work—postulated by Georges Dumézil in Gods of the Ancient Northmen, ed. Einar Haugen (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977). An annotated copy is in the NFL.

270 "Xerxes, the liberty of Greece to yoke, / From Susa, his Memnonian palace high, / Came to the sea: and, over Hellespont / Bridging his way, Europe with Asia joined, / And scourged with many a stroke the indignant waves" (Paradise Lost, bk. 10, ll. 307-11).

271 "Thus he [Xerxes] who had just been thinking he could command the waves of the sea, in his superhuman arrogance, and imagining that he could weigh the high mountains in a balance, was brought down to earth and carried in a litter, making the power of God manifest to all" (RSV).


273 See NB 11f, n. 64.

274 This appears to be a reference to "A Leap in the Dark," a sermon NF preached in the Victoria College Chapel on 12 December 1971 (NFR, 299-305). NF may also be referring to a typescript on Christmas that may date from 1973, though the present entry seems to be a year or more earlier than that. See "On Christmas," in NFR, 311-17.

275 Ulysses on the Liffey, 131-2.

276 Bezaleel was the chief craftsman chosen by God to build the wilderness tabernacle. See Exodus 31:1-11, 35:30-5.

277 Hugh Latimer (ca. 1485-1555), English Protestant martyr; consecrated as bishop of Worcester in 1535; his preaching urged on the Reformation, which resulted in his being burned at the stake in front of Balliol College, along with Nicholas Ridley (ca. 1500-55), another outspoken reformer, who had become bishop of Rochester in 1547.

278 "The disciples said to Jesus, 'We know that you are going to leave us. Who will be our leader?' Jesus said to them, 'No matter where you are you are to go to James the Just, for whose sake heaven and earth came into being'" (Gospel of Thomas 12:2). The legends about James the Just, many of them apocryphal, can also be found in Josephus, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions, and the Nag Hammadi Library. Later scholarship has identified him with James the brother of Jesus.
The reference is to NF’s graduate English course on “Principles of Literary Symbolism.”

Derived from Romans 12:6, *analogia entis* (the analogy of being) is the theory, especially associated with Thomas Aquinas, that there is an analogy between the created order and God, as a result of the divine creatorship; the idea justifies in theory the practice of drawing conclusions concerning God from the known objects and relationships of the natural order. NF refers to it as the “great ridgepole of metonymic thought” in GC, 26. See also NB 3, n. 42, and NB 116.83.


“As love is to good, so is hatred to evil; we wish good to them whom we love, and evil to them whom we hate. If then the will of God cannot be inclined to evil, as has been shown, it is impossible for Him to hate anything” (*Summa contra Gentiles*, bk. 1, sec. 96, par. 1).

“Some things however God is said, to hate figuratively (*similitudinarie*), and that in two ways” (ibid., par 4).

Notes 54-7

1 Sacaea = a Babylonian festival of the mock king: a condemned prisoner took the king’s place for five days, issued whatever commands he pleased and even enjoyed the king’s concubines, after which he was scourged and put to death.

Notebook 11d

1 After the death of Joshua, the next king of Jerusalem was Adoni-bezek. When the city of Jerusalem was taken over by the Jebusites, they found Adoni-bezek and fought against him, putting to rout the Canaanites and Perizzites. Adoni-bezek fled, but the Jebusites caught him and cut off his thumbs and big toes (Judges 1:5–6).

2 See NB 3, nn. 48, 142.

3 See NB3, n. 100.

4 That is, pt. 30 in the initial outline 8, above.

5 The reference is to the “mysterious king” and the “bride from the strange land” themes. See GC, 155, 178–9.


7 “Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world, and makes familiar objects be as if they were not familiar” (*A Defence of Poetry*, 12).

8 “As is painting so is poetry”: the phrase originates with Horace (*Ars Poetica*, l. 361), though the analogy was an ancient one.
9 Or "the Antipathies," as Alice thinks to herself, realizing that "it didn't sound at all the right word" (Lewis Carroll, *Alice's Adventures in Wonderland*, chap. 1, par. 9).

Notes 54-5

1 Some of the references to chapters and sections in these notes appear to refer to the sixteen-chapter, sixty-four section book outlined in NB 11d, but it is clear that Notes 54-5 is later, because of the many parallels to the actual text of GC.

2 The reference is to Robert Graves's *To Juan at the Winter Solstice* (1945):
   "Water to water, ark again to ark, / From woman back to woman: / So each new victim treads unalteringly / The never altered circuit of his fate" (ll. 13-16). NF's remark about the ark symbolism refers to his account in GC, 177 (where he quotes Graves), of the cyclical movements in Biblical history.

3 See NB 3, n. 97.

4 In the opening lines of *Beowulf*, Scyld Schefing ("shield-son-of-sheaf") is said to have arrived in Denmark as a child in a treasure ship.


7 See GC, 191.

8 One of the beasts in Revelation 13 comes from the sea; the other, from the earth.

9 "In the juvenescence of the year / Came Christ the tiger / In depraved May, dogwood and chestnut, flowering judas, / To be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk / Among whispers" (T.S. Eliot, *Gerontion*, 11.19-23).

10 "Satan is seen falling headlong round about by the tail of the serpent whose bulk naild to the Cross round which he wreathes is falling into the Abyss" (*Vision of the Last Judgment*, Erdman, 556). NF may be referring more generally to the crucifixion of Orc, who is associated with the serpent.

11 See GC, 191-2.

   On p. 24, Gaster defines "topocosm" as all of the animate and inanimate elements that characterize the atmosphere of a given locality.

13 *Thespis*, 24-5.

14 "This picture was done many years ago, and was one of the first Mr. B. ever did in Fresco; fortunately or rather providentially he left it unblotted and unblurred, although molested continually by blotting and blurring demons" (*A Descriptive Catalogue*, Erdman, 546).
15 The gods swear by the Styx when they guarantee the absolute truth of what they are saying. One of the earliest records of such an oath is in the *Homeric Hymn to Demeter*, I. 259.
16 See GC, 6.
17 See NB 21, n. 262.
18 See NB 21, n. 224.
19 In Shelley’s *Prometheus Unbound* Demogorgon represents the primal power of the world, necessity, and inevitable change.
20 See GC, 177–8.
21 “Vico’s thunderclap . . . also symbolizes a historical and social problem that we do not have the conceptual tools to deal with: the problem of whether, and if so to what extent, cultural developments are founded on some forgotten, suppressed, or misinterpreted trauma. Myths of the fall of man or, still more obviously, myths of a major deluge, like the story of Atlantis, seem to indicate something like this. Freud suggests the rite of killing the primal father as the source of a traumatic myth of a similar kind” (“The Responsibilities of the Critic,” *MM*, 131). NF’s essay was originally presented as a lecture at Johns Hopkins University, 20 February 1976.
22 See GC, 88.
23 See GC, 190–1.
24 See GC, 145.
25 See GC, 140–2. The “female diagram” is on p. 142.
26 See GC, 142–3.
27 This injunction in the Hebrew code is in Deuteronomy 21:1–9.
28 See NB 21, n. 18.
29 Kali (literally, “the black one”): in Hinduism, the black, horrible tongue of Agni, the god of fire; generally, the personification of evil. The goddess Kali was the grim consort of Shiva.
30 See GC, 200.
31 See GC, 150.
32 The wooden poles that were the emblem of the fertility tree-goddess Asherah. See GC, 70.
33 See Isaiah 11:1, and Jeremiah 23:5, 33:15. See also GC, 150.
34 See GC, 150.
36 See par. 23, above.
37 See GC, 154–5.
38 The Nataraja image of the Hindu god Shiva depicts him holding, among other things, the sacred fire, which was an image of destruction. Nataraja was the lord of the dance.
39 As NF eventually worked it out, the "Vico progression" became the basis of the first chapter.
40 The dance of those who wound ropes around the Trojan horse is described in bk. 2 of the Aeneid. On the "Troy dance," see Gertrude Rachel Levy, The Gate of Horn (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), 249–50. Levy, an annotated copy of whose book is in the NFL, notes that the name of Troy became associated with labyrinthine dancing grounds.
42 See NB 11f, n. 175.
43 "Apart from the idealizing of the pre-sexual state, there is a sense in which virginity is an appropriate image for attaining original identity: what is objectively untouched symbolizes what is subjectively contained, so to speak" (SeS, 153).
44 In Sanskrit, "breath" or "breath of life." In Hinduism, prana is the cosmic energy that most overtly manifests itself as breath.
45 See GC, 6.
46 Robert Alter was professor of Hebrew and comparative literature at the University of California at Berkeley. Like NF, he was interested in the literary aspects of the Bible and later wrote books on the art of Biblical poetry and narrative. René Guénon (1886–1951) was a French metaphysician and founder of the traditionalist school of religious philosophy, which maintained that all authentic religions are derived from the "primordial tradition." A critic of modernity, Guénon believed that rejection of traditional spiritual principles had resulted in a state of degeneracy.
48 See GC, 172–3.
49 Royal metaphor = the identification of the member with its class. See GC, 87–91.
51 The reference is to the theories of kingship advanced in Arthur Maurice
Hocart's *Kingship* (1927), Henri Frankfort's *Kingship and the Gods* (1948), and Émile Durkheim's *The Elementary Forms of Religious Life* (1912; pub. 1915). In his note to *GC*, 90, NF cites Frankfort on the annual ritual humiliation of the king.

52 No doubt to the tune of the song "Major General" in *The Pirates of Penzance*. The Shillik and Dinka are African peoples of the White Nile, about whom NF had read—in the mid-1940s—in Toynbee's *A Study of History*. See NB 42.8.

53 From stanza 2 of "O Worship the King"; words by Robert H. Grant (1833) and melody by Johann Michael Haydn (1770).

54 The only notes on Francis Huxley’s *The Way of the Sacred* (New York: Dell, 1976) that are extant are in NB 44 (LN, 102-254), which was written in the 1980s. NF may be referring to the marginal annotations in his two editions of Huxley’s book, both copies of which are in the NFL.

55 *The Way of the Sacred*, 161–94 (chap. 6).

56 In fact, as NF himself notes elsewhere (see NFR, 55–6, and *GC*, 71), Augustine says precisely the opposite, attributing the remark to somebody else: "See, I answer him that asketh, ‘What did God do before he made heaven and earth?’ I answer, not as one is said to have done merrily, (eluding the pressure of the question, ‘He was preparing a hell, (saith he) for pryers into mysteries.’ . . . I boldly say, ‘that before God made heaven and earth, He did not make anything’" (Confessions, trans. E.B. Pusey (London: Dent, 1932), 260–1 (bk. 11, chap. 12).

57 See Johann Huizinga, *Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture* (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), an annotated copy of which is in the NFL.

58 “Recognition in *The Winter’s Tale*,” *FL*, 112.

59 In his *Phenomenology of Spirit* Hegel speaks of Begriff as "conscious of itself” and as “uniting its differences.” See J.B. Baillie’s Introduction to Hegel’s *The Phenomenology of Mind*, 2nd ed. (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1949), 33–6. Baillie translates Begriff as “notion,” which is the translation NF uses in *GC*, 222.

60 The angel of the *Duino Elegies* (1923), Rilke wrote, “is that creature in whom the transformation of the visible into the invisible which we are accomplishing, can already be seen completed” [Letters, trans. Jane Bannard Greene (New York: Norton, 1969), 2:375]. But throughout his life Rilke debated with himself about whether he should adopt the perspective of the angel.


62 See NB 21, n. 248.

64 See GC, 179.
65 See GC, 75.
66 See GC, 8.
68 Charles, 2:1, 8-9.
69 John Hyrcanus I (d. 104 B.C.) destroyed Samaria in 120 B.C.
70 Charles, 2:9-10.
71 Charles, 2:10. See GC, 161.
72 Jubilees 2 (Charles, 2:13)
73 Jubilees 7:30-3. On the lex talionis, see also Charles, 2:10.
74 Jubilees 49:13 (Charles, 2:80).
75 Charles, 2:85.
76 Diodorus of Sicily, 1:41 (Loeb). See Charles, 96n. 16.
77 Charles, 2:106n. 114.
78 Charles, 2:88, 92.
79 Charles, 2:88.
80 In the episode involving Abdiel and Satan (Paradise Lost, bk. 5, ll. 803-76).
81 The phrase comes from the Greek version of one of the Adam and Eve manuscripts, the Apocalypse of Moses 32:3 (Charles, 2:149).
82 Apocalypse of Moses, 34:1-36:3 (Charles, 2:149-50).
83 Martyrdom of Isaiah 3:10 (Charles, 2:61-2).
84 See GC, 9-10.
85 On the three-phase sequence of language here and in pars. 90-8, see GC, chap. 1.
86 See NB 11f.126 and n. 82.
87 In the medieval theory of four levels of interpretation, the allegorical meaning was what is to be believed (quid credas) and the moral meaning was what is to be done (quid agas).
91 See GC, 183.
92 The point is made in Plato, Parmenides, 151e-152. See also Parmenides, On Nature, Fragment 8a.
93 See GC, 13-14.

95 *Identity and Difference*, 34–41.

96 That is, to break down the distinction between the conceptual and the poetic phases. Jacques Derrida’s *Glas* (Paris: Éditions Galilée, 1974) displays two texts beside each other on each page—a Hegel column and a Genet column.

97 Ezra Pound’s conception of continuity in metaphor derives from his understanding of the juxtaposition of images in the ideograms of Chinese poetry and Japanese haiku, and it is illustrated in his own couplet *In a Station of the Metro*. He referred to this poetic mode as *phanopoeia*. See Pound, *The ABC of Reading* (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1934), 2–7, and “How to Read, or Why,” in Ezra Pound, ed. J.P. Sullivan (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1970), 109–13. For NF’s comment on Pound’s idea of metaphor by simple juxtaposition, see *AC*, 123.


100 A reference apparently to par. 124.

101 See *GC*, 98.

102 Interpenetration is a complex and multi-faceted term in NF’s work. He most often, however, uses it in a religious context in an effort to capture the paradox of the one and the many, the identity of the human and the divine, the nature of spiritual intercourse, and the like. NF takes the notion of *Aufhebung* from Hegel, for whom the word is a triple pun (lifting up, preserving, cancelling) in the description of the mechanics of his dialectic. Once a certain philosophical position (thesis) has found its antithesis, the new synthesis that results lifts up the old position to a new level while at the same time preserving it as part of the new synthesis. See *GC*, 223.

103 See *GC*, 177–8.


105 See n. 102, above.

106 Cf. NB 11b.2.

107 See *GC*, 180.

108 See n. 53, above.
109 See GC, 178.
110 See GC, xxi.
111 Lawrence compares the human body to a bicycle in *Fantasia of the Unconscious* (published with *Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious*) (Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1977), 57–8.
112 *hypnônia* = subtlety, the sense beneath, the hidden meanings of myths. See *Republic*, 378.
113 The opening lines of chap. 19 of Nietzsche’s *Antichrist* (1895).
115 This seems to be a reference to a statement Heidegger made in his 1935 lectures translated as *Introduction to Metaphysics*: “The stuff which is now being bandied about as the philosophy of National Socialism—but which has not the least to do with the inner truth and greatness of this movement (namely, the encounter between global technology and modern man)—is casting its net in these troubled waters of ‘values’ and ‘totalities’” (qtd. in Fred Dallmayr, *The Other Heidegger* [Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 199], 28). Heidegger was unsuccessful in his attempt to get the passage removed from the English translation by Ralph Mannheim (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1959).
117 See GC, 199.
121 The reference is to Harold Bloom, who argued in *The Anxiety of Influence* (1973), *A Map of Misreading* (1975), and elsewhere that later “strong poets” have an Oedipal desire to “kill off” their literary precursors (“fathers”).
123 *Fantasia of the Unconscious*, 150–1.
125 See GC, xi.
126 See GC, 80–1.
127 NF presented the Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard University in April 1975. They were published as *SeS* in 1976.
129 This entry, a holograph addition, is a reference to NF’s 1976 address to the

**Notebook 15**

1. See Notes 54-5, n. 87.
2. See NB 21, n. 168.
5. See NB 3, n. 100.
7. "I believe in order to understand" (Anselm) turns into "I believe because it is impossible" (Tertullian).
8. On *Aufhebung*, see Notes 54-5, n. 102, and GC, 222.
9. See GC, 86.
10. In this context, the universe.
11. "How do we distinguish the oak from the beech, the horse from the ox, but by the bounding outline? How do we distinguish one face or countenance from another, but by the bounding line and its infinite inflexions and movements?" (William Blake, *A Descriptive Catalogue*, Erdman, 550).
12. The reference is to the archetypes of heaven as aether or fire, Paradise as air, experience as water, and the demonic (oracular) as earth that NF encountered in Colin Still, *The Timeless Theme* (1936).
13. The reference is to a line from the first of Pound's *Pisan Cantos*: "To build the city of Dioce whose terraces are the colour of stars" (*The Pisan Cantos* [New York: New Directions, 1948], 3 [Canto 74, l. 11]).
14. See NB 11f, n. 80.
16. The notes in this section come primarily from NF's reading of The Letter of Aristeas, The Book of Adam and Eve, The Martyrdom of Isaiah, Enoch, and The Book of Jubilees—all from the Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament. NF's source text is vol. 2 of Charles's *The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament*. Verses 155 and 168 of The Letter of Aristeas, for example, refer to the law as Scripture. "The heathen ruler left in power" and the note about "Jehovah & Zeus" refer to verses 15–16 of The Letter of Aristeas, where the
God of the Jews and Zeus are compared; and NF's reference to "Diod. Sic." derives from the editor's note which points to a similar comparison in Diodorus Siculus, the Greek historian. The notes about Josephus and about the oracles come from Charles's footnotes to verses 115 and 177, respectively. The remaining notes NF has jotted down here can be traced to his reading of the text of the pseudepigraphal works and to the footnotes in Charles's edition.

Notebook 11e

1 See GC, 19-20, 124.
3 The spiritual form of Milton's sixfold emanation in Blake's Milton; for Blake, she is the truth about woman that Milton did not understand. See FS, 336-7, 354-5.
4 See NB 21, n. 223.
5 See GC, 111. Cf. NB 21.344.
7 The practice used in the rite of ordaining priests. See Numbers 8:10; Acts 6:6, 13:3.
8 See NB 11f, n. 57.
9 "For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve him with one consent" (Zephaniah 3:9). See GC, 158.
10 See NB 15, n. 13.
11 See previous note.
12 The phrase comes from the last stanza of Dickinson's Because that you are going (Poem 1260).
13 The riddle about the book or Bible codex that NF quotes in GC, 233—the last page.
14 Doubtless a reference to the line from Bruno's De Monade, "Est aliquid prodisse tenus" ("It is something to have made a start"), which NF quotes in the introduction to GC, xxiii.
15 See NB 3, n. 19.
16 See GC, xvi–xvii, 121–2.
17 "I knew a man in Christ above fourteen years ago, (whether in the body, I cannot tell; or whether out of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth;) such an one caught up to the third heaven" (2 Corinthians 12:2).
18 "Time present and time past / Are both perhaps present in time future, / And time future contained in time past" (T.S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, ll. 1–3).
19 NF had given lectures at six universities in New Zealand, 15 June–15 August 1978. He had travelled to Guyana during December 1976.

20 Faust's translations of *logos* in the Greek text he opens are "word," "mind," "power," and "deed." See Goethe's *Faust*, pt. 1, "Faust's Study," ll. 47–60. See also GC, 18.

21 See NB 21, n. 18.

22 See NB 21, n. 175.

23 The etymological relation is somewhat elliptical. "Person" is etymologically "the living body of a human being," that is, the phenomenal appearance of the being itself. "Epiphany" is etymologically "the manifestation of a supernatural being." Perhaps NF is thinking of the God/man as being both phenomenological and spiritual.

24 "We do not come into the world alone. To be born for everything, means to be born in affinity with everything, together with. All birth is knowledge (naissance–connaissance)" (Paul Claudel, *Poetic Art*, trans. Renée Spodheim [New York: Philosophical Library, 1948], 40). The essay in which this passage appears, "Traité de la co-naisance du monde et de soi-même," dates from 1904. *Co-naisance*, a word coined by Claudel, is a pun based on the verbal connection between *connaitre* (to know) and *co-naitre* (to be born with).


26 NF did include the statement in the introduction. See GC, xiii–xiv.

27 The final plate of *Jerusalem*, where Blake speaks of the identification of all human forms and their emanations (Erdman, 258–9).

28 See NB 3, n. 132.

29 See Notes 54–5, n. 49.

30 A reference apparently to Blake's *Jerusalem*, pl. 34, ll. 17–20 (Erdman, 180).


32 That is, the casting of lots, as described in Leviticus 16:8, Joshua 18:6–10, and elsewhere.

33 See GC, 164.

34 The hero of Voltaire's *Micromégas* (1752) marvels at the insignificance of humanity. We are simply specks in a vast cosmos—no more the zenith of living creatures than earth is the centre of the universe. Blake, on the other hand, has great faith in the power of human creativity if not constrained by Selfhood and nearsighted human institutions.

35 The reference is to the view of the Church militant in the letters of Ignatius. See GC, 99.
36 For the development of the point about Pynchon, see “Culture as Interpenetration,” in DG, 17–18, and DV, 25–6, or NFR, 185–6.

37 See NB 3, n. 97.

38 London: W. Heinemann, 1943. An annotated copy of the 1976 Penguin edition is in the NFL.

39 See Jacques Lacan, Écrits: A Selection (New York: Norton, 1977), 281 ff., and GC, 147–8. The phrase “lost phallus” comes from Freud’s article “Fetishism” (1927); Lacan made it familiar, as NF notes in GC, 242. For Lacan, the phallus is the universal signifier of desire, and its loss or absence is experienced by both sexes.


41 The beginning of the famous quotation from Hadrian’s Ad animam, an address to his soul supposed to have been uttered on his deathbed: “Animula, vagula, blandula / Hospes comesque corporis! / Quae nunc abibis in loca, / Pallidula, frigida nudula / Nec ut soles dabis joca?” [“O fleeting soul of mine / My body’s friend and guest! / Whither goest thou, / Pale, fearful, and pensive one? / Why laugh not as of old?”]

42 That is, “alembics.”

43 “For thou has made him a little lower than the angels” (Psalm 8:5).

44 \( ba = \) the human soul; closely connected with the heart, and usually depicted as a hawk with a human head; it was regarded in the nature of a human “double” and mortal, equivalent to the Sanskrit \( prana \) (breath of life) in some of its functions, or to \( kama-manas \) (the human soul or personal ego); \( ka = \) the astral double or model-body; for the ancient Egyptians, when human beings were born, the \( ka \) was born with them and stayed with them throughout their lives, and even after death it remained in the tomb with the corpse.


46 That is, the hymn above.

47 See NB 15, n. 11.

48 See par. 49, above.

49 The quotation is from the notes to Goethe’s Faust, trans. Albert G. Latham (London: Dent, 1908), 455.

50 See GC, 18.

51 “From this the poem springs: that we live in a place / That is not our own and, much more, not ourselves / And hard it is in spite of blazoned days” (Description without Place, in The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens [New York: Knopf, 1954], 383).

52 The reference is to the feminine personification of wisdom in Proverbs 8; NF accepts the alternate wording of “little child” in verse 30. Both the AV and the RSV make wisdom the source of delight (“rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth” [8.31]); NF takes the image of playing from the Vulgate (ludens
in orbe terrarum). The Hebrew word can also be translated as "making sport" or "laughing." See GC, 125. NF calls his reading "doubtful" because there is no indication that the child is female.

53 The story of Christiana, Christian's aged wife, in pt. 2 of The Pilgrim's Progress.

54 The word comes from Xenophon's Cyropaedia, a description of the education and career of Cyrus the Great. See MM, 291, 311.

55 "Workers of iniquity" is a phrase that appears fifteen times in the Psalms.

56 The image appears several dozen times in the Psalms.

57 See GC, 90-1.

58 On Jephthah's daughter, see GC, 185.

59 The reference is to Moses' ascents of Mt. Horeb in Deuteronomy 9:8-17 and 10:1-10, where the Exodus story of the Ten Commandments is repeated, and of "the mountain of Nebo, to the top of Pisgah" in Deuteronomy 34:1, just before his death.

60 In his Life of Jesus (1835-36) David Friedrich Strauss argued that the Gospels present religious ideas in the form of myth (story) based on a minimal historical core.

61 Cf. the almost identical entry in Notes 54-5-64.

62 The reference is to a passage in one of Rilke's Briefe aus Muzot: "The 'Angel' of the Elegies has nothing to do with the Angel of the Christian heaven (rather with the angelic figure of Islam)" (Rainer Maria Rilke, Duino Elegies, trans. J.B. Leishman and Stephen Spender [New York: Norton, 1963], 87). See also Notes 54-5, n. 60, and MM, 38.

63 See GC, chap. 1.

64 See par. 2, above.

65 In Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale, Hermione, queen to Leontes, is imprisoned by him because of her alleged infidelity. When Leontes is eventually taken to see a "statue" of her, the "statue" comes to life and reconciliation occurs.

66 C.G. Jung, Mysterium Coniunctionis, 471.

Notebook 11a

1 On the ideas in this entry, see GC, 19-20.


3 See GC, 156-7.

also in Jung and C. Kerényi's *Essays on a Science of Mythology*, trans. R.F.C. Hull (New York: Pantheon Books, 1949), an annotated copy of which is in the NFL.

5 See GC, 111–12.

6 See GC, 87–91.

7 According to Jacques Derrida the focus of the Western intellectual tradition on a "metaphysics of presence" (a core of univocal and determinate meaning, a transcendent being, a stable centre of intellectual inquiry) is an illusion; his philosophical project is an effort to deconstruct such foundational thinking by insisting on the importance of "absence," which always and forever defers truth, stability, closure, and similar conventional assumptions. See GC, xxii.

8 See GC, 177–8.

9 "O mooder Mayde! O mayde Mooder free! / O bussb unbrent, brennynge in Moyses sighte" (Prologue of "The Prioress's Tale," ll. 15–16).

10 See NB 11e, n. 39.

11 For the "seven eyes of God," see NB 11f, n. 222.

12 The "Four Quarter" gods are Hermes, Eros, Adonis, and Prometheus. On their symbolic significance for NF, see LN, xxvi–xxix and the chart on pp. xxx–xxxi.

**Notebook 11c**

1 That is, the second volume of the current project. In the second entry of this notebook, what NF refers to as chaps. 9–12 emerged more than a decade later as chaps. 5–8 of WP.

2 Belacqua, a Florentine maker of musical instruments, was notorious for his indolence. See Dante's *Purgatorio*, canto 4, ll. 97–129.

3 On Hegel's ladder, see GC, 222, and WP, 165.

4 See GC, 133.

5 "isn't in" = is not included in whatever draft NF is working on at the moment.

6 See NB 11f, n. 19.

7 See NB 11e, par. 49.

8 See NB 11e, n. 52.

9 This did turn out to be the pattern, not of a third volume, but of WP.

10 See GC, 136–8.

11 "Nunc dimittis servum tuum, Domine" (Vulgate) ("Lord, now lettest thou thy servant"), the first words of the canticle that Simeon uttered when Jesus was presented at the temple (Luke 2:29).


13 See GC, 72, 129.
14 Wallace Stevens, *The Poems of Our Climate*, l. 21. See GC, 168. NF's note on the source of the phrase (GC, 243) is incorrect.


16 See GC, 15.

17 Ibid.

18 "For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book” (Revelation 22: 18–19). “Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments of the Lord your God which I command you” (Deuteronomy 4:2). See also Deuteronomy 12:32 and Proverbs 30:6. See GC, 199.

19 The “four awakening chapters” would become the last four chapters of *WP*.

20 By “human fourth” NF means an expansion of the traditional Trinity into a Quaternity. In his earlier work he tended to identify the feminine half of the species with Blake’s Female Will and with the natural world, with its repetitive cycles and Druidic analogies. But the feminine principle gets renovated in NF’s later work, and in *WP* he writes about the importance of the symbolically female Jerusalem, the redemption of man by woman (192), and the addition to the Trinity of “a representative of humanity, specifically female humanity, as a fourth term” (193).

21 See NB 21, n. 233.

22 See NB 3, n. 97.

---

**Notebook 11b**

1 See GC, 85.

2 *kami* = literally “the superior ones”; the Japanese name for all that is humanly incomprehensible for human beings, such as the celestial bodies, seas, mountains, animals, and plants, but *kami* may also be ancestral spirits and are often attributed divine powers and worshipped as gods.

3 “(2)" here and “(3)" in the next entry appear to refer to the phases of language in chap. 1 of GC.

4 For the various linguistic formulations of “God,” see GC, 24–6.

5 NF had taken part in a tea ceremony at Urasenke during his trip to Japan in April–May 1977.

6 See NB 3, n. 42, and NB 21, n. 280.
7 “But into the subtleties of the mythologists it is not worth our while to inquire seriously” (Metaphysics, 1000a, trans. W.D. Ross). See GC, 62.
8 See GC, 126.
9 See GC, 125–9.
10 See, e.g., the Amarna letters from the El-Amarna archive.
11 See GC, 4.
12 See GC, 32.
13 “The Old & New Testaments are the Great Code of Art”: from Blake’s drawing and engraving The Laocoön (Erdman, 274). See GC, xvi.
14 NF wrote “tragic” above the word “backward.”
15 The reference is to Mircea Eliade, Cosmos and History: The Myth of the Eternal Return. An annotated copy is in the NFL.
16 See NB 11a, n. 7.
17 See GC, 195.
18 “In him [the Russian man, the Karamazov] good and evil, outer and inner, God and Satan are cheek by jowl. This is the reason that from time to time these Karamazovs seem to need a supreme symbol adequate to their souls, a god who is at the same time the devil. . . . The god who is also the devil is the primeval demiurge; he is the one who existed before the beginning; he, the only one, stands beyond the opposites, knows neither day nor night, neither good nor evil. He is nothingness, he is the universe. . . . Beyond the opposites, in the nothingness and the all, the demiurge lives alone, the god of the universe who knows neither good nor evil” (Hermann Hesse, “The Brothers Karamazov,” in My Belief: Essays on Life and Art, ed. Theodore Ziolkowski, trans. Denver Lindley [New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1974], 73–4). An annotated copy of the British edition of Hesse’s My Belief is in the NFL.
19 An apparent reference to Isaiah 45:7.
20 See NB 21, n. 125.
21 See GC, 16.
22 See GC, 156.
23 The references of the various abbreviations here are uncertain. “Lang.,” “Myth,” “Typ.” and “Met.” are the shortened forms for the titles of the four divisions of GC: Language, Myth, Typology, and Metaphor. “Rh” = rhetoric. Beyond that, the sketchy notes are difficult to interpret, though the initial letters are doubtless abbreviations for the planets, moon, and sun: E = earth, Mo = moon, Me = Mercury, V = Venus; Su = sun; Ma = Mars; J = Jupiter; Sa = Saturn.
24 “And all the waters shall be joined with the waters: that which is above the heavens is the masculine, and the water which is beneath the earth is the feminine” (Enoch 54:8–9). See GC, 146.
25 In the Mesopotamian poem Enuma Elish, Kingu is the god from whose blood human beings are formed. See WP, 256. Ymir is a giant in the Prose Edda.
whose body is used to create the earth. Adam Kadmon is the kabbalistic primordial or universal man, emanated by a ray of divine light.

26 The British and Foreign Bible Society, formed in 1804 to distribute the Bible throughout the world.

27 Above “realized” NF wrote “understood.”

28 See NB 3, n. 42, and NB 21, n. 280.

29 Aldous Huxley, The Perennial Philosophy, 4th ed. (New York: Harper, 1945); “p. 174” apparently refers to a page in NF’s own manuscript. The references in Huxley are to the writers he quotes, such as Eckhart and Dame Gertrude More, who speak of the soul as feminine (12, 98).

Notes 54-6

1 See GC, xxii.

2 “There is a Negation, & there is a Contrary / The Negation must be destroyd to redeem the Contraries / The Negation is the Spectre; the Reasoning Power in Man / This is a false Body (Milton, pl. 40, ll. 32–4, Erdman, 142). “Without Contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to Human existence. From these contraries spring what the religions call Good & Evil” (The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, pl. 3, Erdman, 34).

3 Teacher or preacher; the author of the Book of Ecclesiastes.

4 See GC, 123–5, and NB 11e, n. 52. NF retained the material on ‘olam (eternity, mystery) (GC, 124).

5 See NB 3, n. 146, and GC, 231.

6 See GC, 158.

7 NF’s “science paper” was “The Bridge of Language,” presented as the keynote lecture at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Toronto, January 1981, and published in Science, 212 (10 April 1981): 127–32; rpt. in OE, 153–67, and in NFMC, 315–29.

8 See GC, 133.

9 See GC, 232–3.

10 See GC, 232.

11 See GC, 26–30, 57–8.

12 See GC, 100–1.

13 See GC, 57–8.

14 See GC, 106.

15 In both Plato and Aristotle anagnosis means reading. The Liddell-Scott-Jones Lexicon of Classical Greek records only “recognition” for anagnorisis.


17 See GC, 137.

18 See GC, xxii. NF’s note identifies the source of Derrida’s claim as Of Gramma-

19 See GC, 201, 219–20.

Notebook 23

1 A series of science-fiction novels, beginning with the trilogy *Foundation*, *Foundation and Empire*, and *Second Foundation* (1942–50), and including now more than a dozen titles. An annotated copy of *Foundation* is in the NFL.

2 Frank Herbert’s “Dune Chronicles” include *Dune* (1968), *Dune Messiah* (1969), *Children of Dune* (1976), and *God Emperor of Dune* (1981). An annotated copy of *Dune* is in the NFL.


7 William Morris’s series includes *The Wood beyond the World* (1894), *The Well at the World’s End* (1896), and *The Sundering Flood* (1897), annotated copies of which are in the NFL. For the development of the ideas in this paragraph, see *MM*, 323–5.


9 New York: Simon and Schuster, 1977. An annotated copy is in the NFL.

10 New York: Ballentine, 1975. An annotated copy is in the NFL.


12 Dmitry S. Merezhkovsky, *Atlantis/Europe: The Secret of the West* (Blauvelt, N.Y.: Rudolf Steiner, 1971). An annotated copy is in the NFL. NF’s spelling of the surname is that of the book cover. The title page, however, follows the usual spelling.

13 See NB 11, n. 74 and NB 21, n. 38.
14 At the heart of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's thought is the idea of development through a series of spheres—from the lowest level of rocks and rivers through the "biosphere" to, finally, the "no-osphere," the realm of mind where consciousness turns inward. See his *The Phenomenon of Man* (London: Collins, 1959), an annotated copy of which is in the NFL.


17 In Sanskrit, "serpent" or "serpent power": the sleeping spiritual force at the base of the spine in every human being that, once awakened, rises to spiritual knowledge.


19 "A Poet may in some sort be said a follower or imitator, because he can express the true and lively of every thing is set before him, and which he taketh in hand to de-scribe: and so in that respect is both a maker and a counterfai-tor: and Poesie an art not only of making, but also of imitation. And this science in his perfection, can not grow, but by some divine instinct, the Pla-tonicks call it furor" (George Puttenham, *The Arte of English Poesie* [Menston: Scolar Press, 1968; orig. pub. 1589], i).


21 See *WP*, 79–80, 207–8.

22 See *WP*, 268.


24 An epiphany that NF had during the summer of 1951 in Seattle. On the half-dozen or so such moments of illumination NF experienced, see Introduction, *LN*, xxiv–xxv.

25 That is, Hermes, Eros, Adonis, and Prometheus.

26 See NB 21.357 and NB 11f, n. 82.

27 See *WP*, 65–6.

28 That is, the legend that the stone Jacob rested his head on at Luz (Genesis 28:18–22) lies under the throne at Westminster.

29 "Wretched youth that I was—supremely wretched even in the very outset of my youth—I had entreated chastity of thee and had prayed, 'Grant me chas-
tity and continence, but not yet" (Augustine, *Confessions*, bk. 8, chap. 7, sec. 17; trans. Outler).

30 "I think the healthy thing for man—for reflective nature—is to think with his whole body; then you get a full harmonious thought, like violin strings vibrating in unison with the hollow wooden box. But I think that when thoughts come from the brain alone . . . they are like tunes played on the squeaky part of the first string—which isn't much comfort for the box; they come and go without ever being created, without leaving any trace" (Letter to Eugène Lefèbure, 17 May 1867, in Stéphane Mallarmé, *Selected Poetry and Prose*, ed. Mary Ann Caws [New York: New Directions, 1982], 89).


32 The context of these reflections is NF's 1982 trip to Israel.

33 From the prayer of the children in Macdonald's story: "We thank thee that we have a father, and not a maker; that thou hast begotten us, and not moulded us as images of clay; that we have come forth of thy heart, and have not been fashioned by thy hands. It must be so" (George Macdonald, "The Castle: A Parable," in *The Wise Woman and Other Fantasy Stories* [Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1980], 171).

34 See NB 21, n. 240.

35 See par. 43 and n. 33, above.


37 "The outward Ceremony is Antichrist" (one of the texts for Blake's engraving, "The Laocoön," Erdman, 275).

38 See NB 21, n. 269.

39 A reference, apparently, to NB21, though NF has numerous notes on the Gospel in NBs 11e and 11f as well.

40 Hermes, Eros, Adonis, and Prometheus.

41 The allusion is to *The Tempest*, 3.3.3: "Here's a maze trod indeed / Through forth-rights and meanders!"


43 NF knew of Fritjof Capra's holistic views about the "Tao of physics" through Capra's *The Turning Point* (1982) and Ken Wilber's *The Holographic Paradigm and Other Paradoxes* (1982). Annotated copies of both are in the NFL. He may have read Capra's *The Tao of Physics* (1976). See LN, 2:713.

44 The orthodox Christian belief is that the scriptures are the "verbal icon" of Christ Himself, though NF is using the phrase here in the sense of a detached and isolated object of contemplation. W.K. Wimsatt, Jr. used the phrase as a title for one of his collections of essays—*The Verbal Icon: Studies in the Meaning of Poetry* (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1954).
45 See n. 37, above.
46 "To Generalize is to be an Idiot To Particularize is the Alone Distinction of Merit" (Annotations to Sir Joshua Reynolds, Erdman, 641).
47 The Mishnah ("repetition") refers to a method of scriptural exegesis different from the Midrash; it is a collection of legal material from rabbinic Judaism. The Merkabah is a Jewish mystical tradition focusing on the divine chariot or throne (merkabah) in the vision of Ezekiel 1.
48 The hayyim (Heb. "life") is a reference to NF's four gods: Hermes, Eros, Adonis, and Prometheus. He often referred to his project in WP as an effort to bring the four spectres of the dead back to life, his shorthand to describe this being Hermes Unsealed, Eros Regained, Adonis Revived, Prometheus Unbound.
49 See DV, 39; or, NFR, 197.
50 "There's a great day coming, a great day coming; / There's a great day coming by and by, / When the saints and the sinners / Shall be parted right and left, / Are you ready for that day to come?" (st. 1 of "There's a Great Day Coming," by Will Lamartine Thompson [1847–1909]).
52 The reference is to Harold Fisch's "Biblical 'Imitation' in Joseph Andrews," in Biblical Patterns in Modern Literature, 31–42; the paper was presented at the first annual conference of the Institute for Literary Research of Bar Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel, 17–20 May 1982; the institute was directed by Fisch.
53 See RE, chap. 4.
54 On the various forms taken by the white goddess, see WP, 219–28.
55 See par. 53, above.
56 "To embrace a woman is to embrace a sack of manure" (Bishop Odo of Cluny, qtd. by Joan Smith, Misogynies [New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1989], 61).

Notebook 45

1 NF's tendency, once he had completed a project, was to number it 0 (zero). FS was originally Liberal, but when he began work on AC, it became Liberal and FS became zero—at least in some of his schemes. But here he appears to be dropping this renumbering plan with AC.
2 NF apparently observes a parallel between the souls Dante and Virgil see roaming about on the shore and the "Innocents" in st. 2 of Yeats's News for the Delphic Oracle, and, similarly, between these souls and the "fish that lie gasping on the strand" in Yeats's Three Movements (l. 3).
3 "Dante shall give Fame leave to set thee higher / Than his Casella, whom he woo'd to sing, / Met in the milder shades of Purgatory" (John Milton, Sonnet
13, To My Friend Mr. Henry Lawes, on His Airs, ll. 12–14). Lawes, who wrote the music for the songs in Comus, had printed the masque anonymously in 1647.

4 A reference to Dante’s view of the four levels of meaning—the literal, allegorical, moral, and anagogic—which are explained in “The Banquet” chapter of Dante’s Convivio (ca. 1304–8) and in his letter to Can Grande della Scala (ca. 1318). NF adapted Dante’s polysemous scheme in the Second Essay of AC and he kept returning to it throughout his career.

5 NF appears to have written “vintage and manure symbols.” The ripe grapes of l. 19 are the vintage symbol, but the manure symbol must be a displacement, for in Dante’s image the peasants seal the opening in the hedge by a forkful of thorns.

6 The opening line of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922).

7 See Eliot’s Four Quartets (1944), especially Little Gidding.

8 NF is connecting here the description of Venus making all the East smile (rider l’oriente in i, 20), with the view of Beatrice smiling and happy (ridere e felice) on the summit of the mountain in vi, 48.

9 After “Dante” NF left three or four spaces, as if he intended to add another reference.

10 “Work, for the Night Is Coming,” a hymn by Annie L. Coghill (lyrics) and Lowell Mason (music).

11 That is, in the southeast quadrant of NF’s circle of archetypes.

12 The allusion is to Chaucer’s House of Fame: “every kyndly thyng that is / Hath a kindly stede ther he / May best in hyt conserved be; / Unto which place every thyng, / Thorgh his kyndely enclynyng, / Moveth for to come to, / Whan that hyt is awey therfro” (ll. 731–6).

13 That is, clockwise, or in the direction of the sun.

14 See NB 21, n. 20.

15 See NB 11 e, n. 52.

16 “The Imagination may be compared to Adam’s dream—he awoke and found it truth” (John Keats, letter to Benjamin Bailey, 22 November 1817). Cf. Milton’s Paradise Lost, bk. 8, ll. 452–90.

17 See Inferno, iii, 60, where the gran rifiuto probably refers to the resignation of Celestine V from the papacy in 1294 after only five months; he was succeeded by Boniface VIII, whom Dante saw as responsible for many of the Church’s evils.

18 That is, Generation in Blake’s sense of the ordinary world of subject and object and of the “vegetable” environment; it is the world above Ulro (hell) but below the imaginative upper worlds of Beulah and Eden.

19 xix, 137. Dante gives the first two words of Jesus that begin the quotation from the Vulgate, neque nubent neque nubentur, “They neither marry nor are given in marriage” (Matthew 22:30; Mark 12:25; Luke 20:35).
20 Line 8 of canto xix has to do with Dante's dream of the distorted and maimed siren. The lupa (she-wolf) appears in the Inferno, i, 49, and Purgatorio, xx, 10. NF sees the siren of this canto as modulating into the she-wolf (as he suggests in the next entry), the she-wolf representing prodigality in his view.

21 Euripides asks his jay, "Do you think I should walk straight for yon tree?" In the Odyssey, bk. 11, ll. 582 ff., Tantalus is "tantalized" by the fruit-laden trees: when he reaches for the fruit, the wind blows it away.

22 When Buddha returned to the five almsmen with whom he had practised before he gave up his extreme asceticism to attain enlightenment, he was greeted with the reaction that he had been surfeiting.

23 The thirst image apparently comes from Sayers's translation of traean as "drank." Trarre can mean either "to shoot" or "to draw," and traean has been variously translated as "absorbed" (Musa), "drew" (Wicksteed, Mandelbaum), and "darted" (Singleton). How NF derives a cannibal image from the passage is uncertain.


25 "Dante has something he calls the sprone or spur: I wonder if this is the function of the erotic in starting off the exuberant perception, the sense of the beautiful, sublime, heroic, & finally the divine? Perhaps there are two spurs, the other being the social spur, the voice of others where "conscience" starts off, wherever it ends. This would include the church, of course, and ancestral voices. Perhaps Eros is the radical spur and Adonis (chorus of women around a dying god) the conservative one" (LN, 1:15).

26 The "mighty Polypus" appears throughout Blake's Four Zoas, Milton, and Jerusalem.

27 "Devil's Dung," the imaginary professor whose speculations are the basis of Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus (1833–34).

28 Eliot's The Waste Land is dedicated to "Ezra Pound / il miglior fabbro" (the better maker).

29 "The blood of Christians is the seed of the Church" (Tertullian, Apology, chap. 1). Cf. "Nero's cruel sword sowed the seed of Christian blood at Rome" (ibid., chap. 21).

30 One of the books of the Apocrypha (added to Daniel 3 in the Roman Catholic Bible).

31 That is, the Priestly account of creation in Genesis 1.

32 The reference is to the two gates for dreams described by Penelope in the Odyssey: "one gateway / of honest horn, and one of ivory. / Issuing by the ivory gate are dreams / of glistening illusion, fantasies, / but those that come through solid polished horn / may be borne out, if mortals only know them" (bk. 19, ll. 562–7, trans. Robert Fitzgerald). See also Virgil's Aeneid, bk. 6, ll. 893–900.
"A tree there is that from its topmost bough / Is half all glittering flame and half all green" (Vacillation, ll. 11–12).

The colours of the Italian flag are red, white, and green.


Casella, musician, singer, and friend of Dante, appears in canto ii; the reference to painters is unclear, as none appear in canto ix. The "painter" appears only in canto xxxii, 67: "come pintor che con essempro pinta" ("like a painter who paints from a model").


NF's parody of the jingle "Oh they don't wear pants in the southern part of France."

See NB 21, n. 175.

The allusion is to a line from the Te Deum Laudamus as it appeared in the 1549 edition of the prayer book of Edward VI: "Whan thou tookest upon thee to delyuer manne, thou dyddest not abhorre the virgins wombe" (The First and Second Prayer-Books of Edward VI [London: Dent, n.d], 23). Cf. st. 2 of the Christmas carol "O Come All Ye Faithful": "Lo, he abhors not the virgin's womb."

See par. 79, above.

See n. 12, above.

After "xxxii" NF left three or four spaces, as if he intended to add another reference.

"In his will is our peace" ("E'n la sue volontade e nostra pace"), a line made famous by T.S. Eliot, among others. See "Dante," in Selected Essays, 226, 231.

A reference to the imaginary dilemma, one form of which was attributed to Jean Buridan, of an ass, which finding itself between two identical bales of hay, would logically starve to death. Buridan (ca. 1300–1358) was a rector at the University of Paris.

"La machine est toute trouvée." Bergson quotes the line (which is actually spoken by Scapin in Molière's Les Fourberies de Scapin) in Le Rire, in Oeuvres complètes (Geneva: Skira, 1945), 1:57. The context is Bergson's analysis of the different kinds of mechanical arrangements in comic situations: "The Dancing-jack.—There are innumerable comedies in which one of the characters thinks he is speaking and acting freely, and consequently, retains all the essentials of life, whereas, viewed from a certain standpoint, he appears as a mere toy in the hands of another. The transition is easily made, from the dancing-jack which a child works with a string, to Géronte and Argante manipulated by Scapin. Listen to Scapin himself: 'The machine is all there'" (Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic, trans. Cloudesley Brereton and Fred Rothwell [New York: Macmillan, 1914], 77–8).
That is, associated with Diana, the goddess of chastity, among other things.

"All men by nature desire to know."

Perhaps NF is uncertain about *lustra*, the plural of the Latin *lustrum*, which was used in the older Italian as a singular form.

That is, the notes by Wicksteed and Oelsner in the Temple Classics edition of the *Paradiso*, 58–9.

One of the forces of Female Will in Blake's *Jerusalem*.

On the vice, tricky slave, and idiotes (buffoon) as comic character types, see *AC*, 173–5.

These pairs of characters appear, respectively, in *The Ambassadors*, *The Golden Bowl*, and *The Wings of the Dove*.

"They [James's friends] whispered to one another with delighted giggles that Henry James privately stated that the article in *The Ambassadors* on the manufacture of which the fortune of the widow Newsome was founded, and the nature of which he had left in polite obscurity, was in fact a chamber pot. I did not find this so amusing as they did" (W. Somerset Maugham, "Some Novelists I Have Known," in *The Vagrant Mood* [Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1969; orig. pub. 1933], 206).

The abbreviations here are uncertain. J and P may refer to the Jahwist and Priestly sources of the creation story in Genesis. If "dem." is an abbreviation for "demonic," then "A" could stand for "apocalyptic."

**Symbolism in the Bible**

1 The first three of these four federated colleges at U of T were affiliated with religious traditions: Victoria, Methodist (later United Church of Canada); Trinity, Anglican; and St. Michael's, Roman Catholic. University College became the teaching arm of the U of T when the university was secularized in 1849.

2 The American Revised Version was actually published in 1901.

3 Bruce M. Metzger was the editor for the New Testament; Herbert G. May edited the Old Testament.

4 Although Daniel does undergo something of a trial in Bel and the Dragon, he is depicted more as a clever detective than a lawyer.

5 This is recorded in the Book of James, or Protoevangelium, 4–5, and in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 4.

6 The town of St. Anne de Beaupré is northeast of Quebec City on the St. Lawrence.

7 That is, the diagram of a series of connected U-shapes that NF had drawn on the blackboard, similar to the diagram in *GC*, 171.

8 Alexander the Great is alluded to in Daniel's second vision ("the great horn" in 8:8) and explicitly mentioned in 1 Maccabees 1:1–7 and 6:2.
9 More likely a statue to Zeus Olympios, the Greek version of the Syrian Baal Shamem. See 1 Maccabees 1:54, 2 Maccabees 6:2, and Daniel 11:31 and 12:11.

10 See n. 7, above.

11 On the Trinity, bk. 7, chap. 5, par. 12.

12 Victoria’s comment was inspired by the Hon. Alexander Grantham (Alick) Yorke, one of her grooms-in-waiting, whose job was that of a court wit. He once told a risqué story to a German guest who laughed loudly, moving the queen to ask that the story be repeated. It was, and she wasn’t amused. Her “we” was not really the royal “we,” as she was speaking for the affronted ladies of the court (Notebooks of a Spinster Lady, 2 January 1900).

13 There is some debate about the location of the Gihon. While Cush (RSV) is generally associated with both Ethiopia (AV) and Arabia, the Gihon may be a local river, the one flowing from Mount Zion in Jerusalem and originating from the Gihon spring, just to the west of Manasseh’s Wall in Old Testament times.

14 “... let thy Holy Spirit lead us in holiness and righteousness all our days; that, when we shall have served thee in our generation, we may be gathered unto our fathers, having the testimony of a good conscience; in the communion of the Catholic Church; in the confidence of a certain faith; in the comfort of a reasonable, religious, and holy hope” (“The Burial of the Dead: Rite 1,” from The Book of Common Prayer).

15 AC, 143.

16 See NB 21, n. 20.

17 The reference is to the chart NF put on the blackboard, similar to the one in GC, 142.

18 See Faust, pt. 1, l. 4119, and George Macdonald, Lilith (1895).


21 That is, the pastoral, agricultural, and urban phases.


23 In this quotation, also cited on p. 507, NF substitutes “womb” for the AV’s “matrix.”

24 Although the distinction is not always clear, as a general rule I have used upper case when “Leviathan” refers to the name of a particular beast and lower case plus article—“the leviathan”—to refer to the beast generically. An exception to this rule occurs in quotations from the AV, where lower case is used; however, the RSV, NRSV (New Revised Standard Version), NIV (New
International Version), and NEB (New English Bible) all use upper case in the same passages.

25 The lines from the first hymn are a translation of the opening lines of the Exsultet: "Haec sunt enim festa paschalia, / in quibus verus ille Agnus occiditur, / cuius sanguine postes fidelium / consecrantur. / Haec nox est, / in qua primum patres nostros, filios Israel / eductos de Aegypto, Mare Rubrum sicco vestigio transire fecisti." For the second hymn NF has given a prose rendering of the third stanza of Ad cenam Agni providi: "Protecti paschae vespero / a devastante angelo, / de Pharaonis aspero / sumus erepti imperio" ("That Paschal Eve God's arm was bared, / the devastating Angel spared: / by strength of hand our hosts went free / from Pharaoh's ruthless tyranny," trans. John Mason Neale, 1851). The first hymn is not by St. Ambrose, though he expresses some of the same ideas in his Epistle 23, and similar themes are found in two Pseudo-Ambrose hymns (see Migne, Patrologia Latina, 16, 1179 ff., and 1203 ff.). The second hymn is also Pseudo-Ambrose.

26 A street on the north side of the Victoria University campus that would have been visible from the windows of the classroom on the third floor of the "Old Vic" building where NF was lecturing.


28 The argument is made by Marco Treves in "Two Acrostic Psalms," Vetas Testamentum, 15 (1965): 86.

29 Hagar was actually a maidservant. Sarah, who was barren, offered her to Abraham in order that they might bear a child (Genesis 16:1–3).

30 See especially Hebrews 7–11.

31 See Notes 54–5, n. 56.

32 "Then I saw that there was a way to Hell, even from the Gates of Heaven, as well as from the City of Destruction" (John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress, rev. ed. [Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1987], 217).

33 See NB 11e, n. 36.


35 NF uses this familiar distinction to refer to the difference between nature as a process of growth vs. nature as structure, order, or system. The two terms have medieval roots, but their modern usage in Schelling, Coleridge, and others descend from Spinoza's.

36 Bernard Shaw, Maxims for Revolutionists (1903), no. 152.

37 See NB 11e, n. 39.

38 NF's paraphrase of 1 Kings 20:23. He had actually not mentioned this passage earlier in the course.


42 In bk. 7 of the *Odyssey*, after Odysseus tells king Alkinoös about his seven-year interlude with Kalypso, he then reports that he has told the truth but that it has pained him to do so.

43 The references are to the well-known proverbs of Franklin in *Poor Richard's Almanack* (1732-58) and the less well-known maxims of Thomas Chandler Haliburton's *Sam Slick* papers, observations by a shrewd itinerant clockmaker that were eventually collected into eight volumes (1835-60).


45 “He that spareth his rod hateth his son: but he that loveth him chasteneth him betimes” (Proverbs 13:24).


47 Although the idea of playing does not appear in the AV or the RSV, it is explicit in the Douay-Rheims Bible: “I was with him forming all things: and was delighted every day, playing before him at all times; Playing in the world: and my delights were to be with the children of men” (Proverbs 8:30-1). In a slightly different context Johan Huizinga points to this translation in *Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture* (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), 212.

48 That is, like the funeral panegyrics of the seventeenth-century theologian and orator Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet, known for his balanced, formal, and dignified rhetoric.


50 Ibid., 895-6.

51 “The pleasure we get from the rhetoric of the book of Job and its tragic picture of a bewildered soul cannot disguise the ignoble irrelevance of the retort of God with which it closes, or supply the need of such modern revelations as Shelley’s Prometheus or The Niblung’s Ring of Richard Wagner” (G.B. Shaw, “The Bible,” in *A Treatise on Parents and Children* [1914], par. 1).


53 See NB 3, n. 146.

54 NF is apparently speaking of the passage in 1 Corinthians 2 where Paul distinguishes between what is known by the natural and the spiritual person, the *soma psychikos* and the *soma pneumatikos*.
55 NF replaces the AV’s “God” with “heaven” in this quotation and throughout the following discussion.
56 That is, the list of the phases of revelation.
57 See NB 11f, n. 19.
59 Quid rides? Mutato nomine de te fabula narratur (Why are you laughing? Change the name and the story is about you) (Horace, Satires, 1.1.69)
60 The analysis was not a part of the printed lectures but was included with the study guide for the twenty-ninth program (twenty-third lecture).
61 “Water to water, ark again to ark, / From woman back to woman” (To Juan at the Winter Solstice, ll. 13–14).
62 See NB 11f, n. 19.
64 “You can refute Hegel but not the Saint or the Song of Sixpence.” William Butler Yeats in a letter to Lady Elizabeth Pelham, dated 4 January 1939—the last letter Yeats wrote; quoted in Richard Ellmann, Yeats: The Man and the Masks (New York: Dutton, 1948), 285.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>page/line</th>
<th>Emendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>418/37</td>
<td>however polemical for however polemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419/25</td>
<td>Septuagint for LXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422/2</td>
<td>homosexual, he was for homosexual, was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422/9</td>
<td>Flanders for France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422/30-1</td>
<td>has declared the meaning for have declared the meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426/38</td>
<td>it is as gospels that they, for example for it is they as gospels which, for example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427/8</td>
<td>was also a Classical scholar. for was also a Classical scholar who edited these books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428/4</td>
<td>Every sequence in words for I said last day that every sequence in words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428/11</td>
<td>It doesn’t matter for And I suggested that it doesn’t matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428/21</td>
<td>Jephthah for Jethro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430/14</td>
<td>that seem to get away with it for who seem to get away with it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435/29-30</td>
<td>why the word “spiritual” for why that word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>438/22-3</td>
<td>two seas under the earth for two seas unto the earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440/23</td>
<td>Man is become for Man has become</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445/3-4</td>
<td>Look, for example, at Ezekiel 31. for If you look, for example, at Ezekiel 31:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452/19</td>
<td>which looketh toward for that looketh towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455/7</td>
<td>New Jerusalem for the New Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462/5</td>
<td>brought me to the door of the gate for brought me to the gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462/35-6</td>
<td>and shalt set it for and shall set it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464/25</td>
<td>inconvenient after a while for inconvenient after awhile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466/22</td>
<td>and upon the inhabitants for and the inhabitants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468/27-8</td>
<td>which the builders refused is become the head stone for that the builders rejected is made the head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471/6</td>
<td>just as the sheep has been for just as sheep has been</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we have the same thing in the Book of Chronicles for we have the Book of Chronicles

type of the persecutor for type of persecutor

those who have been, well for those who have, well

Dies for Deus

the air spirits are sylphs for the air spirits sylphs

"when on high" for "when from on high"

That king had been for That king has been

becomes the next king for becomes the next kind

daughter. This story for daughter, because this story

Bible is for Bible are

swallow up Jonah for swallow Jonah

country, is then sent for country, and then is sent

Out of Egypt I called for Out of Egypt have I called

Korah, Dathan, and Abiram for Korah, Nathan, and Abiram

If somebody who has . . . comes into my office and says for If somebody who had . . . came into my office and said

the Lord hath for the Lord has

set it in his place for set in his place

in fleeing for in flying

like Zedekiah and in for like Zedekiah and as in

dromedaries of Midian for dromedaries from Midian

Lord hath sworn for Lord has sworn

king. He never liked for king, and never liked

he who was for he who is

Matthew. Well, you get for Matthew—well, you get

form, but Matthew for form. But Matthew

fourteen generations for forty-two generations

as I have so frequently for as I so frequently

live before thee! for live for thee

even me also, O my father for even me also, my father

able king, and he seems for able king, and seems

the past, the present for the past, present

cannot think of as long for cannot think as long

We’re told that words for We’re told that the words

was acquired for is acquired

equally as ways for equally ways

when Toqueville for when De Toqueville

what Toqueville for what De Toqueville

thy heart for thy heart

called The Story of Ahikar for called the story of Ahikar
Emendations to “Symbolism in the Bible”

545/34 helped in the least for helped in the last
547/30–1 Unto you, O men for Unto you, Old men
549/12 the images of the revealed world for the images are the revealed world
549/33 to attain it for to maintain it
550/34 I wisdom dwell with prudence for I dwell with prudence
556/12 it was expedient for It is expedient
558/23 the last verse ends for the last three verses end
560/8–9 in Her Search for God for in Quest of Her God
560/27 to Leviathan only for to the Leviathan only
561/12 Behemoth and Leviathan for the behemoth and leviathan
561/25 belly of the leviathan for belly of Leviathan
565/5 have I uttered that for have uttered that
565/12 and have had from the beginning for and have from the beginning
566/28–9 Then came there for Then there came
566/31–2 all the evil that the Lord for all the evil the Lord
566/35 He had also for He also had
570/18 that begin at verse 35 for that begin around verse 35
571/6 I will shew for I will show
573/20 42:6 for 40:6
578/34 an harlot for a harlot
579/30 who the Ox to wrath for who to wrath the Ox has
587/1 future. There has always for future, so that there have always
587/17 when the seventh millennium would begin for plus one thousand years millennium
589/32–3 not the individual “I,” for not the individual eye
595/4 zodiac; consequently for zodiac, and that consequently
595/22–3 different contexts for different contents
595/23–4 So this form for So that this form
596/12 considering that polemic for considered in that polemic
598/12 the ass knowing for the ox knowing
599/19 We notice if for We notice that if
600/13 passage opened from time for passage open from time
600/17 I come quickly; and my reward for I come quickly: my reward
NOTE: Works by identifiable authors are indexed under their author's name. The date given is that of first publication; when the title is an English translation, the date is that of first appearance in English. Names and topics appearing without comment in brief outlines for GC are not indexed, but the outlines themselves are indexed in the entry for GC under the heading "general plan of."

Aaron, 102, 472; as priest, 497, 499
Abel. See Cain
Abhorrence, 101, 103, 106; and love, 231
Abortion, 19
Abraham, 85–6, 102, 431, 461; and Isaac, 243, 293, 322, 459, 464, 510–11; and Melchizedek, 497–8; sons of, 504, 507–8, 510
Absalom, 299; archetype, 138. See also David
Academics. See Professors
Achan, 540
Achilles, 12, 106
Acts of the Apostles, 233, 287, 288, 316, 317; on Ananias, 540; on the Ascension, 469; on gospel and law, 530
Adam, 236, 322, 370, 436, 480, 590; as adamah, 522; and Christ, 239, 441; fall of, 377, 430; and the Father, 372; names animals, 141, 295; and Oedipus, 457; and original sin, 328; as symbolic figure, 418, 429; and tragedy, 512; as tree, 446, 448; two wives of, 455
—and Eve, 320, 334; and knowledge of good and evil, 524; salvation of, 426, 480; wear aprons, 421; Books of, 288, 317. See also Creation; Fall
Adler, Alfred (1870–1937), and Freud, 42
Adonis, 131, 160, 297, 368, 370, 378, 382, 461, 462; archetype, 138; in Dante, 401; gardens of, 335, 462–3; as human power, 369; quadrant (in HEAP scheme), 91, 132, 133, 135, 136, 138, 173, 226, 334; and tragedy, 408
Advertising: irony in, 120–1; and propaganda, 31, 121; on television, 96, 98
Aeroplane, 116
Aeschylus (ca. 525–ca. 456 B.C.): Eumenides, 280, 533, 534; Oresteia, 538
Aesop (6th c. B.C.), 116, 543, 545
Aesthetics, 7
Agag, 221, 511
Agamemnon, 408
Agape, 174, 203–4, 408; and Eros, 333, 345; myth of, 382
Age of the Spirit, 144
Ages, three (of Father, Son, and Spirit), 276, 279, 323; characterized by prevailing mode of language, 290–1
Aglauros, 388
Agricultural imagery: in the Bible, 431, 459–60; in Sumeria, 459. See also Fertility cults; Harvest imagery
Ahaseurus, 524
Ahikar or Ahiqar of Assyria, 115–16, 117, 122, 544–5
Air metaphors, 318; in Bible, 470–1
Ajax, 512
Akhenaton or Akhnaton (Amenhotep IV) (14th c. B.C.), 84, 527
Akkadians, mythology of, 438–9
Alchemy, 183, 184, 255, 331, 333, 339, 369, 371; projected work on, 315
Alcuin (735–804), 115
Alexander, Samuel (1859–1938): Space, Time, and Deity (1920), 208, 218
Alexander the Great (356–323 B.C.), 320, 432, 524
Alfred the Great (849–99), 83, 115, 185
Allegory, 349; and meaning, 52–3; as mode of interpretation, 288, 305; Paul on, 81, 507
Allen, Don Cameron (1903–72): The Legend of Noah (1963), 221
Alter, Robert (b. 1935), 281
Ambrose, St. (ca. A.D. 339–97), 487
American Revolution, 538
Amos, 578
Anabaptists, 149, 151
Analogia entis, 17, 258, 350, 351, 359
Analogy, 215; Aquinas on, 302
Ananias, 540
Anarchism, 178
Anatomy, and metaphorical-game tradition, 301, 302
Anaximander (ca. 611–546 B.C.), 291, 534
Anaximenes of Miletus (6th c. B.C.), 280
Andromeda, 275, 297, 480, 482
Angels, 331, 370; angelism, 94; orders of, 287, 316, 469–71, 475
Anglo-Saxon, 321, 362
Animistic figure, NF’s, 338–9
Animals, 146, 158, 205, 208, 234; imagery of in Bible, 449, 460, 473, 477
Anima mundi, 61, 332
Anne, St., 426–7
Anselm (ca. 1034–1109), 409
Antichrist, 182, 363, 375, 376, 453–4, 473, 476, 596; Stalin and Hitler as, 493
Antiochus IV of Syria, called Epiphanes (d. 163 B.C.), 115, 433, 524; as symbol, 435, 454, 473
Antitheses, 143
Antitype. See under Type
Anxiety. See Continuity, anxiety of
Aphorism, 7, 108. See also Kernels
Aphrodite, 203
Apocalypse, 91, 267, 293, 301, 345, 354, 436; and creation, 280, 299, 330; meaning of word, 587; panoramic (spectacular) and participating, lv, 283, 304, 345, 354, 364, 600; participating, 356; as phase of revelation,
514, 587-9; seeing metaphors in, 586; three aspects of, 284
Apocalyptic imagery. See under Bible, imagery of
Apocrypha, 424-5
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament. See Charles, R.H.
Apollo, 160, 280
Apollo XI, 160
Apollonius of Tyana (3 B.C.-ca. A.D. 97), 214, 215
Apuleius, Lucius (b. ca. A.D. 125), 214
Aquinas, St. Thomas (1225-74), 15, 91, 133, 140, 160, 276, 417; on analogy, 302; on God, 100, 103, 104; on God hates nothing, 259, 350; on the Holy Spirit, 144, 211, 256; as mystic, 16; as second-phase figure, 147; Summa contra Gentiles, 93-4, 103. See also Thomism
Arabic language, 419
Arabs, 38
Aramaic, 419
Archetypes, 144, 401; of character, 31; and typology, 251; as universalizing, 252
Archimedes (ca. 287-212 B.C.), 120, 123
Arendt, Hannah (1906-75): on Eichmann, 372
Arians, 529
Aristeas, Letter of, 288, 317
Aristophanes (ca. 448-ca. 388 B.C.): The Birds, 393
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), 5, 7, 47, 94, 133, 135, 152, 160, 281, 330, 569; and Aquinas, 103, 104; and argument, 91; Bible of, 188; on Euripides, 408; on form and matter, 307; on language, 250; on mean, 5, 9; on metaphor, 235, 292, 294, 295; on poetic truth, 601; on the soul, 340; on the tragic hero, 569; De Anima, 331; Metaphysics, 351, 407; Poetics, 23
Ark: of the Covenant, 597-8; meaning of word, 597
Arks, in the Bible, 297-8, 341
Army, 256
Arnett, Norma, 69
Arnold, Matthew (1822-88): and Colenso, 122, 123, 126, 127; contrasted with Ruskin, 125-6; on culture, 82; on fraternity, 123; and humanism, 106, 107, 112, 115; Culture and Anarchy (1869), 117; Preface to Poems (1853), 127
Arthurian legends, 112, 185
Art(s), 41, 45, 62, 143, 156, 249; Bible as code of, 247; concern in, 362; function of, 54, 246, 259; great ages of, 8; and incarnation, 223, 224, 225; interpretation of, 60; and memory, 145; and nature, 54, 303; objective, 187, 188, 189, 202; and platitude, 7; and practice, 13-14; reality and illusion in, 363; and religion, 1v, 7, 52; response to, 40; and science, 167-8; suspension of disbelief in, 61; violent attachment to, 63; as yoga, 19-20; as zero of knowledge, 66
Ascension, 314, 378, 469
Ascent, 412; types of, 371
Asceticism, 4, 5
Ascham, Roger (1515-68), 107
Asherah poles, 277
Asimov, Isaac (1920-92), 366
Assyria, 528; as symbol, 443-4, 445
Astrology, 339, 356; possible use of, 326
Astronauts, 233
Astronomy, 54, 68
Athaliah, 275
Atheism, 5, 228
Athenians, and Christianity, 357
Attis, 461, 462
Auden, W(ystan) H(ugh) (1907–73): For the Time Being (1944), 230
Aufhebung, 296, 313
Augustine, St. (A.D. 354–430), 31, 83, 101, 368, 417; and the Bible, 354; on creation, 437; on loving God, 398; his prayer for eventual chastity, 372; on questions about creation, 283, 514
Augustus, Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus (63–14 B.C.), 183; on Herod, 484
Austen, Jane (1775–1817), achievement of, 9
Authority, spiritual, 112, 128
Automobile, 99, 115, 116
Avatamsaka Sutra, xlvi, xlvii–xlviii, 65, 135, 136, 268
Averroës, Ibn Rushd (1126–98), 396
Awareness, 178; four levels of, 153, 154–65, 312–14; three levels of, 145–57 passim, 172, 242
Axis mundi, xxxviii, xli, xliii, 444–6
Azazel, 496
Baal, 377, 463
Babbitt, Irving (1865–1933), 106
Babel, 528; creation myth in, 477, 517, 538; New Year festival in, 491–2, 495, 496; as symbol, 435, 443–4, 453, 455, 457, 474, 476, 478, 490; and world tree, 445–6; captivity in, 432, 441, 461, 483, 491
Bach, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750), 16, 17, 63, 200, 215
Bachofen, Johann Jakob (1815–87): Das Mutterrecht (1841), 94
Bacon, Francis, Viscount St. Albans and Baron Verulam (1561–1626), 132, 376
Bailey, Alice A. (1880–1949), 145
Ballad, 95
Ballet, 96
Balzac, Honoré de (1799–1856), 21
Baptism, 145, 530; of Christ, 471; and flood, 441, 447
Barabbas, 496
Barbarians, 124
Bardo, 131, 305; Chik-hai, 8, 26–7, 105; Chon-yid, 8, 105; in life, 8; meaning of, 54; NF and, xlvii–xlix; Sidpa, 8, 105
Bartas, Guillaume de Saluste du (1544–90), 192
Barth, Karl (1886–1968), 159, 343, 354, 359; on analogia entis, 17; on the Ascension, 143; on revelation, 74, 78, 83
Baruch, Book of, 118, 119
“Battle Hymn of the Republic,” 598
Baudelaire, Charles Pierre (1821–67): L’Invitation au Voyage (1857), 161
BBC, 94
Beaumarchais, Pierre Augustin Caron de (1732–99): La folle journée, ou le mariage de Figaro (1784), 315
Beauty, 209–10
Beckett, Thomas à (1118–70), 145
Beddoes, Thomas Lovell (1803–49), 408
Beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827), 147, 188, 200
Behemoth, 256, 272; in Book of Job, 482–3, 560–1, 564
Belief, 78, 81, 82, 110, 118, 252, 268, 278, 282, 303; and action, 74, 181, 183, 202, 253, 266, 283, 290, 327; choice of, 232, 320; and cultural
ascendancy, 183; and doubt, 73-4, 76; in hieratic age, 290; as ideology, 203; the less the better, 142, 177, 182, 183, 190, 202; mythical background of, 232; not knowledge, 209; phenomenology of, 311; and sequential words, 291; social criteria and, 211; as tactical adoption, 284-5, 338; and will to believe, 205-6

Belloc, (Joseph) Hilaire Pierre (1879-1953), 143

Bennett, Arnold (1867-1931): The Old Wives' Tale (1908), 135

Ben Sirach, Wisdom of, 223

Beowulf, 271, 272, 400

Bergson, Henri (1859-1941), 49, 61; on comedy, 407

Berkeley, George (1685-1753), 77, 271; Siris (1744), 193, 208, 250

Beulah, 15, 38, 43-4, 50, 149, 157, 163, 385; in Dante, 391, 402, 404-11 passim; Isaiah on, 452; and soul world, 54-7 passim

Bezaleel, 255, 256

Bible, 51, 76, 77, 97, 101, 121, 132, 141, 147, 180, 306, 355; achievement of, 352; and belief, 78; on the body, 204; on the book of life, 110; centrality of, 329; as code of art, 175, 247, 353; descent themes in, 184; and Deuteronomic redactor, 205; diseases in, 232-3; does not call self Bible, 336; each sentence microcosm of whole, 356; ending of, 588-9, 600, 605; hero of, 234, 342, 429; and history, 206, 208-9, 284, 308, 357, 365, 433-4, 526, 595; imaginative power of, 52; internalizing of, 280; and interpenetration, 222; interpretation of, 285, 292, 305-6, 328, 347, 354; invisible world in, 552; kernels in, see Kernels; language of, 72-3, 75, 187, 294, 308, 363, 419, 436, 606, 607; as literary, 83; low point of, 275-6; medieval and modern responses to, 240; moral and natural law in, 533-4; and mythology, 78, 232, 286, 352, 353, 368, 444; on nature, 292; Newman on, 103; NF's course in, see Religious Knowledge; in NF's writing plans, xliii-xliv; no rational arguments in, 200, 207, 607; as poetic, 269; projected work on, 53, 58, 113; projection in, 194; radicalism of, 273; and recovery of projection, 78, 376; recreation of, 296, 357; as revelation, 337; reversal and recognition in, 293; revolutionary character of, 80, 82, 277; and scholarship, 188, 211; secular (Platonic), see under Plato; seven phases in, 513-14 (see also individual phases); social dimension of, 216, 435-6; spirit world in, 90, 184; structure of, 252; style of, 577-9; tragedy in, 300; translation of, 78, 84, 197, 419-25, 440, 456, 477, 492, 496, 551, 582; and truth, 179, 183, 602-7; two levels of nature in, 535, 537; typology of, 110; uniqueness of, 377; unity of, 418, 513 (see also Canon); use of, 294; view of time in, 598-9; women in, 236, 275, 278, 297, 454-7; as Word of God in the heart, 210-11, 589

— editions of: Authorized Version (King James Bible), 421-3, 424, 440, 455, 463, 468, 472, 477, 492, 496, 502, 519, 551, 554, 557, 560, 577, 597; Bishops', 421; Douay, 422; Geneva, 421; Hebrew, 554; Jerusalem, 424; New English, 250, 424, 560, 582;
Revised Standard Version, 250, 424; Revised Version, 424; Septuagint, 419, 436, 499, 519, 554, 597; Vulgate, 419–20, 422, 423, 425, 585, 597
- imagery in: apocalyptic, 91, 233–4, 469; apocalyptic and demonic, 101, 233, 442–3; cyclical, 358–9; demonic, 246, 476–7; group and individual forms of, 436, 457–8; and human work, 449, 549; paradisal, 436, 443; parallelism in, 194; as symbol, 172, 182, 193, 434–5; unity of, 418. See also individual images
- narrative in, 194, 359; as myth, 427–8; and tragedy, 510–12; unity of, 418 (see also Canon); U-shape of, 428–34, 483, 491
See also Apocrypha; Frye, The Great Code; and individual books and testaments

Biography, and criticism, 30
Birth, 104, 323; and death, 320
Black, Max (1909–88), 235
Black Power movement, 115, 193
Blacks, 96; persecution of, 41, 42
Blake, William (1757–1827), 24, 45, 58, 82, 88, 93, 111, 118, 119, 122, 132, 133, 137, 157, 163, 165, 168, 174, 191, 227, 241, 243, 250, 252, 255, 258, 290, 313, 318, 328, 370, 373, 376, 395; and the Bible, 80; and Dante, 396, 403, 405; descent in, 225; and the female will, 334; mythology in, 382; in NF’s writing schemes, 614n. 32; painting of, 149; projected work on, 84; as third-phase figure, 147, 154; and yoga of art, 16
- ideas on: antitheses, 143; Bible as “Great Code of Art,” 175, 247, 353; the body, 204; ceremony, 375, 376; Christ, 5, 144, 272; Christianity, 143; contraries and negations, 361; Deism, 281; Druidism, 596; fear and hope, 113; forgiveness of sins, 4, 190; general and particular, 107, 179, 376; Gospels, 273; Greek mythology, 164; identity and essence, 89; imagination, 13, 110, 332; impulse, 8; love, 59; mental spectres, 224, 230; moment Satan can’t find, 8, 13, 26, 321; Nobodaddy, 300; objective world, 207; one man figure, 109, 325; Orc, 180; outline, 273, 314; revelation, 248; seven eyes of history, 137; time, 248; virginity, 29; world of delight, 234
- works: All Religions are One (1788), 156, 169; Auguries of Innocence (1803), 579; The Book of Urizen (1794), 208; Earth’s Answer, 315, 334; Europe (1794), 155, 168, 229, 234, 240, 241; Frontispiece to Europe, 94; Illustrations of the Book of Job (1825), 566; Introduction to Songs of Experience (1794), 229; Jerusalem (1804), 117, 165, 226, 229, 324, 398, 410; The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1793), 82; The Mental Traveller (1800–4), 229, 334; Milton (1804–8), 117, 225, 305, 309, 400, 401; The Tyger, 288, 299
Blavatsky, Helena Petrovna (1831–91), 207
Blood, 397
Bloom, Harold (b. 1930), 112, 306
Boasting, 254, 273
Boccaccio, Giovanni (1313–75): Decamerone, 69
Bodhisattva, 17
Body: body-only doctrine, 207, 208, 211; different attitudes to, 204; Greek idea of, 203–4, 213; and mind, 5, 9, 37, 184, 312; mutilation of, 25; and soul, 4, 54, 211; relation
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to soul and spirit, 271, 318, 321, 330–3, 334, 501–3. See also One body figure; Spiritual body

Boehme, Jacob (1575–1624), 194, 197, 228, 301, 306, 356

Books: and author’s myth, 71; durability of, 528–9; and NF’s extrasensory perception, 55; sacred, of the law, 527–8

Borges, Jorge Luis (1898–1986), 146, 200; “The Immortal” (1960), 268

Bradley, Francis Herbert (1846–1924), 242

Breathing, 5

Brémond, Henri (1865–1933): Prière et Poésie (1926), 15

Bride figure, 102, 111, 276, 342, 451–2, 454–5, 456–7, 458, 468, 471–2; as nature, 229; in polytheism, 456. See also Song of Songs

Brower, Reuben Arthur (b. 1908), as anti-Frye, 127

Browne, Sir Thomas (1605–82): on anima mundi, 61; on belief, 74, 143; and the Bible, 422; on creation, 176; on mystery, 152

Browning, Robert (1812–89), 136, 391; The Ring and the Book (1868–69), 112

Brunner, (Heinrich) Emil (1889–1966), 172

Bruno, Giordano (1548–1600), 321
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Poetic Genius: as source of God, 207; as source of Word, 210
Poetry, 50; Aristotle on, 601; and belief, 282–3; convention in, 63; and creativity, 86; doggerel, 69; Eros in, 369; in GC, 166, 323; and hieroglyphic language, 276–7, 292, 301, 607; and imaginative vision, 390; as infinite series of centres, 161; as liberation of time, 162; in Middle Ages, 409; mythopoeic, 149, 154; NF’s reading of, 130; in Old and New Testaments, 53; and recreation, 357; revival of oral, 73, 75; rhythm in, 157; and role of poet, 105, 107, 108, 353; and uniqueness, 129; views of, 164; wrong approach to teaching of, 73
Pollution, 223
Polybius (ca. 205–ca. 123 B.C.), 296
Polygamy, 537
Polytheism, 100, 146, 153, 154, 158, 219, 273, 313. See also Gods
Pompey (Gnaeus Pompeus Magnus) (106–48 B.C.), 108, 433
Posidonius of Apameia (ca. 135–ca. 51 B.C.), 245
Potiphar’s wife, 236
Pound, Ezra Loomis (1885–1972), 107, 125, 151, 236, 294, 397; on crops, 279; generosity of, 224–5; and humanism, 123, 126; on terraces of Dioce, 314, 320, 321
Pratt, E(dwin) J(ohn) (1882–1964), 135; advice to NF, 68–9; and mask, 30
Prayer, 37, 112, 179, 247, 383
Preaching, contemporary, 15
Predestination, 17, 49, 92, 125
Present, 8, 13–14, 59, 104, 169, 253, 271; pure, 92, 503
Priest, 301; in Hebrew society, 497–8; modern equivalent of, 253
Primitivism, 114, 124
Primogeniture. See Succession, laws of
Principle, Tillich on, 276
Prodigal son, 235, 429, 483
Professors: the academic temperament, 24, 25, 30; relations with students, 31–2
Progress, 150; theory of, 114, 231
Progressivism, 127
Projection, 146, 156, 157, 194, 209, 328; projected work on, 376; and recall, 153; and recovery, 147, 149, 158, 178, 180, 200, 207, 210, 255–6, 347, 377; two types of, 149–50
Prometheus, 85, 162, 251, 334, 368, 371, 382, 512; and Christ, 375; in Dante, 401; as human power, 369; quadrant (in HEAP scheme), 94, 104, 127, 132, 135, 165, 173, 226; and sacrifice, 464
Promised Land, 391, 431; and agricultural imagery, 460; Christian interpretation of, 541; and Joshua and Jesus, 486, 495; and Moses and Joshua, 506; as symbol, 435, 443
Propaganda, and advertising, 121
Prophecy, xli, 22, 38, 121, 150, 161, 274, 293, 302, 345, 375; authority of, 256; in Book of Job, 553; in Book of Revelation, 595–7; dialogue of, 259; and exhortation, 200; and exodus, 280; and gospel, 300, 364, 586; and imaginative world, 352; and law, 54, 212, 281, 332; and literature, 153; in Old and New Testaments, 53; as phase of revelation, 513, 585; style of, 577; vulgar, 312; and wisdom, 293, 299, 319, 321, 330, 337, 351, 352. See also Prophets
Prophets, 101, 212, 291, 301; in Hebrew society, 231, 497, 498–9; their misunderstanding of history, 241; modern, 286; modern equivalent of, 253; position of in society, 347, 352, 555–6
Prose, 323; continuous, 508; discontinuous, 210; as language of dialectic, 291
Protestantism, 110, 148; and Catholicism, 79; destroyed Medieval philosophy, 78; its emphasis on conversion, 21, 236–7, 240; on faith alone, 13; fetishes in, 5; NF and, 144, 302; prophets in, 555; Tillich on, 232, 276, 402; and translation of the Bible, 423, 425; and Word, 95; and Zen, 46. See also Reformation
Proteus, 370
Proust, Marcel (1871–1922), 135, 408; on lost paradise, 142, 144, 145
Proverbs, 150, 334; collections of, 545; two kinds of, 542–3. See also Kernels – Book of, 116, 236, 243, 543; on sparing rod, 543; wisdom in, 547–9, 550
Providence, 205-6, 209, 324, 354, 378
Psalms, 195, 279, 316; David as traditional author of, 492-3, 497; questions about, 336; no. 1, 377, 443; no. 2, 490-1; no. 19, 492; no. 22, 72; no. 23, 76, 185, 451, 459, 473; no. 45, 102, 195, 275; no. 51, 268-9; no. 72, 287; no. 74, 478; no. 87, 481; no. 89, 478; no. 95, 506, 541; no. 104, 282, 299; no. 110, 491, 498; no. 115, 237; no. 118, 468; no. 119, 541, 546; no. 148, 439-40
Pseudepigrapha, 287-8, 425-6, 472; notes on, 316-17
Pseudo-Matthew, Gospel of, 426
Psyche, 376
Psychiatry, 15
Psychoanalysis, 31
Psychology: and anagogy, 23; Gestalt, 24; and religion, 3; and repression, 43
Psychotherapy, 309
Purgatory, 145, 254; and bardo, 1, 54; and reincarnation, 21
Purim, Feast of, 554
Puritans, 6, 71, 151, 421; and Bible, 421; on original sin, 328
Puttenham, George (d. 1590), 368
Pynchon, Thomas (b. 1937): on paranoia, 516; The Crying of Lot 49 (1966), 120-1, 123; Gravity's Rainbow (1973), 328, 332, 344, 523
Pyramid(s), 100, 126, 129
Pythagoras (6th c. B.C.), 22, 161, 204
Quarles, Francis (1592-1644), NF's dream of, 57
Quest, old and new forms of, 230
Questions, and premature answers, 489, 562-3
Ra, 157
Rabelais, François (1493/4-1553), 15, 24, 144, 173, 226, 305; and Abbey of Thélème, 15, 17; oracle of the bottle, xlii, xliii, 86, 226; as second-phase figure, 147
Rachel, 236, 275, 297, 341, 455
Radio, 90; as disturber of peace, 9; when too loud, 33
Rahab, 37, 297, 473, 474, 476, 478, 481
Rainbow, 371
Rajas, 35
Rameses II, as symbol, 500
Rationalization, 127
Ravel, Maurice (1875-1937): Boléro (1928), 31
Reader: as creator, 361, 363, 363-4; as hero of the Bible, 342
Reading, 285, 322, 338; and detachment, 20-1; identification in, 308; and inspiration, 184, 188; as magic, 364; process of, 240-1, 601; as translation, 188. See also Frye
Realism, dingy, 42
Reaney, James Crerar (b. 1926): Rachel (1962), 297, 456
Reason, 154, 372; in East and West, 22; function of, 312
Rebecca, 275, 297
Rebirth: as desire for new life, 14, 17, 59; Eastern doctrine of, see Reincarnation; personal, 104; vs. resurrection, 156, 206, 212, 226, 241, 345-6
Recognition, 214, 293; meaning of, 354
Reconciliation, and second apocalypse, 354
Recovery. See under Projection
Recreation, 299, 357; in reading Bible, 336-7; as spiral, 295-6
Red Sea, crossing of, 221, 282, 383, 391, 431, 446, 475, 525; and baptism of Jesus, 485; and descent to hell, 487
Reformation, 80, 147, 212, 256, 292, 296; anti-Catholic symbolism in, 596; Bible in, 420, 605; notions of sin in, 536. See also Protestantism

Regardie, Israel (1907-85): The Golden Dawn (1937-40), 248

Reincarnation, 21, 49, 51, 52, 55, 59, 104, 142, 168, 206, 254, 286, 329, 339, 345, 591; between rebirth and resurrection, 241

Religion, 62; anxieties of, 74; as applied mythology, 158, 159; and art, 7, 52; and comedy, 535; conventional, 77, 182; as cultural product, 52; Department of, at U of T, 417; and dietary laws, 183; and enlightenment, 574; general subject of NB 21, 140; genuine, 94, 143; historical stages of, 76-7, 92, 99–101, 103, 109, 132, 350-1; iconic vs. iconoclastic, 146; imaginative approach to, see under Imagination; as intellectual handicap, 143; language of, 140; NF and, xxxix–xliv, lv–lvii, 46, 69, 70, 157–8; phenomenology in, 207; psychology of spiritual life, 3–4, 12–13, 101; questions in, 563; as rationalization of authority, 301; and superstition, 547; as vision, 177; what it says, 110, 113

– natural, 155, 156, 158, 161, 164; and first awareness, 145, 146, 151, 154, 155; rejected, 17; and revelation, 178–9; and scientia, 172

Religious knowledge, NF’s course in, xliii–xliv, 85, 113, 169, 171; genesis and nature of, 416–18

Remembering. See Memory

Reminiscence, as repetition, 218

Renaissance, 107, 112, 296, 352; humanism in, 105, 109; rhetoric in, 324

Repetition, 151, 198, 218, 221, 229, 256; creative and automatic, 6, 178; in NF’s notebooks, xxxii–xxxiii

Resemblance, 274

Resurrection, 104, 109, 112, 139, 150, 178, 190, 221, 229, 240, 329, 354, 356, 375, 378, 472; as antitype of Exodus, 267, 484, 487; and bones, 346, 372; as culbute, 230; new conception of, 225, 232, 243; part of everlasting gospel, 370; as retrospective, 92; as reversal of rebirth, 156, 206, 212, 226, 241; as reversal of time, 163

Reuben, 235, 504

Reuchlin, Johann (1455–1522), 107

Revelation, 119, 148, 150, 161, 163, 192; as counter-prayer, 247; different attitudes to, 145, 149, 151, 155, 156, 161–2; language of, 74, 78, 140, 153, 154, 166, 175; nature of, 314, 426, 602; as phase, 164; phases of, in Bible, 513, 584–5; and poetry, 164; as reversal, 178–9

– Book of, xl, xlviii, 80, 103, 146, 173, 267, 268, 275, 279, 287, 288, 305, 316, 364, 404, 435, 436, 450, 470, 513; analysis of, 591–600; on Antichrist, 454; diagram of, 168, 172, 175, 193, 244, 591–4; dragons in, 272, 473, 482; ending of, 347, 588–9, 599–600; on Great Whore, 453, 455; imagery of, 434, 586, 587–8; as internalizing law, 337; as naive romance, 234; on New Jerusalem (bride), 451, 455, 458, 471–2; on no more sea, 474; on Queen of Heaven, 236, 297, 454; on Second Coming, 503; on stone, 468; on Temple, 530; tree and water of life in, 429, 440–2; on two witnesses, 500. See also Apocalypse

Reversal, 155–65 passim, 172, 178–9,
194, 210, 212, 293; in narratives, 354–5
Revolution, 163, 243, 352; and dialectic, 106; and law, 300; mentality of, 261; and national characteristics, 538–9; as phase of revelation, 513, 524–30; as second awareness, 146, 150; turns conservative, 83
Rhetoric, 120, 122, 363; history of, 103–4; in humanism, 105, 107–8, 109; NF and, 105; two aspects of, 578
Rhythm, 157; in life, 63
Ridley, Nicholas (ca. 1500–55), 256
Rilke, Rainer Maria (1875–1926), 285, 338; and yoga of art, 22, 25
Rimbaud, Jean Nicolas Arthur (1854–91), 73, 302, 305; on dérèglement, 160; "Je est un autre," 67, 573; and yoga of art, 22, 25
Rintrah and Palamabron, 5, 6
Ritual, 272–3; and myth, 108, 162; religious, 376
Rivers: in the Bible, 444; in Eden, 438
Robins, John Daniel (1884–1952): role of in Bible course, xliii–xliv; as teacher, 32
Roman Catholic Church, 51, 95, 119, 198; anxieties of, 373; and asceticism, 4; confession in, 64; and conspiratorial theory of history, 64; Eucharistic doctrine of, 468; mass in, 231; and Protestantism, 79; purgatory in, 21; Reformation view of, 596; substance in, 232, 276; and translation of the Bible, 422, 423, 424, 425; view of the Bible, 273, 328
Romance, 69, 325, 329, 330; in drama, 325; and identification, 308; NF studies, 55; projected work on, 58
Roman Empire: Mithraism in, 450; religion of, 521
Romans, Epistle to the, 243, 288, 317, 357, 589; typology in, 441
Romantic movement, 15, 22, 122, 123, 165, 252, 377; Biblical tragic heroes in, 512; on genius, 7; as historical phase, 147; and humanism, 115; imagination in, 152; mythology in, 381–2; projected work on, 614n. 32; reversal in, 227; shift in spiritual authority in, 78
Rome, 60
– ancient: achievement of, 22; and Christianity, 83; cult of Caesars in, 146; culture of, 161; dying god cult in, 462; incarnation not in history of, 234; religion of, 147, 526, 527; rhetoric in, 103, 105; as symbol, 435, 443, 453, 474
Rousseau, Jean Jacques (1712–78), 230, 377, 537; as third-stage figure, 276, 282
Royal metaphor. See under Metaphor
Rumi, Mevlana Jalaluddin (1207–73), 208, 212
Ruskin, John (1819–1900), 123, 124; contrasted with Arnold, 125–6; on ornament and imitation, 206; on work, 239
Russia, 38, 230; Czar in, 493; history of, 300
Ruth, 102, 236, 275, 278, 297, 368, 369, 373; Book of, 76, 111, 194, 195–6
Sabbath: importance of, 48, 61; law of, 283, 514, 518, 530
Sacraments, 236; aesthetic, 350
Saints, 17, 19
Samadhi, 39, 40, 57
Samsara, 47, 180, 185
Samuel, birth of, 509
- Book of, 286, 344, 352, 431, 448, 604; on David, 492; on Saul, 220–1, 505, 511
Sandburg, Carl August (1878–1967): Fog, 235
Sankara (788–820), 16
Sarah, 275, 297
Sargon, 484
Sartre, Jean Paul (1905–80), 134; on hell as other people, 387, 451; as third-stage figure, 313
Satan: as accuser, 67, 337; in Book of Job, 557–61 passim, 569; in Christ’s temptation, 14; moment he can’t find, see under Blake; revolt of, 235, 512; as shadow, 61
Saul (fl. ca. 1020–1000 B.C.), 150, 512; rejection of, 220–1, 235, 447, 505, 511
Savonarola, Girolamo (1452–98), 555
Sayings of the Fathers, 426
Scapegoat figure, 496
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von (1759–1805), 49
Schliemann, Heinrich (1822–90), 208
Scholarship, 359
Schopenhauer, Arthur (1788–1860), 12
Schorer, Mark (1908–77): William Blake (1946), 66
Schrödinger, Erwin (1887–1961), 367
Science, 51, 121, 122, 158, 159, 362, 365; and Christianity, 158, 212; and mythology, 164, 374; and natural religion, 156; and prophecy, 54; and religion, 224; on time, 410
Science fiction: machines in, 367; and return to romance, 366–7
Scientia, 155, 156, 159, 160, 161–2, 167–8, 172
Scotism, 129, 179
Scott, Sir Walter (1771–1832), projected work on, 114
Scripture, 39
Sea imagery in the Bible, 430, 431, 438, 439, 448
Seattle illumination. See Epiphany
Second Coming, 112, 503, 585–6
Sectarianism, 219
Seeing metaphors. See Hearing
Self, 60; and death-wish, 14; discovery of, 11; and ego, 26; essential as universal, 4; false, 33, 35, 36; in marriage, 28–9; real, 41, 383; resists improvement, 10; self-directed man, 10, 11, 12. See also Identity, personal
Self-consciousness, 5–6, 18–19
Separatism, 97, 128
Serenity, 6
Sermon on the Mount, 15, 85, 485, 531, 553; on spontaneity, 550; and Ten Commandments, 580; wisdom in, 545
Serpent, 251; in the fall, 523–4; as symbol, 443
Servius (Marius Servius Honoratus) (4th c.), 117
Sex: books on, 198; and fall of man, 448, 524; Freud on, 7; imagery of, in the Bible, 451–3; three sexual relationships, 37–8, 42
Shakers, 143
Shakespeare, William (1564–1616), 41, 149, 152, 172, 189, 212, 226, 315, 400, 578; and the Bible, 421; comedies of, 567; and the green world, 55, 58; history plays of, 505; Johnson on comic bent of, 535; mythology in, 382; projected work on, 84, 170, 177, 181, 614n. 32; Roman plays of, 409; romances of, 323, 324, 325, 409; romantic comedies of, 247; as sec-
ond-phase figure, 147, 154; spirit world in, 54, 475–6; tragedies of, 574–5; Antony and Cleopatra (1623), 150, 153, 190, 379, 395; All's Well that Ends Well (ca. 1603–4), 568; Comedy of Errors (1623), 407; Hamlet (1604–5), 116, 187, 228, 300, 379, 543, 567, 589–90; I Henry IV (1598), 366; Henry V (1600), 50, 221; Julius Caesar (1599), 108–9, 569; King Lear (1604–5), 37, 89, 227, 291, 334, 335, 363, 379, 534, 535, 549, 569, 575; Love's Labour's Lost (1600), 255, 425; A Midsummer Night's Dream (1596), 252, 407, 434, 476; Othello (1604), 255, 567, 569; Pericles (1609), 407; The Phoenix and the Turtle (1601), 102, 137, 369; Richard III (1597), 126, 569; Romeo and Juliet (1594–98), 575; The Taming of the Shrew (1623), 369; The Tempest (1611), 62, 90, 153, 168, 173, 206, 214, 217, 234, 249, 305, 319, 320, 325, 334, 370, 378, 390, 396, 476; The Winter's Tale (ca. 1610), 229, 284, 303, 318, 339, 396

Shaw, George Bernard (1856–1950), 520, 523; on Book of Job, 560; on eternal feminine, 229; as frustrated royalist, 57; on Hamlet, 589–90; projected work on, 58; and vegetarianism, 62; The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search for God (1932), 560; Saint Joan (1924), 152, 569

Sheba, 299, 497
Sheep imagery, 449. See also Pastoral

Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft (1797–1851): Frankenstein (1818), 237

Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792–1822), 16, 89, 116, 117, 122, 128, 168, 229, 292, 355; allegory in, 53; and creativity, 125; on imagination, 156; on liberty, 363; on one poem, 123; on poetry and perception, 269; on role of poet, 107; on time, 248; Ode to the West Wind (1820), 276, 278; Ozymandias (1818), 203; Prometheus Unbound (1820), 226, 274, 573

Sherbrooke, NF at, 31

Shintoism, 350, 351

Shiva, 278

Sidney, Sir Philip (1554–86), 89, 116, 122; projected work on, 58


Simile, 290

Simon, St., 525

Sin: Jesus and Ten Commandments on, 531; and law, 581; mortal, 300. See also Original sin

Sisyphus, 156

Sky-father god, 62, 76, 94, 129, 134, 137, 162, 175, 176, 277, 351, 520, 521

Slavery, 42, 237; and freedom, 239

Sleep, function of, 56, 60, 274

Smelling metaphors, 241

Smith, Adam (b. 1930): Powers of Mind (1975), 367

Social contract. See under Contract

Socialism, 326

Social science, as applied humanities, 309

Social vision, 106

Society, ideal, 125

Socrates (469–399 B.C.), 12, 78, 555; death of, 281, 293, 352; as teacher, 359; unique figure, 330

Sodom, as symbol, 435, 500

Solomon, 102, 322, 347, 528; as author
of Proverbs, 543; historical and legendary, 234–5, 236, 432, 505; as king figure, 490, 491, 495; as Koheleth, 551; as prototype of Christ, 448; and Sheba, 299, 497; and Song of Songs, 170, 452, 457; and the Temple, 197, 472, 497; his wisdom, 299, 301
Song of Songs, 76, 135, 189, 194, 195, 196, 247; bride in, 102, 275, 278, 297, 369, 452, 455, 456–7, 522; John of the Cross on, 78, 152; and Solomon, 170, 234, 457
Sontag, Susan (b. 1933), 152
Sophia. See Wisdom
Soul, 145, 281, 357; and body, 396; as child, 21; and Christ, 378; losing of, 345; NF on, 89; in occult tradition, 54; relation to body and spirit, 271, 318, 321, 330–3, 334, 340, 501–3; and spirit, 357, 359, 360. See also Bardo; Beulah; Body and soul
South Africa, 151
Southwell, Robert (1561–95): The Burning Babe (1595), 472
Space, 338; different levels of awareness of, 313, 314; in first awareness, 151; and interpenetration, 304; liberation of, 161–2; ordinary vs. religious conception of, 582–3, 587; projection in, 256; and time, see Time
Spain: Armada of, 206; mysticism in, 19
Specialization, 376
Spectre of Urthona, 61
Speculation, 49
Speech, 155; involved in myth, 121
Spengler, Oswald (1880–1936), 31, 184, 224, 226, 232, 234, 258, 259; The Decline of the West (1918), xlvi
Spenser, Edmund (ca. 1552–99), 112, 135, 168, 401; allegory in, 53; Garden of Adonis in, 335; projected work on, xliv, 58; The Faerie Queene (1590–96), 69, 102, 107, 210, 396, 398, 479; Mutabilitie Cantos (1599), 229, 240
Sphinx, the, 193, 228
Spinoza, Baruch de (or Benedictus) (1632–77): on nature, 520; on substance, 242
Spiral, 279, 295; curriculum, xxxiv–xxxvii
Spirit, 283, 356, 357; Age of the, see Age; and body, 312; cycle of, 371, 373, 374; descent of, 378; and soul, 357, 359, 360; and soul and body, 271, 318, 321, 330–3, 334, 340, 501–3. See also Holy Spirit; Spiritual
Spirts, 90, 153–4, 184; elemental, 150, 334, 370, 475–6
Spiritual: body, 101, 180, 208, 239, 250, 405, 502; kingdom, 581–4; meaning of word, 435; world, 349–50, 469–73, 475–7
Spontaneity, 8
Sport, 95
St. Clair revelation. See Epiphany
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Stalin, Joseph (Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili) (1879–1953), 310; as Antichrist, 493; Stalinism, 304
Stein, Gertrude (1874–1946); on there, 111; “what is the question?” 563
Steinbeck, John Ernst (1902–68): The Grapes of Wrath (1939), 598
Stendhal (Marie-Henri Beyle) (1783–1842): La Chartreuse de Parme (1839), 197
Sterne, Laurence (1713–68): Letters of Yorick to Eliza (1775), 136
Stevens, Wallace (1879–1955): on
beauty momentarily in the mind, 204, 209; on imagination, 213; on imperfect as paradise, 346; Description without Place, 333
Still, Colin (b. 1888), 314
Stoicism, 159, 160, 245; as natural religion, 175
Stone, 84; image, 468–9, 597
Stonehenge, 126
Story, 285, 338; and history, 602
Stowe, Harriet Beecher (1811–96): Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), 177
Strauss, David Friedrich (1808–74), 337
Structure, 245; in NF’s works, liv
Student protest movement, 96, 97, 116, 119, 125, 153
Subconscious, 41
Subject and object, 124, 231, 319
Substance, 231–2, 233, 276, 312, 331; modern notions of, 242
Succession, laws of: and choice of younger son, 286; and passing over of firstborn, 235, 281, 300, 368, 503–13; and sacrifice of firstborn, 464–7
Suffering servant, 494, 495, 497
Sumeria, 293, 294; agriculture in, 459; mythology of, 438
Sun: as symbol, 146, 157, 175; worship of, 341
Superego, 13, 20, 34, 60
Superstition, xxxiii, 101, 547
Suso, Heinrich (ca. 1300–66), 5
Suzuki, D(aisetz) T(eitaro) (1870–1966), xlvi, xlviii
Swastika, 279
Swift, Jonathan (1667–1745): on Yeats, 71; A Tale of a Tub (1704), 53, 116
Swinburne, Algernon Charles (1837–1909), sex in, 176
Symbol, meaning of, 53, 182
Symbolism: monism and, 87; universal, 38
Symposium, 108, 112; and Book of Job, 556, 562
Synchronicity, 205, 304
Syrians, gods of, 526
Tacitus, Gaius Cornelius (ca. A.D. 55–120), 454
Tamar, 368, 453
Tamas, 14, 35
Tammuz, 461, 462
Taoism, 325, 349, 362; teachings of, 550; Tao te Ching, 61, 298
Tarot cards, 190–1; as shaping pattern in GC, xxxiv, xxxv, 172–3, 174, 176–7, 181, 214, 225; Waite on, 183
Taste, 241
Tathagata, 5
Teachers: function of, 359; relation with students at university, 31–2
Technology: fear of, 153; Heidegger on, 294
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre (1881–1955), 368
Teleology, 205, 210
Television, 98, 115, 116; and modern youth, 96, 97; as viewer’s mode of perception, 95–6
Temple, 320; as body of Christ, 458, 468, 597; in Book of Revelation, 598; building of, 432, 472, 506; dedication of, 497; destruction of, 248; as encyclopedic building, 197; measuring of, 529–30; rebuilding of, 432, 433, 434, 441–2; as symbol, 435, 443, 469–70
Ten Commandments, 438, 464, 485, 530–1; and Sermon on Mount, 580; style of, 579–80
Tennyson, Alfred, 1st Baron Tennyson (1809–92), 112, 136
Tertullian (Quintus Florens Septimus Tertullianus) (fl. ca. A.D. 195–212), 375
Testament, meaning of, 125, 452, 455
Testament of the Three Patriarchs, 426
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Thales (ca. 624–ca. 545 B.C.), 280
Thanatos: culbute, 226, 230, 238, 241; in Dante, 401; and Eros, 345; hemisphere (in HEAP scheme), 111–12, 132, 133, 137, 160, 162, 180, 226; vision, 229; and tragedy, 408
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Theatre, illusion and reality in, 576–7
Theocritus (fl. 270 B.C.), 462
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Theotormon, 16
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Tibetan Book of the Dead, The, xlvi, xlix, 587–8, 596
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Time, 157, 164, 208, 248, 321, 338, 564; beginning of, 514–16; Biblical sense of, 522, 598–9; circular and linear, 49; different levels of awareness of, 313, 314; identity of all moments of, 91–2; liberation of, 161–2; natural and moral, 239; ordinary vs. religious conception of, 582–3, 585, 587, 591; projection in, 256; reversibility of, 104; and second awareness, 151; and space, 247, 259, 267, 268, 271, 595; and synchronicity, 304
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